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Vakyani. 1920. I Os.
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(20) Pran Nath (Dr.). A Study in the Economic Condition
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(1) Hodson (T. C-). The Primitive Culture of India.
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(2) Gibb (H. A. R). The Arab Conquests of Central Asia.

1923 5s.

(3) Richmond (E.T.). Moslem Architecture. 1926. 12s. 6d.

(4) Ross (Sir B. Denison). Ta‘rikh-i Fakhru’d-din

Mubarakshah. Edited from a unique manuscript. 1927.

7s. 6d

(5) Trenckner (V.). The Milindapanho : the Pali Text.

New edition with General Index by C. J. Eylands and Index

of Gathas by Mrs. Ehys Davids. 1928. 12$. 6d.

(6) Hasan (Hadi). Falaki-i-Shirwani. His Life and

Times. 1929. 12s U.

(7) Yarma (S.). Critical Studies in the Phonetic

Obvervations of Indian Grammarians. 1929. 12s. 6d.

(8) Isemonger (Commander N. E.). The Elements of

Japanese Writing. 1929. £1 5s.

(9) Hasan (Hadi). Falakl-i-Shlrwani. His Diwan.
1929. 10s.

(10) Turner (Prof. E. L.). Dictionary of the Nepali

Language, with Etymological Notes. (In the Press)

Members are entitled to buy these publications at 25 per cent discount.
2d. m the shilling allowed to the trade.

3d. in the shitting allowed to the trade if paid on purchase or in advance.
4d. m the shilling allowed to the trade for purchase of any one publication

to the amount of £10 and upwards and paid on purchase or in advance.
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Oriental Studies and the Universities are kept in stock*

SOME RECENT PUBLICATIONS.
BOROBUDUR. (Six original Etchings) by Jan Poortenaar. In portfolio

15 f x 11$. Explanatory introduction by Dr. N. J. Krom with foreword
by Laurence Binyon.
Edition strictly limited to 200 copies. Price £6/6/-.
Edition-de-Luxe limited to 12 copies » £8/8/-.
All copies are numbered and signed by the artist.

LUSTRE ON GLASS AND POTTERY IN EGYPT. From the period of
Hadrian to Saladin, by F. R. Martin. Illustrated with 14 plates. 4to,

sewn, pp. 48. Price 10/6.
(Coliana di studi d’Arte Ceramics III.)

GRUNER (O. CAMERON). A Treatise on the Canon of Medicine of
Avicenna, incorporating a translation of the First Book. Illustrated.

Roy. 8vo, cloth, pp. 612. Price £2/2/-.

CURRENCY OF THE FAR EAST. “What the Chinese say about their
coins.” The Schjoth Collection at the Numismatic Cabinet of the
University of Oslo, Norway. By Fr. Schjoth, M.R.A.S., Illustrated with

1 31 plates.

Foolscap folio, cloth, pp. vi. 88. Price £1/10/-.

The same, sewn copy. Price £1/5/-.

GEORGE OF LYDDA. The Patron Saint of England- A study of the
cultus of St. George in Ethiopia. The Ethiopic texts in facsimile edited
for the first time from the manuscripts from MakdalS now in the British
Museum, with translations and an introduction by Sir E. A. Wallis
Budge, Kt. Illustrated with 13 plates and 5 illustrations in the text.

(Luzac’s Semitic Text and Translation Series xx.)

8vo, cloth, pp. xviii, 284. Price £1/15/-.

The same, being translations of the Ethiopic texts as found in the
manuscripts from Makdala now in the British Museum and an intro-

duction. By Sir E. A. Wallis Budge, Kt. With 13 plates and 5
illustrations in the text.

8vo, cloth, pp. xviii, 284. Price 12/-.

QUATRAINS OF ‘OMAR-I KHAYYAM. Persian text taken from the

two newly discovered ancient manuscripts, with an English prose version

by Friedrich Rosen. With 4 facsimile pages from the manuscripts.
i8mo, cl., pp. vi 200, 72, 197. Price 7/6.

LUZAC & CO.
Oriental and Foreign Bookseller*.

Agents to the India Office ; Royal Asiatic Society : School of Oriental Studies, London ;

Asiatic Society of Bengal, Calcutta ; Bihar and Onssa Research Society, India ; Society

of Oriental Research, Chicago
; Siam Society, Bangkok, etc., etc.

46 Great Russell Street, London, W.C.1.
(Opposite the British Museum.)



ARTHUR PROBSTHAIN
Oriental Bookseller & Publisher,

41 GREAT RUSSELL STREET, LONDON, W.C. 1.

PROBSTHAIN’S ORIENTAL CATALOGUE.

So 40 : The World of Islam (excepl Egypt). Part 1 : Travel*, History,

Politics. 1673 Numbers. Just rendu. To be had on application.

Just Published.

MOTSE (or MeH-Ti). The Ethical and Political Works. Translated from the

Original Chinese Text by Y. ?. MfcJ. Cr 8vo, pp. xjv, 275. 1929. 16s.

Probtfham • Oriental Series. Vol. XIX.

(n the Fre»«.

MOTSE : HIS LIFE AND TIMES. By Y. P- Ma

VOGEL, J. Ph. INDIAN SERPENT-LORE, or the NAGAS IN HINDU
LEGEND AND ART. Ci. 4to, pp. 318, with 30 Plates. 1927. £2 2s.

The Nagas in the Great Epic, Nagas and Buddha, Nagas in Fables and

Fairy Tales, etc. Besides the numerous and carefully chosen photographs,

to nearly every story is appended a detailed description of its representations

in plastic art, with reference to the chiel works m which these ate produced,

A CRITICAL PALI DICTIONARY. By V. TrkkcK.vkr, IX Andebskk, and

H. Smith. (Pah-Enghsh.) Vol. I, Pts. 1 and 2. 16s. 6d.

WOOLNER, A. C. INTRODUCTION TO PRAKRIT. Second Edition.

8vo, pp. xvi, 235. 1928. 6s.

The only available Prakrit Grammar m English by a most thorough and
well-known scholar.

DRIVER, G. R. A GRAMMAR OF COLLOQUIAL ARABIC OF SYRIA
AND PALESTINE. Roy. 8vo, pp. xxi, 257. 1925. 12s. 6d.

‘‘This grammar is exactly what a work on colloquial Arabic oaght to be.

We can safely say we have never 6een a better grammar of a modem dialect

of Arabic anywhete. What Willmore did for Egypt, Driver has done for
Syria and Palestine."—Times Literary Supplement.

HOPOl/S, L. FOLKWAYS IN CHINA. Cr. 8vo, pp. viu, 248, with 18
illustrations. 1929. 12s. 6d.

Probalhain* Oriental Series. Vol. XVIII.

+ Chinch Times: “ There is no other book which describes folkways in

China So comprehensively in so small a compass.”

THE BOOK OF LORD SHANG: a Classic of the Chinese School of Law,
translated from the Chinese, with Introduction and Notes by Dr. J. J. L.
DGTVBhPAK. Cr. 8vo, pp. xiv, 346. 1928. 24*.

Pfobithain Oriental Serie*. Vol. XVII.

HSUNTZETHEM0ULDER OF ANCIENT CONFUCIANISM. By HomeH. DUBS, Ph.D. Cr. 8vo
r pp. x, 3U4, 1927. 24s,

Probcthaia'i Oriental Serie#. Vol. XV.
HSUS,:

un^St*
:romlhe chi,,eae DMS
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A LITERARY HISTORY
OF THE ARABS

BY

R. A. NICHOLSON, M.A., Litt.D.

SECOND EDITION

Illustrated. Demy 8vo. 21s. net.

The author s aim has been to compile a work which should

serve as a general introduction to the subject, and which

should be neither too popular for students nor too scientific

for ordinary readers. In this edition several mistakes have

been corrected and the Bibliography has been brought up

to date. It is now issued as a companion volume to

E. G. Browne s Literary History of Persia (4 Volumes,

21s. net each).

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS
FETTER LANE. LONDON. E.C.4.
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ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY

1930
Part II.—APBIL

Tibetan Documents concerning Chinese

Turkestan. IV : The Khotan Region
Bt F. W. THOMAS

(Continued from p. 94 supra)

IV. Places with Names ending in rtse »•

fTlHE word rtse,
“ peak ” or “ top ”, is a very appropriate

termination for the names of places in a mountainous

region; in Tibet there are innumerable place-names of this type.

In the Nob region of Chinese Turkestanwehave noticed (JRAS.

1928, pp. 586-8) several such names, e.g. Klu-rtse
,
Snun-rtse ,

Gyun-drun-rtse. In the case of the last named we have

suggested the possibility that -rtse may have denoted nothing

more than a height in a fort. There may have been instances

of such a nature ; but in general the position will have been

otherwise. The numerous names in -rtse will have been due

to the occupation of commanding positions by the Tibetan

troops for the purpose of observation and control. In the

case of Pehu-rtse we shall quote documents which in fact

refer to building operations. The actual designations of some

of the places, e.g. Stag-sras-dges-gyi-rtse “ Young-tiger-

delight(£ ?)-peak ”, Hjphrul - gyi - me - Ion - kun - snail - rtse

“
Magic - mirror - all - vision - peak ”, while characteristically

Tibetan, may also be set down partly to the fancy of those who

established the new military posts. The names are naturally all

Tibetan, and will not often have been attached to old sites.

Note may be taken of the manner in which the places are

mentioned. We have called attention above to various lists

of persons residing in certain tshars
f
or “ parishes ”, or in

places whose names frequently end in -rtse. It will be observed

jbas, iran. 1930. l?
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that the two kinds of reference do not intermingle, a fact which

clearly indicates that the former lists refer to “ parishes ” in

the Khotan district itself, while the latter have in view the

military posts outside. Most, however, of the documents

are mere wooden labels, showing either simply the name of

the place, or the same with references to supplies (brgyags),

or barley
(nas)

or wheat (gro), or soldiers (so), and so forth

—

often with line-marks or notches plainly meant to denote

numbers or amounts. They are, therefore, labels for articles

kept or dispatched for the use of the places mentioned, or of

persons belonging, or travelling, to the same. Usually,

where there are notches, the wood is cut away for the purpose

of a tally, and the hole for the string, which otherwise is at

the right, is at the broadeT end to the left. An example
(M. Tagh. 0564) is figured on plate cxxx of Innermost Asia.

(a) \An~tse

.

Mentioned supra, p. 93.

No doubt a place in the Khotan region and quite different

from An-hsi (Kva-cu) in distant Kan-su.

(
6
) Bye-ma-hdor-gyi-rtse.

Mention of this place has occurred in No. 4, p. 55 supra.

50. M. Tagh, 0527 (wooden tally
; c. 12 X 2 cm.

;

complete
; hole for string at right

; wood partly cut away •

1 I of ordinary cursive dbu-can script
; c. 12 lines or notches

for numbers).

*
I I

Bye-ma-hdor-gyi-rtse

(Quite similar are the likewise complete documents a, ii,

0073
; a, iv, 006 (notches, etc.)

; c, ii, 0051 (notches, etc.).)

’

51. M, Tagh. «, iv, 0088 (wood; c . 11-5x1 cm •

complete, palimpsest
; 11. 1 recto + 1 verso of ordinary cursive

aou-can script
; hole for string at right).

m ^i * l
Bye ' ma

' -d°r '& rtse
I

lo • nai • Mon

.

L-tsj bsku . bar
. ton . sig

.
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“ Bye-ma-hdor-gyi-rtse. Send tlie lo-nan Mon secretly

(b&hi-bar ?).”

Note

A. lo-nan : See supra
, p. 55 (lo-nan).

(c) Bye-ri-snan-dan-rtse.

Mentioned in M.T. 0050 (p. 93 supra).

(d) Can-lan-rtse.

See above, p. 87 (M. Tagh. a, iv, 007), and add

—

52. M. Tagb. a, ii, 0066 (wooden tally
; c. 11 X 1*5 cm. ;

complete
;

hole for string at left
;

1. 1 of ordinary cursive

dbu-can script ; 6 notches or lines).

|
:

|

Can . Ian . tshe
|

Possibly the Jah-lan-rtse mentioned supra (p. 93, M. Tagh.

0050) is only a variant of this name.

(e) Dbyild-cuii-rtse.

53. M. Tagh. a, vi, 006 (wood
;

c. 7 X 2 cm. ;
complete

;

hole at right for string ;
11. 2 recto -f- 1 verso of ordinary

cursive dbu-can script).

[A 1] ^
| |

mnah . ris . na . [A 2] Dbyild . cun . tsehi

[B] brgyags.

“ Supplies for Dbyild-cun-tse on the frontier (or in the

frontier country).”

54. M. Tagh. a, v, 001 (wood
;

c. 8 x 3 cm. ;
imperfect

at left and right
;

11. 3 recto + 3 verso of rather neat, cursive

dbu-can script).

[A 1] . . .
[gjsol . na : su . la

.
gsol . .

. [A 2] . . . hand .

mamchis . te
| |

rad .
pa . dbyir . n . . . [A 3] . . . Dbyild .

cun . rtse . khrom . du .
|

su . . . [B 1] . .
.

|

htshal . ba .

las
| |

[ch]ad ... [B 2] ...
|

so . glas . stsold . cig . . . .

[B 3] . . . po . chir . mdzad
| |

. . .

M
Travelling party ... to Dbyild-cuh-rtse mart. . .

.”

It seems therefore that Dbyild-cun-rtse was a market town

on the frontier (perhaps only of two provinces or

administrations).
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(f)
Hphrul-gyi-rtse

(

(i

Magic Peak ”).

See M.T. 0050 (p. 93 supra), and cf. the following (g)

and Mye-Ioh-rtse (infra).

(<j) Hphrul-gyi-me-loh-kun-snah-rtse (“ Magic-mirror-all-

appearing-peak ”).

55. M. Tagh. i, 0020 (wooden tally
; c. 9*5 x 2 cm, ;

complete (?); hole for string at left
; II. 2 recto -f 2 verso of

ordinary cursive dbu-can script).

[A 1] ^
| . |

Hprul
.
gi . mye . Ion

.
|
[A 2] kun . snan .

rtse
J
[B 1) GIu

.
gan

.

gis
.
phye . khal [B 2] gcig . dan . bre

.

bzi . nos
|
phyin . bre . phyed.

“ Hphrul-gyi-me-lon-kun-snan-rtse : received by Glu-gan
flour, one load (khal = vdha), four bre : later half a bre'*

56. M. Tagh. c, i, 0011 (wood; c. 15-5 x 2-5 cm.
; com-

plete
; hole for string at right

; II. 2 recto + 2 verso of ordinary
dbu-can script).

J

_

[A 1] * :
I SPrul

• gyi • mye Ion . du . mchi . ba . hdi

.

ri&s[A 2]b
. par . thon . sig

.
|

rins . ri . skyel . hdi . mania .

sna [B 1] byi
|

ma . non
. par . thon . sig

|

sna . mam . ma .

rjogs . sla
. [B 2] gdod

. gzan . thon . sig . |

“ Going to Hphrul-gyi-me-lon
: send it on quickly. These

rapid mountain couriers are to be sent on early or late tsna-
pj^without hindrance (ma-rum-parl or non-par - with
effort ). Before (If?) the first lot have finished (do not
suffice ?), straightway send others.’’

Mentioned also in M.T. a, iv, 0026.

A 2. riskyel ;
“ Mountain convoy ”

(see p. 83 supra).BI. ma-rjogs-sla : = ma-rdzogsAa %
sna mam . For this use of mam see JRAS. 1927, p. 832

1. 4 from bottom
; p. 833, 1. 17.

Pi
(h) Jan-lan-rtse.

See above, under Can-lan-rtse.



(%) Mdok-rUe,

See M.T. 0050 (p. 93 supra).

(j) Mnah-ris-byin-gyi-rtse (“ Two-frontier Peak ”).

See No. 0564, published in Sir Aurel Stein’s Innermost Asia,

p. 1085.

57. M. Tagh. 0016 (wooden tally
; c. 13-5 x 2 cm.

;

complete ;
hole for string at left ; 11. 1 recto + 1 verso of

ordinary cursive dbu-can script
;
nine notches or lines recto,

one verso).

[A] ^
| |

Mfvah . ris . byin
.
gyi . tse

|

[B] nas . bre . b£i

.

rtsis . nod

u
Mnah-ris-byin-gyi-rtse : four bre of barley counted,

received.”

(k) Mnah-ris-rtse (“ Frontier Peak ”).

See M.T. 0050 (p. 93 supra
,
[miwh-ri)s).

(l) Mon-rtse (" Mon Peak ”).

58. M. Tagh. a, ii, 0058 (wood ; c. 10 x 2 cm.
;
complete ;

irregular at left
;

hole for string at right
;

11. 2 of ordinary

cursive dbu-can script).

[1] Mon . rtse . gyi . brgyags
|

[2] so

“ For Mon-rtse, supplies,”

(to) Me-loh-rtse (“ Mirror Peak ”).

Possibly the same as Hphrul-gyi-me-lon-kun-snan-rtse

(g, supra).

59. M. Tagh. c, i, 0015 (wood
; c. 10*5 x 2 cm. ; complete

;

hole for string at left broken away
;

11. 2 of ordinary cursive

dbu-can script).

[1] j |

Mye . Ion . tse . gyi . brgyags [2] [sbah]

“ For Me-lon-rtse, supplies : secret (or remainder, hbah,

or some ?).”

(n) Pehu-rtse (“ Pehu Peak ”, cf . Pehu-mar “ Lower Pehu ”),

60. M. Tagh. 0615 (wood; c. 23*5x2 cm.

;

nearly
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complete
;
hole for string at right ; U. 2 of ordinary* cursive

dbu-can writing).

[1] . . [s]o . skr . bskyed
.
par . chad . nas . hdi , nas . Bpjond.

brdzans . pa
1

.
yan . lags

.
gyis . ||

[2]' . , sna (lna ?) . na .

hbah . Tshehu . chag
.

gi . so
.
pa . ni . Bsam. cha[r] . hpos . 6ig

||

Pehu . rtse . sar
.

pahi . . .

“ It having been settled to dispatch back the soldiers . . .

have been sent back from here. In five [or First) .... some
soldiers of Tshehu-cag should be transferred to Bsam-cha.

Of new Pehu-rtse ...”

Motes

On Tshehu-cag and Baam-cha see pp. 260, 279, 282 infra.

1- 2, hpos : Doubtless for spos
, from spo-ba, which has

occurred supra {JRAS. 1928, p. 558, 1. 4).

61. M. Tagh. a, v, 0015 (paper, fol. do. 27 of vol„
fragmentary at right ; c. 15 x 25 cm.

;
11. 21 recto + 11. 2

verso of ordinary dbu-can script).

[1]
|

•
|

zan . 2aft . blon . Khri . b£er . dan
| ]

nan
tje.po.Lha.bzoh

. .
. [2] mtshuhs.pa

|

Zugs . ham
. gyi

.

Itona
|

sohi . mth . . . [3] bzugs . na
|

thugs . bde . ham .

“f
1 . bde

.
j

snun
. gsol ... [4] chi

. gnan
|

Hu', ten
Phyogs . na . bkah . mchid . chig . dah . . . [5] pa . dag .

bzugs
. pa . la

|

bdag . nan
.
pas . rno . thog

. pa . . . [6] hdi
skad . snan . snuns

.
pa

. gsol . zes
.

j

bkah . h . . . [7] nan
tje po Lha . bzafi . dan

|

phur . myi . srid
. gchig . ste II glo

: ;

' [8]
t°:

gchl§ • dbyard -Pe.hu. rtse . rtsig . du . mchis .™ ' c a
'

I [9] htsald . de
|

rab . tu . myi . bde .

ste
[
bro

. g-yog . dan
. phu . Idir . bgyid . .

. [10] gi . brantkya
. rgu2

.
gu . rib . Tran . slebs

, SQ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
sde

.

:
L

4
J bar 3

• te . ma . btah . bahi . akyin . ba
• gram . Hphan

. brod
[12] mchis

. pa .

Or ? pra (compendious for par) ?2 Crossed out.
s Compendious for g-yar.
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Tran : debs . kyi . skyin , bar 1
. ri . zug . du . mebi . . .

[13] hdi . b£in . du . spyan . ris . btsa . 3sin
|

so . chad . . .

[14] mdzad
||
bdag . nan . pa . bro . cuA . zad . tha . gi

. |

so .

sla . . . [15] hdrend . dan . sku . has . myi . htsal . bar
|

dusu

.

phyin . . . [16] ba . dan . phur . myihi . srid . du . be 2
.

mdzad . chin . spyan . . . [17] ma . stons . pahi . mtshan .

ma
|

spyan . zigs . .
. [18] mchis . na . rma . zin . bzes . par .

chi
.

gnan
|

. . . [19] gnis . thugs . bde . sku . tshe . rin . bar .

smon . . . [20] so . nul . Klu . mthon . mchi . ba . la . han .

zib . tu . . . [21] chi . legsu . mdzad . par . smon . chin .

mchis ...

Verso : [1]
|

.
|

2an . £an . Khri . b£re 3
. dan

|

nan. rje .

po . Lha [2] bzan . la
J |

Du . dun . skyes . kyi . m-i . . .

[1—4]
“ That the great Uncle-Councillor Khri-bzer and the

Home Minister Lha-bzan, equal to theophanies, while residing

at military headquarters on the top of the 2ugs-nam, should

have written inquiries after my health, whether I am happy

or not, what a favour ! [4-6] As regards any talk at 'present

going on in the Hu-ten quarter, your humble servant, unable

. . . begs merely herein to inquire after your health : so

. . . commands. [7-9] The Home Minister Lha-bzan and the

leading persons are united and intimate (glo-ba-[ne\ ?

or glo-ba-rihs ‘far-seeing’?). At present since in the

summer I went to build Pehu-rtse, .... sent. [9-12] I am
very ill at ease. My house-sercanZ, the gu-rib Tran-slebs, who

renders me sick-service and blows the fire (phu-ldir ?), being

lent to . . . ,
a soldier-relay coming here, was not sent, and

his debtor (substitute ?), a regimental man, Hphan-brod of

Na-gram, . . . went. [12-15] Tran-slebs’ debtor (sub-

stitute), being taken with mountain-sickness . . . thus

spying, caused the soldier ... to be punished. I, being

a little convalescent, fetched the soldier back. . . . [15-18]

1 r crossed out.

1 Crossed out.

• Compendious for 6kr.
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Though I did not personally send . . . arrive m time am

in token of not having ... the proceedings of the leadin,

persons ... a present . . . comes : inquire and favour m
by acceptance [19-21] that . . . both may b

happy and Uve long. . • • Also, when the soldier-spy Klu

mthon comes, I pray you to .. . particularly and do wha

is good.”

[B 1]
“ To great Uncle Khri-bzer and Home Ministe:

Lha-bzan : letter of Pu-dun-skyes.”

Notes

1. 1 . Zugs-ham-gyi-Uons : See p. 86 supra.

1. 7, phur-myi : The phrase, which occurred supra, p. 55.

is found also infra , p. 258, and in a, ii, 0089 and c, iii, 0043

(phur-myi-stag-rnams'la)

.

). 9. phu~ldir : Both phu and Idir seem to have the general

sense of “blowing

1. 10. gu-rib : A not infrequent phrase (M.I. 1086, xiv,

0019; xv, 0011; M. Tagh. b, i, 004, 0059; c, iv, 002 ;
Ch.

fr. 61), denoting perhaps some occupation (a slave ?).

so-res :
“ Soldier-relay,” as supra, p. 89.

1. 11. slcyin-ba : This naturally means a “ debtor

Apparently the debtor was required to act as a substitute.

1. 12. ri-zug : See pp. 84, 281, and M.T. 001 and a
y
iv,

0014, 0019.

1. 13. spyan-ris(rasybtsa :
“ Watching or spying ” recurs

infra, p. 274, 278 ; also M.T. 0516.

1. 15. sku-iias :
“ By myself in person.”

1. 17. spyan-zigs :
“ A present,” as on p. 88 supra .

1. 20. so-nul : “A soldier spy,” as supra, p. 86.

62. M. Tagh. a, v, 0020 (paper, fol. no. 29 in vol., frag-

mentary
; c. 20 x 13*5 cm.

; 11. 7 of ordinary dhu-can
script).

[1] . . . -i
.
[m]chid

. gsol . bah
| |

[2] . .
. g . pa . dan

|

Dur
.
ya

.
p[h]ur . myi . rgod . kyi

.

gle
. gugs . sug . las [3] . . .

mchi . ha
|

gzi . nand
. pahi . sten . du

j

sug . las . ches .
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pas
|

g-yar 1
* ga[m] . . . [4] . . . ri . metis . na

|
Pehu .

tse . rtfflg
.
pahi . bsel . du .

yah . mehi . bar . mebid . atsald

. . . [5] . . [d]ab . ham . chen . tags
|

rha . mo . geig . g-yar

.

por . gsol . Mn . mchis . na . . . [6] . . . £[i]h . g-yar . por .

thugs . rje
.
ji

.
gzigs

||

“ Letter of ... I and the chief men of Dur-ya went . . .

work on wild uncultivated land. The work upon the bad

land being heavy, orders were sent that, having gone up . . .

we should be engaged in safeguarding those who were building

Pehu-tse beg for a camel on loan .... have the

kindness to lend . .

Notes

Concerning Dur-ya see below, p. 268. It is evidently to

be presumed that Pehu-rtse was in the vicinity of that place.

The reference to the building of Pehu-rtse in this and the

preceding document is in harmony with the mention of New
Pehu-rtse in the one first quoted (M. Tagh. 0615, p. 256).

1. 1. rgod-kyi-gle-gugs : Gle is said to mean “a small

uncultivated island”, and gugs may mean “a comer”

(angulus terrae). Cf. p. 266 infra,

1. 4. bsel : This may mean either “ guard ” or “ clear up ”.

In JRAS. 1928, p. 566, we have had it used, apparently, of

defending a citadel.

(o) Seh-ka-tse

By this name no place is otherwise known. But it seems

not unreasonable to equate it to the Sanka-giri, near to the

{Sanka-praha^a vikdra, both of which are mentioned in the

Tibetan accounts of Khotan (see Ancient Kkotan
, p. 584 ; Asia

Major, ii, p. 267 ;
and Sir Asuiosh Mookerjee Silver Jubilee

Volumes
,

iii, pp. 32, 45). We can readily understand that

into a native designation Seh-ka the monks may have inter-

preted the Sanskrit sanka, though, of course, the Sanskrit

may have actually been the prius. Assuming the identity,

1 Crossed out.
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we learn, however, no more than the name itself

to wit, that the place lay in the mountains to the south ot

the Khotan region.

63. M. Tagh. 0574 (wood; c. 12-5 x 2cm.; complete;

hole for string at right ;
11. 2 recto + 2 verso of rather square,

cursive dhu-can script).

[A 1] |
.

|

khyar . mkhan . gyi . hbans . myi . Lo . ci .

brgyag (A 2] snod
.
[myin] . du . Sen . ka . tse . la . mchis

: |

dbyar
.
[B 1] sla . tha . chuns . kyi . brgyags . nas . bre . gsum

[B 2] dan
| |

phye . bre
.
gsum . ma . stsald

|

“ The lagging slave Lo-ci has come to Seri-ka-tse without

the basket of supplies. Supplies for the last summer month,
three bre of barley and thrpe bre of flour, have not been sent.’*

Note

AX. khyar-mkhan-gyi-hbans
: khyar is given in the

dictionaries as a synonym of khyams.

6A M. Tagh. 0583 (wood; c. 13-5 x 2 cm.
; complete;

hole for string at right
;

11. 2 recto + 1 verso of rather square
dhu-can script, part of verso in a different, round, hand).
[A 1] ^

| :
|

brgyags : : snod
: pa : Tsa : dan : lhan : dpye :

dbyar : sla : tha : cuns : tshes : ni : su : bzi
:
gdugs : res

; [B 1]
na. mchis -.so [A different hand)

|

Gun. beg. Gun
|

legs
|

gi.

o,:
S

rly
-'aSket -man Tsa and mate came at noon on themb of the last summer month. Por Gun-beg Gun-legs.”

A l. lhan-dpye: Since dbye-ba is synonymous with hby
the phrase may = lhan-hbyed “ an assistant ” or “ auxilTa^

65. M. Tagh. 0517 (paper
; c. 25-5 x 10

at nght (li. 3-9) and left (11. 3-6)
; II 9

dhu-can script).

cm.
; fragmentary

of square, formal,



[11 1
r

|
jo - bo . Stag . . gyi . snan . du

. | j

’

Myes . tshab . gyi . mchid . gaol . bah
| |

bo . pa . dag . la .

rmae . na . jo . bo . snuh . sbagla 1
. iin . [2] ba.de. 8[&]ad .

g-yar . du . mjald . ste . glo . [b]ah . rab . tu . myi . dgah . ME .

mchis . bdag
.
gsun . mar . mchi . ho . sham 2

. glo . ba . 1 . .

[3] . .
.
glah . ni . ma . sned . bdag . mchi . yan . smad .

yon . myi . thog . hdah .
yan . snun . nad

.
[las] . chun

.

tha . [kyi]
.
[yan] . -i . . . [4] pab (par ?) . nog . tshil

.

-wu
.
[hi]s . dan . hbras . hpul : gan . glo . ba . myi . hrins .

pahi . skye [5] ...[»] . Myes . kol . la . snan .

shuns . bgyis . ste
. yar .

gsegs
.
par . smond . s[mt]n . na[d]

[6] . . [n]ad . las . gsos . Mn . zal . mjald . par . smond . cin .

mchis
| |

g [7] ba . bdagi . hpha . rgan . nam .

nonsu
. gyurd . na . rul . bu . ma . khyams . pa . tsham . snan .

[snun] [8] chir . mdzad
.

j j

tsha . bo .

Sen . gah . tse . la
.

| |

Lha . lod . gyi . mchid .
gsol . bah .

bdag . nan [9] bdag
. yas . mchis . na . mzind .

par . thugs . dpags . chir . mdzad . zal . bzan . [p]o ....

[1-2] “For the hearing of the chief Stag-mton: letter-

petition of Myes-tshab. The tidings having reached me up

here upon inquiry of the soldiers that the chief is in anxiety

as to his health, I am very uneasy in mind, and I apprehend

that I am to be blamed. [3-4] Without having received . . .

wages I cannot, even if I come, be of any help at all.

When a little recovered from the illness . . . hump-fat and

a full offering of fruit. A not very clever person

[5-6] With good wishes for health to Myes-kol . .
.
pray to

come up. Illness . . , when cured of illness I pray to meet

face to face .... [7-8] my aged father being in bad health,

will you ... a little note without delay .... health.”

[8-9] “ To grandson Seii-gah-tse : letter-petition of Lha*

lod. Will you be so kind as not to your humble

servant ... is beside . . . self ? . . . . your good

countenance.”

1 Apparently crossed out.

* Ikam ?
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Notes

This is one of the not infrequent documented which a letter

from one person shows a postscript m the form of a letter

from another, addressed either to the same «*"*]*(£ “

M Tagh 0430, edited in Innermost Asm, p. 1087) or to a

member of his family and so forth. In some instances the

writer of the postscript is a woman, which, srnce namas ending

in lod are generally feminine, is probably the ease here. The

person addressed in the postscript as Sen-gah-tse is probably

the Stag-mton addressed in the same letter, Sen-gah-tae

being a residence name, such as we constantly find (see supra,

JRAS. 1927, p. 79, and Festqabe Jacobi
> pp* 47, 71-2) ; or

perhaps it is his son.

The term “ grandson ”, as has been suggested in Innermost

Asia, p. 1088 (M. Tagh. 0436), need not be taken literally :

it may be a politeness on the part of a senior friend, no doubt

the wife of the writer of the main letter.

I. 3. sm.od.-yon

:

For smart-yon (JRAS. 1927, pp. 816,

826).

tha-Jcyi ; = tha-gi.

1. 4. gait : Cf. the phrases noted in JRAS. 1928, p. 586,

glo-ba-myi-krihs (= rind) : Cf. JRAS. 1928, p. 557.

1. 7. rul-bu : I have taken this as = hdrul-bu
“
a shoru

letter”.

1. 9. mzind : For ma-zznd ?

(p) Snah-dan-hpkrul-gyi-rtse (“ Vision and Magic Peak ”).

The name bears a likeness to Hphrul-gyi-rtse and Hpkrul-gyi-

mc-loh-kun -snail-rise, supra
, p. 254.

66. M. Tagh. 004 (wooden tally; c. 11*5 x 2cm. ;
com-

plete ; hole for string at left
;

three notches verso ;
11. 2 of

ordinary cursive dbu-can script).

[1] ^
| [

Snan . dan . hprul
.
gi

|
[2] rtse

(M. Tagh. 0158 is similar.)

67. M. Tagh. a, i, 003 (wood
; c. 17 x 1 cm.

;
broken



away at right and at bottom (without loss ?) ; 1. 1 of ordinary

cursive dbu-can script, clear).

| |

Snail . dah . hphrul
.
gyi . rtse . na . Bod . bii . tshugs.

gcig . la
|

-yi

“
In SnafL-dafi-hphrul-gyi-rtse for four Tibetans, one

squad, . .

Notes

On tshugs see supra
, p. 53.

(q )
Snan-lun-rtse (“ Vision-Valley Peak ”). Mentioned in

cy ii, 0065, infray p. 281,

(

r

)
Stag-hdus-dges-Jcyi-rtse (“ Tiger-gathering-rejoicing Peak ”)

and Stag-sras-dges-kyi-rtse (“ Tiger-son-rejoicing Peak ”).

Stag-sras has occurred as a place-name in M. Tagh. 0050

(p. 92 supra).

It is perhaps doubtful whether in these names the word

dges or dgyes really means “ rejoicing ” (see JRAS. 1927,

pp. 817-18, and M.T. 0351, a, ii, 0097, c, ii, 0017). The word

Stag evidently alludes to the common application of the term

to soldiers.

68. M. Tagh. cr, ii, 0043 (wood
;

c. 20-5 x 1 X 1 cm.

;

cut away at one side ; 11. 1 -4- 1 of ordinary cursive dbu-can

script
;
on one side about 19 notches and lines).

[A] Hj- . ’a (ma ?) : nas
| |

Stag : hdus : su : gtad :

pahi
|

ri . skyel : khram [B] khram : bu : van : Stag : hdus :

pa : tsugs : pon : la
|

gtad
|

do
| |

“ List of mountain escort supplied from Hj- -*a to Stag-

hdus. A list-ticket has also been supplied to the Stag-hdus

sergeaunt.”

Notes

On khram in connection with notched lines see JRAS.

1928, pp. 69-70, and supra
, p. 65.

Ri-shjel has occurred supra (pp. 83, 254).

Tsugs-pon : See supray p. 53.

69. M. Tagh. 0589 (wooden tally ; c. 14 x 2 cm.
;
com-
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plete ;
hole for string at left

;

dbu-can script, clear
;

groups of

[1] ^ | |

Stag . hdus . dgyes .

11. 2 of ordinary cursive

notches recto and verso).

|
[2] kyi . rtse

(M. Tagh. c
,

ii, 0031 is similar.)

70 M Tagh. 002 (wooden tally
;

c. 12 X 2 cm. ;
com-

plete ;
hole for string at left ; 1. 2 of ordinary cursive dbu-can

script ;
c. 6 notches and lines recto, c. 6 verso).

j-jj *?
|

. |

Stag . hdus . dges .
gi

. [2] rise
|

nas

“ Stag-hdus-dges-gi-rtse : barley.”

71. M. Tagh. 0012 (wooden tally; c. 11 X 2cm. ;
com-

plete ;
hole for string at left

;
11. 2 recto of ordinary cursive

dbu-can script, 1 aksara verso
;
2 notches or lines recto ,

2 verso).

[1] ^
| |

Stag . hdus .
dgyes

|

nas
|

[2] gi . rtse
|

[B] pye

“Stag-hdus-dges-gi-rtse: barley, flour.”

72.

M. Tagh. i, 0018 (wooden tally
;

c. 14 x 2 cm. ;

slightly broken ;
hole for string at left ; 11. 2 of ordinary

cursive dbu-can script : 6 notches or lines verso).

[1] ^
|

: Stag . sras . dges
|

[2] gyi . rtse

(s) Stag-rtse (“ Tiger-Peak ”).

73. M. Tagh. b, i, 0025 (wooden tally: c. 12 x 2cm. ;

complete
;

hole for string at left
;

11. 2 recto of ordinary

cursive dbu-can script
; 1. 1 verso in another hand

; 4 notched

lines), -

[1] ^ | :
|

Stag . rtse . Khri . skugs
|

[2] hjor
.

|

[B]
.

pye

.

bre . do . bzag
|

“ Khri-skugs hjor of Stag-rtse : two bre of flour left.”

74. M. Tagh. b
}

ii, 0032 (wooden tally
;

c. 13-5 x 2 cm.
;

complete
; hole for string at left

;
6 notches verso

; 1. 1

of ordinary cursive dbu-can script).

j
.

|

Stag . rtse . Khri . skugs
|

**
Khri-skugs in Stag-rtse.”
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75. M. Tagh. b. ii, 0031 (wooden tally
; c. 13 x 2-5 cm.

;

complete ;
bole for string at left ; 11. 2 of cursive dbu-can

script
;

clear).

[1]
| |

Khri . skugs . hjor
.
gyi . so

.
pa . Li [2] gchig .

cbad

“ One soldier of Kbri-sgugs hjor
,
a KhotanI, punished

(executed).
”

On the expression (
Khri-sgugs

)
hjor see p. 56 supra.

Tt may be noted that in M. Tagh. 6, i, 0031 (p. 269 infra}

Khri-skugs is made to be a part of Hbum-rhugs.

(<) Stag-skugs-bye(gye)-ri-rise (“ Tiger-in-wait-mountain

Peak ”). Sometimes the name appears as Stag-sgugs

(skugs) only, e.g. in M.T. 0050 (p. 93) and infra.

76. M. Tagh. 005 (wooden tally; c. 11 x 2cm.; com-

plete
;

hole for string at left
;

11. 2 of ordinary cursive

dbu-can script ; 3 notches or lines recto
, 2 (?) verso).

[1] ^
|

:
!

Stag . skugs
|

[2] bye . ri . rtse

(M. Tagh. 0011 is similar, but seems to have gye in place

of bye.)

77. M. Tagh, a, iii, 0038 (wooden tally
; c. 11-5 X 1-5 cm.

;

complete
;

hole for string at left
;

1. 1 of ordinary cursive

dbu-can script, partly smudged
;

4 notches or lines rector

4 + 1 verso).

|
.

|

Stag . skugs . bye . ri

.

-rtse
|

- - nas

“ Stag-skugs-bye-ri-rtse : barley.”

78. M. Tagh. 0010 (wooden tally
; c. 10 X 2 cm.

; com-

plete ;
hole for string at left

; 11. 1 redo + 2 verso of ordinary

cursive dbu-can script).

[A] ^
|

:
|

Stag . skugs
|

[B 1] nas . bre . drug . ma . nos

.

te
. [B 2] pyi[su] . nod
“ Stag-skugs : barley, six bre, not received : deliver later.”

79. M. Tagh. i
,
0026 (wood; c. 11 x 2cm. ; complete;,

pointed at left ;
hole for string at right

;
1. 1 of ordinary

cursive dbu-can script).
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|

Stag . skugs . kyi . so .
pa

“ Soldier of Stag-skugs.”

80. M. Tagh. c, ii, 0019 (wood ;
c. 12 x 2 cm. ; broken

away at left ;
hole for string at right ;

11. 2 recto + 2 verso

of ordinary cursive dbu-can script).

[A 1]
|

[S]tag . skugs .
gyi . rgon .

yan . cad . du
|

pehu .

Ina : I [A 2] . . . bzi . nos . cig . la : hdom , b2i
: |

gnam :
|

[Bl] m(y ?)an . cad
. [

drug . stoh . bzi [B 2] . . .

. . . k(g ?)yi . ni . stoh
. |

“ As far up as the wilds of Stag-skugs, five 'pehu .... four

;

on one side four fathoms straight (?) : as far down as

... six thousand, four . . . of . . . two thousand.”

Notes

A 1. rgon : Perhaps we should read rgod, comparing the

phrase rgod-hji-gle-gugs, p. 259 supra.

Cf. JRAS. 1927, pp. 817-18 ?
:
pehu : the word recurs bt

i, 00113 and 0552 infra ,
also in c, iii, 0087.

V. Other Places presumably in the Khotan Region

() Bsam-cha
(Sam-cha).

See infra, p. 279, 282.

() Bya-mahs-tshal (“ Many-Bird Wood ”).

81. M. Tagh. a, iv, 001 (wooden tally
; c. 12 x 2 cm.

;

complete; hole for string at left; several notches verso;
11. 1 recto + 1 verso of ordinary cursive dbu-can script).

[A] ^
| |

Bya . mans . tshal
. |

[B] . . . rta . chas ....

Bya-mahs-tshal . . . horse-trappings tor a party of
horse ?) . .

(c) Bya-rig-skugs.

See infra, p. 269.
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Note

Bya-rig-skugs can hardly be different from Stag-skugs-

bye-ri-rtse, supra, pp. 266-7.

(d) Bya-tshan-smug-po (“ Bird-Copse (?) Reeds ”).

82. M. Tagh. c, ii, 0042 (wood ; c. 13-5 x 2 cm. ; slightly

fragmentary at top left
; hole for string at right ;

11. 2 recto -f

1 verso of ordinary, cursive dbu-can script).

[A 1] [>*
|

.
|
Djgrahi . sakri . yan . chad : Bya . tshan .

smug . phor : Nam . ru
. pag [A 2] sum . tshugs :

|

gchig .

hkhyam . zih : so . tshor . stsald :
|

[B] pahi . dgra . thabs :
|

“ In Bya-tshan-smug-po up to Dgrahi-sag mountain three

Nam-ru-pag [soldiers], one squad, gone astray—report to

the soldiers of the enemy’s chance (dgra-thabs ?).”

Notes

A 1. Nam-ru-pag is the name of a regiment several times

mentioned (p. 275 infra).

tshugs : See supra
, p. 53.

so-tskor : On tsho see supra
, p. 65 : with dgra-thabs it recurs

in a
}
iv, 0011.

(e) Byi-glan-pam.

In M. Tagh. 6, i, 0098 (paper) occurs the sentence

—

83.
|
Byi

.
glan . [parti]

.
ya[n] . khrom . du . ni . khral

.

phran .... bton ....

“ Send to the market town Byi-glan-pam also small levies
>>

The place is otherwise unknown. On the Kenya river

Sir Aurel Stein’s maps note a place called Bifangan, which

might be *Byi-glah-gam.

(f) Del-ge or Hel-ge .

See supra
, p. 69, and infra

, p. 270.

(g) Dmu-mur.

See infra, p. 291.

JKAB. APRIL 1930. 18
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(A) Dur-ya.

See supra
, p. 259. As pointed out in Asia Major, ii,

pp. 260-1, this is probably the modem Duwa.

(f) Hbog-la-tkam.

Associated pp. 281-2 infra with Yol-ba-ri and Sam-cha.

(j) Hbrog-lig-yan-cag-tsa

.

84. M. Tagh. 0334 (wood
;

c. 20-5 x 2 cm. ; broken

away at right
; hole for string at left

;
II. 2 recto -f 1 verso

of ordinary cursive dbu-can script).

[A] [1] *
| . (

Hbrog . lig
.
yan . cag . tsa

. gyi . so
. pa .

Ia . sprin . ho . s-ags ... [2] yig . hdi
|

tshes . bcu . dguhi
|

nam . . . . na (ba ? ) . $ih . .
. [B] hin . tsod . mdzan . tsod .

dam
. [

du . zun . sig
|

“ Sent to the soldiers of Hbrog-lig-yan-eag-tsa.
“ Thls letter • • • when received on ... of the nineteenth,

is to be taken promptly, day-time or night-time, to Sin-tot
”

Concerning this place we have no information : it was b
some region of nomads (Hbrog). Cag recurs in Byehu-ca<

and Tsheku-cag.

[B] nin-tsod-?ndzan-tsod-dam-du
: See supra, p. 82.

(k) Hbum-rnugs.

85. M Tagh. a

,

iii, 0043 (wood
;

c. 14 x 2-5 cm.
; com-

plete
;
hole for string at right

; 11. 2 recto + 1 verso of ordinary
cursive abu-can script).

[Al] *
|

:
|
Hburn . rnugs . su . Li . Pu . god I myi

fepgsna . mchia * [A 2] Ho si (?) *
j
Gyu . mo . na . mcis .&

'

hdo . mgo . su
. [cun]

j

[B] Ltag
. bii

.

nah . mcis
||

“In Bhmn-rtugs is the Khotanl Pu-god, under safe-conduct {myt-lyysm ?) ; Ho-si
(?) is in Gyu-mo. &-hdo

ifgo-su-eun (?) is in Ltag-bzi.”
*

1 Below line .

2 Above line.
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Note

The leading Ho-si Gyu-mo, “ Gyu-mo West of the river
99

(supra, pp. 47, 90 sqq.), is incorrect.

86. M. Tagh. b, i, 0031 (wooden tally ; c. 13 x 2 cm.

;

complete ; hole for string at left ; 11. 2 of ordinary cursive

dbu-can script).

^
|

:
|

Hbum . rnugs . Khri . skugs
|

[2] hjor.

“ Khri-skugs hjor (cor) in Hbum-rnugs.”

From this reference to Khri-skugs hjor, which is also in

Stag-rtse (q.v., pp. 264-5), it is clear that these two places axe

in the same region as Hbum-rriugs.

(1) Hbu-San or Hbu-zan.

Mentioned above, p. 92 (M.T. 0050), and also in pp. 282-4

infra , this name is found in connection with a Yol-ba hill. In

the following it occurs along with &in-san and Bya-rig-skugs.

It was probably the hill of which Sin-san was a part.

87. M. Tagh. 0442 (wood
;

c. 18 X 2 cm. ; broken away

at left
;

hole for string at right
;

11. 2 recto + 3 verso of

ordinary cursive dbu-can script, faint and rubbed).

[A 1] [Hbu . San . gi . Shin]s : tsun . chad . Bya : rig :

skugsu : Hor . chig
[ |

[A 2] . . . G[no]s . Snan . rtsan . [n]i

.

[sn]ar . dgras :
gtord

.
pas . tshegs . che [B 1] . . . [gyis . shar]

[mchi] rbar . htshol . ch[ig]
|

Sin . san . phan . cad . kyi . so

[B 2] . . . [gin] . San . na . hdus .sin -na(u ?)ms
: |

Gho[s] : Snan . rtsa[w] [B 3] bar . du . 2og : la :

g*-n :
I I

“ In Bya-rig-skugs this side the Sluhs of Hbu-6an one Hor

(Turk) . . . The Gnos-Snan-rtsan having first been scattered

by the enemy, with great effort (?) make them go forward.

The soldiers as far as beyond Sin-san .... being mustered in

Sin-6an .... leave the Gnos-Snafi-tsan . . . between . . .

and . .

”
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Note

A 2, B 3. Gnos-Snah-rlsan : On Gnos as a tribal name see

HAS, 1928, p. 577-8. The Gnos-Snan-rtsan may be a

giment.

88. M. Tagh. c, iv, 0024 (wood
;

c. 12 x 1*5 crb.
; com-

3te ; hole for string at right
;
11. 1 recto + 1 verso of scrawled

rsive dbu-can script).

[A] >3
j
Hbu : iah

:
pa(?)hi.

[B] Hbu : san.

[m) Hel-ge (or Delrge).

See supra, p. 69. No information, except that the place,

ng associated with Nag, w?s probably in the Mdo-lo

trict. It is mentioned in Ch. 73, xiii, 8, as Hel-ke.

n) Hjag-ma-gu.

Mentioned in p. 92 supra (M.T. 0050). Since hjag-ma is

name of a kind of grass, the place probably exhibited

5 feature.

I. M. Tagh. a
, iv, 003 (wood

; c. 13 x 2 cm.
; complete

;

for string at right; 1. 1 of ordinary cursive dbu-can

t).

| |

Mjag . ma . mgur . na . Bod
. gnis . mchis

.
|

n Mjag-ma-gu are arrived two Tibetans.”

. Tagh. 009, a wooden tally, complete, reads Mjag-ma-gur

Ho-ni .

ntioned p. 73 supra and JRAS. 1928, p. 568 (M.I.
tf). It occurs also in M. Tagh. 0494 a, i, 0012, M.I. x,
i p. 278 infra. Whether it was in the Nob region or in
Jiotan region does not appear.

M. Tagh. 0575 (wood
; c. 14 x 2 cm.

; broken away
;ht

; II. 2 of ordinary cursive dbu-can script).

* I- I
Vn. rje. Egon (rgod?). kon

. yan
.

|
-i . . .

btan
. gis .

[ |
Ho . nir . mchis . sam
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, .

" Span-rje Rgon-kon . . . sent : is in Ho-ni or - .

(p)

Jeg-tin.

Mentioned p. 276 infra, where it is associated with Par-ban

in a manner showing that it was in the same district and

that it was a valley.

91. M. Tagh. 0552 (wooden stick
; c. 32 x 1*5 x 1*5 cm.

;

somewhat curved, with the edges of the four sides somewhat

flattened ; several notches, etc. ; 11. 1-f-l-j-l-f-l of

ordinary cursive dbu-can script, faint and partly illegible).

[1] ^
| |

tsa . bo . Btsan . bzre . dan . Hphan . b&re . dan

. . . legs . la . stsogs . pa . la
|

Kdzi . legs . kyi
.
gslo . ba :

j

d , . .

[2] Jeg . Sin . gi . lam . nab . hpyu[n . bahi] : lam : du:

byu[n] : ste . [m]chis
|

pyu [g] . . pon

[gyi] [stew . du] . . .

[3] su . mchis . pa . las .... gy- ... lag . myi . pehu .

stag
.
par

.
gyurd

|
: bdag : cag . brg-g- : m . p- .

[4] . . rnamsu . . .

“ To grandsons Btsan-bzer and Hphan-bzer and — legs

and the rest : letter of Rdzi-legs. I am on the road leading

to (?) the Jeg-^in road . . .
” (the remainder too illegible to allow

of a continuous rendering).

(q) Kkri-skugs hjor

.

Associated with Hbwn-rnugs and Stag-rtse ; see p. 259

supra.

(r) Lin-shed-chad.

See p. 281 infra .

(s) Lho-lo-pan-ro-rbog-skyes.

Mentioned in M. Tagh. c, iii, 004, as a townlet (mkhar-bu).

(J) Mdo-lo and its town (mkhar).

Mentioned in No. 20 supra, p. 70.

Mdo-lo, always associated with Me-skar, is named in the

Tibetan chronicle of Khotan (Ancient Khotan
> p. 583), and

also in the two other Tibetan accounts of Buddhism in Khotan
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(Sir Asutosh Mookerjee . • Jubilee Volumes, iii, pp. 37 and 48),

The two latter rather contradictorily speak of Mdo-lo in

Me-skar and of taking from Me-skar the road to Mdo-lo

11
traversing mountains and valleys ”, But it is easy to

reconcile this by supposing Mdo-lo to be the mountainous,

further, part of Me-skar, and the general probability is that

it lay in the Polu direction. It was on the route of the

Buddhists who fled from Khotan to Tibet, which was perhaps

the ordinary route of communications between the two

countries.

(u)
Me-nu.

Mentioned infra (p. 291) in the name Me-nu Na-gzigs.

(s/) Mjag-ma-gu.

See Hjag-ma-gu
,
supra, p. 270.

(w) Nag.

Mentioned supra
,
p. 69, where the place appears to be

in the Mdo-lo district of the Khotan king's dominions

:

accordingly it is different from the Nag-sod of JRAS. 1928,

pp. 561-2.

92. M. Tagh. a
,
iii, 0063 (paper, fol. 13 in volume

; c, 27 X
7 cm.

;
complete

;
11. 5 recto of rather small cursive dbu-can

script, partly faint
;

11. 3 verso in another hand).

[A 1] >8
| |

[j]o . co . Stag . b2re 1
. gyi . [za . snar]

| |

[sr]id . drugi . mchid . gsol . bah
|

jo . co . lha . dpal . thugs .

bde . bar [2] s[m]o[nd . cm] . mchis
|

tses . ni
. [£u] .

dguhi . nub . mo
.

|

Skyan . ro . nas
.

|

rkya
. gsum . dan ,

rkah
. \bcu] . gcig . mchis

.
pas . pho . na . [P^]od . kar [3]

mtshan . ma . mchis
. pa 2

. hrkas . te . htshal , nas
,

j
bdag .

dan
. [tha]n . Nag . tu . mjald . nas 3

. rkun
. por . ho . .

htshal . te . mchis . na[h] [4] rgya[n] . kun . tu
.
glo . ba . cun .

zin . mchis . na . zib . bkas . rma . bar . thugs . rje . chir .

gzigs
|

.
|

htshal . bahi . spu . stag . bri . khon . ba . -u .

1 Compendious for bker.

1 pa below line.

8 a crossed out.
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[5] mtshal . ser . da6 , mtshal ^ (bre?) . da6 * [kurp] . ser ,

dab
. |

[gswn] mchis . [na]g.

[B~a different document.]

£B 1] *
|

: Hu . tea . ban . nog . Bo . port] . legs . kyi

:

gfien
| j

Sum pa . Gaas . slebs , rma . ste . spyan [2] ras ,

kvis , btsah , bar . fcati. . Ion , la . bsgup]
|

[A 1-2] “ In the presence of the chief Stag-bier : letter-

petition of the Six Estates. We pray that His Highness the

chief may be happy. [A 2-3] On the evening of the twenty-

ninth there came from Skyan-ro three loads (rkya ?) and eleven

bundles. Upon our sending orders the messenger, who had

the mark of a Phod-kar, joined us in the Nag' plain. We do

not make him out to be a robber, fA 4- ] The ... is very

stupid : have the kindness to question him closely. The

persons sent are four soldier brothers : their rations are . . .

”

[B 1—a different document.]

“ A kinsman of the Hu-ten bande Ro-ian-Jegs, stated to he

the Sum-pa Gsas-slebs, sent on to the noble councillor for

examination (or 'as being a spy * %).”

Notes

The translation is dubious in places.

1. 2. Skyan-ro : Name of a locality, on the lines of Cog-ro
,

Hgren-rOy etc. A Skyan-po , i.e. a man of the Skyah tribe of

Skyan-ro
,
was mentioned in JRAS. 1928, p. 562, and another

p. 583.

Phod-kar : This local tribe name will come up for con-

sideration later.

1. 3. rkun-por : It is interesting to see that a suspicion

of robbery (of the grain) was promptly aroused in the Nag

district, which above (p. 67) was mentioned in connection

with robberies.

1. 4. rgyan : ? for rkyan “ wild ass
99

?

Altogether this incident, in which an up-countryman,

arriving with a convoy of grain, naturally in the circum-
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stances arouses the suspicion of the local Tibetans, is not

without a certain human interest : unable to make anything

of him and baffled by his stupidity, the embarrassed officials

send him on, with an escort, to headquarters—a Tibeto-

Turkestan idyll of the eighth century a.d.

1. 4. spu: Of. spun-dmag (JRAS. 1928, p. 581) ?

mtshal-'ser . . . : This passage is obscure.

B. 1. ban-nog : For the suffix nog (forming a plural of

honour ?) used in cases of bandes cf. the document edited in.

Hoernle’s Manuscript Remains
, pp. 402-3.

Sum-pa i Cf. JRAS. 1927, p. 85 and reff. The Sum-pas
are stated in the dictionary to be the people of Amdo in

north-eastern Tibet.

spyan-ras-Jcyis-btsah-bar : On this phrase see p. 258 supra
and p. 278 infra and M.T. 0516 : btsah recurs also p. 283.

(s) Na-gram.

A place-name used as a surname : it occuts in a, i, 0015 ;

a, hi, 002 ; a, v, 0015 (p. 256 supra).

{y) Tar-ban.

Mentioned p. 85 (M.T. c, ffi, 0025) supra, in an urgent
letter directed to be sent down (i.e. no doubt from Tibet)
to Par-ban on the one hand and Dru-gu hjor on the other
for forwarding to &h-san. The implication is that for the
take of security duplicates were sent. Since certainly the
Dm-gu hjor lay, as will be shown later, to the east, it seems
slear that the Par-ban route must have led to a descentm er-cen or Polu

;
and this is confirmed by a document

igven below, p. 281) in which Par-ban is associated with
Ho-ton] Gyn-mo. The name does not seem to he Tibetanmd so is probably older than the Tibetan rule. Its non-
accnrrence m the Milan documents suggests that the place
ay rather m the Khotan region than in that of Nob. Might

t
” the P“Vata which * the KharosthI documents (see now

Professor Rapsons index) is several times mentioned in
connection with Ca«Jota (Niya region) ?
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94. M. Tagli. c, iv, 0036 (wood, pointed at left ; c. 12 X
2 cm.; complete

;
hole for string at right ; II. 2 recto -f-

1 verso of ordinary cursive dbu-can script).

[1] J . I
Par . ban

. gyi . th[o]d . ka gyi . &o . rtsan .

[2] hgram . du . Nam . ru
.
pag . gi . [gsum] [B] [rori] . rnu .

mchis .
pahi.

“ In the upper toll-station of Par-ban are arrived three of

Nam-ru-pag with a ron-rnu (?).”

Notes

Nam-ru-pag is a frequently mentioned regiment (and

district ?) : see Innermost Asia, pp. 1084-5, and p. 267 supra.

&o-rtsan-hgram :
“ Toll-granary-bank.

5

5

The same phrase

occurs in 0522 (Innermost Asia
, loc. cit.) and in 0015 (chu-

hdus-kyi-rtsan-hgram “granary bank of the confluence”):

so-rtsah is found in the Gosrhga-vyakarana
, fol. 354, 11. 4

and 7. The meaning probably 13 a granary for storing

grain taken as toll at a crossing. On rtsan see JRAS. 1927,

p. 69. In some cases hgram is perhaps confused with gam

(ibid., p. 57).

ron-rnu : The reading is uncertain. Perhaps the meaning

may be soldiers with an officer : with ron-rhu (if correct)

cf. ce-rhu or Isa-rhu, JRAS. 1928, pp. 563, 571. The

genitive mchis-pahi at the end either implies a con-

tinuation in another document (which was not unusual)

or is like some genitives in Indian inscriptions and means

merely that the wooden tablet belonged, or related, to the

persons named. The usage is highly natural, and not

rare in these documents.

95. M. Tagh. 0523 (wood; c. 7-5 x 2-5 cm.
;

broken

away at left
;

11. 3 of ordinary cursive dbu-can script).

[1] ^
|

:
|

Par . ban .
gsar . gy . . . [2] gyi . tshu .

roldan . [dr\ogs (tshugs ?) .
gcig . . . [3] gyi : sno[n . sde(du ?)]

. stsald . . .

“ Sent to reinforce
(
snon-sde (du?)) . . . this side of . . . New

Par-ban and . . . one squad.”
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Notes

L 2. tshugs : See p. 53 supra.

1. 3. snon : See p. 65 supra and add M.T. a, iii, 0034.

96. M. Tagh. 0497 (paper ; c. 18-5 X 9 cm. ; fragmentary

at right and below
;

11. 6 of rather large rough cursive dbu-can

script).

[1]
| |

Kan . rje
.
po . Khri . bze[r] . las . [sts]o[g]s .

pa .

la . . . [2] dan . Khyun . bzer
. gyi . mchid

. gsol . ba
| |

nan . [rje] . . . [3] thugs . bde . ham . myi . bde . mchid . yige .

fas . g[so] . . . [4] cag
.
gyah . Par . ban . dan . Je[g] . din . gi

.

mdo
.
[tshun] . . . [5] tog . dpon . [hsog] .. [6] la . di .. .

“
To Home Minister Khri-bzer and the rest : letter-petition

of . . . and Khyun-bzer. [Then after the usual compliments.]

We also .... as far as Par-ban and the lower valley of

Jeg-^in ...”

Note

On Jeg-sin see p. 271 supra.

(z) Pehu-rmr (cf. Peku-rtse).

Mentioned p. 56 supra.

97. M. Tagh. 6, ii, 001 (paper, fol. no. 43 in vol.
; c. 28 x

13 cm.
; rather fragmentary and discoloured

; 11. 12 of
ordinary cursive dbu-can script).

[1] ^
| |

zan
. p0 . Hphan . bzre 1

. la
.

| j

Gsas .

[sZe]bs
. gy[t]

. [mcfcijd
. gsol . bah

.
|

mchid
. gyis . rmasna I

thugs . bd[e] ... [2]
[

thos . te . bdag . nan
. pa . yan !

smon
. pa . las . ma

. gal . te
:
glo . ba . ra[b . tu] . dgah . Hi[n .

tt!ch[i]s
.

|

bkah
. phiin . dan . sul . du . mjal . te nan

phabs
. [gli ?] (phri ?) . .

. [3] dbul . bar . bgyis
. pa . I nun

• mctisPa • [la]s •
I

• • d
. po . la

. g-es . par . mcbi .

f
ar • • las • g'° • ma • nas . slar . lus . te. . . . [4] bdag

kyan
. rab . tu . gnon . te . bkah . chad . btshal . . slad

. gyis

’

1 Compendious for bier.
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pAyogs .gyi .... tl* (cha ?) . bkah . myi . hbab . [b] . . .

ti.

.
ga . cir

. [5] mdzad . bdag -n . cig . ma
meh[i]s .

[par] . [s]6a . s[l]ad . -i . . . [$u]gs . pag . mdzad

[par] bskur . cin [6] mch[i]s
. |

da . van . hdi . skad

enan . sauna . gsol . te . [bkah] . [tsh . ] [m]yi . hbab
.

|

bdag

kyan . Pehu . mar . gyi . so . par . mcbis . pa . sug . rj[e]d . Li

[g]sum . [7] la . cig . ni . bro . htshal . cig . ni . rixi . sdod

htshal .... ch[i]g . tshal . ma . nod . du . btan . £in . mcbisna

Ho . ni . dag . du . hkhor . bar . rgyur . na . . [8] tshal

brgyaga . kyan . gtoti . la . thugste . rab . tu . pons .

mchis . na . hdi . zal . ta . tsam . mdzade . -re . yah . [r]gyad

dah . sgyu . dag . mchis . [9] se[s . g]dah . na . sgyu . ma . sor .

bar . spyan . ras .
gyi[s] . btsa . zih . [mjnoste

|

lis . ci . theg .

pa . . sa (s-a ?) . ma . brtsah .
|

slad . ma . 2ah
.
pohi

.
phyag .

tu . phyag [10] rgyas . btab . te . bzag . nas . slar . len . par .

htshal . na
(

hdi . tsam . 2ig . spyan . ras . gyis . btsa . bar .

thugs . rje . cir . zigs
.

|

ma
.

|
[11] bskyud

. gyi . mtBhan .

ma . sman . sna . gsum . [2i]g . sug . rgyas . btabste . bskur .

ba . dah . spyan . zigs
.
ja . tor . ghis . sig . hbul . 2i[n] [12]

mchis . na . b2es
.
par . ci . gnan . chun [b] . s[a]s . bkah .

myi . hbab . par . gsol . 2in . mchis . |

[1-2] “ To Uncle Hphan-bfcer : letter-petition of Gsas-

slebs. [Then after the usual compliments] [2-5] Encountering

your missive on the way, I made earnest endeavour to deliver

. . . only a little having come, and . . . left of the hemp

(? gro-ma) from the present (phyag ?) on the occasion of coming

to ... to ... I am very much ashamed and ought to be

reprimanded. Hereafter, if would you do . . .

not sending a reprimand. [5-6] I . . . no . . . having come,

first and last giving attention to . . . shall be sending. For

the present, merely on this occasion asking after your health,

may I not be reprimanded. [6-9] I also am come to the

soldiery (as a soldier ?) of Pehu-mar. Of the three Khotanla

in the hand-list one is laid up, one is indolent, one,

having been sent to get his rations, has (will have ?) to return

to Ho-ni-dag. Even if he succeeds in getting the food-supplies
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sent, he is quite destitute, and, as he is only acting as a servant

it is possible that . . . and deception may come about

[9-10] In case deception may escape, I have determined tc

keep my eyes open. What a Khotani is capable of, the eartl

has not . . . Later having sent him with a sealed letter to

the hand of the Uncle, I beg (you ?) to receive him back. For

the moment will you please be so good as to keep your eyes

open ? [10-12] As a sign of not having forgotten, I am
sending some three medicines with a seal attached, and I am
offering as a present two ja-tor. Please accept them. I beg

you for a little while not to reprimand (me).”

Notes

1. 6. siuj-rjed :
“ hand-list ” recurs in M.T. 0193.

1. 7. Ho-ni-dag : This seems to be a dual or plural of

Ho-ni
, which in that case would be double. Or can the

meaning be “ the Ho-ni people ”
?

1. 8. -re-(yah-)rgyad : This might perhaps be for hdre

-

(yah-)brgyad “ eight devils One of the documents (M.I.
xiv, 002) uses the phrase “ a hdre is in my mind ”, meaning
“ I am depressed ”.

1. 9. lis-ci-theg : Some proverb disrespectful to the native
Khotanis is perhaps intended.

spyan-ras-gyis-btsa : The phrase recurs in L 10 and
pp. 258, 274.

1. 11. ja-tor : Is this = ja-phor “ tea-cup ”
?

(aa) Rgya-hdrug-hdul.

This seems to be a place-name infra, pp. 282-3.

(bb) Ron-lihs.

This seems to be a place-name in

98. M. Tagh. b, i, 0060 (wood
; c. 13 x 2 cm.

; complete

;

hole for string at left; 1. 1 of ordinary cursive dbu-can
script).

*
I

:

I W310 : fei
I

Ron . lins
.
yul . bzun

|

“ Ron-lins in Hbro taken.”

i
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Note

Ebro : In N.E. Tibet
;
recurs in Bstan-hgyur colophons.

(cc) Sam-cha.

Mentioned p. 256 supra and pp. 272-3 infra.

99. M. Tagh. b, i, 0022 (wooden tally; c. 12 x l'5cm.

;

complete ; hole for string at left ; several notches recto

;

11. 2 recto -f- 2 verso of ordinary cursive dbu-can script ; a

different hand recto 1. 2 and verso).

[A 1] ^
|

.
|

Bsam . cha . Mdo . gchod
|

[A 2] h[bu]l

[B I] ^
( |

Mnal . hpan .
gi . sde . rag [B-2] Hpan . rogs .

gyis
. pye . bre . do . bs[te]is . ba . slad

.
gis.

“ [To] Mdo-gchod of Bsam-cha : offered. By rag Hphan-

rogs of the Mnal-hp[h]an regiment, two bre of flour, after the

census.”

Notes

B 1. Mhal-hpan-gi-sde : This might be the “ sick-assisting

regiment ”
: see supra

,

p. 94.

In another document also (M. Tagh. a, ii, 0098) Bsam-cha

is used as a surname.

(dd) Sel-than.

Mentioned p. 71 supra.

(ee) Snan-hu-ha.

This is described as a townlet
(
mkhar-bu ).

100. M. Tagh. ii, 1 (wood; c. 13-5 x 2cm.
;

broken

away at top left
;

1. 1 ( + lower part of another) recto -f- 1

( -h upper part of another) verso of ordinary cursive dbu-can

script).

[Al]

[A 2] ... [la]
.

| |

gros . mnan . gi . hbans . Kho . lho

[B 1] . . n . Snan . [hu] . ha . mkar : bu . na
.

|

Bod . bii

.

tshugs [B 2] ... [h]
.
[bar . tse . s-ir . tsh-gs . po%]

“To . . . Kho-lho, secant of the authorities in council.

Ho | M
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. . , In the townlet Snan-hu-ha two Tibetans, . . . squad

. . . in . . . bar-tse-s-i sergeaunt.”

The same place may be mentioned below, pp. 282-3.

(ff)
Sta-gu and Ta-gu.

Some references to this place, which was a khrom “mart ”,

have been given in JRAS. 1928
, p. 589, and Ta-gu, which is,

no doubt, the same, has occurred pp. 57-8 supra. The fact

that the place is mentioned in documents both from Miran,

where it- is definitely brought into connection with Tshal-bvi,

and from Mazar Tagh suggests that it lay on the confines of

the two administrations, and it seems likely that it was
somewhere in the valley of the Cer-cen river.

101. M. Tagh. h
, i, 002 (wooden stick

;
c, 39 x 1 x 15 ;

nearly complete
; 11. 1 [A] + 1 [B] + 1 [C] + 1 + 2 [D]

of square dbu-can script, two sizes).

[C] . . . zla . Khyi : tsa : nan : rj ee : pho : Stagu
: gans :

gram : mkhan : zehu.

“ Friend Khyi-tsa, . . . zehu of Sta-gu gahs bank (?).”

102. M. Tagh. 0491 (paper
; c. 7 x 10 cm.

; fragmentary
at right

;
11. 4 of ordinary square dbu-can script).

W ^
I

•
I

z&n • • Stag
. gu . -i . . [2] ham . myi . bde .

mchid
. yi . . . . [3] stsal

.
par . ci

. g . . . [4] mtho . dbu .

rmog . . .

This is sent to a councillor in Sta-gu with compliments and
good wishes.

103. M. Tagh. 6, ii, 0017 (wood, curved
; c. 16 x 2 cm.

;

complete
;

hole for string at right
; 11. 1 redo + 1 verso of

rather square dbu-can script, blurred).

[A] ^
|

:
|

Li . &irdad
|

Stags
: gur . ri . zug

|

[B]
-u.ru. chog . . .

“ Khotani Sir-dad is in Sta-gu with mountain sickness ...”

(99) Ta-ha.

The existence of a place so named appears from the following
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documents, one of which associates it with [Ho-tohJ Gyu-mo
and Par-ban.

104.

M. Tagh. c, ii, 0065 (paper, fol. no. 52 in volume

;

c. 14 x 7 cm. ; fragmentary at right
; 11. 4 of ordinary

cursive dbu-can script).

[1] ^ I j
Ta . ha : na

h

/
$na ; nam . Zla . hire 1

j
ri . zug

j

Tshu . . . [2] Snail . luh . rtse . nah
|
Khyun . po . Myes .

skyes : ri : zug ... [3] Lin . sked . chad . nah
|

G£e . ma :

Sman : lod : ri : zug
|

Hbog ... [4] Drugu . hjor : nah
|

Po

.

si : -o
|

: Pyi : slebs : ri : zug
| |

. . .

“ In Ta-ha the Samarkand! Zla-b^er, ri-zug . In Tshu . . .

In Snan-luh-rtse Khyun-po Myes-skyes ri-zug. ... In Lin-

sked-chad G&e-ma Sman-Iod, ri-zug. In Hbog ... In the

Dru-gu hjor Po-si-o Phyi-slebs ri-zug.”

Notes

On ri-zug
“
mountain-sick ”

(?) see supra

,

pp. 84, 258 ;
on

Snan-lun-rtse, p. 263 ;
on Lin-sked-chad, p. 271 ;

on the

Dru-gu hjor, p. 56 ;
on Sna-nam, p. 291 infra ;

on Khyun-po,

p. 93 supra.

Tshu ... is, no doubt, part of a name ; Hbog ... is

very likely the Hbog-la-tham of p. 282-3 infra.

Sman-lod

,

in virtue of the syllable lod, should probably be

a woman, and the name Gzie-ma reinforces the probability

(Ancient Khotan, p. 582).

105. M. Tagh. 0064 (wood ;
c. 12-5 x 1*5 cm.

;
complete ;

1. 1 recto of ordinary cursive dbu-can script
;
some traces of

erased writing verso).

[A] *
j

.
|

Ta . hah
|

106. M. Tagh. 0524 (wood
;

c. 16 x *75 x 1 cm.
;

frag-

mentary at left
;

L 1 of ordinary, square dbu-can script, in

3 compartments ; 5 notches in B).

|

Ta ha
|

Gyumo : tshugs : nis
|

Par : ban
| ] | | |

“ Ta-ha
|

Gyu-mo, two squads
|

Par-ban.*

*

1 Compendious for bitr.
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When publishing this document in Sir A. Stein’s Innermost

Asia (p. 1085), I had not realized that both Ta-ha and Par-ban

were certainly place-names, and hence the document was

declared “ unintelligible The other occurrences suffice to

make all clear.

On Par-ban and Gyu-mo see supra, pp. 90 sqq., 264-6.

(kh) Tshehu-cag.

107.

M. Tagh. 007 (wooden tally; c. 9x1*5 cm.

;

slightly broken away; hole for string at right; 1. 1 of

ordinary cursive dbu-can script ; 5 notches or lines recto,

3 verso).

^
|

. |

Tshehu . chag
.

|

108. M. Tagli. c, iii, 0033 (wood
;

c. 9 x 1-5 cm.
;
com-

plete
;

hole for string at right ;
1. 1 of ordinary cursive

dbu-can script).

Tshehu . cagi . so .
pah

“ Soldier of Tshehu-cag.”

Under the variant form Rtsehu-cag this name has occurred

supra, p. 93, and with the above spelling, p. 256 (M. Tagh.

0615).

(ii) Yol-ba-ri (“the Yol-ba hill”).

The name may retain a memory of Yol (Yeula), the early

king of Khotan (Rockhill, Life of the Buddha, p. 237). It is

associated with Hbu-san.

109. M. Tagh. c, iii, 0027 (wood; c. 25/1 x 1 cm.
;

frag-

mentary right and left, one side (D) broken away for purposes

of a tally (?) and showing 6 notches, C also showing a number
of independent notches

;
A, 11. 2 (one compartment), B, 1. 1,

(6 compartments) of ordinary cursive dbu-can script
; C,

1. 1 of a strange script, apparently a derivative of Brahml).
[A] [1] sde . rjes . bre . bdun . kyan . [A 2] htshald (also

independently) [1] brgyags
: [2] htshald.

[B]
|

: lyin
: |

Hbog . la . tham
|

Rgya : drug . hdul
|

Yol

:

ba : ri
|

Sam : chah
|
[S]na[n] . -u . -ya

. (-gya, -gra *).

[C] Illegible.
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The four compartments probably contain only place-names,

although the third name “ China- and Drug-taming ” or

“ Six-Chinese-taming
n

would be more appropriate to a

regiment—perhaps it is the name of a hill-station (rtse).

Lyin may have something to do with Lih-sJced-chad, while

Sam-cha certainly, and perhaps Hbog-la-tham and Snan—u—ya

(Snan-hu-ha), have been noted above (see pp. 279-281).

110. Khad. 052 (paper, originally folded in a long slip,

like a modern Tibetan letter ; complete ; 1L 6 recto -f 6 verso

of ordinary cursive dbu-can script, exceedingly faint).

(A for the most part illegible—a different document.)

[B 1] . . m
|

rta . gi . lohi . dpyid . sla . ra . bahi . ho . la
|

so . btsas . de . Hbu . zan . Yol . ba . ri . hi . byan . g-yog . Li

:

nan .
g[l]eg [B 2] hi . Li . Su . dad . ces . kyi . Ian . ma[w] . mo .

£ig . snogs (sphrogs ?) . de
|

Li
.
phun . du . chad . pas . dgum .

ies . bgyis . na . khon . hi . tshe [B 3] nas . kyan . dgum . ri . zu

.

du . yah .
g2ag . ces . bgyis . na

|

tshug . pon . las . bsogs . de

.

rog . po . cha . gsum . la . don . tse . bzi . s[t]oh . lha . rgya

[B 4] so . rog . bskan . sna . rold . mo . d[no]s-e . . so . . ru .

cha . . . dbul . bar . bgyis . de . [
der] . ham . gyu . bgyisna . .

[B 5] gcig . las
.
gnisu . bsgvur . ba

.
[ra]d .

gos . yan . chad .

phrogs . de . rgya[b] . chad .
gyis . gyan . chad . la . ri . zu . du .

yah . g2ag .
par . bgyis . [B 6] pahi . dpan . lah

|

tshugs .

skyu . dan . gnis [gya
j

gya
|

gyd] [la] s . bsogs . pa . hi .

dpan . rgyas . bthad.

[B 1-2] “ At the beginning of the first spring month of

the Horse year, on examining the soldiers, a KhotanI gleg ,

named Su-dad, one of the Khotanls serving as cooks in

Yol-ba-ri in Hbu-fcan, having many times caused annoyance)?),

it was decided that he should be put to death in the KhotanI

troop. [B 2-4] It being decided that even after his death

(though he must die ?) he should be put in the ri-zu
,
his

comrades, the sergeaunt and so forth, three parties, agreed to

pay one thousand five hundred don-tse as ransom of their

comrade, the first quota at once (?)... [B 4^5] In case the

parties pxove tricky, for each [doii-tse] two shall be substituted,
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and theymar be deprived of everything down to then travel-

clothes and punished as far as dogging and also put m the

ri-zu. [B 6] In witness whereof the signatures of the squad-

leader and the two . . . and the rest are appended.”

Notes

This is one of the not infrequent cases where we have

mention of punishment or execution of Khotanis by the

Tibetan authorities ; cf. supra , p. 49. They show that the

Tibetan control was sternly maintained.

B l. byan-g-yog :
The phrase is found also in M. Tagh. 6,

i, 0059, “ cook-service,” and M.I. xiv, 124, 0070.

1.3. ri-zu: Sense uncertain. Is it “ torture ” or “ prison ”,

of “ left in the mountains ”
? Recurs in c, iv, 0038.

don-tse : A frequently named coin.

gyu : Usually gya-gyu “ trickery ”
;

cf. sgyu “ deceit
”

111. M. Tagh. a
,
iv, 00131 (paper fragment, fol. no. 21

in vol.
;

c. 15 x 6 cm. ; 11. 5 of clear dbu-can script).

[1] . . tshuns . tshes . ni . su . la
|

chab . rgyud . ched .

pohi . so . pa . bthus . te
[

dgun . sla . . . [2] . . dan .
[

Stag . Klu . b2er . dan .
|

blon . Mtsho . bzan . gis .
|

so .

bskos . nas
.

|

m . . . [3] . .
gs . chig . dan

.
|

rna . dkog .

nul . tshugs . bzi . ni . so . byan
.
gi . . . [4] . . Mtsho . bzan .

Sin . san . du . mchis . nas
.

|

rna . s-o . . . [5] . . 6ari . Yol

.

ba . ri . . .

[1]
“

. . . on the 20th day of the last .... the soldiers

of the great government having been called up, in the winter

month . . . [2] . . . and Stag Klu-bzer and Councillor

Mtsho-bzan having made the levy of soldiers . . . [3] . . .

one company and of secret camel spies four companies. Of

the soldier missive . . . [4] . . . Mtsho-bzah having come

to £in-6an, the camel . .
. [5] . . . #6u-San

, the hill Yol-ba.”

Notes

1. 4. so-byan : See supra, p. 84, and infra
, p. 292.

1. 5. . . sah-Yol-ba-ri

:

This is, no doubt, Hbu-fah, on
which see supra

, pp. 269-70.
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We have the impression that the Yol-ba hill and Hbu-di

belong to the hills of which iSih-dan is the most easterly par

abutting on the Khotan river.

(jj) Zugs-nam.

On this place see supra

,

pp. 86, 248.

VI. Places or States adjacent to, or connected witb

the Khotan Region

(a) Bru-za.

Assuming that it was proved in Asia Major, ii, pp. 258-S

that the name Bru-za was originally attached to a part c

the Khotan territory, it may still be a question what th

term denoted in later times. In the Tibetan chronicle w
have the following notices :

—

112. Chronicle
,

ll . 223-4
;
year 66 (Ox) = a.d. 737 :

blon . Skyes . bzan . Ldon . tsab . gyis
|

Bru . za . yul . tu

drans
|

dgun
.
pho . brail . Brag . mar . na . bzugs . te

|

Bru

2ahi . rgyal
:
po

:
phab . ste . phyag . htshald

j

“ Councillor Skyes-bzan Ldon-tsab having marched int

the Bru-2a country, in the winter, when (the Tibetan king

was residing in the palace at Brag-mar, the Bru-za king wa

reduced and sent homage.”

113. Chronicle
,

ll. 230-1
;

year 69 (Dragon) = a.d. 740

Btsan
.
po . chen . po : po . bran

|

dbyard . Mtshar . bu

snahi . Nan . mo :
glin . na . bzugste

|

je . ba : Khri . ma . lod

Bru . £a . rje . la . bag . mar . btah
|

“ The Btsan-po being resident in his palace in Nah-mo-gli

of Mtshar-bu-sna during the summer, the princess {je-ba ?

Khri-ma-lod was sent to be wife to the Bru-za king.”

The facts made known from Chinese sources by Chavanne

(Documents, pp. 149 sqq.), and summarized in Ancient Khotan

pp. 6-7, especially the marriage with a Tibetan princess

make it plain that the above quotations relate to “ Littl

P‘olii ” or Gilgit. The slight difference, if any, in date ma;
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be explained on another occasion. But this circumstance

does not in the least invalidate the definite evidence of the

Khotan chronicle attributing the name Bru-so-lo-na (= Bru-

ia/j to a part (at least) of the Khotan territory, namely

that in which were Mdo-lo and Me-skar. In .that district

is Polu ,
through which passes one route to the great north-

western Tibetan plain, the Byan-than ;
and the name reminds

us of the Chinese P‘olu and the Pdloyo, which Sir Aurel

Stein reports as applied by the Dards of Gilgit to the people

of Baltistan. This may be remembered in support of the

other indications previously (Asia Major, pp. 25, 270 ;
Festgabe

Jacobi
, p. 73) cited in favour of some early ethnic connection

between populations of Western Tibet and of Khotan.

(b) Glih-rins (“ Long Meadow ”), Glin-rins-tshal (“ Long-

Meadow Wood ”), Glin-rins-smug-po-tshal (“ Long-

Meadow-Bamboo (Reed ? Cane ?) Wood ”).

A reference to a Glin-rins has been quoted supra (p. 84).

Such a name might occur anywhere in Tibetan territory

;

but the additional terms tshal “ wood ” and smug-po-tshal

“ Bamboo (or Reed or Cane) Wood ” justify us in identifying

the place so named with the Glin-rins-tshal mentioned

previously (JRAS. 1927, p. 816), as noticed in the Tibetan

chronicle (11. 59, 101) and in a document from Mlran. It

belonged to the district of Skyi, which must have been a

region of northern Tibet communicating with Miran and, as

we see, also with Khotan. In spite of its not belonging to the

latter country the number of references to it, suggesting that

it was a centre for relations with Khotan (via Cer-cen or

Polu ?), no doubt justify a citation of some or most of them
here.

114. M. Tagh. c, ii, 0041 (wood
; c. 17 x 3 cm.

; com-
plete

; 11. 3 recto
-f- 3 verso of ordinary cursive dhu-can script,

faint and rubbed).

[A 1] ^
| |

Stag . btsan . dan . Mdo . btsan . . .

[A 2] [Gyu] 1 . st[ag . sog]s . bah . la
:

|
. . .
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[A3] 1 . bah .
phyogs . su . [th]ugs . [bde] . . .

*'ll
[B 1] yi . ge . las . snun

. gsol . £in . metis . Glih . [rins].

[B 2] gi . Li . la . nas . bre . gari . skur . ham . ma . skur.

[B 3] j
Stag . rtsan

.
gi . Ma[n]

.

£u . stag! . abul . sbur . tsir . s . .

.

“ Petition of ... to Stag-btsan and Mdo-btsan, [Gyu]\-stag

and the rest. [Then after the usual compliments.'] To the

Khotanis of Glih-rihs has a full bre of barley been sent or not ?

Offering of Man-zu Stag of Stag-rtsan [regiment]. ...”

Notes

1. A 3. phyogs-su : This phrase, which recurs, means “ on

[your] side ”, “ on [your] part

1. B 3. sbur-tsir :

“
chaff and millet ” ?

115. M. Tagh. 006 (wood
;

c. 11 X 2 cm.
;

complete ;

hole for string at left
;

11. 2 of ordinary cursive dhu-can script).

[1] ^
|

:
|

Glih . rins . smug
|

[2] po . tshal.

Similar are M. Tagh. a, iv, 0045 (notches recto) and 0017

(8 notches or lines recto ) ; also 0016, which, however, omits

tshal .

116. M. Tagh. 0151 (wood
;

c. 15-5 x 1 cm.; complete

1. 1 of ordinary cursive dbu-can script).

^
| |

Glih . rinsu .
g3en . Hphan . legs . la.

“ In Glih-rihs to the gsen Ilphan-legs.”

Ghen, as a personal or official designation, occurs also in

M. Tagh. 0266 and a, iii, 0026.

117. M. Tagh. a, iii, 0013 (wood; c. 21 x 3cm.; com-

plete ; hole for string at right ; 11. 2 of ordinary cursive

dbu-can script).

[1] ^
| |

Glih . rins . smug . po . tshal . na . Bod . gnis .

Li . gnis . la
|

Bzah . Ho[rd .
gyi . sde] [2] Mnan .Ji.hu.

tshugs
. phon

|

Lan . myi . hi . sde . Dbyild . [Chas] . legs .

tog
|

• -g
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«

I

n Glin-rins-smug-po-tshal two Tibetans, two Khotanis,

namely, Mfian Ji-hu, of the Bzan-Hor regiment, sergeaunt,

Dbyild Chas-legs, of the Lah-myi regiment, corporal, . .

Notes

The two regiments, Bzan-Hor and Lari-myi, are mentioned

elsewhere ;
they will be noted again subsequently.

1. 2. tskugs-phon and hog-phon : See supra, p. 53.

(c) G-yar-skyan.

The G-yar-skyan regiment is mentioned on p. 53 supra,

and in M. Tagh. 0280 {Innermost Asia
,
p. 1085) we have a

Yar-skyeh regiment and in 0544 one named Yar-skyan. The

three are, no doubt, identical and designate a Tibetan force

raised in, or serving in, Yarkand.

(d) Kka-ga-pan.

The single document being addressed to a khri
“
throne

”

or “ divan ”, the place named will have been an independent,

or quasi-independent, state. The only state that can come

into question is that which in old writings, Kharosthi, Chinese,

Tibetan, and Buddhist Sanskrit, is cited as Cugapan, Cugopa,

Cakoka, Che-chii-chia, Chu-chii-po,Chu-chu-pan,Bcu-gon-pan,

and the inhabitants of which are by the Chinese designated

Tzu-Jio (see Sir Aurel Stein’s Ancient Khotan
, pp. 89-93, 582 ;

M. Sylvain Levi in BEFE-0
,
v, pp. 255-6, 263, 267 ;

notes in

Zeitschrift fur Buddhismus, vi, pp. 184-5
;

Festgabe Jacobi ,

p. 47, and the sources cited in those connections). The
syllable pam

,
which probably means “ road ”, recurs in the

old name [Kilpam or Gilpam) of Kilian, lying more or less

in the same region west of Khotan. The place having been
shown by Sir A. Stein to be identical with the modem
Kaighalik, it Beems likely that in the name Kha-ga-pan we
have in fact the oldest form of that designation, which may
have resulted merely from an addition of the Turkish suffix

lik to the Kha-ga apparently seen in the document. As
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regards the difference between Kha~ga and Kcvrgha (if the

latter spelling is fully authorized), neither the r (see the

remarks in Asia Major
, ii, p. 262) nor the variation of the

aspirates need trouble us in our documents.

It seems quite possible that another form of the name

Cu-gon-pan is recorded in the Tibetan chronicle, which relates

(1. 72) that in the year 26 (Bird) = a.d. 697

Ce . dog . pan . gyi .
p[h]o . ha

.
pkyag . htsald

|

“ An envoy of Ce-dog-pan did homage.’*

The date is not unsuitable, and the name needs only a

transference of a vowel mark in order to become Ce-dgo-pany

which would be a fair approximation for the Tibetans in their

early acquaintance with Karghalik. Also, if not Kaxghalik,

what country is denoted ? In a Mlran document (a paper

fragment M.I. vii, 83a) the form Cu-chu-pam seems to occur,

unfortunately without further information.

118. M. Tagh. b, i, 00104 (paper, fol. no. 39 in vol.,

fragmentary at right and at bottom
;

c. 25- 5 X 15 cm. ;

11. 11 of ordinary cursive dbu-can script).

[1] ^
|

:
|

Kha . ga
.
pan . khri . la

| |

Rman . rogs .

gyi . mchid
. g . .

. [2] . m[chi]d . kyis . rmas . na . thugs .

bde . zes . thos
.

|

te .
glo . ba . rab . tu . dgah . zih . mchis

| |

g . .
. [3] bahi . slad . nas .

| |

nah . run . kha . chag . gis .

kha
. phyar| bthfosfe]

|

£e . ho . [h (?) d]as . zur . nas
|

bdag
. [gi] ... [4] dbon . ma . gchig . bgyis

| |

Gfiag .

yul . du
.
yah . tsha . bo . hi . tshe (?)

j

lo . . dan . lo . gro .

yu . gi . . . [5] go . skyes .
gza . bran . gnis

j

khyim . puh .

du : hog
.
pahi : srin . ba . dan . . . rta . bab . pah . . . [6]

myi . bias . bab . ste
|

las . hdi . rnams .
|

dan . hdom
|

ste .

mchi . . m . . . . sad . mar ... [7] pa . dan . bgyis . pa
|

dan
.

|

jo . mo
.
pas . zal . mch[u]s . rgal . ste

|

dmar . srah

.

gBupi ... [8] pahs . kyi . slad . nas
|

bdag . la : 2al . mchu .

chig . . . mchis]
]

rta . seru . hi . slad . nas . . . [9] ris .

chibs . mchis
. pa . skad . bgyis . nas

.
|

dehi . slad . nas . kyah

.

bdag . chag : nor . hjald
|

gze . ni . m . . . [10] su . kah . |
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Rgyal . bzie
1

. gi [bans
j
Me . nu . Na

.

gzigs . kyis
J j

gla .

zo . bdun . chags .
pah . Kha . ga . dan . chu . . . [11] gi .

rgya . bymi . nas
/
Dmu . mur . du . bsgugs . naa

j
zo . bdun .

las
|

bcu . bzir . bsgrurd . nas
j

pbrog[s] . . .

“ To the Kha-ga-pan divan : letter-petitimi of Rman-rogs

—

[then after the usual compliments.] Last year having heard

of slanders by abusive persons, I retired to $e-ho. Then in

my ... a grand-daughter was born. Also in the Gnag
country it was the . . . birthday of mv grandson and presents

of . , . pieces of satin with unavoidable detainment in the

families of the two wives, and .... a horse fell . . . man
fell off. Preoccupied by these affairs I made . . . and, the

lady having made a complaint against me, I lost three sran

of copper. Then a . . . complaint was made against me

:

it was stated that after the rotten (seru) horse there had come
a riding horse. So then again I paid money. The year before

last in ... a servant of Uncle (zan) Rgyal-bzer, Na-zigs of

Me-nu, whose wages were agreed at seven zo, after the Kha-ga
and . . . . , waited in Dmu-mu, and from seven zo it become
fourteen. Seizing ...”

Notes

1. 1. Rmah-rogs : As suggested above (p. 73), this is one
of the cases where a doubt exists as to whether we are dealing
with a proper name or a professional designation, Rmah-rogs
means, no doubt, a “ horse-attendant ”, and the drawing
of horses published by Sir Aurel Stein in Innermost Asia

,

plate vii, has a Tibetan dedication by a person so named.
Hence the likelihood is that in this document also, which
relates to such a person, the phrase denotes his occupation.
It occurs also in M.I. 0054 : in M.T. a, ii, 0097, rta-rogs.

1. 3. Se-ho: ? = Si-ho, Chavannes, Documents
, p. 215.

I. 4. Ghag
: This also has not been traced, since we can

hardly think of Gnag “ a place in Tibet ”.

lo-gro : This may = grodo-ma “ a kind of satin

1 Compendious for bier.
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L 5. [8]go-shyes : A special present.

L 7. zal-mchu : See supra
, p. 70.

I. 8. sm/ ; This seems to be = ser-rw “ rotten It is

used of
“
sheep ” in M. Tagh. a, iv, 00128.

1. 10. Me-nu

:

A place-name
; see supra

, p. 272.

Kha-ga : Apparently = people of Kha-ga-pan.

1. 11. Dmu-rnu : Noted supra, p. 267.

(e) Sna-nam

.

Mentioned p. 281 supra.

Sna-nam is the ordinary Tibetan name for Samarkand,

and there seems no objection to its being mentioned in a

document belonging to a time when the Tibetans were co-

operating with the Arabs and had during over a century

been in relations with the Turks. The person in question

has a good Tibetan name, Zla-bier
, so that he would have to

be a Tibetan belonging to Samarkand
;
and the occurrence

of the phrase sna-rnam (p. 254 supra) in another sense suggests

that the surname Sna-nam is without geographical reference.

(/) Su-lig (= Kashgar).

This well-known, ancient, designation of Kashgar occurs in

the Tibetan accounts of Khotan (Ancient Khotan, p. 52 ;

Sir Asutosh Mookerjee . . . Jubilee Volume, iii, pp. 38, 45,

49) and probably also in the Kharosthi document No. 661.

119. M. Tagh. c, 0028 (paper, fol. no. 51 in vol.
;

c. 9 5 X
21 cm. ; 11. 7 recto 4- 7 verso (a different hand) of ordinary

dbu-can script
;

recto faint).

A [1] . . . Bzu . ru . hi . mchid .
gsol . bah

|

. . .

[2] . . . bran
|

yah . Su . lig . nas
|

dgu[n . si] . . .

[3] . .
.
po . du . Bu . lod . Ston . chuh . Koh .

sle[6] . . .

[4] . . . hb-i- . se (mo ?) . na . tsam . na . Hu . te . du .

pyin . . .

[5] . .
.
[ni . ma] . ku-s . Hpan . le[gs] . . .

[6] . . . rta . po . la . s[fo]d . du . yah . na . ni . m . . •

[7] . . . [t]ab . ste . Legs , tsan , la . bsku , ba . lagso.
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B [1] * |
•

|

jo : cho : Stag : bzre 1
: 1 . . .

[2] ma : la
j
so

:

rims . kyan . chu . . .

p] de : slan : chad : kyah : so : byah .chu. nil (?) . - .

[4] bdagi : so : skal : b[b]ab . pha . . .

[5] de : bzin : gzag :
phan .

gslo 2
:

j
so . , .

[6] na . yan . zor . ba . bdagi : byehu : yog ....

[7] chig
| |

These two separate letters are too fragmentary for transla-

tion, though most of the words and phrases are familiar

and have been noted above (e.g. so-byah, so-rims = so-res).

The first, a letter from a person named Bzu-ru, speaks of

going from £u(Su)-lig (= Kashgar) and arriving at Hu-te

(= Khotan).

VII. Personal Names of Khotan! People

Most of the personal names occurring in the documents
are either Tibetan or names of persons belonging to quasi-

Tibetan peoples
(
Sum-pa

,
Ha-ha

, and so forth) of the Tibeto-

Chinese regions and in Tibetan service. The provenance of

the documents, which were nearly all excavated in or near
the Tibetan fort at Mazar-Tagh, accounts sufficiently for this

fact. That the Tibetans had not displaced the native Khotan
rulers, but were content to hold the military control of the
country, is evident from the above quoted references to the
Li-rje, or Khotan king. The matter of the documents is also

largely military.

Naturally, however, there was multifarious intercourse
with the native Khotanis, and names of such persons were
sure to occur. Since the Tibetan names are easily recognizable,
more especially in the light of the experience gathered from
Mlran and elsewhere, the non-Tibetan names might with a
fair probability have been discriminated as belonging to
Khotan! people. But the writers of the documents have
placed us in a still more favourable position. The discrimina-
tion between Tibetan and Khotan! was in their curcumstances

1 Compendious for bier.

* Compendious for gsol
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naturally an explicit one
;

and in mentioning a Khotani

person they usually show his nationality by prefixing the

word Li “ Khotan 99
or “ Khotani 99

. The following names

are in that way guaranteed as Khotani

Bat-nag (a, iv, 00121).

Bu(Cu)-de (0513).

Bu-god (u, iii, 0062).

Bu-hnog-dag (6, i, 0038).

Bun-dar-ma (6, i, 0048).

Bu-ne (no ? ni ?)-dag (Domoko 0168).

Bu-non (a, ii, 0096).

Bvi— (a, i, 0036).

Byi-de (0184 ; a, i, 0036 ;
a, vi, 0063).

Cam-po-la (6, ii, 0096).

Cehu-hdo (6, i, 0095).

Chu — (a, i, 0036).

Cu(Bu)-de (0513).

De-de
(
b

,
ii, 0054).

Gi-chog (a, iv, 0074).

Gos-de (a, iii, 0012).

Gu-dag (a, ii, 0096 ; a y
iii, 0074).

Gu-de (0503).

Gu-hdag (H. 2).

Gu-jo (dze ?) (6, i, 0048).

Hdzas (a, iii. 001).

Hi — (a, iv, 0010).

Hir-bod {a, iii, 0012).

Ho(Rho ?)-2e (se ?) (a, ii, 0096).

’I-hduh (a, ii, 0018).
5

ln-dad (a, vi, 0057).

Khrom-se-dad (b ,
i, 0048).

Khu-le (a, iii, 0074).

Ko-hag (beg ?) (a, ii, 0096).

Ko-3e (a, ii, 0096).

Ku-chi-^i
(
b

,
i, 0090).

Ku-fcu (a, i, 0036).
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Meg(Rmag ?)-sur (a, ii, 0096).

Nob-zo (a, v, 005).

Phu-sgra (a, i, 0036).

Phu(Pu)-de (0492 ;
b, ii, 0054).

Pu-god (a, iii, 0043).

Rdz— fa ii, 0011).

8a — (a, iv, 0074).

Sa-bdad (c, i, 0050).

Sam-rba (b, i, 0048).

San (0586).

San-ga(e ?) (0492).

San-ge (0503).

San-ge-sur (a, iv, 0081).

Sa-rag (6, i, 0062).

Sar-dad (b, i, 0051).

Sar-rnon (6, i, 0070).

Sar-zon (
a

,
ii, 0096).

Sen-ge-lag (0336).

Sen-hdo (c, iv, 0021).

Sin-de (b, ii, 0054).

Si-nir (a, i, 0036).

Sir-dad
(
b

,
ii, 0017

;
c, ii, 0017).

Sir-de (a, iii/ 001 ;
a, iii, 0012

; 6, i, 0048).

Sir-hdo (a, iii, 0043).

Si-rhan-za (b, 00103).

Si-ri-bad (a, vi, 007).

Su-de (0586).

Sur-de (0287).

’Um-de (a, ii, 0096).

’Usag-hven (c, i, 0042).

Wi— (0492).

Wi-ne-sa (a, iii, 0074
;

cf. -de-sa, 0492).

Ye-ye (a, i, 0036).

[The Amacas Sen-hdo
,

8i-bir (sic) and 8ir-de mentioned
above (pp. 72-4) and the Amaca Vi-dad of the Khotan
chronicle (Ancient Khotan, p. 582) have names obviously
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belonging to the above types. We may also mention a certain

Na-mo-bud (M. Tagh. 0512) and a councillor Na-mo-sa (a, iii,

0034), clearly Khotanls. The Amaca Khe-meg may possibly

have been a Chinaman.]

In this list we observe certain recurrent final, or second,

members, such as de (12 times), dag (4 times), hdo (3 times),

dad (5 times), sur (twice), ge (3 times); and the general system,

composition of two monosyllables, is quite clear.

It is important to note the correspondences of this

nomenclature with evidence derived from other sources.

Thus from the Tibetan works I have quoted in the above

cited article the names Phrom-ge-sar (cf. Meg-sur and Sah-

ge-sur above), Brese Stu-lag (cf. Seh-ge-lag and Sa-rag above),

Na-mo-hbod (cf. Hir-bod above), ’A-ba-ya-rdad (cf.
*

In-dad

,

Khrom-se-dad
,

Sa-bdad
,

Sar-dad, Sir-dad above). The
monosyllabic names Hdzas and San may be set by the side

of the tijes and Hji of the Tibetan works (pp. 252 and 270

of the article). To Hdak-no-ya and Za-ro of the Tibetan

works I have as yet no parallel. Wi-ne-sa and Cam-po-la

have many correspondences among the “ Names of Places

andPersons in Ancient Khotan ’
’ discussed in Festgabe Hermann

Jacobi, pp. 48-73, names which in consequence of the new

light upon the attribution of the kings mentioned in KharosthI

documents (see KharosthI Inscriptions .... Part III, tran-

scribed and edited by E. J. Rapson and P. S. Noble, pp. 323-5)

must now be connected for the most part not with

the Khotan kingdom proper, but with the adjacent, and no

doubt cognate, people of Shan-shan. The Khotan! names

appertain to a date about five centuries later, and, no doubt,

to a partly different system.

Again, in a document edited by Dr. L. D. Barnett in

Hoemle’s Manuscript Remains of Buddhist Literaturefound in

Eastern Turkestan (Oxford, 1916), pp. 402-3, we have mention

of Khotan! (Li) persons with the names Suhe-sa Tsad.zugoH

Gu-tsag, Sur-dad, Man-bod, which present obvious analogies

or correspondences with those cited above.
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It would be unlikely that in so considerable a list of names

of natives of Khotan there should be none of foreign origin,

more especially when we remember that the Iranian language,

which has been designated variously Tokhari B, KhotanI,

and Saka, had been known in Khotan from at least about

a.d. 600 (Asia Major
,

ii, p. 271), while an Indian Prakrit

and the Chinese had been familiar from a much earlier period,

perhaps from the very foundation of the city. The name

Ku-chi-H bears a resemblance to Ser-lke-H and Ka-the-si,

which in the Khotan chronicle (see Sir A. Stein’s Ancient

Khotan,
,
p. 582) are given as names of Chinese ministers.

Concerning the 'A-ba-ya-rdad of the same chronicle I formerly

suspected that the syllable rdad might really represent an

Iranian data “ given ”, in which case a corresponding suspicion

might attach to the occurrences of dad in the above list. But

clearly an Indian derivation (from Sanskrit datta) would be

more probable, since the first part of the name, if not local,

would be the Sanskrit word Abhaya, giving a plausible Sanskrit

name Abhayadatta : moreover, we have in non-Tibetan

documents a number of names in datti which necessitate

the same conclusion. The same documents show also Sanskritic

names of monks, such as Punade
,
which suggest that the

terminal syllable de may really be derived from Sanskrit

deva ;
but this point may be left for a later determination.

If we add to some of the names a final -a, which is likely

to have been lost in the course of five centuries, we shall

arrive at fonns similar to those elicited from the Kharosthi

documents. Thus

—

*Bu-go-ta (for Bu-god)

*Hir-bo-ta (for Hir-bod)

*Pu-go-ta (for Pu-god)

*Sar-zo-na (foT Sax-zon)

*Sen-ge-la-ga (for Sen-ge-lag)

are of a type amply represented in those documents (see

the above cited article). To follow up such a suggestion would,
however, be inappropriate in the present connection, where
we are concerned almost exclusively with a record of facta.
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VIII. The Khotan Language.

The previously (
Asia Major, vol. ii (1825), pp. 251-71)

stated conclusion that the native language of Khotan was

a monosyllabic speech of the Tibeto-Buxman type was based

upon the evidence of names found in the accounts of Khotan

(Li-yul) contained in four texts preserved in the Tibetan

Bstan-hgynr . We may now point to the further evidence

furnished by these new documents of the eighth century a.d.,

brought by Sir Aurel Stein from Mazar-Tagh. The

nomenclature of places (pp. 61-3) and persons (pp. 293-6)

is clearly of the same type as that previously elicited. In

the place-names the syllable ro (Bar-ma-ro-na ,
Byi-ro-na ,

Hden-ro-na, Pan-ro-na
,
&i-ro-na

,
Zval-ro

,
etc.) is probably

identical with the ro in names from N.E. Tibet
(
Cog-ro

,

Hgren-ro
,
Myan-ro, etc.), where it is employed to form

derivatives from tribal designations : it is, no doubt,

equivalent to the Tibetan ra “ enclosed space ” in Ldum-ra,

btson-ra, khyams-ra, etc. The syllable -ti likewise recurs

(p. 70) in analogous use.

The abundance of non-Iranian names in current use

implies that the old native language of Khotan was still

prevalent. Nevertheless, it is certain from the finds of

documents in the actual Khotan region (at Mazar-Tagh and

elsewhere) that in the eighth century at least the “ Saka-

Khotanl” speech was also employed. In that language

we have both Buddhist literary MSS. and legal and other

business papers. It may be conjectured that the language

was used by the higher classes and the monks in place of the

old Indian Prakrit which had prevailed during the earlier

centuries. Of its employment for religious publicity we have

an interesting example in the inscriptions from Dandan-

Uilig figured in plates lviii-ix of Sir A. Stein’s Ancient

Khotan. Beneath the painting of a monk we read (with

Dr. Hoernle, op. cit., p. 248) :

—

dm pi sa dam So [id ?] da
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Here the word pisd is evidently identical with the pirn',

which Professor Konow (Hoemle, Buddhist Remains
, p. 347)

has found in a “ Khotani ” Vajra-cckedikd ,
as representing the

Sanskrit guru (elsewhere also the word can be traced). Thus

the painting represents the guru Dam-so-da, in whose name

the syllables so-da (if not sd-dd) may be connected with the

bo-da noted above (p. 64). If it still remains questionable

whether the pisai may not be derived from the native language

of Khotan (cf. phye-se in Ancient Khotan, p. 584), and con-

sequently whether the short inscription may be in Saka-

Khotani, another inscription (D., x, 6, Ancient Khotan
,

pp. 300-1 ) is certainly in that language.

Naturally the Chinese also was employed in Khotan.

Witness the documents (from Dandan-Uilig, etc.) published

and discussed by Chavannes (Ancient Khotan
, pp. 521 sqq.,

and Documents Chinois
, pp. 201 sqq.). There were, perhaps,

specially Chinese monasteries, at Mazar-Tagh or elsewhere.

But owing to the peculiarities of Chinese writing the few

probably native names or terms occurring in them require

a separate examination.

Addenda 1

p. 65, mkhar-tsho occurs also in a, ii, 0076, and a
,

iii, 0034.

p. 90, ces-byuh-ba occurs also in M.T. a, iv, 00137.

p. 93, thug-bar “ middle-rope ”
(?) seems to denote some kind

of military person
;

it recurs in M.T. a
,

iv, 00122,

b, i, 0075, c, iii, 0024.

p. 266, a place Boh-mkhar “ Boh town ”, seems to be
mentioned in M.T. b

,
ii, 0053.

p. 268, in M.T. c, ii, 0087, there is mention of a place named
Gi-lam-thu.

p. 279, in M.T. a
,

iii, 0062, there is mention of a place &ah,
and this is supported by the numerous references (M.T.
c, i, 0025, c, ii, 0046, etc., to a “ regiment belonging to
San ”, &ah-sde.

1 Corrigenda in previous portion of this article • pp. 66, U. 13-14 omit
“and showing . . . signs”; p. 70, 1. 12, read 1019 ( for 1099); p. 72, L 29,
read (for Si); p. 80, 1. 23, re d &em

;

p. 91, 11. 16-17, read ffo-se.
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INDEX:

Names op Places, Clans and Buildings.

'An-tee 92, 252
’A-ti-ko-na tshar 59, 61

Bar-ma(o)-ro-na tshar 49, 50, 52,

56, 61

Ba-rog- tahar 68, 61

Ba-io-fia -tshar 49, 50, 63
Be-de temple 64

Bon 298
Brag-mar 285
Bru(Phru)-no temple 64
Bru-ia 285-6
Bsam-cha 256, 266, 279, 282
Bun(Phun)-bo (?)-do-na tshar 59,

*61
Bya-maris-tshal 266
Bya-rig-skugs 266-7, 269
Bya - teban-smug-po 267
Bye-ma-hdor-gyi-rtae 55, 252-3
Bycrisnan-dan-rtse 93, 253
Byi-glan-pam 267
Byi-nom (chom ?)-na aran 56, 63
Byi-ro-na tshar 52, 61

Can-Ian-rtae 86-7, 253
Ce-dog-pan 289
Cer-cen 86, 91-2, 274, 280
Chu-mo 91

Cog-ro 273
Cu-chu-pam 289
Cu-gon-pan 289

Dar-ci tshar 56, 61

Dbyild-cun-rtse 253
Del-ge. See Hel-ge
Dgra-byun 92
Dmu-mur 267, 291
Dro-tir tshar 50, 66-7, 61
Dru-gu cor 66, 84r-5, 274, 281
Dur-ya 259, 268
Dzam-na tshar 55, 61

Gassto-tshar 58
Gi-lam-thu 298
Glin-rins 84, 90, 286-8
Gnag 290
Gfios 269-70
Go-ma river 49
Go-sto- tshar 67-61
Gu-zan-do temple 64
G-yar-skvaii 52-3
Gyu-mo 91, 274, 281-2 (cf. Ho-ton
Gyu-mo, Ho-si-Gyu-mo)

Ha-ban tshar 56, 61
HaS-ge-fia-ro-yo tshar 59, 61
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Han-gu-ya 62
Haa-go-fia tshar 49, 50, 61
Has-lo-na tshar 53, 61
Has-ro-na tshar 56
Ha-fca 56, 89, 94
Hbog-la-tham 268, 281-2
Hbro 278-9
Hbrog-lig-van-cag-tsa 268
Hbu-6an 92, 269, 270, 282-4
Hbum-riiugs 265, 268-9
Hden-ro-na tshar 59, 61
Hdzam-na tshar 51, 61
Hel-ge 67, 69, 267, 270
Hgreri-ro 273
Hgu-gian-ta temple 64
Hgum-tir temple 63
Hjag-ma-gu 72, 270
Hod 75

Ho-ni 73, 270-1, 277-8
Hor 269, 288
Hose 91

Ho- si Gyu-mo (error) 91, 268-9

Ho-ton Gyu-mo 55, 84, 90-4, 274,

281
Hphrul - gyi -me - Ion - kun - snan - rise,

254
Hphrul-gjd-rtse 92, 254
Hu-ten (den, then) 47, 51, 77-8,
"
81-8, 89, 257, 273, 292

Jah-Ian-rtse 93
Jam-na tshar 55, 61
Jeg-Sin 271, 276

Ka-dag 91

Karakaah river 48-50
Karghalik 288-91
Kashgar 291-2
Ka-to-ii-na tshar 51, 62
Kehu-hgan-tahe temple 64 n.

Kha-ga-pan 288-91
Khar-tshah-Sin 74
Khe-gan-tsa temple 64 n.

Khotan (list. 48-65, citadel 65, king

65-71
Khri-skugs hjor 54, 264-5, 269, 271
Khyun-po tribe 281
Kin-mo 91

Lam-ko-na tshar 58, 62
Las-ro-na tshar 56
Lho-lo-pan-ro-rbog-skyes 271

Li 47-8 and passim
Lih-sked-chad 271, 281, 283

Lyih 283

20
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Mar-ii-ko-ua 63

Mazar-Tagh 79, 80, 90, 92

Ma-£o- sran 61, 63

Mdo-Jo dist 67, 70, 270-2, 286

Mdon-rtse 92, 255
Me-lon-rtse 253

Men-ko-na tshar 59, 62

Me-na 272
Me-sk&r 86, 271-2, 286
Me-ia-li tshar 53, 62
Miran 91

Mjag (Hjag)-ma-gu 272
Mnah-ns-byin-gyi-rtse 255
Mon-rtse 255
Mtshar-bu-sna 285
Myan tribe 58

Nag 67, 69, 272-4
v Na-gram 257, 274

Nam-ru-pag 267, 275
Nan-rao-ghn 285
Nob 91

No-ria sran 57, 63
Nos-go-na tshar 56, 62

'O-ton-Sgo-mo (Ho-ton Gyu-mo) 51

Pan-ro-iia tshar 53, 62
Par-ban 85, 271, 274-6, 281-2
Parvata 274
Pehu-mar 56, 276-7
Pehu-rtse 258-9
Phod-kar 55, 273
Phru-no temple 64
Phu-sgra tshar 56
Phun-bu-do tshar 52, 62
Ponge, Pongeya, Pong-houai 48
Polu 86, 92, 271-2, 274, 285-6

Pgya-hdrug-hdul 278, 282-3
fthui-po tribe 93
Rondins 278
Rtee-hu-cag 93, 256, 282

Sa-cu 91

Sag-ti tshar 67, 70
Samarkand 291
Sam-oha 279, 282-3
San 298
Sanka-giri 259
Se-ho 290
Sel-than 71, 279

Seri-ka-tse 259, 263
J§en-£a 80
Singa-Ponge 48
&n-£an 69, 74, 79-90, 268-9, 274,
284

Sir-no tshar 52, 62
Si-ro-na tshar 49, 50, 62
Sky&n-ro 273
Skid 93
Slum 70, 269
Sna-bo 75
Sna-nam 281, 291
Snan-dan-hphrul-gyi-rtse 262-3
Snan-hu-ha 279, 280, 282-3
Snan-Iun-rtse 263, 281
So-ma-na temple 64
So-zo-na tshar 53, 62
Stag-hdus-kyi-rtse 92, 263-4
Stag-rtae 264-5, 269
Stag-sgugs 93. See Stag-skogs
Stag-skags 265-6
Stag-skugs-bye-ri-rtse 265-6
Stag-sraa 92

Stag-sras-dgyes-kyi-rtse 73 n. f 251,
263—4

Sta-gu 280
Su-dor tshar 53, 62
Su-lig 291
Sum-pa 274

Ta-gu 57-8, 2S0
Ta-ha 280-2
To-la 86
Tshal-byi dist 86, 280
Tsar-ma-hjo temple 50, 63
Tsehu-^ag (Rtse-hu-cag) 282

Tsu-mo 91
Tzu-ho 288

Wam-na tshar 59, 62

\ ar-akyen 53. See G-yar-skyan 288
Yol-ba hill 269, 282-4
Ysamaguttre 74, 80
Yurungkaah river 48-50

Zugs-nam 86, 257-8, 285
Zum-ba tshar 60, 63
Zval-ro tshar 58, 62



The Legend of Telibinus

By A. H. SAYCE

TN the “ Yuzg&t ”
Tablet we read :

“ and the dirges for

^ Telibinus are finished ” (Telibinuss-a mugauwas gad).

The word I have rendered “ dirges ” is translated by the

Assyrian iazimiu and includes the legends which were repeated

in the celebration of what may be termed the death and

resurrection of the Hittite god Telibinus. Telibinus, “ the

son of Teli,” like Khatebinus “ the child of Khate ”, was

one of the deified kings of the primitive Hittites and is

accordingly coupled with Zidkhariyas, another early hero,

and Khebe the goddess of Kizzuwadna. In Greek mythology

he was known as Telephus, King of Mysia. In the treaty of

Subbiluliuma with Simassara he is called the god of Turmitta,

which is identified by Professor Garstang with Derende.

The legend attached to him seems to have been a compound

of those associated with Attys and Adonis. On the one

hand it referred to his mutilation, on the other hand it narrated

how he had descended to the dark regions of Hades and had

subsequently been restored to life. Like the legend of the

descent of Istar into Hades it described the sympathetic

arrest of all life upon the earth
;

until the deity returned to

the light of day men and cattle alike ceased to generate. In

the “ Yuzgat ” Tablet another legend is combined with that

of Telibinus—that of Khakhkhimas “ the master of the

winds ” (GAL-is Khuwanti)—who had hidden the Sun-god

and therewith the source of life. The supreme god Tessub,

who had been kept in ignorance, accordingly interfered

(11. 21-31) :
“ Tessub calls for the Sun-god, (saying :)

* Go

and bring the Sun-god.’ They go and seek the Sun-god,

but find him not. So Tessub says :

4 Him truly [they] cannot

find, but he has cleansed (?) my generative organs; where

has he taken them ? ’ Then he calls Ilbaba :

4

[Go] and

bring the Sun-god.
1

So Khakhkhimas took Ilbaba, (saying)

:
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* Here you ! summon the Guardian- spirit, that he may restore

him to life. [Now] he had gone (to) the fields.
1 So

Khakhkhimas took him. [Tessub said] :
‘ Go, summon

Telibinus; he [is] my son; he, the honourable one, is

hidden (?) ;
I have ordered him to come, and the com [let him]

take, the hard stone let him quarry’ (luwari). So

Khakhkhimas took him.”

As Khate-binus contains the name either of the god Khatti

or the goddess ‘Ati (TfJ?), written Atu in Harranian

names, so Teli in the name of Teli-binus must be the name

of a deity. We may compare with it the names found in

"Cilician and Cappadocian inscriptions of the Greco-Roman

period TiM-flopo? and TcWrjs (son of Tapxovhaios).

Tarkhunda-pi, “the Tarkhundian,” with the Mitannian

suffix -pi is found in Assyrian contract tablets.

In KUB. xii, No. 60, we have a fragment of another legend

relating to Telibinus. Unfortunately it is too much mutilated

to yield a consecutive sense. Apparently there has been

contention between “ heaven (and) earth ” (nebis tegan). Then

it is said to Telibinus : “Do you [bring ?] the Sun-god of

heaven from the sea.” Accordingly “ Telibinus goes to the

sea : to him [the daughter of the sea ?] was reverent
;

to

him the daughter [of the sea hearkened ?] and gave him the

Sun-god. . . . And the sea [took ?] his daughter back from

the sea.” Then “ to the god Tessub the sea called (saying)

:

*
I [give] my daughter to your son Telibinus for a wife

;
bring

1 If the text is right this must be the translation. But the grammar
would be defective, and it is therefore possible that we should read
TUR-as instead of i-as

;

" he (i.e. the sedu or Guardian-spirit) is a son
of the field." Perhaps also ias in 1. 28 belongs to the verb iya “

to make "

rather than ia- "to go ", the sense being that the sedu " had made the
fields ". The word I have translated " enter " Beems to have been
borrowed from the Assyrian terib ; we find it in KUB. xiii, 2, 24, terribbis-
gandu " let them {the oxen) enter " and 1, iv, 19, 2, 19, A-SAG
ieribbiyassas " entrance field ". It must be remembered that the Hittitea
recognized besides " the Sun-god of heaven ", " the Sun-god of earth ",
that is to say the Sun who passes to the dark underworld during the
night.

a
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him and give him to me.’ So Tessub said to the Supreme

goddess (his consort) : ‘ [The sea] demands that [his daughter'

should come from the sea [and] be given to him ; if she is nol

given [it will be evil]/ Thus (replied) the Supreme goddese

to Tessub :

4

Let her be given to him/ ... He gave hire

(or her) a thousand of everything ... a thousand oxen

and a thousand sheep did he give.”

The association of Telibinus is interesting as the Greek

myth of Telephus related that after his birth he had been

sent adrift with his mother across the sea. It may be noted

that Telibinus is here made the son of Tessub, who would

thus take the place of Herakles in the Greek story.

KUB. xvii, p. 11, No. 10

The earlier portion of Col. I is lost.

1. Telibinus

2. and not the land of Kuris[ta]

g
/with the left [hand]/ he

j
with the left [hand] . .

Ion the left side J made live, \ on the left (he) ....

4.

[he departed].

5. The doors (?) of the hut he took, the roof of the house

[he removed]

;

6. on the hearth the fire-brands were choked, [the altars]

.7. of the gods were choked
;

in the fold the sheep and in the

ox-stall

8. the oxen were crowded together, so the sheep rejected

its ewe,

9. and the ox rejected its cow.

10. Telibinus speeded away ; the corn, the gift of Tessub,

11. womenfolk (and) menfolk (which) he had brought in

, abundance, the field

12. (and) the grass, the blight-demon (came) to them and

Telibinus went
;

to the blight-demon

13. he yielded it ;
over it to the stall he hurried

; then
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14. tiie wheat-ear ripened not ;
so the wives of the citizens

did not

15. generate, and those who generated did not bear children.

16. The mountains became bare ;
the trees withered

;
the

horse-droves

17.

disappeared; the pastures were bare ;
the springs dried

up, and on the land

18. there was famine. Men and gods were threatened with

annihilation (lit. doomed to perish).

19. Then the great Sun-god celebrated a festival. So he

summoned the 1,000 gods,

20. they were not sated. They ate, they drank, but were not

satisfied.

21. Then Tessub missed his son Telibinus, for Telibinus

22. was not there. He sought for him, bringing all his

resources
;

23. the great gods, the little gods made search for Telibinus.

The Sun-god

24. sent the raven (?) as scout (saying) :
“ Go, the high

25. mountains explore

!

26. Search the deep (?) valleys
; search every living creature

wherever it be.”

27 . The raven went ; he found him not
;

so back to the

Sun-god

28. he brought the report :
“ I have not been able to find

him, Telibinus

29. the honourable god. Tessub to Nin-tud said : “Now we
must act

;

30. with annihilation are we threatened.” The Great Goddess
said to Tessub :

“ Do something,

31. 0 [Tesjsub. So go and seek Telibinus yourself!
”
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32. [Then] Tessub undertook the search ; in his city the

gate

33. [was ruined] ; he was powerless to rebuild (it)
;

its lock

and its bolt [were broken] in two.

34. Tessub . . . Then in silence (?) he sat there ;
Nin-tud

35. [again] sends [to him] :

<l Go and seek Telibinus

yourself !

”

36 So the gods
,
great and little, made search for

him. But him

37, [Telibinus they found not.] They go [to] him

to explore.

38 takhimemuit (?) was gardening. Now he was

a gardener.

39. So he in turn assists (them).

Col. II

3. So to thee Telibinus . . .

4. the source of the oil was gushing (?)...

5. . . .

;

then plenty . . .

6. (Of) the gate he cut . . .

7. the essence of the oil the bursting [seed penetrated]

;

8. a thick mass again [it became ?].

9.

Behold, the water in the barrel [is here] . . .

10. Now of Telibinus do you yourself [demand the water] ;

11. Then to the king in abundance [give it].

12. Behold, the milk is here . . .

13. [Full] of milk let it be ;
behold

14. Let them pour it out in a stream.

15. Behold, the samamma-tree is here ....
16. let it become visible

;
behold the fig [is here]

;
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17. let it be cut (?) again, and [the limb ?] of Teflibinus]

18. let them also mutilate.

19. From the olive, too, again from (its) heart its oil, [from

the vine]

20. the wine from (its) heart shall be taken, and do you for

Telibinus . . .

21. a keeping back (?) with oil from (its) heart in abundance

effect.

22. Behold, the liti-tree is here ; [the limbs] of Telibinus

23. let them anoint ; the essence of (its) milk with himself
shall hereafter be united

;

24. as for thyself, let the word of the citizens be in unison. :

25. “ Be clean !

” Let Telibinus himself be clean ! The fire

26. let them light
; let the milk increase again

; and let the
oxen of Telibinus

17. be castrated that they may multiply as before.

!8. Behold, with good oil your (sic) paths of Telibinus
!9. I bespatter: with good oil Telibinus has bespattered

them

and traversed the road. The sdkhis-tTte and the khab-
buriyas-tree in turn

'1. shall grow up (for the gardener)
; they shall burst forth

of themselves
j established again

*2. since that Telibinus is established as before.

;3 ' Telibi™s comes to announce (it)
; at his coming from

the clouds

;4. there is storm
; below the black earth there is battle

,0 - the god Kamrusipas sees the twain
; then the road-bird

flies

;

there is rending in two, and he sees him (i.e. Telibinus).
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Col. Ill

1. A crowd follows him ; in wrath

2. it follows [him] ; the pursuit it follows.

3. Kamrusipas behind the gods says :

“
Go, . . .

4. be [one] of the gods ! Behold, to Khapantalis the Sun-

god his sheep has delivered],

5. Now 12 of the sheep do you (pi.) cut up. But the [oxen]

of Telibinus ....
6. I will manage and take a wing with a thousand eyes

:

of the slaughtered

7. lambs of Kamrusipas I am master.

8. For Telibinus one-half I have caused to be burnt away,

9. and one half I bum ; then of Telibinus

10. his generative organs, his evil ones, I take ; his . . .

11. I take
;

his followers I take ;
his wrath

12. I take
;

his omens I take ; the pursuit I undertake.”

13. Telibinus was wroth
;

himself he cuts ;

14. the bursting buds were crammed together
;

the buds

which were crammed together

15. they burned afterwards, and the followers of Telibinus . . .

16. in wrath the search for the sinner as before [renewed ??]

17. afterwards the trackers (??) carried it not to the field

18. they made it into seed, but made it not into bread
;

[to]

19. the house of stone records they came and the followers

of Telibinus

20. the search for the sinner continued to track (?).

21. Telibinus was wroth
;

himself he c[uts]
;

22. lighted was the fire
;

these the fire afterwards [con-

sumed]
;
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23.

and the crowd in wrath the search [renewed] as before.

24. Telibinus leaves the crowd ;
his wrath [he abandoned] ;

25. the search [for the sinner] he abandoned ;
afterwards

the . . tree . . .

26. he did not . . . ;
but the [followers] of Telibinus

27. the search [for the sinner] did not abandon.

28. Then the gods under the kkarikisnas-tree assembled ;

29. now the kharikisnas [was] of double length
;

30. so all the gods sat (there), the [great and the little] gods,

31. the supreme gods of destruction, the corn-god, the god

of growth . . . ,

32. Telibinus, Inaras, Khapantilis ....
33. and the gods [sat] down for long years ....
34. “ I have finished [with him], I have purified him. . .

Col. IV

1 . For him the red earth lives
;
this then you say :

‘
‘ Away

.

:”

2. ... For him the red image lives
;
and so Telibinus’s

3. wrathful company thou tellest to search for the sinner.

4. Tessub has come as herald
;
him the man of Tessub

5. accompanies
; the (milk-)bowl too has come ; the

spoon (?) accompanies it.

6. 0 mother (?) mine, let those of the citizens who have

spoken

7. run after the followers of Telibinus in their search.

8,

9. Let them go
;

let the followers of Telibinus leave the

domain (and) the search for the sinner in anger
;
the

yoking-ground (??) before (it)

10, 11. let them abandon
;

the door (?) let them leave

;

the trough (?) of the portico before let them leave

;

the gate let them leave
;
the stables let them leave

;
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12. the . . of the king let them leave
; to the growing field,

garden and wood

13. they go not
;

(under) the earth let them traverse the

road.

14. The porter opened the 7 doors
;
back he drew for them

the 7 boltfs].

15. Under the black earth stood a copper barrel :

“ The

istdbhullis is mine

;

16. the straggling (?) sedw-bull is mine ”
;
the god BAR

verily goes there
; then

17. he comes not up again
;

the god Dadas he seizes

18. and the wrathful host of Telibinus

19. they take on its search for the sinner
;
back they come

not again.

20. Telibinus comes back to the court
(
parnassa) ;

his land

he surveyed
;

21. the frame of the door (?) remained
;

the roof of the

house remained

;

22. the temple of the gods was standing
; the fuel of the

hearth remained
;

23. in the fold the sheep remained there
;

in the ox-stall

the oxen

24. remained there. So the mother carried her child
;

the

sheep carried its lamb ;

25. the ox carried its calf, and Telibinus [restored] the king

and queen
;
them

26. to life and strength (and) future days he appointed.

27.

So Telibinus appointed the king. In the house of

Telibinus

28. , stands (his) tree
;
now from the tree hangs a sheep’s

fleece ; then there

29. he puts an ewe’s milk ;
then there the grain of the god

Gir (the god of cattle)
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30, (and) wine he places ; then there he setB ox (and) sheep

;

31. there for long years he sets the birth of children

;

32. Then there he sets wives, increases their message
; then

there

33. he sets twofold (?) [births (?)]; then there he seta the

grape-god;

34.

then there he sets brimming udders, then there

Two fragments of the Telibinus-legend were discovered at
Boghaz Keui by Chantre and have been published by
Professor Scheil (Chantre, Mission en Cappadoce

, pp. 58-60).
They appear to belong to missing portions of the legend.

Obverse

1 ya-gan i-da(?)-a (*)-lu (?) . . .

• . • my evil (?)...
2 ar ar-kha QA-TAM-MA . .

. . . away as before . . .

3 kar-bi-in tar-na kar-di-mi-ya
.

[Telibinus] left the crowd, in wrath
4. . . . sa-a-u-wa-ar tar-na GIS . . . ZUN ....

he left seeking [the sinner]
; the .. . trees .

5. [sau]ar si-ya-an-zi AN Te-li-bi[-nu-us]

he closes the [search]. Telibinus ....
6. . . . . kar-di-mi-ya-az NAM (?)-wa URUD GIS (?) . . .

• m anger . . . copper . .

7. .. . a-bi-e-ni-is-sa-an li-e u[-it ?]

as before he does not [come ?] . . .

S. • . du i-da-a-(lu) kar-bi-in kar-di-mi-ya-az
. • . evil the crowd in anger

9. . .
. ya-an-ti-ya la-a-in (?) GIS-LI GIS-LI an-da

• • . to the herbage . .
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10. ... wa-ya-as-sa-at dag-na-a-as KAS-an pa-it

... the road of the earth he traverses.

11. ... MI dag-ni-i AN BAR-as DUK pal-khi ki-ya . . .

. . . under (?) the black earth the Iron-god 'places (?) the

barrel . . .

12 it an-da pa-iz-zi na-at ....

... to .. he goes ; this . . .

13. ... da-at-ta-an ki (?)-ya (?)...

Reverse

1 an bi-i-e-[it] . . .

. ... he calls ....
2. . . . ta AN kha-ta-a-na ta-a-ba (?) pal-[khi] . . .

. .
. for the wise god the barrel ....

3- . .
.
[na-]an u-ul u-e-mi-it BE EGIR . . .

... he did not find him ; back again ....
4. . . . na-an u-e-mi-ya-nu-[un] . . .

... I have caused him to be found.

5 an bi-i-e-it i-id . . .

... he calls

:

“ Go . . .

6. . . . zi-ik sa-an-kha ma-a-[an] ....

. ... do you seek [him] ;
when . . .

7

ai-ya a-na as sa . . .

... to . . .

8

ar-kha-a-an as-na an . . .

. . . away him

Notes

I, 2. The first character of the geographical name is rather

ku than ma. If it is to be read ma we should have Marissa

or Maris[sanda] the district adjoining the Halys. Otherwise

we must suppose that Kuris[ta] stands for Kurusta the

Kyrrhestike of classical geography in North Syria.
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5. buttons with the determinative of “ wood ” is plural

and means more probably “ doors ” than “ windows ” as

Friedrich translates it. Luttiya occurs in KUB. vii, 5, 30,

but the passage is mutilated. In Yuz., Rev. 25, GIS luttiya

must be the name of the wood of which a dish was made.

For GIS luttanza see KUB. xii, 4, 24. 5, 10. 14, 10.

(Cf. note on Rev. iv, 10. Zimmern has shown that

Jcammaras is used of a “ beehive ”. Here it appears to signify

a domed hut. 1

6. The syllabaries explain nesuriya- by khanaku “to
- choke ”, Sumerian GU-GID. It is used in the sense of

“
crowding ”, “ cramming ”.

10. Mamin is the accusative of marnu “gift”. Yuz.,
Rev. 32. Whether the gift was from or to a god is uncertain.
If from ” a god, the com would be the gift of Tessub.

11. SAL-khittis, salkhiyantis
“ woman folk ”, is here spelt

out phonetically (sa-al), which shows that either salkhi
was the native Hittite word for “ woman ”, or SAL with
a Hittite suffix had been borrowed from Sumerian. At any
rate, mannittis has been borrowed from the Indo-European
rmn(w) (Skt. manu

, Goth, manna).

12. Marmaras seems to have been the Blight-demon
; cf.

Greek Moppu>.

13. Ulista; cf. uliul, KUB. xx, 5, b 11.

16. Khdter “ they became bare ”, khdzta “ were withered ”,

probably have the same root. Paras is the equivalent of

the ideographic ANSU KUR-RA. See KUB . ii, 3, 15, 17,
where parastarrassis is given as the equivalent of (ANSU)
KUR-RA-astarrasm. Cf. Hebrew parash, Arabic faras,
which is probably a loan-word from Asia Minor

;
cf . Ezek.

xvii, 14. Parasdus “ horse-droves ” is for parastus. For
pdrasessir “they rode away” see Tenner: Hethitischer
Annalentext

, p. 20
1 Cf. Zend Samara "vault'*, Lat. camera

(camurus ). In the Syrian
geographical list of Thothme* III, Kamru (No. 261) has the determinative
of houBe . The word forms the first element in the name of the Hittite
hero Kamru-Bipas.
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20. Ne is the 3rd pers. pron. pi.

21. Kabhueit “ missed ” from kabbis
“
small ”,

“
inferior

”

(=EGIR-ts); kabbui
* c make small”

(KUB . vii, 14, 4),

kabbuizzi
“

is wanting ” (KUB. vii, 15, 6 9). The verb seems

to be used both transitively and intransitively. (Cf. note

below on IV, 20.)

24. Literally “ the road-bird ”. Sdu-war, sakh-, is a

simpler form of sankh- “ to seek ”, as has been pointed out

by Gotze. Cf. Goth, sokjan.

26. Khuwan-khuessar kuwdliu “
a living creature wherever

it may be ”

29. Nakkis is given as the equivalent of the Sumerian

DUGUD “ heavy ”, hence “ honourable ” and in a

depreciatory sense “ hard ” or “ difficult ”.

30. Read [k]istantit. Kharkueni literally “ we are

destroyed ”. “ The Supreme goddess ” is here identified with

Nin-tud “ mistress of generation ”
; elsewhere she is GUL-sas

the goddess of destruction ”.

33. The signification “ powerless ” seems imposed upon

tarkhuzzi by the context. Otherwise the root tarakh- has the

sense of “ being able ” to do a thing.

34. I have not met with the word kakhue(it) elsewhere.

38. Amiyanta and amiyan-kha from amiya “ a garden ”
;

amiyantus “ gardeners ” was already known from the Legal

Code. The form amiyan-kha recurs in the 1st pers. in tabar-kha

“ I was lord ” and with a further suffix in es-kha-t “ I sat ”.

11. 4. Read kukusta.

7. Zuwa is given as the Assyrian equivalent of sanezzis

which is used of “spittle ” in KUB . xiii, 20, 67, 71. The

verb sane-> sani- signifies to “ blow up ” fire.

8. For nesuriyanza see note on I, 6.

12. Galaktar “ milk ” is the Greek yaXa, Lat. lac
,
which

have no Indo-European etymology.

13. Kara-z seems to signify “in a stream ”, but I have

not found the word elsewhere. With khideid[du] compare

the river names Khulaya and Khulanis.
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16. GIS-MA is “ fig ”, but the gunated form of MA also

has the Assyrian gloss title attached to it in the Liverpool

Proto-Hittite fragment iii, 4 (
Annals of Archeology

, iii, 3,

pi. xxvii). Unfortunately the tablet is broken immediately

after MA.

17, 18. Miliddu and milites seem to be related to miliskus

“ an eunuch

21. Istantawar is rendered by the Ass. uhhhhuru “hold

back ” We And istantait “ drives back ” (KT. iv, 78, 67).

The causative is istanta-nu-nun (KUB. xxii, 44, c 6) and

istantanusteni “you keep back ” (KUB. xiii, 19, 37).

26. For kuliddu see KUB. xxi, 46. kuliskinuttin
“ make

bright ”, “ glorify ” Kudos is used of the “ brilliance ” of

gold [KUB. xii, 2, 4), kuli “ glow ” (KUB. xii, 15, 27).

30. Forrer has shown that khanti(s) means “ next in turn
31. Lazziatta is rendered by the Ass. damqi in the sense of

a recovery from illness. Perhaps the best translation of

lazzais would be “ flourish (again) ”,

33. Read wantaz “ from the cloud ”.

36. Read du-[u]-wa-ar-nu-ut " cause to be double ”, The
last word is a-u-[us-ta].

Ill, 3. Kamru-sipas was another of the legendary heroes
or deified kings of the early Hittites. A fragment of a legend
attached to him is given in KUB. xvii, No. 8. It is too
mutilated to be capable of translation, but apparently the
hero was translated to heaven and given possession not
only of the com which grew on the earth but also of the
various diseases and blights which afflict man and injure
the crops. Khapantilis also appears elsewhere in company
with Kamru-sipas. The name is probably a derivative from
Khapdtis " a servant There was also a city Khabantalliya
(KUB. ii, 1, 4).

6. Betar “ wing ” is to be distinguished from bissis
“
bird ”,

The 1,000 eyes correspond with “ the 1,000 gods ” Cf. the
Greek myth of Argos with his 100 eyes. Khapantilis would
have been the watchman of Kamru-sipas as Argos was
of Hera.
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8, 9. I do not know what the difference is between “ burn

away ” and “ bum The translations are literal.

17. I have not met with the word tepsus elsewhere
;

in

1. 20 it is written tepsaues.

22. Uriwaran “ kindled ” is a derivative from uar-, uurri

-

“ bum
25. Dr. Forrer identifies the character which follows GIS

with pisan. If he is right the word would mean “ coffer
”

or “ conduit ” and not be the name of a tree.

26. The signification of the verb armezzi is unknown to

me. In KUB. xv, 39, 45-6, we have : nusmas KHAR-SAK-
MES biran laksalaniyantaru . . . mas biran armizziyantaru
“ on the mountains they will gather together, in [the valleys ?]

they will assemble (?) Cf Lat. armentum which has no

Indo-European etymology. NA armizzi “the diamond
”

(KUB. xx, 4, 19) has no connection with the verb.

28. The tree is called kharikis in KUB. xii. 33, 5, where

three of them are said to be planted in a vineyard. Cf kharkis

“ white ”

.

31. GUL-ses here may signify “ generation ” rather than

destruction, since “ the Supreme goddess ” was Nin-tud.

Gotze would render it “ protecting AN Miya[tar]
“ the

god of growth ” or “ increase

IV, 1. The “ red earth in contradistinction to the “ black

earth ” of the subterranean world denotes the fertile soil in

which the crops flourish. The “ image
5

5

(esn) must refer to

some lost passage in the legend in which there would have

been an account of the construction of images of Telibinus

like those of Adonis in Phoenicia.

5. “ Spoon 99
is a mere conjecture

;
I have not found

GIS tipas elsewhere.

6. Perhaps [um-^ma. Or “ who have been mentioned ” ?

9. Barnanza “ domain ” from barnas or parnas
“
a court-

yard ”, like ItUtanza from luttais. The first character is bar,

not pap. Annasnanza is from annasnas which may be related

to $U annanus “ bridle ”,
“
reins ”, annanukhan “ muzzled

JBAS. APRIL 1930. 21
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10. Luttanza cannot signify
ct
window-place ” here.

11, 12. Khilas generally signifies a “ portico ” or “ guard-

room Here it would be something attached to the

wawarJchima(n). The latter word is found in BTJK. vii, 36,

b 2, where we read (II. 1-7) : II senus ser epzi makhan-ma-

ssi-sa-n timcarkiman ser epzi makhanda-ma-ssi-sa-n GUD-
ZUN ser epzi EGIR-SU-wn issanan EGIR-STJ-ma summan-

zamn EGIR-SU-ma betar dai nat-gan ser arkha wakhnuzi

khukkuis-ma khukkiskizzi nat abbiza karu iyan
;

“ he selects

2 bones (?) ; after this he selects a troughf?) ; after this he
selects the clay (dung) of the oxen ; afterwards he takes

a mouth-piece, then a rope and then a feather
; then he turns

away round to these and croons incantations : all this is done
by him early in the morning ” For senus see BUK. vii, 37,
H, 16. The singular is found in BUK. vii, 3, 21

; 7, 22.
For senas or sinas and senes see BUK xvii 22 1 • 21 13 •

21 , 10 .

’ ’ ’ ' '

Khikmms is a derivative from khilas and signifies “ out-
house ”, more especially “ stables ” The word was borrowed
by the Assyrians in order to denote a colonnade portico of
Syrian design.

The lost word at the beginning of 1. 12 is perhaps mat
“ country ” (" the country of the king ”).

14. The “ porter ” of Hades is mentioned in the legend of
the descent of Istar into the lower world. Read khattaluts)

15. Palkh m the Scheil fragment has the determinative
of " vessel ” and so must denote the “ barrel” or “ jar ” of
wine which we find in the Illuyankas legend.
The words which follow are difficult to explain.
16 Alas is the sedu or guardian bull of whom we have

already heard (iv, 16) GIS zalchs is rendered “ bolt ” with
a query by Dr. Forrer. In an Omen-tablet (BUK. viii, 5, 4)we have :

“ A worthless vagrant (tambu[bis], Ass. nu’u) comes
to your country lie drift-wood ” (zakkiyas war). In BUK.
an, 1, 25, zaldces bis[siyandu] seems to signify “let the
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stragglers fly away In AN BAR-as there is probably a

play on AN-BAR '‘iron”. “ the iron-one goes there
f

\ Of.

the Scheil fragment Rev. 11.

20. Kabbuwauwar “ to count ”, connected probably with

Kabunu “ acre ”, has no connection with another kappu(e)~,

translated “ punish ” by Gotze, which has the same origin

as kappis or Jcabbis (= EGIR-is) “ inferior ”, “ younger ”,

kabbiktUis “ small ”
(
BUK

.

xvii, 8, 2), kappuizzi “ is wanting
”

(KUB. vii, 15, b 9), Jcappanza
“

is small ” (said of the moon

KUB. viii, 5, 3). Cf. note above on I, 21.

In 1. 27 below “ appointed ” seems a better translation for

kabbuet than “ surveyed

27, 28. Literally :
“ Belonging to Telibinus in the house

a tree stood.” Biran here has its original signification of

“ house Hrozny was right in making it signify “ within
”

and not “ before

28. I§U Jcursas is a “ fleece Perhaps SU kurisnas ,

kuresnas “ napkin ” and kuressar “ loin-cloth ” have the

same root. The “ sheep-skin ” or “ fleece ” is an echo of

the golden fleece of Greek mythology which hung from a

tree in Colchis. Perhaps the “ gold ” had its origin in the

resemblance of the Hittite word kursas to the Greek xpu<ros.

32. I cannot explain the grammatical construction in

mius khalugas.

33. The substantive with which lum-antiyas agrees is lost.

Tumantiyas would have been pronounced tuwantiyas and

hence would be a derivative from tuwa “ two ” like tuwaz

“ twice On the other hand, tuwa is also “ long ago ”,

whence tuwalas “distant”. In KUB. xvii, 31, 11, bit

Tumaniiyattiis) is mentioned next to “ the temple (bit karimmi)

of the god Khuwassannas ”, and in KUB. xv, 26, 57,

tumantiyan occurs in connection with the gods causing the

increase of “ boys and girls ”.

34. Wallas “ women’s breasts ”, “ udders ”. My trans-

lation of the adjective, which I should read maunnas rather

than kunnas
,

is conjectural.
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By way of an appendix I add a translation of the " Yuzgat
”

Tablet, I, 11. 38-41
: (38) abus khalzais AN IM-as

Khakhkhimmi (39) [tatty kissaras-mis-wa GAL-ri-ya anda

damenlkir] (40) [tagani 1]-ya damenkir takku-wa kus sa NIN-

MES-ms SU-ZUN da[asi] (41) .... IGI-ZtlN mi-ta-wa le

epsi

;

“ Tessub called them
;

to Khakhkhimas he says :

*My hands descend in rain to my lord, and [to the earth ?]

they descend in rain. If these women’s hands you take . . .

my (?) eyes do not occupy
' 99 We have an explanation of the

passage in BUK. xxii, 46, 7-10. There we read

:

Accordingly when the god of the city Arusnas marches

with the Sun-god, it is well
; upon this accordingly the queen

takes the woman Ammatallas to the god of Arusnas and

Ammatallas accordingly occupies the eyes of the god (literally

takes the eyes, Him IGI-ZUN-mt epta)

:

she had not gone

back to the god ;
the son of Ammatallas accordingly takes

the hands, namely the empty hand of his mother
;

in the

palace he performs service. When the god is annoyed the

omens are not favourable.” If mitawa is right, mit must

stand for the 1st pers. possessive pronoun -met, for which,

however, I can find no parallel
;

but it is possible that the

scribe has omitted a horizontal wedge and that we should

read mita-wa-as which would be an adjective of unknown
signification agreeing with sakuwas “ eyes

The signification of damenkir is settled by an astrological

tablet (BUK. iv, 3, 19) in which damengantes is rendered by
irada zunni issakan “ there is a fall of rain ”.

It is now possible to correct the readings and translations

of an earlier passage in the “ Yuzgat ” Tablet (I, 12-20).

We must read: (12) nu SAM-ZUN-an XX KUR-MES
GUD-ZUN UDU-ZUN UR-KU-ZUNSAKH-ZUN Tl-nu[t] (13)

TUR-MES SUM-a-ta-ma khalkius Tl-innuzi takku (14)

nu-?na-sta andurza UZU (? Y^.ynuzziyan-za khazzi (15) nu-s
ul TI-innuzi man kuitt-a khuman \iyyan\ (16) apasa pait AN
IM-ni teit ki kuit kisat (17) asi Khakhkhimas attissi annissi

teizzi (18) ki azzikkiteni akkuskitteni (19) kabbuwattin-ma
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\JD-un ul kuitki AMEL SIB-LTJ AMEL SIB-GUD . . .

(20) apdsa udne TI-innut AN IM-sa ul sdkki[t] ;
“ (12) The

plants of the 20 countries, the oxen, the sheep, the dogs

and the swine he vivified
; (13) the sons of the harvest (?) also

[and] the corn [of the land ?] he vivified
;

if .... (14) he

put it secretly in a . .
. (15) he did not vivify it, and when

all was done (16) he went and said to Tessub : * So it is/ (17)

Finally Khakhkhimas says to his father (and) his mother :

* Eat (and) drink this
; (19) survey the whole (UD — pukhru),

there is nothing
;
shepherd and oxherd [are wanting].’ (20)

But he had vivified the lands and Tessub did not know (it).”

The ideographs in L 14 unfortunately are uncertain
;

in

1.13 the third ideograph must be SUM, one of the significations

of which is etseru “ to harvest ” while another is dokhadu
“ to be abundant ”

; but in 1. 14 neither of them can be

identified. The first resembles UZU “ flesh ” rather than

GO “ side ”, but in either case the character is incorrectly

written and nothing can be made out of the second.

The words of Khakhkhimas in 11. 16 and 17 remind us of

Gen. vii, 28, 29.





The Most Ancient Islamic Monument Known
Dated A,H. 31 (A.D. 652)

From the time of the third Calif ‘LJtbman

By HASSAN MOHAMMED EL-HAWARY
Curator, Cairo Museum of Arab Art

(PLATES III-V)

TN the Cairo Museum of Arab Art there are more than three

thousand slabs of marble and stone bearing Cufic

inscriptions. Most of these slabs are tombstones found in

the ancient cemeteries of Cairo and Aswan. On each of these

tombstones are inscribed the name of the deceased and the

date of his death
;
hence they are invaluable in working out

the evolution of Arabic writing. Only two hundred of these

slabs are exhibited in the Museum, the others being kept in

the stores and recesses of the building.

Three years ago I started to investigate this valuable

collection, which up to the end of 1928 amounted to 2,938

tombstones and 143 other pieces bearing inscriptions com-

memorating the erection of mosques, houses, schools, etc.

During my work I found that 2,439 tombstones were

registered en bloc under different numbers. Moreover, we

were not quite sure about the locality where these stones

had been discovered.

Consequently, to make up for the deficiencies in the

registration of these important monuments, I began to

register them methodically, stating the material, dimensions,

and date, and giving a short description of the inscription

on each piece. I found them rich in different types of Arabic

writing and decoration, thus opening out a wide vista for

students anxious to study the evolution of Arabic writing

and decorative art. The variety and beauty of some of these

inscriptions and the attractive problems to be found in many

of them were for me a great inducement to study them

thoroughly and scientifically. I started by giving each a fiche

in order to facilitate their chronological arrangement.
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While continuing the work I had set before myself, I was

fortunate enough to come across a slab bearing the date

A.H. 31 (A.D. 652).

I also found thirty-four pieces dating from the last quarter

of the second century a.h., the oldest of which bore the

date a.h. 174 (a.d. 790). Moreover, a series of pieces were

found bearing dates representing almost every year of the

subsequent three centuries. When I compared the writing

on these with that on the earliest slab I saw a striking

difference. The writing was more beautiful and artistic in

the later specimens than in the early one.

This slab is 38 X 71 cm. and bears the following text

jj>}\ !A* <11

1

j*—
»

(l)

4>t ^ jy*- ^ (
2
)

Url J viil* (3)

(sic) ^SJ\ U* \J lil a! (4)

I l-L* Oyl J5 j (5)

VI (sic) <3 (
5^) (6)

j (
sic

) 0)

(
8 )

(1) In the name of God the whole merciful, the com-

passionate
;

this tomb

(2) belongs to ‘Abd-el-Rahman ibn Khair Al-Hajri.

0 God, forgive him

(3) and make him enter into Thy mercy and make us

go with him.

(4) (passer by) When reading this inscription ask pardon

for him (the deceased)

(5) and say Amen ! This inscription was written

(6) in Djumada II

(7) of the year one and

(8) thirty (January-February, a.d. 652).
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M. Wiet was greatly interested in this discovery, and to

facilitate my research, he very kindly gave me some manuscript

of his forthcoming great Corpus of Arabic and Islamic

inscriptions in order that I might compare these inscriptions

with that on our newly-found slab.

The manuscripts that M. Wiet gave me were those dealing

with the pre-Islamic Arabic inscriptions and those of the

first century a.h. ; i.e. those dated just before and after the

slab I had discovered.

Of the inscriptions which have an earlier date than the one

under discussion three pieces are of pre-Islamic date.

The earliest of these monuments is the tombstone of

Emro’ Al-Kais found in Namara. It shows us the derivation

of Arabic from Nabatean writing. Its most distinctive

characteristic is the fact that the letters are connected with

each other, this character being peculiar to Arabic writing

and not found in the Nabatean. This piece is dated a.d. 328.

After this we come to the inscription of Zebed which is

dated a.d. 512. This is written in three languages, Arabic,

Greek, and Syriac.

And following this is the inscription of Harran dated

a.d. 568. This is the third known pre-Islamic inscription.

We need not consider those three pieces in our study of

the slab in question except for a few remarks here and there.

As to the post-Islamic inscriptions, there are only twenty

of the first century that are considered by M. Wiet as truly

authenticated.

The earliest of these is that found by Mr. Taylor on the

facade of the bridge of Batman Korpu, about which he says

in his “ Travels in Kurdistan ” (JRGS., vol. xxxv, p. 25),

“ from the remains of an inscription on its eastern face,

it was built a.d. 643 by a certain ‘Othman
;
with the exception

of the date, no other part of the record was legible.”

He did not state anything about an inscribed date. He
simply mentions the name TJfchman and assumed at first

hand that it was the name of ‘Uthman ibn ‘Affan the third
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Calif after the Prophet. But Van Berchem has challenged

this statement in Amida, p. 33. He says :
“ Ce renseignement

donne par Taylor meriterait d'etre verifie. Si la date est

•exacte, nous aurions ici la plus ancienne inscription musulmane

connue et ce personnage pourrait etre le Calife ‘Uthman,

elu en 644. Mais cette attribution est peu vTaisemblable

et la date semble erronee. Mr. Leeman-Haupt m’ecrit que

le pont existe encore et qn’il croit y avoir vu une inscription.”

In regard to this caution on the part of Van Berchem we

feel justified in not taking this inscription into consideration,

whereas otherwise we should not hesitate to look upon it

as the earliest Islamic monument. But in any case, if we
did consider this monument as really dating from a.d. 643

(a.h. 22), it would be the only inscription with an earlier

date than the inscription discovered in the Cairo Museum.

Then come the other inscriptions of the first century a.h.

which we give here with their dates and references :

—

(1) a.h. 65. Jerusalem, Sakhra

(2) a.h. 69, Fustat

(3) a.h. 72, Jerusalem, Sakhra, con-

struction text .

(4) a.h. 72-216, Sakhra, brass plate

(5) a.h. 72-216, Sakhra. brass plate

(6) a.h. 81, Kasr Burka, Field

(7) a.h. 85, Celestial sphere in

brass, Ibn Al-Kifty

(8) a.h. 86, Milestone, Khan al-

Hathrara ....
(9) a.h. 86, Milestone, Bab al-Wad

<10) a.h. 86, Milestone, Dair al-Qalt

(11) a.h. 86, Milestone, Abou Ghosh

(12) a.h. 92, Green Tablet, Mosque

of 'Amrou

(13) a.h. 92, Kharana. Jaussen et

Savignac ....
(14) a.h. 92, Kharana. Jaussen et

Savignac ....
(15) a.h. 97, Nilometer, Island of

Roda ....
(16) a.h. 100, Kusair ‘Amra .

(17) „ Khirbat Nitil .

(18) tf ‘Ain Sufiya

C.I.A. Jerusalem, ii. No. 214.

C.I.A. Egypt, ii, No. 548.

C.I.A. Jerusalem, ii, No. 215.

C.I.A. Jerusalem, ii, No. 216.

C.I.A. Jerusalem, ii. No. 217.

Early man in North Arabia, Natural

History, vol. xix, p. 43.

Leipzig ed., p. 440.

C.I.A. Jerusalem, 1 , No. 1.

C.I.A. Jerusalem, i, No. 2.

C.I.A. Jerusalem, i, No. 3.

C.I.A. Jerusalem, i, No. 4.

C.I.A. Egypt, ii, pp. 17, 24.

Mission, iii, p. 100.

Mission, iii, p. 100.

C.I.A. Egypt, i, No. 1.

Musil, pp. 217, 225.

W.Z.K.M., vol. xxii, p. 81.

Museum of Beyrouth, No. 239.
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These eighteen inscriptions, with that discovered by Taylor

and the one discovered in the Cairo Museum, constitute

all that have been left to us from the first century a.h .

1

We can see from this table that the earliest known

inscription of the first century a.h. is dated from the year

a.h. 65 (a.d. 684-5), i.e. thirty-four years after our

discovered slab. But even that inscription is not

authenticated and does not really exist. All that we know

about it is what was said by a Franciscan priest who had

been in Jerusalem between a.d. 1651 and 1657 and who

left us a description of the Dome of the Rock in which he

said that it was built in a.h. 65 (a.d. 684-5). Van Berchem

in his Corpus Inscriptionum Arabicarum Jerusalem ,
vol. ii,

No. 214, criticized the priest’s account.

1 Moritz, in the Encyclopedia of Islam, classifies the earliest monuments
•of Arabic writing belonging to the Muslim period in three categories.

(i) Those written on coins, the earliest of which is dated a.h. 20 (a.d. 641)

;

(ii) those found on monuments, the earliest of which iB dated a.h. 72

(a.d. 691-2)
;

(iii) those written on papyrus, the most ancient of these

is dated a.h. 22 (a.d. 642-3). But this has not yet been studied (see

Encyclopedia of Islam, p. 383 and seq.). As to the first and last of these

4hey do not concern us.

[In passing I should like to notice that Moritz did not mention writings

found on glass weights, which we can place under the first category. The
earliest of these glass weights is that found in the collection of the late

Dr. Fouquet, and is dated a.h. 44 (a.d. 664) in the name of 'Okbat. But
the late Casanova is doubtful about its authenticity. He says in the

MMAFC., tome vi, p. 373, under the title of *' Nonas d'Emirs, et de lecture

douteuse ou incomplete”. No. 166, . .
. (?) iAXJI I (?)

. . . L’Emir 'Okbat (?), ayez des mesures exactes(?) . . . and supposing

thiB version is correct, it does not necessarily follow that the date is a.h. 44,

since 'Okbat ibn 'Amer ruled from a.h. 44-7 (a.d. 664-7). We can also

place under the third category two letters written in the time of the Prophet.

The first is the letter sent by the Prophet to Al-Mokawkis. It is presumed
"to have been found accidentally by a young orientalist in Manfalout in

Upper Egypt in a.d. 1851 (see the Journal Asiatxque

,

1854, p. 482 and seq.).

But this is doubtful. The second was the document given by the Prophet

to’Tamim al-Dary and his brothers in the year a.h. 9 (a.d. 630). It was
written by 'Ali ibn Abi Talib on a piece of leather from his boot. The
document was seen by ibn Fadl-Allah El-'Omary in the year a.h. 745

i(a.d. 1346) (Masalik al-Absar fi Mamalik Al-Amsar
,
vol. i, p. 172). It

was also seen by Kalkashandi in the year a.h. 821 (a.d. 1418).]
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His most important criticism refers to the date A.H. 65, of

which he doubts the reality, as it was the first year of the

reign of ‘Abd-el-Malik And it is known that the Dome of

the Rock was not built in the first years of ‘Abd-el-Malik’s

long reign but some years after the beginning of it. It is

the date in which buildings were finished that used to be

recorded, and not that in which they were begun. However,

this priest has done a service in proving the mistake of those

who thought that the Dome of the Bock was built in the time

of the Calif
cOmar.

Then comes the inscription mentioned by AI-Koda'i and

copied by Al-Makrizi (Bulak, vol. ii, p. 146), which inscription

‘Abd-el-
c

Aziz ibn Marwan ordered to be written on the bridge

that he erected over the Khalig al-Kabir in a.h. 69 (a.d. 689).

This inscription, given by M. Wiet in C.I.A. Egypt
,
vol. ii,

No. 548, has, however, no longer been extant since the

destruction of the bridge. Hence we cannot compare it

with our slab.

Of the first century inscriptions, those executed in mosaic

in the Dome of the Rock and dated from a.h. 72 (a.d. 691-2),

i.e. from the reign of ‘Abd-el-Malik ibn Marwan, are the

earliest which we can compare with our slab. AhMa’moon
erased ‘Abd-el-Malik’s name and replaced it by his own ;

but he did not alter the date, and thus the truth was known.

Contemporary with these inscriptions are two others written,

on brass plates fixed to some doors of the Dome of the Rock,

and also dated a.h. 72 (a.d. 691-2). The last part of

each of them is, however, from the time of Al-Ma’moon
and is dated from a.h. 216 (a.d. 831).

These inscriptions, which are still to be seen on the Dome of

the Rock, were hitherto the most ancient Islamic writings

on monuments. Their epigraphy is good, very good when
compared with that of ‘Abd-el-Rahman Al-Hajri’s tomb-
stone. This is natural, for the tombstone is forty-one years

earlier. Moreover, the tombstone is that of an ordinary

individual and the writing on it is not carefully done, while
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the inscriptions on the Dome of the Rock arc in the name of

the Prince of the Faithful, and the scribe was expected to

do his utmost to produce an excellent piece of work. Again,

in the mosaic the writing is done with tesserae, a thing which

could be easily and skilfully worked by the craftsman. On
the other hand, the inscriptions on the tombstone are

engraved with a pointed tool in an ordinary and carelessly

written Cufic script. There are, however, some common
characteristics in the letters of the tombstone and the other

inscriptions. The middle * in the former is very like that

on the Dome of the Rock insomuch as both are open from

above like the letter V.

The writing most similar to that of the tombstone is that

found in North Arabia on a threshold of a door in Kasr

Burka. (Plate IV c.) It is dated from a.h. 81 (a.d. 700)

and in the name of the prince Al-Walid ibn ‘Abd-eh-Malik

before he became a Calif. This Kasr may have been built

by Al-Walid in North Arabia as a palace in which to

spend days of rest and enjoyment.

He may have ordered these inscriptions to be written in

commemoration of his erection of this palace. In the method

of engraving and epigraphy, these inscriptions and those of

the tombstone are alike
;
in both the writing was done with a

pointed tool and was ordinary Cufic in proportionless and

unparallel lines, not drawn after a prepared design. The

characters are very much alike. The invocation of the name

of God is nearly the same in both of them. The a in 1-^*

and the V in jmY 1 resemble the * in and the Y in

^YL The two inscriptions are very simple and carelessly

written. However, there is some difference in the spelling

of the word O. year
;

in Kasr Burka it is written

while in the tombstone of
cAbd-el-Rahman as well as in

Harran’s inscriptions dated a.d, 568, (Plate IV b) it is

written O. In fact this © used to be written O before

and in the early years of Islam but was written afterwards ©
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Contemporary with the Burka inscriptions are those

engraved on the stone and marble slabs which were erected

in the roads of Syria during the reign of ‘Abd-el-Malik ibn

Marwan to commemorate the construction of these roads

and to show the distance in miles (Plate IV c). They are

four slabs found between a.d. 1884 and 1902. The epigraphy

is very carefully done, as they are in the name of the Prince

of the Faithful.

Ibn El-Kifty has mentioned in his work (Tarikh El-HoJcama')

an inscription contemporary with these, and which he said

had been seen by a certain Ibn EJ-Sanbadi in the Cairo

o Library, on a sphere made by Ptolemy and bearing an

inscription showing that it had belonged to the Prince Khalid

ibn Yazid ibn Mo'awiya ^ ij$S\ oX*

cf. Unfortunately, this sphere is not extant, and

we cannot compare it with that of the tombstone of

‘Abd-el-Rahman ibn Khair Al-Hajri.

In ah. 92 (a.d. 710-11) Kurra ibn Sharik renewed

‘Ann’s mosque and wrote the date of the renovation on

a tablet known as the Green Tablet and which is also no

longer extant.

Jaussen and Savignac found in Kasr Kharana during their

travels in Arabia many inscriptions, the most perfect of

which is eleven lines in length and is dated a.h. 92

(a.d. 710-11) (Plate IV d). Most of the characters in this

inscription resemble those of the tombstone. The middle

«, however, was sometimes opened from above and some-

times closed.

The most ancient Arabic inscription known in Egypt was
that written in relief on the column of the Nilometer in the

Roda Island between the 15th and 17th cubes. It dates

from a.h. 96-7 (a.d. 714-15) during the reign of Solayman

ibn "Abd-el-Malik. This inscription is - Uji £***

IcljS ^ lP repeated four times. It is
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not dated, but aII the historians assert that it is aa old as

the Nilometer itself.

Next to this inscription come three others of the end of

the first century. These were found in Kusair
<Amra (a.h. 100

(a.d. 718-19)), Khirbat Nitil, (Plate V d) and 'Ain Sufiya.

When comparing ‘Abd-el-Rahman’s tombstone with the

existing inscriptions of the first century, we can see that it

resembles some in the design of the letters, the others being

somewhat different. This is due to the fact that these

inscriptions may be classified into two kinds : the first,

carefully done and intended for important cases
;
the other,

written hurriedly and in an ordinary handwriting and used

for ordinary purposes. The inscriptions of the first kind

are right-angled, having equidistant lines and equal letters.

In other words, it is written in what is really Cufic writing.

Those of the other kind axe very much like the Naskhi. This

tends to prove that the Cufic and Naskhi writings were

originally twins : otherwise, the Naskhi, because of its

simplicity, was older than the Cufic.

The inscriptions which resemble the tombstone are those

of Kasr Burka (a.h. 81), of Kharana (a.h. 92), and of Kusair

‘Amra (a.h. 100). They also bear much resemblance to the

pre-Islamic inscriptions in Zebed and Harran. This is clearly

seen in Plate IV, which contains some similar letters in

these inscriptions.

The other inscriptions which differ from 'Abd-el-Rahman’s

tombstone as regards design but resemble it in shape are

those of the Dome of the Rock on mosaic and brass plate&

fixed to the door and dated from a.h. 72, and those engraved

on milestones from a.h. 86 and Khirbat Nitil. We have drawn

a part of each of them in Plate V in order to show that they

are similar to those of the first kind in the shape of the letters,

but different in the careful and perfect design which caused

the letters to be right-angled.

As regards the text itself, the inscriptions of the first century

may also be classified into two sets. The first are those
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written in commemoration of the construction of monuments

or buildings. The second are funerary texts bearing the

name of the deceased.
',
the date of his death, and some pious

wishes or Coranic verses. The second are usually written

on tombstones and walls of tombs. The inscriptions of the

second part are the only ones comparable to ‘Abd-el-Rahman’s

tombstone. They are those in Kharana and Khirbat Nitil.

They are similar in some formulae. In ‘Abd-el-Kahman’s

tombstone the scribe wrote a! ^All. In Kharana ’s

inscription there is nearly the same phrase though with greater

length and clearness : ^ (?) Ax- ^j\

U j C* aAaT U In the inscription of Khirbat Nitil

theie is fA& U Ct
m

A-jJ^is-1

U j j,

.

‘Abd-el-Rahman’s tombstone, unlike the others preserved

in the Cairo Museum, has the following characteristics :

—

1. The Material : It is of limestone and only very rarely

was a piece of this kind used as a tombstone in the first

five centuries after the Hegira. The two materials which

were used in the tombstones of these five centuries were

marble and sandstone. On the latter the inscriptions were

graven in sunken letters and always surrounded by a frame.

But in ‘Abd-el-Bahman’s tombstone the writing is engraved

and has no frame.

2. The Method of Engraving : In the tombstones of the

first five centuries a.h. the engraver used to level the plate

which he was going to use and on which he drew straight and
parallel lines. On these lines he would paint, in black ink,

what he desired to write. Then, he would engrave it carefully.

That is not the case with this tombstone. The letters of

the upper part are small while those of the Iowct are large.

The lines are neither straight nor parallel and the letters are

not neatly cut.

3. The Shape of the Characters : In this tombstone there are
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two letters which had a special shape and design until the

end of the second century. But they changed and took

another shape in the beginning of the third century. These

letters are * and The * of this tombstone in jjJLJI UL»

and are two semicircles one above the other.

Also the middle * is opened from above like the letter V.

4. The Spelling : The middle \ in I and has

been dropped. The dropping of the middle 1 and some

other vowels was frequent in the beginning of Islam.

They wrote jM . . . with no I, as the

Coran is written. Again, the word was written in this

tombstone with an open O ; we have never seen this

in other tombstones, though we have often come across

the confusion between the open and the closed * in the word

j of the phrase <11

1

5. The Formulae : Its formulae differ from those which we

see in other tombstones. In fact it is unique in such phrases

as <** hi j ‘Ah* j (3 •

As to the personality of ‘Abd-el-Rahman ibn Khair

Al’Hajri, and whether he was a great man or not, we cannot

say very much. Al-Sam‘ani in Kitab Al-Ansab said that

this nesba might be :

—

(1) Al-Hajri 1 from Al-Hajr which was

the name of three tribes, one of the other of

cff'j - Cff-J and the third of ^jVI - VI^

.

(2) Al-Hojri from AI-Hojr which is the

name of a place in Yemen.

I am inclined to think that ‘Abd-el-Rahman ibn Khair

was from VI Hajr Al-Azd, because I notice in Ibn

Dukmak (vol. iv, p. 125), when speaking of Giza, the

following passage :

—

JBAS. APRIL 1930. 22
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Cf^ J ^ ti ^J
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“ This is an Islamic city built in A. H. 21. It is said that its

construction was finished in a.h. 22. The reason of this

construction was that when (Amr ibn Al-‘As returned

from Alexandria with his army and took his abode in Fustat,

he ordered a part of his army to stay in Giza lest an enemy

should attack his army from that side. He left in Giza

the tribe of from
;
they are j^S~ and ^

sons of C/yj cT -k J - He left also jl-^ and some of the

tribe ijl from the subdivision VI y* y* Ju \

c- .

and some Abyssinians whose Diwan was in zj VI. When
‘Amr was safe and fixed in Al-Fustat he asked those

whom he had left in Giza to join him, but they disliked

that . .

Al-Makrizi in his Kkitat (vol. i, p. 206) mentions this

story and adds ibn Dukmak’s text after Kuda‘i, with a

slight difference as he says
:
y>e^-\ ^ dA.^j VI y* j

VI y j^JI <y \

.

This is clear evidence that some of VI^ came to

Egypt after the conquest and lived in Giza in a.h . 2 1 . ‘Abd-el~

Rahman ibn Khair was one of this tribe. He died in a.h. 31
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and was buried in Al-Karafa outside Al-Fustat, He may
have been a boy or an ordinary man who died ten years after

the conquest. In the Cairo Museum of Arab Art I came across

another tombstone of a woman of this tribe called

Shadat bint Mohammed AI-Hajri who died

in a.h. 228. This proves that this tribe remained till that

date.

This valuable monument, ‘Abd-el-Rahman’s tombstone,

is now exhibited in the third room of our Museum under

No. 1, as being the oldest known monument in the Islamic

world.

Note by D. S. Margoliouth: In line 3 of the inscription,

p. 322, for Urlj we should read Llj, i.e. Wj “ and us

In the Zeitsckrift fur SemilistiJc
,

vii, 197 (1929), E. Litt-

mann publishes yet another pre-Islamic Arabic Inscription,

which is difficult to decipher.





Naicasakha
By JARL CHARPENTIER

fTtHE hymn RV. iii, 53, is of an obscure and difficult nature.

Oldenberg 1 sees in it only an incongruous jumble of

disconnected stanzas and refuses to adopt the theories of

either Hillebrandt or Geldner concerning it. The former

scholar 2 looked upon it as a collection of yajyanuvakyah

belonging to the horse-sacrifice
; but it really seems difficult

to subscribe to such an explanation. The late Professor

Geldner again always 3 maintained that the hymn represented

a uniform composition which had been taken out from the

complete family saga of the Visvamitras. In one passage

he calls it an dyusmatdm kaihd ; and, as then at any rate

he was a staunch supporter of the dkhydna-theory of Oldenberg,

he probably found little difficulty in looking upon it as being

the metrical part of a composition, the prose frame of which

was wanting and could only be supplied from Sayana and

other commentator literature. The present writer long ago

tried to explain why he cannot accept the dkhyana-theoTy *

But in spite of that it seems to him that Geldner was probably,

in the main, right in looking upon the hymn as one connected

piece of poetry, though details partly remain very obscure.

However, I am not prepared to enter upon a discussion of

the hymn in general, nor is that necessary to my present

purpose, which is only to deal with one verse, or, rather,

with one single word in that verse, concerning which I might

venture a modest suggestion. The verse in question is the

fourteenth, which runs as follows :

—

Kim te krnvanti kikatesu gdvo

ndsiram duhre na tapanti gharmam
|

d no bhara prdmagandasya vedo

naicdsdkJidm maghavan randhaya nah
\ \

1
, Cf . Rgveda-Noten, i, 253 sqq.

1 Cf. Festgru38 Boehtlingk, p. 43.

* Cf. Vedische Studien, ii, 158 sqq. ; Der RV . in Auswdhl, ii, 56 sqq.

;

Der Rigveda, i, 363 sqq.
4 Cf. Die Supaiyasage, p. 1 sqq.
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As a whole the stanza offers no special difficulties to the

translator, only three words are of unknown meaning.

Of these, however, kikata must, without the slightest doubt,

denote a certain people
;

already the Nirukta 6, 32, tells us

about kikatd nama deso
9
ndr-yanivdsah, and they have been

identified, though on very slight grounds, with the Magadhas.

As for pramaganda ,
there is also little doubt that it is a nomen

proprium, though there is also another explanation. 1 But,

if such assumptions are fairly safe, there is nothing hut

uncertainty concerning the word naicasakha. Sayana,

in his commentary to this verse, follows Yaska and explains

it thus : nicasu sudrayonisutpadild sakhd putrapautrddi-

parampara yena sa mcasdkhah
; but in the introduction to

his Bhasya he upholds another opinion, simply telling us

about naicdsakham nama nagatam. Apparently he had no

solid tradition to keep to, nor will any of his explanations

inspire much confidence.

Boethlingk-Roth and Grassmann adopted as most probable

the common explanation of Yaska and translate the word

by “ low people, outcasts ”, while Geldner, at least in his

later works, takes naicasakha to be the name of some town.

Hillebrandt, however, quite correctly objects that in the

Samhitas the word sakha never means “ branch of a people,

gens”, but simply “branch, stalk, twig”, and that con-

sequently naicasakha could only mean “ belonging to, con-

nected with (a plant) with low, turned down branches

We cannot here follow his arguments in detail.2 However,

he thinks that mcasakha must mean the plant with “ turned

down twigs ”
;
and, as there is really only one plant that plays

an important part in the life of the Yedic Aryans, viz. the

Soma, this must be one of its names. This seems not im-

possible, though we must admit that anything like a strict

1 Nirukta, 6, 32, explains maganda as "a usurer ” and pramaganda as

his offspring. Sayana, however, in the introduction to hia RV.-commentary
simply says pramagando nama raja

,

which appears more sensible,

2 Cf. Vedische Mythologies 2nd ed.,i, 204 sqq.
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proof is missing. In another passage, 1 however, Hillebrandt

seems to think that naicasdkha is in reality = naiyagrodha

,

and that already in RV. iii, 53, 14, we hear about the possession

of banyan-trees and their products.

This last suggestion of his I believe to be correct in so far

that naicasakha is most probably identical with naiyagrodha
,

which must again mean that mcdsdkha is in reality =
nyagrodha. It has been assumed that the banyan-tree is

not mentioned in the Rigveda—neither nyagrodha nor vata

occurring there—but Geldner seems to me to have definitely

proved that this is not the case. 2 The stanza which must

undoubtedly allude to it is RV. i, 24, 7 :

abudhne raja Vdruno vanasya

urdhvdm stdpam dadate putadaksah
\

riictna sthur updri budhnd esam

asme antdr mhitdh ketdvah syuh
1

1

There seems no doubt that the tree with which the universe

is here compared must be the nyagrodha. And this leads

further to the fig-tree with its roots upwards and its branches

downwards, which is mentioned in the Kath. Up. 6, 1, and in

Bhagavadgita, 15, 1.
3 It is quite true that this tree is in the

passages just quoted called an asvattha
;
and the latest editor

of the Bhagavadgita has tried to adduce an explanation

for this somewhat astounding fact. 4 But I doubt whether

such an explanation is really very necessary, and whether

the asvattha has not, because of its greater holiness within

certain circles, simply been substituted for the nyagrodha
,

which was no doubt originally spoken of in this allegory.

1 Loc. cit., p. 240 8q.
2 Cf. Vedische Studien, i, 113 sq. v. Schroeder, Festschrift E. Kuhn, p. 60,

n. 1, has dealt with the verse RV. i, 24, 7, without mentioning the paper

by Geldner
;
however, his results are mainly the same.

3 ,0n this and connected topics cf. v. Schroeder, loc cit., p. 59 sqq. The

idea of the tree with its roots turned upwards apparently travelled far

outside India, cf. Kagarow, Der umgekehrte Schamanenbaum in Archiv filr

Religionawissenschaft, xxvii, 183 sqq.
4 Cf. Hill, The, Bhagavadgita

, p. 236, n. 1.
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But tliat is really a minor point ; tlie clrief thing is that the

nyagrodha seems to have been known also to the poets of

the Rigveda, and there is thus no obstacle to assuming that

naicasdkha really means naiyagrodha.

But if such be the case what, then, does this naicasdkha =
naiyagrodha mean ? It is quite true that Kdtydyana

Smuta Su. x, 9, 30 prescribes that real Soma should not be

given to a ksa-triya or a vaisya
,
and that instead of it one

should give them the juice of the nyagrodka-huit squeezed

out in milk. And the Aitareya Br. vii, 35 ; viii, 16 in a

mysterious way identifies the nyagrodha with the ksatriya-

or rdjanya-caste.1 It is thus not unnatural that Hillebrandfc

on second thoughts arrived at the conclusion that naicaiakha

does here mean the products (i.e. the fruit and possibly the

milk-juice 2
) of the banyan-tree. However, this does not

seem to me very probable, as the possession of these products

could scarcely be so very rare and precious that special

prayers should be offered to Indra to grant its possession.

The banyan-tree is, and has most probably always been,

fairly common throughout India both in a wild and a cultivated

state. 3

Then there must be another possible explanation which

I shall venture to put forth here. It is a well-known fact

that amongst trees looked upon as sacred by the Hindus
the asvattha (peepul, Ficus religiosa L.) and the nyagrodha

(F. bengalensis L.) have since olden time occupied the front

rank. Very numerous passages in more recent literature

testify to the holiness and worship of the nyagrodha
;
and I

will abstain from quoting here more than a few passages, as,

e.g., Yule-Bumell Hobson-Jobson 2
, p. 65 sqq. ; Tavernier’s

Travels in India, ed. Ball-Crooke, ii, 154 sq. (with literature)

;

Dubois, Hindu Manners, Customs, and Ceremonies

,

ed.

Beauchamp 3
, p. 652 sq.

;
Watt, Commercial Prod/acts, p. 537

1 Cf . Hillebrandfc, Vedische Mythologie 2
, i, 245 sq.

a The banyan-tree is at times called the lc&iravrksa
, the

'

' milk-juice tree ”,

* Cf. Watt, Commercial Products, p. 537.
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(with numerous references which are only partly accessible

to me in IJpsala) ; Thurston, Omens and Superstitions of

S. India, pp. 177-219
; Sleeman’s Rambles and Recollections,

ed. Crooke, p. 385 ;
Enthoven, Bombay Folklore, pp. 118 sq. r

291, etc. Worship of the banyan-tree generally consists of

tying threads round the stem, daubing the bark with red

colour, 1 and sacrificing glass-beads, copper coins, etc., to

the tree. That this worship dates from olden times and was

formerly of a less amiable character we shall see presently.

Thus I venture to think that naicdkakha means “ a

worshipper of the mcasdkha ”, i.e. of the banyan-tree. And
the translation of the stanza RV. iii, 53, It would run some-

thing like this :
“ What do the cows amongst the Klkata’s

avail thee ? They 2 milk no milk to be mixed with Soma,,

they make no gharma 3 hot. Bring unto us the possessions

of Pramaganda, render into our hands the worshipper of

the banyan-tree.”

Of the Klkata’s we know next to nothing. The identifica-

tion of this people with the Magadhas is old, but is probably

simply founded upon a fanciful rapprochement of Pra-

maganda with Magadha. But one thing seems to me to be

clear from the stanza iii, 53, 11 :

upa preta kusikas cetayadhvam

asvam rayi prd muncata suddsah
|

rdjd vrirdm jahghanat prdg dpdg udag

dthd yajate vara d prthivydh
| J

Here we are told that King Sudas will conquer his foes in the

East, the West, and the North. And a few verses after this-

Indra, the heavenly war-lord, is exhorted to conquer the

1 On ceremonial daubing with red or yellow colour (pujd) cf . my article

in Festschrift Jacobi, p. 276 sqq., and Ind. Ant. lvi, and the paper by
M. P_rzy]iiski, Revue de l’hist, des religions, xcvi, 347 sqq. (cf. also M. de la

Vallee Poussin, Academic Royals de Belgique : Bulletins de la Classe des-

Lettres, 1929, p. 37 eqq.).

* Viz. the Klka^a’s,
8 The gharma is, of course, the pot of heated milk used at thepravargya.
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Kikata’s who had apparently not surrendered to Sudas.

From this it seems an obvious conclusion that the Rikata’s

lived to the south of the place where Visvamitra and his kin

composed their hymns and sacrificed for Sudas. As this

was probably somewhere in the Punjab we may be fairly safe

in assuming that the Kikata’s lived at some place in the

Sindh territory. In this connection we may perhaps

remember that the sacred asvattha (peepul

)

undoubtedly

occurs on a seal found at Mohenjo-Daro
;
but this may be

nothing but an idle guess.

The Kikata’s apparently were barbarians of un-Aryan
origin and with an un-Aryan name. 1 They did not offer

sacrifices to the Aryan gods, and seem to have been especially

averse to the ritual use of milk. If my suggestion be accepted

they were also worshippers of the sacred fig-tree, the nyagrodha.

Isow, there is scarcely one tribe of Indo-European stock

that did not worship and even offer sacrifices to trees and
tree-spirits 2

;
and thus it does not seem as if the Aryans

would despise and hate the Kikata’s especially because of

their cult of the nyagrodha. However, to the question

why they did it I shall answer without fail : because the
un-Aryan tribes offered human sacrifices to the banyan-tree
and probably did it in a peculiarly revolting way.
The proof of this suggestion is offered by certain among

the Pali JataJcas.

Already the short Jataka 19 (Aydcitabhattajdtaka
)
3 mentions

bloody sacrifices offered to the spirit of a nyagrodha-tree,
though human beings are not mentioned here : atite Kasiratthe

ekasmim gdmahe kutimbilco gamadvare thite nigrodharulckhe

devatdya balikammam patijamtva anantardyena dgantvd bahu

Of the words beginning with 1a° quite a number, as e.g. Jcicaka-, 1cina6a~,
kira-, ki-sUz-, etc., have a decidedly un-Aryan appearance and must have been
borrowed from other languages. Yaska Nnukta, vi, 32, of course, tries an
impossible etymology of Kllcata

( = kimkrla or kim kriyabhih).
2 Cf . the comprehensive article on this subject in Schrader's Rwllexikon

der indogerman . Allertumskunde 8
, li, 516 sqq.

3 Jataka ed. Fausboll, i, 169.
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pane mdhitvd “ dyacanato muccissamiti ’* rukkhamulam goto.

However, the tree-sprite turned out to be a Bodhisattva and

declined the bloody sacrifices.

If now we turn to JdtaJca 50 (Dummedhajaiaka) 1 we shall

hear about more revolting practices. The Bodhisattva at

one time was Prince Brahmadatta of Benares. After his

studies in TaxiJa he returned and took up the vice-regency

(oparajja). And then we let the text itself speak :
“ Tasmim

samaye Bdranasivdsino devatdmamgalakd honti
,

devoid

namassanti, bahuajelakakukkutasiikarddayo 2 vadhitvd

ndnappakdrehi pupphagandhehi ceva mamsalohitehi ca

balikammam karonti. Bodhisatto cintesi

:

‘ iddni sattd

devatdmamgalikd bdhum pdnavadham karonti
,

mahdjano

yebhuyyena adhammasmim yeva nivittho, aham pitu accayena

rajjam labhitvd ekam pi akildmetvd updyen’eva pdnavadham

kdtum na dassdmiti ’ so ekadivasam ratham abhiruyha nagard

nikkhanto addasa ekasmim mahante vatarukkhe mahdjanam

sannipatitam tasmim rukkhe nibbattadevatdya santike putta-

dhituyasadhanddisu yam yarn icchati tam tarn patthentam.

So ratha oruyha tam rukkham upasamkamitva gandhapuppliehi

pujetvd udakena abhisekam katvd rukkham padakkhinam

katvd devatamamgaliko hutvd devatam namassitvd ratham

abhiruyha nagaram eva pavisi” In this way he then continued

his worship of the great banyan-tree and finally, at the death

of his father, became king. He then resolved to put an end

to the bloody sacrifices and did it in this way : . . .
“ atnacee

ica brdhmanagaJmpatiadayo ca sannipdtdpetva dmantesi

;

\
jandtha bho mayd k'ena kdranena rajjam pattanti. 1Najdnama

deva'ti .

lApi vo'ham asukam ndma vatarukkham gandhaddhi

pujetvd ahjalim paggahelva namassamdno ditlhapubbo’ti.

(Ama deva'ti . *Tadd aham patthanam akdsim : ‘sace rajjam

pdpunissdmi balikammam te Jcarissdmiti’
,
tassa me devatdya

dnubhavena idam rajjam laddham, iddni ’ssa balikammam

1 JataJca ed. Faushell, i, 259 sqq.

* The goat, cock and pig still are favourite animals in popular sacrifices

in India.
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karissdmi, tumhe papancam akatvd khipjxim devatdya bali-

karnmam sajjetha'ti.
ckim kiwi ganhdma devatati.^ i

BJio-

aham demtdya dyammano ‘ye va rnayham rajje panatipatadini

panca duestl&Jcuwwicint detsa akusalakaryirncipathe samadayar

vattissanti te ghatetvd antova<MhimamsalohitMihi balikammam

karissdmiti' dydeim
,
tumhe evam bherim carapetha *amhdkam

raja upardjakdle yeva evam aydci : saddham rajjam pdpuni-

ssdmi ye me rajje dussild bhavissanti te sabbe ghatetvd bali-

kammam karissdmiti so iddni pancavidham dasavidham

dussilakammam samdddya vattarndnanam dussilanam sahassam

ghatdpetvd tesam hadayamamsddini gdhapetva devatdya ball-

lcammam kdretukdmo
,
evan ca nagaravdsino janantiTti, evan

ca pana vatvd ye ddni ito patthaya dussilakamme vattissanti

tesam, sahassam ghatetvd yannam yajitva dydcanata

muccissdmiti.
,i

In the continuation of this story no sacrifice is, of course,,

performed as the whole thing is here only described as being

a trick of a Buddhist prince to keep mischievous subjects

in check. But this is of no importance. What is far more

important is that the ministers, etc., are not in the slightest

degree astonished at the king’s cruel command, but at once

give publicity to it. And there is no doubt that the author of

this text knew about the habit of offering human sacrifices to

banyan-trees in which sacrifices the entrails, blood and

flesh of the victims were the substantial parts of the bali.

Even more horrid practices are described in Jataka 353

(Dho'msdkhajdtaka ).
2 The Bodhisattva was once a world-

famed teacher at Taxila, and amongst his pupils was Prince

Brahmadatta from Benares, a youth of a harsh and cruel

disposition. After some time he succeeded his father as king.

His purohita
f
a greedy and cruel scoundrel, inspired him with

the idea of conquering the kings of various cities in order to

become the sole ruler of India. After a great number of

1 Although devata ti in the reading of both Fausboll’s MSS. we must no-

doubt read deva ti.

* Jataka ed. FausboJl, iii, 157 aqq.
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conquests lie at last proceeded to lay siege to Taxila ; but the

Bodliisattva knew how to frustrate his efforts. And then

we turn to the text itself : “ Bdranasirdjdpi Gangatire makato

nigrodharuJckhassa mule sdni?n parikkhipapetvd upari vitanam

karetvd sayanam pahhdpetvd nivasam ganhi. So Jambudipatale

sahassam rdjdno gahetva yujjhamano pi Takkasilam gahetum

asakkonto purohitam pucchi :

‘dcariya
,
mayam ettakehi rajuhi

saddhim dgantvd Takkasilam gahetum na sakkoma
, kin nu

kho kdtabban'ti . ‘Maharaja rdjasahassdnam akkhini uppdtetva

kucchim phaletvd pancamadhuramanisam dddya itnasmim

nigrodhe nibbattadevatdya balikammam katvd antavaUihi

rukkham parikkhipitvd lohitapahcahgulikdni karo?na
7

evavn

no khippam evajayo bhavissatiti

This horrid sacrifice was speedily performed in the manner

prescribed by that human ghoul, the purohita. The unhappy

princes were knocked unconscious, then their eyes were slit

out, the bodies cut open and the entrails taken out, whereupon

the carcases were thrown into the river. The entrails were

then hung as garlands on the tree, and it was marked with

spread hands dipped in the blood of the victims} The number

of men sacrificed is, of course, entirely fanciful
;
but there is

not the slightest doubt that we have here before us a detailed

and true description of a peculiarly horrid form of human
sacrifice performed as a bali to the spirit of the banyan-tree.

The description tallies only too well with those of sacrifices

known from more modern times to be pure fancy.

The Mahdsutasomajataka (Jataka 537) 2 is the well-known

story of the king who by tasting human flesh turned into a

man-eating ogre and was exiled by his subjects. In the forest

he caught human beings and fed on their flesh. There is no need

to repeat this long and rather tedious story, and we shall only

1 On the Johiiapancangulika
,
etc., cf. the paper by Professor Vogel in

Verslagen en Mededzehngen der lion. Akademie von Wetenschappen, Afd.

Letterkunde, 5 : iv, 218 sqq. (1920). Professor Vogel on p. 221 refers to the

Dho7ia$akhnjdtaka.
1 Jataka ed. Faushell, v, 456 sqq.
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point to a passage on p. 47 ‘2 where the ogre who lives beneath

a banyan-tree makes the following vow to the spirit of the

tree : ‘ayyo rukkhadevate, sace me sattdhabbhantare yeva

vcrnam phasukam katum sakkhissasi saJcalaJambudipe

ekasatakhattiyanam galalohitew/x te khandkam dkovitva antehi

parikkhipitvd pancamadhuramamsena balikammam karis-

sarmti The sacrifice spoken of here is of precisely the same

nature as the one referred to in the passage quoted above ;

entrails of the victim hung on the tree, its trunk besmeared

with the blood, heart, liver, etc., offered as bah. There is not

the slightest reason for doubting these detailed and blood-

curdling descriptions. And it is quite obvious that the spirit

of the banyan-tree was looked upon as having an insatiable

craving for human flesh and blood. The present custom of

daubing the tree with vermilion is most probably a reminiscence

of far more sinister rites. 1

If such were the rites with which the aboriginal tribes—and
thus perhaps even the Kikata’s—worshipped the banyan-tree,

there is little wonder that the Aryans cherished a peculiar

hatred towards them. It may even have happened that some
of their own, having been taken captives of war, had lost their

lives in this horrible way
; we remember in this connection

that the Khonds were peculiarly keen on kidnapping Brahmin
boys for their Meriah sacrifices.

The Jatakas also know of other superstitions connected

with the banyan-tree. In iv, 350 sqq. we hear of a magic
nyogrodha haunted by ndgas

, which grants all sorts of precious

gifts
;
and in iv, 474 f. the spirit of a banyan-tree grants

children to a poor woman and to the wife of a purohita—an
idea which is still fully alive in India 2 and is of a particularly

primitive trend. It is highly probable that the idea of the

gandharva, that mysterious being which according to Buddhist

This, of course, does not mean that according to nay opinion vermilion
uBed in the puja -rites is always a substitute for (human) blood.

2 Cf. e.g. Enthoven Bombay Folklore, p. 291, etc.
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theory must be present at the conception
,

3 was originally

nothing but the primitive idea of pregnancy being caused by

the woman passing a certain tree, an ant-hill, etc. As we have

it in Buddhist lore, it has, however, been mixed up with the

more scientific idea of physiological paternity. It is, however,

quite clear that we cannot enter upon the discussion of these

ideas here.

The results of these modest lines, if results there be, are then

that in RV. iii, 53, 14, the word naicdsalcha means “ worshipper

of the banyan-tree ”
;

and that the worship of that tree

was peculiarly hateful to the Aryans because of the atrocious

human sacrifices performed in connection with it.

3 On this idea cf. especially Windisch, Buddhas Geburt und die Lehre von

der Seelenioanderuvg, p. 12 sqq.





A Bakhtiari Prose Text

By Lt.-Col. D. L. R. LORIMER, C.I.E.

rpHE assemblage of tribes known as tbe Bakhtiari occupy

the mountain tract in Southern Persia lying roughly

between longitudes 48 40' and 51 E, bounded on the south

by the plains of Xhuzistan and on the north by the districts

of Chahamiahal, Earedan, and Khonsar, where the central

Iranian Plateau blends into the great southern mountain

range.

The Bakhtiari tribes fall into two main groups, the Haftlang

and the Chaharlang. The Haftlang predominate both in

numbers and importance and are almost entirely nomadic,

while the Chaharlang are for the most part a settled popula-

tion occupying the country round Qala‘ Tul in the south-east

corner of the joint tribal territory.

For information regarding the history and social organiza-

tion and conditions of the Bakhtiari reference may be made

to Lord Curzon’s Persia
,
vol, ii, and for an excellent summary

including more recent material, to the valuable article

entitled “ The Bakhtiaris ”, by Sir Arnold T. Wilson, in the

Journal of the Central Asian Society
,
vol. xiii, part iii, 1926,

pp. 205-25.

This essay contains a useful bibliography, to which may now

be added the articles “ Lur ” and “ Luristan ”, by V. Minorsky,

in the Encyclopaedia of Islam (1928). These articles give an

admirable summary of what is known regarding the Lurs,

the larger ethnological group of which the Bakhtiari are a

fraction. They are further provided with bibliographies,

which include Persian as well as European literary sources.

There is further to be mentioned the Kitab i TariJch i

Bakhtiari , in Persian, by Sultan Muhammad NayIni, compiled

under the direction of the late distinguished Bakhtiari chief

JRAS. APRIL 1930. 23
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Haji ‘Ali Quli Khan, Sardar As‘ad, completed in the f
1333 a.h. This work consists of about 600 fscp. lithograpl

pages. A considerable portion of it is formed by quot&tic

from the works of European writers, e.g. Layard, Curz-

etc., which are of no value to those who have access to 1

originals, but there are also quotations from Persian wor

and, more valuable still, original historical and topograp]

matter with some references to tribal organization, administ

tion, and customs. It is a pity that this original element

the work was not developed in greater completeness a

detail. The book is not easy to obtain, and I have

thank Sii Arnold Wilson for procuring a copy for m
inspection.

The language of the Bakhtiari is one of a group of Persia]

dialects extending geographically along the mountain trac

from Pusht i Kuh on the west to the Kuhgilu and Mamasar

territories on the east. This group is akin to that of the Far

dialects, including Modern Persian.

The differences from Modern Persian are marked in th

sphere of phonology and there is also some divergence h

vocabulary. In morphology the divergence is limited h

range, and in syntax there is nothing radically different froc

non-literary colloquial Persian.

Up till recently the Bakhtiari dialect had received littl

attention. A few words had been recorded by travellers h

the nineteenth century, but it was only in 1910 that Oska

Mann published his Die Mundarten der Lur-Stamme «

Sudwestlichen Persian in which he gives something less thai

two pages of prose texts and about 339 lines of verse, an(

a vocabulary of some 120 distinctively Bakhtiari words.

In his introduction Mann disposes of the previously-allege<

relationship of Bakhtiari to the Kurdish group of dialects

In an earlier article “ Kurze Skizze der Lurdialekte ”, SBAW
1904, pp. 1173-93, he had given a brief account of the principa

morphological and phonological features of the Bal&tiai

and other Lur dialects.
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In 1922 was published posthumously the third part of

V. Zukovski’s Materially dlya Izudeniya PersidshiJch Narecii,

consisting of the
“
Dialect of the Chaharlang and Haftlang

Bakhtiaris

This work contains about 2,000 lines of verse (1,000 baits)

with Russian translations, 'and a complete Bakhtiari-Russian

Vocabulary with references to the texts and a Russian-

Rakhtiari index. There are no prose texts.

The material was collected, according to the information

of Minorski, in the years 1883-1886. A Bakhtiari note in

the book appears to give a.h. 1302 (a.d. 1884) as the date

of the translation.

It is much to be regretted that the author, who died in

1918, failed to supply this work with the introduction and

commentary which he was so well-qualified to write. Copies

are now difficult to obtain.

In the Phonology of the Bakhtiari
, Badakhshani and

Madaglashti Dialects of Modern Persian, Prize Publication

Fund, Royal Asiatic Society, 1922, I attempted to carry out

a detailed comparison of the sounds of Bakhtiari with those

corresponding to them in Modern Persian. This book

contains a Bakhtiari-English Vocabulary of some 1,200 or

1,300 entries, including words used in, but not peculiar to,

Bakhtiari. It was based entirely on materials collected by

myself in 1906, 1908, and 1913-14.

This concludes, as far as I know, the record of Bakhtiari

material published up to the present time.

It will be noted that while there is a considerable body of

verse at the command of those to whom Zukovski’s collection

is available, the published prose amounts only to some two

pages.

Bakhtiari verse is extremely interesting from various points

of view, but owing to archaism, conventionality and obscurity

of diction it is not entirely typical of the ordinary spoken

language, which is much better represented by modern prose

narrative.
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In these circumstances the publication of Bakhtiari prose

texts cannot be regarded as supererogatory, and any addition

to the small existing stock may perhaps be welcomed.

The short text which I print below is a fairly typical

sample of a large number which I possess.

It is to be remembered that these texts were taken down

from oral communication and that consequently some degree

of inconsequence of thought, and clumsiness of expression is

to be expected, apart from possible errors of the recorder.

I retain my original system of transcription which is

as follows—the illustrations of the sounds are only

approximate :

—

The following are the

Vowels

a and -a English father.
£
a » y

awful.

a >5 bi<t.

e ,, water.
\

a
5 »

cat.

e French ete.

e English let

i
y y

seen.

i
y j

bit.

u and -u >5 boot.

u
yy pat.

5 and -o
yy mote.

0
,

.

not.

ai
i >

die.

au
; j

sownd.

01 noise.

e, t, 6 are not diphthongal as they tend to be in English.

Where a secondary vowel sound is introduced I have
represented it by a separate vowel.

a, e, i, u may be longer or shorter forms of the given quality.

The following are the
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Consonants

1c, g, as in English.

X, voiceless spirant as in

Scotch loch.

y, voiced spirant correspond-

ing to x .

q, velar.

t, d, as in English.

<5, voiced spirant as in

English that.

The sound represented in the text by un would, I think,

be more correctly expressed as un or sometimes merely u.

ng followed by a vowel is pronounced rag as in mongrel
;

otherwise the g is silent, as in singing.

The following summary statement of some of the character-

istic features of Bakhtiari Phonology and Morphology may
be of interest and will facilitate the examination of the text.

p, b
, w/v,f.

6 (chinch),

j (judge), y (yard),

s, s (shut),

z, z (pleasure).

n
,
m.

I, r,h.

Phonology

[Bx = Bakhtiari
;

Mn. P. = Modern Persian
;

O.C.P. =
Ordinary Colloquial Persian.]

Vowels

Mn.P. d is represented by Bx- d and frequently o.

dm, am > > 3 3 um, um.

an )> 33 un, u, o.

a ;> 33 e, ai, in a few words

-and.
3 3 ’ 3

-an, -en, -en.

u
3 3 3 3

1

u

tv and 6

3 3 3 3

are often used

i frequently.

indifferently.

Consonants

Mn.P. -g- intervocalic frequently represented by Bx- -y-.

-d- intervocalic frequently represented by Bx- -8- or

-y- or disappears.
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-d final is frequently dropped.

-6- intervocalic and sometimes initial, By. -w-.

y- initial, By. A

-yZ medial and final, By. -Ad, -8, -d .

-ym, By. -Am, -m.

-ry, -Zy By, -(A)r, and ~{h)l.

y frequently appears as By. q.

q frequently appears as By. y,

ab
j

ab appear as -au.

af(+s>s) I

- ft in giriftan \

guftan appears as -d, -Ad, or -8.

raftan
J

(By. gireban, gudan, rahdan, and variants.

)

-m- medial in some words, By. -w -v-.

(This is characteristic also of the Kurdish group,

but also occurs in Gabri.)

-n sometimes takes after it an excrescent d.

s appears in some words as s.

r is sometimes replaced by l.

In By. A frequently appears as an inorganic glide between

vowels
;

on the other hand Mn.P. intervocalic -A- usually

disappears in By., the vowels then coalescing.

Examples of these and other phenomena will be found in

the Phonology of the Bakhtiari, Badakhshdni
,
and Madag-

lashti Dialects of Modern Persian
,
R.A.S., 1922.

Morphology

Nouns

Nouns denoting animate beings have the plural endings

-uh and -gal, -gel, -yel.

Those denoting inanimate things have their plural in -d.

The Accusative Suffix, when expressed, is -a, -e when
following a consonant, and -na

,
-ne when following a vowel
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When there is a dependent adjective or genitive following,

the accusative suffix is attached to it.

The Accusative Suffix is expressed when the noun is

determinate, but may also be present when the norm is used

indefinitely.

e.g. ya ddlu.ena just “ he sought for an old woman
The Genitive is expressed as in Modern Persian by the use

of the izafa i, e, e, a—which, however, is often omitted, or is

absorbed in a contiguous vowel.

The Dative and Ablative are produced as in Mn.P. by the

use of the prepositions bi for the dat. and ze, iz, az for the

abl. respectively.

A noun that is rendered definite

,

as by a demonstrative

adjective or pronominal suffix, or which in English would

have the definite article, may take a suffix -e, or sometimes

(-i)ke, -(i)ka

.

A noun used indefinitely ,
as in English with the indefinite

article, or denoting one unspecified individual with the

numeral ya(k) expressed or implied, may take a suffix -e,

-e, -

i

, -e, e.g. didu.e dost “ he had a sister ”.

This suffix may give the sense of “ any ”, “ some ”
: e.g.

samere sVt nadare “ it has not any advantage for you

Owing to their variable and overlapping forms these suffixes,

the izafa
,
and also the reduced forms of the Conjunction wo

“ and ”, viz. o, e, a are not always easy to distinguish from

each other.

The 3rd singular of the enclitic substantive verb “ is
”

is also e , e , a.

Pronouns

The Personal Pronouns are :

Sg. 1. mu, mo. 2. tu,to.

PI. 1. imd. 2. Isa.

The enclitic forms are :

—

Sg. 1. -um. 2. -it, -at. 3. -is, -as.

PI. 1. -mun. 2. -tun. 3. -sun. -son.

3. u, o.

3. unun.
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The Demonstratives are :— ' -

Proximate : this :

Sg. yu, yo . PI. yunun.

% mun

Remoter : that’. Sg. u, o PL unun

All the forms ending in vowels take the accusative suffix

-na, ne

i and u are also used as adjectives.

Verbs

The Personal Endings are :
—

-

Sg. 1. -am 2. -7, -e 3. -e, -e, -a

PI. 1. -m 2. -7/t 3. -an, -ert, -en

As m Mn.P. the 3rd sing, preterite is the simple form of

the past base without any personal ending

The Prefix with the present and imperfect indicative is :

i e- in place of the Mn.P. ml-

The Present also does duty for the future.

The Perfect is formed by suffixing -e to the various forms

of the Preterite.

The Pluperfect as in Mn.P. consists of the past participle

followed by the various persons of the past tense of badan

(Mn P. budan), hut it is not common in ordinary narrative.

The construction with the past tenses of transitive verbs is

active as in Mn.P., but the past participle may also be used

as a passive participle.

The forms of the Enclitic Substantive Verb are identical

with the personal endings given above, but when they are

affixed to a word ending with a vowel they take an initial

n- in the singular.

Thus : 1. -mtm 2. -ni 3. -ne

e.g. mdl i tunurn “ I am thy property

The same probably holds good of the plural.

The Mn.P. hast-, negative mst-
£k

be, exist ” is represented

by hed-, he 8- and ne.iS-.

The Mn.P. sudan “ to become ”, does not occur in B^.,
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and its place is taken by wo i bukw (wd-, wa-) pres, base :

wo i bv(k)~, and sometimes by the simple bidnn. bu(h)-.

Mn.P. busam
, etc., is replaced by the Pres. subj. of bidan,

viz. buhum, etc.

The Infinitive ending -istan is common in B^., replacing

the Mn.P. -idan.

So : B^. tersistan “to be afraid ”, Mn.P. tersidan.

There are a few Transitive Verbs with the infinitive in

-nidan corresponding to Mn.P. -anidan or -dndan
,
e.g. :

—

B^. carnidan “ to graze ” (cattle) Mn.P. cardn(i)dan

jumnldan “ to shake ” jumbanidan

The same infinitive suffix also appears in some Intransitive

Verbs :

—

e g. B^. qurumnidan “ to thunder
”

jiknidan “ to cheep
”

Hikda
t i Zan o Havu.

Saxse az ta.ifa Dindruh du zena ddst, yeki az tafa Sihtd

yeki az tdfa Gnru.% he mahalsuh Guru.T ba Sehmin, Sihtd ba

Fdle. Zen * i Sihid gyapter bid
,

Guru.i kucirter. Merike

Guru.ina bester ixdst. Ya ruz gud

:

“ Ai Gulistun ! mo
tune qalave zxoum, amd tu qdvil ne.iSi.” Gud :

“ Citaur ? ” 5

Gud :

“ Herce ba lit igohum gus ne.igiri. Waxti ke gusin-

dunmuh iydhen ser a dun lu ziter wure bidussuh ke 11 zena na

wuriste, wa x 1^ ham havir ya sulwd ke ddrim rast bikun. Mo
az u zena qalave itersum. To did! dori ba mo dad. Az laj i to

mune ikuse.” Gulistun ham gud :
“ Ba min e te.um ! Herce 10

tu iguhi gus igirum ” Saursun kerden. Di.er herce mera's

iguh y hamu kdr ikerd. Zena gyapa x®nj dM. Az qazd

Gulistun baca ba iskam wo ibid. Bad az noh mdh ave.id ser i

pd. Fisnadan ,
mamdea avaid. Zangel jam wo tbidan. Yek

kurre Xudd be?s kardmat herd. Isntas nahddan ba Kunari. 15

Bad iz can sdl gyap wo ibide. Ke do se sal wo ibid ndz ba u

ikerdan. (Ndz ba kuras ikerdan) wa bozi ikerdan. Zena

gyapa gud : “ Xo v
,

i mera mune di.er ne.ixo. Wd yek firge
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buhunum. Sau tai'm hP.ixausP; hum tai u zene iyause.”

20 Avaidan ya ruz sulud dii nahddan ser a cdh. Wuristdd pd*

hur. Ye ti mergyi.d az gaubdzun istaida bid, yuna ddst qoiyum

kerda, redsun min e §ulwd, nikadas pes a merika. Td terist

zVs yard Raad just e Jiaivuhas. Ba hok dori aser herd, kalis

be. yak yerd. Bang i mat herd ke :
‘ Bi.dhin, mum biwerin”

25 Avaidan, kerdims ba kul, burdanas ba hona. Pursidan :

“ Cite ?
” Gud: “ Herce bid min e sulwd

eduy yerdum.”

Murist kerd Du se td lihdf vandan wur ri’s. Td do sd.at

tau herd. Ze nu dah ruz di.er vast, bad az dah ruz yu wo ibid,

arnd mergyi.drui yerde bid. Kusinda na bud. Adam e rmjhul

30 ikune. Pi.afaqera majhul kerd. Di.er ne ba kdr i i zena iyard,

na ba kdr i u zena, hamitaur igyast. Hdld imd iguhim ke

ddam na wd bi qaul i zan raftar bukune, ke zan wafd na dare,

ba heci ddame az miyun ibere. 11 zenana, yus o kurase judd

kerdan . Raadan ze pai kdr yusun. Kundri wa da’s o bau.us

35 ser i yek manden. Ayer ke her dona jur i yak iydst % derde

ne.izaid be’s. Wo.isti jur i yek ydtirsun buxd.e ; na ydst.

Yekine izad bukune, yakvna izad nakune, yd bad kdri.a. Pasimun

wo ibid, ke : “ Si ce l kdre kerdum, ke sadama buyurum ?
”

Sau o ruz majhul bid, inisast hamdco. Kundri gyap wd ibid.

40 Kistakdre kerd. Umursun iguzast. Ya dafa wd bd hergyel

raad ser a an Did yek til i zane ser a au bid. Au ruft bi mask.

Be’s gud :

“ Teri buzyel idusi ? Teri serase binusi ? Ten
bar iberi bun ? Teri ye ti bidimun ?

” Zenike gud :

“ ai

hana yardb ! I gazer wilingdr na bu. Rasm i Bayti.ari yu

45 ne.ih ke to her gd.e dilat iyo buyuri. Ayer ke gyauyelum

bifahmen ke tu i herfd ba mu zaidi, tdza dak nafer imire. Birau

yak zene bistuh. Tu jdhili
,
fam nadari. Xaiydl nakuni ke

e

yo zene wa mo mer’uml Gyauyelum. bimiran ! Ba arwd

bau.um ! ke ayer ke ya dafa di.er z’i herfd bizanin ba hamin

50 herd mazg i serat e ba dahumt ivanum. Tuym i to her'ume

Kundri tai yus yaiydl kerd ke dil e qdfil yuv igo. Ayer ke

merdum bifdman jang e qal ibuhe. U wayt raad tai tat’is. Sad

tuman hirbohi dad. Do her i lot’is e istaid, yaili sdhav daulat

wd ibid. Bunyad kerd ba jalldvkesi. lyerid, iferou 8
,
ydne
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haw'd ixerid, li&ak fre wo ifndan ifvro.udsun. Ba\ti* ham 55

overd
;
do bur girls oved az doher i tdCis. Ismase nahdd Oli,

o yaki di.er Mahniid. I do tana ba ya iskam overdsuh. Safro

ba anddza hazdr hona heden az tdfa Dinarun, he az hamu nu

ber pd wo ibidan. Ism e tdafasun, All Mahmuti merdum igohen.

Naqd germser Susin mahal ddren. Aildq Pd i Tauwa Ddverdr. 60

Tamom wo ibid

Notes on Text

ham ,
habbu

, a co-wife in a polygynous household.

1. Dinarun, usually Dinaruni one of the four

main tribal divisions of the Haftlang Bakhtiari, of

which the Sihld ?) and GuriLi are sections.

The other three main tribes are the Durakl, Babadi,

and Bedarwand (i.e. Baxti.arwand).

3. gyap and kucir correspond in meaning to Mn.P. buzurg

and kucik.

merike : mera “husband”. The suffix -(i)ka , -(i)ke
,

here and frequently has the force of the definite

article “ the husband ”, cf. 1. 22 and zenike, 1. 43.

4. Guru.ina :

-na
,
-we, -ne is the form of the Accusative

suffix when following a vowel cf. “ tune ”, 1. 5.

Following a consonant it is -a, -e, cp. u zena-na xus

o kurase judd kerdan
y 1. 33.

ixdst 1 3rd sing, imperfect
]

here “ to love

j
1st sing, present

j
of xd-stan “ to desire, wish ”,

5. qalave
,
qalava “ very, very much ”, Ar.P. yalaba which is

not, as far as I know, used in colloquial Persian, but

is found in Paraci with the meaning “ many, much,

very ”, v. Morgenstierne, Indo~Iranian Frontier

Languages , vol. i, 1929, p. 255.

qdvil
,
Mn.P. qabil “ competent, worthy

ne.iSij Mn.P. nisti, cf. ne.i8 f 1. 45, and heden
t 1. 58.

7. iydhen,, Mn.P. mi.ayand.
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ziter, Mn.P. zudter. The comparative is often used w

practically the same force as the positive.

- of wuristddan
mire ) imperative

9.

wuriste f 3rd sing. pres. subj.
J

Which corresponds in sense to Mn.P. ber^dsi

(
ber^iz-). But it seems often to denote merely

‘ k

proceed to ” do something, to set about ” an acti<

XUt = \udat
;

havlr — amir ; sulwa = surba.

dori = daru.

10.

mune = mard acc of mu, mo " I ”, cf. JJ. 18, 24.

iku$e — mikusad. The future is expressed in B^. ]

the present tense.

min e te.um = miyan i casmam. In ordinary Persh

simply ca$m !

11. saursun kerdan
"
they took counsel with each other

ma§warat ba ham digar Jcerdand.

The sun (= -sdn) here looks very like the agenti

pronoun which is found in some dialects, e.g. Gab]

but this construction certainly does not occur in B
as a regular or recognized phenomenon.

Cf. Gabri (iye) so vot
"
they said

di.er = digar

12. gyapa the -a here is equivalent to the definite artich

“ the senior wife ”.

wd ibid (also wd-, u'd-) = sud (she) became
13. ave.id ser i pa : ave.id = dnuid. This phrase is regular

used of a woman when child-birth is imminent.

14. jisnadan = firistadand . Pres, base -fisn-.

zangel : -gel, -gal, -gyel, -yel is a common plural suffi

with nouns denoting animate beings

Cf. hergyel
, 1. 40, and buzyel, 1. 42.

15. Jcurre : kur + e — "
a son

16. wo ibide, 3rd sing, perfect.

The text seems confused . bad iz . . wd ibit

should probably follow bozi ikerdan and ndz ba, kun
ikerdan should be struck out as redundant.
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18

. x°
c '

ne.ix0 “ namly^dhad.

wd yek firge bukunum = bdyad yak ftkri bilcunam, cf.

na wd . . bukune, 1. 32.

tai = “ in ” or “ to, the presence of (a person) ”.

20. avaidan — dynadand, but here at most means “ they

proceed to (set) ...” Probably the sense is :
“ it

happened that they .

sulwa du
,
a dish made of rice, water, and sour milk

(
duy ).

Etymologically sulwa is identical with surbd.

cdla “ camp fireplace ”, a hole made in the ground with

stones placed round three sides of it.

wuristdd pa . . .
“ got up (and went) to . .

.”

21. hur ~ ywr.

ye ti “a little ”
;
yak hand, yak yurda.i .

mergyi.d “ a kind of drug ” (dawa) given to an unloving

husband whom it makes go mad.

gyi.a is perhaps giydh “ grass, herb ”, and mer may be

mera
et husband

gaubaz = Mn.P. kauli.

tstaida bid: plup. of istedan pres, base iston-, istan - ” to

take ”, “ to get ”,

Mn.P. sitdndan
,
cf. bistuii

,
1. 47.

yuna acc. of yu
,
yo “ this ”, cf . 11. 44, 48.

qoiyum — qayim “ concealed ”.

22. redsun — rixtsdn.

td terist zi's yard : teristan pres, base -ter-
1 '

to be able
”

yard = ordinary Persian ywrd “ As far as he was able,

he ate of it ”, i.e.
t£
he ate his fill ”.

23. mad just e . . . = raft ba just o ju.i . . .

Jidlis ba yak yerd = OCP hulas baham yard.

24. bi.dhin — bi.ayid. Note the 2nd pi. ending in -m, which

is regular in By. and is a characteristic of the Kurdish

dialects. It also occurs elsewhere as in Kemiani and

Samnani.

26. cite ? = ci -j- at -f e “ what to thee is ?
”
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27. muriht = larz.

vandan : vandan pres, base van-, ven
44
to throw ”, cf.

ivanum ,
1. 50. Cf. Gabri vanddmun.

wur ris OCP. ruyas.

28. ze nu = 44
afresh ”, 4:

again The meaning is apparently

that after the fever he was laid up for ten days.

vast is equivalent to Mn.P. uftad. The root is no doubt

similarly pat-

.

29. majhul explained as dvwana
,
but apparently means

“ imbecile ” rather than
44 mad ”.

30. pi.d denotes an “ ordinary tribesman ”.

32. Such anti-woman reflections are not infrequent in

Bakhtiari stories, which appear to be man-made.

34. dd
44
mother ”

; ban, bau.u
44

father ”.

35. ayer he for the ordinary Persian ager, cf. 11. 45, 49, 51.

Similarly in Khowar as a borrowed word ager hi.

36. wd.isti
44
he ought to have The past of wd

,
Mn.P.

37. izad = ‘izzat.

a — ast.

38. si
44

for ”,
44 on account of ”, Mn.P. berd.i.

39. hamocd
41
that same place ”, uca, oco, etc.

44
there ”,

icu
“
here ”.

40. wd bd the usual B^. equivalent of Mn.P. ba
44
with ”,

44
along with ”.

For wd alone, vide 1. 34, wd da’s,

hergyel, pi. of her = Mn.P. \av
44
donkey ”.

41. til i zane “ a young married woman ”, as opposed to an

unmarried girL

au ruft probably for au iruft
44
she was sweeping ”, i.e.

44
scooping up ”,

44
water ” into the mouth of a water-

skin.

42. be's OCP. bi + as, bes.

teri 2nd sing. pres, without prefix of teristan
44
to be able ”,

cf. 1. 22.

The dependent verb is normally put in the pres. subj.

with the prefix bi- . In this passage the indie, prefix
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i- in. idust and iberi is peculiar. It will be noted that

in these cases the preceding word ends in a consonant.

This rhymed and obscure speech probably presents

some archaic “ double entendre

43. ye ti, cf. 1. 21, here and similarly in another text seems

to be a euphemism for “ sexual gratification ”.

44. qazdr Ar.P. “ qadr

'udlingdr glossed “ heTza Perhaps wil 4- angdr “ loose

imagination

47. tujdhili : jdkil is used in By. for “ young man ”,

“ youth ”
;
“ young, immature ”.

50. herd is the regular By. word for “ stone mazg =
mayz. This forcible expression occurs elsewhere and

is no doubt based on the actual experience of people

who frequently indulge in Homeric conflicts with

stones.

herum ~ At. Pers. haram.

51. qdfil Ar. Pers. ydfil.

52. jang e qal : e is here for wa, o “ and ”. It frequently

represents the izafa, and it is often difficult to be sure

which it is.

tadis : tdta = u
father’s brother The marriage of the

children of brothers appears to be the normal thing

among the Bakhtiari.

53. sirbohi “ the milk price ”, a payment made by the

bridegroom to the bride’s father before marriage,

supposed to be on account of the mother’s milk on

which the girl was reared. The word appears in various

forms ending in -7, and also as Firbaha (sir 4- baba).

The change of -d to -1 is peculiar.

sdhav = sahib.

54. jalldv
44
young stock ”, 1 to 2 years old. The term is

used of sheep, bulls, goats.

iferduh — Mn.P. miferuyt.

55. Jcamva
,
lamb, one year old or less.

baytis overd : overd = award.

I cannot corroborate this curious idiom by other

instances of its use.
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56. on and 1 . 59. All (not ‘AH). The tribal name is written

Jic in the “ Kitab i Ttitix i Bctyti.ariP

57. ba ya iskam overdsun , i e
t;

they were twins ”, By. jumu.

sako — “ now

60. naqd OCP. naqdan.

aildq — yelax
,
yelaq.

Tauwa Doverdr : tauwa = u
cliff

doverar,
doberar = '‘a kind of eagle

cf Phillott, s.v.
“
eagle ” and Steingass s v. du biradaran.

Translation

The Story of the Wife and her Partner

A man of the Dlnaruni Tribe had two wives. One from the

Sihid section and one from the Guru.i. The Guru.i have their

quarters at Shemm, and the Sihid at Fale.

The Sihid wife was the senior and the Guru.i the junior.

The husband loved the Guru.i best.

One day he said to her :
“0 Gulistun, I love you very much

but you don’t deserve it.” " How ?
” said she. “You pay

no attention to anything I say. When our sheep come in to

the milking-place you must get up and milk them quickly

before the other wife gets up, and do you too prepare the

dough or soup we have. I am very much afraid of the other

wife, you have seen how she gave me poison. Out of jealousy

of you she will kill me.”

On my eyes be it,” said Gulistun,
£

‘ I shall pay attention

to everything you say.”

They took counsel together, and thereafter she did every

thing exactly as her husband said The elder wife was kept

out of things.

As it chanced Gulistun conceived and after nine months she

was confined. They sent off and a midwife came and the

women-folk assembled. God bestowed on her a boy and

they named him Kunari.

After some years he had grown big. When he was two
or three years old they fondled him and played with him.

The senior wife said :
“ Good, this husband no longer loves
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me. I must think what is to be done. He does not sleep with

me at night, he always sleeps with that woman.”

They came one day and put some “ shulwd dugk ” on the

fire to cook. Then she got up and sent to the saddle-bag

(in which) she kept hidden a little “ mergyia ” she had got

from the gypsies.

She poured it into the shulwd
,
and placed the latter before

her husband. He ate his fill of it. Then he went off to look

for his cattle. Up on the hill the drug took effect, and

he was taken ill.

He shouted out to the camp :
“ Come and carry me down.”

They came and took him up on their backs, and carried him

to his home.

They asked :
“ What’s the matter with you ? ” He said :

Whatever it was I ate it in the shulwd dugh .”

He began to shiver, and they threw two or three quilts

over him. For two hours he had fever. Then again for another

ten days he was prostrated.

At the end of the ten days he recovered, but he had eaten

the mergyia. It was not mortal, but it makes one go off one’s

head, and it made this poor man an imbecile.

After that he was of no use either to the one wife or to the

other, and in this state he continued to go about.

Now we say that a man should not act on what a woman

says, for woman is faithless, for no reason at all she destroys

a man.

They ejected that wife, herself and her son. They went off

about their own business.

Kunari and his mother and father remained together.

If the man had loved both wives alike this suffering would

not have come upon him. He ought to have loved them alike,

but he did not. To honour one wife and not to honour the

other is a bad thing.

The man repented (what he had done, and said) :
“ Why

-did I do this thing, so that I (now) suffer misfortune ?
”

Night and day he was out of his mind and (in that state)

he continued to dwell there.

JRAS. APRIL 1930. 24
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Kunari grew up. He tilled the land. (And so) their affairs

went on.

(It chanced that) he went once with the donkeys to the

water-side and there he saw a young married woman. She

was filling water into a widshk. He spoke to her and said \

“ Can you milk goats ? Can you eat their heads ? Can you.

carry a load up on to the roof ? Can you give me a little

something ?
”

The woman replied :
“ Ah, ruin on your house ! Do not

be so abandoned. It is not the custom of the Bakhtiari

that you should eat all the filth your heart desires. If my
brothers were to know that you had said such things to me
straightway ten men would die. Go and get yourself a wife.

You are a mere boy and have no sense. Don’t go thinking

‘ she is a woman and I am a man \ Death to my brothers f

By the soul of my father (I swear) that if ever again you say

such things to me I’ll dash your brains into your mouth with

this stone here ! You are of bastard birth.”

Kunari thought to himself :
“ She is right in calling me

thoughtless. If people come to know this there will be

strife and quarrelling.”

Thereupon he went off to his paternal uncle. He gave him
100 tumans as bride-price and took his uncle’s daughter (to

wife).

In course of time he became possessed of much wealth.

He took to stock-rearing. He kept buying and selling, that

is, he bought yearling lambs and sold them when they were

two years old.

His fortune prospered. He had two sons by his uncle’s

daughter. He called the one Ali and the other Mahmld.

She gave birth to these two at one time.

Now there are about 1,000 houses of the Dinaruni Tribe

who have come into existence in this way. People call

their tribe the Ali Mahmldi.

At the present time they have their winter quarters at

Susin, and their summer quarters at Pa i Tauwa i Doverar.

The Story is Ended.



The Date of the Yoga-sutras

By JWALA PRASAD

^CONSIDERING the fact that the Mlmamsa, the Vedanta,

the Samkhya, and the Yoga schools owe their origin

directly to the Vedas, the Brahmanas, and the Upanisads,

it may be expected that the doctrines of these would have

been systematized and put together into the form of the

Sutras earlier than those of the Vaisesika and the Nyaya

schools, the essential tenets of which had their beginnings

in a later and different kind of literature. This expectation,

however, seems to be belied by the fact that the present

Samkhya-sutras have been proved to belong to a veiy late

period, as late as the fourteenth century a.d.
;

and the

Yoga-sutras are now believed by a number of scholars,

following Professors Jacobi and Woods, to be as late as the

fourth or fifth century a.d. Now, while the gap of an early

systematic work on the Samkhya is filled up by the Samkhya

-

karikd
,
or it may be explained by the surmise that there was

an early Sutra work, either a shorter form of the present one

or altogether different from it, which is lost
,

1 the Yoga-sutras

are all that we have as a systematic exposition of the Yoga

doctrines, and there is no reason to believe that they were

preceded by another work of a similar nature. The question,

then, is whether the systematization of such an early school

of thought as the Yoga would have been postponed until

as late as the fourth or fifth century a.d., and until after the

systematization of the doctrines of even the Vaisesika and

the Nyaya schools, which began later on, and the Sutras

of which definitely contain a reference to the Yoga doctrines

of mystic intuition and concentration.

The arguments adduced for the late date of the Yoga-

sutras are mainly those given by Professor Jacobi in his

1 Cf. “Antiquity of the Saqikhya-autras,” by Udaya Vira, Proceedings

and Transactions of the. Fifth AU-lndia Oriental Conference, vol. i, pp. 104-6.
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article on the Dates of the Philosophical Sutras,* and these

I propose to consider presently.

Professor Jacobi’s arguments may be summarized as

follows :

—

1.

A discussion of the Buddhist denial of the external world

in YaS'. ivf 15 f., indicates that these sutras refer to the

Buddhist doctrine of Vijndm-vada

,

and hence Patanjali

must be later than the middle of the fifth century a.t>.

2. That the Patanjali of the Yoga-sutras is different from the

author of the Mahabluisya bearing the same name, and hence,

-
“ the only argument for the great antiquity of the Yoga-sutras

is fallacious

3. There are certain doctrines in the YS. which are not
countenanced by the Samkhya and the early Yoga, and which
hence have been adopted by Patanjali from other systems ;

and this fact indicates that the YS. belong to a late period.

The doctrines alluded to are explained by Jacobi as follows :

—

() The doctrine of sphota has been adopted from the
Vaiyakaranas

; it is expounded in the Bhdsya ad YS. iii, 17.

() The doctrine of the infinite size of the antalikarana

seems to have been adopted from the Vaisesika philosophy.

It is given in the Bhdsya on YS. iv, 10, and there ascribed to

the *' Acarya
(c) The atomic theory, which originally belonged to the

Vaisesika, is clearly referred to by Patanjali in YS. i, 40
(cf. Bhdsya on iii, 44).

(d) The doctrine that time consists of ksanas, which was
first put forth by the Sautrantikas, is clearly assumed in

iii, 52, though the details are explained in the Bhdsya only.

A Criticism of the above Arguments

The first argument is evidently based upon the assumptions

that (a) there is a refutation of Vijndna-vada in YS. iv, 15 if.
;

and (6) that it is the Vijndna-vada of Vasubandhu which

is refuted. As regards the first of these it will appear that

it is only the Sutra, na caika-dtta-tantram vastu tad aprarm-

iiakam tada kirn sydt which lends support to the view that

Vijndna-vada is refuted. There is nothing either in the

preceding sutra or the following one to indicate definitely

that there is reference to Vijndna-vada in this context.

The Svira iv, 15, is : vastu-sdmye dtta-hheddt tayor viviktah,

1 Journal of American Oriental Society, xxxi, 1911.
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panthah, of winch a faithful rendering into English will be,
u because of the difference of the intellect (thoughts), the

object being the same (or similar), the path of the two is

different.” It will appear that neither the Sanskrit com-

mentators nor modern scholars have faithfully followed the

wording of the sutra in commenting upon it, or translating

it into English. 1 The author of the Bhdsya is prepossessed

with the notions of Vijnana-vada and its refutation in this

section of the YS,, so much so that he starts a discussion on

the subject even in his comments upon the previous Sutra ;

iv, 14
:

parindmaikatvad vastu-tattvam
,
which has not even

the semblance of having anything to do with Vijndna-vdda

or its refutation, and hence the remark by Vacaspati Misra :

tad evam utsutram bhasyakrd vijndndtirikta-stfidpana-yuktim

uktva sautrim yuktim avatdrayati-

,

“so havingthus gone beyond

the sutra in giving the reason for establishing something

besides knowledge, now the author of the Bhdsya introduces

the argument as given in the sutra itself,” i.e. in iv, 15. The

interpretation of the first commentator has since been followed

by the later ones, and by modern scholars. It will appear,

however, that the sutra in itself is evidently intended to say

that the same or similar object of a certain nature (according

to the combination of the three constituents- gunas : saliva ,

rajas, and tamas) affects different minds differently because

of the difference in the nature of those minds
;

the main

point emphasized being not the diversity of minds but the

difference of mentality. The term dtta-bhedat in the sutra

may signify “ difference of intellect (thoughts) ” with reference

to one and the same individual, or different individuals,

as the case may he. For, one and the same individual may

1 E.g. Rajendralal Mitra :
" Even in the sameness of object the course

(courses ?) of the two are distinct, from diversity of the thinking principle,”

Bibl. Indica edition ; and Woods, " Because, while the (physical) thing

remains the same the mind-stuffs are different (therefore the two are upon)

distinct levels of existence,” " Yoga System of Patanjali ”, HOS.
In the above translations I find no justification for the renderings

italicized by me.
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also be said to have different “ minds ” according as he happens

to be in the mood of sattva, rajas, or tamas, and to be, there-

fore, affected differently by one and the same, or a similar

object ;
and such a case also is evidently covered by the

sutra. This interpretation is confirmed by the context of

the two previous sutras,

1

and is also supported by the example

given by the commentators that the presence of a young

woman affects different men in a different manner according

to the character of those men. Similarly, Sutra iv, 17 :

tad uparagapeksitvdd asya vastu jndtajndtam simply asserts

that a thing is known or not known according as it produces

an impression upon the mind or not ; and there is no reference

to Vijnana-vada in it, even according to the commentators.

As has already been said, it is only Sutra iv, 16 : na caika-

citta-ta?itram vastu tad apramdnakam tada him syat-,
“ nor

is an object dependent upon one intellect ; that (being)

not a proof, what would happen then ? ”, which lends support

to the view that there is a refutation of Vijndna-vada in this

section, or in the Yoga-sutra. Now, it is interesting to find

that this sutra has not only been not commented upon by
Bhoja, the author of the Raja-martanda-vrtti, but evidently

not treated by him as a sutra at all
;

for it does not appear

in the editions of his Vrtti ,
and Sutra iv, 17, as found in the

editions of the Bhdsya
,
and Vacaspati Misra’s commentary

has been numbered as Sutra iv, 16, and so on. This omission

of the sutra by Bhoja clearly indicates that the copy or copies

of the Yoga-sutras which he used did not contain this sutra?

What could be the explanation then of the appearance of

this sutra in the editions of the other commentators 1 Con-

sidering that Vyasa and Vacaspati Misra were the predecessors

of Bhoja, it is improbable that he should not have known
their commentaries, and should not have been aware of this

1 YS. iv, 13 : te vyakta-sulcsmah gundtmanak ; and iv, 14 : 'parinamai-

katvad vastu-tatlvam, in which an object is said, to be composed of the
three constituents of sattva, rajas, and iamas.

3 Cf. Dasgnpta, History of Indian Philosophy, i, p. 233, note 1.
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sutra, had it been regarded as a sutra in his time
;
and yet

we have the commentaries on this sutra by both Vyasa and

Vacaspati Misra in the editions that have come down to ns.

The only explanation of this discrepancy is that the clause

na caika-citta-tanlram vastu tad-apramdnalcam tada him syat

was originally a line in the middle of the Bhdsya on Sutra iv, 15,

immediately following the last sentence of what is now

regarded as the Bhdsya on iv, 15, viz. ta etayd dvara sad-

hdranatvam hadhamanah purvottara-ksanesu vastu-svarupam

evdpahnuvate, and the Bhdsya on iv, 15, really ended with

the last sentence of what is now regarded as the Bhdsya on

iv, 16. Similarly, the comment of Vacaspati Misra on iv, 15

and 16, according to the present editions also originally must

have formed one entire comment on iv, 15 ;
and it was in

this form that the Yoga-sutra and the commentaries of Vyasa

and Vacaspati Misra must have been known to Bhoia. It

was only later on that, either by mistake or otherwise, this

particular clause in the Bhdsya came to be treated as a separate

sutra
,
and the commentaries were also divided accordingly.

This mistake, or misinterpretation, could not have been

possible in the case of Bhoja’s commentary, for it is of an

independent nature and does not usually follow or repeat

the texts of the previous commentaries
;
and hence the edition

of the Yoga-sutra as found with his commentary may be

regarded as authentic. This explanation of the discrepancy

about Sutra iv, 16, is rendered more than plausible by the

further facts that
:

(a) the clause which is regarded as

Sutra iv, 16, now does not read like a sutra at all
; (6) it quite

fits in with the context, if it is regarded as a part of the

Bhdsya immediately following the last line of the present

Bhdsya on iv, 15 ;
and (c) the present commentaries of Vyasa

and Vacaspati Misra on iv, 15 and 16, if treated as com-

mentaries only on iv, 15, and read together, form one con-

tinuous whole without the slightest indication that those

latter portions which are supposed to belong to iv, 16, could

not have been a part of the commentaries on iv, 15.
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It is rather curious that this discrepancy about Y&. iv, 16,

which is so important for the point under discussion, has not

been mentioned at all by either Professor Jacobi or Professor

Woods.

If what has been said above about Sutra iv, 16, be true,

there is no reason to believe that independently of the com-

mentaries the Yoga-sutras contain a refutation of Vijnana-vada

at aU. Further, even if there were a reference to Vijndna-

vadd in any of the Yoga-sutras ,
no argument has been given

by either Jacobi or Woods to show that it is the Vijnana-vada

of Vasubandhu which is meant. “ We cannot, it is true/
5

says Professor Woods, “ maintain that the Vijnana-vada here

attacked by the siilra must be tbe idealism of Vasubandhu ” 1
;

and then again he rightly admits that “ there surely were

idealists before him, just as there were pre-Patanjaiian

philosophers of Yoga ”.2 All this admission, coupled with

the fact that the very authenticity of the Sutra iv, 16, is

extremely doubtful, takes away the force of the whole

argument for a late date of the Yoga-sutras based upon the

fact that there is a reference to Vijnana-vada in them.

Before I pass on to the next argument I wish to utilize this

opportunity of pointing out one thing about references to
Vijndna-vada in particular and other doctrines in general.

It will appear that in the Philosophical Sutras when a certain

doctrine other than its own is mentioned or criticized the name
of the author or the school of thought to which it belongs is

seldom mentioned. It is only in the commentaries that
specific names are mentioned, and it is found that whenever
there is the slightest scope for interpreting a sutra as referring

to, and providing a criticism of, what may be called by the
general name of Niralambana-vada, the commentators are
only too eager to put it down as containing an argument
against the Vijnana-vada or the Sunya-vada of Buddhism.
Now the fact that in most cases the Sutras were composed or
compiled much earlier than the date of the commentators,
and that their authors have not mentioned any particular
names while criticising doctrines different from their own,
should be a warning against reposing an unqualified confidence

1 Yoga System of Patanjali, Introd., xvii,
2 Ibid., xviii.
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in the interpretations of the commentators. This should be
the more so because most of the early commentators lived and
wrote their commentaries at a time when the Hindu-
Buddhistic polemics were at their highest, and the Hindu
writers were only too glad to use anything which they could

lay their hands on as a missile against their opponents. Let
us take, for instance, general references in the Sutras to an
idealistic doctrine such as has been called Vijnana-vada in

Buddhism, even where they actually exist. The usual tendency

is to suppose, often without any arguments or proofs, that they

must be to Yasubandhu’s Vijftdna-vdda
, although it is also

admitted at the same time that there was Vijnana-vada in

Buddhism even before Vasubandhu. Further, it seems to have

seldom occurred to scholars that such sutras may not refer to

any particular school or author at all, and may simply have in

view the idealistic position in general
; or, again, they may

refer to such idealism as is found in some of the early

Vpanisads. That besides the Vijnana-vada of Buddhism
there was also an old Hindu theory of idealism, even of the

type of the Buddhistic Vijnana-vada
, in so far as the doctrine

of mind-dependent reality is concerned, is a fact which has

to be admitted, but which usually seems to be forgotten by
scholars when discussing references to the idealistic doctrines

m the Sutra literature. For ex_ample, the philosophy of such

an early work as the Aitareya-Aranyaka is as good a Vijnana-

vada as any other could be. All things of the world are described

as knowledge (prajndnam) and having their existence only in

and through knowledge—sarvam tat prajna-netram, prajnane

pratisthitam
,
prajna-netro Jokah, prajitd prahstha, prajndnam

brahma

}

Similarly the denial of plurality and the doctrine of

absolute existence in such Upanisads as the Brhaddranyaka
very much approximate the doctrine of illusory existence as

found m the Madhyamika school of Buddhism. Both these

doctrines, even as they wTere to be found in Hinduism, would

not be tolerated by such later realistic schools as were repre-

sented by the Philosophical Sutras
; and what wonder if, when

the authors of the Sutras discussed these, they should have had
these Hindu doctrines only, or also, in view.

The second argument given by both Jacobi and Woods

for the late date of the Yoga-sutras is that the author of the

Yoga-sutras is different from that of the Mahabhdsya. Now,

even granting that this view about the authorship of the

1 Aitareya-Aranyaka, ii, 0 ; Ait. Upanisad, iii, 3, 3.
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*®- be true,
5 T do not see how this by itself can prove that

the date of the YS, is late, or cannot be earlier than the
fourth or fifth century A,m The question of the date of
the author of the YS, still remains undecided and open. It

may be late, or it may be early.

The arguments 3 (a) and. 3 (b) based upon the presence

in the Bhasya, of a reference to the doctrines of sphota and

the infinite size of the antahkarana are admitted by Jacobi

himself to be weak, for no reference of this kind is to be found

in the Sutras themselves. Speaking of the first he says :

“ This theory is, however, not directly mentioned in the

_ Sutra,
and its introduction rests entirely on the authority of the

Bhasya ” 2
;
and about the second :

<(
It is given in the Bhasya

on iv, 10, and there ascribed to the ‘Acdrya 2 I have

only to add that it is evident that these references prove

nothing with regard to the date of the Sutras.

The next arguments are 3 (c) and 3 (d), viz. that the atomic

theory is referred to in YS. i, 40 : paramanu-parama-mahatt-

vanto ’sya vasiicdrah, and the doctrine of ksanas in YS. iii, 52 ^

ksana-tat-kramayoh samyamdd vivekajam jnanam. In con-

nection with these references Jacobi says :

e{
The Sphota-vdda

and the Mano-vaibhava-vada (1 and 2) may be later additions

to the system, but the Paramanu-vada and the Ksanika-vdda

must he ascribed to Patanjali and cannot be later than him.” 2

Now again, even granting what Jacobi says here with regard

to these references, I am unable to see how they can prove

that the Yoya-sutras belong to a late date, unless it could

be shown that these doctrines belong to a late period. On
the other hand, Jacobi’s own statements in the article under
discussion indicate, what is really true about them, that

they can be traced back to quite an early period, in Hinduism,
Jainism, and Buddhism. Speaking about the adopting of

these doctrines by Patanjali he says :
“ That he did adopt

1 However, see Daagupta on this point. History of Indian Philosophy
,

i, pp. 231-2.
2 JAOS. xxxi, p. 28 ; italics are mine.
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them, directly or indirectly, from the Vaisesikas and Buddhists,

though of course not in their original form, presupposes that

these doctrines had somehow ceased to be shibboleths of

hostile schools, and that the general idea underlying them

had been acknowledged by other philosophers too. We
know that this has been the case with regard to the atomic

theory which has also been admitted by Buddhists, Jainas,

Ajivakas, and some Mlmamsakas ’’-1 The conception of

anu is expressly found in some of the earlier upanisads also,

e.g. in Katka ii, 20, anor aniyan
;

or in Mundaka ii, 2, 2,

yad anubhyo ’nu. 2 Similarly, about what Jacobi calls

ksanika-vada, and what really is the use of ksana in the sense

of a moment, he admits that “ the ksanika-vada, in an

altered and restricted form, has been adopted by the

Vaisesikas ”,3 the Sutras of whose school, according to Jacobi,

are earlier than the Yoga-sutras. Then, after having made

all these statements, he concludes :
“ This adoption of

originally heterodox doctrines by Patanjali therefore un-

mistakably points to a relatively modern time.” Now,

•even if it be granted that Patanjali was the first to introduce

these doctrines into the Yoga system, this fact does not prove

that he belonged to a late date
;

for the doctrines of anu

n,nd ksana have to be admitted to belong to quite an early

period, even on Jacobi’s own statements, and they might

have been imported into the Yoga at any reasonable time

even before the fourth or fifth century a.d. ;
for instance,

at about the same time as they were imported into the

Vaisesika system.

Professor Woods’ argument, 4 based upon Sutra ii, 52, of

TJmasvati’s Tattvarthddhigama-sutra does not prove anything

•definite. In fact, the TS. ii, 52 : aupapattika-carama-

dehotlamapurusa-samkheya-varsdyuso ’napavartyayusah cannot

1 JAOS. xxxi, p. 28.

2 Also Chdnd. ui, 14, 3 ; Brhad. iv, 1, 1 j
vi, 3, 13.

3 JAOS. xxxi, p. 28.

4 Yoga System of Patanjali,
Introduction.
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be said to refer to YS. iii, 22 : sopakramam nirupakramam ca

karma tat-samyamad apardnta-jndnam aristebhyo vd. So far

the two sutras are concerned they have neither the affinity

of language nor of thought. The one (TS. ii, 52) discusses the

period of life of the various kinds of beings, and the other (YS.

iii, 22) the attainment of a certain kind of yogic merit, siddhi.

What we find is that Umasvati in his own commentary on

TS. ii, 52, uses the terms sopakrama and nirupakrama
,
which

are also found in YS. iii, 22, and uses the illustrations found

in the Yoga-bhdsya of this Yoga-sutra. Now there can be

two alternative explanations of this : either (1) Umasvati

had in his mind this particular Yoga-sutra and the Yoga-

bhdsya on it while writing his commentary on TS. ii, 52 j,

or, (2) he used the terms sopakrama and nirupakrama and the

illustrations independently simply because they were known
to him as apt and usual in connection with the topic which he

was discussing, just as in logic so many of us use such familiar

examples as “ Man is mortal ”, “ Socrates is a man,” etc.

Now, if the first alternative be true, it only proves that

Umasvati was later than the Yoga-sutras and possibly also-

the Yoga-bhdsya
; and the Yoga-sutras might belong to any

date before Umasvati, late or early. And, if the second

alternative be true, which is more probable, it proves nothing

with regard to the relation between Umasvati and the author

of the Yoga-sutras. Professor Wr
oods, however, argues on the

authority of Professor Stcherbatskoi that, as Dinnaga (about

a.d. 550, according to Woods’ estimate) does not seem to

know anything of Patanjali, he could not be much earlier.

As regards this argument, it has to be noted, firstly, that our

knowledge of Dinnaga and his works is still very imperfect

and incomplete
; secondly, there might have been no occasion

for Dinnaga to refer to Patanjali
; and thirdly, the clear

implication of this argument, if it be accepted, is that Patanjali

was latex than Dinnaga, and consequently the date of the

Yoga-sutras is to be pushed still further to about the seventh

century a.d. ! This goes against Professor Woods’ own state-
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ment, in which he says :
“ The date for Siddhasena is set by

Professor Jacobi (ZDMG. 60, 289, Leipzig, 1906, reprint,

p. 3, Eine Jaina-Dogmatilc) at the middle or end of the sixth

century. Umasvati precedes him ; and Patanjali the

philosopher would not be later than a.d. 400 and might be

much earlier.”

It is evident that very little can be proved about the date

of the Yoga-sutras by alluding to the presence in them of such

philosophical doctrines as can be traced back to a very early

period, or again by referring to such authors or works con-

taining references to the Yoga-sutras as belong to a late period.

The arguments based upon both these kinds of references

leave a very wide margin both for the earlier and the later

limits. Besides references to particular authors or doctrines,

another criterion for determining the relative dates of certain

works can be a comparison of their philosophical position with

regard to such problems as may be common to them. For

example, for determining the relative dates of the Philosophical

Sutras one such problem may be the theory of the means of

knowledge (the pramdnas). We know that of all the

Philosophical Sutras it is to be found in the most developed

form in the Nydya-sutras, and also that all the works which

we definitely know to be later than the Nydya-sutras
,
and

which have dealt with the pramdnas,
show evident signs of

being influenced by the theory of the Nydya-sutras. On the

other hand, the theory of the pramdnas
,
as found in the

Sutras of the other schools, is clearly of a primitive nature.

The Mimdmsd and the Veddnta-sutras hardly contain anything

which may be called the theory of the pramdnas
;

the

Yoga-sutras are a little better ; and the position of the

VaisesiJca-sutras appears to be just preliminary to the theory

as found in the Nydya-sutras .





Arab Weather Prognostics

By EDWARD ROBERTSON, Professor of Semitics,

University College of North Wales, Bangor

rPHE majority of Arab weather prognostics are, as might

be expected, concerned with the winter season, when the

changeable weather gives scope for forecasting. The summer
months in most Arabic-speaking lands are rainless, and except

for wind changes offer little or no field for the activity of the

weather prognosticator. The sun and moon, the stars, the

rainbow, mist, dew, thunder and lightning, birds and insects

all form constituents in Arabic weather forecasts.

Sun

1. “The ‘sun-house
5

is a rain bringer ” j\y

SjlL* [Palestine (Bet-Jala) : Cana‘an, 289]. The “sun-

house
55

is the halo. A halo round the sun is a sure sign

of rain.

2. “ The sun is ‘ banished
5 55

[Palestine r

Cana‘an, 289]. A term used of the sun when it shines pale

through the clouds. This is regarded as a sign of approaching

rain. Compare our “ A red sun has water in his eye

3. “ Trust not the horse if it is frisky, nor the sun if it

turns its back ” \b\ Yj X* 1^1 V

[Syria (Sbumlan) : also Egypt : Shuqair, 54a. Egypt :

Bajuri, 142 mr. . . . cX* lil 5 Y]. The sun is said to

“ turn its back 55 when it has a pale, hazy appearance. Then

rain may be expected.

4. “ Keep the sun from the cloud and the girl from

mischief
55

[Syria (Aleppo) : Ayyub, 878 (ix, 15)]. Sun and cloud

together, or, rather, a sun hidden by cloud, bode no good.

5. “The rain is from the early morning”
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i j jJI [Soudan. : Shuqair, 130 (31)]. In the neighbour-

hood of Beirut rain preceding the sun in the morning betokens

& wet day (J^U but if the sun precedes the rain it will

be good weather Contrast our “ Rain before seven,

fine before eleven The following weather saying is to the

same effect. It is, however, used as a proverb with general

application.

6. “ The good day is known from its dawn ”

*ij) y* [Syria (‘Akkar) : Ghanim. 558 (44). (a) Syria

(Shumlan) : var. for (b) Palestine : Baumann,

256 (217) jLj y* aU. (c) Egypt (Cairo)

:

Burckhardt, 50 O y* SjrJI <U!l, so also with var. jlT

Egypt : Shuqair, 104 (37) ;
Bajuri, 35. (d) Malta : Vassalli,

74 (678), kU y»

7. “ If it is red in the morning take your stick and fare

forth, but if it is red in the evening seek a snug retreat
”

y v—li 1 -‘ •'iC- L O

<3-* is dl! [Syria (Aleppo) : Ayyub, 928 (xiv, 2)]. The

Bohemians also say : “A red sunrise betokens a fine day

;

a red sunset rain ” (Swainson, 180), As a rule, however,

the reverse is held to be the case, as witness

8. “ When it is red in the evening bridle your ass for setting

forth (i.e. the weather will be good), and when it is red in the

morning leave your ass to rest (i.e. the weather will be bad)”

tal j Ja» y tal

^ (J^“) 3^-^
• y* [Algeria (Medea)

:

Cheneb, 34. N. Africa : Cherbonneau, 32. (a) N. Africa :

Daumas, V.A. 492, j dtySS jc.

{b) Malta : Vassalli, 40 (340), vUilc j j ^>- y ljyr\
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ijr*
AlkC jj ^>- I -Vi)

I j Sj . ‘L^bIIIc (red in

the evening take your beast for the journey ; red in

the morning fetch your beast in from the field).] This

prognostic in variant forms is widespread. Compare Matthew

xvi, 2, 3, also our “ Evening red and morning grey help the

traveller on his way : evening grey and morning red bring

down rain upon his head ”, or “ Red in the morning is the

shepherd’s (sailor’s) warning
;
red at night is the shepherd’s

(sailor’s) delight ”. Proverbs in similar strain can be quoted

from Prance, Germany, Denmark, Italy, the Basque country,

etc. (vide Swainson, 178 sq.).

Moon

If the new moon appear during fine weather it is a good

omen for the month. Such a moon is called (warrior).

The explanation offered is that good weather is required for

campaigning. If, on the other hand, rainy weather coincides

with its appearance, the weather of the month will not be

favourable. The moon is of great importance to many of the

Arabs, for they journey often in the hot weather by night.

Witness the proverb :
“ Journey and the moon be with you ”

viAl^j . When the new moon is seen for the first time

it is the custom amongst the Syrian peasantry to greet it

with an invocation. Amongst the Christians its form is :

ie May God cause you to shine and usher in to us a blessed

month” i)jL* AUc [Shumlan], The

Druses have a fuller form which they use .

“ May God cause

you to appear and shine and set over us a blessed crescent,

satisfy us with your good, and ward off from us your evil
”

lie. OjJTj ii

L

l JbS iJjl ^ A\1*A* ‘Ail* <5il

[Baisur]. When the crescent is reclining, mottled, and pale

wet weather is imminent, but if

the crescent is inclined to one side and red 3^^)
it portends heat. The Scottish saying is “ The bonny moon

JRAS. APRIL 1930. 25
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is on her back, mend your shoon and sort vout thack

n
(i.e.

repair your shoes and your thatch for wet weather is near).

In England people speak of the new moon lying on her back

or being ill-made as a prognostic of wet weather. When

there is a halo round the moon it is a sure sign of rain, and if

the halo be open to the south (for Syria the rainy quarter)

the rain is near [ShumlanJ.

9.

“If the moon has a halo the morrow night will be

rainy ” ijl la. ^ aLJ u . i? aJc jl^ lil

[Syria (Aleppo) : Ayyub, 928 (xiv, 1)]. Prognostics based on

the halo of the moon are found in most countries. Compare

our “ When round the moon there is a brugh, the weather will

be cold and rough 99

;

“ The moon with a circle brings water

in heT beak ”
;
“ Far burr, near rain.” In Scotland it is said

that halos predict a storm at no great distance. The larger

the halo round the moon the nearer the rain clouds and the

sooner the rain may be expected. For numerous examples

of prognostics associated with the lunar halo see Swainson,

186 sq ;
Inwards, 42 sq.

;
Streng, 31.

10. “ The halo round the moon is not to be trusted
99

i j>\

^

jta [Palestine : Cana'an, 287]. Whilst a halo

round the sun is regarded as a sure sign of rain, a halo round

the moon is thought, in Palestine at least, to give no certain

indication. It may be followed by fine weather. This accords

with similar weather sayings in this country, as witness :

“ The circle of the moon never filled a pond : the circle

of the sun wets a shepherd.” Compare also the German :

“ Hof urn den Mond der soil wohl geh’n, aber Hof um die

Sonne da scbreit das Schiffer’s Weib ” [Swainson, 187].

Stabs 1

11.
“ When al-rmzan (Libra) rises, the water becomes

cold in the courses ”
\ (j A_4l jl>_ll lil

1 For the Meccan proverbs I am indebted to Shereef Mohiuddin, nephew
of Husain, ex-ruler of Mecca.
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[Mecca]. Libra, the balance, as representing the equality

of night and day, is the sign for the autumnal equinox.

12. “ When al-mizan disappears unyoke the team from

the plough
5
’

i)\ JuiJI <ZX3 ok l5l [Syria (‘Akkar)

:

Ghanim, 556 (6)].

13. If at the -i!
1 Libra and the Pleiades 2 stand in

S.-N. opposition a fruitful year will follow, because its

winter will be rich in downpours, called gjlj lL£, but this

will not be the case when they stand, as customary, in

E.-W. opposition (Bauer, B, 56).

14. According to the Bedawin of Moab J (Pleiades)

is attacked by Jo 4. ** (Canopus) in the month of j

(December-January). If (j)J escapes from this attack

and succeeds in fleeing away, the year will be rainy and

produce abundantly, but if J is wounded by the blows

of the year will be bad (Jaussen, 376).

15.

“ On the day of the rising of Canopus, the fig-skin

becomes thicker ” J-*—^ J—4—J f-J*.

[Palestine : Cana'an, 297]. It marks the ushering in of the

colder days of autumn, etc. The skin of the fig becomes

thicker in autumn.

16. “At the appearing of Canopus, bring the horses under

the roof ” jl [Palestine : Cana'an,

297, note 3], The cold season is now about to begin.

17. “In the season of alJaqrab (Scorpio) do not pass the

night under the open sky ” o V
<j-0 cj

8 o)-lc is the Feast of St. George. This falls on 3rd November (in

the case of the Eastern Church the 16th November) of our reckoning. The

church at Lydda is dedicated to St. George.

8 The Pleiades (IT^T) are used for shaping a course in the desert, as

witness the saying :

‘

' Set the P. before her (the camel) and let go her reins
"

l^a Iki
f
jllj kg* la | l W- [Mecca].
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{Mecca]. Scorpio marks the definite decline of the auh^s

power. It is the symbol of darkness.

18.
u At the rising of al-hut, there the cold dies

”

Z>y jjJl ilbb lil [Mecca]. The batn-al-hut is a

brilliant star situated beneath the veil of Andromeda : it

is sometimes confused with the constellation of Pisces. It is

seldom that abundant rains do not fall during this

“ mansion ”, which corresponds to the 14th April of Julian

reckoning (vide A. d. Motylinski, Les Mansions lunaires des

ArabeSy Algiers, 1899, 57).

19. “ When Cancer is met with, the two nasims blow ”

j|<
^jJ! jit il [Mecca]. The jU—J are the

morning and evening breezes, the land and sea breezes.

Cancer is the sign of the summer solstice.

20 “ The heat of asad (Leo) burns the clothing on the

body ” Jc- [Mecca]. Leo as

the symbol of fire marks the culmination of solar heat.

21. “ Al-butin—the bee spends the night in mud ”

£>U jdaJI [Algeria (Medea) : Cheneb, 2271].

Al-butin falls on the 10th of May of the Julian year. At
that period of the year it is no longer cold, and the bee even

is able to spend the night awray from the hive. On this

mansion ” of the moon, vide A. d. Motylinski, loc. cit
,

p. 10.

Rainbow

22. The rainbow is called colloquially in Syria

for j*^. 1 Other names for it are ji.Ia.li,

aILL—% ^ cry> M cry* ulA '
2
cry*

- ^ jj = a storm god, a mountain god whose cult belonged to

Muzdalifa, one of the sites of the Pilgrimage. A fire was lit on this mountain,
the fl (the sacred monument) of the Qur'an, ii, 194 (ed.

Fliigel).

2 Oj^ I = whitish raincload. ,jjJ\ L- = hailstone.
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also
#

*' *.»
, etc. [tvid<? A.. Mailon, ^j5

Al-Mashriq, iii (1900), 241
; 963, etc.] In Morocco

it is sometimes called “ the bride of the rain ”
xJb\\

(Meakin, An Introduction to the Arabic of Morocco (1891),

143). In Algeria it gets the name j-y or cf j

(Machuel, 312).
1

23. “ If the rainbow appears in the evening look out a

warm corner, but if in the early morning take your stick and

fare forth early (i.e. it will be good weather)
”

iljlSi . a. jAc jlj . Zj* <’>y «iJJ

[Syria (Beirut, Baisur). (a) Syria (Shumlan) var. jlj . . . .

qI^U iJjISlc- Xj>- ^\yai\ j . (b) Syria (Akkar),

Ghanim, 559 (82), <AlrLat A»- |Sl ^~y ^y
SjU« dJj aJlc y* jlj

• (o

)

Palestine

(Bet-Rima) : Cana‘an, 286, note 1, J^\ . C^y

cfAi y <^*^1 y (jl . >1—«ac-

(d) Algeria—Tunis ; Cheneb, 1409 ;
Dalii, 60, lil ^y

y ^ \i\ j . jlj Jc- Ja»- qL-aJ
1

^Li>

dill A3- j d_h>lj j ,Jc- "pJ <-1* II (when the rainbow

appears in the morning unload your pack-animals and

rest (for it will rain), but if it appears in the evening

load your pack-animals and fare forth (lit. take the

mountain path))]. The Algerian form given in (d) is the

1 The names given to the rainbow in different countries are interesting.

Bridge of the gods (Old Norse), girdle of Laima or Lauma (Lithuania),

bow of St. Martin (Catalonia), girdle of St. Leonard or crown of

St.' Bernhard (Lorraine), heaven’s ring or sun-ring (Bavaria), bow of

heaven (Finland), stool of the gods (Czecho-Slovakia), stave (barrel-stave)

in heaven (Serbia, Poland, Czecho- Slovakia), striped cow (Croatia)—-vide

Reinsberg-Duringsfeld, 34, note 1 ;
Swainson, 194 sq.
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reverse of the others and show's itself in accord with ifee

prognostics respecting the rainbow in the Western World*

The Cornish form of the saying is here an exception and

accords with the Oriental. It runs : A rainbow at mom
put your hook in the com : a rainbow at eve put your head

in the sheave.” Contrast this with the Wiltshire form:

“The rainbow in the momin’ gives the shepherd warnin'

to car* his gurt cwoat on his back ;
the rainbow at night is

the shepherd’s delight, for then no gurt cwoat will he lack
”

(Inwards, 69).
“ If in the morning ye Rainbow appeare,

it signifieth moysture, unlesse greate drought of ayre worke

the contrarie. If in the evening it show itselfe faire weather

ensueth so that abundant moyst ayre take not away the

effect ” (Digges, 6).
1

24. “ East and west (i.e. if the rainbow stretches so across

the sky) take to the road, if south and north unyoke the team

(from the plough) ” Jlwt j <1-9 . j ^lc U J

jliiJI [Syria ’ (Beirut)
:

(a) Syria (Suq al-Gharb) :

var. for _/L, also Syria : Jemayyel, 867 (44) var. .

(b ) Syria (‘Akkar) : Ghanim, 559 (82) Ji jl

>

j

• «-K— <di—*].

The direction of the span is important. Thus, if it is thrown

east and west across the sky, good weather is expected, and

if north and south it will be wet (Jemayyel, 867, note 2).

25. “ If a boy passes under the rainbow he will become a

girl ” £-ull ijTjf lil. This threat

to boyhood we may be excused for giving here. It is used

by Syrian mothers to keep their boys from wandering far

afield. It is a sufficient threat for the average boy. The

same quaint notion finds expression in Haute-Loire and

Serbia (vide Streng, 69).

1 For French and German proverbs to the same effect vide Streng, 70 ;

Reinsberg-Duringsfeld, 34 sq.



Mist

26 .

u
If there is mist in the evening seek out a cosy comer 99

fjc, sill jjj ji [Palestine (Jerusalem)

;

Baumann, 183 (244), No. 205],

27. “ Mist in the evening necessitates faggots for the fire
”

[Syria (Siiq al-Gharb)]. In Germany

thick fog in the evening is held to portend that it will rain

during the night.

28.
<£

If there is mist (i.e. in the morning) it will soon be

fine ” [Palestine : Cana £
an].

29. “ When there is mist in the morning, take your

shepherd’s staff. Mist in the evening seek a cosy corner
”

Xjik* Jc. dll [Palestine : Cana ‘an, 286 var. jl

L-j viL L l]

.

Miscellaneous

30. “ Dew is the bed of rain ” IliJI IaJI [Palestine :

Cana ‘an, 286]. The Palestinian peasant looks upon heavy

dew as the harbinger of rain.

31. “If the south is clear, do not fear for the rest”

JU1 V jk ^JA\ \i\ [Syria (Shumlan)]. The

south is the quarter whence rainy and stormy weather may
generally be expected to come.

32. “ Snow precedes fine weather ” [Syria

(Shumlan)]. Literally “ it has snowed, it has cleared

33. “ No fine weather till after snow ” J>jj o
[Syria (Shumlan)].

34. “ If you see the sky dappled, take out your effects

and repair them” c>Jj

[N. Africa: Cheneb, 58; Dahl, 60 (Tr. 59), var. for £*\j

read ]. The weather will be good.
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Thunder and Lightning

35. In Syria, if the noise made by thunder is long and rolling

(called it is regarded as a sign of bad weather,

but if it be short and sharp in sound the climax

has been reached and the weather may be expected to improve

steadily. When the thunder belongs to neither of these

extremes it is called Is -Acj ,
and people say “The

cow of the heavens is frisking ”.2

36. “ When the thunder rolls in the * nights
*

get ready the

shovel and fork (i.e. the harvest will be good) ” -Atj lit

xSjI-UJj qjUI JUll (j [Algeria (Medea):

Cheneb, 57 ;
Tunis : Dalil, 60]. The “ nights ” here are the

so-called “black nights” (jy-Ji JUJI), the name given in

Algeria to the forty nights following on 23rd December,

although some say 21st December. They in their turn are

followed by forty “ white nights ”
•

37. “ When it thunders it will stop ” acj| j\

[Palestine (Bet-Jala) : Cana ‘an, 285].

There are, as might be expected, weather prognostics

based on local signs. We give here two of these.

38. “ Lightning over Jebail, it will rain to-night
”

4|JJ! [Syria (Suq al-Gharb)]. J’bail or

Jebel, ancient Byblos, a small town on the coast to the

north of Beirut and almost due north of Suq al-Gharb.

1 is the colloquial term for “ hand-mill This mill for grinding

corn consists of two flat stones, the upper being made to rotate on a pivot

supplied by the lower. The grinding makes a considerable noise.

2 LJ | aJii. On the Arabic names for thunder vide Kitab

al-Mafar, 209 sq. Amongst the Greeks and Romans thunder was the

rolling of the chariot of the Father of the Gods
(
Horace

,
xii, 1), and this is

still a popular fancy in Sweden and Finland (cf. Grimm, Deutsche

Mythologie, i, 138 ; ii, 62), the anger of God (Westphalia), God plays

skittles (Germany), angels or apostles play skittles (France), God rattling

peas (Poitou), the devil rattling decalitres of rye, or Baraban throws his

wives out of the window (Maritime Alps).
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39. “ Lightning over al-Ghadlr, rain in abundance 99

[Syria (Suq al-Gharb)]. AJ-Ghadlr is a village above Juneh

(north of Beirut), and, like J’bail, almost due north of Suq
al-Gharb.

40. “ Much lightning, much rain ” c* ^ dy,
[Palestine (Bet-Jala)]. Literally,

i(
if it lightens, it drowns.”

Birds and Insects

41. “ The year of the starling, plough the uncultivated

(fallow) land” jyS\ Jjj'j [Palestine

(South) : Cana‘an, 287]. The “ year of the starling ” is a year

in which these birds are plentiful, portending, so the peasants

believe, a good and fruitful year.

42. “ In the year of the lapwing sell your bed and buy

a cover” Ike. UaJLJ! O- [Palestine

(South) : Cana ‘an, 287 ;
var. (Bet-Rlma) J\

(“ sell

shoes ”)]. The year when lapwings appear in large numbers

will be a year of scarcity. Everything will be so dear

that the peasant in poor circumstances will be driven

to sell his household effects and be content with bare

necessities.

43. “ The year of the hornet, the winter will be severe
”

ll^JI j O- [Syria (Shumlan)]. A summer when

hornets are numerous will be followed by a severe winter.

44. “ When the storks pass (over Lebanon) in the spring,

it will rain ” jJLT L& Oj jH (J ^ [Syria

(Shumlan)]. The storks pass northwards in the spring

on their way from Egypt to Europe. Rain is generally

expected on the second day thereafter. In Italy and Germany

the passing of the storks is also said to herald rain (Me
Swainson, 235).

45. “ The ‘ black worm 5

is a good sign for the silkworm
”

jil) [Syria (Shumlan)]. The year when the
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is much in evidence is held to be a good sign for

the silk industry, since the weather conditions will be

favourable.

46. “ If the rain in January is of small amount there is

fear of locusts” l^i-l y* Jwb ^y^ luJI

{Syria (Shumlan)]. jy£ here is <jdl jy^.

47. “
If the spring is wet, a year of silk and not of grain

”

j}^ J\ V-l [Syria (Shumlan)].

The is a large sack for grain.

The Year

48. “ The year of frost plough vigorously ” ^y>~\ -Uli-I ^lc

°*jj [Algeria (Medea) : Cheneb, 1171 ; Daumas, V.A. 496].

Plentiful frost indicates that the year will be good.

49. “ Don’t reckon your year until you have seen the

harvest **
jj:*- V [Syria : Barthelemy,

364 (81) ;
Jemayyel, 867 (46) ; Shuqair, 54 (9)]. The

-equivalent of our “ Do not count your chickens before

they are hatched ”.

50.
‘ £ No bee without mud (i.e. rain), no goat without dry

weather, no fine weather without snow ” y* U

y» U . ili- js* d\J l*
. j

{Syria (Baisur)]*
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MISCELLANEOUS COMMUNICATIONS

URDU : THE NAME AND THE LANGUAGE

Part I

Epitome .—Urdu was born in 1027
;

its birthplace was

Lahore, its parent Old Panjabi
;

Old Khan was its step-

parent
;

it had no direct relationship with Braj. The name

Urdu first appears 750 years later.

The problem of Urdu has not yet been solved. This note

is written with a view to crystallizing thought about the

matter, and is of necessity more summary than would be

desirable if limitations of space had not to be considered.

Perhaps the most important date in the history of Urdu is

1027, the year in which Mahmud Gaznavi annexed the Panjab.

He had already made expeditions into the country, but in

that year he formally claimed possession of it and settled

troops in the capital, Lahore. To 1027 may be assigned

the birth of Urdu. At that time these Persian-speaking

soldiers began to live among a people whose language was

old Panjabi, to mix with them, to have intercourse with them,,

and, we cannot doubt, to learn their language. The contrary

idea that the people all began to speak Persian may be

dismissed. The army must have used this old form of

Panjabi, not very different in those days from the early

Khan Boll of Delhi, but they introduced Persian words and

possibly phrases. This means simply that they must have

begun to speak early Urdu.

For 160 years Mahmud Gaznavi and his successors held the

Panjab
;

it was wrested from them in 1187. For the second

time the country was seized by men who spoke Persian.

This time the conqueror was Muhammad Gori whose servant

Qutb ud Din Aibak captured Delhi in 1193 and became the

first Sultan on the death of his master in 1206. It seems clear
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that his troops made friends with the soldiers whom they

defeated in Lahore, and that the two armies went on to

Delhi leaving a sufficient force to keep open the lines of

communication ; for Aibak cannot have annihilated the

fighting men in Lahore and he would not have permitted

the menace of a hostile army in his rear. We may conclude

that a considerable number of those who entered Delhi with

Qutb ud Din Aibak already spoke early Urdu. This language,

altered by the influence of the new troops who spoke Persian,

and of the city people whose language was old Kharl, developed

into later Urdu.

- This sketch of the origin of Urdu suggests that we should

regard Lahore, not Delhi, as its birthplace, and early Panjabi

as its parent language. Unfortunately we have no means at

present of ascertaining what Panjabi at that time was like ;

we feel sure, however, that it had not diverged far from old

Kharl. We may dismiss Braj from our calculations
;

there

is no reason to think that it had any direct connection with

Urdu. When Urdu was bom in 1027 Panjabi was only

entering the modem stage. Although we can hardly doubt

the general course of events, we do not get on to firm ground

till 1326, when Muhammad Tuglaq invaded the Deccan and

founded Daulatabad. We know that his troops spoke Urdu ;

and when in 1347 ‘Ala ud Din Bahmani revolted against him

and ascended the throne as the first ruler of the Bahmani

dynasty, his state made Urdu its official language.

If it be objected that there is not complete proof of some of

the above statements, we can admit that fact, but point out

that the proof is stronger than for the hitherto accepted

view that Urdu began in Delhi during the Mugal period.

Indian writers usually consider that the royal camp in

Delhi was first called the urdu by the Emperor Babur in his

work, Tuzuk i Baburl. It may he so. He was a TurkI who

came from Turkistan in 1526 and naturally spoke of his

urdu
;
but the word is found in the Jahakushd of Javaini,

1150, e.g. vol. i, p. 162 :

—
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dar urdu e shdhzddagan dar natavdnand dmad,
“ they cannot

enter the camp of the princes ”
;

and on p. 148 :

—

dar andarun i urdu dmadand
,
“ they came into the camp.”

There seems to be no reason why the army in Lahore or Delhi

should not have been called the urdu several centuries earlier

than Babur.

When does the word Urdu first occur as the name of a

language ? It became common in Lucknow after 1846 and

in Delhi after 1857. We must make a sharp distinction

between Urdu, used by itself as a proper name, and zabdn i

Urdu

;

for we cannot be sure that zabdn i Urdu is a name ;

it may be a mere description, “the language of the army.”

Perhaps the earliest example of the word standing alone

and bearing the sense of Urdu language is in Mushafi,

1750-1824 :—

•

Khudd rakkke zdbd ham ne sum hai Mir o Mirzd Jcl

Kahe Ids muh se ham ai Mushafi Urdu hamdn hai ?

“ I have heard the language of Mir and Sauda
;
how can I

dare to assert that Urdu is my language ?
”

We are unable to say in what year these words were written.

Mushafi may have composed the verse any time after he was

grown up. He was a recognized poet in 1776.

J. B. Gilchrist, writing in 1796, mentions the name as well

known. His words are : “In the mixed dialect also called

Oordoo j^jl, or the polished language of the Court, and which

even at this day pervades the vast provinces of a once powerful

Empire ” (A Grammar of the Hmdoostanee Language
,
p. 261).

As we do not know the date of Mushaft’s lines we must

admit that Gilchrist may have been the first person who

in literature used Urdu as the name of the language.

Jules Bloch has made a striking suggestion, which he admits

is only an intuitive feeling requiring to be substantiated by
proof, that the name Urdu is due to Europeans. In this

connection it is important to note that Gilchrist in the

sentence just quoted mentions Oordoo as a name already^
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established. His statement seems to make it clear

Indians used the word. Gilchrist himself always calfei the -

language “ Hindoostanee *\

W. H. Bayley in an English and “ Hindoostanee ”
thesis,

1802, which may be consulted in the British Museum, says

“ the language which I have specified by the name of Hindoo-

stanee is also frequently denominated Hindee, Oordoo,

Moosulmanee and Rekhtu

Sayyid Insha in Darya e Latdfat , 1807 (Lucknow ed., p. 2),

writes : Khush bayanan i dja muttajiq shuda az zabahd e muia-

*•addad alfaz i dilcasp judd namvda o dar ba‘zi ‘ibdrat bakdr

burda zabdne idza sivd e zabahd e dlgar msdmdand o ba urdu

mausum sdkhtand :
“ the good speakers of Delhi united in

separating attractive words from several languages and using

them in sentences
;

in this way they produced a new
lauguage, different from other languages, and called it Urdu/’

Mir Amman in the preface to Bag o Bahdr
, 1802, gives an

account of the birth of Urdu, and though he never uses the

word alone (he says Urdu ki zabdn) it is clear from the whole

context that he is thinking of a definite name.

We conclude that while Farsi and Hindi had for long been

used as proper names Urdu did not receive similar recognition

till near the dawn of the eighteenth century.

The phrase zabdn i urdu e mu‘allq seems to occur for the

first time in Mir’s Nikdt ush Shu'ara, 1752. On p. 1 of the

Badayu edition he says
:

poshlda na manad hi dar farm

i rekhta ki shi'rest bataur i shi‘r i Farsi ba zabdn % Urdu e

mu‘allq e Shahjahdndbad Dihli kitabe ta hal tasnif na- shuda :

“ we must remember that up to the present no book has been

written on the art of Rekhta
,
which is poetry in the style of

Persian poetry but in the language of the royal camp of

Delhi/’

Here urdu e mu 1
alia may possibly mean fasih aur mustanad

Urdu, the idiomatic and authoritative Urdu of Delhi.

Two years later Qaim writes in Makhzan i Nikat (Auran-

gabad ed., 33) :

—
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akg&re az larMbdt i Furs hi mudfiq i muhdvara e urdu e

mulatto mantis i gosh meyaband minjumla e javdz ul abydn

me danand

:

“ most Persian constructions which strike

their ears as familiar from the point of view of the

idiom of the royal camp they regard as among the things

lawful in poetry.”

Here, too, the phrase may mean “ correct Urdu idiom ”,

and the author may not be thinking of the army. But as

Mir and Qaim appear always to use Hindi or Rekhta as the

name of the language we should perhaps translate “ the

language, or idiom, of the army

Mir’s son, ‘Arsh, who lived well into the nineteenth century,

says ;

—

ham hai Urdu e mu 1

alia he zabddd ai (Arsk

muslanad hai jo Jcucch irshad kiya karte hai

“ I speak the Urdu e Mu'alla language and what I say is

authoritative The date of the lines is unknown. The

author’s father died in 1799 at tho age of 86 (not in 1810,

as usually stated).

Finally, Muhammad ‘Ata Husain in Nau Tarz i Murassa1

,

1798, speaks of zabdn i urdu e mu 1

alia.

Mr. Gr. M. QadrI has drawn my attention to two MSS,

which contain perhaps the earliest instances of the use of

zabdn i urdu without further description. The references

are :

—

Tazkira e Gulzar i Ibrahim
,
by ‘All Ibrahim Kha, 1783

(speaking of Va salat Kha Sabit), tatdbbu (
i zabdn i urdu

namuda,
“ he followed the Urdu language,” or “ the language

of the urdu ”, i.e. devoted attention, to it.

Tazkira e Shu lard e Hindi
,
by Mushafi, 1794 (speaking of

Muhammad Aman Nisar), add e zabdn i urdu
,

“ the style of

the Urdu language,” or “ of the language of the urdu

The problem op the name. It is always stated that the

language was originally described as the speech of the army

or camp, zabdn i urdu, and that gradually the word zabdn

JBAS. APRIL 1930. 26
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was dropped, leaving urdu to stand alone. This explanation

gives rise to a great difficulty. We have seen that Urdu was

first used by itself in the poems of Mushafl. We may perhaps

guess the date of the couplet ii. which the word appears

as the year 1790, when the author was 40. We are now

faced by the fact that the first instance of the use of the word

was 763 years after the establishment of the army in Lahore,

almost 600 years after the urdu was settled in Delhi, and

261 years after Babur called his camp the Urdu e Mu'alia.

The Urdu language had been in existence for about 750 years

before anyone gave it, in writing at any rate, the name by

which it is now always known. Even if we take the earlier

date, 1752, when Mir described it as the language of the

royal camp, we deduct only thirty-eight years from our

figures. None of the historians of the Mugal period ever used

the name. We have to answer three questions :

—

(1) Why was there a delay of centuries in giving the name

Urdu ?

(2) If a new name had to be given in the eighteenth century,

why was this name chosen for the language when it had many,

many years previously been given up for the army ?

(3) If the army was not called urdu till Babur’s time, 1526,

the language which had then existed for nearly 500 years

must already have had a name. Why was that name
given up ?

It is easier to state the problem than to solve it. I see no

solution except this : that some name or description such as

zabdn i urdu was in conversational use from the time when the

army was first called urdu, and that very gradually, hundreds

of years later, it crept into books, possibly earlier than we are

now aware of, while the use of Urdu alone was still later.

I feel the inadequateness of this, hut perhaps it will lead to

something fuller. We must always remember that in early

days Urdu literature was not so accurate a reflection of

daily life and speech as it is now, and there may have been

much in ordinary talk which found no echo in books.
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Part II

In the eighteenth century and earlier Hindi (sometime

Hindavl) was the usual name for the language in genera

and Rekhta for the literary or poetical form of it.

Ja l

far Zatalli
,
1659-1713, has the lines,

agarci sabhi kura o kurkut ast

ba Hindi o rindi zabd latpat ast

“ although everything is rubbish and sweepings, the language

is lively with Hindi and licentiousness

Fazli in the preface to his Dah Majlis
, 1732, writes

aur ab tak tarjunta e Farsi ba ‘ibarat i Hindi nasr nahi hut

mustama 1
: and so far no one has ever heard of a translatioi

from Persian into Hindi prose.

Asar, in his famous masnavi Khvdb o Khaydl
,

1740

frequently uses rekhta, as on p. 10 :

rekhta ne yih tab sharaf pdya,

jab ki Hazrat ne usko farmaya
11 Rekhta obtained this eminence only when Hazrat (Hard

his brother and teacher) used it

On p. 9, talking of the contents of his volume, be calli

Urdu “ Hindavi ”
:

Farsi sau hai Hindavi sau had,

bdqi ash cdr i m-asnavi sau hai

“ Persian couplets 100, Hindavi 100, and the remaining

couplets of the masnavi 100.”

Afzal Beg in his tazkira Tuhfat ush Shuara, 1752, noi

printed, deals almost entirely with poets who wrote ii

Persian, but where he refers to Urdu poetry he calls i

Hindi. Thus he says of Mir ‘Abd ul Hai Viqar : ash'ar

Farsi o Hindi tab { durust darad ; “he had good natura

ability in Persian and Hindi poetry ” (Camanistan

Shu'ara, 152).

Shah Hatim, in the preface to his Divanzada, 1755, writes

dar shi
l

r i Farsi pairau o Mirzd Sdib ast, dar rekhia Vali

ustdd meddnad

:

“in Persian poetry be (the author) follow
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§aib, in Reldita he regards Vali as his master.” See Ak i ;

ffaydt, ed. 1917, p. 115.

Mir Hasan, d. 1786, uses Hindi or Reldita and avoids Ux4ffc'

In his anthology, 1776, he has the phrase : tazkira e sukkan

dfrindn i Hindi, “an anthology of Urdu poets” (p. 40).

Even Shah ‘Abdul Qadir in his well-known Urdu translation

of the Qur’an uses the name Hindi : is me zaban i rekkfa

nahl boU balhi Hindi e muta'draf hi
lavdmm Jco be takalluf

daryaft ho; “I have not used Reldita in my translation, but

well-known Urdu that ordinary people might easily under-

stand it

Mir, 1713-99, Sauda, 1713-80, and Qaim (d. about 1790)

use the word Reldita very often. I will content myself with

one quotation from Mlt :

mazbut kaise kaise kahe rekhte vale,

samjhd mi kol men zaba is diydr me.

“ What fine Urdu verse I have written, but no one in these

parts understands me

The name Hindi requires no comment. It was the natural

word to use in early times. Several explanations have been

given of Reldita, a Persian word which means “ poured ”,

and has no literary signification in Persian. The most

important are the following

(1) Urdu is called Reldita because Arabic and Persian

words were poured into it.

(2) Reldita means “ down and out ”, and Urdu was at

first regarded as something contemptible.

(3) It means verses in two languages, and at first Urdu
and Persian were used side by side.

(4) It is a musical term introduced by Amir Khusrau

indicating the application of the music of one language

to the words of another.

(5) It means a wall firmly constructed of different materials,

as Urdu is of diverse linguistic elements. This is the opposite

of (2).
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§afir BilgramI in Jalva e Khizr says that the nameReHb.fr

has been in use since the time of Shahjahan. This require

proof.

Other early names may he mentioned.

According to Mahmud ShIrani zabdn i Dihlavi was use(

by Amir Khusrau (d. 1324) and by Abu’l Fazl (in Am
AJcbari).

Shah Hatim in the preface to his Dwdnzada quoted abov<

calls Urdu “ rozmarra e Dihli ”
: rozmarra e Dihli lei Mirzaiai

i Hind dar mukdvara drand manzur darad, “ I have acceptec

the daily speech of Delhi which is the idiom of the Mirza

of India.”

Again : rozmarra rd lei ‘dm fahm o Mass pasand bashcu

ikktiyar namud, “ I have chosen the daily speech under

stood by all and liked in select circles.” (As has beei

noted before he refers to himself in the third person.)

To turn to Dakam writers. Shah Mira Jl, d. 1496, a famous

religious writer, who preached and wrote in Urdu, explain;

that he wrote in “ Hindi ” in order that people might under

stand
:

yeh bolu Hindi sab, is arid he sababb, “ I am saying

all this in Urdu for this reason

His son, Shah Burhan ud Din, d. 1582, says in his poen

Irskad Hama : ‘aib na rdkhe Hindi bol, “ do not blame m<

for using Urdu.” He also calls it Gujrl, which is not unnatural

for his language is marked by many Gujrati features :

je hoe gydn biedri,

na dekhe bhakha Gujrl (Hujjat ul Baqa)

“ learned people will not look at Gujrl ” i.e. Urdu.

yeh sab kid Gujri zabd (Irshad Nama)
“ I have done all this in Gujrl (Urdu)

Vajhi, the famous author of Qutb Mushtari, 1609, referred

to in the India Office Catalogue as nameless and anonymous

wrote in 1634 a prose work Sab Ras. After the ascriptions

of praise he proceeds : agdz i ddstdn ba zabdn i Hindostdn

“ here begins the story in the language of Hindustan,” i.e

the Urdu of Delhi as distinguished from Dakanl.
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Tie dialect of the Deccan was often ealMDa^
Dakhanl, e.g. Rustaml’s Khavamdma, 1049,

e Dakm kitd hu mm “I have called it the Dated

Khavaranama ” (last line but five).

Shah Maliks Shan
1

at Nama, 1666, Dakhanl me bolya

hai sdf, “said it plainly in Dakhani.” (This author is

mistakenly called “ Shah Mulk ” in the India Office Cat.)

T. Grahame Bailey.

THE AUTHOR OF THE SIVA-SUTRAS

From very early times the Pratyahdra-sutras

,

which come

at the beginning of the Astadhydyl and which form an

integral part of the most highly developed mnemonic system

of Panini, have been considered to be revealed by the God

Siva. Thus the versified Siksa, attributed to Pingala by the

commentator, and generally known as the Pdniniya-siksd

(Rg. recension £1. 58, Vaj. rec. si. 34), Kathasarit-sagara

(i, 4, 22), and finally the Kasikd of Nandikesvara (si. 1), all

have produced the impression that the Pratyahara-sutras

are not a composition of Panini. Bothlingk, the first editor

of the Astadhydyl in Europe, retained the traditional title

Siva-sutras
,
and after him such eminent scholars as Kielhorn

have allowed it to continue without any note or comment.

It is rather curious how Patanjali’s clear statement has been

overlooked by modern students of Panini. This statement

runs :

—

“
i

55

v v* TranfTT-mr

wfa ?1>( wifsr: wsm u
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^nrsframw i * wr*?t*Tir5 finifi t

at nff \ i f?r i[?nt t tptt ffrft wi>
^^^Tfftgt^w^T<fr?i?5f?irrft i pft reg »

(Kielhorn’s edit., vol. i, p. 32.)

Here Patanjali, in his usual clear style, discusses the

question whether the anubandha letters (n, k, n, c) suffixed

to the first four siitras (aiun, rlk
, eon ,

ai auc) for the sake of

forming pratyaharas are to be included among the letters

denoted by the pratyahara ac. This question had already

been raised and answered by the Karikakara
,
probably

Vyadi, who is quoted and commented upon by Patanjali

:

“ the anubandha letters (being consonants) do not occupy

a prominent position among the vowels. Where then ?

Among the consonants. Why is it so ? Because it is the

style of the Acarya that he enumerates the vowels among

the vowels and the consonants among the consonants.”

The gloss of Nagesa on the word Acarya shows how strongly

the tradition had taken hold of him : ^rr^RTir^^rr-

^f^TTS^TTW. This interpretation of the word is restricted

to this passage only. That here Acarya refers to Panini is

beyond doubt. Besides, ef. on ii, 1, 3 : *P>TT fMt

WWH*, where even Nagesa has no other interpretation to

ofler. And also : JWHiPJrT

TH^ST 7TT TmT^Tf^f W
<jTrf«fTTU?T^lR fa g^fr;^fTT II (on i, 1, 1, p. 39).

The only objection that could be raised is that Patanjali

at a subsequent place (vol. i, p. 40) declares that

is the beginning of the Sdstra, and hence the word vrddhih

is put first in this aphorism in order to bestow a benediction

on the teachers and the disciples. But, as is evident from

the passage cited below, this objection did not occur to

Patanjali, who, with Katyayana, the author of the Vdritikas
,

considered the pratyahara-sutras (the aksara-samdmnaya of
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Patanjali) as something separate from the main work (the

sutra of Pat.), designated as vyakarana or Sdstra :

Tsre i i . .
. ^nr

jifrl I ^ OWTOT I. . . (vol. i,

p. 11, 1. 15-p. 13, 1. 1).

Having decided that the sutra is the vyaJcarana, the means

to right knowledge of words, Katyayana and Patanjali

proceed further to show the object of the enunciation of

the letters.

This establishes that the aksara-samdmnaya is a composi-

tion of Panini but that the grammar proper begins with

Katyayana and Patanjali were near enough

to Panini to know the truth, and it would be sheer absurdity

to doubt their statements, specially when at the same time

we keep in view the interdependence of the aksara-samd-

mndya and the vyakarana.

Kaghu Vira.

MINITU, “ FATE.” A CORRECTION

In this Journal, 1930, p. 29, I mentioned Professor

Zimmern’s suggestion that the text of K. 34, Rev. 3 =
L. W. King, Babylonian Magic, No. 19, 1. 23, should be lum-ni

ta-bal damka Sur-ka, The text has now been examined and

I regret to say that for once King’s great authority as a copyist

has misled me into a serious error. MI is uncertain and

should have been so indicated. It is in reality .

There is no doubt at all about the correction to lum-ni, and

so far as my note on miniiu, p. 24, based on this passage,

is concerned it is erroneous. The verb ba’alu “ to decree,

beseech, etc.” does not occur in this passage. My restoration

of Ebeling, KAR. 68, Obv. 23, is, therefore, false, and should

be [sur-ka-]ma hcgal-la-ka ra-ba-a, unless some ideogram

for sardku stood in the break at the beginning of this line.

The parallel passage, Myhnnan, PBS. i, IT, 22, has certainly
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[lu-]ub-nu ta-bal-ma hegalla hir-Jca
,
as Professor Landsberger

has suggested to Professor Zimmern. The photograph,

ibid., pi. xlvii, shows

Por tabalu in similar texts see King, ibid., 53, 28 [ina]

zumri-ia purus-su ina zumri-ia ta-bal-su = Ebeling, KAR.
267, Rev. 16. it-bal-su, B.M. 99064, 9 (unpublished), bal-ti

tah-la-tu, King, ibid., 12, 56 = Hehn, BA. v, 350. For lubnu

“ misery ”, beside citation in Delitzsch and Muss-Arnolt’s

dictionaries, see Clay, Morgan
,
iv, 13, 1 ;

summa irru kima

Jcu-pi Tdt(it) pale-e matu isahhir lu-ub-nu ina mdti ibas-si.

lu-ub-nu, CT. 27, 16, 10; 17, 30. See Fossey, Bahyloniaca,

v, 229.

S. Langdon.

THE ROYAL ANTHROPOLOGICAL INSTITUTE

PRE -DYNASTIC RESEARCH

The Royal Anthropological Institute has appointed a

special Research Committee to raise funds for further

investigation of the origin and development of the early

pre-dynastic cultures of Egypt.

These cultures, as exhibited already in the Nile Valley and

the Fayum Oasis, are of more than local interest
;

for the

area in which they occur, lying between the Mediterranean

and West Asia on the one hand, and Central Africa on the

other, seems to offer the best hope of correlating the early

stages of culture throughout this whole region and connecting

them with the first historic civilizations.

These early cultures certainly lay at the root of the later

Egyptian culture. Work already done shows that they were

due to immigrants into the Nile Valley
;
and it is one of the

objects of the proposed investigations to trace these people

to their home of origin. In particular, it is proposed to

examine the oases in the Libyan Desert, which, as far as

primitive archaeology is concerned, are practically unknown.

The movements of the early Neolithic folk were in all
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probability related to the climatic changes after the last

great retreat of the European ice-sheet. Here, therefore,

it is also hoped to obtain a basis for the correlation of changes

of climate in Europe and Central Africa.

Miss Caton-Thompson has already done work on the lines

described above, and after having investigated the ancient

buildings of Rhodesia on behalf of the British Association in

1929 i3 now returning to her Egyptian work. Funds are

urgently required for the work which it is estimated will

take at least three years, the total amount required for each

year’s working expenses being £1,200.

Subscriptions should be sent either to the Secretary of the

Committee, Miss E. W. Gardner, Bedford College, London,

N.W. 1, or to the Hon. Treasurer, Royal Anthropological

Institute, 52 Upper Bedford Place, London, W.C. 1.

THE MAWAQIF OF AL-NIFFARI

Professor Nicholson announced in 1914 his intention of

publishing the Mawaqif of Al-Niffari with an English

translation and notes. 1 This promise he has been prevented

from fulfilling by a variety of other work
;
and he has

now been kind enough to invite me to take the task in

hand ; and the electors to the Wright Studentship at

Cambridge have provided me with the opportunity of

accepting this invitation.

The Mawdqif is a treatise on speculative mysticism, written

by Muhammad ibn ‘Abdu’l-Jabbar ibn al-Hasan al-Niffari 2

in the tenth century a.d. Its contents have been described

and illustrated by Professor Nicholson 3 and Professor

Margoliouth4
; Dr. Massignon refers to the work, 5 but expresses

doubts as to its authenticity as a fourth century (Hijra)

document. The treatise was known to Muhyfl-Dln ibn al-

1 The Mystics of Islam (publ. G. Bell and Sons, Ltd.), p. 72.
2 One MS. gives him the additional nisbah al- 'Iraqi.
3 Op. cit., pp. 57, 71, 72, etc.

4 Early Development, etc., pp. 186-9S.
6 Essai sur les Origines, etc., p. 298 (cf. p. 110 s

).
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‘Arabi, who refers to tlie author several times in the Futtihdt

al Makkiyya 1
;

it was published by ‘Afffu’l-Dfn al-Tilimsdm

(f 690) with a fairly copious commentary, and by another

anonymous commentator of the school of Ibn al-‘Arabf.

Sha‘ram 2 gives a short account of the author, who is also

mentioned by Hajjf Khalifa 3
;

the latter stating that he

died in the year 354. Zabidi 4 mentions two other works of

Niffarl’s besides the Mawdqif (viz. the Da (dwd and the Dalai),

and Ibn al-‘Arabi in one place 5 calls our present work

Kitabu’l-Mawdqif wal-Qawl. Two MSS. of the Mawdqif

that I have examined (G, M) contain a considerable quantity

of additional matter amounting altogether to about one half

the length of the Mawdqif ;
this is similar in style and

subject to the Mawdqif, and there seems little reason to doubt

that it is by the same hand. These two MSS. also include

a short piece not found elsewhere, apparently of Mahdi

significance, entitled “ Mukhatabat wa-Basharat wa-Idhan.”

Brockelmann 6 gives a list of the MSS. of the Mawdqif

known to him, and on these MSS. I am basing my edition.

So far I have collated all except the MS. at

Constantinople and this I hope to examine soon. The

other five are :

—

B = MS. Marshall 166 of the Bodleian Library, Oxford.

A clear well-written MS., slightly illuminated, containing

the Mawdqif and the commentary of Tilimsam, completed

in 694 a.h., of 220 folios.

G = MS. Gotha 880. A good MS., the basis of my edition,

containing the Mawdqif and the additional material without

commentary, completed in 581 a.h., of 132 folios. At

present its numeration is in slight disorder. This MS. I

have been able to examine at leisure, thanks to the courtesy

1 (Publ. Cairo, a.h. 1293) i, 505, 771 ; ii, 187, 805, 827. These references

I owe to the kindness of my friend Shaikh Abu’l 'Ala 'Afifi.

* Tabaqat al-Kubra, i, 270.

8 Kashfu'l-Zunun (ed. Flugel), vi, 235 = No. 13355.
4 Tdj al-'arus, s.v. nafar.

6 F.M., i, 505.

• QeschicMe der arab. Litt., i, 200.
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of the Gotha Ducal library, who loaned it to the Cambridge

University Library for three months.

I — MS. India Office 597. With this I am acquainted

through a copy made from it by Prof. Nicholson. Contains

the Mawdqif and Tilimsam’s commentary, and completed

in 1087 a.h., of 156 folios.

M = MS. Marshall 554 of the Bodleian. Written in a

small neat hand, of 175 folios, containing the Mawdqif with

a short anonymous commentary, and the additional material.

Undated, but mainly of the same tradition as G.

T = MS. Thurston 4 of the Bodleian. A parchment MS.

of the same tradition as B and I, undated, of 115 folios.

My present intention is to edit the text of the Mawdqif,

and to publish with it an English translation and such com-

mentary as may be necessary to elucidate the difficulties of

expression and thought in the original, which are numerous.

Concerning the form of the author's nisbak, al-Niffari,

it is necessary to point out that the variant al-Nafzf, which

has appeared in several places, 1 is of old standing, but little

probability. G has al-Nafzf on the title-page, al-Niffan

everywhere in the text
; the same inconsistency occurs in

B
;

I has the form al-Niffari
; M and T omit the nisbak

altogether on the title-page, and T has the form al-Nuffazf

once in the text. Arabic authorities universally adopt the

form al-Niffarf 2
;
and indeed this must be the correct one,

as I hope to demonstrate in my edition. The nisbak refers

to the town of Niffar 3 in Mesopotamia, the site of important

excavations in modern times 4
;

it is identical with Nippur of

the Assyrians and Nopher of the Talmud. 5

Arthur J. Arberry.
Pembroke College,

Cambridge.
1 Massignon, op. cifc., loc. cit.

;
cf. Ahlwardfc, Verzeichniss der arab,

Handschriften , in, 166 (cf. MS. Berlin 3218 = We 1775 f. 116).
2 That is, as far as I have been able to trace.
a Cf. YAqut, Mu'jam al-Bulddn (ed. Wustenfeld), hi, 798. Niffart is

associated with Niffar by Zabidi, loc. cit.

4 Reported in J. P. Peter’s Nippur (publ. New York, 1897).
8 Cf. G. Rawlinson, Five Great Monarchies, i, 154.
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The Agrarian System of Moslem India. By W. H
Moreland, C.S.I., C.I.E. 8J x 5J, xvii + 283 pp
Cambridge : W. HefEer & Sons, 1929. Price 15s.

Mr. Moreland is known to students of Oriental history a

i

the author of several important works on the economic:

of the Mogul empire : and he has from time to time publishec

papers in this Journal and elsewhere dealing with specia

aspects of the Mogul ^Revenue System. In his new treatis*

he has given us in full detail his views on the whole questioi

of the Moslem agrarian system in India.

He has undertaken a formidable task. There are fe^

subjects more difficult to grasp than a description o

a particular system of land revenue in the working of whicl

the reader has not had actual experience. In any sucl

description the omission of a single detail may entirely alte;

the impression created. The subject, moreover, lends itsel

to technical language, and those whose duty it is to deal witl

it have in all ages delighted in mystifying others by thei]

technicalities. When the description is given in a languagi

foreign to the reader, when the technicalities are in a languag<

foreign to the country where they are used, when the meaning

of technical terms varies both from time to time and fron

place to place, when the description of any given systen

may be set forth by compilers who incorporate the report:

of others, and when these compilers take pleasure in varying

the technical words used in order to suit their literary style

the difficulties in the way of the historical investigator maj

well seem almost insuperable. All these impediments laj

in Mr. Moreland’s path, and he had also to contend with th<

singular liability of printers and copyists to go astray ii

the reproduction of texts of the kind with which he has

had to deal.
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He has faced these difficulties with courage and also with

prudence. There are few jargons more widespread through

the length and breadth of India than the Persian technicalities

of the land revenue, but Mr. Moreland has wisely determined

to foreswear “ haftams ” and “ panjams ” and to employ

an English terminology which he has himself carefully defined.

He has a thorough personal knowledge of revenue conditions

throughout a large part—and that the most typical part

—

of the area with which he is dealing, and although a personal

knowledge of this kind not infrequently goes some way

to disqualify an expert from appreciating systems unfamiliar

to his own experience, Mr. Moreland has exhibited a complete

understanding of forms of assessment very different from

those now prevailing in the tracts where his own experience

has lain. He has avoided the temptation to describe old

systems in the terms of the current administration, and

the further temptation to deduce economic or political

conclusions from comparisons between the ancient and the

modem conditions ; such comparisons would no doubt be

of great interest, and few could be better fitted to make them

than Mr. Moreland, but they are outside the scope of his

present work. His treatise is a purely historical inquiry.

He gives us the facts and the authorities, and if he has at times

to put forward views based on conjecture, his conjecture is

untinged by any partialities or prejudices outside the

purely historical issue.

He himself recognizes fully the uneven and scrappy nature

of the evidence on which he has to rely, and the slender

basis it provides for anything in the shape of complete or

definite conclusions of a dogmatic character. “ We know

much, if not everything,” he says, “ regarding certain periods

during which the State entered into direct relations with

some, or all, the peasants owning its authority
;
but, measured

by time, these periods are merely episodes, and we know

very much less of the rest of the story. A few great names—
Alauddm, Sher Shah, or Akbar, Todar Mai, or Murshid Quli

—
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stand out like mountain tops rising clear-cut above a sea <

mist ; but for a just appreciation of their significance v

need to obtain a view of the much wider country which tl

mist conceals. I cannot claim to have presented that vie

as a whole, but in places the mist allows occasional glimps<

of portions of it, and in the paragraphs which follow, I ba t

on these glimpses a hypothetical reconstruction, which

offer, not as fact established by evidence, but as tentatrv

inference, to be confirmed or modified in the light of furth*

knowledge.’

*

His survey covers the whole period from the thirteent

to the eighteenth century, and there is much that is bot

new and interesting in his sketch of conditions under th

earlier Muslim dominion and his description of the develoj

ments under the later Moguls, but the portion of his work tha

will probably present the greatest features of interest to hi

readers is that which deals with the reign of Akbar (1556

1605). The account of Akbar’s revenue given by Abu-l-fa;

in the eleventh to the fifteenth sections of the Third Boo

of the A’ln-i-Akbari has been long open to English readers i

translation, and many British officials working at moder

problems of assessment have turned to those sections fc

information. Unfortunately, owing partly to their ow

prepossessions and partly to the faultiness of

and corruptions of the text, they have nineteen-Year Cas

been led into error. Some have faih interesting discover

“
fixed assessment ” in the modem na^) that the relatio

to Akbar’s officers. Others have in the Tables of th

introduced a settlement with a term 12. “ Prices c

have deduced from one of the sectioJ1Jpites, have varie

ments were based on a careful classi^o**6^ but the value c

misled by a faulty reading of tb jn(^ g1
*3111 ^as been on

section, have gained the impresr^ory.

all crops the rates based on thr^v Moreland s book is, how

these imaginings are set at res^ 5
/which has been imperfectly

of the facts. He goes back V that during the flourishinj
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the various readings where it is corrupt. The information

thus made available has been carefully compared with that

given in the Akbarndma and elsewhere, and although he has

not infrequently to admit uncertainty and to have recourse

to conjecture, he has been able to piece together an outline

of the systems described in the A’In which in view of his

experience and research we may well accept as authori-

tative.

To give a brief and intelligible exposition of these systems

without falling into pitfalls would need Mr. Moreland’s

own practised hand, but, subject to necessary qualifications

(more especially with regard to the subject of Valuation

mentioned below), it may be said that in the standard

Provinces of Northern India the question of assessment

passed in Akbar’s time through three main stages.

From 1561 to 1565 the cash demand for each harvest,

representing one-third of the produce, rested on an assumed

fixed rate of outturn (that adopted by Sher Shah) for each

crop and an assumed price applied each year to these

outturns ; the assumed rate of outturn and the assumed

prices being uniform throughout the Empire.

From the year 1565 a certain amount of local differentiation

was increasingly applied to the assumed price rates in each
liai * . ^

’

.

~ ^om the year 1570 a degree of differentiation

y eirc es or pargc
^ag was introduced in the assumed fixed

rate of outturn.

Under the above a ^ , J
. ,

arrangements the price rates still varied
om year to year, a^

coui^ not be applied in any harvest
without sanction iron , , , .

. . . . .. . J .
headquarters. Accordingly, m 1580,

Akbar, while maintamL ,, ^ . r
\g the rates of outturn then in force,

introduced a schedule o, ~ , , ,

. ,
t fixed prices for each crop, repre-

senting the average of t. , . .

\ose assumed m the previous ten
years.

Or, as Mr. Moreland puts .. ..
,

.

iip a uniform set of gram rates
per bigah, valued first at unn. , , , ,r ii ^rm, and then at local, prices,
gave way to local gram rates , , . , , . ,

yalued at local prices
;
and
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when commutation broke down, schedules of cash rates

were fixed on the basis of past experience.” The difficulty

throughout was with the commutation prices. The use of

a single uniform price for each crop in each year throughout

the Empire had soon to be abandoned, but the adoption

of different prices for different areas, each of which had to be

referred for sanction at each harvest, was still more vexatious.

The great reform introduced by Akbar was the adoption

of fixed average prices for each locality which would not need

to be referred for approval. The extraordinary feature of

the arrangement is that no one seems to have felt that there

was any hardship in applying these prices to rates of crop

outturn which, though differentiated to some extent by

locality, were applied uniformly to all established cultivation

irrespective of varieties of soil or means of irrigation.

The above is, of course, but a bald abstract of one item

in Mr. Moreland’s menu . To appreciate his fare fully we
must follow him in his explanations—sometimes provisional

explanations only—of a number of specialized terms : such,

for instance, as the ray or schedule of crop rates (a word

which, by the by, though defined in the Glossary, fails to

find a place in the otherwise admirable index), the dastur-ul-
1amal, the raqami or qalami jama

,

the system of muqtV ,

assessments by nasaq, zabti rates, and so forth . It is profitable,

too, to follow him in his analysis of the Nineteen-Year Cash

Rates of the 15th A’in and to note his interesting discovery

(already published by him in this Journal) that the relation

between the prices of the various crops in the Tables of the

A’m is very much the save a somewliajfO-12. “ Prices of

wheat and gram, for instancepst thWites, “ have varied

enormously in the course of six centuries, but the value of

a pound of wheat in terms of a pound of gram has been one

of the most stable relations in history.”

'The most marked feature of Mr. Moreland’s book is, how-

ever, his insistence on the fact, which has been imperfectly

realized by previous writers, that during the flourishing

JRAS. APRIL 1930. 27
4

/
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period of the Mogul power the rule was to paJM

of the state by assignments of land revenue,
J M

to pay them from the Treasury. “Almost t^ugfeotlttibe

period/’ he says, “ the great bulk of the Empire, sometimes

seven-eighths of the whole, was in the hands of assignees,”

Instead of arranging for the collection of revenue in a treasury

and its subsequent disbursement from the treasury to the

officials, each official was assigned the land revenue on an

area calculated to bring in the value of his salary, and he

collected the revenue himself. Land revenue became in

fact the currency in which the officials were paid. It was

accordingly necessary for the headquarter offices to have

information as to the probable income of the different areas

during a term of years. The actual assessment for a particular

harvest or year—the Demand, as Mr. Moreland terms it—

•

was inadequate for this purpose owing to variations from

year to year in the area sown and the yield at harvest, and

the headquarter offices were more concerned with the standard

or probable average income of each village or pargana, a

hypothetical but very valuable item which Mr. Moreland labels

as the Valuation. This aspect of the Mogul system alters

very seriously the manner in which the historical data present

themselves, and it explains many passages in the authorities

which were before obscure, including the heart-breaking

sentence at the end of the 15th A’in about the rates applied

to the best crops. Whether, as Mr. Moreland surmises,

there were no data of demand available in assigned areas

is perhaps open to argument ifluYiew of the constant changes

in the assignments, r headquarbkely enough, as he suggests,

that the Provincial^ng thriven in the A’ln represent the

valuation reached in° 1580, with only local modifications

up to the date of their incorporation in the A’in.

Mr. Moreland discusses the contents of two farmans of

Aurangzeb which bear on the agrarian policy of the day •

and it is permissible to hope the diligence of Indian students

may unearth farmans and sanads of earlier date also, which
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would throw further light on the questions raised in Mr. More-

land^ scholarly treatise.

It is a satisfaction to observe from Mr. Moreland’s Preface

that he has received assistance in his researches from the

officials of this Society and has obtained help from the

Society’s Library. It is a distinction for the Society to have

lent a hand in the preparation of a book of this calibre.

E. D. M.

A History of Mughal North-East Frontier Policy,

being a study of the Political Relation of the Mughal

Empire with Koch Bihar, Kamrup, and Assam. By
Sudhindra Nath Bhattacharyya, MA. 8J x 5J,

xxv + 434 pp., with map. Calcutta : Chuckerverrty

Chatterjee, 1929. Price 15s.

After two preliminary chapters, dealing with “ The Land, the

People and their EarlyHistory ’’and “The pre-Mughal Muslim

Relation with North-Eastern India ”, Mr. Bhattacharyay

devotes the rest of this volume to describing the relations of

the Mughal emperors with the Mongoloid states of the North-

East Frontier from the time of Akbar’s final conquest of

Bengal in 1576 up to the year 1682, in the reign of Aurangzeb,

when the Ahoms drove the Mughals out of Kamrup, never to

return. In the first chapter special attention is fitly directed

to the geographical features of the area concerned, the

peculiarities of which have so largely shaped its history,

so much so that there is a remarkable sameness about the

many ill-fated invasions of the upper Brahmaputra basin.

In the second chapter we have a somewhat detailed summary

of the earlier expeditions against this frontier, from the

time of Muhammad bin Bakhtyar’s disastrous incursion into

Tibet, of circa 1206, down to the beginning of Humayun’s

reign. Some of these expeditions are still more or less con-

jectural, and where substantiated only by coin finds, require

further corroboration. For the history of the period 1576-

1682 the data are more abundant. There are the voluminous
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Assam and Ahom buranjis
i
a prolific and very valuable source

of information ;
and then we have the numerous references

to this area in the better known Muhammadan histories.

But, besides these, there are two works, which, though less

known, are of special importance for particular periods,

namely, the Bahdristdn-i-Ghaibi
,

of which an apparently

unique manuscript 1
is possessed by the Bibliotheque Nationale

in Paris, and the Faihiya-i-ibriya of Shihabu’d-dln Talish.

The discovery of the value of the Baharistdn-i-Ghaibi lies

to the credit of the well-known historian, Mr. Jadunath

Sarkat, who first published a full table of its contents in the

.JBORS. March, 1921 (vol. vii, p. 1 f.). It is valuable not only

for the fresh information it gives regarding the subjugation

of the Bengal and Orissa zammdars in Jahangir's reign,

but also for the details furnished in respect of the campaigns

in Kamrup and its vicinity during the years 1612-24, in which

the author himself took a prominent part. The Fathiya-i-

ibriya has been longer known. In 1845 M. Theodore Pavie

translated into French a Hindustani version of Shihabu’d-

dm’s history from a manuscript in the collection of M. Garcin

de Tassy. Blochmann gave an analysis of the work in JASB.

1872, from the Persian MS. in the library of the Asiatic Society

of Bengal ; and Mr. Jadunath Sarkar published a literal

translation of the portion describing Assam and its people

in JBORS. December, 1915 (vol. i, pp. 179-95), after collating

three different manuscripts. The work is of essential value

for the most important of all the campaigns, namely that of

1661-3, under the personal command of Aurangzeb’s great

general, Mir Jumla, whom the author accompanied in the

capacity of news-writer ; so that it constitutes to all intents and

purposes an official record of the operations.

The chief value of the present work lies in the fact that

Mr. Bhattacharvya has made an intensive and critical study

1 This seems to have been one of the many manuscripts collected by
Colonel J. B. J. Gentil, and presented by him to the Bibliotheque du Roi

after hie retirement to France in 1778.
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of all this material, as well as of all the epigraphical and

numismatic evidence available to date, enabling him to

correct several errors in the accounts of previous historians

and to present a much fuller and more consecutive history

of the times than has hitherto been attempted. The narrative

has been subdivided into periods, each thought to mark a

distinctive line of policy, e.g. the policies of “ defensive

alliance ”, “ subordinate alliance ” and “ aggressive

imperialism ”, and “ defensive and constructive policy ”,

“ imperialism at its acme ”, etc. These somewhat fanciful

headings tend to give the impression that the Mughals had

from time to time determined fixed lines of policy to he pursued

in respect of these outlying states, whereas the fact seems to

be that the ever-changing local conditions and the erratic

behaviour of the rulers, so often at feud inter se, rendered any

continuity of policy impracticable, if not impossible. It is

notorious, moreover, that any action taken or policy pursued

depended chiefly upon the character and aims of the provincial

governor for the time being. That Akbar would sanction

“ a peaceful and defensive alliance, established on equal

terms ” with the Koch Bihar chief (whom Abul Fazl has

described as a “ landholder ”, and a successor of whom
Jahangir, in his Memoirs

,
once refers to by the same title)

is hardly to be credited. A tendency has perhaps been shown

to over-estimate the importance attached by the Mughal

Court to the rulers of these frontier states
;
and the views

expressed as to the motives and designs of the Mughal

G-overnment in their several campaigns are not always con-

vincing. Take, for instance, the case of Mir Jumla’s invasion.

This is ascribed (p. 313) to a scheme of deliberate territorial

aggression evolved by the viceroy with the tacit consent and

approval of Aurangzeb. A simpler explanation, however,

suggests itself, namely, that the hostile activities of Prana

Narayana and Jagadhvaja and the failure of Rashid Khan

and Sujan Singh, whom he had deputed in the first instance

to restore order, left no alternative to a soldier of Mir Jumla’s
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calibre but to take the field Himself with, an adequate force. By

the death of Mir Jumla, Aurangzeb lost more than Kamrup

and Koch Bihar
;
and in regard to the sequel it may be added

that had Shayista Khan been younger, and not so fully occupied

otherwise in the earlier years of his viceroyalty, and had

more capable officers been deputed to the charge of Kamrup,

the fruits of Mir Jumla ’s campaign would not have been so

rapidly lost. But disintegration was setting in upon other

frontiers as well.

The author’s reference to the kingdom of Kamrup as having

“ originated from its parent state of Koch Bihar ” (p. 116)

perhaps calls for comment. Koch Bihar, as the name of a

separate state, is a mushroom growth as compared with

Kamrup, which was the name of an extensive and important

kingdom from the earliest times, and is constantly referred to

in the Puranas and old records, down to the time of the Palas.

Minhaj-i-Siraj calls it Kamrud, and Ibn Batuta, Kamru.

The ancient name survived the Ahom irruption, and still

persists as the name of a small area forming one of the

districts of Assam : it was its area and its rulers that changed

from time to time.

We notice a number of clerical errors and some misprints

in dates (e.g. on p. 288, 1. 9, 1601 should read 1641
;
on

p. 314, 19, 1681 should read 1691
;
in App. B, 1680 should be

read for 1683 as the beginning of the second viceroyalty

of Shayista Khan). The provenance of passages quoted

within inverted commas has not always been noted. These

defects and some unnecessary repetition will, no doubt,

be remedied in the next edition of a work that otherwise

discloses much industrious research, supplies a distinct want,

and gives promise of further useful historical work on the

part of the author.

C. E. A. W. 0.
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The Cambridge History op India. Vol. v : British India,

1497-1858. Edited by H. H. Dodwell, M.A. 9£ X 6£,

xxii + 683 pp. Cambridge University Press, 1929.

Price 30s.

This is the third volume to appear of the Cambridge History

of India, and deals with the period 1497-1858, which, Toughly

speaking, includes about a century before the British con-

nection with the country. Following the arrangement of

preceding volumes, it consists of a series of monographs,

in 32 chapters, by many authors on the political and adminis-

trative phases of the period. In the first chapter Sir Denison

Boss gives a survey of the Portuguese relations with India

during the hundred years 1498-1598, when they practically

held a monopoly of the eastern trade. This is followed by an

account of the Dutch in India by Dr. P. Geyl, and of the

French factories by M. Henri Froidevaux
;

while M. Alfred

Martineau, who has done so much to elucidate the history

of his compatriots in India, furnishes an instructive chapter

on those two gTeat Frenchmen, Dupleix and Bussy. The

histories of the Portuguese and French in India have received

attention at the hands of English historians, but the

importance of the Dutch connexion with that country in the

17th and 18th centuries has been insufficiently realized in

the past, owing, perhaps, to the fact that the Dutch ultimately

concentrated upon the development of their possessions in

the Archipelago, which were enough to absorb their whole

attention, and where they were less exposed to interference

from other European powers. Dr. G-eyl’s concise and impartial

review is all the more welcome on this account. Sir William

Foster, as might be expected from his unique knowledge of

the subject, contributes a masterly account of the history

of the East India Company from 1600 to 1740
;
the matter is

judiciously selected, and the arrangement appropriate.

Mr. Dodwell, the editor of the volume, who contributes no

less than eight chapters, gives an interesting and in some

respects a fresh review of Clive’s work in Bengal in 1756-60.
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His chapters on Carnatic and Mysore affairs show close

familiarity with the history of Southern India during the

eighteenth century. Among the best chapters in the volume

are those by Mr. P. E. Roberts on the East India Company

and the State, and on the events with which the reputation

of Warren Hastings is so closely associated. These chapters

are characterized by a breadth of view and judicial spirit

not often shown in treating of the incidents concerned. It

is hard for an English historian of the present day to appreciate

the effect of the peculiar local conditions at the time when

action was taken
;
and Mr. Roberts has shown that he is

fully cognizant of this difficulty. The Dean of Winchester

tells the stories of Tipu Sultan and of Oudh under Cornwallis,

Shore and Wellesley with his habitual command of style.

The important subject of our struggles with the Marathas,

who at one time threatened to dominate the whole country*

has been dealt with by two very competent scholars, the

late Mr. S. M. Edwardes and the late Col. Luard, whose un-

timely deaths we greatly deplore. Our relations with

Afghanistan under Lords Auckland and Ellenborough and

the melancholy tale of what is generally known as the first

Afghan wax have been ably and lucidly handled by
Mr. W. A. J. Archbold, who also contributes a concise but

clear account of the conquest of Sind and the Panjab. The
least attractive chapters, perhaps, are those dealing with

purely administrative details, with the exception of

Mr. Gwynn’s excellent sketch of the development of the

Madras system dowm to 1818, which reveals the hand of an

expert.

While avoiding detail generally, one or two points may be

noticed. At p. 166 Caillaud is said to have relieved Patna
by the action at Sirpur (22nd February, 1760). The little

village that gave its name to this battle is not Sirpur, but
Sherpur, which lies about 4 miles E.S.E. of Bakhtyarpur,

and some 10 miles (a distance correctly recorded by Ironside)

W.S.W. from Barh. At p. 169 the Shahzada is stated to have
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been defeated by Camac on tbe 15tb January, 1761, “ on

the Son Tbe battle in question, however, was fought

nowhere near the Son, but between Hilsa and Bihar, near an

old channel of the Mohana River. Carnac’s “ Suan ” and Iron-

side’s <{ Soane ” are but corruptions of a local name. The site

of the battle is marked on Rennell’s maps (of 1773 and 1779).

Again, at p. 174, in reference to Hector Munro ’s campaign

of 1764, it is stated that Munro “ invaded Oudh, and on

22nd October, after a stubborn contest, completely defeated

the enemy at Baksar There is a place called Baksar in

the Unao district of Oudh, but Munro never went so far up

country as this. This famous, and fateful, battle was fought,

not in Oudh but at Buxar (the English form of the local

vernacular name, Baghsar) in the Shahabad district of Bihar

on the 23rd (not 22nd) October, 1764. The spelling of names

and Oriental words also leaves something to be desired.

Three examples may be cited
; (1) Mongir. The name,

as known to Indians, is Munger. This has been anglicized

into Monghyr. It is undesirable to add to these corrupt

spellings of place names. (2) Kavari. The correct name of

this river is Kaveri. (3) Diwanni. The word is dlwarii,

so that one n only is required. The absence of maps will

also be felt by many readers to whom the geography of India

is not familiar.

The difficulties that beset the task of writing a connected

history of the whole of India have been indicated by the

late Mr. V. A. Smith in the introduction to his Oxford History

of India. The plan adopted in the Cambridge History meets

some of these, but necessarily involves others, such as over-

lapping or repetition, unevenness, and even discrepancy

;

and the difficult nature of the editor’s task can easily be

imagined. At least, he should not be held responsible for the

inequality of standard attained.

C. E. A. W. O.
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Romantic Tales from the Punjab, with Indian Nights’

Entertainment. Collected and edited from original

sources by the Rev. Charles Swynnerton, F.S.A.,

with numerous illustrations by Mool Chund of Ulwar.

Vol. i of a new issue. 7J x 5, xv + 353 pp. Oxford

University Press, 1928. Price 10$. 6d.

Folk tales of this character are to be found the world over.

They abound among most of the peoples of India, where they

are often handed down by word of mouth from generation to

generation by the local bards or reciters. Interesting from

the point of view of comparative folklore, and not infrequently

enshrining information of ethnological or linguistic or even

historical value, they present a vast field for research and

study, such as has been applied to the sagas of other countries.

A debt of gratitude is due to men like the late Mr. Swynnerton

who have got into close touch with the people and have

devoted time and labour to the faithful record of the local

versions of the tales from the lips of the village folk, who so

often preserve genuine tradition more undefiled than the

more literate population of the towns. Mr. Swynnerton ’s

intention, apparently, was to reissue all the stories contained

in his Romantic Tales from the Panjab and his Indian Nights’

Entertainment in three volumes, most of the descriptive

detail in the original introduction to the Romantic Tales being

brought up to date in an appendix to appear with the final

volume, with explanatory, historical and philological notes

and a general index. Only the first volume of this reissue

has been printed, containing some thirty legends, including

the widely current story of Hlr and Ran]ha, and twelve tales

of the popular Rasalu legend. We understand, with regret,

that no further volumes will now be published.

C. E. A. W. 0.

Le Concile de Rajagrha : Introduction a Phistoire des

Canons et des Sectes bouddhiques. By Jean Przyltjski.

10| X 7, vi + 434 pp. Paris : Paul Geuthner, 1926-8.

Price fr. 200.
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Many years ago Minayefi advanced the thesis that the then

available accounts of the first Buddhist Council contained

matter of widely differing periods and, as regards the constitu-

tion of the Canon, were tendencious in character. That the

ensuing discussions bore no definite results was due to

the incompleteness of the material
;

this want has now been

made good by Professor Przyluski, who gives us in this book

translations of fourteen accounts from the Chinese as well

as of that of the Cullavagga, that is, of all the accounts which

have any value, if we except that of the Dulva translated by

Rockhill. The deductions drawn by the author from a

comparison of these accounts are set out in six chapters which

are rendered attractive by the brilliant theorizing we have

learnt to expect from him. The most important results are

given in the chapters on the inter-relationship of the Buddhist

sects and the growth, especially the later growth, of the

various Canons, in which the evidence is handled so well

that his conclusions will, no doubt, be accepted in the main.

While the same cannot be said of the chapter on the Samgha

and of the final summary, which combine much that is

excellent with much that, if stimulating to thought, is highly

disputable, I can only find room here for a brief criticism of

the other two chapters.

Of the fourteen versions taken from the Chinese, ten

belong to the Sutra literature and four, which like the

Cullavagga represent the fully developed state of the legend,

to the Vinaya. The most instructive account is to be found

in the Kia-ye kie king, a sutra translated by itself about the

middle of the second century a.d., at which date it was the

practice to extract specially important passages from the

canonical compilations and translate them independently of

their context. It consists of twenty gathas or double gathas

with a more detailed version in prose interspersed. These

verses by themselves would, with only the addition of the

speakers’ names, form a complete and intelligible poem of

the type of those in the Sutta-Nipata
;

several of the verses
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recur in later versions and echoes of them may be traced in

others. The important points of this poem are that it names

Ka^yapa as the convener of the Assembly, though it does not

mention the place of meeting ;
that it gives prominence to the

story of Gavampati which tends to disappear in the latest

accounts, especially in the Vinava
;
that it knows nothing

of Anaoda’s failure to obtain Arhatship or of his indictment,

describing him on the contrary as
C£
le premier de l’Assemblee”

;

and that it makes him recite the entire law (including the

“ interdictions ”, i.e. the siksapadas), the terms used suggesting

that there were neither separate pitakas nor agamas (nikayas)

„ then in existence. There is nothing tendencious in it and,

except for the Gavampati episode, nothing prima facie

incredible or improbable. It seems to be centuries older

than any other extant version and to be the source from

which they derive by way of legendary accretion and ten-

dencious additions, such as that of Purana, of which an

ingenious and apparently sound explanation is given in

chapter iv. The developed version given in the prose portion

is much later and has no special authority.

I have dwelt at some length on this poem, because it is

Professor Przyluski’s failure fully to grasp its significance

that seems to me responsible for his unsatisfactory mytho-

logical explanations in chapters i and ii of the episodes of

Gavampati and of Ananda’s indictment. The former is said

to be a Buddhist version of the Rudra-Siva myths, but the

only substantal evidence for it lies in later additions to the

legend which require no such elaborate explanations, and

in the connexion of Gavampati with Siva’s bull in Burma,
which belongs to a much later period when Buddhism had

been contaminated by Saivism. If we keep to the oldest

version, the explanation is neither necessary nor probable .
1

1 Is it not possible, by the way, that the che-li grove of this version

(according to Przyluski che-li = sir iaa, a sub-Himalayan acacia) is

identical with the Ahjanavana on the Sar&bhu of the commentary on
Theragdtha

f 38 ? The tree indicated by ahjana is uncertain and the trees
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The indictment of Ananda similarly is identified with a scape-

goat ceremony at the pravarana. Now this episode rests

on the story that Ananda had not obtained Arhatship at the

time of the Buddha’s decease, but, while universally accepted

later on, it does not appear till the latest stage of the Pali

Nikayas and then in circumstances that suggest interpolation

(e.g. Digha ,
ii, 143 ;

Ahg. i, 225) ;
on the face of it it is merely

an invention to allay monkish scruples aroused by certain

of Ananda’s traditional actions. Not only is it not mentioned

in the poem of the Kia-ye kie king , but it is also quite incon-

sistent with the wording of it, so that the story is later than

the gathas. If the author’s explanation is correct, the idea

of a scapegoat ceremony must still have attached to the

pravarana ritual in the minds of those who concocted the

legend, that is, at a time when the Canon had reached an

advanced stage, and we should, therefore, expect still to find

traces of it in the literature. There are no such traces, and

the theory rests in the air without evidence to support it.

Inability, however, to accept all Professor Przyluski’s

views does not imply any lack of appreciation of a brilliant

and important book, which makes a serious addition to our

knowledge and merits careful study by all interested in the

history of Buddhism.
E. H. Johnston.

A Voyage to Surat in the year 1689. By J. Ovington.

Edited by H. G. Rawlinson, M.A., Indian Educational

Service. 7£ X 5. xx + 313 pp. Oxford University

Press. London : Humphrey Milfoid, 1929. 12s. Gd. net.

Ovington deserved reprinting. It is true that his narrative

has many defects. He was not a heaven-bom geogiaphei
;

of similar names in the modern vernaculars do not belong to Oudh. I

would suggest that it might mean the sisam, Dalbergia latifolia, which

Watts notes as being said to produce a gum and an oil. It is not

uncommon in this part of India and Watts gives &iras as one of its

vernacular names, which seems to imply a confusion oi name with

the sirisa.
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his experience of India was limited to one term of service as

chaplain on the West Coast
;
like some other writers of the

’

time, he made mistakes, he borrowed without acknowledg-

ment, he generalized, and he philosophized; but, after all

necessary deductions, there remains an amount of first-hand

observation, which makes the book indispensable to serious

students of India at the close of the seventeenth century. The

question for a reviewer is, therefore, the presentation, not

the substance, of the narrative.

The text, spelling and all, is an exact reproduction of the

original narrative, except that some printer’s errors have

been corrected. Mr. Rawlinson states that he has omitted

the Appendix (which can well be spared), but this is not quite

accurate, for one section of it—the “ Collection of Coyns now
currant . . —is reproduced without explanation or comment.

As it stands, this section is hopelessly unintelligible to

ordinary readers; if anyone. desires to elucidate it, he will

find the beginning of wisdom on p. 256 of The English Factories

in India
,
1665-7. Ovington’s illustrations of Bombay are

unfortunately not reproduced, but in their place we are given

four pictures, with scarcely a hint of their source or their

relevance. There may be two opinions as to the practice of

introducing new illustrations in such books, but there can

be no doubt that, if this is done, enough information should

be given to enable the reader to decide whether or not he ig

seeing what the author saw, or, in other words, whether they

are illustrations or just pictures.

The editor’s introduction is concise and informing. It does

not give us a complete delineation of Ovington the man, but

that task is now probably impossible, and it tells us much
that was not previously known. The notes, too, are concise,

and as a rule they are adequate and correct, but some
exceptions to this general statement must be pointed out.

As regards adequacy, there is the “Collection of Coyns”,
already mentioned, which cries out for elucidation. Again,

there are various archaisms which should be explained.
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especially in a book which will be read so widely in India

:

one cannot expect ordinary Indians to understand

“ purchase
99

in the sense of
“
prize ” (p. 100), or

“ unmanured ” in the sense of “ uncultivated ” (p. 290).

Apart from archaisms, there are various puzzles, of which

I may instance two. What was the “ Bottled Drink ” which

frothed and flew about (p. 230) when opened ? Did the Surat

factors at this time drink sparkling wine ? Or is this a very

early—perhaps the earliest—reference to bottled beer ?

Or, again, why was the devil called “ Gregory ” in the Island

of Johanna ? That question has puzzled me for years :

perhaps it has puzzled Mr. Rawlinson, too
;

but, anyhow,

he ignores it.

The notes contain some misleading half, or quarter, truths.

Thus (p. 167) calico is defined as “ cottons from Calicut

Probably the first cotton goods to reach Western Europe were,

in fact, shipped from Calicut, but in Ovington’s time calico

had entirely lost this meaning, and denoted stout cotton

cloth made in any part of India. Again, a false picture is

evoked by the statement (p. 139) that the Fauzdar (faujdar)

“ was the chief of police ”. In those days there were no police

in the modern sense : the faujdar was in charge of the general

administration, and his troops, among otheT duties, did what

would now be called police-work. The note on units of weight

(p. 133) is unsatisfactory. There is only a reference to Fryer

and Hobson-Jobson, followed by the irrelevant scale now in

force in British India, which is quaintly described as “ the

Bombay rate ”, as though one should describe the avoirdupois

scale under the name of “Liverpool”. The passage needs

elucidation, because Ovington’s ser of 13J oz. points to*

the old Gujarat maund of about 33 lb. This was superseded

in Surat in 1636 by the half-Shahjahani of about 37 lb.,

which lasted at any rate up to Fryer’s time. Either then

Surat had recently reverted to the old Gujarat maund, or

Ovington took his figures from some obsolete book : the reader

should be told which alternative is true. Again, the note on
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“ cuttanee, etc.” (p. 131), will probably lead the reader 1

infer that the fabrics named were among the staple cotto

goods produced in India, but the text shows that they we
ft
rich silks ” ;

in fact, Ovington’s omission to say anytbii

about the staple production of Gujarat is one of the mo;

striking features of his account. There are other defects i

the notes, but the examples given, suffice to show that tffi

are not entirely satisfactory.

Lastly, I may note two obscure passages where my readir

differs from Mr. Bawlinson’s. On p. 131 we have “ aggat

cornelians, niggannees, desks, scrutores, and boxes

Mr. Bawlinson takes the third word as “ niccanees ”, one 1

the lowest grades of cotton goods, but I doubt if even i

unsystematic a writer would have inserted these “ slav

clouts ” among art ware
;

more probably Ovington wro

niggarrees, which would be a commercial description of son

decorated goods, formed from the Persian nigar . On p. 24

“ a garden near that of Nocha Damus’s ” is referred to tl

village of Nava Dumas
; but this is rather violent, and do

not account for the possessive case. I suspect the gard<

belonged to a ship’s captain—Nakhuda Musa.

These criticisms on points of detail must not be read as

condemnation of the book as a whole. It gives the student

sound and trustworthy text, which is the most importa

thing ; the presentation falls short in some respects of tl

ideal.

W. H. Moreland.

The Chronicles of the East India Company Trading *

China. Vol. v (supplementary), 1742-74. By H.

Morse, LL.D. 8J x 5^, x -j- 212 pp., 2 platf

Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1929. Price 15s.

At the time when Dr. Morse was preparing his compi

hensive account of the history of the East India Company
trade with China (issued in 1926), he was troubled to &
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that the official records were entirely silent as regards the

period 1754—74 and very imperfect foT the preceding eleven

years. There seemed to be no hope of filling the gap satis-

factorily, and so he was obliged to do the best he could with

such information as he could procure from other sources.

However, after the publication of his work it struck him that

the duplicate records which must have been preserved at

the Canton factory had never been accounted for
;
and after

diligent inquiry it was found that these had found their way
to the British Legation at Peking. The authorities were

easily persuaded to send them home, and they were then

added to the existing series at the India Office. On examining

them Dr. Morse discovered that while from 1742 to 1757

the fresh material was more or less fragmentary, for the

later years a considerable amount of new information was

forthcoming. With characteristic energy he set to work

once more, and the present volume is the welcome result.

The subject is dealt with on the same lines as in the main

work, with a close analysis of the method of trading, the

cargoes purchased, and so forth. The narrative is rather

melancholy reading, for it is full of the humiliations inflicted

on the foreign merchants, the contemptuous treatment of

their remonstrances, and the shameless exploitation of their

needs by the local officials. The conditions of trade at

Canton being so unsatisfactory, attempts were made in 1755-7

to open up commercial relations at Ningpo
;
but the Chinese

authorities soon countered this move by forbidding foreign

ships to resort to any other port than Canton. In 1759 some

mitigation of the abuses there was experienced, as the result

of a petition, which had been got through to the imperial

court
;

but Mr. Flint, who had translated it into Chinese

and presented it to the central authorities, was punished by

three years’ detention at Macao. In 1760 was established the

system under which the European merchants were allowed

to trade only with an association of Canton merchants

—

a system which lasted until the treaty of Nanking in 1842.

JRAS. APRIL 1930 .
28
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It is impossible to do more than indicate very briefly the

nature of the fresh information provided. Needless to say,

the volume displays on every page its author’s thorough

grasp of the subject, of which he has an unrivalled knowledge ;

while the statistical and other details it contains will make it

indispensable both to the student of economics and to everyone

interested in the foreign trade of the British Empire.

W. F.

Indian Studies in Honour of Charles Rockwell Lanman.

10 X 6J, x -f- 258 pp. Cambridge, Massachusetts :

Harvard University Press, 1929. Price £1 2s. 6d.

This volume in the familiaT dark blue cover and fine

typography of the Harvard Oriental Series comprises in-

various sections articles by Meillet, Bloomfield, Edgerton, and

Andersen
;

Levi, Rapson, and Konow
;

Geldner and

Formichi
;

Takakusu, Kimura, Ono, Ui, Mrs. Rhys Davids,

Hopkins, Poussin, and Haughton Woods
;

Masson-Oursel

and Jacobi
;

Keith, Belvalkar, F. W. Thomas, and Ryder

;

W. E. Clark
;

Jolly
;

Grierson
;

and, finally, three Indo-

Iranian notes by Williams Jackson. Such a list of con-

tributors might well be left to speak for itself. But an

indication of some topics and points of view will perhaps

be of use.

Buddhism occupies nearly one-quarter of the volume, and

in this section Japanese contributors rally in support of

Takakusu’s dating of Vasubandhu (420-500) against Peri’s

proposed date (d. 350). Ui assigns to Maitreya, as an historical

person and instructor of Asanga, seven works commonly
attributed to Asanga, and fixes the terminus ad quern for

Maitreya at a.d. 350 ;
but he would not place Vasubandhu

later than 320-400. It does not seem that Takakusu’s hope

of settling the question once for all has been realized in the

lapse of a quarter of a century since bis first discussion of
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the problem. The remaining articles treat of Buddhist

teaching. Mrs. Rhys Davids, in some characteristic remarks

on “ The Well ”, says that Theravada Buddhism teaches in

negatives, and therefore fails to find worthy words for “ the

well ” and “ the man ”. “ Men cannot eviscerate religion of

so much as did Theravada Buddhism and yet preserve the

kernel.” Hopkins says the same thing in another way in

an article entitled
“
Buddhistic Mysticism ”

:
“ In the

Buddhism of the Great Vehicle ... is found the real

mysticism of metaphysical theology, Gautama the man being

one with a Holy Spirit, who is a form of the Absolute.

But in the records of the primitive Congregation there is

no mysticism and nothing to warrant any discussion of the

early Buddhist as a mystic seeking to realize himself in

a new and wider world.” Nibbana is a blowing out, without

hope of a re-illumination. Poussin and Woods end this

section with brief notes on Anguttara
,
in, 355, and Dharma-

pala’s commentary on Visuddhi Magga
,

vii, 203.

Keith opens the section on classical poetry with a re-

consideration of Jacobi’s argument for the priority of Bhamaha

to Dandin. He accepts the (perhaps not very cogent) evidence

adduced by Jacobi of reference to Dharmakirti in the logical

section of Bhamaha ’s work, and is prepared to fix a.d. 700

as the earliest date for the author
;
but he does not accept

the argument that Dandin was a critic of Bhamaha. “We
have not a single passage in which we can say with any

validity that Bhamaha is probably criticized by Dandin. . . .

Passages adduced to prove Bhamaha’s priority have also

been used for the purpose of establishing exactly the opposite

conclusion and probably with about equal or superior

justification.” And “ there is sufficient evidence to turn

the scales strongly in favour of the view that Bhamaha

knew and attacked Dandin S. K. Belvalkar defends the

genuineness of the longer Kashmir-Bengali version of

tiakuntala. Act iii, on the ground that Sriharsa in the Ratndvall

imitates the longer or “ ^rngaric ” version. Perhaps the
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most remarkable contribution to the volume is that in which

F. W. Thomas gives an abstract (with verse -portions edited

and translated) of a Tibetan version of a Ramaya/na, story,

contained in four documents brought from the
4

4

hidden

library ” of Tun-huang on the eastern boundary of Chinese

Turkestan by Sir Aurel Stein, and now preserved in the India

Office Library. Professor Thomas assigns these documents to

the period A.D. 700-900. The documents, in his opinion, go

back to the same original
;
and the question of the original

of this very interesting find—perhaps unique in character

among the otherwise Buddhistic manuscripts which constitute

- the literary part of the Stein collections—stirs the

imagination.
<f The story, as told, is in form and substance

wholly Indian, and the interspersed verses are unmistakably

Indian in style and sentiment. But we should seek in vain

for an Indian version of the Ramayana to which the text

closely corresponds. It follows the general lines of the

narrative in the Maha-Bharata
(Vana-Parvan

,

chaps. 274—90)

;

but the incidents and the nomenclature differ widely, and
indeed surprisingly.”

In the philosophical section Jacobi’s article Mlmdmsd
und Vaisesika adduces evidence of very close connection

between the early grammarians and the Mlmamsa, and
shows that the Vaisesika developed its new, naturalistic

and realistic, Weltanschauung in conscious opposition to the

Mimamsaka standpoint. Thus Kanada’s opening definition

of dharma—yato ’bhyudaya-nihsreyasa-siddhih—taken in con-

junction with the following sutra—tadvacandd amndyasya
pramanyam (a sutra obscured by the commentators, the

true meaning of which is “ weil er ihn lehrt, hat der Veda
Autoritat

) is a complete reversal of the standpoint
expressed in the Mimamsaka definition, codanalaksano

dharmah, which makes the value of the command depend
on the authority of Veda—and not the authority of Veda on
the value of the command. In one instance Professor Jacobi

has perhaps used an argument which proves too much, in
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inferring that Uddyotakara would not have answered

suppositious opponents of the Vaisesika-sutra with the

stereotyped phrase “ na, sutrdrthdparijnandt ”, if there had

been an authoritative written exposition of the meaning of

the sutras ;
and that therefore the Vaisesika doctrine must

have long remained oral (Prasastapada’s so-called bhdsya

being no true bhdsya). For an equivalent phrase is used by

Uddyotakara in reply to Dinnaga’s misinterpretation of

Nydya-sutra
,
I, i, 6, of which the interpretation accepted as

correct is given in the written and authoritative bhdsya of

Vatsyayana, with which Dinnaga shows acquaintance. Not

even the authority of a written bhdsya would debar opponents

(whether suppositious or historical) from interpreting a sutra

in the sense which it seemed to hear. Professor Jacobi’s

argument is developed in a series of masterly interpretations -

of crucial passages in the sutras
,
interpretations which cannot

be summarized here but which constitute a contribution of

great value to the understanding of the two systems. Some

printer’s errors in the Sanskrit citations have escaped

correction.

In a review of a volume such as this much must be left

without mention which calls for more than passing reference.

There is one brilliant article in the remaining sections which

may be noted in conclusion, Sylvain Levi’s &Inscription

de Mahdndman d Bodh~Gaya. This is a re-interpretation in

the light of later knowledge of the inscription edited forty

years ago by Fleet in the Gupta Inscriptions . The ingenious

reading into the first stanza of references to Vasubandhu and

the Abhidharma-kosa may not carry complete conviction

;

but the explanation of the obscure second stanza seems fully

to justify the claim that Buddhist epigraphy is inseparable

from the study of the texts.

H. N. Randle.
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Vaikhanasasmartasutram . The domestic rules of the

Vaikhanasa school belonging to the Black Yajurveda.

Critically edited by Dr. W. Caland. Bibliotheca Indica,

Work Number 242. 8j x 5f,vii(2) + 145 pp. Calcutta:

Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1927.

Vaikhanasasmartasutram. The domestic rules and sacred

laws of the Vaikhanasa school belonging to the Black

Yajurveda. Translated by Dr. W. Caland. Bibliotheca

Indica, Work Number 251. 10 x 6J, xxi -f- 237 pp.
Calcutta : Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1929.

The full text of the sutra comprises a grhya (Prasnas i-vii)

and a dharma section (viii-x), and concludes with a pravara-

sutra (xi). The last-named, “ a list of proper names which

, agrees closely with that of the Apastamba,” is printed in an
ekadasaprasnatmaka Kumbakonam edition (1914), but omitted

by Dr. Caland. The dharma portion has been translated by
W . Eggers in his Das Dharmasutra der Vaikhanasas (Gottingen,

1929; reviewed in this Journal, October, 1929); and the

text of it was printed in the Trivandrum Sanskrit Series

(No. 28, 1913).

Eggers in the work just mentioned has expressed the

opinion that the inadequacy of the materials available makes
it impossible to establish an authoritative text, and for this

reason he contented himself with a translation, supported
however with notes which supply an apparatus criticus for

the dharma section
;
and he finds in Caland ’s text justifica-

tion for this caution. Caland’s materials fall into two classes,

manuscripts in Telugu character, and manuscripts in Grantha
;

including however with the latter the Kumbakonam print,

which he has “ considered as a manuscript, though a fairly

correct one ”
: an attitude applicable to a number of Indian

prints, which are sometimes as difficult of access as manu-
scripts. This particular print is in the India Office Library,
but was not used by Eggers. Bubler reported North Indian
manuscripts of the Vaikhdnasa-srndrta-sutra in Gujarat

;
and
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Eggers states that inquiries have been made for these, but

apparently without result so far.

Where a text cannot be established it follows that a

translation must be at best tentative
;

and in this work

there is one passage which both Caland and Eggers find it

necessary to leave untranslated, the text being desperate.

This is the account of the sambhakta variety of ekdrsya

yogins given in the last section of Prasna viii. The

Kumbakonam print has here some variants which Dr. Caland

has not noted : tat-sarvavyd'pi Jiy dkdsavat tisthati (Caland :

, , . vyapyakdsavat . . . p. 120, 1 . 14 ;
with a fault in the

print which leaves the preceding aksara doubtful)
;
and in

the next line dtmanah (Caland : dtmdnam). In 1. 13 Caland

reads devatam namaskurvanti, and notes devata as the

Kumbakonam reading : the print actually has devatanama-

skaram kurvanti. What is of more interest is that the print

in the following paragraph consistently reads Visaraka as

the name of the last class of yogins. Both Caland and Eggers

give the name in the form Visaraga, without noting this

variant.
( Visara has a secondary meaning, “ herd,” which

gives a point to the twice-repeated addition of the word

paste to the name.)

Dr. Caland uses the betel argument, and the argument

from the Greek sequence of the planets and the designation

of the days of the week after these planets, to fix the date

of the suira (traditionally a late one) after the middle of

the third century a.d. He finds in its grammatical

irregularities corroboration for the view that it belongs to

a period when Sanskrit was a dead language
;
and he suspects

Tamil influence in such forms of expression as tdm vivaham

kurute (but, as he himself suggests, other vernaculars might

provide a parallel). A point of particular interest in this

work is its relation to the Manava-dharma-sastra. In vi, 21,

Mami specifically refers to a Vaikhdnasa-mata
,
and Dr. Caland

finds in the present work (ix, 5) a passage the agreement of

which with the very words of the mata as reported by Manu
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is striking. He adduces besides a series of passages in which

Manu agrees (exclusively) with this sutra.
“
The conclusion

seems to be obvious that Manu has known our Vaikhanasa-

texts.” But a Yaikhanasa-sastra is spoken of in the

Baudhayam-dkarma-sutra, which is
11

at least pre-Christian \

There must then have been a Yaikhanasa-text older than

the present one. And if so, might not Manu be speaking of

this lost older text ? Dr. Caland gives reasons for thinking

that it is our present text to which Manu was referring ;

and accepts the corollary that the Manava-dkarma-sdstra

was composed at a later date than is usually assigned.

Some of the mantras cited here by their pratilca only

(indicating that they are to be found in the Samhita. or

Brahmana of the school) are not found in the Taittiriya-

samhitd or brahmana. Dr. Caland has made the interesting

discovery that there is a Yaikhanasfya-samhita (preserved in

a Mysore manuscript, and partly printed), and has been able

to trace in it all these mantras. Its relation to the sutra

“ is of precisely the same kind as the relation between the

Apastamblya-mantra-patha . . . and the Apastambiya-

grhya-sutra Similarly the Grhya-sutras of Gobhila and

Khadira imply the Mantra-brahmana of tbe Samavedins ;

and “ it is now certain that the Kathaka-grhya-sutra likewise

presupposed a collection of mantras By the edition and

translation of this sutra, which has the special interest of

giving the most detailed account available of the vdnaprastka-

dharma, Dr. Caland’s researches into sutra literature have

been carried an important stage forward.

H. N. Handle.

Napier’s Rifles. By H. G. Rawlinson. 9x 6, pp. ix + 200.

Oxford University Press. Price 15s.

This is a history of a regiment distinguished even among
the ever loyal units of the Bombay Army for good conduct
and faithfulness. It had its origin in a force which displayed
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steadfastness amid much temptation in the last Maratha

war; and, as the 25th Regiment of Bombay Infantry, it

won an undying reputation in Sind and the Indian Mutiny.

In the former it earned the highest praise of Sir Charles Napier,

whose name it bears. In the latter, it was the first Sepoy

regiment to engage with the Mutineers, and achieved perhaps

the greatest feat performed by Indian soldiers in that

campaign, the surprise capture of the fortress of Gwalior.

After creditable service in Abyssinia and Burma, it maintained

its ancient reputation in the Great War, where it fought and

suffered heavily on three Fronts.

The way of the regimental historian is hard. He must

avoid too much quotation from Inspection Reports and

Presentation Parade addresses, with which regimental records

are filled. He must, on the other hand, equally avoid padding

his history with descriptions of events not directly connected

with the regiment, while at the same time he must summarise

the condition of affairs prevailing at the time of intervention

of his regiment in any particular campaign. It cannot be

said that Mr. Rawlinson has entirely surmounted those

difficulties. Even allowing that the regiment was

immortalized in Sir William Napier’s purple passages, it was

surely unnecessary to quote him at such length, especially

when, as Mr. Rawlinson suggests, Napier’s accounts of the

battles are misleading and incorrect. An unfortunate result

is that the conquest of Sind is given as much space as the

Great War, in spite of the quite exceptional amount of

fighting which Napier’s Rifles did in the latter. Summaries

of the conditions of the campaigns of the War are lacking,

and it may be said that the only passages that really bring

home actual fighting are those extracted from Capt. Rees’

diaiy.

From the historical point of view it is perhaps a pity that

Mr. Rawlinson could not give a fuller account of the change

of personnel which transformed the Corps from being a regi-

ment of Bombay men, albeit with a strong Hindustani element.
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into one recruited from Rajputana and the Panjab. It Was

doubtless due chiefly to the view, proved in the Great War
to be entirely mistaken, but held previous to it by the military

authorities at Simla, of the value of the Maratha soldier, and

to the inability of Bombay in changed conditions to provide

sufficient recruits ; but that inability was mainly caused by

the increased caste feeling among the Marathas themselves

which led them to reject such other castes as Bene-Israel,

Mahars, Bhanddris, and Kolis, who had before furnished

much of the most trustworthy material of the Bombay
regiments.

An essential of a regimental history should be absolute

accuracy, if only because it should be a text-book to future

generations of soldiers in the regiment. When the author is

so skilled a historical writer as Mr. Rawlinson, we may
expect accuracy of historical fact as well as of military detail.

There are too many small errors in this book ; and the

following are quoted in the hope that subsequent correction

may be possible. The Treaty by which navigation of the

Indus was secured was not that of Burnes with the Mir of

Khairpur, but the agreement of Pottinger with the Hyderabad

Mirs in 1832, and afterwards with the Khairpur Mir.

“ Machans ” is an incorrect phrase for the shooting booths

or
** Kudnas ” of the Mirs. Shah Shuja was deposed by

Dost Mahomed, not by Slier Mahomed. Sir Charles Napier's

father was not descended from Montrose. Indian troops

were sent to Malta in 1878, not in 1874. An officer long with

the Regiment is invariably named as Beckenham, instead of

Beckham. The Lancashire Regiment mentioned as crossing

the Diala River is unknown to the Army list. The book as

a whole, however, is extremely readable, and is well furnished

with maps and illustrations.

P. R. C.
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Shtvaji and His Times. By Jadunath Sarkar. Calcutta

:

M. C. Sarkar & Sons. 9 X 5J, 431 pp. 1929. 5 rupees.

Source Book of Maratha History. Vol. i. By R. P.

Patwardhan and H. G-. Rawlinson. 10x 7, ix -{-

243 pp. Bombay Government Central Press. 1929.

Price 5 rupees.

These two books, complementary to each other, are of

much value to readers of Indian history. Professor Sarkar’s

book is a third edition, rewritten and recast, of his standard

work on the great Maratha. It is marked throughout by

his well-known thoroughness and impartiality and is especially

valuable for its rejection of the bakhars and poems which

certain writers appear too ready to accept as statements of

fact. Professor Sarkar regards Shivaji as the last great

constructive genius and nation-builder that the Hindus have

produced, and is fully appreciative of the qualities of the

Maratha race, while he does not fail to indicate the weaknesses

in the Maratha character, and in Shivaji’ s own policy.

Regarding the most debated incident of Shivaji’s career,

the slaying of Afzal Khan, Professor Sarkar considers that

the Muhammedan General struck the first blow of treachery.

This may be so, but it can hardly be doubted that Shivaj’s

preparations for a treacherous attack were much the more

complete, while the foreign writers who refer to the incident,

are, as Principal Rawlinson’s extracts show, unanimous that

Shivaji was the aggressor. In a book so packed with fact

and incident some minor errors are unavoidable. The ship

referred to as H.M.S. Convertite is the Convertine ;
but, though

it had brought out some of Marlborough’s soldiers, it seems

at the date mentioned to have been a Company’s, and not a

King’s, ship. Bombay was given to the English by the

treaty of 1661, and not in 1668, which is the date of the

cession by the Crown to the Company. The book suffers

seriously from the absence of any sort of map. In the second

book under review an adequate map is provided. This

volume marks the first attempt to carry out an ambitious
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scheme for a comprehensive Source Book of Maratha History.

As such it is a useful supplement to Professor Sarkar’s book

;

but it must be used with caution, since the Marathi sources

are of varying degrees of reliability and authenticity
;
and

these degrees are not indicated by Mr. Patwardhan. The

notes on the foreign sources are made with Principal

Rawlinson’s usual care. These sources do not include

the Letters recorded at the English and Dutch Factories which,

as Professor Sarkar points out, are the best evidence for the

facts of the period
;
but the English Factory Records have

been fully dealt with by Sir W. Foster, and we are promised

a further monograph under the patronage of the Kolhapur

Darbar.

P. R. C.

History of the Assam Rifles. By Colonel L. W.
Shakespear. 91 x 61, xxiv + 301 pp. Macmillan

& Co. Price 30s.

This is a full account of the Military Police forces on the

North-Eastern Frontier of India, which have now culminated

in the five Battalions of the Assam Rifles. In addition

to the more local side of the information it contains, there

is much of general interest regarding a country which is too

little known even to the student of Indian affairs. The

area dealt with is a true meeting ground of diverse races :

it contains many relics of an ancient civilization overthrown

by the Jungle, and its proximity to the Frontier of the Empire

invests it with an importance that may well increase with

time. It is difficult to imagine any portion of India where

it will be more impossible to dispense with the steel frame of

British Officers. No one is better qualified, both by family

connections and from personal experience, to deal with it

than Colonel Shakespear. He tells the story of a century

of petty hill and jungle warfare, marked by many mistakes
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and reverses, as well as by much heroism, but always tending

towards a gradual extension of law and order. The good

work done by the Assam Rifles in the Great War, in the

Moplah Rebellion, and in combating the forces of sedition

in the plains of Bengal, will be new to many readers. The

book is very well provided with maps and illustrations.

It may be noted that the subsequent victor of Talana is

referred to as Penn Symonds instead of Symons. The

division of the book, doubtless for local use, by areas of

country, rather than by any chronological sequence, makes

it somewhat difficult reading, which is not lessened by any

clarity of style ; but these drawbacks are recompensed by

the thorough manner in which the subject is treated.

P. R. C.

India under Wellesley. By P. E. Roberts. 9x6,
xii + 323 pp. Bell. Price 15s.

Mr. Roberts expresses the modest hope that his work may
inspire some other scholar to write the authoritative biography

of the great Pro-Consul that is long overdue, but most people

will agree that his book gives by far the best account yet

available of Wellesley and of his great achievements in India.

Mr. Roberts ranks him, we think rightly, in the class which

contains Clive, Warren Hastings, and Dalhousie, without

seeking to allot the individual placing. In two respects

Wellesley outshone any other of the great Governors-General

;

his grasp of military problems and the smoothness of his

relations, in spite of his all-pervading spirit, with the Govern-

ments of the Provinces. For the former he was, as Mr. Roberts

points out, largely indebted to the presence and advice of

his brother, the even greater Arthur Wellesley. The best

justification for his policy is his own statement that, “ I can

declare my conscientious conviction that no greater blessing

can be conferred on the Natives of India than the extension

of the British authority, influence, and power.” We may
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fully accept this while agreeing with Mr. Roberts that, in

the case of Oudh, the objects achieved were far better than,

the means employed to attain them. The author deals at

especial length with the Treaty of Bassein, the most

momentous act of Wellesley’s reign, and entirely justifies it.

War with the Marathas was in any case inevitable
;

it was

better that it should come through a treaty made at his

own request with the head of the Maratha confederacy, and

with him, at least nominally, on our side. Without the

treaty, the position of the British on Bombay Island and on

the West Coast of India in general, must have continued

•to be precarious. Apart from the story of actual events in

India, Mr. Koberts is particularly good in his treatment of

the relations between the Governor-General, the Board of

Control, and the Court of Directors. He realizes the

difficulties in which Wellesley’s policy placed the latter bodies,

and does not, like most of Wellesley’s admirers, abuse the

Directors because they failed to agree with the Governor-

General.

As the author informs us that the proofs of the book were

corrected by Professor Dodwell and Sir Yerney Lovett,

there is naturally very little in the way of facts to be cavilled

at. It was perhaps unnecessary to record the suggestion of

one modern history that the death of Madhu Rao Narayan

Peshwa was due to accident and not to suicide. Grant Duff,

at any rate, had no doubt in the matter. It is not clear why
the author denies to Frazer, the victor at the battle of Dig,

the rank of General. Finally, though the spelling of Indian

names in English always causes difficulty, and sometimes

permits of doubt, there can surely he no necessity for such

forms as “ Serfogi ”, “ Winaek ”, “ Adjunta ”, and “ Myhie

These are, however, extremely small faults in so excellent

a production.

P. R. C.
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Indica and Inde-lranlca by L. D. Barnett

1. Beitrage zur Erklartjng des Awestas und des Vedas,

Von Johannes Hertel. (Des XL. Bandes d. Abhandl.

d. philol.-hist. Klasse d. sachsischen Akademie d. Wissen-

schaften, Nr. II.) 1I|- x 7J, xxix -f 284 pp. Leipzig

:

S. Hirzel, 1929.

The primary object of these studies is to corroborate and

supplement the exposition of Aryan religious thought (or,

more exactly speaking,
“
Weltanschauung ”) presented by

the author in the introduction to his Die Sonne und Mithra

im Awesta
,
and a dispassionate criticism must admit that in

the main they are successful. In my notice of Die Sonne und
Mithra in this Journal (January, 1928), I stated my belief

that Dr. Hertel’s “ hypothesis for the most part ivories ”,

and this opinion is strongly confirmed by the present series

of studies, in which inter alia a number of Avestic texts are

interpreted simply and naturally with a minimum of altera-

tion and athetesis. Dr. Hertel rightly remarks (p. viii) that

it is humiliating that after more than 150 years Avestic

philology has failed to understand such common prayers

as the asom vohu and yerbhe hdtq.m
;
that he has been able to

explain them, together with other texts, without violence to

grammar and common sense, is the strongest argument in

favour of his general position.

The first section of the book consists of a study and

interpretation of the asom vohu and the commentary upon it

contained in Y. xxvii. 14 and xx, with a.n important chapter

on the Aryan root ar ,
with its derivatives, in which Dr. Hertel,

following the view of Grassman (WR., col. 110) presents an

exhaustive catalogue of Vedic and Avestic words from \ar

and roots thence derived which may bear the meaning “ shine ”,

etc. The next section deals with the Vedic aramali and Av.

dramaiti
, the general conclusion being that (1) a-ramati in

RV., literally “ not-resting ”, denotes primarily the driving

of herds to pasture in the nomad life, and secondarily the

herds’ grazing grounds, and that (2) Zaralustra, whose main
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object was to convert nomads into settled herdsmen <hrefling

in regular villages, with deliberate reference to a-ramtM

introduced d-ramati, literally
“
settlement ”, to express' his

social ideal, the life of the pastoral village, the term secondarily

meaning also the land grazed over by the herds of the village

(and in the Vendldad further, the land tilled by the agri-

culturist). Thirdly comes a section in which the Av. span-,

a-sp§n} -span are derived from ^Ijcu
“
shine, ” with which is

also connected saosyant (fut. partic.) in the sense of
“
one

who shall turn beings into (heavenly) fire ”, i.e. the saviour

through the Mazdayasnian law
;
and to this are attached some

remarkable studies in Avestan eschatology and the unfitness

of rendering spdnta by “ holy
,

\ 1 The fourth section is

devoted to Y. iii, which is printed in metrical form, and

interpreted simply and naturally as an exorcism against

disease and the Druj, and to this attached a study of the

famous prayei yefohehdtg.m, which here, we believe, is correctly

explained for the first time. Last come annotated transla-

tions of three Gatfas, Y. xxxii, xliii, and xliv.

Apart from a few minor points which admit of a difference

of opinion, 2 it must be admitted that the cumulative result

1 According to Dr. Hertel's view, as Z&radustra had declared a war of

reason and economic utility against the old Aryan daevas as powers of

falsehood and mischief, but nevertheless the daevas continued to be

worshipped mutato nomine after him m his name by the Magians, the latter

in a crude effort to assimilate his philosophic doctrines created a new class

of deitieB, the amdsa spzntas,
1
' radiant immortals,” to take the place of the

daevas or “ shining ones ” whose name they were bidden to abhor but whose

worship they maintained. Saosyant in the Gatfas denotes Abura Mazdah
or any being of the Ahuric order who “ saves *' the world by giving forth the

emanation of the divine Fire or illumination ; in the later Avesta it signifies

(1) all who propagate the Mazdayasnian law, (2) all who believe in it and
observe it, and (3) all men who belong to the Ahuric order ; then, with

eschatological emphasis on the future sense of the word, (4) a man of the

Ahuric order in the future, (5) a mortal being of that order in the coming

fra&ok&rdti (inasmuch as sao&yant = frasocardtar, "illuminator,” frasa

being for *fra-xsa, from Vxia, xsdy) ; then (6) Astvat-orata, who in the

ultimate victory of Light in the world is the leader of the Ahuric powers,

and finally (7) his two imaginary predecessors and the six assistants assigned

to him by later doctrine.
2 Thus I venture to doubt the suggested identification of PugAn with the

moon (p. 89) and of the Frava&is with the stars (p. 191).
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of these studies is a valuable addition to Aryan philology.

A regrettable necessity has decreed that a large amount of

space in them should be given to criticism and confutation of

the writings of other scholars, especially Herr Lommel, whose

recent work on the Yasts has drawn down upon his back

abundant flagellation. Now, however, as it seems to us,

Dr. Hertel by the publication of this volume has made good

his fundamental principles, and henceforth we hope he will

find himself relieved from the need of negative controversy,

and free to devote all his time and energy to positive research.

2. Manavagrhyasutra of the Maitrayaniya Sakha, with

the Commentary of A$tavakra. Edited with an intro-

duction, indexes, etc., by Ramakrishna Harshaji Sastri,

with a Preface by B. C. Lele, M.A. (Gaekwad’s Oriental

Series, No. xxxv.) 9J x 6, 9 -J- xxxi -j- 258 -j- vi pp.

Baroda, Bhavnagar printed : Oriental Institute, 1926.

3. Advayavajrasamgraha. Edited with an Introduc-

tion, by Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri.

(Gaekwad’s Oriental Series, No. xl.) 9J x 6, xxxix -f-

68 pp. Baroda : Oriental Institute, 1927.

The code of domestic rituals of the Manava school, as

represented by the Maitrayanlya branch, is an old acquaintance

,

for an able critical edition of the text with an abridged

commentary was published by Knauer in 1897 at St. Peters-

burg. The present edition, however, is not on that account

superfluous ; on the contrary, it deserves a welcome, for in

addition to the text of the Sutra, edited on the basis of new

manuscript materials, it contains the commentary Purana-

vycilchyana of Astavakra. The latter, a writer who is otherwise

unknown, bears an intriguing name, apparently borrowed

from the legendary sage to whom is ascribed the popular

Astdvakrd-gitd . His commentary shows considerable merit

and erudition, and is a useful contribution to the literature

of Indian ritualism.

JRAS. APRIL 1930. 29
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Advayavajra was a professor of the

Buddhism which expresses itself, e.g. in

and he flourished, according to Dr.

Bhattacharyya (Sadham-rmla, ii, p. brii) in the eleventh

century. His Samgraha comprises twenty-one short tracts,

in Sanskrit verse and prose, expounding various phases of

his creed and praxis
;

if they teach us nothing very new,

they are nevertheless of some value and interest as showing

the dissolution of Mahayana in the muddy waters of Tantric

iSaivism and the rise therefrom of a fantastic amorous

mysticism, in which the idea of sex-union (yuga-naddka)

plays a leading part, and which later reappeared in the

Sahajlya movement in Bengal. The text has been edited on

the basis of a single manuscript in the Darbar Library of

Nepal, which is faulty in many places. As the style is often

crabbed and obscure, the editor has not ventured upon

extensive emendation, and presents the work in a somewhat

imperfect state. This is regrettable, for a critical study of

kindred works would perhaps have furnished materials which,

might have enabled him to emend many corruptions ; and

in any case, we venture to think, he would have done well to

correct the errors in spelling (especially the use of b for v)

which not seldom deface his pages. To the text the learned

Mahamahopadhyaya has prefixed surveys of the develop-

ment of the Mahayana schools and of Advayavajra’s doctrines,

which, as is usual with him, are marked by erudition and

ability, but seem to us to be in places somewhat lacking in

exactness and lucidity and occasionally rather arbitrary .

1

In fine, the book is a Beitrag to Buddhist studies for which

we may be thankful, but its value would have been greatly

enhanced by more careful workmanship.

1 I take the opportunity to record with due respect my dissent from the

somewhat startling view advanced on pp. ix and xxviii that the "five

Dhyani Buddhas are the Sunya representation of the five Skandhas
What suggested the idea of the Dhyani Buddhas is an obscure problem.

To find any deities really like them, we have to step across the frontier of

India into Iran, where we may discover something parallel in the post-

Zoro&strian cult of the Frava§is.
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4. Trivandrum Sanskrit Series. No. xcii. Thb Raso-

pani$at. No. xciii. Thb Vedantaparibha$A of

DharmarajadhvarIndra, with the Commentary Pra-

EAiiKA of Pedda Dek$ita. No. xciv. The BrhaddesI

of Matangamuni. No. xcv. The RanadIpiea of

Kumara Ganaka. Edited by K. SambaSiva Sastbi. (Sri

Setu Laksmi Prasadamala, Nos. iv-vii.) 9J x 6J, (1)

3 + 4 + 211 +20, (2) 2 + 3 + 6 + 152 + 12, (3) 1 + 2

+ 3 + 155, (4) 2 + 3 + 25 pp. Trivandrum : Govern-

ment Press, 1928.

The Trivandrum Series is marked by a catholic variety of

subject—its motto might almost be quidquid agunt homines—
and this multifariousness is well exemplified in the four

volumes before us. The Rasopanisad is a medical treatise

of eighteen chapters, which instructs the native practitioner

in the preparation and application of the various recipes

compounded of mercury, and the like. The text is not in a

very satisfactory condition, as only two manuscripts were

available, of which one was incomplete and the other very

dilapidated
;
but the book is nevertheless of some importance.

It bears the secondary title Mahddadhi (which is not, as the

editor states, the name of a larger work from which the

Rasopanisad is extracted) ; and a curious feature in it is that

in the beginning, after naming in advance the topics which

he intends to treat in his eighteen chapters, the author

proceeds to give us a list of some matters which, he says, are

handled in his eighteenth chapter, but are not found in the

present work, and then he announces the topics of his

24th-29th chapters, which are not existent here. It may be,

as the editor suggests, that these lists of missing matters

have been interpolated from some other treatise ; but it seems

more likely either that the work was not completed according

to plan, or that the MSS. are derived from a defective

archetype. Dharmaraja’s work is an epitome of monistic

Vedanta which still finds much favour and has been several

times printed in India. Pedda’s commentary, however.
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is new, and is a useful addition to available Vedantie

literature. Of Pedda himself, nothing is known, though the

wording of his reference to Dharmaraja suggests discipleship

;

the editor, however, is of opinion that he may be the same

as Petta Gastrin, otherwise known as Hrslkesa, who composed

a commentary on the Ckandd-mciti
,
and this view has some

probability. The Brhad-desi, or “ great treatise on sound 99

(desi being somewhat quaintly derived from deha, in the

sense that sound is heard in every place), is a manual of

music ascribed to a probably mythical Matahga Muni, and

has some value, especially as it borrows freely from ancient

sources ;
but it is incomplete, breaking off abruptly at the

end of the sixth chapter with an unfulfilled promise to discuss

the subject of vddya-nirnaya. As with the Ras&panisad,

the text is based upon only two defective MSS., and leaves

much to be desired
;

the editor however, consoles us by a

conditional promise to publish in his series Dattila’s ancient

handbook of music—a pleasing prospect. Finally, we have

in the Rana-dlpikd a little manual of the art of war from the

astrologer's standpoint, which in not very correct Sanskrit

retails recipes whereby the ganaka may guide an ambitious

monarch to victory by due observance of the rules concerning

the lucky positions of the heavenly bodies, the significance

of omens and portents, the preparation of magic diagrams, the

knowledge of the mystic powers of the vowels, the obser-

vation of fortunate times, and other germane mysteries, the

whole being preceded by a chapter on polity, based on familiar

riiti-6dstras. As the book is quoted in the Prasna-mdrga ,

it is earlier than a.d. 1650 ;
but its exact date is dubious.

5. Das Srautasutra des Apastamba. Sechszehntes bis

vierundzwanzigstes und einunddreissigstes Buch. Aus

dem Sanskrit ubersetzt von W. Caland. (Verhandelingen

der koninklijke Akademie van Wetenschappen te

Amsterdam, Afd. Letterkunde, Nieuwe Reeks, D. xxvi.

No, 4.) 10J X 7, 459 + i -f i pp. Amsterdam, 1928.
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The first instalment of this translation appeared in 1921 at

Gottingen in the Quellen der Religions-Gesckichte (Gr. 7) ; the

remainder has been published by the Akademie of Amsterdam.

The present volume is probably the most important of all, for

it embraces books 16-24 and 31, which among many other

topics deal with the construction of the great altar, the rituals

of the Vaja-peya, Raja-suya, ASva-medha, and Purusa-

medha sacrifices, and the ceremonies of burial
;
and with it

is now felicitously concluded the arduous labour of many
years, a work of which it may he truly said that it “ praiseth

the Master ”. Dr. Caland’s translation, with its brief but

helpful annotations, is a triumph of scholarship.

“ Studies,” Bacon remarks, “ serve for delight, for orna-

ment, and for ability.” Study of the dreary and crabbed

documents of brabmanic ritualism can engender little either

of delight or of ornament
;
but it certainly may beget no small

measure of ability—an insight into numberless phases of

religious thought and action which is of inestimable value

to those who seek to read aright the riddling history of man’s

culture. Among such documents, Apastamba’s tSrauta-

sutra, a complete handbook of “ sensual rites and ceremonies
”

and of an “ excess of outward and pharicaical holiness
”

(again to quote Verulam), may be said to occupy a “ bad

eminence ”. For that very reason it is peculiarly instructive

aud precious, and Dr. Caland has laid students of many

denominations under a profound debt of gratitude.

After this tribute of admiration to the work as a whole

it is the reviewer’s painful duty to strike a note of dissatis-

faction at one detail. The “ Sachindex ” which concludes the

book is very meagre and incomplete. Scores of data, of

various degrees of importance, which might be expected to

appear in it, are omitted
;

in fact, it is quite inadequate

for purposes of reference.
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6. Alt- und Neu-Indische Studibn.

Seminar fiir Kultur und Geschichte Indiens an <Jer

Hamburgischen Universitat. 1. Die Rama-Sage bbi

den Malaien, ihre Herkunft und Gestaltung, Ton

Alexander Zieseniss. 2. Der Kumarapalaprati-

bodha, ein Beitrag zur Kenntnis des Apabhramia und

der Erzahlungs-Literatur der Jainas, von Ludwig
Alsdorf, 11J x 7f, (1) i + 123 pp., (2) xii + 227 pp.

Hamburg : Friederichsen, De Gruyter and Co., 1928.

Among the various publications which the young and

businesslike University of Hamburg is producing it is gratify-

ing to see a special series dedicated to India, and indologists

will welcome its first fruits in the present excellent mono-

graphs, which promise well for its future.

The Hikdyat jSrl-Rdma, the Malay saga of Rama, is pre-

served in the recensions represented by the texts published

by Roorda van Eysinga and Shellabear, besides the version

given by Maxwell in the JSBRAS . for 1886
;
and the fascinat-

ing problem of its origin and relation to Valmlki’s Ramdyana

has attracted the attention of several scholars. In the present

work Dr. Zieseniss gives first an analysis of the story as told

in the versions of van Eysinga and Shellabear, and then

in his Kritischer Teil compares them section by section with

the corresponding parts of Valmiki’s poem, with notes.

Finally he sets forth his conclusions, which in sum are that

(1) these two versions are derived through oral tradition from

a primitive saga in which a number of episodes of the cycle

were loosely strung together
; (2) this saga to a considerable

extent agreed with Valmlki’s poem, and where it differed, it

drew most of its materials from other Hindu Rama-legends

;

(3) it treated its themes in a manner and spirit which indicate

that it arose long after the epic period, probably after the

twelfth century and before 1600 ; and (4) its materials were

conveyed, probably orally, from both the eastern and the

western coasts of India to Indonesia, where it was put together.
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and has been preserved in several versions, of which that of

van Eysingri has remained most faithful to the original form

of the cycle, while that of Maxwell is the most deeply influenced

by the local conditions of Indonesia. Dr. Zieseniss has handled

the subject in a thoroughly workmanlike manner, though in

a somewhat ponderous style, and his conclusions seem on

the whole to be sound. He appears, however, to have over-

looked Sir George Grierson’s abstract of the A'm'nda-rdmdyanu

in the BSOS., vol. iv, p. 11 ft, which might have usefully

supplemented his materials.

Somaprabha’s Kumarapala-pratihddha (published at Baroda

as No. 14 of the Gaekwad’s Oriental Series in 1920) consists

mainly of a string of homilies and fifty-eight illustrative stories,

which are represented as leading up to Kumarapala’s conversion

to Jainism ; and in the midst of its Sanskrit text are inserted

various passages in Apabhramsa verse, viz. an allegorical

dialogue between soul, mind, and the senses, the legend of

Sthulabhadra, a short doctrinal tract, a hymn to Par^va,

descriptions of the seasons, and forty-two odd verses, making

in all about 250 stanzas. Dr. Alsdorf’s work is devoted to the

study of the stories and the Apabhramsa, and consists of (a) a

list of all the tales in the Kum. with parallels elsewhere, (6) an

analysis and study of the structure of the first two Apa-

bhramsa passages, (c) an examination of the Sthulabhadra-

legend, which is traced in its different versions, (d) a short

survey of the remaining Apabhramsa passages, (e) a grammar

of the Apabhramsa of the Kum., with an account of its

metres, (/) the text of the Apabhramsa, critically edited and

translated, with notes and glossary, and (g) an appendix

containing extracts from Sanskrit authors on the legends of

Sakatala and Sthulabhadra, with Jinapadma’s Gujarati

Thulibhadda-phdga and excerpts from three ddsas. The work

is throughout marked by accurate and methodical scholar-

ship, and is especially valuable on the linguistic side, in

which Dr. Alsdorf has distinctly enlarged the bounds of our

knowledge of Apabhramsa and its relation to tertiary Prakrit.
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7. Introduction to Prakrit. By Alfred C. Woolnej

M.A., C.I.E., F.A.S.B. Second edition. (Panja

University Oriental Publications.) 8f X 5f, 17 + 230 pj

Lahore, Calcutta printed : Baptist Mission Press, 1928.

Mr. Woollier *s book was written for the use of In dial

students, and hence is designed on lines of practical utility

rather than of theoretical finesse. As such, it well merits

the success which it has won
;

and its usefulness is not

restricted to India, for European neophytes also will find

it very helpful when embarking upon Prakritic studies.

The grammar is succinctly set forth in Part I, especial regard

being paid to Saurasenl and Maharastrl owing to their

dominant importance in literature, and Part II comprises

copious extracts from texts in various dialects—Sauraseni,

Maharastrl, Ardha-magadhi, MagadhI, and others, with

specimens also from Pali, the inscriptions of Asoka and

Kharavela, and the Apabhram^a of the Bhavisatta-kaha

—

together with notes and translations, followed by an index

of words.

Though care has been taken to rectify the misprints of

the previous edition, something still remains to be done

in that direction. The punctuation, spacing of words,

and similar matters are capable of further improvement,

and there are slips in the printing (e.g. “ Indo-Arayan
”

on p. i, davanandhim on p. 36) ;
nor is the statement that

“ ah becomes o’
5

(p. 17) strictly correct. The next edition,

we hope, will remove these minor defects and do justice to

a good book.

8. Rajaditya-Durgasimhadi Kelavu Kannada-kavigala
JIvanakala-vicara. [Studies on the dates of Rajaditya,

Durgasimha, and some other Kanarese poets.] By
A. Venkata-subbayya, M.A., Ph.D., LL.B. 8£ x 5f,

viii -4- 279 pp. Mysore : Karnataka Sangha, Central

College, 1927.
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This work has a positive as well as a negative side. In

thirty-three sections the author criticises the views expressed

by Rao Bahadur Narasimhachar in his Karnataka-kavi-

charite on the dates of the lives and writings of a number of

Kanarese poets and sets forth his own with a notable wealth

of erudition and ingenuity of argument. His main con-

clusions are these : Rajaditya flourished at the end of the

twelfth and beginning of the thirteenth centuries, Durgasimha

and Candraraja c. 1035, Kavitavilasa c. 990-1010, Nagacandra

(author of Rdma-carzta-purana, MaUindtha-po and Jina-

muni-tanaya

)

about the same time, Samudayada Maghanandi

c. 1250-82, Kumudendu (author of Ramayana and Pratisthd-

kalpa-tippana) c. 1100, Karnaparya c. 1174, Nemicandra

(author of IMavati and Neminatha-purdna) c. 1185-95,

Rudra Bhatta c. 1218, Deva Kavi c. 1245-50, Kamalabhava

c. 1255, Gunavarma (author of Puspadanta-purana) c. 1190-

1218, Sumanobana c. 1223, Jagaddala Somanatha c. 1220-45,

Mallikarjuna (author of Sukti-sudhdrnava) c. 1263, Balacandra

(author of Prdbhrtaka-traya-vydkhyana
,
etc.) c. 1200, Boppana

c. 1175-1200, Acanna c. 1205-10, Kirtivarma c. 1060-5,

Brahmasiva c. 1065-8, Abhinava Sruta Muni c. 1341-51,

Vrttavilasa c. 1340, Mangaraja (author of Kkagendra-mani-

darpana) c. 1340, Sdmaraja some time before 1530, &iu-

mayana c. 1660, &rlvardha Deva c. 710, Gunanandi c. 1250,

Harisvara c. 1250-70, his disciple Raghavanka c. 1280-90,

Kereya Padmarasa not earlier than 1260 ;
Nagavarma I

wrote Kdvyavaldkana, Chandombudhi, Kadamban
,

Vastu

-

kosa, and Karndlaka-bhdsd-bhusan a ;
the dates of Nagavarma

II (author of Candra-cudamani-&ataka) and Mauktika Kavi

are indeterminable
;

and Kanti is probably mythical. As

truth usually does not spring like Minerva fully grown and

completely equipped from the head of a Jupiter, but needs

for her birth much painful midwifery in the form of “ argument

about it and about ”, these differences of opinion are of good

augury and the cause of Kanarese literature is sure to gain

by the conflict of views between two such scholars.
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9. A New Inscription of Darius from Hamadan,; By
Professor E. Herzfeld. (Memoirs of the Archaeological

Survey of India, No. 34.) 12f x 10, 1 -f- 7 + iii pp.
Calcutta, 1928.

This inscription, which is engraved on two tablets, one

of gold and the other of silver, is in Old Persian, Babylonian,

and Elamitic, and registers the declaration of Darius :
“ This

is the empire that I possess, from the Saka who are beyond

Sugd as far as the Kush, from the Hindu as far as Sparda,

which Ahuramazda has granted unto me, who is the greatest

of gods,” It has already been discussed by Professor

Herzfeld in the Deutsche Literaturzeitung for 1926, No. 42

(cf. JRAS., 1926, pp. 433 f., 1927, p. 101), and the present

paper is devoted by him to the consideration of some points

in it which bear upon Indian history. He maintains con-

vincingly that it must have been written between the end of

518 and the end of 515 b.c., as it implies the conquests of

Sindh and Egypt, but must be previous to the expedition

against the European Scyths, and that the phrase “ the

Saka who are beyond Sugd ” locates the home of the Asiatic

Sakas in the plains beyond the Syr Darya or Jaxartes,

although his argument that the Scythian tribe of IlapiKavioi

is still preserved in the modern Farghana is not wholly free

from objection. He argues likewise, though with much less

probability, that the “ ©atagus ” of Naqsh-i Rustam (the

DaTTayv&cLL of Herodotus) are the natives of the Panjab,

the name being the Old Persian equivalent to the Sanskrit

Aatagu-, whence it follows that the Panjab was a province of

Persia from the middle of the sixth century b.c. onwards,

while Sindh and Gandhara were new conquests of Darius.

Be this as it may, the monograph is brimful of interesting

facts and ideas.

10. Report on the Administration of the Archaeological

Department of the Cochin State for the Year 1102

M.E. (1926-27 a.d.). By P. Anujan Achan. 12f x 9£,

i -f- i + 27 pp., 6 plates. Ernakulam : Cochin Govern-

ment Press, 1928.
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Mr. Anujan Achan’s report on the work of his first year’s

service is encouraging. Useful labour has been devoted to

the survey and conservation of old monuments—notably

the
tf Travancore Lines ”, which broke the tide of Tipu’s

advance, and the immemorial city of Tiruvancikkulam—

*

while the inscriptions of Urakam (by Narayana Ravi Yarman,

a.d. 1450), the Kokkarani at Trichur (sixteenth century),

and Pullut (the Portuguese epitaph on the tombstone of a

Christian priest, Mateus Vaz) give scope for epigraphic

study, and art is creditably represented by some graceful

frescoes in the Dutch Palace in Cochin, a fine classical image

of Visnu from Talakkat, and good carvings in wood. These

results, though not sensational, are satisfactory, and suggest

possibilities of still more important discoveries, even of the

Roman period.

11. Maisuru-d£sada Vastu-silpa [Architecture of Mysore].

By B. Yenkoba Rau, B.A. Yol. i. 9 x 5|, vii -f 88 pp.

48 pi. Bangalore : Karnataka Sangha, Central College,

1928.

The land of Mysore possesses a magnificent heritage of

architectural beauties, which happily is under the stewardship

of an enlightened Government
;
and interest in these precious

legacies of the past is now spreading beyond official circles,

as is strikingly proved by the present work, issued by the

Karnataka Sangha, a society of scholarly Kannadigas which

is doing excellent service to the cause of literary and historical

culture in Kannada-speaking lands. Mr. Yenkoba Rau,

than whom no more competent writer on Indian architecture

and antiquities is to be found, here furnishes his readers (who,

we hope, will be many) with the first instalment of a descrip-

tion of the chief buildings in the Hoysala and Dravida styles

which adorn the Mysore State, with a brief introduction on

the characteristics of those styles
;
and, as is to be expected

from him, he has performed his task with notable success.

His Kannada diction is simple, lucid, and vigorous, and the
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amount of information on details which he gives is abundant*

Numerous illustrations and plans complete the excellence of

the work. The only point on which the critic can express

dissent is the statement on p. 3 that the Dravi<Ja style is that

of the pre-Aryan dwellers in the Deccan.

12. Religionsgeschichtliches Lesebuch . . . heraus-

gegeben von Alfred Bertholet. Zweite erweiterte

Auflage. L Die Zoroastrische Religion (Das Avesta)3

von K. Geldner. 2. Die Eingeborenen Amerikas,

von K. Th. Preuss. 3. Die Slaven, von Dr. A. BrCorner.
4. Die Religion der Griechen, von M. P. Nilsson.

5, Die Religion der Romer und der Synkretismus der
Kaiserzeit, von K. Latte. 6. Die Chinesen, von E.

Schmitt. 7. Die Jainas, von W. Schubring. 8. Die

Eingeborenen Australiens und der SCdseeinseln,

von R. Thurnwald. 9. Vedismus und Brahmanismus,

von K. F. Geldner. 10. Aegypten, von H. Kees.

11. Der Altere Buddhismus, von. M. Winternitz.

9J X 6J, (1) iv +• 54 pp., (2) iii + 61 pp., (3) i -f 43 pp.,

(4) xii + 96 pp., (5) vi + 94 pp., (6) i 4 110 pp., (7) ii -f

33 pp., (8) i + 48 pp., (9) ix + 176 pp., (10) viii + 57 pp.,

(11) vi + 162 pp. Tubingen : J. C. B. Mohr, 1926-29.

The object of this series is, where possible, to furnish for

each religion or group of religions under survey a “ source-

book ” giving illustrative documents of it, or extracts from

such documents, translated from the originals, with such

brief notes as may be needful to make them intelligible.

Source-books of this sort are useful and illuminative com-

panions to students following a methodical course of

instruction in the history of religion, and the present series,

prepared by a band of eminent scholars, well deserves the

flattery of imitation in this country. A divergence from

this method is of course necessary in the case of the subjects

treated in Nos. 3 and 8, for which no written texts or oral

communications ab intra are available. As regards the other

monographs it may be remarked that something (though
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by no means the whole) of the practical utility of a source-

book depends upon the degree of judgment with which

passages especially suitable to illustrate particular aspects of

the religion under survey are selected and arranged
;
and

in this respect not all these volumes are equally satisfactory.

Those dealing with the religions of Greece and Rome are here

perhaps most open to criticism : the former, which contains

some extracts of slight value, hardly succeeds in illustrating

adequately the manifold phases of Greek religious life and is

somewhat confusedly arranged in parts, while the latter

devotes most of its space to the foreign cults of the Empire,

though we may be grateful to Dr. Latte for the Gnostic and

Neoplatonic texts given by him. The very interesting little

monograph on the religion of the Slavs follows a different

plan, treating separately each of the countries where the old

faith survived and presented itself to the notice of con-

temporaries—viz. Slavia (from East Holstein to the Vistula

near Danzig), Prussia, Lithuania, Samogitia, and Latvia

—

by giving under that head the relevant testimonies of

medieval and later writers down to the seventeenth century,

while for the spiritual condition of the natives of Australia

and the South Sea Islands our only sources of information

lie in the investigations of modern missionaries and other

scholars. Thus the methods of these books are as various

as the cultures which they depict
;

but all of them are in

their kind good, some of them notably so, and the series as

a whole may be heartily recommended.

Reviews on Indian Subjects by Jarl Charpentier

1. Notes sur la Bhagavadgita. By Etienne Lamottb.

With a Preface by L. ne La Vallee Poussin. (Soci6te

Beige d’fitudes Orientales.) 10J x 7, xiii + 153 pp.

Paris : Paul Geuthner, 1929.

Works dealing with the Bhagavadgita are rapidly increasing

in Europe, India, and America. Practically every year brings
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new contributions in the form of translations, boohs and

pamphlets
;

but the question is whether our knowledge of

the origin, development, and doctrines of this famous poem
has gone on increasing at the same rapid pace as explanations

and commentaries on it have been accumulating. It is a

somewhat melancholy reflection that this may not be the case.

M. Lamotte, a pupil of Professors Formichi and de La Vallee

Poussin, and a scholar whose name we now meet for the first

time, tells us that works on the Bhagavadgita are less common

in French than in English and German—other languages,

unfortunately, do not count in the same degree. It is, then,

a curious coincidence that his own book should appear at

about the same time as a very interesting paper by Professor

Oltramare .
1 Together with other French scholars, the

late lamented Senart and MM. de La Vallee Poussin and

Oltramare, M. Lamotte holds the opinion, also cherished

by other scholars that the Bhagavadgita is the work of one

single author, and is preserved in the form in which it was

originally inserted in the Great Epic.

In spite of all this excellent authority, we cannot feel

convinced that such is the case. W. von Humboldt, whose

paper on the Bhagavadgita still testifies to his genius, held that

it had been patched up from various pieces. In later times

Garbe tried, with indifferent success, to sift the Vedantic parts

from the Samkhya ones ; and Professor Jacobi as well as

M. Lamotte have used much rather unnecessary learning

in refuting this still-born idea. But it still remains the firm

conviction of the present writer that the poem consists

of several different strata. As, however, he hopes soon to

publish his modest views on this subject, he will venture no

further upon it here.

The work of M. Lamotte runs along fairly orthodox lines.

It contains nothing startling, but gives a very useful

exposition of the leading ideas of the Bhagavadgita. As
these are at times rather bewildering in their diversity, we

1 Cf. Revue de VHiatoire des Religions, xcvii, 161 seq.
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are thankful to the author who has produced a work of

considerable value to his fellow scholars. Of slips we have

observed next to none, though we are mildly astonished to

find, in the bibliography, a fairly well-known scholar described

as Konow-Oslo
, S.

2. Ramdas and the Ramdasis. By Wilbur S. Deming.

(The Religious Life of India.) 7J x 5J, xii -f- 223 pp.

Calcutta : Association Press, 1928.

The series called
“ The Religious Life of India

”
contains

a small number of well-known and useful works such as Bishop

Whitehead’s Village Gods of South India

,

and Mr. Kennedy’s

Chaitanya Movement
, to mention only two amongst them.

It is a matter of satisfaction to scholars interested in Hindu

religion that the editors—among whom was the late lamented

Dr. Farquhar—have apparently undertaken the publication

of a further number of books dealing with similar subjects.

The one recently published treats of Ramdas and his

followers, and is written by Dr. Deming, a gentleman

belonging to the American Marathi Mission whose best known

member we believe to be Dr. Justin E. Abbott.

Ramdas, whose original name was Narayan, was a Brahmin
,

from the village of Jamb within the present state of Hyderabad,

and bom in 1608, the year of Eknath’s death and Tukaram’s

birth. His life-story, apart from the miracles with which

pious biographers have endowed it, presents nothing more

marvellous than that of any ordinary Hindu saint. He at an

early date abandoned the life of a householder and, after

extensive wanderings through different parts of India, in 1644

settled down at Chaphal in the Satara area, where he started a

new religious movement. He won a number of disciples and

founded several temples and maths throughout the Maratha

country. He became the revered teacher and intimate friend

of the great SivajI, though it may be a little doubtful at what

time their mutual relations first were established. Ramdas

was strongly interested in Sivajfs campaign against the
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Muhammadans and an ardent Swarajist. It is improbable

that he was his confidential adviser at the time of the dastardly

assassination of Afzal Khan
;

it is, however, sure that he

connived at it. Ramdas survived his royal friend only by a

year, being liberated from his bodily existence in 1681.

Ramdas was the author of manifold works, - but as a rule

a somewhat indifferent writer. Nor are his doctrines of any

striking originality, being simply a mixture of Vedanta

teachings and bhakti
,
well-known since the time of the Gita

and through all the religious development of India. The

Maratha country is one of the strongholds of the cults of Rama,

of his family, and of his faithful satellite Hanumant or Maruti

;

and of them Ramdas was a most enthusiastic devotee. If

there be a historic background to the story of Rama’s youth

and exile—as I venture to think there is—the inference is

that there exists a very old connection between him and the

Deccan
;

also that the ancestors of the Marathas were at one

time strong devotees of the deified ape. In any case Ramdas,

like other sectarian leaders, gathered around him a great

number of worshippers of Rama, and his influence at one time

was strong not only within the frontiers of Maharastra . But for

a prolonged period thenumber of Ramdasis has been dwindling,

though there may perhaps just now be a slight progressive

movement within their ranks.

Neither the life story nor the literary activity of Ramdas

from a European point of view seem strongly attractive.

However, Dr. Deming has succeeded in moulding them into

a pleasant and instructive book. On the last chapter we shall

not venture to pass an opinion as it contains the individual

religious views of its author.

3. History of the Pallavas of Kanchi. By R. Gopalan.

Edited for the University with Introduction and Notes •

by S. Krishna-Awamy Aiyangar. 9x6, xxxiii -f

255 pp. Published by the University of Madras, 1928.

The history of the Pallavas, their origin, their greatness,

decline, and fall, presents a series of entangled problems which
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are still waiting for solution, and will perhaps never be solved

in their entirety. Several scholars such as Fleet, Rice, and

Hultzsch and, among living ones, Professors Jouveau-Dubreuil

and Kxishnaswamy Aiyangar have contributed to the

elucidation of these problems and have spread light on the

main points in Pallava history. And now Mr. Gopalan, a

former research student of the Madras University, has

ventured to put together the results of his own and previous

researches into a comprehensive volume on the Pallavas of

Ranch!. We may admit at once that he has performed his

difficult task with fair success, and would like to congratulate

him as well as his Guru, Professor Krishnaswamy Aiyangar,

who has contributed to his work an able introduction.

The name of the Pallava dynasty has been made the subject

of somewhat fanciful speculations. The outward similarity

with Pahlava (Parthian) gave rise to the theory that they were

invaders from the north, and had their origin within the

Arsacid kingdom. It thus only remained to conjecture, as

was actually done by Rice, that the unexplained name of

the Chalukyas was in reality identical with that of the

Seleucids
;
and we might thus behold renewed, on the soil

of Southern India, the far-famed battles fought long ago

between the heirs of Seleucus and Arsaces. But if from the

lofty atmosphere of speculations we again descend on earth

we shall find that there is not even a formal reason for identify-

ing Pallava with Pahlava. And there is no reason to doubt

that the name Pallava is the same as the word pallava and

is meant to translate into fashionable language the Tamil

tonddi. This again is the name of a certain creeper which

was most probably at one time the totem of a local group

of Southern Indian origin which became famous in history

as the reigning dynasty of the Pallavas.

Yisnugopa of Ranchi, mentioned in the Allahabad prasasti of

Samudragupta, is suggested to have been a Pallava prince,

and was certainly not the founder of the dynasty which may
have lasted for more than six hundred years up to about

JRAS. APRIL 1930. 30
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a.d. 900. It reached its greatest height in the seventh

century, when Narasimhavarman. I Mahamalla successfully

curbed the pride of the great Chalukyan prince Pulakesin II

ind sent his victorious troops to conquer far-away Ceylon.

$ut the Chalukyas took their revenge about a century later,

,nd although the Pallava empire still held out for some 150

ears, it was already shaken and shattered. Just at the end

f the ninth century it fell a comparatively easy prey to the

obust and victorious Cholas, though local princes of Pallava

xtraction continued to reign until the thirteenth century,

nd perhaps still further.

The work of Mr. Gopalan seems to be carefully done, and

ontains a very useful appendix on Pallava inscriptions.

Ls is, unfortunately, usual in Hindu hooks transcribed

Sanskrit words are not always correctly rendered, and we
re somewhat shocked at forms like Dandin and Bhasa.

Concerning the dates of Bharavi and Dandin (p. 10) the paper

>y Professor Jacobi in the Sitzungsber. d. Preuss. Akad. d.

Viss. 1922, p. 210 seq., ought, of course, to have been quoted.

. Some Aspects of the earliest Social History op

India (Pre-Buddhistic Ages). By S. C. Sarkar.

xi + v + 225 + iii pp. Oxford University Press, 1928.

We learn from the author’s preface that this book is

riginally an Oxford thesis for the degree of Doctor of Philo-

:>phy, which was presented about six years ago, but could

nly be printed in 1928. There is a foreword by Pargiter,

ho was once Professor Sarkar
5

s Guru, and an introductory

ote by Professor Winternitz, who, although criticizing

iveral of the author’s leading theories, highly praises the

;holarly instinct and unspared efforts of Dr. Sarkar and

ieommends his work “ to all scholars who are interested in

le history of Ancient India

We are willing partly to share in these recommendations.

To doubt the learned author has with unstinted energy

rought together an enormous material bearing upon social
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conditions in Ancient India, and upon these collections

of materials rests the main claim to value of his work which,

besides, makes no easy and amusing reading. But we have

found him sorely lacking in that sense of proportions and

evaluation of evidence which is often wanting to a certain

degree in the young Hindu scholar.

Dr. Sarkar is a firm believer in Pargiter’s theories concerning

the historical value of the Puranas, which is perhaps only

natural in a devoted pupil of that remarkable scholar. But

none the less, such a theory cannot be upheld to the extent

to which Pargiter wished to uphold it ;
this is only too well

proved by the consequences at which he arrived in his latest

work. As far as we are aware, neither was Pargiter nor is

Professor Sarkar a student of historical criticism as it has been

developed in Europe. And a thorough sense of criticism is

necessary to everyone who wants to handle the entangled

historical problems of Ancient India
;
lacking which he will

land himself in a quagmire of inaccuracies from which there

is possibly no rescue.

That brother and sister marriage, incest and polyandry were

far from uncommon in Ancient India—or rather that they

were common enough not to be looked upon with disapproval

and disgust—are some of the leading suggestions of the learned

author. It seems to have escaped him that such startling

theories cannot be proved with the aid of certain myths picked

out of theVedic, Puranic and otherliterature . Such things have

certainly existed amongst primitive as well as among highly

cultured peoples
;
and it would be senseless to deny that

they have also existed—and partly still exist—within the

frontiers of India. But this does not mean that such things

were in Ancient India a sort of institution looked upon with

approval or at least connived at by Vedic seers and law-

givers, as evidence does apparently speak quite to the contrary.

The present writer as a rule believes but little in the para-

disiacal conditions of Ancient India which are sometimes

depicted in glowing colours by her present-day scholars

;
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but be feels obliged to raise a protest in her favour against

the suggestions of Dr. Saxkar. And this protest is nowise based

on any moral indignation
;

it is simply raised in the name of

historical evidence which has here been singularly misused.

We cannot enter here upon a detailed criticism, though

many quotations from texts seem to us to be in urgent need

of rehandling. Dr. Sarkar shares with many other scholars

an erroneous opinion on the real nature of the vrdtyas

;

but

as space prohibits any discussion of this problem here, we

would fain refer him to our own modest articles and to the

bulky work by Professor Hauer.

5. DrARiES of two Tours in the unadministered Area
East of the Naga Hills. By J . H. Hutton. (Memoirs

of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, vol. xi, No. 1. 12J X 16,

72 pp. -j- xvi pi. Calcutta, 1929. R.s. 11*10.

This is a diary of two tours undertaken by Mr. Hutton and

his companions duiing April and October-November, 1923,

to certain areas to the East of the Naga Hills. No white man
seems ever to have visited these God-forsaken places with the

exception of the late General Woodthorpe, who in 1876

went to some of the villages, now described by Mr. Hutton.

Head-hunting, the preparation, by various means, of

enemy heads as well as their ceremonial putting up in special

houses, etc., studding the paths with caltrops and spikes,

and other activities just as agreeable as these seem to be the

favourite pastimes of the villagers visited by Mr. Hutton.

The different villages are more or less constantly at war with

each other, and it is scarcely the fault of their inhabitants

if such wars are not carried to the verge of extinction. Under

these circumstances, it is fairly obvious that touring in this

country cannot be entered upon without the protection of a

strong escort—especially as the natives will scarcely show any

decided aversion towards acquiring also the skulls of white

men. Such conditions are, of course, not favourable to

ethnological researches
;

and one is only astonished that
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Mr, Hutton has succeeded so well in bringing together all

this varied and useful information.

Of details we cannot speak here. However, every Indologist
ought to be interested in the short but valuable remarks on
the origin of caste marks and on the holiness ascribed to the
Ficus religiosa.

6. The Language of the Maha-Naya-Prakasa. An
Examination of Kashmiri as written in the Fifteenth
Century. By Sir George A. Grierson, O.M. (Memoirs
of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, vol. xi, No. 2, 12J X 10,

73-130 pp.) Calcutta, 1929. Rs. 2*4.

What at the present day we know about Kashmiri—as well
as about nearly every vernacular of India— is chiefly due to

the wonderful and never-ceasing activities of Sir George
Grierson. His last work just as much as the previous ones,

testifies to his marvellous grasp of every subject connected
with linguistics as well as to his intimate acquaintance with
every language that was or is spoken within the limits of

Aryan-speaking India.

The Mahdnayapralcdsa, a treatise belonging to the Trika
school of the Saivas, is the work of a certain Sitikanthacarya,
who is said to have flourished during the reign of Husain Shah
at the very end of the fifteenth century. The language is of

great interest as it marks the transition from the Apabhrams'a
stage into what has finally become modern Kashmiri. And
of this language, Sir George has given us a most thorough
and scholarly prospectus which is of value to every Sanskritist,

even if he be just as unacquainted with Kashmiri as is the

present writer.

Nothing can be said in detail concerning the excellent

exposition of the grammar of the Mahdnayaprakdsa, even if

certain points might give rise to very interesting discussions.

A special interest seems to attach to the word phaha “ vapour ”

(p. 90), which cannot, of course, be derived from usman-.

According to my humble opinion it must, in some way ox
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other, he connected with haspa-, which is, of course, no real

“ Sanskrit ” word but belongs to an old dialect with which

we are so far not very well acquainted. The Prakrit forms

of the word are said to be baha-
“
tear ” and bappfta-

“
vapour " (cf. Vararuci, iii, 38 ;

Hemacandra, ii, 70 ; Pischel,

Grammatik
, p. 209 seq.). Of these the former one apparently

survives in Kashmiri as bdha “ steam from boiling water ”,

while with the latter one must evidently be connected baha
“
vapour, mist, steam ” as well as our phaha. But we cannot

go into details here concerning the phonetic developments

which would probably lead too far. We are in some slight

doubt concerning the pronominal stem ena- (p. 109) as the

suggested derivation nom-, nem- could perhaps have had a

separate origin. That ti (p. 117) is from iti seems obvious.

Sir George Grierson in this work once more emphasizes his

well-known suggestions concerning the linguistic position of

the Dardic languages. His theory has met with very moderate

approval. Personally we have long felt inclined to believe

that it should in some way be upheld though most details

still remain obscure.

Inni del Big-Veda. Prefazione, Introduzione e Note di

Valentino Papesso. I. Rig-Veda (1. Testie Document!

per la Storia delle Religioni divulgati a cura di Raffaele

Pettazzoni. 2. Religioni dell’India, Vedismo e Brah-

manesimo). 8x5, x + 148 pp. Bologna : Nicola

Zanichelli, 1929.

What will apparently be a general and extensive conspectus

of the sacred lore of different religions is now being

published under the able leadership of Professor R. Pettazzoni.

An important place within such a collection must, of course,

he reserved to the religions of India ; and what we have

here must apparently be the very first volume of such a series

as it deals with the venerable hymn-book, which stands at

the head of the whole religious development of India. Signor
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V. Papesso, whose name we have not often had the pleasure

to meet with before, has in this nice little volume put together

an introduction dealing with the Rigveda in general, its gods

and its cults, as well as a translation, accompanied by short

notes, of twenty-eight hymns belonging to the first mandala.

The introduction makes easy reading and presents the

main points of the traditional opinions in the Rigveda,

its composition, its language, even its age. The chapter

dealing with Vedic mythology is quite orthodox in its main

tendencies which is perhaps just as well in a little hook like

this. As for the translations they seem well done, though

in general the author walks carefully along the well-trodden

paths of his predecessors
; and the notes, though scanty,

generally contain what seems strictly necessary. We cannot

criticize the translations in detail, but would like to remark

that the one of I, 165 marks no progress, the much more

as Signor Papesso holds the impossible idea of
<e
separating

”

it from I, 170-71. A reference to the magnificent mono-

graph of M. Dumont on the asvamedha (1927) is missing

(p. 131) ;
nor does a book by the present writer in which the

theories of dkhyana and ritual drama are at least somewhat

fully discussed seem to have attracted the attention of the

learned author.

But these are minor remarks which do not detract from the

general value and usefulness of the book. We shall look

forward with pleasure to the following volumes of the work

of Signor Papesso.

Vedische Mythologie. By Alfred Hillebrandt. Zweite

veranderte Aufiage in zwei Banden. I—II. pp. 547 ;

x + 496. Breslau : M. und H, Marcus, 1927-9.

The late lamented Professor Hillebrandt just before his

death in 1927 published the first volume of a second revised

edition of his celebrated Vedische Mythologie. It was with

feelings of deep regret that one thought of how this eminent
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scholar had not been able to finish his magnum ojms
; but,

fortunately, it turned out otherwise. The complete manu-

script of the second volume was found in the drawers of

Hillebrandt*s writing-desk. And Professor Scherman, of

Munich, has earned the profound gratitude of all his colleagues

by seeing it through the press in a most careful and

accomplished way. A young Bavarian scholar, Dr. W.
Wiist, has been his helpmate in this laborious task.

Hillebrandt did not possess the brilliancy of Bergaigne and

Oldenberg, nor perhaps the extreme critical acumen of

Pischel and Geldner. But, on the other hand, he was

possessed of a most excellent capacity of common sense

to which all his writings—and especially his greatest work—

-

bear eloquent witness. His knowledge of the Yedas and the

ritual was unsurpassed, he had profound interests in the

classical literature of India—as testified to by his edition

of the Mudraraksasa and his very useful little book on

Kalidasa—and he was well read in folk-lore and the history

of religions. No-one could reasonably want more from an

author on Vedic mythology. Also the result was an

uncommonly happy one
; for, from no book have we drawn

and are still able to draw more useful information concerning

the Yedic deities than from Hillebrandt ’s monumental

Vedische Myihologie.

The present writer is the more willing to emphasize the

merits of this extraordinary work as he himself does only on

very few points share the opinions of Hillebrandt. That

Soma is and has always been identical with the moon, the

heavenly well of amrta, was one of the leading ideas of

Hillebrandt
;

it has, howeveT, at times been hotly contested.

Notwithstanding that we would fain, with a very few reserva-

tions, subscribe to this ingenious idea. Also the chapter

on Agni which, together with the great treatise on Soma,

makes up the bulk of the first volume seems to us to belong

to the most convincing parts of the work. But we cannot

believe that the Asvins, to which most fascinating deities
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very little room has been conceded, were some sort of nature

deities. The opinion of the aitikdsihdh (Yasha, xii, 1) and

of the late Professor Geldner, 1 to which we have formerly

confessed our adherence,2
still seems to hold good : the

Asvins were two beneficent rajahs of yore, “ die indischen

Notheiligen,” to speak with Geldner. Also in the cases of

Vanina, Indra, Visnu, Pusan and even other deities, we

differ widely from the opinions of Hillebrandt, though,

for quite obvious reasons, we cannot here enter upon a detailed

discussion of these various problems.

Differences of opinion, however, there are and will always

be as the same facts react in totally different ways on different

brains. But differences of opinion have got nothing to do

with the estimation of a truly great and admirable work

such as that of Hillebrandt. The profound learning, the

sound argumentation, the simple but attractive style join

in making it not only a useful but also a pleasant work.

And there is one thing more which should not be forgotten.

The late Professor Hillebrandt was a man who stuck well

to his opinions but he did it in a human and tactful

way. His polemics might at times be somewhat pungent,

but it was never ungentlemanly. Over the intricate

debates of scholarship he never forgot the higher duties of

humanity. Thus he will always serve as a pattern to those

scholars of the future who are apt to forget that life is too

short to let differences of opinion create an everlasting enmity

and feelings of inhuman aversion. It is melancholy to

remember that his voice is now silenced for ever.

Early Indian Sculpture. By Ludwig Bachhofer.

Vol. I
: pp. xlvi + 137 (i), plates 1-62

; Vol. II
:

(iii),

plates 63-161. 12£ x 9J Paris : The Pegasus Press,

1929. £9 9s.

We have here two very fine volumes. A random opening

discloses photographs of high technical quality; and, turning

1 Ci. Vedische Siudien, ii, 31.
s Cf. BSOS. iv, 340.
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over the plates and finding among the subjects represented

many old acquaintances, the reader will realize, perhaps with

“ a shock of mild surprise ”, the importance of good repro-

ductions for a due appreciation of works of art. Nowhere,

perhaps, is such assistance more valuable than in the case

of Indian sculpture and architecture, designed to confront

a strong sunlight with outstanding contours and deep shadows.

The plates are sufficiently numerous (161) to include all that

is notable (except in the case of Gandhara) and to furnish a

conspectus of the whole field. The arrangement is in order

of developement, from Asoka and early acclimatized work

to Barhut, Bodh-Gaya, Sanchl, Karli, Bhaja and Nasik,

Amaravatl, Udayagiri, and Khandagiri, ending with Gandhara.

The pages de garde repeat from the table in the Introduction

the particular descriptions, references, archaeological, historical

and technical appreciations.

Dr. Bachhofer’s introductory chapters deal corre-

spondingly with
“ The Beginnings ” (pp. 1-16), “ Early

Sculpture in India ” (the Early Phase, the Golden Age,

the Late Period, pp. 17-64), “ The Sculpture of Gandhara ”

(pp. 65-90), “ Buddha Statues in North-West, North, and

South India ” (pp. 91-114)
;
after which comes a “ Conclusion

”

(pp. 115-124), and a bibliography and index (pp. 125-137).

The several sections end with notes and references. The

point of view is that of a connoisseur and technical expert,

tracing the progress of artistic achievement and the develope-

ment of particular motifs, conventions, and styles. As

might be expected from the author of a valuable paper on

the Era of Kaniska (Ostasiatische Zeitschrift, N.F., iv,

pp. 21-43), Dr. Bachhofer pays great attention also to

external chronological indications, which he applies with

marked skill and effectiveness. His general attitude towards

his materials is similar to that of Professor Boucher and

Sir John Marshall, with whose admirable chapter in the

Cambridge History of India, vol. i, he has, in respect of the

period common to both, many points of contact.
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Indian sculpture begins, in Dr. Bachhofer’s view, with

Asoka. Its technical maturity he ascribes, like Sir John

Marshall, to foreign influence, holding, however, that its

essentially Indian spirit requires the assumption of native

craftsmen, acquainted with Persian models. Such figures

as the Parkham statue (c. 200 B.c.) give evidence of pro-

gressive Indianization and lead up to the thoroughly Indian

work at Barhut, Bodh-Gaya, and Sanchl. The stage reached

at Barhut itself attests an inherited skill in carving, though

not upon stone. Bodh-Gaya, while mainly attached to

Barhut, yet in some eases presages the developed art of

Sanchl, with its more architectonic groups, its management

of deep shadows and its comparative freedom from the

dominance of the silhouette. In Sanchl, where the early

school culminates, Dr. Bachhofer deduces in agreement with Sir

John Marshall the chronological order of the four gateways

of the great stupa ; but to the fourth, western, gate, which

established itself as the model for later work, he ascribes an

artistic, as well as a technical, superiority over the southern

and eastern, where Sir John Marshall finds a greater genius.

With Sanchl, though of somewhat later date, are associated

the masterly figures in the Karli caitya, the Amohini tablet

(somewhat rustic) from Mathura, some early reliefs from

Amaravatl and Udayagiri, and some free figures, such as the

Besnagar YaksI and the Yaksa Manibhadra from Gwalior.

The late period (a.d. 75-200) is chiefly associated with

Mathura, which supplied all northern India, and with

Amaravatl in the south. Its commencement is dated by

the series of statues, starting with the figure of Kaniska,

where the crude workmanship points to a degeneracy

of the older school, due to political troubles.

The characteristic of the new art is the replacement of the

calm and composed forms of the golden age by mobile and

lively figures and scenes often representing intimate life,

drinking bouts, or coquetry. In Amaravatl this developea

into a pronounced exuberance and unrest, a tumult where all
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is in exaggerated movement and the figures are sacrifk

the scenes : there is a great developement of the pictur

and an employment of expedients for realizing depth

interior spaces. While the old art was naturalistic

anything but unworldly, this sings “a wildly enthusi

rapturous paean in praise of terrestrial life ” To this s>

belong also some of the reliefs at Udayagiri.

The discussion of the Gandhara school commences

a specially careful study of excavation and numismatic o

which definitely fix its beginning in the time of Azes, al

the middle of the first century B.c. It represents a ta]

over by the Saka rulers of the Hellenistic art of the G
rulers. Here comes the first dateable piece, the Bum
vase. The next date is furnished by the Kaniska caske'

which, despite the clumsiness of the standing figt

Dr. Bachhofer finds some merits. With this he associ

the Hariti statue (of 399, Seleucid era)
;
and then he proc

to construct a scale of a fixed points, on which Shahr-i-Bs

and Takht-i-Bahi precede the Taxila of the second cen

and the “ revived ” Gandhara art of the third and for

He finds precise discriminating marks for this art, whicl

regards as wholly un-Indian and appealing to a popula

territorially separated from India proper.

It is in dealing with the Buddha image that Dr. Bachb

arrives at his most original and pointed conclusi

Remarking first upon the obvious Greek origin of

Gandhara type, establishing its marks and synchronise

in general agreement with M. Foucher—he proceeds to s

that Mathura had originally an entirely distinct figure, re

senting indifferently Buddha and Bodhisattva. About

year a.d. 129 the Gandhara type is introduced as " Budd
and has then a vogue, which, however, fails to displace

native type. By a reflex influence the Mathura type 1

the usmsa as then understood, the daksinavarta curls

the bared right shoulder was imported into Gandhara,

only as a competitor with the original form, which mainta
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its local supremacy to the last. In this part of his work

Dr. Bachhofer is dealing with narrow periods and with

precise points of great cogency ; and the same definiteness

appears in regard to the period of the reception, of both

types indifferently in AmaravatL Since the “ war of the

eras
55

is still proceeding, we must not say that Dr. Bachhofer’s

determinations are final in respect of absolute dates. But

he looks closely and steadily at the artistic indications, which,

despite the accidental nature of archaeological finds, cannot

be denied their independent right to testify
;

a testimony

which with like fine observation and sound judgment is

brought to light in the admirable papers contributed by

Geheimrat Scherman to the Munchener Jahrbuch der Bildenden

Kunst (Die dltesten Buddhadarstellungen de$ Munchener

Museumsfur VolkerJcunde, 1928, pp. 64-80
; 1929, pp. 147-66).

The concluding chapter is devoted to more general reflexions,

the developement of the art in India, as elsewhere, “ from a

confused and scattered to a collected and regulated style

and thence to free and dissolved forms,” the early Indianiza-

tion of the art ideals, the expressionism, the naturalism

contrasting so marked with the super-cosmical quality which

was to be dominant from the Gupta period onwards, the

adherence to types, the supremacy of sculpture over

architecture. It is to be noted that Dr. Bachhofer dismisses

the suggestion of Roman influence upon the art of AmaravatL

He holds (p. 88) that “ the unmistakable peculiarity of every

artistic expression upon Indian soil is due to Dravidian blood,

however much it may have been blended

Great care has been expended upon the typography and

the exterior of this work, in both its English and its German

form : it is a luxurious publication. The English translation

is in places awkward, and there is a certain number of mis-

spellings and misprints.

F. W. Thomas.
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Nabonidos and Belshazzar. By Raymond Philip

Dougherty. 10 x 7£, xii + 216 pp. Yale University

Press, Newhaven, and Oxford University Press, 1929,

Price 135. 6d.

Professor Dougherty’s work constitutes the fifteenth volume

of the Yale Oriental Series which has already given us so many
valuable books. It is, as he describes it, a study of the closing

events of the Neo-Babylonian empire, starting from his

important discovery that Nabonidos spent a large part of

his reign, not in Babylonia, but at Tema in Arabia, the crown-

prince, Belshazzar, acting as viceroy at home. The fact

throws light upon some of the events of the reign of Nabonidos,

but at the same time is difficult to explain. The Professor

is probably right in thinking that there was more than one

reason for it ; in the light of the “ Persian Verse Account of

Nabonidos ” discovered by Mr. Sidney Smith I am inclined

to believe that a leading factor was fear for his own safety
;

there was a strong party in Babylonia hostile to Nabonidos :

he had taken part in the conspiracy which had dethroned

and murdered his predecessor, and in a distant oasis where

he was surrounded by his army he would have considered

himself safe. Unfortunately there is as yet no cuneiform

information as to where Nabonidos was from the twelfth to

the seventeenth year of his reign. But such evidence as is

available makes it probable that he remained in Tema the

larger part of the time and did not return to Babylon until

the approach of Cyrus and the spread of Persian propaganda

made it imperative for him to do so. It must be remembered

that Babylonia had never been a fully united country

;

even Nabopolassar and Nebuchadrezzar, 4

4

the Chaldeans,”

have been plausibly connected with the Kalda whose original

seat was among the marshes on the sea-coast.

Professor Dougherty’s handling of his subject is very

thorough : every scrap of evidence, cuneiform, classical or

Biblical is examined and the various conclusions that may
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be drawn from them are impartially stated. Later writers

were naturally puzzled by the relation between Nabonidos and

Belshazzar, and the two names were mixed together. On the

basis of a tablet dated in the eighth year of Nebuchadrezzar

in which one of the witnesses, Nabu-nahid, is stated to be
“
over the city ” and “ son of a king's man ”, the Professor

concludes that the Labynetos of Herodotus who assisted in

drawing up the treaty between the Medes and Lydians in

585 b.c., was really Nabonidos and that the latter was

sufficiently prominent at the time to represent Nebuchad-

rezzar and the Babylonian Government. He further argues

that such being the case there is no longer any difficulty in

interpreting another statement of the Greek historian as

showing that Nabonidos was the son of Nitokris, the daughter

of Nebuchadrezzar. The actual words of Herodotus are

(i. 188) : “Now Cyrus marched against the son of this woman
(Nitokris) who possessed both the name of his own father,

namely Labynetos, and the kingdom of the Assyrians.”

The difficulty is that whatever view we may take of the words

in question they are not historically correct ; there was only

one Nabonidos whose father was Nabu-balatsu-iqbi and not

the same as his own. But the confusion between Nabonidos

and Belshazzar in the Greek writers is complete
;
Josephus

alone recognizes Belshazzar by name, but adds that he was

called Naboandelos by the Babylonians. As for Megasthenes,

the literal translation of his reference to Nabonidos is :
“ When

this fellow (Labassoaraskos) had died by a violent death they

appoint Nabannidokhos king, tho
5
in no wise related to him.”

Was Nabonidos of Arab (or rather Arabian) origin ? His

mother seems to have been priestess of the Moon-god at

Harran
;
he himself was accused of heresy and, as Professor

Dougherty notes,
£c
a text reveals that he did not venerate

Marduk as the supreme deity ;
that honour he ascribed to

Sin, the Moon-god.” In Arabia the supreme deities were

the Moon-god, the Sun-god, and the evening star, the Moon-

god holding the first place and being specially worshipped by
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the Aramaean population in that part of the country in which

Tema was situated. Sinai itself was probably the mountain

“of Sin ”

However this may be. Professor Dougherty does well to

draw attention to the fact that, unlike the classical writers,

the author of the Aramaic portion of the book of Daniel was

acquainted with the name and position of Belshazzar. This

would indicate a much earlier period tor the composition of

the work than the Maccabean age, and would take it back to a

time when memories of the Persian conquest of Babylonia

were still comparatively fresh.

I may add that ibbalakkitu (p. 120) means “ shall be

stubbed up ”, and that a Hittite tablet (KUB iv, p. 25, 44)

gives the pronunciation of the name of the star KAK-SI-DI
as Ka-ak-zi-zL

A. H. Sayce.

Samaria in Ahab’s Time. By J. W. Jack. T. and T. Clark,

Edinburgh, 1929.

This is a very useful compilation which will be interesting

and informative to the lay reader as well as serviceable to

the Semitic scholar. Mr. Jack is possessed of good judgment

and has made use of the best authorities, and the book has

been brought thoroughly up to the date of publication.

The recent discovery of the cuneiform tablets of Has Shamra

with their alphabetic script which has an important bearing

on the origin of the Phoenician alphabet, has naturally come

too late for notice. The volume begins with an excellent

account of Ahab’s palace, disinterred by Dr. Reisner
; then

we have a chapter on Israelite art as revealed by archaeology,

and this is followed by a chapter on the oslraJca discovered

in the palace by Dr. Reisner, which was one of the most

important discoveries yet made in Palestinian archaeology.

The ostraka belonged to the jaTs of wine and oil sent to the

palace from certain districts by the administrative officers.

As Mr. Jack points out, these were first instituted by Solomon,
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whose administrative system is discussed in a very interest

chapter. The localities mentioned on the ostraka are identif

as well as the personal names.

The last two chapters of the hook are devoted to Ahal

foreign policy, which is ingeniously defended, and to t

religious situation in Israel during his reign. This k

chapter on the religious situation is extremely good a

suggestive
;

perhaps Mr. Jack would ascribe too mu
influence to Elijah, but there can be no question that it v

far-reaching. The well-chosen illustrations and ma
contained in the book add to its value.

The statement on p. 36 that “ business with the east*

lands could hardly be conducted with the Phcenici

alphabet ” should be corrected : the Aramaic dockets on i

Assyrian cuneiform tablets would alone show that it

incorrect. The documents used for writing in Aram
would have been of papyrus or parchment, and they i

referred to in the cuneiform literature though all traces

them have otherwise disappeared in the damp soil of West*

Asia. The statement that the inscription on the wall

the shaft of Ahiram’s tomb at Jebel
c
‘ has been rapi<

traced ” is also incorrect. The letters are deeply incised a

unusually large. I very much doubt the explanation

the form rpK lffT on the ostraka. It seems to me mi

more probable that we have here the old case-ending of 1

nominative. In note 1, p. 70, the name of Professor Sel

should be inserted. Dussaud is probably right in seeing t

places with the name of Yanu£am on the Egyptian moi

ments. At all events, the Yanu‘am usually meant

them was north of Damascus. That is proved by a pass?

in one of the Tel el-Amama tablets (Knudtzon, 197,

which seems to have escaped Mr. Jack’s notice, where 1

city is associated with Ubi or Hobah on the north side

Damascus (Gen. xiv, 15). If the Yanu‘am of the Beisl

stela was the Biblical Yanoah, this can only have been beca 1

the name of the latter place was assimilated by the Egypt
JRAS. APRIL. 1930. 31
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scribe to the better known Yanu f
am. Nor can I agree

with the statement that the name of Yaum or Yahveh is not

found in Babylonian documents of the Abrahamic age. As

for Yau-bihdi of Hamath., the variant Ilu-bihdi is quite

sufficient to prove that Yau is the name of a god. On p. 115

it is incorrect to say that “ all ” the animals said on the

Black Obelisk to have been brought as tribute from Muzri

show that it was the northern Muzri since “ apes ” were

included among them. The most probable explanation is

that the northern Muzxi and Egypt were intentionally mixed

together by the Assyrian artist, the apes having really been

a present from Egypt. On the following page a correction

is necessary ; the Late Assyrian Til-Garimmi and the Hittite

Tegarama were one and the same place. Two misprints may
also be noticed

; on p. 17 “ mason ” should be “ mason’s
99

and on p. 148 “ have ” is printed instead of “ has

In a second edition, which is sure to be called for, it would

be desirable to add an appendix containing translations,

with the Hebrew text, of all the inscriptions found upon

the Samaritan ostraka.

Clavis Cuneorum. Part II. By G. Howardy. 9i X6,

560 pp. London : Humphrey Milford, 1929.

It is some time since the preceding volume of Dr. Howardy’s

exceedingly useful Clavis Cuneorum ^(No. 5) appeared, but

the delay in publication is more than accounted for by the

contents of this first instalment of the second part of the

work. It contains a list of the “ rarer ideographs ” with their

values, significations, and Assyrian equivalents, and implies

a vast amount of labour and research. The present number

contains the words or ideographic expressions with the

prefixes GIS “ wood ”, SAM “ herb ”, and fi “ house ”, the

references belonging to them alone necessitating a large

expenditure of time and hard work, more especially when

the work is of meticulous accuracy and completeness. The
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Claws, in fact, is as indispensable to the Assyriologist as

Briinnow’s Classified List , and brings oux knowledge of the

Assyrian script up to date. In 273, 19 I should render
“ uru ” “ ploughing ” rather than “ irrigation ”,

A. H. Sayce.

Materiaux pour un Corpus inscriptionum Arabicorum.

Premiere partie : iSgypte. Tome deuxieme
;
premier

fascicule. Par M. Gaston Wiet. In Memoires publies

par les membres de Pinstitut fran^ais d’archeologie

orientale du Caire, Tome 52. 14 x 11, 128 pp. Cairo,

1929.

This volume supplements Van Berchem’s inscriptions

of Cairo published in 1894-1903, and the present fascicule

covers the mosques of ‘Amr ibn el ‘Asi, Ibn Tulun, El Azhar,

and El Hakim, the Nilometer, and various other early

monuments. Some of the inscriptions in it are taken from

originals that have come to light since the former publication

appeared, but a large proportion are drawn from copies

preserved by Maqrizi and other mediaeval Arab historians,

the originals having been lost long ago. The accuracy of

such copies can be relied upon with confidence, when one

finds that wherever the writers reproduce an inscription

that still remains, their copies prove to be literally exact.

In this fascicule, contemporary accounts of some of the

3 /9th century inscriptions still to be seen on the Nilometer

and Maqrizi’s version of the only inscription of the time of

the Ikhshids now preserved, in a fragmentary condition,

at Cairo, afford a test of this kind. It is easy to realize

how valuable the earlier inscriptions are, not only for the

history of the monuments to which they relate, but also for

the deductions which can be drawn from them when the full

texts are available. Among the contents of the fascicule

are excellent general descriptions of the mosques of Ibn

Tulun and El Azhar, from the notes of Van Berchem. In
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oi persons associated with them, questions of topography

oi lw and custom. Professor Wiet is thoroughly at

bme ID every topic and his arguments are based on a large

number of passages from the Arab and other authorities,

fall references being always given.

To the list of inscriptions of the Khalifs of the first three

centuries of the Hijra given on page 24 may be added two

of Marwan II and one of EJ Mansur recorded by Jahshiyari

(fol. 406), and besides the inscription of El ‘Aziz at St. Mark’s

referred to on page 125, another is known and was published

in this Journal for 1918, page 263. As regards the Nilometer,

a curious question arises. Ibn ed Daya’s story in El Mukafa a

(pp. 110-12) about the Ja‘fari canal when examined seems

most certainly to require that the Tigris began its regular

seasonal rise in November or in October, that is one or two

months before the death of El Mutawakkil. But the season

fox the hood of the Tigris is April and May.^ It appears,

therefore, that the story cannot he true. If this story, with

all its circumstantial detail, must be rejected, can reliance be

placed on what is mentioned in the. course of it about the

architect of the Nilometer, and how far can the information

about the architect of the mosque of Ibn Tulun that comes

from the same author be accepted ? Turning to the shurta,

one may wonder whether the mention in Tabari i, 1907, 1. 11>

may not be taken as showing that the institution was known

already in the time of Abu Bakr. While the shurta certainly

acted as police, the question whether the functions of the

sdhib esh shurta were not, at some time, partly military, seems

to admit of further discussion. In any case the shurta was

obviously of great importance in the Arab state, and Professor
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is, therefore, a piece of work of which the value will be

recognized, The subject does not seem to have been

investigated at all in the same way before, and it has involved

much patient and discriminating labour. Studies of the

same kind in this fascicule and in other publications may be

regarded as part of an organized research into Islamic history

that Professor Wiet is constantly carrying on.

A. R. Guest.

Catalogue General du Musee Arabe du Caire. Lampes

et bouteilles en verre emaille. Par M. Gaston Wiet.

Full-page plates, xcii. 13 x 11, iv -f- 193 pp. Cairo,

1929.

This catalogue is a handsome book that anyone who cares

for art might like to possess, and those who are interested in

Islamic enamelled glass particularly will find a most useful

guide to that subject. The principal objects of this description

preserved are the mosque lamps (with an occasional suspension

bulb or two also), the bottles being very much less common.

A large part of the glass has inscriptions by which it can be

dated, and the personages for whom it was made can be

identified, and nearly all of it is found to come from Cairo

and to belong to the eighth-fourteenth century, a considerable

proportion of the lamps falling within a period of about

twenty-five years. It was supposed formerly that the glass

was made in Egypt, but the general opinion at present is

that it is of Syrian manufacture.

The catalogue contains a thorough description of every

example in the Museum collection, with dimensions and a

bibliography giving all information that is likely to be useful

to a student, such as references to any reproduction of the

object that may have been published and to any discussion

of its inscriptions. An appendix enumerates in chronological

order all the specimens of Islamic enamelled glass known

anywhere, of which the attribution appears to be certain.
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It appears that,
apart from small fragments, the Museum

preserves 118 enamelled glass objects, of which 87 can be

dated and the total number of dated objects which has been

reported an/where is between 170 and 180 ; a few of the

reports may be duplicates, so that an exact figure cannot be

given. It is from the earliest and latest examples that one

can expect to get the principal clues to the problem of the

origin and places of manufacture of the glass. By means of

the appendix, one is able to see how rare lamps and bottles

are which date from either before or after the eighth-fourteenth

century, and to trace any dated piece at once so as that one

can examine and consider it.

The Museum collection, comprising as has been seen, about

half the dated examples known, is well distributed over the

period to which the glass belongs, and may be taken as

thoroughly representative. The plates in the catalogue

reproduce the whole of it, except minor fragments, and the

few lamps that have no inscriptions or ornaments. They are

on a large scale and well executed, so they give a good idea

of the beauty of the objects. The lamps do not differ much
in form, but there is considerable variety in their decoration.

They have several different schemes of ornamentation, and

where the same scheme is followed, there is generally a good

deal of difference in some of the details.

The catalogue was drawn up at the desire of King Fu’ad,

whose interest in the promotion of science relating to Egypt

is referred to in the introduction. Such a well-devised

and well-executed publication is calculated to further the

educational purpose of the Museum, and is a credit to those

concerned.

A. R. Guest.

Khizanat al-Ajdab wa Lubb Lubab Lughat al- £Arab. By
‘Abd al-Qadir al-Bagbdadi. Vol. I. Large 8vo,

434 pp. Cairo : Salafiya Press, 1348. (1930.)

It is nearly fifty years since this important work was first
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published in a.h. 1299 (the date at the end of the last volume)

and during that time it has been a constant source of informa-

tion on account of the numerous works used by the author,

many of which appear to he now lost. Copies have become

extremely scarce and when available very expensive. It

is therefore a great source of satisfaction that the owners

of the press named above and Muhammad Munir ‘Abdo of

Damascus have undertaken a new edition. The present

volume, which goes only as far as page 226 of the old one,

has the additional advantage of important corrections by

such able scholars as Ahmad Taimur Pasha and ‘Abd al-

‘Aziz al-Maimunl ar-Rajkotl and having been compared

with the original autograph of the author and a copy revised

by ash-Shingiti.

All the verses, and other texts whenever necessary, have

been carefully vocalized and errors of the former edition or

those of the author himself corrected . Both paper and type are

in every way superior to those of the first edition and the work

when complete is to be furnished with various indices to make

it more useful than its predecessor. To judge from the size

of the first volume the work, when finished, will fill about

nine volumes and the editors promise rapid progress towards

completion.

F. Krenkow.

al-‘Uqud ad-DurrIya fi’d-Dawawin al-HalabIya. Edited

by Muhammad Raghib at-Tabbakh. 8vo, 231 +91
+ 58 pp. Halab, 1347 (1929).

The editor is the author of a large history of his native

city Halab (Aleppo) and with this publication wishes to rescue

from oblivion three of the poets of his town.

The first poet Husain b. Ahmad al-Jazari died 1023 (1614).

He is perhaps the best of the three poets, and his collection is

by far the largest. From his eulogies upon the mighty of
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Lis time we get historical data which will supplement historical

works upon Syria for the period.

The second Dlwan by Fath Allah ibn an-Nahhas has been

printed before in a tiny volume (Cairo, 1290) and has become

almost unprocurable. He died in Mecca in 1052 (1642).

The editor claims to have corrected the errors* of the first

edition by comparing manuscripts.

The third Dlwan has also been printed (in Beirut in 1872)

and is equally scarce. It is by Mustafa b. ‘Abd al-Malik

al-Babl who died in 1091 (1680). His poems consist mainly

of praises upon the great of Aleppo, but he has some jocose

verses such as upon a lost tooth.

The collection gives us an insight into the literary activity

in Halab in the seventeenth century of our era.

F. Krenkow.

Kitab an-Nujum ash-Shariqat fi Dike ba‘d. as SanaV
al-Muhtaj ilaiha fi ‘Ilm al-Miqat. By Muhammad b.

Abie Khair al-Hasani, edited by Muhammad Raghib

at-Tabbakh. Halab, a.h. 1346 (1928).

The date of the author is only approximately known. He
lived some time in the tenth century of the Hijra in Damascus.

I believe that the editor is also mistaken in the title and we
should read “ al-Llqat ”, for the book deals with a number

of trade secrets such as the making of pigments, gold-leaf fluid

and inks of various colours
;

also about treating iron and in

the last chapter advice is given as to how to know the two

poles of a magnet and to take away the magnetic power

and to restore it. The author was not a scholar and his

language is at times difficult to follow. The little book is a

valuable contribution to a literature which does not often

find its way into print.

F. Krenkow.
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Kitab al-Firasa li-Filimun, followed by Jumal Ahkam
al-Firasa. By Abu Bake Muhammad b. ZakarIya’

ar-Razi, Edited by Muhammad Raghib at-Tabbakk.

8vo, 47 + 10 pp. Halab, 1347 (1929).

The learned editor discovered both these treatises on

physiognomy in the Ahmadiyya Library ofHalab andhasmade
them accessible in a handsomely printed edition. The science

has had many followers in the East to this day, but the two

books represent perhaps the oldest treatises on the subject

that have come down to us. Unfortunately we are not told

in the introduction to the work of Polemon who was the

translator from the original Greek. A Latin translation was

printed as long ago as 1583, and I believe that the Greek

original does not- exist. As regards the date of Polemon there

appear some doubts as he is generally placed in the second

century of the Christian era, but if be really came into personal

contact with the physician Hippocrates, as stated in the

introduction to the Arabic translation, he must belong to a

much earlier period.

The author of the second treatise is well-known and died

in a.h. 311 (923). I hope to publish a translation of both

treatises as they may be of general interest.

F. Krenkow.

As-Safinat an-Nuhiyya fi s-Sakinat ar-Ruhiyya. By
Abul ‘abbas Ahmad b. al-KhalIl al-Khuwayyi

8vo, 4 + 34 pp. Halab, 1347 (1929).

Brockelmann in his History of Arabic Literature mentions

the author, hut wrongly gives the date of his death as the

year 630. He was bom in a.h. 583 and informs us himself in

his work that at the age of ten he had already commenced

his studies and though he studied law for a time he was

desirous of taking to medicine ;
he read the Masa’il of Hunain

b. Ishaq, the Murshid of ar-Razi, the Dakhira of Thabit b.

Qurra, but medicine did not appeal to him and he opened
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a shop near tie house of his father. The love ofstudyremained

however, and after Ms son was born he journeyed to Baghdad

to Ibn Hubal (died a.h. 610, cf. Ibn Abi Usaibi'a L 304)

to read with him the Qdnun of Ibn Slna \ then he travelled

to Hamadan, having heard of the great reputation enjoyed

by ‘Ala

’

ad-Dih at-Ta
?

usi (probably ‘All b. 'Musa whom
Brockelmann places in the second half of the seventh century

of the Hijra) and studied under him, and at last he went to

Khorasan to Fakhr ad-Din ar-RazI, who he says was without

equal in his time. Meanwhile he had also devoted himself

to Shafi‘1 law and became chief judge of Damascus. He had

been of a weak constitution all his life and died at Damascus

in a.h. 637 (the date 687 given in the edition of the Tabaqat

of Subki is probably a printer’s error.) Owing to his philo-

sophical training his treatise upon the soul does not begin with

verses of the Qur’an but with the opinions of physicians,

followed by the opinions of philosophers, then those of wise

men, mystics (Arbab al-Qulub), ordinary people. These are

followed by the classification of souls in which the lowest

category is given to plants. The seventh chapter contains

considerations for the purifying of the soul and the cleansing

of the spirit and the concluding chapter gives the author’s

own deductions and some of the details of his biography, which

have been utilized in the sketch of his life above.

It would be very desirable that this short work should be

made more widely known by a translation and we must

be grateful to the editor for having made this rare and

remarkable treatise accessible in a neatly printed edition by
his own press. F. Krenkow.

Kitab ad-Dala’il wal TtibaR ‘ala l-Khalq wa t-Tadbir.

By Abu ‘Uthman ‘Amr ibn Bahr al-Jahiz, edited by

Muhammad Raghib at-Tabbakh. 8vo, 80 pp. Halab,

1346 (1928).

Any new work of al-Jahiz must incite curiosity and a study

of the book in question will once more prove what a keen
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observer tbe author was. A manuscript was known, bearing

the somewhat different title
f£
Kitab al-Tbar wal Ptibar,

in the British Museum (Or. 3886), and my friend Mr. Gibb

had taken a copy with the intention of publishing it, but, as

I learned from him, he had presented his copy to Ahmad
Zeki Pasha in Cairo. There may even be some doubts as

to the authorship, but the general tone of the arguments is

much in favour of believing the book to be the work of the

philosopher of Basra. A comparison of the edition, which is

derived from a manuscript in Halab, shows marked differences

from the British Museum manuscript, which as a rule is

much shorter in each section and closes long before the printed

text, but against this it contains a long introduction in which

the author mentions some other writers on the same subject,

which is missing in the print. This addition I hope to publish

in extenso in another place. It is rather a pity that the editor

could not make use of the additional manuscript, though the

divergencies are at times so great as to present parallel

texts with the same arguments but in entirely different

wording.

F. Krenkow.

China : The Land and the People. A Human Geography

by L. H. Dudley Buxton. With a chapter on the

Climate by W. G. Kendren. 9x6, xviii + 333 pp,

Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1929. Price 15s.

The author of this work was a holder of an Albert Kahn
Fellowship, and, like Lowes Dickinson and other holders of

that Fellowship, he has fully justified its value by the book

that it has enabled him to produce. It deals in fourteen,

chapters with The Land and the People ; Natural History
;

Agriculture and Industries and their Geographical Relations ;

Trade Routes, and their Relation to Industry and Commerce ;

The Geographical Aspects of Chinese Culture
;
The General
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- treatB m an exhaustiveaaimar the Climate. Space forbids the entering into a

detailed account of each chapter, but Chapter x on Chinese
vmtwie mil be fouad especially interesting to the general

reader. Authorities have been carefully consulted, including

out old friend Wells Williams’ Middle Kingdom, the value of

which has survived many years, for it was in its first edition

the chief text-hook on China so far back as the seventies

of last century. The author states that the original con-

ception of his work was due to Professor Roxby and Dr. John

Johnson, and he acknowledges the assistance he has received

from Professor Soothill, Lady Hosie, Mr. Liu, and others.

Like so many others who have had the good fortune to reside

in China, he finds that country an abiding memory. He
states :

“ China is a mistress who, when once one has known

her, does not easily disappear from the memory, and often

as I look at the Gingko trees transplanted to our pleasant

groves in Oxford, I wonder whether ever again I shall see

the parent stems burst into leaf in the courtyards of the

temples in the ancient city of Kambaluc.” Not a few former

residents in China wonder like him whether they will ever again

revisit the scenes of their happy days in that country. The

illustrations are numerous and good, and the work is plenti-

fully supplied with maps, but there is no general map of China,

the addition of which is suggested when a second edition is

required.

The work, which is well written and has been excellently

produced by the Clarendon Press, will be found a most useful

book of reference.

J. H. S. L.
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A Brief Account of Diplomatic Events in Manchuria.

By Sir Harold Parlett, C.M.G. (Royal Institute of

International Affairs.) 9£ X 6J, viii -j- 92 pp. London

:

Humphrey Milford, 1929. 4s. 6d. net.

This monograph on events in Manchuria was prepared

for the biennial conference of the Institute of Pacific Relations,

which was held recently at Kyoto, and published under the

auspices of the Royal Institute of International Affairs.

As the late Mr. Headlam-Morley, Chairman of the Publica-

tions Committee of that Institute, states in the Preface,

“ the Institute has been peculiarly fortunate in securing the

services of Sir Harold Parlett as the writer of this short

history. His long connection with His Majesty’s Consular

and Diplomatic Service has enabled him to bring to the

record an unrivalled first-hand knowledge of the events with

which he deals.” Those events he has treated in an interesting,

clear, and impartial manner, and in view of the important

part which Manchuria has pLayed during the last thirty

years and is likely to continue to play in the future, we can

strongly recommend to those who wish to know the past

and present position of affairs in Manchuria, the able mono-

graph which Sir Harold Parlett has written.

J. H. S. L.

Bibliography of the Japanese Empire, 1906-1926.

Being a Classified List of the literature issued in European

languages since the publication of Fr. von Wenckstem’s

Bibliography of the Japanese Empire up to the year 1926.

Compiled by Oskar Kachod. 2vols. 10 x 6£. London:

Edward Goldston ;
Leipzig : Karl W. Hiersemann.

1928.

Essai sur la Mythologie Japonaise. By Nabuhiro

Matsumoto. Austro-Asiatica, documents et travaui

publics sous la direction de Jean Przyluski. Tome ii.

10 x 8, 144 pp., avec 9 planches. Paris : Paul Geuthner.
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Nippon Shindo Ron, or the National Ideals of the

Japanese People* By Yutaka Hibino, LL.B. (Imp.

Univ., Tokyo), Founder of Ikuye Commercial College,

Nagoya, formerly Principal of First Government School,

Aichi Prefecture, and Member of Parliament Aichi

Prefecture ;
translated with an Introduction* by A. P.

McKenzie, M.C., M.A. 9x6, 176 pp. Cambridge

University Press, 1928.

Die Alt Japanische Jahreszeitenpoesie aus dem
Kokinshu, in Text und Ubersetzung mit Erlauterungen

von ^Alexander Chanocb. Sonderdruck aus Asia Major

Vol. IV, Fasc. 2/3. 10J x 7£. Leipzig. 1928.

A.inu Life and Lore. Echoes of a Departing Race. By the

Ven. Dr. John Batchelor. 9 x 6J, 448 pp, with 95

illustrations, 15 being in full colour. Tokyo.

These five publications are representative of the intensive

jtudy which Japanese and Europeans are devoting to the

listory, literature, folklore, and ideals of Japan.

The Bibliography by Oskar Nachod continues from 1906

he work carried to that year by the late Fr. von Wenckstem.

The preface states :
“ The publications dealing with Japan

ssued in the German, English and French languages have

>een brought together very extensively. Besides there are

l good number of contributions in Dutch, Italian, Spanish

ind Portuguese, whereas the harvest gathered from literature

n the Scandinavian and Slavic languages is a small one.”'

The bibliographical work on Japan in Russian is fortunately

illed by the work of S. N. Matweew and A. D. Popow, who
lave allowed the author to use ample material from their

Bibliography on Japan. The subject is divided into fifteen

liSerent sections and contains 9,575 items—a most useful

ind important compilation.

From the actuality of bibliography we turn to the nullity

>f myth, although after reading Dr. Matsumoto’s Doctoral

Thesis
,
presented to the Sorbonne, one may well doubt the
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suitability of the term “ nullity ” as applied to the myths of

Japan ! The work is divided into an introduction, four

chapters, and two appendices. First a resume of Japanese

myths is given, the gods of Izumo, the descendants of the

Sun and the tribes of Kyushu are then studied in turn ;

and finally analogies are drawn between the myths of the

Japanese and those of southern peoples and of the Ainu.

Dr. Matsumoto disagrees with various conclusions reached

by Aston, Nachod and other Japanologues and closes his

dissertation with the statement of his belief that the mythology

of Japan results from the fusion of many local traditions which

have in the passage of time been dominated by the cult of

the great goddess Amatexasu, ancestress of the Japanese

Imperial line.

This firm belief in his divine descent is the basis of the

attitude the Japanese people assume towards their ruler ;

an attitude difficult for Occidentals to grasp, but one which

should be elucidated by the excellent work of Yutaka Hibino,

ably translated by A. P. McKenzie, whose admiration for the

Japanese is unbounded. He describes them as “ the greatest

the most progressive, the most virile, the most flexible and

adaptable, and the most intelligent of Asiatic peoples
”

;

whether such an unqualified statement should be applied

to a race so highly assimilative and so slightly creative is a

question that would bear argument were space available.

There is, however, no question but that the ideals of the

Japanese people are set forth in this book which is well

epitomized in the legend on the jacket

:

<e The importance of this work, which was originally written

for the stimulation and inspiration of Japanese youth, is

due to the fact that it deals exclusively with conceptions

with which every Japanese is familiar ;
it gives a systematic

exposition of the political and social creed which developed

during the great Meiji period of 1868-1912 and now forms

the basis of the common intellectual life of the people.”

To understand the remarkable Meiji period a comprehension
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of the political and social creed is essential, nor could it be

more clearly stated than by this forceful leader of Japanese

thought who has also written on Pure Loyalty
,
The Ideal of the

Japanese Subject, Athletics from Practical Experience, and so

on. Complete devotion on the part of every Japanese subject

to his Emperor is the theme of Mr. Hibino’s discourse and

General Nogi is the hero held up as a shining example. A most

interesting and illuminating book.

The study of Japanese seasonal poems from the Kokinshu

is a part of the Doctoral thesis presented by Alexander

Chanooh to the University of Hamburg in 1924. As he explains

in the foreword, he has been at pains to give a rendering of

these ancient texts which will bring over as completely and

literally as possible the thought in the poet’s mind and in

so doing has avoided Western poetic forms and their pit-falls.

In this method lies, so it seems to me, the whole value of

translation. It is important that the tenour of Oriental

thought be comprehended by the West. Poetic forms cannot

pass from one language to another.

Dr. Chanoch in an interesting Introduction analyses the

Kokinshu, touches on the masterly technique of the men who

wrote it, describes plays on words and other matters necessary

to the comprehension of the poems and then gives, in trans-

literation and translation, the six books of
“
Seasonal Poems ”

written so long ago. The German renderings are charming,

as, for instance, the following :

—

“ Wohlan ihr Kirschen, auch ich werde abfallen. Wenn
die ein-malige Kurze Bliitezeit vorbei ist, werde ich von den

Menschen schlechte Behandlung erleiden.”

Short notes on forty-seven of the poets who contributed

to the collection bring a most interesting volume to a close.

The Ven. Dr. John Batchelor is described by his publishers

as “ the greatest living authority on the language, customs,

religion, and folk lore of the Ainu people ”
;

nor can one

doubt the accuracy of this statement. He first visited the

Ainu in 1877 ; in 1879 he joined the Church Missionary
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Society, with which body he laboured until his retirement

in 1924, and since the said retirement he has been living

in Hokkaido helping the Ainu people as a private individual.

From the depths of his knowledge he speaks in the profusely

illustrated book before us. It contains fifty-six chapters

does this fascinating book, chapters with most intriguing
titles :

“ The Vines of Heaven and Sympathic Magic ”
; “A

Woman, losing her twelve Sweethearts, at last Marries a

Metamorphosed Bear “
Witchcraft and Ophiolatry,” and

so on. It is surcharged with folk lore, mystery and legend

so sympathetically told that it is not difficult to believe that

the Ven. Dr. Batchelor is in receipt of a pension from the

Hokkaido Government “
in recognition of his work among

the Ainu race

F. Ayscough.

The Spirit of Chinese Poetry. An original essay by

V. W. W. S. Purcell. With illustrations from ancient

Chinese Drawings. 9 x 6, 43 pp. Singapore, Shanghai

and Hong Kong : Kelly and Walsh, Ltd.

The key to Mr. Purcell’s work is contained in the note

which precedes the book itself
;
and as it is important to use

the key which an author may proffer I quote the note in part

:

“ The genius of China is in its written language, in the

curves and squares and dashes of its mystic signs. And the

purest spirit of the language, as in all languages, is in its

poetry.”

It is to be regretted that this point of view has not been

more universally recognized. Writing in 1886, A Memorandum

for the Guidance of the Student
,
Sir Thomas Wade, whose

lessons contained in the Yu Yen TzH Erh Chi have been the

basis for Anglo-Saxon sinology since their first appearance

in 1867, said : “I have insisted much in the Preface to the

First Edition upon the danger of being seduced by the

attractions of the written language.” In this sentence the

eminent exponent of colloquial Chinese did, I venture to think,

JBAS. APRIL 1930. 32
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a great disservice to the cause of sinology and incidental

to the greater cause—the understanding of the East by tl

West ;
an understanding greatly helped by a recognitic

of the
e<
genius which is the written language

Mr. Purcell’s little essay—it runs to only forty-three page

is a delight : a rare example of a sensitive appreciation whi<

can bridge the chasm of alien thought and speech. To th

matter of alien thought he is keenly alive
;

his analysis 1

the Oriental and Occidental view-points is excellent
; and tl

“ exercise ” which he recommends in a charming “ envoy

should be followed by all who are interested in the forms 1

Eastern thought, to all who desire to comprehend the spii

of the Chinese language which “ is in its poetry

F. Ayscough.
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SPECIAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE SOCIETY

Thursday
, 9th January

,
1930

The Marquess of Zetland, President, in the Chair.

The special general meeting summoned to pass (1) the

Burton Memorial Trust Deed
; (2) the following additional

paragraph to Rule 4 of the Society’s rules :—

-

Provided always that in the case of persons domiciled

abroad, it shall be within the power of the Council on

being satisfied as to the credentials of any particular

candidate, to dispense with these conditions.

Both recommendations were carried unanimously.

GENERAL MEETINGS OF THE SOCIETY

9th January

The Marquess of Zetland, President, in the Chair.

Mr. K. P. Jha was elected a member, and twelve nomina-

tions were approved for election at the next general meeting.

Mr. H. A. R. Gibb lectured on “ The Origins of Arabic

Poetry Professor Margoliouth, Sir Denison Ross, Professor

Nicholson, and Dr. Barnett spoke, the President addressed

the meeting, and a cordial vote of thanks was passed to the

lecturer.

The paper will appear in a subsequent number.

13th February

The Marquess of Zetland, President, in the Chair.

The following were elected members of the Society :

—

Dr. Phul Chand Addy. Sir Charles G. H. Fawcett.

Mr. J. Andaraj. Miss Z. K. Hussain.
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Mr. K. Sharama Khan.

Mr. K. G. Krishnan.

Mr. Anthony Ferdinand Paura

Mr. S. K. Rahman.

Mr. Gusfcavus Martin Sewell.

Eleven nominations were approved for election at the

next general meeting.

Dr. A. M. Blackmail read a paper, illustrated by lantern

slides, on “ The Drama in Ancient Egypt ”, of which the

following is an abstract :

—

Dr. Blackman began by showing how deeply the dramatic

sense was implanted in the Egyptian people, the drama

entering into all their more important religious rites, such as

The Opening of the Mouth (the xite by which a statue was
consecrated and identified with the divinity or person whom
it represented), the Funerary Liturgy and the Temple

Liturgy. In all these rites the priestly performers impersonated

gods or goddesses, and were appropriately masked or wore

their attributes.

Dr. Blackman then proceeded to deal with the main subject

of his lecture, a dramatic text, composed at the very beginning

of Egyptian history, probably when Menes made Memphis

the capital of the newly united kingdom.

The object of this composition was to glorify Memphis

and its god Ptah, and to make that city not merely the

political, but also the religious and cultural centre of

Egypt.

This document consists of a long narrative which associates

with Memphis all the happenings connected with the feud

between Homs and Seth, the division of Egypt between those

two divine rulers, the deposition of Seth by Keb the Earth-

god, and the accession of Horns (the prototype of all Egyptian

kings), the son of Osiris, as sole ruler of the whole country,

and the death, burial, and resuscitation of Osiris. The

narrative then goes on to tell of the building of Memphis,

Mr. A. H. Siddiqi.

Khan Ahmad Ali Sufie.

Mr. Vadamalai T. Sevuga

Pandya Thevar.
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and ends with a remarkable theological treatise on the

nature of Ptah.

This narrative is interspersed with dramatic sections

illustrating the events previously described. The speeches

were pronounced by actors, standing possibly on a stage,

wearing masks when they were impersonating an animal-

headed divinity. That they actually acted is shown by the

fact that the speeches in question were interspersed with stage

directions, indicating the necessary action and gestures.

This ancient play finds a very close parallel in our mediaeval

miracle plays, and, strange though it may seem to say so,

the modem cinema, where also a long series of dramatic

incidents is broken up by a narrative thrown on to the

screen.

In ancient Egypt the narrative would have been recited

by a reader standing or seated in front or beside the per-

formers. The speeches put into the mouths of these per-

formers are composed in the earliest form of the Egyptian

language known to us and are taken from sacred writings

that must date from before the Dynastic age.

The most interesting part of the text is the end, dealing

with the speculations of the Memphist theologians. These

theologians took over the older and cruder Heliopolitan

theology and gave it an entirely new significance.

All powers participating in the creation are merely mani-

festations of Ptah, the god of Memphis. Ptah is both the

father and mother of the old Heliopolitan creator god Atum,

who came forth as a thought from the heart and tongue of

the creator god of Memphis. In heart and tongue are embodied

the two gods Horus and Thoth, and through them Ptah has

transmitted his power to all other gods.

The organ of creation is
“
the mouth, which named all

things ”, in which resided the old time gods of Heliopolis as

teeth and lipB.

Shu and Tefnut, according to the Heliopolitan teaching

begotten by Atum (in Memphis theology only a thought of
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PfcaA) and spat out of his mouth ,
came forth from the Almighty

mouth of Ptah as thought expressed by the tongue.

In all living beings heart and tongue as the representatives

of the creator govern the other limbs, and teach them that the

creator himself is “ in every body and in every heart ” and

in them, his representatives, he thinks and commands all

he wills.

From this creator all things that Nature produces have come

forth. He is also the source of civil and moral order in the

world.

Such an intellectual conception of creation and of world-

order is most remarkable, and hardly to be expected at so

early a date as 3500 b.c. and yet that is the time when this

document must have been compiled.

In this teaching is foreshadowed the doctrine of the Logos,

expounded by Philo in Alexandria and later adopted and

developed by Christian theologians—the writer of the

Fourth Gospel and the leaders of the great school of Christian

theology in Alexandria.

This Memphis teaching was certainly preserved as late as

the time of Shebak of the twenty-fifth dynasty (from whose

reign our copy of the text dates) and was probably known to,

and discussed by, learned Egyptian priests in the Ptolemaic

period. Philo, an Egyptian Jew, may well have gained his

idea of the Logos from Egyptian sources, and the Christian

fathers will also have been influenced not only by the teaching

of Philo but by ideas widely disseminated among the learned

of Alexandria.

It is becoming more and more clear, as our knowledge of

Egyptian religious writings increases, how important the

story of the Egyptian religion is, not only for students of the

Old Testament, but of the New Testament as well. Through

the Greco-Egyptian scholars and theologians of Alexandria

ideas first dimly propounded in the temples of ancient Egypt

were spread abroad over Europe and the whole Christian

world.
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13th March

The Marquess of Zetland, President, in the Chair.

The following were elected

Dr. Mathumal Kallaty

Bhasfcaran.

Mr. D. A. Jessuram Cardozo.

Babu Haripada Sen Gupta.

Miss Hameed Mohd. Husain.

Mr. H. S. Ramaswamy Iyer.

Mr. K. L. Khanna.

members of the Society :—
Dr. S. C. Nath.

Dr. Andreas Nell.

Pandit TJttam Singh Rao.

Lieut.-Col. E. R. Rost, I.M.S.

(retd.)

Mr. Leslie de Saram.

Four nominations were approved for election at the next

General Meeting.

Mr. R. C. F. Schomberg read a paper, illustrated by lantern

slides, on “ The People of Sinkiang

A discussion followed in which Sir Denison Ross and Mr.

Sallaway took part. The President addressed the meeting,

and a hearty vote of thanks was passed to the lecturer.

An abstract of the lecture follows.

The modern province of Sinkiang comprises Chinese

Turkestan proper, the old province of Hi or Kulja, the

Khanate of Kumul or Hami, and part of the former province

of Outer Mongolia.

So great a region, situated in Central Asia, necessarily

comprises a number of different races, which may be grouped

under three heads
: (1) the settled indigenous population

;

(2) the nomads
; (3) the immigrants.

The settled indigenous population consists of the Turkis,

who are found in the south of the province between the Tian

Shan and the Kuen Lun, and in the Khanate of Kumul

in the extreme east.

The Turki is the original settler, as distinguished from the

nomads, in Central Asia.

The Turki is easy-going but not very interesting, and he is

above all things a trader, not a merchant of great enterprise,

but a petty dealer.
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Besides tie Turki, the Douians have a claim to be reckoned

amongst tie settled dwellers in SinJbang. They am not very

numerous, and live along the Yarkand River
,
with their chief

town at Merket, about 40 miles north of Yarkand City.

They appear to be Mongols who have comparatively recently

embraced Muhammedanism, although some men claim origin

from an ancestor in Dare], on the Indus. Their customs and

habits show several typically Mongol tendencies.

The nomads of Sinkiang may be divided into two classes,

viz. the Mongols and the Moslems.

The Mongols generally are divided into two groups, the

Khalka or Eastern Mongols who use a different script, and

the Western Mongols—the term is a Russian one.

The connecting tribe between these two groups is the

Uriankhai Mongols, themselves divided into two, the Yenisei

who differ in speech and type (and are often Shamanistic)

from the Kobdo and Altai Uriankhai who are more allied with

the Torguts.

The Torguts are certainly the most numerous of all the

Mongols in Sinkiang, and are divided into three groups, at

Yulduz, Khobuk Saur, and Shikho.

The Torguts are remarkable people, in that the generality

of them pass their lives in an amazing state of filth, discomfort,

and degradation, gambling, drinking, and opium smoking,

and this unidyllic existence is not due to poverty but to

inclination. On the other hand, their leading men are often

strangely, even disconcertingly modern—speak Turki, Chinese,

Russian, sometimes even English and French.

Besides the Torguts, the other Kalmucks are :

—

The Zungurs, who live in the Kash valley, and the

Charkhars, who were settled in the west of the province

by the Chinese, who feared their virility near Peking.

The Mohamedan nomads fall into three clear divisions as

the Kirei Kasaks, found from the Borotala to the Altai

;

the Kasai Kasaks, found in the Hi valley, throughout the

mountains of Zungaria, and in parts of the Tian Shan ; and the

Kirghiz.
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The Kirghiz are found throughout the Southern Tian Shan

from Korla to the Pamirs, and again along the northern side

of the Kuen Lun. They are also met with in the Pamirs as

far as Tash Kuxghan, and a few families are settled in the

Ili valley and near Turfan.

The Kirghiz are generally pleasant, passably clean, less

addicted to thieving than the Kasaks, and considerably more

cowardly.

The immigrants into Chinese Turkestan are very varied,

but pride of place must be given to the Tungan or Hwi-Hwi,

the Chinese Moslem, who have dwelt there so long that they

may perhaps be regarded as settlers.

The Tungans are Shiahs, with perhaps some tinctures of

Hanbalism. They are divided into the Da Fang, the orthodox,

and Shao Fang or modernists, who do not go to Mecca, and

are a small minority.

There are also in the Ili district a number of Manchus, both

of the Solon and Shipo (Sheppeh) clans. They are nearly all

farmers, are prosperous, but do not get on very well with

the Turki cultivators.

The Manchus strike a traveller as intelligent and practical.

They usually speak several languages, and have the attributes

of a ruling race.

Since the Russian revolution, large numbers of Russians

have entered the province, and have become either farmers

or traders.

It is difficult to give an idea of the population of the

province, but the late Governor put it down as about six

millions. Of this figure, the greater part is found south of the

Tian Shan, and must necessarily be Moslem and largely Turki.

Principal Contents op Oriental Journals

Zeitschrift fur Semitistik und verwandte Gebiete. Bd. vii, Heft 1,

1929.

Furlani, G. Die Physiognomik des Barhebraiis in syrische

Sprache.
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Paret, R. Das „ Tragische “ in der arabischen Literatur

(Schluss),

Spoer, H. H. and Haddad, E. N. Poems by Nimr ibn ‘Adwan.
Mlaker, K. Zur Inscbrift von Husn al-Gurab.

EiTinger, S. Das Netz Salomons (Schluss).

Bd. vii, Heft 2, 1929.

Bergstrasser, G. und Spiegelberg, W. Agyptologische und
semitistische Bemerkungen zu Yahiida’s Buch fiber die

Sprache des Pentateuch.

Herzog, D. Die Spruche des Amen-em-ope und Proverbien

Kapp, xxii, 17 —xxiv, 35 .

Boehmer, Y. Der Name Tabor.

Schleifer, J. Randglossen zu C. Brockelmann's Lexicon
Syriacum.

Littmann, Enno. Die vorislamisch-arabische Inschrift aus Umm
ig-Gimal.

Brockelmann, C. Zur Kritik der traditionellen Aussprache des

Athiopischen.

Euringer, S. Bartos= Parthien ?

Der Islam. Bd. xviii, Heft 3-4, 1929.

Goitein, F. Zur Entstehung des Ramadans.

Ritter, H. Philologika v.

Jacob, G. Wandersagen.
Bjorkman, W. Die Bittschriften im dlwan al-insa.

Rypka, J. Die tiirkischen Schutzbriefe fur Georg II., Rakocsi.

Fiirsten von Siebenbiirgen aus dem Jahre 1649.

Taescbner F. Georgios Gemistos Pletbon.

Islamica. Vol. iv, Fasc. 1, 1929.

Taeschner, Franz. Beitrage zur Gesckichte der Achis in Anatolien

14-15. Jht.

Oaskel, W. Ein Mahdi des 15. Jahrhunderts, Saijid Muhammad
ibn Falah und seine Nachkommen.

Fischer, A. Grammatische arabische Miszellen Stuck 1.

Acta Orientalia. Yol. viii, Pt. i, 1929.

Mowinckel, Sigmund. ''UW Eine Studie zur

Astrologie des Alten Testaments.

Ivanow, W. Notes on the Dialect of Khur und Mihrijan.

Jacobsen, T. How did Gilgames oppress Uruk ?

Acta Orientalia. Vol. viii, pt. 2.

Christensen, A. La legende du sage Buzurjmihr.

Bissing, F. W. v. tlber die Kapelle im Hof Harnesses II. im
Tempel von Luxor.

Woitsch, L. Lexicographische Beitrage.
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Ostasiatische Zeitschrift. N.F. v. Heft 3
;
1929.

Cohn, W. Eine Neuerwerbung der Abteilung fiir ostasiatische

Kunst.

Kiimmel, 0. Deutsche und Japanische Versteigerungen.

Harushige und Kokan.
Ecke, G. Chiang Tung Ch'iao.

Fuchs, W. Zur n Geschichte der Ch
£

ingdynastie

Ghose, A. Bemalte Buchdeckel aus Alt-Bengalen.

Heft 4.

Reidemeister, L. Zur Sung-Keramik.
Takacs, Zoltan de. Some Irano-Hellenistic and Sino~Hunnic

Art Forms.
Goetz, H. Illustrationen zu Kalidasa’s Kumara-sambhava aus

dem westlichen Himalaya.
Wegner, M. Ikonographie des chinesischen Maitreya.

Heft 5.

Cohn, W. Der Fabeltierkopf der Sammlung von der Heydt.

Kiimmel 0. Zur chinesischen Riinstlergeschichte.

Yetts, W. P. Chinese Tomb Figures in Silver.

Wegner, Max. Ikonographie der chinesischen Maitreya.

Archceologische Mitteilungen aus Iran . Bd. i. Heft 1, 1929.

Herzfeld, Ernst. Bericht liber die Ausgrabungen von Pasargadae

1928.

Rapport sur l’etat actuel des Ruines de Persepolis et

propositions pour leur conservation.

Bd. i, Heft 2, 1929.

Bericht liber archaologische Beobachtungen in siidlichen

Kurdistan und in Luristan

Zarathustra, Teil i, der geschichtliche Vistaspa.

Revue de VHistoire des Colonies Franqaises, No. 5, 1929.

Martineau, Alfred. Les dernieres annees de Dupleix, son proces

avec la compagnie des Indes.

T’oung Pao. Vol. xxvi, No. 4-5, 1929.

Pelliot P. Neuf notes sur des questions d’Asie centrale.

Maspero, H. L’astronomie chinoise avant les Han.
Pelliot P. Les publications de Toyo Bunko.

Le Museon. Tome xlii, Cahiers 3-4, 1929.

Cruveilhier, P. Recueil de lois assyriennes (fin).

Vosfce, J.-M. Deux manuscrits des “ dialogues ” de Jacques

bar Sakko.
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Voste, J.-M. Memra en Phonneur de Iahballaha III.

Rachmati, G. R. Ein Ostturkisches Wahrsagebuch.

Till, W. Ein fayyumisches Acta-Fragment.

Lefort, L. Th. S. Athanase : Sur la Virginite.

Journal Asiatique. Tome ccxiii, No. 1, 1928.

Somogyi, J. de. Index des sources de la Hayat al-Hayawan
de ad-Damir.

Stern, Ph. Une nouvelle collection musicale consacree principale-

ment aux musiques de 1’Orient et des contrees lointaines.

Grebaut, S. Note sur la princesse Zir-Ganela.

No. 2.

Levi, S. Encore AAvaghosa.
Justinard, L. Poesies en dialecte du Sous marocain, d’apr&s

un manuscrit arabico-berbere.

Goto [Sueo] et Prunier. Episodes du Heike Monogatari.

Husain, Yusuf. Haud al-Hayat, la version arabe de l’Amratkund.

Studi e Maleriali di Storm delle Religioni. Vol. v, Fasc. 1-2, 1929.

Lommel, H. La religione di Zaratbustra.

Unvala, J. M. Zohak.
Furlani, G. La festa del fuoco sacro in Babilonia.

Hesperis, Tome viii, 3-4 Trimestre, 1928.

La Chapelle, F. de. La formation du pouvoir monarcbique dans
les tribus berb^res du Haut Atlas occidental.

Goudard, J. Bijoux d’argent de la “ Tache de Taza ”.

Justinard, L. Notes d’histoire et de la litterature berberes :

les Haha et les gens du Sous.

Blachere, R. L. Une source de l’histoire des sciences chez

les Arabes.

Noiville, J. Le culte de l’Etoile du matin chez les Arabes
preislamiques et la fete de l’Epiphanie.

Semach, Y. D. Un Rabbin voyageur marocain.

Jewish Quarterly Review. Vol. xx. No. 3, 1930.

Duschinsky, C. Rabbi David Oppenheimer.
Biddulph, Col. H. The Pasek in the Scriptures.

Journal of the North China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.

Vol. lx, 1929.

Chang Hain Hai. Some Types of Chinese Historical Thought.

Hu Shih, Dr. The Establishment of Confucianism as a State

Religion during the Han Dynasty.
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Mason, I. The Mohammedans of China, When and How They
First Came.

Chatley, H. Did Ancient Chinese Culture come from Egypt ?

Rann, E. Gold in China.

Englaender, A. L. Some Notes on Asia’s Ice Age.

Edgar, J. Huston. Did Manichaeism influence Lamaism ?

Transactions and Proceedings , of the Japan Society, London

.

Vol, xxvi, 1928-9.

Boxer, C. R. The Affair of the Madre de Deus.

Bryan, Rev. J. Ingram. The Japanese Lyric.

Sadas, Saburi. Japan’s Position in the Far East.

H.I.H. Prince Chichibu. A Climb in the Japanese Alps.

Fane R. A. B. Ponsonby. Some Impressions of the Recent
Enthronement.

Sudan Notes and Records. Yol. xii Pt. 1, 1929.

Evans-Pritchard, E. E. The Bongo.
Shaw, W. B. K. Darb el Arbahn.
Hillelson, S. Songs of the Baggara.

Addison, F. Temple of Taharqa at Kawa.
Whitehead, G. 0. Social Change among the Bari.
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‘All b. Rabban-al-Tabari, Firdausu’l-Hikmat, ed. by M. Z.

Siddiqi. 9x6. Berlin-Charlottenburg, 1928.

From Gibb Memorial Trust.

American Schools of Oriental Research, Annua], vol. 9, ed. by

H, J. Cadbury. 10k X 7|. iVew Haven, London
,

1929.

From Oxford University Press.

Antbonisz, R. G., The Dutch in Ceylon, vol. 1. 8j X 6. Colombo,

1929. From JAe Author.

Archaeological Series, Travancore, vol. 6, pt. 2, and Index to vol. (>.

11^ X 8£. Trivandrum, 1929.

From the Superintendent of Archaeology

.

Survey, India, vol. 46. The Antiquities of Sind, by H.
Cousens. 13 X 10J. Calcutta , 1929.

From the Government of India.

Arnold, T. W., Bihzad and his Paintings in the Zafar-namah MS.

11 J X 8]r. London, 1930. From Messrs. Quaritck.

Bachhofer, L., Early Indian Sculpture. 2 vols., 161 plates.

13 X 9|. Paris, 1929. From Pegasus Press.

Bacot, J., Le po&te tibetain Milarepa, tr. du tibetain. 9J X 6.

Paris, 1925. Bought.

Baeteman, J., Dictionnaire Amarigna-Fra^ais. 10J- X 7. Dire-

Daoua
,
1929. From Messrs. Geuthner .

Barazi, M., Islamisme et socialisme, 10£ X 7. Paris, 1929.

From Messrs. Geuthner.

Barton, G. A., The Royal Inscriptions of Sumer and Akkad.

8J X 6. New Haven, London, 1929.

From Oxford University Press.

Blochet, E., Musulman Painting, Xllth-XVIIth Century*

tr. by C. M. Binyon. 200 plates. 10J X 8. London [1929].

From Messrs. Methuen.

Borobudur, Six Etchings by J. Poortenaar. Introduction by
N. J. Krom. 15J X llj. London, n.d. From the Artist.

Breloer, B.. Kautaliya-Studien. 2. Altindisches Privatrecht.

9i X 6j. Bonn, 1928. Bought.

Briggs, M. S., Muhammadan Architecture in Egypt and Palestine.

12 X 9. Oxford, 1924. Bought from Carnegie Grant.

British Museum, Babylonian Story of the Deluge. Pamphlet.
10 x 6£. 1929. From the Trustees.

Broughton, B. L., The Vision of Kwannon Sama. X 5.

London
,
1929. From Messrs. Luzac.

Bttch Genesis, Das, iibersetzt von P. Heinisch. 10J X 7j.

Bonn, 1930. From Messrs. Hanstein.

Carton, L., Sanctuaire punique a Carthage. 11£ X 9£. Parisy

1929. From Messrs. Geuthner

.
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Chiera, E., Sumerian Lexical Texts. 12 X 10. Chicago
,

n.d.

From University of Chicago Press .

Coolema, S., SoendaneeBch-Hollandsch ,Woordenboek, 3rd ed.

Leiden
,
n.d. Bought,

Eckardt, A., A History of Korean Art, transl. by J. M. Kindersley.

Plates and map. 12 x 8J. London
,

Leipzig, 1929.

From Messrs. Goldston .

Epic of Gilgamish, Text, etc., by R. C. Thompson. 15J X 10J.

Oxford, 1930. From Oxford University Press.

Falaki-i-Shirwani Dlwan, ed. by Hadi Hasan. James G. Forlong

Fund, 9. 11 X 9. London, 1929.

Fong, H. D., Tientsin Carpet Industry. Nankai University-

Committee on Economic Research. Bulletin 1. 11 X 8.

Tientsin, 1929. From the Directors,

Gaster, M., Die 613 Gebote u. Yerbote der Samaritaner. Pamphlet.
10 X 7. Breslau

,
1929. From the Author.

Gaudry, M., La femme Chaouia de TAures. 10x8. Paris
,
1929.

From Messrs. Geuthner.

George of Lydda, Ethiopic Texts, tr. by E. A. W. Budge. 9 x 6i.

London, 1930. From Messrs. Luzac.

Gesenius’ hebraische Grammatik, 29. Auflage, verfassc von
G. Bergstrasser, 2. Teil, 2. Halfte. 9J x 6|. Leipzig, 1929.

From Messrs. Hinrichs.

Gopi Nath Sinha Varma, History of the Kayasthas, pt. 1.

7J X 5. Bareilly, 1929. From the Author.

Grierson, G. A., Dictionary of the Kashmiri Language, pt. 3.

Bibl. Indica. 13 X 10J. 1929. From Sir G. A. Grierson.

Linguistic Survey of India, vol. 1, pt. 2. Comparative
Vocabulary. 14 X 10J. Calcutta

,
1928.

From the High Commissioner.

Grousset, R.
3

Histoire de l’Extreme Orient, 2 vols. Musee
Guimet, Bibliotheque d’Etudes, T. 39, 40. 10J X 7.

Pans ,
1929. Exchange.

Gruner, O. C., A Treatise on the Canon of Medicine of Avicenna.

10 X 6J. London

,

1930. From Messrs. Luzac.

Hargovind Das T. Sheth, Paiasaddamahannava, Prakrit-Hindi

Dictionary, 4 pts. 10 X 8. Calcutta, 1923-8.

Bought from Carnegie Grant.

Hemchandra Ray Chaudhuri, pamphlets. India in Puranic

Cosmography. Note on the Vastrapatha-mahatmya of the

Skanda Purana. Mountain System of the Puranas. 10 X 7.

Calcutta University Press, 1929. From the Author.

Homburger, L., Les dialectes coptes et mandes. Bulletin de la

- Societe Linguistique, T. 30. 10J X 7. Paris, 1930.

From the Author.

Hutton, J. H., Outline of Chang Grammar. JASB., vol. 25.

1929. 10J X 6£. From the Author.
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Indian States, Tie, Corrected to 1st January, 1929. 10 X 6|.

Calcutta, 1929. From the High Commissioner.

Instifcut Fr. d’ArcheoJogie Orientale. Fouilles, T. 6, l 6re partie.

Medamoud, F. Bisson de la Roque, and J. J. (Here.

13J x 10J. Le Caire
,
1929. Exchange.

Instituttet for Sammenlignende Kulturforskning. Santal Folk
Tales, ed. by P. 0. Bodding, vol. 3. 10 x 8. Oslo

,

London, 1929. From Messrs. Aschehoug.

Jolly, J., Hindu Law and Custom, tr. Batakrishna Ghosh. Haran
Chandra Chakladar, Social Life in Ancient India. Greater
India Society Publications, 2, 3. 10 X 7J. Calcutta, 1928,

1929. From the Q.I. Society.

Katrak, S. K. H., Through Amanullah’s Afghanistan. 10 X 7.

Karachi
,
1929. From the Author.

Konow, S., Saka Versions of the Bhadrakalpikasutra. Avhand.
Norske Videns. Akad. 10x6£. Osb, 1929. From the Author.

Lakshman Sarup, Indices and Appendices to the Nimkta.
10 X 7. Lahore, 1929. From Messrs. Motilal Banarsi Das.

La Vallee Poussin, L. de, Notes bouddhiques IX. Academie
R. de Belgique, Bulletin. 10£ X 7. Bruxelles

,
1929.

Exchange.
Lefebvre, G., Histoire des grands pretres d’Amon jusqu’a la XXI e

dynastie. 10J x 7. Pans, 1929. From Messrs. Geuthner.

Li Kia Fu, Ho Fei Shi Hua, a study of the poems of writers

belonging to Ho Fei. Chinese. From Dr. L. D. Barnett.

Macmunn, G., Afghanistan. 9X6. London, 1929.

From Messrs. Bell.

Macnaughton, D., A Scheme of Babylonian Chronology. 8J X 5J.
London, 1930. From Messrs. Luzac .

Magnus, L., The Jews in the Christian Era. 9x6. London, nA.
From Messrs. Benn.

Mahmud Hasan, Mu‘jam al-musannifin, vols. 1-4. 11 X 7|.

Hyderabad

,

1344 (1925). From the Religions Office.

Margoliouth, D. S., Mohammed and the Rise of Islam. T\ X 5J.
London, New York, 1927. Bought.

Massignon, L., Textes inedits concernant l’histoire de la mystique
en pays d’islam. 10JX 7. Paris, 1929. From Messrs. Geuthner.

Matsokin, N. P., Summary of “ An Outline of the Morphology of

the Present Tense of the Japanese Verb Pamphlet.

11 X Vladivostok, 1929. From the Author.

Muh. ‘Abdu’l Ghani, A History' of Persian Language and
Literature at the Mughal Court, pt. 1. Babur. 84 x 5J.
Allahabad, 1929. From the Author.

Modi, J. J., A Vahi, or Register of the Dead of some of the Parsees

of Broach. The Gaur-Tappas, or mounds of bone-receptacles

in Azarbaizan. Journal of the Anthropological Society of

Bombay. Vol. 14. 9x6. Bombay, 1929. From the Society.
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Mulshanker Maneklal Yajnik, Chhatrapatisamrajyarn, tr. by
Laxminath Badarinath Shastri. 9x5. Baroda, 1929.

From the Author

.

Nachod, O., Geschichte von Japan, 2 ter Bd., 2. Halfte. 9x6.
Leipzig, 1930. From Asia Major.

Neal, A. David-, Mystiques et magiciens du Thibet. 8J X 5J.
Paris, 1929. From the Author.

Nicholson, R. A., A Literary History of the Arabs, 2nd ed.

9x6. Cambridge, 1930. From Cambridge University Press.

Pentateuch with Targum Onkelos, etc., and Rashi’s commentary,
tr. by M. Rosenbaum and others. Genesis. 9 x 6-|.

London, 1929. From Messrs. Shapiro, Valentine.

Proceedings of the Seventeenth International Congress of

Orientalists, Oxford, 1928. 10 x 7. London, 1929.

From Oxford University Press.

Raghu Yira, Fragments of the Kathaka Srautasutra. Pamphlet.

9J X 6J. Lahore. From the Author.

Ramachandra Dikshitar, V. R., Early History of Buddhism in

India, Journal Bombay Historical Society, 2. 9x6.
Bombay, 1929. From the Author.

Rangacharya, V., History of Pre-Musalman India, vol. 1. 10 x 7.

Madras, 1929. From the Author.

Renou, L., Grammaire sanskrite, T. 1. 10J X 7. Paris, 1930.

From Messrs. Maisonneuve.
Revue des Arts Asiatiques, T. 6, No. 1. 12 X 9. Paris.

From Messrs. Van Oest.

Rickmers, W. R., Alai 1 Alai I 9|- X 6J. Leipzig, 1930.

From Messrs. Brockhaus.

Rocznik Orjentalistyczny, T. 1-6. 10 X 6|. Kralow, 1914-15 ;

Livow, 1925-9. From Societe Pobnaise d’Etudes Orientates.

Ross, E. D., Nomadic Movements in Asia. Pamphlet. Royal
Society of Arts, 1929. From the R.S.A.

Senart, E., Caste in India, tr. E. D. Ross. 9X6. London, 1930.

From Messrs. Methuen.

Shah, K. T., The Splendour that was Tnd, Plates. 12 X 9.

Bombay, 1930. From Messrs. Taraporevala.

Siren, O., A History of Early Chinese Art, vol. 2. 13 X 9J.
London, 1930. From Messrs. Benn.

Taihoku Imperial University, Memoirs of the Faculty of

Literature, vol. 1, No. 1. Sur Yeh-t’iao, Szu-t’iao, etc.

Par Toyohachi Fujita. 1929. Exchange.

TamgrutI, En-Nafhal el-Miskiya, tr. par H. De Castries. 10J X 7.

Paris
,
1929. From Messrs. Geuthner.

ThOmaB, F. W., and Rodow, S., Two Medieval Documents
from Tun-Huang. Publ. of the Indian Inst., 1,3. 12^x10.
Osb, 1929. From the Indian Institute.

Ting Tchao-ts’ing, Descriptions de la Chine par les Fran^ais

(1650-1750). 10J X 7. Paris, 1928. From Messrs. Geuthner.
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Punjab, India.

1921 *

V

IRAN, S. S. Gnana, c/o Nat. Bank of India, Rangoon, Burma.

920 1905 Vogel, Prof. J. Ph., Ph.D., The University, Leiden, Holland.

1899 *Vost, Lt.-Col. W., I.M.S., Leicester Lodge, 1 Medina Villas, Hove,

Sussex.

1923 *Vrati, H. Lai, B.A., L.T., Headmaster Anglo Vedic High School,

Anupshahr, U.P., India.

1908 *Wackernaoel, Prof. Dr. Jakob, University of Basle, Oartenslr. 93

Basle, Switzerland.

1892 *jWADDELL, Lt.-Col. L. A., C.B., C.I.E., LL,D., cjo Lloyds Bank,

Ltd., 6 Pall Mall, S.W. 1.

1923 *Wah, L. H., I.F.S., A.C.F., Pyinmana, Burma.

1928 *Waheed, A. F. M. Abdul, Ihlalum Jung, Troop Bazar, Hyderabad,

Deccan, India.

1929 *Wajid, Professor Khwaja Abdul, M.A., Intezami Press, Cawnpore,

India.

1912 *fWalker, Rev. C. T. Harley, M.A., Vrancea, Oxford Road, Abingdon,

Berks.

1928 *Walker, John, M.A., Government Secondary School, Benha, Egypt.

930 1926 *+Walleser, Professor Dr. Max, GoethestraSse 12, Heidelberg, Germany.

1907 *Walsh, E. H. C., C.S.I., I.C.S. {ret.), cjo Lloyd’s Bank, Cox’s and

King’s Branch, 6 Pall Mall, S.W. 1.

1919 *Warbtjrton, Rev. B. A., 90 Bilhnge Rd., Spring Bank, Wigan.

1916 *§Wardbop, Sir Oliver, K.B.E., C.M.G., M.A., 49 Downshire Hill

,

N.W.3.
1907 Watson, H. D., I.C.S. (ret.). Upper Gates, Ryder Hitt, Guildford.

1929 *fWebster, Professor Hutton, University of Nebraska
,

Lincoln

,

Nebraska, U.S.A.

1921 Weld, H., Lvlworth Castle, Wareham, Dorset.

1928 *Wesendonk, 0. G. von, Oberaudorf am Inn, Oberbayern, Germany.

1921 Westlake, A. R. C., I.C.S., cjo Chief Sec. to Govt, of Madras.

1906 Whitehead, R. B., 75 Panton Street,
Cambridge.
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940 1026 * Whittles ey, P. W., M.A., Highmount Avenue, Njmhi &:

,Y< U.S.A,

102! *Whymant. A. N. J. f 00 Thornton Awxut, Bedford Pari, tf*4y

1927 •Wiceramaratne, G. A. de 2oysa, Iiulapitiya, Ceylon,

1899 *WTCKBJCMASi.vi3HE, Don M. de Zijru, School of Oriental <8indie*lPin&ury
drew, E.C. 2.

,

1926 *fWilkinson, 1/. P., itauittaffyfeymi, Tobcrnwe, Co, Dmy, HortAim

Ireland.

1915 *Williams, L. K. Uu^hbrook, O.B.E., B.A., I).Lilt., cjo Foreign

Ministry, Patiala, India.

1922 *Williams, L. H., Radnor ifou«e, JlfaWen Rd.
r Old Malden, Surrey.

1921 Willoughby-Meade, G., 61 Tkreadneedle Street, E.C. 2.

1923 *fWilson, Lt.-Col. Sir A. T., K.C.I.E., C.S.I., C.M.G., D.S.0.,5nto»ntc

House, Finsbury Circus, E.C. 2.

1919 *§Winckworth, ChauDcey P. T., M.A., Eleanor Cottage, Bentley Road
,

Cambridge.

950 1912 *Winstedt, K. O,, D.Litt., Education Office, Singapore
, Straits Settle •

merits.

1925 Wise, H. M., 206 Burrage Ed. S.E. 18.

1928 *Wdlfenden

,

Stuart N., 620 Alpine Drive
,
Beverley Hills, California.

1909 *f

W

oods, Prof. Jas. H, Ph.D., Harvard University, 16 Prescott Hall,

Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A.

1919
*'Woolley, C. Leonard, Uplands, BathwicJc Hill, Bath; Ur

Junction, Iraq.

1900 *Woolner, A. C., C.I.E., M.A . . 53 Lawrence Road, Lahore, India.

1927 •Wright, R. Ramsay, M.A., LL.D., 9 Moreton Road, Oxford.

1923 *Wyeb, Dr. J. L., Director N. York State Library, N. York City, U.S.A .

1920 *Wynch, Lionel M., C.I.E., C.B.E., I.C.S. (ret.), Pine Hill, Camberley.

Surrey.

1919 *Wynter, A. E., M.D., M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., 11 Oakfield Rd., Clifton,

Bristol.

KJ0 1929 •Yahuda, Dr. A. S., 15 Lyndhurst Gardens, X. W\ 3.

1928 •Yamini, S. W-, B.A., Education Dept., Lyallpur, Punjab, India.

1911 •Yazdani, Mas'udj, Ghulam, Director of Archaeology, Hyderabad, Deccan.

3910 SYetts, W. Perceval, O.B.E., M.R.C.S., 4 Aubrey Rd., IF. 8

1926 •Yosafzai, Moulvi Md. Hamidullah Khan, Professor of Persian &•

Arabic, Govt. College, Ajmer, Rajputana, India.

1895 •Yusuf-Ali, A., C.B.E., I.C.S., M.A., LL.M., 3 Mansd Road, Wimbledon,

S.W. 19.

1929 *Zainulabidin, M., Res. Medical Officer Epidemic Diseases Hospital,

Bangalore City, S. India

.

1928 Zetland, The Most Hon. the Marquess of, G.C.S.I., G.C.I.E.,

President, Ashe, Richmond, Yorks, and 19 Arlington Street, S. W. 1.

168 1913 *Zimmerm.ann, Rev. Robert, S.J., $t. Xavier's College, Cruickshank Rd.,

Bombay.
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ttonoratg Members
1926 Professor Dinee Anderses, Copenhagen.

1923 Professor J. H. Breasted, Ph-D,, Hon. D.Litt. (OkouJ, Chicago.

1920 Professor W, CaJand, Utrecht.

1923 Dr. Serge d’Oldenburg, Petrograd.

1927 Dr. Adolf Erman, Geh. Reg. Rat, Berlin.

1923 Professor Louis Finot, Hanoi.

1918 Monsieur A. Foucher, Paris.

1898 Professor Ignazio Guidi, Rome.

1921 Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shaafcri, C.I.E., M.A., Dacca.

10 1902 Professor Houtama, Utrecht.

1923 Professor A. V. Williams Jackson, L.H.D., Ph.D., LL.D., New York.

1912 Professor Hermann Jacobi, Bonn.

1904 Professor Julius Jolly, Wilrzburg.

1929 Professor Bernhard Karlgren, Ph.D., The University, Qoteborg,
Siveden.

1902 Professor Lanman, Cambridge, U.S.A.

1923 Professor Dr. Albert von Le Coq, Berlin.

1916 Professor Sylvain Levi, Paris.

1927 Professor Louis Massignon, D.Litt., Paris.

1928 Professor Antoine Meillet, Pans.

20 1927 Professor F. W. K. Muller, Berlin.

1923 Professor Carlo A. Nallino, Rome.

1923 Professor Paul Pelliot, Paris.

1920 Professor L. de la Valine Poussin, Brussels.

1887 Professor Eduard Sachau, Berlin.

1923 Professor Jadu Nath Sarkar, C.I.E., M.A., Cuttack.

1923 Pere Vincent Scheil, O.P., Paris.

1913 Leone Caetani, Duca di Sermoneta, Rome.

1909 Professor C. Snouck Hurgronje, Leiden.

1923 Professor Nikolaus Rhodokanakis, Graz, Austria.

30 1910 Professor K. L. Tallqvist, Helsingfors.

<3oR> rroebaiusts

N.B.—The Gold Medal was founded in 1897

1897 Professor E. B. Cowell,

1900 E. W. West.

1903 Sir William Muir.

1906 G. U. Pope.

1909 G. A. Grierson.

1912 J. F. Fleet.

191" i^8, Agnes Smith Lewis.

\ Mtb. Margaret Dunlop Gibson.

1918 V. A. Smith.

1922 Professor H. A. Giles.

1925 Rev. A. H. Sayce.

1928 Professor D. S. Margoliouth.
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JBrancb anfc associate Societies

The Asiatic Society of Bengal

The Bihar and Orissa Research Society.

The Bombay Branch of the R.A.S.

The Burma Research Society.

The Ceylon Branch of the R.A.S

The Korea Branch of the R.A.S.

The Madras Literary Society and Auxiliary of the Royai Asiatic Society.

The Malayan Branch of the R.A.S.

The Mythic Society, Bangalore.

The North China Branch of the R.A.S.

LIST OF LIBRARIES AND NON-MEMBERS
SUBSCRIBING TO THE

' JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY

Abadan Athletic Club.

Aberdeen : University Library.

Aberystwith : University of Wales.

Adelaide : Public Library.

Adyar Library, Madras.

Ahmadabad: Gujarat Vidyapith.

Ajmer: Mayo College.

Algiers : Biblioth&que Nationale.

Allahabad : Hindustani Academy
(Tara Chand, Gen. Sec.).

0 Allahabad : University Library.

Alma Ata. Kasakehi Gob. Universi

Tetu Ugol Sovetekoi 1 Narynskoi

Ul, U.S.S.R.

Anant&pur : Ceded Districts College.

Aachabad-Poltorazk : Ins. of Turk-

manian Culture.

Asher & Co

Australian Book Co.

Azamgarh : Shibli Academy.

Azerbaijan : State University.

Baer & Co.

Baku : Obstachestwo Obsleduwania

i Yzutschenio.

) Baltimore : Johns Hopkins University

Library.

Baltimore : Peabody Institute.

Bangkok : Royal Ins, of Lit., Arch,

and Fine Arts.

Bangalore Intermediate College.

B&nkipui : Patna College.

Bankipur : B.N. College.

Bareilly : Baljati Library.

Baroda College.

Beirut : American University.

Benares : Hindu University.

Berkeley : California University 30

Library.

Berlin : Hirschwaldsche Buchhand-

lung.

Bhavnagar: Samaldas College.

Birmingham : Public Library.

Bishop, Dr. C. W., Assoc. Director,

Library of Congress, Washington,

U.S.A.

Blackwell & Co., B. H.

Bombay ; Elphinstone College.

Bombay : Jamjetsee N. Petit

Institute.

Bombay : St. Xavier’s College.

Bombay : University library.

Bonn : University Library. 40
Bosch, Libreria. Barcelona.

Boston, U.S.A. : Museum of Fine Arts.

Brighton : Public Library.

Bristol University.

British Museum : Dept, of Egyptian

and Assyrian Antiquities.

Bryn Mawr : College Library, Penn.,

U.S.A.

Cairo : Institut Fran^ais.

Cairo : Egyptian University.
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Calcutta : Arch, Survey.

50 Calcutta: Imperial library.

Calcutta : Indian Museum, Archaeo-

logical Section.

Calcutta : Presidency College.

Calcutta : St. Paul’s College.

Calcutta : Scottish Churches’ College.

Calcutta : University library.

Cambridge : Harvard College.

Cammermeyer’s Bokhandel.

Canton : Sun Yat Sen University

Library.

Carpenter, W. B.

60 Casanova et Cie.

Cawnpore : Gaya Prasad Library.

Ceylon : Arch. Survey.

Chekiang Library.

Chester, U.S.A. : Bucknell Library.

Chicago : Newberry Library.

Chicago : The John Crerar Library.

Chicago : University Library.

Chidambaram : Sri Minakshi College.

Cincinnati : Ohio Public Library.

70 Colombo : Colonial Storekeeper.

Constantinople : Robert College.

Copenhagen : Royal Library.

Copenhagen : University Library.

Cuttack : Ravenshaw College.

Dacca. The University.

Dacca : Intermediate College.

Dairen : S. Manchuria Rly. Co.

Dekker & Van de Vegt.

Delachaux & Niestle.

30 Delhi : Secretariat Library.

Delhi : University Library.

Detroit : Public Library.

Dharwar : Kamatak College.

Dhruva, A. B.

Draghi, Angelo.

Duntroon : Royal Military College.

Durham, U.S.A : Duke University.

Eccles : Capt. T. Jenner.

Edinburgh : Public Library.

30 Edinburgh : Royal Scottish Museum.

Edinburgh : Western Theological

Seminary.

Egmore, Madras : University Library.

Emakulam : Maharajah's College.

Florence : Biblioteca Nazionale.

Freiburg: Literarische Anstalt.

Fukuoka : Kyushu Imperial Univ.

Galloway and Porter.

Gauhati : Cotton College.

Gebethner & Wolff.

Geneva : Bibliotheque Publique. IOC

Gerold & Co.

Glasgow: University of.

Glasgow : Mitchell Library.

Goldston, E.

Gottingen ; Universitats Bibliothek.

Gravelle, Rev. D. E.

Groves, B. M.
Gumperts, N. J.

Gwalior : Superintendent of

Archscology.

Hantzschel & Co., Ludwig. 110
Haverford, U.S.A. : College Library.

Hiersemann, K. W.
Hong Kong University.

Hyderabad : Nizam's College.

Hyderabad : Nizam’s State Library.

Hyderabad : Osmania University

College.

Indianapolis : College of Missions.

Ishihama, J., Esq., Osaka.

Ithaca : Cornell University Library.

Jackson, Wylie Co. 120

Jingu Kogakukan, Japan.

Junagadh : Arch. Society, Bah&uddin

College.

Kabul : Representation Pienipo-

tentiaire.

Kaiser, Herr S. J.

Kamala Book Depot.

Keijo : Imperial University.

Khartoum : Director of Education.

Kiev : Vseurkainskoi Akademie

Nauk.

Kirberger & Kesper.

Kotagiri : Arch. Survey Dept. 130
Knshnagar College.

Kumamoto : Fifth High School.

Kumbakonam : Govt. College.

Kyoto : Indian Philosophy.

Kyoto : Ryukoku University.

Kyoto : Shigaku-Kenkyusbitsu (His-

torical Institute).
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Lafaire, Herr Heinz,

Lahore : D. A. V. College.

Lahore : Dyal Singh Library Trust.

140 Lahore: Forman Christian College.

Lahore : Government College.

Lahore: Panjab Public Library.

Lahore; Panjab University.

Lahore ; Panjab Vedic Library.

Lahore : Sanatan Dharma College.

Lahore : Standard Book Depot.

Lechner, Herrn. R.

Leipzig : Einkaufestelle des Borsen-

vereins.

Leningrad : Public Library.

150 Leningrad : Russky Muzei.

Leningrad : University Library.

Lincoln : University of Nebraska.

Lisbon : Biblioteca Nacional.

London : Athenaeum Club.

London • British Museum.

London H.M. Stationery Office.

London London Library.

Longmans, Green & Co.

Lucknow : Provincial Museum.

160 Lucknow : University Library.

Lund : Kungl. Universitete

Bibhoteket.

Luxor: Oriental Institute of Uni-

versity of Chicago.

Lyons : University Library.

Madison : Drew University.

Madras : Archaeological Survey.

Madras : Connemara Public Library.

Madras : Kumbakonam College.

Madras: Oriental ManuscriptsLibrary,

Madras : Presidency College.

170 Malerkotla College.

Manchester : Free Reference Library.

Manchester *. John Rylands Library.

Manchester University (Victoria).

Manila : Bureau of Science.

Meerut College.

Michigan University.

Minneapolis Athenaeum.

Mobcow : Imem Lenina.

Moscow: Istoriehesky Museii.

180 Moscow ; CommunisticheskayaAkad

.

Moscow : Historical State Museum.

Moscow : Institute of Economics.

Moscow : Inst, of Knowledge of

East.

Moscow : Litisdat.

Moscow : Mezhdunarodnaya Kniga.

Moscow : Nanchuo-Issledov&teJs-

komu Institute Narodov Voetok*.

Montreal : McGill University.

Multan College.

Muzaffarpur ; Greer Bhumihar

Brahman College.

Mysore: Government Oriental Library. 190
Mysore : University Library.

Nagpur : Morris College.

Nagpur University.

Nanking : Central Party Training

College of Kuommtang
Nanking : National Central

University.

Naples : International Library.

Newcastle-on-Tyne : Public Library.

New York : Metropolitan Museum of

Art.

New York : Missionary Research

Library.

New York : Public Library. 200
New York : Union Theological

Seminaiy.

Ootacamund : Govt. Epigraphist.

Osaka • Asahi Shimbunsha Library.

Oxford : Bodleian Library.

Paravia Treves.

Paris : Bibliotheque Nationals.

Paris : Inst. Nat. de France.

Paris : University Library.

Parker & Sons, Oxford.

Pavia : Facolta di Lettere-e-Filosofia. 210

Peking : Metro, Library.

Peking : Tsing Hua College Library.

Peshawar : Archaeological Survey,

Frontier Circle.

Philadelphia : Free Library.

Philadelphia Library Company.

Philadelphia : University of Penn-

sylvania.

Philadelphia : American Philosophic

cal Society.
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PUa : University Library.

Pittsburg : Carnegie Library.

220 Pittsburg : Western Theological

Seminary.

Prague : Public and University

Library.

Prague : Seminaire Semitologique.

Prakke, H.

Princeton : Theological Seminary.

Princeton University Library.

Probsthain, A.

Rajshahi College.

Robbers, J. G.

Rome : Biblioteca del Pont. Ins.

Biblioo.

230 Rupp, 0. B , Seattle.

Russian Trade Delegation, Teheran.

Sadagene, U.

Saga-Koto-Gakko.

Samarkand : Ouzbekgostorg.

Seattle : Washington Union Library.

Sendai : Library of Coll, of Law and

Literature.

Shanghai Commercial Press.

Shanghai : Oriental Library.

Shanghai : Tung Wen College

240 Sotheran, H.

Srinagar: Sri Pratap Singh Public

Library.

Stecherb, G. E., & Co.

Stockholm : Nordiaka Bokhandel.

Stockholm : Royal Library.

Stonborough, T. H
St. Paul : James Jerome Reference

Library.

Sun Fo, Esq., 10 Rue Moli&re Shanghai

China.

Sydney : Public Library, N.S. Wales
Sydney : Royal Society of N.S. Wales.

260 Sylhet : Marari Chand College.

Takarabe, Kenji.

Tashkent : Bib*k& Vysshego Peda-

gog Institute.

Tashkent : Central Asia State

University.

Tashkent: Lib. of Oriental Faculty.

Teheran : Legation de France,

Teheran : Miniature des Affaires

Etrangeres.

Tennojiku : Osaka Language School

Library.

Thin, Jag.

Tinnevelly ; Hindu College.

Tokyo: Foreign Language School, 260
Kanda.

Tokyo : Imperial University, College

of Liteiature.

Tokyo : The Oriental Library.

Tokyo : Indian Philosoph}'.

Tokyo : Komazawa-Daigaku.

Tokyo . Peers’ School.

Tokyo : Sodoshu-Daigaku.

Tokyo : University of Literature and
Science.

Tokyo : Waseda University Library.

Topic, F.

Toronto University Library. 270
Treves, Fratelli.

Trichinopoly : St. Joseph's College.

Triplicane : University Library.

Trivandrum
: H.H. Maharajah’s

College of Arts.

Trivandrum r Public Library.

Twietmeyer, Herr A.

Utrecht: University Library.

Van Stockum and Son.

Vizianagram : Maharajah's Sanskrit

College.

Vladivostock Dalne-Vost University. 280
Voss’ Sortiment.

Wakayama-ken : Koyasan College.

Washington : Library of Congress.

Westermann and Co.

Wettergren and Kerbers, Gothenburg.

Wien : Natural History Museum.
Winnipeg : University of Manitoba.

Woodward, F. L.

Zurich : Bibliotheque Centrale. 289

Note.—There are other libraries which subscribe through the booksellers.

The Secretary would be much obliged by the Librarians of such libraries

sending their names to be added to the above list.
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SUMMARY

j

April 15, 1929. April 1, 1930.

Resident Members (including S. B.A. 10)

.

100 99

Resident Compounders (S.B.A. 3) .
!

15 12

Non-resident Members (S.B.A. 19) . 733 741

Non-resident Compounders (S.B.A. 2) 79 83

Library Members 5 3

Honorary and Extraordinary Members . 30 30

962 968

Subscribing Libraries, etc 252 289

Total 1214 1257

Printed by Stephen Austin and Sons, Ltd., Hertford.



ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY PUBLICATIONS

ASIATIC SOCIETY MONOGRAPHS. Vol. XX.

A Study in the Economic Condition of Ancient Indin.

By Dr. Pran Nath. 1929. Price 12*. 6d.

PRIZE PUBLICATION FUND.
Vol*. XI-XII.

Torwali. An account of a Dardic Language of the
Swat Kohistan. By G. A. Grierson. 1929.

12*. U
Outlines of Tibeto - Barman Linguistic Morphology.

By S. N. Wolfenden. 1930. 15s.

ORIENTAL TRANSLATION FUND.

Vol. XXX.

The Zoological Section of the Nuzhatu-I-Qulub of
Hamdullah al-Mustaufi al-Qazwini. Edited,

translated, and annotated. By LlEUT. -Col. J.

Stephenson. 1929. Price 15*.

JAMES G. FORLONG FUND.

Vol. VI.

FaIald'i*Sturwani. His Life and Times. By Hadi
Hasan. 1929. 12*. 6<f.

VoL VII.

Critical Studies in the Phonetic Observations of

Indian Grammarians. By S. Varma. 1929.

1 2s. 6d.

Vol. VIII.

The Elements of Japanese Writing. By Commander
N, E, Isemonger. 1929. £15*.

VoL IX.

Falaki'i-Shirwani. His Diwin. By Hadi Hasan^
1929. 10*.

Notes. 3F. R. L. Turner. (InthePfas.)
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Indexes to the Transactions and Journal

of the Royal Asiatic Society

FOR THE YEARS 1927-1888.

Price Font ShiUvngt and Sixpence.

FOR THE YEARS 1889-1903.

Price Four Shillings and Sicepmce.

Centenary Volume of the Royal Asiatic Society,

1823-1923. Compiled and edited by F. E.

Pargiter. Price 7s. 6d.

The Centenary Supplement, containing Indexes of

authors and their contributions to the Journal, and
of the regions and countries dealt with, 1827-1922.
1924. Price 7s. td.

Members are asked to sell or present the following

numbers of the R.A.S. Journal:

—

OLD SERIES.

1842, Vol XIII. 1848. Pt II. 1881. Pt IIL

NEW SERIES.

1870. Vol. IV, Pt. IL 1882. Vol XIV, Pt*. Ill, IV.

1873, Vol. VI, Pt IL 1883. Vol XV, Pt*. I, IL

. 1878. Vol XI, Pt UI. 1885. Vol. XVII, Pt IV.

1881, VoL XIII, Pt L
PRESENT SERIES.

1903. Pt*. I, 1U. 1920. Pt*. I, IV.

1904. Pta. S, IL lit 1921. Pt 1.

Also Vols. I to IVt inclusive, of the Proceedings of

The Society of Biblical Archaeology

LONDON

:

THE ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY,

U GJRGSVBNOB STREET, W. L



BRITISH ASSOCIATION
FOR THE

ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE
[founded 1831 : incorporated by royal charter 1928]

ANNUAL MEETING
(100th Year)

BRISTOL
September 3

- 10
, 1930

President—Prof. F, O. BOW ER,

Sc.D,, D.Sc.,

Sectional
A {Mathematical Dr. F. E. Smith,

& Physical C.B., C.B.E., F.R.S.

Srwjttfs)

B fChemistry) Prof. G. T. Morgan,
F R S

C (Geology) Prof. 0. T. Jones,
F R S

D (Zoology) Dr. W. T. Caiman,
F R S

E (Geography) Prof. P. M. Roxby.
F (Economic Science

& Statistics) Prof. T. E- Gregory.

LL.D., F.R.S.

Presidents :

G (Engineering) Sir Ernest W. Moir,
Bt.
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Anthropology

) Dr. H. S. Harrison.

I (Physiology) Prof. H. S. Raper,
C.B.E., F.RS.
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) Dr. P. J. du Toit.

The British Association seeks to promote general interest in

Science and Us application, and its Annual Meeting affords

unique opportunity for conference and co-operation between

scientific workers and others interested m all departments of

Science.

The Association relies upon a full membership and attendance

at its Meetings, to assure the support of the numerous

scientific researches and other activities carried on under its

auspices.

Particulars may be obtained on application to

THE SECRETARY, BRITISH ASSOCIATION,
BURLINGTON HOUSE, LONDON, W.l

<• or to THE HON. LOCAL SECRETARIES, BRITISH ASSOCIATION,
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BRITISH ASSOCIATION
FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE

Bristol Meeting
,
September 3

- 10
, 1,930

The Presidential Address, by Prof. F. O. Bower, will deal

with Size and Form in Plants.

Among the principal subjects expected to be dealt with m
Sectional Addresses and Discussions are the following ;

—

A State Ex[>eriment in Chemical Research, The Taxonomic Outlook in Zoology.
Evolution in Material Culture (Anthropology), The Synthetic Activities of the
Cell. Recent Developments and Present-day Problems in Taxonomic and
Economic Botany. A Proposed National Folk-Museum. A Policy of Higher
Education. The Scope and Aim of Human Geography. Mineral Elements in

Plant Nutrition. The Foundations of Child Psychology. Air Pressure Variations
in Engineering Works and their Physiological Effects. Rationalisation and
Technological Unemployment. In what sense can we speak of Primary Colours >

The Relation between post-Pluvial and Glacial Periods.

The Sections will be in Session severally or jointly throughout

the Meeting for the hearing of papers on many other subjects

within their various departments.

Evening discourses will be given by Prof. E. V. Appleton,
F.R.S., on ‘Wireless Echoes,’ and by Dr. R. E. Slade on
‘ The Nitrogen Industry and our Food Supply.’

Evening Receptions, and Excursions to points of scientific

interest, works, &c., in the locality, will be arranged. Provision
for the accommodation of visiting Members, &c., is in the

hands of a Local Committee.

No Technical Qualification is required for Mem-
bership. Subscription, £\ and upwards. (Students’

tickets for duly qualified persons, 10s.)

To the British Association
(For address

,
see over)

Please forward particulars of Membership and of the

Bristol Meeting to

Name -

Address

Date 1930.

s o ITurn over



RULES RELATING TO MEMBERSHIP
AND SUBSCRIPTIONS

3. (a) Members shall be divided into three classes :

—

(1) Resident Members
; those who usually reside or have

a place of business within the London Postal Area

(2) Non-resident Members
; those who usually reside out-

side, and have not a place of business within, the above-stated

Area,

(3) Honorary Members and Foreign Extraordinary Members
admitted as hereinafter provided.

(6) Members in the first two classes are hereinafter

designated Ordinary Members.

4. Any person desirous of becoming an Ordinary Member
must be nominated by one Member and seconded by another, of

whom one must act on a personal knowledge that the candidate

is likely to be a suitable and useful Member
; and the nominating

Member shall address the Secretary in writing and give the

candidate’s name, address, and occupation, or status, and shall

state to which of the aforesaid classes the candidate desires to be

admitted.

17. The annual subscriptions of Ordinary Members shall be as

follows :

—

£ 5. d.

Resident Members . . . .330
Non-resident Members residing in the British Isles 2 2 0

Non-resident Members residing abroad . . 1 10 0

19. An Ordinary Member may compound for all future annual

subscriptions by paying in lieu thereof one sum calculated

according to the Member’s age and category as follows :

—

Under 40 years of age : Eleven times the annual sub-

scription as laid down in Rule 17.

Between 40 and 60 years of age : Nine times the annual

subscription as laid down in Rule 17.

Over 60 years of age : Seven times the annual sub-

scription as laid down in Rule 17.

23. The first payment of subscription is due on election, but if

a Member be elected in November or December of any year, the

first annual subscription paid by him shall cover the year

beginning on the 1st January next after his election.

- 24. Annual subscriptions shall be due on the first day of

January of each year.

Every member of the Society whose subscription is paid is

entitled to receive the quarterly Journal post free.

P.T.O.



When proposing a candidate for election/ this form may

be filled in and sent to the Secretary, Royal Asiatic Society,

74 Grosvenor Street, London, W. 1.

ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY

*

CERTIFICATE OF RECOMMENDATION

being desirous of becoming a Member

of the Royal Asiatic Society, we
, whose names are

hereunto subscribed
,
do hereby recommend

to the Society as a Candidate.

Proposer

Seconder



Revised Price List.

ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY'S PUBLICATIONS
ON SALE AT THE BOOMS OF THE SOCIETY

74 GROSVENOR STREET, LONDON, W. 1

ORIENTAL TRANSLATION FUND
NEW SERIES

(1-5) Rehatsek (E.). Mir Khwand’s “ Rauzat-us-Safa ”

or
“ Garden of Purity ”, 1891 to 1894. 12s. 6d. a volume.

(6) Tawney (C. H.). The Katha Kosa. 1895. 12$, Gd,

(7) Ridding (Miss C. M.). Baiba’s Kadambari. 1896. 12s. 6d.

(8) Cowell (E. B.) and Thomas (F. W.). Baca’s Harsa
Carita. 1897. Reprinted. 1929. 12$. 6d,

(9) Chenery (T.). The first twenty-four Makamata of

al Hariri. 1898. Reprinted. 1926. 12s. Gd.

(10) Steingass (F.). The last twenty-four Makamata
of al Hariri. 1898. 12s. Gd.

(11) Gaster (M.). The Chronicles of Jerahmeel, being

a collection of the most ancient Biblical legends translated

for the first time from the unique Hebrew MS., in the

Bodleian, with an introduction, full of literary parallels,

copious index and eight facsimile and productions of the

Hebrew MS. 1899. 12s, 6d.

(12) Davids (Mrs. Rhys). The Dhamma Sangagi. 1900.

Reprinted. 1923. 12s. Gd.

(13) Beveridge (Mrs. H.). Life and Memoirs of Gulbadan

Begum. 1902. 12s. 6d.

(14, 15) Watters (T.). On Yuan Chwang’s Travels. Edited

by T. W. Rhys Davids and S. W. Bushell. 1904-5. 12s. Gd.

a volume.

(16) Whinfield (E. H.) and Mirza Muhammad Kazwini.

The Lawa’ih of Jami. Facsimile of an old MS., with a trans-

lation and a preface on the influence of Greek philosophy

upon Sufism. Reprinted, 1928. 7s. Gd.

(17) Barnett (L. D.). Antagada-dasao and Anuttarova-

vaiya-dasao. From the Prakrit. 1907. 6s. Gd.

(18) Keith (A. Berriedale). The Sankhayana Axapyaka.

1908. 6s. Gd.

(19, 22). Rogers (A.). Memoirs of Jahangir. Edited by

H. Beveridge, Vol, 1, 1909. Yol. II, 1914. 12s. 6d. a volume.

(20) Nicholson (R. A.). The Tarjuman al-Ashwaq of lbn

al-'Axabi. Text and Translation. 1911. 7s. 6d.



(21) Wardrop (Miss M.). The Man in the Panther’s Skin.

By Shot’ha Eust’haveli. 1912. 12s. 6d.

(23) Wardrop (0.). Visramiani. The Story of the Loves

of Vis and Ramin. A romance of Ancient Persia. Translated

from the Georgian Version, 12s. 6d.

(24) Ui (Professor). Vaisesika Philosophy, according to

the Dasapadartha Sastra. Chinese Text and Translation.

Edited by F. W. Thomas. 1918. Is. 6d.

(25) Salmon (W. H.). The Ottoman Conquest of Egypt
from the Arabic Chronicle of Ibn Iyas. 1921. 5s.

(26) Caster (M.). El-Asatir, or The Samaritan Apocalypse

of Moses. 1927. 12s. 6d.

(27) Margoliouth (D. S.). The Table-talk of a

Mesopotamian Judge, being the first part of the Nishwar
al-Muhadarah or Jami‘ al-Tawarikh of Abu ‘All al-Muhassin

al-Tanukhl (text). Edited from the Paris MS. 1922. 12$. 6d.

(28) Margoliouth (D. S.). Translation of the above.

1923. 12$. 6d.

(29) Miller (Rev. W. M.), Al-Babu ’L-Hadi ‘Ashar. A
Treatise on the Principles of Sh?‘ite Theology by Hasan B.

Yusuf B, ‘Ali Ibnu ’1-Mutahhar Al-Hilli. Translation.

1928. 10$.

(30) Stephenson (Lieut.-Col. J.). The Zoological Section

of the Nuzhatu-l-Qulub of Hamdullah al-Mustaufi al-

Qazwmi. Edited, translated, and annotated. 1929. 15$.

(31) J6rgensen (Dr. Hans.) Vicitrakarnikavada-

noddhrta. Nevarl Text and Translation. (In the Press.)

ASIATIC SOCIETY MONOGRAPHS
(1) Gerini (G. E.). Researches on Ptolemy’s Geography

(Further India and the Indo-Malay Peninsula). 8vo. 1909.

15$.

(2) Winternitz (M.). Catalogue of Sanskrit MSS. in the

R.A.S., with an Appendix by F. W. Thomas. 8vo. 1902. 5$.

(3) Hirschfeld (H.). New Researches into the Composition

and Exegesis of the Qoran. 4to. 1902. Out of print

.

(4) Dames (M. Longworth). The Baloch Race. 8vo.

1904. is.

(5) Le Strange (G.). Mesopotamia and Persia in the

Fourteenth Century A.x>., from the Nuzhat-al-Kulub of

Hamd-Allah Mustawfi. 8vo. 1903. Out of print.

(6) Browne (E. G.). ChaMr Maqdla of Nidh4mi-i- ‘Arudx-i

-

SamarqandL 8vo. 1899. Out of print.



(7) Codrington (0.). A Manual of Musalman
Numismatics. 8vo. 1906. 7s. (yd.

(8) Grierson (G. A.). The Pi&ica Languages of North-
West India. 8vo. 1906. Out of print.

(9, 10) Dames (M. Longworth). Popular Poetry of the

Baloches. Text and translation. Two vols. 8vo. 1907. 15*.

(11) Sayce (A. H.) and Pinches (T. G.). The Tablet from
Yuzgat in the Liverpool Institute of Archaeology. 8vo.

1907. 4s.

(12) Bailey (T. Grahame). The Languages of the Northern
Himalayas, being studies in the Grammar of Twenty-six

Himalayan Dialects. 8vo. 1908. Out of print.

(13) Bailey (T. Grahame). Kanauri Vocabulary, 8vo.

1911. 2s. 6d.

(14) Le Strange (Guy). Description of the Province

of Pars, in Persia, from the MS. of Ibn-al-BaJkhi. 8vo.

1912. 4s.

(15) Brandstetter (R.). An Introduction to Indonesian

Linguistics, translated by C. 0. Blagden. 8vo. 1916. 7s. 6d.

(16) Pinches (T. G.). Tablets from Lagas and other

Babylonian Sites in the possession of R. Berens. 8vo. 1916. 48.

(17) Grierson (G. A.) and Barnett (L. D.). Lalla-

Vakyani. 1920. 10*.

(18) Bailey (T. Grahame), Linguistic Studies from the

Himalayas. 1920. 10*.

(19) Gairdner (W. H. T.). Al-Ghazzali’s Mishkat al*

Anwar. A Translation with an Introduction. 1924. 5s.

(20) Pran Nath (Dr.). A Study in the Economic Condition

of Ancient India. 1929. 12*. 6d.

ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY

PRIZE PUBLICATIONS FUND
(1) Hultzsch (E.). Prakritarupavatara of Simharaja

The Text in Nagari characters, with Notes, Introduction, and
Index. 8vo. 1909. 5*.

(2) Bode (Mrs. M. H.). The Pali Literature of Burma. 8vo.

1909. 6*.

(3) Hultzsch (E.). The Meghaduta with Vallabha’a

Commentary. 8vo. 1911. 6s.

(4) Bray (D. de S.). The Life-history of a Brahul. 8vo.

1913. 5*.



(5) Grierson (G. A.). Ishkashml, Zebakf, and Yazghulaml.

1921. 7s. 6d.

(6) Lorimer (D. L. R.). The Phonology of the Bakhtian,

Badakhshani, and Madaglashti Dialects of Modern Persian.

1922. 5s.

(7) Stcherbatsky (Th.). The Central Conception of

Buddhism and the meaning of the word Dharma. 1923.

12s. Qd.

(8) Bailey (T. Grahame). Grammar of the Shina (Sina)

Language. 1925. 7s. 6d.

(9) Randle (H. N.). Fragments from Dinnaga. 1926. 6s.

(10) Malalasekara (G. P.). The Pali Literature of Ceylon.

1928.
r

10s.

.> (11) Grierson (G. A.). Torwali. An account of a Dardic

Language of the Swat Kohistan. 1929. 12s. 6eZ:

(12) Wolpenden (S. N.). Outlines of Tibeto - Burman
Linguistic Morphology. 1930. 15s.

JAMES G. FO IILONG FUND
(1) Hodson (T. C.). The Primitive Culture of India.

1922. 6s.

(2) Gibb (H. A. R ). The Arab Conquests of Central Asia.

1923. 5s.

(3) Richmond (E. T.). Moslem Architecture. 1926. 12s. 6d.

(4) Ross (Sir E. Denison). Ta'rikh-i Fakhru’d-dm

Mubarakshah. Edited from a unique manuscript. 1927.

7s. 6d.

(5) Trenckner (V.). The Milindapanho : the Pali Text.

New edition with General Index by C. J. Rylands and Index

of Gath as by Mrs. Rhys Davids. 1928. 12s. 6d.

(6) Hasan (Hadi). Falakl-i-Shirwani. His Life and

Times. 1929. 12s. 6d.

(7) Varma (S.). Critical Studies in the Phonetic

Obvervations of Indian Grammarians. 1929. 12s. 6d.

(8) Isemonger (Commander N. E.). The Elements of

Japanese Writing. 1929. £1 5s.

(9) Hasan (Hadi). Falaki-i-Shirwani. His Dlwan.

1929. 10s.

Members are entitled to buy these publications at 25 per cent discount.

%d. in the shilling allowed to the trade.

3d* in the shilling allowed to the trade if paid on purchase or in advance.

4$. in the shilling allowed to the trade for purchase of any one publication

to the amount of £10 and upwards and paid on purchase or in advance.



iriental Books, Indian <S Persian Art, MSS., Bronzes, etc.

Inspect our GALLERY of ORIENTAL ART.

J1 the books prescribed for students at the School of

Mental Studies and the Universities are kept in stock.

SOME RECENT PUBLICATIONS

.

rODDARD (DWIGHT). The Buddha’s Golden Path : A Manual of
practical Buddhism based on the teachings and practices of the Zen
Sect, but interpreted and adapted to meet modern conditions.
l2mo, cloth, pp. xii, 210 Price 4/-.

HAPLIN (DOROTHEA). Some aspects of Hindu medical treatment, two
psychotherapic tales.

l2mo, sewn, pp. 71. Price 3/6.

HARPE (ELIZABETH). Shiva, or, the Past of India. A vindication and
exposition. Including free translations from the great Shiva Sahasranama
and the Ananda Lahari.

l2mo, sewn, pp. 38. Price 1/6.

USTRE ON GLASS AND POTTERY IN EGYPT. From the period of
Hadrian to Saladin, by F. R. Martin. Illustrated with 14 plates. 4to,

sewn, pp. 48. Price 10/6.

(Collana di studi d’Arte Ceramica III.)

EORGE OF LYDDA. The Patron Saint of England. A study of the

cultus of St. George in Ethiopia. The Ethiopic texts in facsimile edited
for the first time from the manuscripts from Makdala now in the British

Museum, with translations and an introduction by Sir E. A. Wallis
Budge, Kt. Illustrated with 13 plates and 5 illustrations in the text.

(Luzac’s Semitic Text and Translation Series xx.)

8vo, cloth, pp. xviii, 284. Price £1/15/-.

The same, being translations of the Ethiopic texts as found in the
manuscripts from Makdala now in the British Museum and an intro-

duction. By Sir E. A. Wallis Budge, Kt. With 13 plates and 5
illustrations in the text.

8vo, cloth, pp. xviii, 284. Price 12/-.

RUNER (O. CAMERON). A Treatise on the Canon of Medicine of
Avicenna, incorporating a translation of the First Book. Illustrated.

Roy. 8vo, cloth, pp. 612. Price £2/2/-.

LUZAC & CO.
Oriental and Foreign Bookmellers.

gents to the India Office ;
Royal Asiatic Society ; School of Oriental Studies, London

;

siatic Society of Bengal, Calcutta ;
Bihar and Onssa Research Society, India ;

Society

of Oriental Research, Chicago ; Siam Society, Bangkok, etc., etc.

16 Great Russell Street, London, W.C.I.
(Opposite the British Museum.)



ARTHUR PROBSTHAIN
Oriental Bookseller & Publisher,

41 GREAT RUSSELL STREET, LONDON, W.C. 1.

PROBSTHAIN’S ORIENTAL CATALOGUE.
No. 40 : The World of Islam (except Egypt), Part I : Travels, History

,

Politics. 1673 Nambers. Just ready. To be had on application.

Ju«t Published,

MOTSE (or Meh-Ti). The Ethical and Political Works. Translated from the

Original Chinese Text by Y. P. Mei. Cr. 8vo, pp. xiv, 275. 1929. 16s.

Probsth&in'a Oriental Series. Vol. XIX.
In the Preig.

§dOTSE : HIS LIFE AND TIMES. By Y. P. Mei.

VOGEL, J. Ph. INDIAN SERPENT-LORE, or the NAGAS IN HINDU
LEGEND AND ART. Cr. 4to, pp. 318, with 30 Plates. 1927. £2 2s.

The Nagas in the Great Epic, Nagas and Buddha, Nagas in Fables and
Fairy Tales, etc. Besides the numerous and carefully chosen photographs,

to nearly every story is appended a detailed description of its representations

in plastic art, with reference to the chief works in which these are produced.

YASKA. NIGHANTU and NIRUKTA : The oldest Indian Treatise on
Etymology, Philology, and Semantics. Critically edited and translated, with
notes by Lakshman Sarup. Sanskrit Text. Roy. 8vo, pp. 292, 1927. 10*. 6d.

YASKA. NIRUKTA: Fragments of the Commentaries of Skandasvamin and
Mahesvara on the Nirukta, Sanskrit Text. Edited for the first time, with
Introduction and Critical Notes, by Lakshman Sarup. Roy. 8vo, pp. xv, 139.

1928. 9s.

YASKA, NIRUKTA : Indices and Appendices, with an Introduction by
Lakshman Sarup. Roy. 8vo., pp. vni, 76, 393. 1929. 12*.

DRIVER, G. R. A GRAMMAR OF COLLOQUIAL ARABIC OF SYRIA
AND PALESTINE. Roy. 8vo, pp. xxi, 257. 1925. 12*. 6d.

“ This grammar is exactly what a work on colloquial Arabic ought to be.

We can safely say we have never seen a better grammar of a modern dialect

of Arabic anywhere. What Willmore did for Egypt, Driver has done for

Syria and Palestine.”

—

Times Literary Supplement.

HODOUS, L. FOLKWAYS IN CHINA. Cr. 8vo, pp. viii, 248, with 18
illustrations. 1929. 12s. 6d.

Prob»thain’« Oriental Series. Vol. XVIII.

Church Times : “ There is no other book which describes folkways in

China so comprehensively in so small a compass. * ’

THE BOOK OF LORD SHANG : a Classic of the Chinese School of Law,
translated from the Chinese, with Introduction and Notes by Dr. J. J. L.

DUYVENDAK. Cr. 8vo, pp. xiv, 346. 1928. 24s.

Probath&in'i Oriental Series. Vol. XVII.

HSUNTZE, THE MOULDER OF ANCIENT CONFUCIANISM. By Homkr
H. DUBS, Ph.D. Cr. 8vo, pp. x, 304. 1927. 24*.

Probathains Oriental Series. VoL XV.

HSUNTZE : WORKS. Translated from the Chinese by Homer H. DtJBS Ph.D.
Cr. 8vo, pp. 836. 1927. 24*.



The HEROINES of ANCIENT PERSIA

By BAPSY PAVRY

With 14 illustration: Demy 8uo I5j net,

"A charming introduction to a great literature and to such beautiful women ai the

Princess Rudaba. . The 14 illustrations are produced from fine examples of Persian

miniature paintings in the raanuicnpts of the Metropolitan Museum of New York."- 7Ae

Morning Post,

Cambridge University Press
FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C.4



W. HEFFER & SONS, LTD.
Oriental Booksellers and Publishers,

CAMBRIDGE, ENGLAND.
Telephone : 862. Telegrams and Cables ; Heffer, Cambridge.

Classified Oriental Catalogues frequently issued and a regular

monthly list, The Oriental Supplement ot new Oriental books

will be sent post free on request.

BOOKS PURCHASED.—Executors and others having to dispose of
Libraries or Single Volumes of interest are invited to communicate with us.

AUTHORS’ MSS.—We have an extensive publishing business and
private printing works which are at the disposal of authors seeking to
nave their works published.

Recently Published.

PALESTINE IN PICTURE. Quarto, doth. 10,. 6rf. net •

postage Is. Magnificent photographs of the Holy Land.
“A fascinating volume."—British Weekly

ZAKA ULLAH OF DELHI. By C. F. Andrews.
Demy 8vo, doth. 7s 6d. net.

;
postage 6d. Illustrated A picture of

life in old Delhi.

“A deeply moving story."—Indian ReOiew.

e
CIVILIZATION. By Joseph Hell.

1 ranslated by S. Khuda Bukhsh. Demy 8vo, cloth. 8s 6d. net
;

postage 6d.

"Brief but masterly”—Statesman

INDIA. A complete translation of the
Remonstrantie ” of Francisco Pelsaert by W. H. Moreland and

r. Oeyl. Demy 8vo, cloth. 8s. 6d. net
;
postage 8d.

A S
rIVr

DY
n 91 g^CES IN THE ANCIENT NEAR£™ l

l
By w H Worrell, Assoc. Prof, of Semitics, Michigan.

Demy ovo, cloth, 8s. 6d. net
;
postage 6d.

A stimulating piece of work."—Near East.

THROUGH THE APENNINES AND THE LANDS
Ur THE ABRUZZI. Descriptions of peasant life and customs in
pictures and words By Estella Canziani. With many illustrations
in colour and in black-and-white by the author Royal 8vo, cloth.
cjs. net

;
postage Is.

'* Thi* fascinating travel book "—Morning Post.

OF ALL BOOKSELLERS.
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CONTENTS
ARTICLES

The Account of the Isma'ili doctrines in the Jami e
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JOURNAL OP THE
ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY

1930
Part III.—JULY

The account of the Isma‘ili doctrines in the

Jam? al-Tawarikh of Rashid al-Din Fadlallah

By REUBEN LEVY

A LTHOUGH references to the subject of IsmaTlI doctrine

have been frequent enough in the text-books and

learned journals, the earliest source quoted in nearly all of

them is the Ta’nkh-i Jahdn-GusJia of Juwaynl. By a com-

parison of that work 1 with the corresponding section of the

Jam* al-Tawdnkh of Rashid al-Din it is evident that the

latter is the source from which Juwaynl drew most of his

materials, and that for his compilation he used such sections

of it as suited his purposes, omitting and transposing passages

as he thought fit. In certain instances his omissions from

the text have caused obscurities which the original version

of Rashid al-Din does not contain, and quite often the

borrowings have been incorporated without any great effort

to make them fit snugly into their context. Since the

Ta’nJch-i Jahdn-Gusha is fairly well known I shall confine

myself here to the work of Rashid al-Din, which seems

destined for some time longer to remain in the obscurity of

manuscript .

2

The section begins with a short introduction bestowing

1 By the kindness of the Gibb Trustees, I have been able to use proof’

sheets of part of the third volume of Mirza. Muhammad Qazwmi's edition.

2 I have used two British Museum manuscripts, the well-known one

Add. 7628 (fols. 2726 ff.), which I call A, and Or. 1684 (fola. 1866 ff.), which

is late, but occasionally has a better reading than the other. This I call B,

while Juwayni, in Mirza Muhammad’s edition (vol. iii), is represented by J.

JRAS. JULY 1930. 33
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praise upon Allah and compliments on the author’s patron,

and containing a statement to the following effect : In

accordance with the instructions received from the “ King

of the World ” (Uljaytu Khan), complete histories were

compiled of all the peoples of the world and of the various

classes of human society in the seven climes—Turks, Chinese,

Indians, Jews, Christians, Franks, inhabitants of the West,

and Persians. A desire was then expressed by His Majesty

for a history of the Sect of the Comrades
(Rafiqan

)

and the

Society of the Propagandists of the Isma'Ilis and Heretics

(Malafada), who are a people apart and who for a lengthy

period of time were firmly established upon the throne of

power and sovereignty and, further, kept the kings of all

regions and the rulers of all countries in a state of sleepless

fear and uncertainty because of their abundant forces, their

constant supply of troops, stores, and equipment, their

organization and the terrifying reports about them.

In accordance with his sovereign’s desire, therefore, the

author compiled a history of this people and included it

in the Jami al-Tawankh as a matter for reflection in

all minds and a subject to be retained in all memories.

In a further passage, after claiming to be merely a reporter

of his materials and stating that responsibility for the truth

or falsehood of them lies with his authorities and not with

himself, Rashid al-Dln explains how the various divisions

in Islam arose, and how the ‘Alids, robbed of the Caliphate

which was rightfully theirs, during the reign of the Umayyads

carried on propaganda against them. He states, however,

that this proved unsuccessful and that the ‘Alids were

rigorously persecuted also by the ‘Abbasid Caliphs. Our

author then continues :—

-

j! jj ^jf"al5o jUj y
3

1 A, f. 273a, towards the end.
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d> 1 AJ 3 <d C«»
^
ll* J 1 3 3

d^j> j> ujJ^« ^ ^ <3>j*a ^\ 3

jlZijj *Xt»A

3

^j>- 3 {*$***jfi

£+$£ 3 Aj Ajlp I d J. c^d.-L' 3 jL^^J

c3 tW 1 *) U- cAj^ll— djl^>- Aj».>

3*^^ ^)\ A) Ajcj I J d*^l$> £ d*> Ia> jl

—

.

«•

j\ £ ^ 3 A—* 4<^j^-A>- c-^aJW (, j3^j~+-^ ,}JA>* ^1

c£a!j>

J

(A, f. 2736) jU^ ^ Ai
} J'Lj 31^

jl 6(w>
^-4 tjU id-jjLf^ <5tJ 3

C-^U- iL-J

O

lp C j d^A)

3 j\^3 *^4—|
C 3 c. J—*“34. 3 ^

Al*«^-.1 J)Ia> Ajt j I ^ d*> lg* J Al/> J Ad* J

j^—:' ^*3 <J*
j*- j3-fr3 v*!-*

s'

*,_ ' ^ * jldL^ Jju) Ad ^ d^1

A» 5/"o^r jl—i* jJ^4 3 ^j^P" l^j+a^3 AO^
s'

iL>\> Jlj jA» djl^^ fj~* d*»L* J* ^ *^*jij
'*' * * -"

j*s 3 U-» A>„ (J^A ^C’-> j\j ^JT 3 J^~ J“J*-

^j£>\ja3 *i—.***3* ^j-jAj ^ W**6'"' A^W W&rf*M**
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(ijl '\
t
J <31 C-j’Uj e>[c5 jl iAlJ Jm

jto u ^

C^l ^ jL*iJ Jib c^lil <wiJa5

jLwl 0^1—*«C J

^ j-'*- ^ $ yy-*

^y. ^—** ^ii>- \-*az** l** jlj 6^a.) j

^L>* o/l* > e— <1- j*j

*A-*Ialn* ot-*»jP

A»l ^ju
f^*

} ^$A>-I AI^j j} O^lc J

j;l i3A* jkm^ j\ajj zj
_j!

^\l ^>JS£ y\

jl
(J->- <3^L*® 3jf 0*^1 (Sy-** ^Lkl^l

3^—^^ ^W" ^ —»\-5t^£>l
_5 ^9

A I^LI
(J. 4A)I 3 ^JJ (jj+**

<£)j> J^l J^l* 3 jljlj jlj 4JJ^P<i IL j^l J Ufc

-C^“ j4< ^Jl J j\$>* lj ^A*>-
1 ^C*C*«I

1 The corresponding portion in J[uwayn!] begins here [ed. Mirza
Muljammad, vol. iii, p. 144].

* Sic. According to Tabari (iii, 2509) her name was A>*Jsls "’|»l

f^VI i-1
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jlj uta U &^j^4 oj> (J^r^

O^TJ9? (K** ^Ca-»-I j^sA* ^ji?

<&V <-*-> <u)l a*p
^ 4ol oj*-a«

J** ^ Jl cl**bl

^1 (3 ^A; ^5j*Jp } j|^> ^ ^ ji Ja**;

jL* <i iL» iS' j
t̂
j. 3

a;a^ Ia>. <l^ jb Aa^4*j C^l J 1^^

J. C^A-wJ ^j+4L*A S^^j3 I Oot3»- J

Ia^ jj Iai j <c-J J^l ^
A^l ^>* 4^ A^UJs J xS'AjtJ I ^^>- ^UlJ A-lL* Ijj

jI-^oj c^UI Jpjj->- *—>'I
<-r

£» jl Ij J^LjH

X^aS c_aL*^j I Ij^lw I ^jm> A-wLj

•»

^l*t j3pI A) I ^-*A« ^ A)jIa jLl> I j!SIj 11? 3

jJ*VA-k*v!^ I jL^pL J Ad A^JUU**

3^ -5 3^ ci^-^ (SA c*-*

C

^ J ^ 3 Ad^jT^ 4-^1*.) IJL^J A-m»^-
4 ^1^4

1 J. jdaSl prfi.recfe.

8 J. breaks off here and resumes at xj* on D. 614.
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k (s^.J ^ ĵ* jly jl

j. fly * iSyy ciJ^-J i ijr.j

^

t. •>

y J Jol* c;^ „/ 5 iiJ y*\k

$j£u 7u^ lj J)L^I y _y jj *X1)^

I

Oy^ 4>-jA» jy j jj^l* lyl -VjI *jkl

^

J A^iy. l)^^* J Al> 1^>* ^ jji A***»j

o~ ^}\ ok>. jhii^y I ai jW lyl^
<j> pc^ -5^ ^1; ^y j c^Sj jy j c3l^ ^

3yjo—LI ^LUVlj joMy- ^LHjjl o^-T"jL’

jy ta c>5jlj^j *aj^L ^l«lj jU* oJy* y ^L*l

&

‘‘^.V; ^ o-J^.5

j' (_r^ J^1

' ^o^' I opU-J ca~ ^jj
1

<6^ lj Aj-U ‘jjl.j cil oljj ‘ y.*>-

jl *y I ^yj

1

j ^ Ly I ^fu ^yllp ^UU-Jji j\

j^>" y & ^ 'j+£>\>- Alt X* (^jjl« $ ^\jL*

^j* s-U^y „xj >j
t

oli j V:
1 J. resumes here.

* B inserts
,^-_j (X*^~

JL" ^&1» A»
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3 1 C-^3 J. jLtA o3j_)\ j&Z*

Ijjlj J)i is*

j

^2>

-uiiii u-jL^'I J-clr’l sjf^b

\ j' *". ->
’ ^j1

. V*" 3^

^£jL-j *^aj jljl \j3\3 $J. d*Ajj JL

ji d^o j^-ic^i Jij~ ^

j

}jTIfO lu> L*^j cHa3JJ O—wU- ^ aa* jlAJj

jl 5 _y-^>- 4»bjI«A,i ^Aa>- 5j+JlJL* _J -L, l*—.)

6AO iSJ. ^L—>*^ ^ ^ ^

4»^w£< O*^ cl>liJ —*3 Jj>-

A*^ **_!*» L*l> c5"*A) ^ A ^ ,\L.

^ur?^ ->^; A~£j J*”J* 4>-Lj A> 3 A-aa^j ^>*Lj ^

j Al I y» ^&iat ^ J AIxa^j I 4l)l A^c

3 A ^J .5 I 3 i

A

jLj 41) A« j ! \j j* C^*

AAa5^4a—£> 4c^$Ij (A, f. 274a) C^li3 ir~J>~ ^ AO
J)

1 B 4as>

2 J. breaks off.

3 J. resumes.

* »<Uo. There is a lacuna in J.’s text.
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j>lAi
:

{j*-**

Ijjli ^>-j |.J Ji ^

b^ ^

j

9
(j. ^ {J^*

jl»

I

j>- jjL^J^, I oy*^4 ^
jZ jj^*1 & ^

§*
(SJ C^^5*- j

j ci^il J ^ *»yj^l <ji*«**1 yy^

(Sj*Z C-g>- jL^llc jrjl JU ^ At jy A* U I

^

^Vjl A* ^ J^tij cA)

J 3'^ £• ^ ^ ^Ja

»

|

^^A—
* j!_J A) A—

w

j^-J VJ** l£J-* 3 O^j*-

<-^jJ' l)^4 ,/. ^ O'. A.*^ cZjlij

-J^ l£o.^ J. 31j? J, y*J*

i£j ^l>1 A*^- j A^A A>* A .^^A 1 jta A-*i

aAt O"* AA* <J1A>» C AA*s ^jA>" ^

lj ^O^* A£ 1^ ,j A> ^La I i^j )

1 The MSS. of J. omit. Mirza Muhammad conjectures y [p. 148].

3—2 A omits.

3 J. jUULJ
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jL^, 1 ji

1
*ao

a J* t-**U 2
' jlj jLil o

ji \3 -5
,A-£' ^ A> *Aj Ij ^Jb-X-lc*

1

1

•Ai ic ^ ji ! \z* 3 *j? c*A*l

(JLm# 4*A1ILw-A ^I«Ai j l^l cjL—o 1
jl jjJL^ j

^ **> ^

^
\
& ^ *Aj ^ <uJ I ^A^c- -5 c—

jl x 1 otaLx ^ cAc\_k _? S

^

J*IL
^»<g^£ ^

^1_a* ^ $L_5^ I

*
X&5

}\ A*aS IapI <A~^ jl^l jl^
•^' -?A ds2*^’. cia=£jO»j •-rAti

jl-ii*ij^

O lj *2 A-« I jl L^- ^ jta

l$j £y>-
(3^

4^h-J *£ 3 -?

1—1 J. omits ; A reads ^^Ua-*

2 J. ^Ic*- (j\jl

3 Thus J. A, B [incorrectly] -U^

4 J. Xi
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[Translation]

Looking about them during the days of the ‘Abbasid

domination they [the Alids ]
1 observed that the field was

clear and the enemy off his guard
;

that men’s aims were

trivial and their ambitions base, the pursuit ,of lusts and

pleasure holding supremacy ;
so that the call to do the right

was suppressed and prohibition of the wrong overwhelmed.

Accordingly they watched closely for an opportunity and

put to the task of gaining converts propagandists who were

smooth spoken men of wisdom and “ comrades ” of good

understanding and eloquence. Now because of the great

distances between regions they sent out men in four directions,

the first being the East, from the confines of Khurasan to

the furthermost boundary of Turkistan and the adjoining

regions of Slstan. The second direction was South, beginning

with ‘Iraq, Babel, and Kufa and extending as far as the

furthest limits of Hijaz and the wadi of the Yemen, together

with the neighbouring region. The third direction was the

West, beginning with Diyar Bakr and Diyar Rabfa together

with Syria, and extending to the furthest limits of the West.

The fourth region was the North from the coast of the Eastern

Sea 2 as far as Basra and including Oman, Bahrayn, Sind

and Hind, and on to China, together with the adjoining

regions.

For every region and every district they appointed

propagandists, men of pleasant speech, goodly eloquence,

and sweet lucidity, as well as of sagacious and alert intelligence.

To them the terms of their compacts and the benefits promised

for their association were set forth in detail, and they were

ordered to rule their lives in spiritual immaculateness, bodily

purity, and unblemished conduct
;

they were, moreover,

to be good-natured, pleasant spoken, and hail-fellow with

all men
;

[in short] they were to be worthy of “ the white

hand of Moses and the breath of Christ And with every

1 Square brackets denote the translator’s insertions.

* The Arctic and North Pacific. Nuzhat al-Qulub, trans. Le Strange,

tv 231 .
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man they were bidden to put forward their reasoning and

conduct their arguments in fashion suited to his character

and desires in life.

Of the propagandists, they sent Zayd the Ahwazi to 'Iraq,

and Abu Sa'id al-JannabI to Bahrayn and the Yemen territory.

He settled in the town of Qatlf 1 and won over to his

propaganda Abu Zakariya Isfahan! of the tribe of the Banu

Kilab. By their aid and co-operation he [al-Jannabi] won

over the towns of Hajar and Lahsa and all the coastal

territory of Oman, as well as Bahrayn and Basra. He was

the contemporary of the ‘Abbasid Caliph Mu'tadid and in

the year 286 [a.d. 899] he sent propagandists to ‘Iraq. After

Mu‘ta(Jid died al-Jannabi’s affairs prospered, but finally at

some time during the year 301 he met his death in the baths.

His son Abu Tahir succeeded to his office.

In the time of Ja‘far Sadiq, [one] Abu’l-Khattab pro-

pounded that Ja'far had claims to godhead. Sadiq, however,

denounced Abu’l-Khattab and his companions.

Amongst the propagandists was Maymun-i Qaddah [“ the

Oculist ”] whose son was ‘Abd Allah b. Mavmun
;
both of

whom were accounted amongst the learned and the aristocracy

of the sect.

It is related by the reporters and traditionists that Ja‘far

had four sons
;

the eldest being Isma‘11, who through his

mother was [?]
2 a Husayn!

;
the second was Musa, whose

mother was a slave woman—(he is buried at the shrine at

Tus)
;

the third was Muhammad Dlbaj, who lies buried

outside Jurjan, and the fourth was ‘Abd Allah, known

as Abtah. Ja‘far allotted the imamate to Isma'il. He,

however, was addicted to intoxicating liquor, so that Ja‘far,

disapproving of his conduct, declared that he had changed

1 On the Arabian mainland in the neighbourhood of Bahrayn. See

Nuzhat al-Qulub, ed. Le Strange, p. 137.

2 For the text, which is doubtful, Mlrza Muhammad suggests

"a grandson of Husayn". But this statement lacks point and

significance, this Husayn not being a person of any note.
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his intention with regard to him and bestowed the imamate

upon Musa, the second son. Thereupon the sect of the

Kuhistanls attached themselves to Isma‘11 and withdrew

from the ShT‘a body, arguing that Ja‘far, as the divinely

preserved imam, had appointed Isma‘il [to Succeed him].

The true appointment [they said] was the first one—seeing

that one could not accuse God of changing his intention

and that all which the imam himself did and said was right.

So far as the imamate, therefore, was concerned, Isma'll’s

wine-drinking created no disability.

Because of their relations with Isma/Il they are called

IsmaTlis, and the sect that was born and originated out of

them is called the Seveners by reason of the seven Imams.

With reference also [to their doctrine] that merely by reflection

and reasoning the human mind is inadequate for and incapable

of attaining a knowledge of God except through the instruction

U-I*T) of a guide and instructor—with reference to that,

they are called the “ Instructionists ” Further,

they are called Bdtims [“ Inwarders ”]—with reference to

the doctrine that in the Qur'an every word has an outward

and an inward (bdtin) significance, a plain meaning, and an

elucidatory interpretation as well as an allusive, suggestive,

and cryptic one
;

the common run of men understanding

only the outward meaning while the chosen ones are informed

of the inner significance.

When a person becomes firmly established in their beliefs

and obtains permission to learn theology he is called Madhun
[“ licentiate ’

] ;
when he reached the degree of propagandism

they call him a Da% [“ a propagandist ”]—when he reaches

the stage of [heading] ten propagandists and becomes a person

of consideration he is called Hujjat [“ proof ”}—which means

to say “declaring the proof of God to mankind”. When
he reaches the grade of perfection and is independent of all

further instruction he is called Imam. Above the Imam
is the Asds [the “ fundamental ”] and beyond him again
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in degree is the Ndtiq [the “ speaker ”]. There are seven

Imams
,
each of whom has need of twelve propagandists

and licentiates.

According to orthodox teaching, Isma‘11 died before his

father Ja‘far Sadiq. He thereupon summoned the Wall

of Medina (who held office as governor there on behalf of

the ‘Abbasid Caliphs) and a number of the elders and notables

of Medina and showed them [the body of] Isma‘il which

had been carried into the city on men's shoulders from the

village of ‘Urayd, four parasangs distant, where he had died.

They provide the evidence for his death and they are supported

by eye-witnesses and the documents of a number of persons

present. His father buried him at Buqay‘.

The statement of the group who attached themselves to

Isma‘Il is that he did not die, but that [all this] was in order

to mystify mankind. Further, that he was alive five years

after his father’s death. He was then seen in the Basra

bazaar, where a man who had been ill of a chronic disease

made a request of him. He took the sick man’s hand and

promptly the invalid recovered, rose from his place, and

walked away. Also Isma/Il prayed over a blind man, whose

sight was at once restored. [They say] Ja‘far Sadiq’ s object

in proclaiming Isma'il’s death was in reality that he might

transfer to another the title to the imamate that was being

conferred upon him.

To cut a long story short, when Sadiq died, the main body

of the Shfa followed Musa, but a few proclaimed the imamate

of Muhammad Dlbajl and they came to be called the

“ Dlbaja Similarly, a party declared themselves for the

imamate of ‘Abd Allah Abtah, and they are known as the

Abtahi [sect]. Now the ‘Abbasid Caliphs brought Musa

from Medina to Baghdad and held him imprisoned until he

died. The Shl‘a declared he was poisoned, and brought

his body to the side of the bridge, where they displayed him

to the people of Baghdad in order to prove that there was

no wound upon his body. They buried him in the Hashiml
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tombs. 1 His son ‘All b. Musa al-Rida remained at Medina

until Ma’rnim summoned him to Khurasan, and he appointed

him [heir] to the Caliphate—according to a document which

is at the shrine at Tus to-day. In the end he died of poison

at Tus and was buried there.

Thereafter the ‘Abbasids sought for them 2 with the sword

because of this claim to the imamate. Isma'U's sons hid

themselves ;
some went from Medina towards ‘Iraq and

Khurasan, while others went to the West. When Isma/Il

died, his son Muhammad b. Isma‘11 (who was grown up when

Ja'far was alive and was older than Musa) left for ‘Iraq,

alighting at Rayy. Thence he went to Demavand, to the

village of [2] Samala. Muhammad-abad at Rayy is called

after him. He had several sons in concealment. They

established themselves in Khurasan and the frontier region

of Qandahar, in Sind territory, whence their propagandists

attacked the cities and persuaded men to their cause by the

method of [promising each] the object he desired, until a great

number had yielded to their persuasions.

From the West also they summoned ‘All b. Isma‘11, who

set forth for Syria. Seeing that he was making no claim

to the imamate and that he had no following in that regard,

he remained in Syria, where descendants of some of his

kinsmen still live.

In the year 295 [907-8] ‘Abd Allah b. Maymun the

Oculist, making an outward show of devotion to fasting,

prayer, and good works but being in reality initiated into

the secrets of that propaganda, settled at ‘Askar Mukram 3

in the place called Sabat-i Abi Nuh. There his wealth and

following increased, but when his enemies made an attempt

on his life he departed to Basra, where he settled in the

quarter of the Banu ‘Uqayl. Thence he went to Persian

Kuhistan to Ahwaz, where he carried on his propaganda

1 At K&dimayn.
2 The ‘AJids.

3 In Khuzistan. {Nuzhat al-Qvlvb, tr. Le Strange, p. 110.)
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and whence also he sent representatives to ‘Iraq [‘Ajami]

to places like Rayy, Isfahan, Hamadan, and Qnm.

The next part of the Jami ‘ al-Tawarikh proceeds then to

give a list of missionaries appointed to the various lands

of Islam. Khurasan is singled out for special mention

because its ruler, the Samanid prince Nasr b. Ahmad, and

his vizier both helped in the Ism a‘III cause. When Nasr

died however, his son Nuh, who succeeded him on the throne,

killed the Isma‘!ll dai together with every one of his

supporters.

Rashid al-Dln continues .
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3 Qur'an, iii, 30.

3 Qur’an, xliii, 27.

4 J. jlc

* Qur’an, vi, 98.
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1 J. reads j\ Aju j which makes nonsense of what follows.

* There is a gap in A and B. The editor of J. (p. 150) reads here

^Ai. (j!,5^iA« although following the Hebrew or Aramaic. The

closest approximation in any of the MSS. of J. is y+* ^-Ls>j jS^AtL*

.
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is conjectural. A possible reading for pi* I $^*L might be <jlo^* l.

5 Qur. xxxvii, 107.
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[Translation]

To state the matter shortly
;
men of high rank and

propagandists in the Isma‘111 cause appeared in all the lands

of Islam and propounded and explained their doctrines

everywhere. To have mentioned them all would have

1 J. breaks off here.
2 Qur'an, lvii, 13.
2 Ibid., ii, 185.
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occupied too long, we have noted only a few of the noted

ones in the fourth clime, particularly in Khurasan, ‘Iraq,

Syria, and Yemen.

The first part of their teaching was this, that every prophet

has an executor and heir who, during his [the prophet’s]

lifetime, is the gateway through which his teachings become

generally known. The epoch of the prophets was completed

after seven [of them]. The first was Adam, and he was

endowed with the necessary qualities and attributes ; his

representative and heir, who took his place after his death,

being Seth. His [Adam’s] epoch was completed by seven

imams. After that Noah appeared, to abrogate the dispensa-

tion of Adam. His epoch was completed by seven imams
;

his executor being Sam. Ibrahim the prophet came after

Noah as abrogator of his dispensation, and his executor was

Ismail. And when seven imams had gone, his epoch was

complete. Then came Moses as abrogator of Ibrahim’s

dispensation, and his executor was Harun
;
but since Harun

departed from the world while Moses was still alive, Joshua,

son of Nun, became his executor. When the epoch of Moses

had been completed by seven imams, Tsa appeared
;
and

his executor was Simon Cephas. The epoch of Tsa, too, was

completed by seven imams and after him came Muhammad
the apostle and established a new dispensation, abrogating

that of Tsa. His executor was ‘All b. Abi Talib, after whom
came Hasan, then Husayn, of whose stock also was the fourth

imam ‘All b. al-Husayn, Zayn al-‘Abidin, then the fifth

imam Muhammad Baqir, followed by the sixth, Ja‘far Sadiq,

and then the seventh, IsmaTl b. Ja‘far. The Muhammad!

epoch ends with him. So the series has continued up to

the present imam, who is the wall of Egypt.1

Further, according to their doctrine, in every age there

is an imam divinely guarded from every flaw and weakness,

to whom in every circumstance men have recourse for the

interpretation of outward symbols and the solving of problems.

1 The implication is that IsmaTl is still alive.
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And every profundity is elucidated by him. Moreover,

the elucidation of cryptic passages and references in the

Qur’an, the explanation of laws and principles, the knowledge

of commandments, as well as of the general and the

detailed in the true meanings of the commandments, and

of the subtleties of the inner significance of mysterious

passages, is impossible to all except through him and his

“ word ”
;

the difference between him and a prophet lying

in the matter of inspiration. The world, they say, has never

been without an imam of the kind, and if any man has been

an imam, his father also has been an imam and his father’s

father back to Adam. It would be impossible moreover

for any imam to die until after the son who was to be the

imam after him was either bom or had left his loins. This is

the reference in the passage :
“ The one being posterity

of the other,” 1 and the significance of the passage :
“ and

he made it a word that should abide amongst his posterity.” 2

When there was brought up in argument against them the

example of Hasan b. ‘All, who by agreement of all the Shi‘a

was an imam while his son was not, they replied that his

imamate was held on trust by him. That is to say it was

something impermanent, something accidental, whereas the

imamate of Husayn was definitely established. The verse
<k and deposited and definitely established ” 3 refers to it.

Of the ndtiq [“ the Speaker ”] they say that he is a person

who establishes law, abrogating the law of them that have

gone before and laying down, new principles. He is, moreover,

a person with the knowledge to interpret laws with an

understanding of the hidden and esoteric in all created things,

and able also to elucidate the outward and obvious meaning

of laws as well as the principle that is hidden in them.

(The appointed imam after Muhammad the Chosen was

‘All, with the seven-fold imamate.)

Another of their doctrines is that the imam need not be

1 Qur'an, iii, 30.

2 Ibid., xliii, 27.
a Ibid,, vi, 98.
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apparent and that sometimes one may be obscured, in the

same way that night and day succeed and follow one another

so that regularly one is apparent and the other hidden. During

the period when the imam is not apparent his propagandists

must be abroad amongst men so that the fact [of there being

no imam apparent] may not be used as an argument against

the existence of God.

The prophets are the recipients of divine inspiration,

while the imams are the masters of interpretation, and in no

age has a prophet been without an imam.

A contemporary of Ibrahim’s was a certain person whose

name is mentioned in the Torah, in the Syriac and Hebrew

speech [Melchizedek] which in the Arabic is “ Malik al-Sadlq
”

and “ Malik al-Salam They state that when Ibrahim

came to him he gave him [Ibrahim] a tenth part of his cattle.

Khidr, from whom Moses wished to learn theology, was

an imam, or nominated 1 as an imam.

There was an epoch of obscuration before Islam, when

the imams were hidden
;
and in the time of ‘All, who is the

imam of that epoch [i.e. of Islam], the imamate became

manifest again. From his time until Isma‘Il 2 or his son

Muhammad, who was the seventh, all the imams have been

manifest. There was a beginning of obscuration after

Isma‘il
;
and after Muhammad who was the last [imam]

of the period of manifestation, all have been obscured, and

all the imams after him will be obscured until the time for

manifestation comes again.

Another teaching of theirs is that Musa b. Ja‘far gave

his life in ransom for Isma‘Il and ‘All b. Musa al-Ri<Ja did

the like in favour of Muhammad b. Isma‘il
;

also that the

story of the “ sacrifice ” in the verse “ we redeemed him

by a mighty sacrifice
’’ 3 has reference to some matter of

this kind.

' 1 See note on text.

a There would seem to be some confusion, m the text. It is doubtful

whether it was IsmaTl or his son Muhammad who was seventh imam.
3 Qur. xxxvii, 107.
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To be. brief, these beliefs and doctrines were spread abroad

in all the lands of Islam, east and west, and they were

disseminated sometimes covertly, sometimes openly. All

are agreed on the point that no age can be without its imam,

through whom God may be known and without whose know-

ledge there can be neither theosophist nor gnostic. At every

period also the prophets have made reference to him. Further,

law has a patent and esoteric significance, the root significance

being the esoteric one. The parallel is that of jewels in a

mine which lie hidden within dark stone
;

or that of pearls

in oysters in the depths of the sea
;

or that of the mortal

spirit that is concealed within the dark body. On this

' matter they applied as an argument the divine words

:

“A door hidden behind which lies mercy, and outside of

which is torment ” 1
; and “ Righteousness is not in entering

your houses from the back of them, 2 but it is the righteousness

of him who fears ; therefore enter your homes by their doors.’ 5 3

This means, piety lies not in occupying yourselves with

outward forms, as the many do, but in self-restraint
;
for to

approve of the outward side of religion is the cause of evil.

The doctrines spread by the original Isroa‘Ili propaganda

were the basis upon which the New Propaganda (-AjA»-

of Hasan-i Sabbah [Sayyidna] was formed. Of it Rashid

al-Dln gives the following account, derived by him from

reports made by adherents :

—
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1 Qur. lvii, 13.

2 Presumably the point of this verse as a proof text lies in taking j
as a verbal noun (i.e. in " their external appearing

a Qur. ii, 186.
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[Translation]

The early votaries laid the foundations of their beliefs

upon revelation and interpretation, in particular of the

equivocal verses, and upon strange deductions from the ideas
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dealt with in traditions and historical reports. Further they

made such statements as these, that every revelation had its

interpretation and that every plain meaning was accompanied

by an esoteric one.
“
Sayyidna ” [Hasan-i Sabbah] attached

himself entirely to the doctrine of talim [“ instruction ”],

and said, “ knowledge of God is derived not from reason

and reflection but from the ta‘U?n of the imam
;

for most

men of science are reasoning persons and any man may

have his views upon the path of religion. If reason and

reflection were sufficient to give a knowledge of God, the

votaries of no religion could refute or criticize their opponents,

and all would he alike
;

seeing that all are equipped with

reasoning powers. Since, then, the way lies open to refutation

and criticism, one may overthrow some persons but [leave]

others to follow their own discretion. The doctrine of

ta'Um is that reason alone is insufficient, and that in every

age an imam is necessary by whose ta'Um men may be

instructed and made religious.”

Hasan-i Sabbah also invented some glittering arguments

to delude and impress people. Amongst the subtlest of

bis inventions is one which he employed to rebut criticisms

of his own beliefs. He would say, “ For a knowledge of God

science is either enough or it is not enough
;
which means

that if science is enough then no critic can refute the men of

science, and if the critic should say that science and reason

are not enough, certainly then there is need of an
(

instructor

As for [Sayyidna's] proposition that science is either enough

or it is not enough (as is his belief), its purpose is to support

his own view. What he regards as the truth is that t& Vityi

is essential over and above science, while the belief of his

opponent is that is inessential with science. If the

latter be right, ta'tim is either permissive—science in that

case being determined by reflection—or is not even permissive,

and science alone is necessary. If it were not so, knowledge

of God would not be possible at all.

(There are, therefore, these two divisions of thought and
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Hasan-i Sabbah did not succeed in refuting the second of

the two by his argument .)
1

The belief of the generality of mankind and of men of

science is that the presence of science alone is insufficient.

The employment of science in a particular aspect is something

conditional
;

ta'Um and [divine] guidance, however, are

definite. This applies to men who employ reasoning

;

but there are some persons who may have no need of it
,

2

although if it be present it is certainly not a hindrance.

It is in line with this [form of argument] when Hasan-i

Sabbah says of the prophet that he declared,
u
I was com-

manded to make onslaught on men until they say, ‘ There

is no God but Allah
' ”

,
which means that all men must

utter the formula, “ There is no God but Allah.”

Such is ta'Urn. To sum up, it was with such feeble logic

and worthless arguments that Sayyidna tried to win men
over.

1 This is Rashid al-Din's interjected comment.
2

? science. ? ta'lim.
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de la langue marathe
,
Pans, 1920. His article,

“ La nasalite en Indo-

aryen,” is to be found on p. 61 ff. of the Cinquantenaire de VEcole

Pratique des Hautes Etudes.

S. K. Chatterji.

—

Origin and Development of the Bengali Language , Calcutta,

1926.

Pischel.

—

Grammatik der Prakrit Sprachen.

Joahi.

—

Pr. Vy. = Praudhabodha Vyakarana, 7th Edition, Poona, 1925.

Rajawade.

—

Jh. Vy. = Sri Jhanesvarltila Marathi Bhasece Vyakarana
,

Dhule, $ake, 1831.

Older or orthographic forms of M. are given m brackets.

mHE nasalization of Indo-Aryan vowels results, generally

speaking, from an original nasal consonant of Sanskrit.

Thus H. ndu, S. ndu, M. ndv (ndva) “ name ” all go back to

Sk. ndman- (see Bloch, § 67, and Beames, vol. i, § 65). Indo-

Aryan nasalization arises not only out of Sk. intervocalic

nasals but also from consonant groups of Sk. of which the

initial was a nasal. Thus H. G. B. dat, M. ddt (data) “ tooth
”

come from Sk. danta~. See Bloch, § 82, and Beames, vol. i, § 72.

1 " Thesis approved for the Degree of Master of Arts in the University

of London." It is now offered for publication with a view to invite comment,

criticism or support especially from similar linguistic fields in India.

I wish here to express my heavy debt of gratitude to my teacher, Professor

R. L. Turner, under whose kind and sympathetic guidance I had the good

fortune of studying for three years in the School of Oriental Studies, London.
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Bloch in J. As. 1912, i, p. 332 ff. points out an important

dialectical differentiation in the development of the Sk.

group nasal -j- plosive and shows how M. and G. differ from

the North-Western group in not voicing the plosive following

the nasal. Indo-Aryan nasalization also results from the

final -m of Sk. e.g. neuter nouns of M. with the final anusvara

like moti (mot") “pearl” from Sk. mauktikam

;

M. guru

(guru) “cow, buffalo ” from Sk. gorupdm—similarly M. pakhru

(pakharu) “ bird ”, vdghru (vagharu
)
“ a tiger-like animal ”,

etc. For this and generally for the nasalization of final long

vowels of M. resulting from the contraction of two vowels,

the second of which was followed by a nasal in Sk. see

Bloch, § 66.

Nasalized vowels were not entirely unknown even in the

earliest period of Sk. Both the anusvara and the anunasika

are to be found in Vedic literature. The anusvara occurs

normally before consonants and is represented by a dot

written above the line. The anunasika occurs before vowels

and is usually written with the sign called the candrabindu-,

either above or immediately after the nasalized vowel. The

exact nature of the anusvara and the anunasika is not quite

clear. See Whitney, Sk. Gr., § 70-3. It is certainly a nasal

sound and is distinct from the five class nasals. When final

the anusvara usually stands for -m, sometimes for -n. Its

proper place, however, is before sibilants and h in the body

of the word, e.g. marhsd-
“

flesh ”
;

simha- “ lion See

Macdonell, Vedic Gr., § 60, and Vedic Gr. St., § 10 f. Before

plosives the nasal always had the form of a nasal consonant

made in the same position as the following plosive, i.e. a

corresponding class nasal, viz. m before labials, n before

dentals, etc. For this reason the anusvara or pure nasal

could not occur before plosives.
” Anusvara could not occur before stops and aspirates

which had only corresponding nasals . . . before them in

O.I.A. ;
anusvara occurred before y, r, l

, v, s, s, s, h only.”

S. K. Chatterji, Bengali Language
, vol. i, p. 358.
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In Sk. itself the final -m was weak and did not possess its

full articulation. From a very early period it was assimilated

to the following consonant. Manuscripts and printed texts

represent this assimilated -m by the anusvara. But the

reality and early occurrence of this assimilation is well brought

out by the wrong analysis of the Pada Text in RV. iv, II, 6,

of yan ni-pdsi as yat instead of yarn and other similar cases.

See Macdonell, Vedic Gr., § 75.

Anusvara and anunasika were common enough in the

final position
;

but medially they regularly occurred only

under certain conditions, viz. before sibilants and k. Nasaliza-

tion of vowels, therefore, was comparatively rare in early

Sk. With the gradual development of the language, however,

nasalization of vowels due to the influence of neighbouring

nasal consonants became more and more common. It is

quite a regular and important feature of Middle Indian.

In Pali and in Prakrit all final nasals have become anusvaras,

i.e. they merely serve to nasalize the preceding vowel. This

weakening of the final nasal was in conformity with the

general development of Middle Indian. Thus, as Bloch

points out in his article
“ La nasalite en indo-aryen

”
:

“ La

nasal final perd son articulation buccale comme les autres

consonnes ; mais la nasality subsiste
:

p. aggim de skr.

agnim
,
balavam de skr. balavdn , etc.” The final nasal being

thus transformed into mere nasalization of the preceding

vowel it could no longer be assimilated to the following

consonant. It remained as a mere anusvara. Thus nasaliza-

tions became more frequent in Middle Indian. Probably

at first nasalized vowels became more common only in groups

of words, but later nasalizations became apparent in the body

of the word. Thus when an original consonant group of Sk.,

beginning with a nasal was simplified it gave rise to a nasalized

vowel. In the body of the word before a plosive Sk. could

only have a class nasal, e.g. Icamp- not a nasalized vowel

*Jcap-. But in some dialects of earlyModem Indian Sk. Jcamp-

becomes kdp- and thus has a nasalized vowel preceding a
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plosive, which was not possible in Sk. In the body of the word

therefore, the group nasalized vowel plus plosive is a new grou]

and is not to be found in Sk. The creation of this grou]

depended upon the assimilation of the Sk. nasal to tin

preceding vowel. This assimilation and compensatory

lengthening is one of the features of Modern Indo-Aryan

Thus from Sk. Jcamp- we get in H. G. B. forms with kdp-

M. kdpne (kapane) “ to tremble

The group nasalized vowel plus consonant has undergone

a further change, at least in M. and probably research woulc

show a similar tendency in some of the other Modern Indo

Aryan languages, as certainly in Sgh. 1 In M. a genera]

tendency to denasalize vowels has become apparent with

only a few significant exceptions. Older dt (< ant) has

become at- e.g. Sk. tantu - > M. tdia > tat “ thread ”
; Sk.

ddnta- > M. data > dat “ tooth ”, etc. But in front of

voiced plosives the nasalized vowel had again developed

a nasal consonant—or just possibly had always to some

extent maintained it—before this process of denasalization

set in. Therefore we find older dd (< and

)

became *dnd >
modern M. and

:

e.g. Sk. bandh- > M. bddhato (or bandhato) >
Modern M. bdndhto

ft
he binds ”

;
Sk. kanda- > M. kddd >

Modern M. kanda “ bulb, root ”, etc.

Nevertheless in both cases at (pronounced at) and dd

(pronounced and) the anusvara continues to be written.

It therefore no longer denotes nasalization of the vowel

(except in one special case, viz. the oblique plural, for which

see below, p. 545), but only a full nasal consonant between

the vowel and the plosive. The oblique plural forms a special

case because there the anusvara has a specific semantic value

and is therefore retained in spite of general denasalization.

Wherever the anusvara has retained its value it always

stands for the nasal corresponding to the following consonant

and therefore when in the oblique plural it precedes a sibilant

or h at the beginning of a termination or a postposition it has

1 See W. Geiger, Literatur und Sprache der Singhalesen, § 17.
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its proper value—the value which it had in Sk. under similai

circumstances.

Although in the case of words of the type at (at < Sk. ant
)

thte nasalization has been lost and the anusvara, though

still written, has no value, in some words containing a short

vowel followed by an unvoiced plosive the anusvara is

pronounced as a full nasal consonant, e.g. bhint (Th?T)>

pimpal etc. This pronunciation, which is probably

of learned origin, is discussed below, p. 552.

The interpretation of the M. anusvara has always presented

some difficulty on account of these different values. Navalkar

(M. Gr., § 37) distinguished four different values of the M.

anusvara and in this he has been followed by a large number

of writers on M. grammar, both native and European, like

Bhide, Devadhar, H. Wilberforce-Bell, Darby, etc. 1

The two pronunciations described by Navalkar as provin-

cial, e.g. sanvrakskna of and classical, e.g. sayyoga of

do not, however, require much attention. They

occur only in tatsama words or in learned borrowings from Sk.

The confusion of the M. anusvara, therefore, really depends

upon its other two values, which only are to be found in the

regular tadbhava words of M. These two pronunciations

are called organic and nasikya by Navalkar : organic, when

the anusvara is to be pronounced as a nasal consonant

corresponding in position to the following plosive
;

nasikya,

when it merely nasalizes the vowel over which its sign, viz.

the dot, is written. These two values are quite distinct and

are not freely interchangeable. Thus “ number ”

and “ mango 99 must be pronounced as dkadd (> Modern

M. aJcda) and dmbd (probably through older dmbd < aba <
Sk. amra-) with the nasikya and organic pronunciation

respectively and not vice versa.

1 G. H. Bhide, Marathi English Primer, Part i, Bombay, 1912, pp. 5—6

B. V. Devadhar, Resume of Marathi Grammar , Poona, 1926, p. 4. H
Wilberforce-Bell, A Grammatical Treatise of the Marathi Language, pp. 8-9

parby, A Primer of the Marathi Language, § 21, pp. 17-18. See als<

JAnguistic Survey of India, vol. viii, p. 22.

JRAS. JULY 1930. 35
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The organic pronunciation of the anusvara is practical]

the same in M. as in Sk. M. words, therefore, with an organ

anusvara could either be directly borrowed, from Sk., or coul

be descended from Sk., i.e. they may be tatsama or they ma

be tadbhava. But inasmuch as Sk. had no nasikya anusvars

in the body of a word, all M. words containing this soun

and being of Sanskritic origin must be genuine tadbhava!

Of. Navalkar, M. Gr., § 38: 3. (a), “In all pure Marat!

words, the Anusvara assumes the nasikya sound.” See als

Joshi, Pr. Vy ., Ch. 1 (15).

It is this nasikya anusvara which as indicated above (p. 54C

has been lost in M. at a subsequent period. Probably it wa

first lost on the Desa or in what is called the Desasthl Bhas

or dialect spoken by the Desastha Brahmins. But it i

extremely difficult to date the loss. In the first place owing t

the enormous importance of Sk. M. grammar was completel

neglected up to the beginning of the last century. Furthe

the incentive to imitate Sanskritic forms in preference t

tadbhava words must have exercised a strong influence an

tempted those who wished to display their knowledge of SI

to substitute the organic value of the anusvara for the nasiky

value proper to the tadbhava form. For the organic was th

only anusvara in their Sk. vocabulary and they looked dow
upon the nasikya anusvara which was only prdkrta anc

not being found in Sk., unfit to be used by a “ learned

Sanskritist. To add to this, the early grammarians of 1M

were strongly influenced by the Koknasthl dialect in whic

nasalization was particularly conspicuous. 1

For a very long time two distinct dialects of M. have bee

recognized. The Desasthl and the Koknasthl Bhasa, th

former leaning towards denasalization, the latter toward

nasalization. Thus on the Desa invented stories are curren

about the excessive nasalization of the Koknasthas, e.g. fo

Ntficf Ml
“
cat it after dipping it in ghee

5

1 For this and generally on unpronounced nasals in M., see G. P. Pavash
Marathi Lekhanalila Ajagalance UccataQa.
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a Koknastha is said to say, tumpdnt bunchlun khd. A De&astha,

on the other hand, tends to drop out even legitimate—nasikya

only—nasalization. Thus for orthographic tupdta he would

say tupat. Similarly a Desastha would say kokan where the

Koknastha says kokan.

The Peshavas, who played such a leading part in Maratha

history, were themselves Koknasthas who migrated to Poona

from their home in the Kokana .

1 Poona properly belongs

to the Desa and therefore geographically falls under the

denasalizing area. But here the Koknasthi dialect of the

Peshavas must have exercised a strong influence. The Court

and official language must have possessed a large number

of nasalizations which were so prominent in the Koknasthi

dialect spoken by the Peshavas and a number of other

important persons coming from the Kokana.

This influence of the nasalizing Koknasthi dialect may
probably have been helped by the conservatism of the M.

orthography. Though nasalizations may be lost in pronuncia-

tion they do not at once cease to be written. Orthography

is everywhere conservative and reluctant to recognize a

recent phonetic change. To-day denasalization has repeated

itself or rather has invaded the learned pronunciation in Poona

and the change is about to be recognized. The existence of

unpronounced anusvaras in M. was recognized by a Conference

which met nearly thirty years ago. But its recommendations

for the abolition of these superfluous anusvaras were not carried

out .

2 And even now, when Mr. N. C. Kelkar introduced

a new method, viz. the dropping out of the unpronounced

(anuccarita) anusvaras, in his TilaJca-caritra, vols. ii and iii,

published last year, his action was described by conservative

adverse criticism as “ revolutionary ”. See K. P. Kulkarni,

1 See Kincaid and Parasnis, A History of the Maratha People , vol. ii,

p. 145, and vol. iii, last chapter, which is entitled
'

' The End of the Chit-

pavana Epic Citpavanis a terra applied to the Koknastha brahmins.
2 See Marathi 'Salapatraka for October, 1904, and G. P. Pavashe referred

to above, p. 542.
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“ Marathlce ^uddhalekhana,” in Lokasiksana, vol. i, no.

June, 1928.

As Mr. Pavashe points out, in his article mentioned abov

the predominance of the Koknasthi dialect continued in tl

last century even after the Peshavas lost their power and tl

British came in . It was quite natural for the then Governmei

to accept the pronunciation of the leading community, vi

the Koknasthas as representative of standard M. Not onl

had the Koknasthas played a leading part in the pre-Britis

period but even during the last century they continued to t

prominent in politics, social reform and literature. Tb
importance of the Koknasthi dialect, with its official recognitio

by the Government, thus further helped the retention of th

anusvara in writing. From Dadoba Pandurang, whose epocl

making M. grammar appeared in 1824, onwards M. gran
marians were strongly influenced hy the Koknasthi dialec

Hence we find laid down in all M. grammars rules for th

writing of the anusvara whether pronounced or not. Th
gave rise to a difference between the M. as spoken at home an
as learnt at school. Grammatical textbooks disregarded th

actual pronunciation and blindly followed the tradition c

the orthographic anusvara. From this divergence betwee
the actual and the grammatical pronunciation arises tb

anusvara which is merely perceived by the mind and no
actually heard by the ear. (Cf. lceval mands, hands navht

vdtndrd anundsiJc svar, G. K. Modak in the Vividhajndnc

vistdra for October, 1925, vol. lvi, no. 10. See also th

classification of anusvaras that are pronounced and those tha

are not pronounced in Devadhar, Resume of M. Gr., pp. 4-5
The existence of the anusvara is felt in such cases presumabl
because it is associated with a grammatical or orthographi

nasal in the form of the anusvara.

In spite of the conditions favouring the retention of th

anusvara, the denasalizing tendency of the Desa. has, a

suggested above, become apparent in the standard pronuncia
tion of Poona and Mr. Kelkar’s books are only attempts a
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post facto recognition of this change. As an individual

though important, attempt at spelling reform it has met wit!

opposition. But though the adoption of the new methoc

is a controversial matter it is recognized practically on al

sides that there are “ some ” unpronounced anusvaras ii

Modern Marathi. See N. C. Kelkar, “ Tilakcaritratll Buddha

lekhan/’ in Maharastra, Nagpur, 18th March, 1928.

Though learned recognition was accorded to denasalizatior

in Mr. Kelkar’s hooks published only last year, this would nol

entitle us to assume that the change is very recent. The

recommendations of the Conference referred to above (p. 543

put it at least thirty years back. But that is not all. Un-

pronounced nasals were apparently known at a much earliei

date, but they were suppressed as being corrupt by M
grammarians who refused to recognize them. Already

Navalkar, who wrote his grammar more than fifty years age

(2nd edition 1880), notes that the nasikya anusvara was

generally omitted in the Dakhan, § 37 :
“ The Nasikya u

usually omitted in the Dakhan, and when it is considered

necessary to pronounce it distinctly, chiefly in honorific

forms, it is changed, even by the higher classes, to the dentai

tydld to them, erroneously tya-n-ld/

The instance given here by Navalkar is important because

it shows how when an anusvara is kept, as in the present

instance, on account of its semantic value, it is given the value

of a full nasal consonant—organic if possible or n which is the

commonest nasal, as in tyd-n-la which to-day has three

optional forms, viz. (1) correctly tydld
,
commonly (2) tydna

or sometimes (3) tyannd (see p. 558 below). Navalkar looks

down upon denasalization as his words “ even by the highei

classes ” indicate. Now, however, this very denasalizatior

is about to receive learned recognition in M.

But denasalization, in reality, took place even much earliei

than Navalkar’s time. - In the article by G. K. Modak, referred

to above, we see that even in Moropant’s (died a.d. 1794)

manuscripts there is considerable hesitation in writing this
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nasikya anusvara. He does not omit any organic anusva

and whenever he omits an anusvara it is invariably the fai

nasikya anusvara which to-day is felt but not heard. M
we not infer from this that the weakening or loss of t

nasikya anusvara dates back at least from the end of t

eighteenth century ?

We know that nasalization was lost at an early perio

particularly when associated with a high vowel like i. Alreac

in the Middle Indian period this loss is noticeable, e.g. S
vimsati > A.Mg. visa, Sk. trimsat- > A.Mg. tisd

;
Sk. simhd :

Pkt. siha, etc. See Pischel, § 76. If we accept Pischel

derivation of M., A.Mg,, dddha from Sk. damstrd- we ca

have an instance in which even without the presence of

high vowel nasalization has been lost in Middle Indian

but the equation str > dh renders this etymology doubtfu

It is to he noted that what is lost is not a full nasal consonar

but, as in M., mere nasalization of a vowel. This denasalizj

tion has descended into Modern Indo-Aryan. See Bloch, § 7

For the loss of Old Indo-Aryan anusvara following the hig

vowel i in Modern Indo-Aryan generally and particular]

for Bengali instances see S. K. Chatterji, Bengali Languag
vol. i, § 177. The physiological reason for the early loss (

nasalization in association with the high vowel i probably i

as suggested by Bloch, the unconscious reciprocal movemei
of the uvula to correspond to the position of the tongu<

See J . Bloch, La nasalite en indo-aryen. Such loss was probabl
helped, at least in the beginning, by the fact that the nasj

corresponding to the continuants, the proper anusvar*
e.g. corresponding to s or h in words like Sk. vimsati- c

simhd could not be heard as distinctly as a class nas*

before a corresponding plosive and therefore tended to b
dropped out.

Besides numerals like M. vis
“ twenty ”, tvs “ thirty ”, etc

where the nasalization was lost after a high vowel, in the M
words gosavi “ an ascetic owning a cow ” and sad also
kind of ascetic from Sk. go~svamin- and svdniin-, we probabl
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1

have instances of the early loss of nasalization before a higl

vowel. The general rule of the development of Sk. intervocali

-m- in M. is that it opens out into -v- at the same time imparting

its nasality to the preceding vowel, e.g. Sk. grama

-

> M. ga<

(gava). See Bloch, § 137. From Sk. go-svamin-, therefore

we expect M. *go~sam and from Sk. svdmin- > M. *savl >
> sad with subsequent loss of nasalization. In sa

the -v- is lost perhaps because it is a word of politeness

frequently used.

The standard M. of Poona, though based upon a denasalizing

dialect and falling within the denasalizing area, has been, as

indicated above (p. 540), strongly influenced by the nasalizing

dialect spoken by the Koknasthas. This has created a hopeless

confusion as to the value of the anusvara. Words in which the

anusvara may be legitimate only as indicating nasalization

seem to have come to be fixed in the language with the organic

value of the anusvara. Such is probably the explanation of

the fact that from Sk. marjara- the form of the word in the

Kokana has mere nasalization, viz. mdjar “ cat ” while on the

Desa it has a class nasal, viz. mdnjar. The class nasal, here,

is dental n inasmuch as j is a dental affricate. The nasal

consonant is mdnjar cannot be explained merely as due to

the initial nasal for this is not the general rule in M. Thus

M. mdj(h) “ middle ” from Sk. madhya- or matha
“ head J5

from Sk. mastaka- or majne “ to be rude, impudent ” from

Sk. mddyati has no spontaneous nasal in spite of the initial

m-. These are all instances from the standard dialect. It is

quite likely that in a dialect in which nasalizations are

prominent, as in Koknasthi, the initial nasal consonant may

nasalize the following vowel. Even on the Desa we find

instances of such nasalization, in the vulgar speech, where it

further develops into a nasal consonant before a voiced

plosive. This is, of course, not recognized in the standard

speech or in the literary language. Thus for M. -madhe “ in,

within ” (= Sk. madhye) an uneducated person is heard

saying -mandi. Similarly rnang for standard mag “ after-
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wards ”. Here we are clearly not dealing with the retentid

of a Sk. nasal before a voiced plosive. This is apparent!

a case in which spontaneous nasalization first appeared owin

to the presence of an adjoining nasal consonant and wa

later developed into a full nasal consonant. A simila

reasoning may be helpful in explaining the spontaneou

nasal consonant in H. naiiga as opposed to M, nagva
“
naked

J

from Sk. nagna- or H. mangnd as opposed to M. magne “
t<

ask for ” from Sk. margayati.

Once the spontaneous nasalization appears the twofolc

value of the anusvara helps the confusion between men
nasalization and the insertion of a nasal consonant. If th<

nasalization of, say, majar is to be emphasized and the changt

of denasalization has only left class nasals, the speaker wil]

substitute the organic value of the anusvara for the nasikya

one, and say manjar. Thus manjar would be a form ol

affectedly learned origin. Words borrowed from a nasalizing

dialect into one which had lost nasalized vowels and possessed

only nasal consonants may tend to be borrowed with the nasal

consonant. Moreover such borrowings would be looked

upon with greater favour, not only on account of the pre-

eminence of the speakers of the nasalizing KoknasthI dialect,

but also because the full nasal would give the word a more

learned or Sanskritic appearance. Some such reasoning will

explain at least some of the spontaneous nasals in M.

The nasalization of the vowel with the nasikya anusvara

was at some period or other lost
;
but it certainly was present

at one time, for it has come down to 11s orthographically

and there is no reason for assuming it to be unreal from the

beginning. Moreover without the existence of some sort of

nasalization it would be hard to explain the presence of a nasal

consonant which has apparently arisen out of it before voiced

plosives. If the group nasal plus plosive had been simplified

without leaving any trace of nasality we might have expected

forms like *ag. for M. ang “ body ” from Sk. dhga- just as we
get M. at

(
ata

)

“
in, within ” from Sk. antar. The n after
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the long Towel a which has undergone compensate*

lengthening, cannot be explained without the existence <

some sort of nasalization before the voiced plosive g in tl

actual form that we get in M., viz. ang.

The development of a homo-organic nasal consonant from

nasalized vowel followed by a voiced plosive is quite natura

It is only a matter of inaccurate timing or lack of synchroniz*

tion. If the nasal passage, opened for the nasalization of th

vowel, is left open for slightly too long a period and tt

organs of speech are already brought into position for makin

the following voiced plosive, inevitably an on-glide is hear<

This on-glide is no other than the insertion of the home

organic nasal consonant. Such an on-glide is less likely befoi

an unvoiced than before a voiced consonant inasmuch as i

the former case the voice is not carried right through and th

loosening of the vocal chords, in anticipation of the unvoice 1

consonant, makes it more likely that the nasal passage b

closed before rather than after its due time. Lack of synchros

zation is a recognized factor in phonetic change. We hav

a number of instances in which owing to inaccurate timing

homo-organic voiced plosive develops after a nasal consonanl

e.g. Sk. vdnara- > H. bandar, M. vdndar
“ monkey ”

; St

carmakara- cammadra - > M. cdmb(h)ar, etc. See P. D. Gune

Introduction to Comparative Philology
,
Poona, 1918, p. 51.

The importance of Sk. and of the nasalizing dialect may als

serve to explain the formation of M. doublets like tant , to

(tdta) “ thread ” from Sk. tantu- or Jcantd, kata (kdta)
“
thorn

from Sk. kantaka-. Orthography has led Bloch to accep

both these forms as regular developments in M. Se

Bloch, § 68.

It seems, however, that the doublets with the short vowe

plus the nasal consonant are learned and are practical!;

confined to learned or affectedly learned use. They hav

escaped, apparently without any cause, the general chang

of compensatory lengthening. It is rather difficult to accep

the theory that the change of compensatory lengtheninj
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occurs only optionally in the case of these words, withoul

any specific reason. If at all they belong to the language

they must have been incorporated into it after the change

of compensatory lengthening had been completely worked

out and was no longer operative. Moreover the fact is

significant that the popular forms that are much more

commonly used, from amongst these doublets, are those

which have the long vowel. It seems reasonable, therefore,

to accept only the forms with the long vowel and orthographic

anusvara as genuine tadbhavas and to look upon the doublets

with the short vowel and nasal consonant as tatsamas or

semi-tatsamas.

Bloch refers to these doublets only in the group nasal +
unvoiced plosive. But it seems that such doublets are equally

legitimate when the following consonant is a voiced plosive.

Thus side by side with ant, at, (at) we can also have doublets

like ang, dng “ body ”, bhang “ breaking ”, bhang “ parting

of the hair ”, etc. The doublets in the case of words having
the voiced plosive are not as prominent as in the case of those

that have the unvoiced plosive since the difference between
the two doublets is more prominent in the latter than in the

former. The temptation to undo the effects of compensatory
length is much more feeble before voiced consonants than
before unvoiced ones, to a person desirous of either displaying

his knowledge of Sk. or to one who is anxious to emphasize
nasalizations

; for in

Sk. and- > M. dd or and > and

the original Sk. and the tadbhava M. are very much alike,

differing only in the length of the vowel
;
but in

Sk. ant > M . at > at

the original Sk. and the M. tadbhava differ not only in the
length of the vowel but also in possessing or not possessing
a nasal consonant. The difference between the lengths of

the vowel is not as noticeable as the presence or absence of

the nasal consonant. The development of the homo*organic
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nasal before voiced plosives may very likely have be

helped by the fact that it made the original Sk. word dost

resemble the M. word derived from it. When, howev
an attempt at such resemblance was made in the case of woi

having the unvoiced plosive, the speaker looking down up

denasalization was not merely satisfied with introduci

the nasal consonant, but also tried to do away with t

compensatory lengthening, thus giving rise to tatsama

semi-tatsama doublets. In front of voiced plosives coi

pensatory length would be most prominent in initial syllabi

especially if the word begins with a vowel. In this case t

temptation to undo the effects of compensatory length seer

to be visible in the optional length of the initial a or a of IV

where the learned preference is exercised in favour of the she

a. Thus we have both angan and angan “ courtyard ” whe

the latter would be the regular form and the former a learnt

doublet made to resemble the original Sk. word, ahganc

In the variation M. ambd, amba “ mango ” we have i

instance of false analogy as the original Sk. word, amra h

a long initial and not a short one as in ahgana-.

The variation in M., therefore, is :

—

(1) Long vowel nasalized + plosive, later becoming

() long vowel -f- nasal consonant 4- voiced plosive and

() long vowel denasalized + unvoiced plosive
;

(2) short vowel -f- nasal consonant -f- plosive, ' voiced

unvoiced.

Of these two the first is regular in the development of I

while the second is of learned origin. Illustrations of the fii

variation as affected by the subsequent change of denasaliz

tion will be found below, p. 554.

A. Lloyd James and S. Gr. Kanhere seem to be puzzled 1

the fact that orthographic is pronounced in to

different ways and means two different things :

—

“ What decides which value is to be given to the dot is n

clear, e.g. is pronounced dehat — in the body, where
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is pronounced deh&nta = end of body, death.”

—

School of Oriental Studies Bulletin, vol. iv, pt. iv.

The explanation of this twofold pronunciation is to be found

in the fact that whereas in one the second part is a tadbhava-

postposition -at (> -at, from Sk. antdr) “ in, within ”, in the

other the second part is a tatsama, Sk. anta “ end
<l
in the body ” is pronounced to-day without nasalization

as dehdt.

The learned creation of doublets with a short vowel plus-

nasal consonant was probably helped by the equivocal value

of the M. anusvara. These doublets seem to have had a very

"wide extension. They seem to be at the bottom of certain

spontaneous nasals of M. The influence of the Koknasthf

dialect has already been referred to above and an explanation

of the spontaneous nasal in M. manjar “ cat ” suggested.

See p. 548. The nasal in this word has no counterpart in its

Sk. original. Similarly from Sk. words not containing any

nasal we have few other words in M. which seem to insert

a spontaneous nasal consonant, e.g. Sk. bhitti- > M. bhint

“ wall ”
; Sk. pippala- > M. pimpal “

the peepal-tree ”
;

Sk. sikya- > M. sinke “ cord for hanging objects ”
;

Sk.

vrscika- > M. vincu “ scorpion ”
; Sk. sipra- > M. Hmp

“ mother-of-pearl ”
; Sk. silpin- > M. simpi “ tailor ”

;
Sk.

ucca- > M. unc “ tall, high ”
;

Sk. ustra- > M. unt “ &
camel ”

;
Sk. Icurca- > M. kunca “ brush ”

;
Sk. kuttini- >

M. huntan
,

kuntin “ go-between ”
;

Sk. yudhyate > M.

junjhne beside vulgar jujhne “ to fight ”
;

Sk, dcamana-

> ancavne “
to wash the hands after a meal ”

;
Sk.

vijhapti- > M. vinanti,1 “ request ”
;

Sk. paksa

-

> M, pahkh
“ wing, feather

For the spontaneous nasal consonant in the type M. bhintr

pimpal, etc., may we not have an explanation somewhat

similar to that offered for the nasal in M. manjar ? The cases

are not exactly identical because in bhint, pimpal, etc. y

there is no nasal consonant, preceding the spontaneous nasal

1 Bloch, § 70, calls this word a " curieux tatsama ",
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consonant, which may nasalize the vowel and later develop

a class nasal. All the same for the type bhint, pimped, we

also have doublets—but doublets that are looked down upon

as vulgar and not recognized in the standard M. Forms like

bhit (bhitdd), piped {piped) are also heard in the speech of the

uneducated lower classes. These forms are probably genuine

tadbhavas while the doublets with the short vowel and nasal

consonant axe most probably of learned origin. The forms

in the vulgar speech aie not influenced by orthography and

are correctly maintained without any nasal. Where the M.

anusvara goes back to a Sk. nasal we have forms containing

both the short and the long vowel with the anusvara. But

in the type bhint
,
pimped, there never was even a nasikva

anusvara on the long vowels in bhit, pipal, and therefore when

the forms with the short vowel and anusvara were recognized,

the anusvara stood for a nasal consonant and the new forms

completely ousted bhit, pipal, etc., which have been fortunately

preserved to us in the vulgar speech of to-day.

A peculiar, though not very convincing, explanation of the

spontaneous nasal consonant in M. niranjan
“ an article

used in worship ”, may be noted here. This is offered by

It. B. Joshi in his M. Bhaseci Ghatand, § 195. The reason is,

according to him, saukarya-paksapata, or selection in favour

of the easier. He says that the original and proper word is

nirdjana. It has been erroneously confounded with niran-

jana-, a very common epithet of Brahman, and for the sake

of ease changed to niranjan ! This explanation is mentioned

here because in what follows Joshi furnishes an indirect

corroboration of the explanation suggested above for the

nasal consonant in M. manjar. He says, that the Koknl

people pronounce the word with the anusvara and later the

anusvara so commonly known in the Kokana came to be

used on rd in the original word nirdjana for the sake of ease

in pronunciation, “ muled sabda nirajan yatil
4ra'var uccdrace

soyi sdthi koknatla phdr paricit jo anusvdr to denyaci dal

padli . .
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Below are given some words illustrating the development

or retention of the nasal consonant before voiced plosives

and its loss elsewhere.

(1) Sk. nasal + voiced plosive > M. nasal 4- voiced plosive :

Ortho- M. pronun-
Sk. graphic M. ciation. Meaning.

angana- dmgana angan courtyard.

anga- dmga dng body
amghoia anghol bathing.

angustha- amgathd angtha thumb.
anguli- amgula ahgul-l finger.

anda- arhda-e and-e egg, testicle.

amla- amba amb bitter extract from

gram nut.

fanrd- &mba amba mango.
udumbdra- umbara umbar glomerous fig-tree.

amangala

-

orhgala ongal dirty, impure.

ahjalt- omjal onjal handful.

ava + lamb- olambane olambne to depend upon.

kangu- kariiga kang a kind of berry.

kand- kamda kanda onion.

kambala- kdrhbale kamble blanket.

kumbhakdra- kumbhdra kumbhar potter.

khavda- khdmda khand a small piece.

skandha- khamda khandd shoulder.

skambha- kharhba khdmb post, pillar.

ganjd- gamja ganja an intoxicating herb.

ccindra- carhda tand moon.
jambu-, jdrhba , gamb, particular kinds of

jambula- jambhala jambhal fruit.

jangha

-

jamgha jangh upper thigh joint.

stambha- thomba thomb dullard.

tamrd

-

tambe tambe copper.

tunda- torhda tond mouth, face.

stambh

-

thambane thdmbne to stop.

pangu - pcimgdy

pd mgala
pangd,

pangla

lame.

P'lhjara

-

pdmjara-
(pola

)

panjar- (pol )
cage, fold.

pandild- pamdya pandya Benaras Brahmin.
pandura- pamdhara. pandhra white.

pinda - pemda pend a kind of cake for

cattle.

pemdhi pendhi a bundle (of hay)
bandh- bamdkane bdndhne to tie.

bindu- bimdali bindli a particular orna-

ment.
burhdt bundl a kind of sweet.
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Ortho- M. pronun-
8k. graphic M. ciation.

bhaiiga- bhdrkga bhang

bhahjanika bhdmjani bhdnjan

i

bhanda- bhdmde bhdy.de

bhandagara - bhamddra bhay dar

mandana- mamdane mandne.

mdmdani mandril

matanga- vnamga mang
maydapa- mamdava mandav
mendhra- memdkd mendhd

rayda- rariida rand

rdndhayati ramdhane randhne

lamba- Idmba lamb

lohd + khayda- lokhamda lokhand

lambate lombane lombne

vandhya- variijha vanjh

sangata- samge sange

sandkya- sarhja sanj

sandhi- sa ihdhu sandha

sdmbara- sambara samba r

stnga- simga sing

srngdfaka- simgadd- singada

sikhanda- semda seyda

smdura- semdiira sendur

bunda- somda sond

hambha- harhbarane hambarne

hingu- himga hing

Loss of Sk. nasal

(2) before unvoiced plosives

Ortho- M. pronun-
Sk. graphic M. ciation.

ankd- amkada akdd

antdr -arhta, aijita -at, at

antra- dmtade aide

kankana- kamkana kakan

kantaka- kamta kata

kantha

-

kamtha kdth

kamp- kampane kapne

granthi

-

gamtha gath

ghantd- ghamta ghat

campaka- cdmp(h)a cdp(h)a

cancu- comca, tomca doc, Pod

tdnlu- tamta tat
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Meaning.

parting of the hair,

division after a

certain mode,

pot.

store.

to arrange, arrange-

ment.

name of a caste,

festive tent,

goat.

a prostitute

to cook,

long, distant,

iron.

to be suspended,

to hang from,

barren (woman),

with,

evening,

joint.

deer-like animal,

horn.

water-chestnut.

top.

led-lead.

trunk of anelephant

.

lowing (of cows),

assafoetida.

Meaning.

number.

in, within.

bowel.

bangle.

thorn.

edge, bank of a river,

to tremble,

knot, meeting,

bell.

a kind of tree with

white or yellow

flowers,

beak.

string, fibre.
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Sk.

Ortho-

graphic M.
M. pronun-

ciation. Meaning.

,ddnta- damta ddt tooth.

pancan- pdrhca pat five.

romantha- ravamtha ravat(h) rumination.

lahcd- larhca lad bribe.

vaiicayati vdrhcane vdtne to escape.

vant- vdmlane vatne to distribute.

sfnkhald- sdmkhali sakhli chain.

sam + caya- edmcanc sdtne to accumulate.

earn -{- patati sampadape sapadrie to be found.

(3) before other consonants :

—

Ortho- M. pronun-

Sk. graphic M. ciation. Meaning.

karpsya- kdmse kdse bell metal.

kdrjisyakdra- Larhsdra, kdsar a dealer in bangles

marfisd-

kdsdra

mdrhsa
, masa mas

or in metals,

flesh.

varpsa- (-ha-) vdrhsa, vdsd vdsd bamboo, rafter.

Where the anusvara goes back to Sk. intervocalic -m~ it

is not pronounced in M. :

—

Ortho -

Sk. graphic M.
M. pronun -

ciatton. Meaning.

amdvdsya- arhvasa avas new moon.

ama- dmva dv dysentery.

avamala- omvald, ovald ovld impure for religious

kumara- kumvara kuvar

purposes,

young boy.

godhuma- gahu gahu wheat.

grdma

-

gdmva gdv town, village.

jdmatr- jamvai gdvai Bon-in-law.

n&man- namva ndv name.

bhratnara- bhomvard bhovrd whirlpool.

lornan- lamva lav short hair on the

vyamd- vamva vav

bodys
distance between

sydmala- samvala savla

one’s stretched

hands
;
room,

swarthy, dark.

hima- himva hiv cold, malaria.

In the following words even the orthography does not

.show the anusvara even as optional :

—

Sk. paryahka- ;> M. palkhi
” palanquin ”,

Sk. manca- > M. madd-l ” bedstead or cot

There is a large number of words in M. which have a
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spontaneous anusvara which is not pronounced, at least

to-day. This anusvara seems to be merely orthographic and

of learned origin. It is doubtful how far, if at all, this anusvara

possessed any real value, on the Desa at least in the popular

speech. Some instances are given below.

It is noteworthy that a few of these words are also, at times,

written without the anusvara.

Ortho - M. pronun-
8k. graphic M. ciation. Meaning.

apavdraka- omvard, ovari ovri a room in a temple.

upavasa- orhvasd, vasa, ovsd, vasa a religious vow.

ydvat jo jo (paryant) uptil

yugala- jumvala juvala twin.

dhavati dhariivane dhavne to run.

pravdda- pamvdda
,

pavada

pavddd

pomvadd, povadd povada

a heroic recital.

bhru - bhuihvai

bhamvat

bhuvai

bhavai

eyebrow.

dksa- amsti, dsa as axle.

aksa

-

dihkha akh temples of the head.

arci- dmca a6 heat.

dsru- dmsu, dsu dsu, dsave, pi. tear, tears.

iksu- umsa
,
usa U8 sugarcane.

yukd- u, u u louse.

uccaya- omca odd a sort of pocket in

a lady's saree.

karkatikd kdmkadi, kakadi kdkdi cucumber.

kaksa - kdmkha, kdkha kdkh, khak armpit.

kaccha

-

kdmcydy kdeya kacya a particular way of

tying the dhoti.

kartana- kdmtane, katane katne to spin.

krtti- kdmta kat snake skin.

kaksa - kdrhsa, kdsa kas waist, udder.

kdsydpa-

kacchapa-

kamsavaA
kasava )

kasav tortoise.

karkataka- khemkada ,

khekada

khekdd crab.

guccha ghomsa, ghosa ghos bunch.

carcariii,

cantata*

cdmcarave,\

cacararie /
idcarqe waver, hesitate.

taraksa- taramsa, tarasa taras hyena.

paksd’, pdmkhe, pakhe pakha side of a roof.

pasa- phdmsd, phasd phdsd noose, snare.

valsa-rupa- vdsaru, vamsaru vdsru calf.

saiyd

-

sdee, sdmod aoca true.

JRAS. JULY 1930. 36
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The lines on which denasalization has been worked out in

Modern M. have already been indicated above. Except in

front of voiced plosives the M. anusvara has lost its phonetic

value in all genuine tadbhava words. Once nasalization had

disappeared and thus the nasikya value of the M. anusvara

had ceased to exist, wherever the anusvara continued to

possess any value for some reason or other, it stood for a

nasal consonant before plosives. Before continuants in such

cases, on account of the faintness of their homo-organic

nasal, the commonest nasal consonant, viz. dental n
, is

generally substituted for the nasalization of the preceding

vowel.

Instances of this are to be found when different postpositions

are attached to the oblique plural, for the anusvara of the

oblique plural, on account of its semantic value, is still

maintained, e.g. ^t^TT devanca “of the gods

devdnsi side by side with devasi “ with the gods The

anusvara here serves to distinguish the plural from the

singular forms like devdcd **
of the god ”

;
devasi “ with the

god The anusvara of the oblique plural is descended from Sk.

-nam, the termination of the genitive plural. See Bloch, § 183.

The anusvara of the neuter nominative plural in -e (-e) of

M. is likewise descended from an original terminational

intervocalic -n- of Sk. -dni (Bloch, § 187). But it has fallen a

victim to denasalization inasmuch as it has no particular

semantic value as in the case of the oblique plural.

In the oblique plural, in at least one case, the anusvara

has merged into a postposition and has thus given rise to a

new and distinct postposition for the plural. This is illustrated

by the so-called “ old terminations ” of the dative as given

by E. B. Joshi, Pr. Vy., § 152, (a) -s (-sa), -la, -te (4e) are

common both to the singular and the plural, but na is an

additional postposition for the dative plural. This -na is

really the same as -Id, only it incorporates the nasalization

indicated by the anusvara of the oblique plural. (See Bloch,

§ 72.) Navalkar, M. Gr., § 78, and Joshi, Pr. Vy., § 153,
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incorrectly trace this -nd to the -nam of the gen. pi. in Sk.

The general tendency to-day, therefore, is to use -nd for the

plural and -la for the singular
;

-s is less common and -te

is practically used only in poetry. Cf. N. C. Kelkar’s article

referred to above, p. 545.

Accordingly Kelkar in his Tilak-caritra,referring to Mr. Tilak

in the respectful plural, uses the form tilkdnd (fe^fqrr^T)

“to Mr. Tilak.” But even though -nd incorporates the

anusvara, the M. grammars still require an orthographic

anusvara on the preceding vowel. This, together with the

strong consciousness in the mind of the speaker as to the

existence of the still significant anusvara in all the other

oblique plural forms, has led to the analogical reintroduction

of an organic anusvara before -nd and created forms with -nna.

Thus side by side with tilkdnd we also hear tilkanna.

In the case of the oblique plural the organic value of the

anusvara, however, has not as yet gained complete victory

and forms with the original and proper nasikya anusvara

are still current. The tendency seems to be to avoid forms

with mere nasalization either by substituting the organic

value of the anusvara or by using the full form of the genitive

plural (with the organic anusvara) before a postposition.

Thus for “ towards gods ”, the form devankade is

more commonly used than the correct devdkade
;

it is, how-

ever, often differently expressed as devancya kade . In

devancyd it is worth noting that though the c has been

palatalized on account of the following y, its original nature

as a dental affricate c, as before any other vowel, e.g. cd, ce, ca,

cm, except the palatal i, e.g. ci, is responsible for the dental

n value of the anusvara preceding it.

The oblique plural is practically the only case where the

orthographic anusvara of M. still continues to possess any

value in M. inflexion. We shall now note a few cases in which

an anjisvara appeared in M. inflexion from a nasal consonant

of Sk. but which no longer possesses any phonetic value.

(1) Sk. group -nt- lost its nasal very early. This loss
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is seen in the 3rd plural present of M. in -ati and -at (< Sk.

-anti) and also in the present participle in -at (< Pkt. -anta).

See Bloch, § 71 and § 255. Here the nasal consonant appears,

most probably, to have passed through the stage of nasalizing

the previous vowel. Bajawade actually gives in his Jn. Vy.,

§ 44, some forms of the 3rd pi. pres, from the,Jndnesvari with

nasalized penultimate vowel, e.g. hoti
“
are ”, lcarati

“
they

do ”, etc. It is unfortunately not clear how far Rajawade is

relying upon manuscript evidence in giving these instances

but at the same time there seems to be no reason to doubt

their authenticity. Some trace of the original nasal is also

found in the Patau inscription ($aka 1128) where the present

participle hotd “ becoming ” is written with the anusvara,

side by side with vikateya “ to one who sells ” without it.

Rajawade also gives a number of instances of present

participles having nasalized vowels, in his grammar of the

Jndnesvari
,
e.g. deta “ giving ”, pavata

“
obtaining, reaching ”,

etc., side by side with those without nasalization like asata,

mhanata
,
etc. See Jn ., Vy. § 60. This nasalization has at a

subsequent period completely disappeared and neither the

3rd pi. pres, nor the present participle any longer show any

trace of the original nasal—not even a valueless orthographic

anusvara, of. Joshi, Pr. Vy., § 213 (1) and § 236 (3). The

indeclinable present participle expressing state, which is an

old locative of the present participle, has likewise lost all

trace of the original nasal, e.g. boltd (bolatd) boltdna
“ while

speaking ” not *boldtd, cf. Joshi, Pr. Vy., § 236 (4) and (5),

and Bloch, § 262.

In the development of the Sk. group -nt- in terminations,

it may be said that we have an early occurrence of the

change of denasalization which has been recognized by M.

grammarians in at least the instances discussed just

above.

(2) Sk. final -m

.

We have seen (p. 539) that already in Sk.

the final -m was a weak sound. It has, however, left its

trace in M. by giving an anusvara on the preceding vowel.
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This anusvara as we shall see below has ceased to possess

any nasal value.

() The final anusvara in the second personal pronoun

“ thou ”, from Sk. tvam
, is not pronounced, e.g. tu ye

“ come ”.

() M. infinitives with the final anusvara go back to Sk.

formations in -turn. See Bloch, § 265, and Rajawade, Jn. Vy.,

§ 65. This anusvara has lost all its value. Thus karu (karfi)
“
to do ”

; pahu (pah'll)
“
to see ”

;
dhavu (dhavu)

“
to run ”

;

uthu (uthu

)

“ to stand ”, etc.

(c) The largest class of words having an anusvara on their

final syllable is furnished by the neuter declension. The rule

is that all words in the neuter gender, except those ending in

-a, have the anusvara on their final syllable. See Joshi,

Pr. Vy., § 125-6. The anusvara here goes back to a final

-m of Sk., cf. Bloch, § 191. The exception of -a stems may be

due to the fact that this final -a has no real existence and is

not pronounced, cf. Joshi, Pr. Vy
, § 119, note 2. But it

seems probable that we may have here an early recognition

of denasalization as in the development of the Sk. group nt

(above (1), p. 559). It seems that final nasalization was lost

sooner in the case of older M. stems ending in ~a rather than

those ending in any other vowel, e g. Middle Indian -am may
become M. -a without nasalization, even when -iam > M. -i

still continued to be nasalized. At a subsequent period,

however, all the final anusvaras have lost their value and

neuter words are no longer pronounced with nasalized final

vowel. The earlier loss of nasalization may have been helped

by the fact that whereas other final vowels tend to be shortened

the final ~a, being itself short, tends to be dropped out

altogether and hence loses its nasalization quicker, e.g.

ghare
(
ghare

)
“ houses ” > ghara but (ghara) has already

come to be pronounced ghar though the final -a persists in

the orthography. The sequence probably was somewhat

as follows :

—
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Sk. bilam > bilam > Old or Pre- M. *bild > M. bib > bil

“a hole ”,

like

Sk. mauktikam > mottiam > M. moti > rnoti “ pearl ”.

Wien Mr. Rajawade notes that street hawkers call out

dahi'.a for dahi (> dahi)
“
curds ”, moti:a for moti (> moti)

with the pluta final (Jn. Vy., § 15), we may regard these as

instances of denasalization in the popular speech. Other

instances of the loss of the value of the final anusvara of neuter

words : bi (bl) “ seed ” from Sk. bijam
;
ju

(
ju < Sk. yugdm)

“ yoke ”
;

vdgkru (vdgharu < Sk. vydghra- + rupa-)
“

tiger-

like animal ”
;
ghode (ghode < Sk. ghotaka-)

“
horse ”

;
karne

(Jcarane < Sk. hr-)
“
doing ”, etc.

From neuter nouns the final anusvara had been extended to

verbs agreeing with them on account of the predominance of

participial constructions. See Devadhar, Resume M. Gr

p. 164, and Bloch, § 243 ff . Here too denasalization has been

carried out and “ It cries ” is pronounced te radte
,
etc.

(3) We have already seen how the nasalization of the

previous vowel resulting from an intervocalic -m- of Sk. has

been lost in M. in the body of the word, e.g. type Sk. amavasya-

> M. avas. See p. 556 above. In the body of the word Sk.

-m- had become M. -mv~, i.e. -v- together with nasalization

of the preceding vowel. In terminations we do not get this

-v- but only the anusvara. For this reason we get the rule

that in M. all verbs agreeing with the first person have an

anusvara on their final syllable inasmuch as these forms are

mostly based upon the old present with its reminiscences

of the intervocalic -m- in Sk. -mi and -mah. See Devadhar,

Resume M. Gr., p. 164; cf. Rajawade, Jn. Vy., § 44; Joshi,

Pr. Vy., § 216-17, and Bloch, § 230 and especially § 235-8.

To-day these anusvaras are no longer pronounced, o.g.

mi, bolto -te (bobto -te)
u

I (masc. fern.) speak

amhi boko (bobto) “ we speak ”,

mi hire (hare) “ I used to do
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amhi hzru
(karu )

“ We used to do

ml gelo (geld)
“
I went

amhi „ “ we went

ml gele (gele)
“
I (fem.) went ”, etc.

(4) In M. declension the anusvaras going back to Sk. nasal

consonants have likewise lost their pronunciation.

(a) neuter nominative plural :

—

Sk. -ami > -dim > M. -e > -e.

e.g. phale (phale)
“
fruits ”

;
ghare

(ghare )

f<
houses ”

;

mule (mule)
“
roots ”

; etc.

The loss of the anusvara of the singular we have already-

noted above in (2) (c) p. 561. For the anusvara in the neuter

declension generally see Bloch, § 187 and § 191.

(h) Traces of the intrumental singular in -ena of Sk. are

found in the termination -e (-e) of M. See Bloch, § 193. This

termination is still found in isolated words and when so found

it is pronounced without any nasalization, e.g. -mule (-e

)

“ on

account of ”
;

-prakare (-e) “ in the manner of ”
; -mage (-e)

** behind ”
;

-pudhe (-e)
t(

in front of ”, etc. This termina-

tion is probably incorporated in the postposition now in use

viz. -ne (-ne) which, however, is also pronounced without

any nasalization, e.g. sapane (-ne) “ by a snake ”, etc. The

same is the case with the instrumental plural where the

anusvara goes back to Middle Indian. Sk. -ebhih > -ehirn >
M. -

1

(-1), which as in the singular seems to have been

incorporated in the modern -rii (-m), e.g. devarii (devani) “ by

the gods ”, etc., cf. Bloch, § 193, 2. For the general extension

of the anusvara—which has subsequently lost its nasal

value—in the instrumental case see Joshi, Pr. Vy., p. 110,
*'

‘

There is an anusvara at the end of all the terminations of

the instrumental.”

(c) There are two old terminations of the locative, -l (4)

and -a (-a), which have an anusvara. The origin of this

anusvara is not quite clear. See Bloch, § 194. These old

terminations have survived in isolated words and postpositions,
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especially in those indicating time or place. But wherever

;hey still occur they are no longer pronounced with any

lasalization, e.g. hati (kdti) “ at hand ”
;

ddri (-1)
u
at the

lour
99

;
pdya (-a)

“
at or on the feet ”, etc. The indeclinable

Tesent participles furnish us with a large number of old

natives in -a (-a). See above, p. 563. In these participles

\e final -a is not nasalized in pronunciation, e.g. karta (-a)

while doing ”
; dharta (-a) “ while catching ”

;
padtd

oadata) “ while falling ”, etc.

Thus in the case of the terminations discussed here even

nough older nasalization still continues to be indicated by an

nusvara, this anusvara has come to be merely orthographic

nd has lost all its phonetic value. This denasalization has

een so completely effected that in using old proverbs or in

jading, reciting or singing old M. poems the speaker ignores

11 the nasikya anusvaras even though we can almost certainly

ly that the anusvara must have had a real value, viz. that

[ nasalizing the vowel, at the time when the proverbs first

ime into vogue or when the poems in question were composed,

hus an old proverb muni vase te svapni dise
,
is pronounced

)-day as muni vase te svapni dise “ thoughts are reflected

l dreams ”. Namadeva, who lived in the fourteenth century,

rites as follows :

—

kaliyugace mule
|

jhale dharmdce vatole
1

1

hich is read to-day as

kaliyugace mule
|

jhale dharmdce vatole
\ |

“ On account of the Kali Age, Dharma has been totally

sstroyed.

Tukarama, who lived in the seventeenth century, is quoted

\ saying, tyacegald mala aso naso “ Be there a garland round

s neck or not ”, which, however, is orthographically :

tyace gala mala aso naso.

Thus we can see what an important part denasalization has

ayed in the history of the modern standard Marathi of

>ona. The apparent leaning in learned circles towards
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recognition of this phenomenon may perhaps be partially

explained by the gradually waning importance of Sk. and also

by the comparative decrease in the predominance of persons

speaking the Koknl or Koknasthi dialect. There is no longer

any glory attached to the knowledge or rather the show of

knowledge of Sanskrit. Nor is it any longer an enviable

distinction, social or political, to speak through the nose and

emphasize all nasalizations. For all practical purposes the

purely orthographic anusvara continues to be pronounced

only in class-rooms and that too for facility in dictation so

that the school boys may be able to write the anusvara where-

ever the Marathi grammars require it.





The Samaritan Hebrew Sources of the

Arabic Book of Joshua

By M. GASTER

(PLATE VI)

JN 1848 Juynboll published the Arabic text with a Latin

translation and elaborate introduction of a Samaritan

work, which he called the Samaritan Chronicle. He printed

it from a MS. in the Leyden library deposited there by

Scaliger
;

this MS. belonged to the fourteenth century. It was

written by two hands, the second part being of a somewhat

later date. Juynboll was quite justified in calling it a chronicle,

although the largest part of the MS. consists of the book

of Joshua. It is a paraphrase of the book of Joshua of the

Jewish Bible, containing chiefly the first chapters to

which various legendary stories had been added. But the MS.

contains much more. It starts with the appointment of

Joshua as successor to Moses, in the latter's lifetime, then

the history of Bileam, slightly differing from the record in

the Bible, then also two different recensions of the death of

Moses are given, after which, with a special heading, the book

of Joshua begins. At the end of it the history is continued
;

it is very fragmentary. Within a very brief space the story of

the Exile, under Bokht Nasar—the Arabic form for

Nebuchadnezzer—is told, and then it is continued in the same

brief form down to the time of Baba Babba—second or

third century—the great hero of Samaritan history. The

Samaritans considered him as the one who had been able to

throw off the yoke of the foreign rulers and to obtain for

them a certain amount of political liberty.

Judging the book by this character, Juynboll rightly calls

it a chronicle and this description agrees with that given by

the Samaritans themselves to their history. To the Samaritans

the Pentateuch stands by itself. It is their only Holy Book.
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With the death of Moses begins, as it were, the secular history.

Whatever happens hereafter and has been confined to writing

is no more treated as sacred scripture. Their own history

begins thus with the entry of Joshua into Canaan, and is

continued by their chroniclers by adding the record of con-

temporary events to those recorded before. It is 'quite in the

style of all the oriental and medieval chronicles. The old

remains intact. Every subsequent chronicle is thus more or

less a continuation, sometimes more elaborate, sometimes

more limited, but the old material remains unchanged, and,

therefore, this Arabic book of Joshua could also be called a

chronicle.

Juynboll, who has written a very important introduction

examining the book from every point of view, especially

the philological, has never as much as touched upon the

sources of this compilation. It may not have struck him that

the book may have been a translation from an older Samaritan

one. At his time very little was known of the Samaritan

literature
;
with the exception of a few MSS. in Leyden and

in London no sources were then available, and, therefore,

the question was not even raised. Matters have changed very

considerably since. I have been able to obtain a very large

number of MSS.—most of them now in my collection in the

British Museum—and also much information from the

Samaritans which was unavailable then. The problem,

therefore, can now be raised with the hope of reaching some

satisfactory solution
;

it would also throw light on the

Samaritan Hebrew book of Joshua, but of this I will refrain

for the time being, and keep strictly to the question of the

sources of the Arabic story.

Juynboll did not know that there exists also another

more complete text of the same Arabic book. In this the

story begins much earlier, with the going of the twelve spies

to Canaan. On the other hand, it is not carried so far down
as in the MS. Juynboll has used. After the tale of Alexander

the final chapter contains only the tale of Amram and his
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daughter, second or first century b.c.e .
1 In itself a proof

of a higher antiquity than the Juynboll text found also in

the British Museum MS. No. Add. 19956.

It so happened that the Samaritans had in their possession

a MS. different to that in the British Museum. It is

of the same age as the Leyden MS. (fourteenth century),

and it is also written by two hands. "When I was engaged in

the publication of the Samaritan Hebrew book of Joshua

I learned from them that they possessed such a MS. I wrote

for it, but before my letter reached the Samaritans somebody

else had stepped in and purchased it. This MS. then dis-

appeared, and I was unable to trace it until quite recently,

when, through the kindness of Professor Marx, of the Jewish

Theological Seminary of America, I learnt that in some way

or other it had got into the Adler collection which had been

acquired by that institution. At my request the chapters

missing in Juynboll were most courteously sent to me in

photostat, for which I wish to thank Professor Marx. This,

as well as the MS. in the British Museum, is written in

Arabic, whilst the Leyden MS. is written in Samaritan

characters. I also obtained from the Samaritans three copies,

two in Arabic and one in Samaritan characters, all of

recent date.

The true character of this compilation, however, is that it

was not originally meant to be a chronicle. It was a kind of

special history of their great hero, Joshua. They acclaimed

him not only as the great conqueror of Palestine, but also

as the man who, together with the high priest Eleazar

(son of Aaron), established the sanctuary on Mount Garizim,

and thus preserved, as they maintain, the old law which,

according to Samaritan tradition, commanded the Temple

to be built on Mount Garizim.2 Joshua, moreover,

1 I discovered it to be the parallel to the Apocryphal story of Susanna,

an English translation of which appears in my Studies and Text, chap, x,

pp. 284 ff.

2 This is an essential feature of the Samaritan creed, it is the very

corner-stone upon which their dissent from the Jews is built, and to this

very day Garizim is to them the Sacred Mount.
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represented the tribe of Ephraim. The Samaritans claim to

be the descendants of the tribes of Ephraim and Menasseh
;

Joshua thus becomes a national hero of the northern tribes

of the Israelites. No wonder, therefore, that they endeavoured

to write, as it were, a kind of epic poem of the life and achieve-

ments of Joshua. To this purpose every incident in the

Pentateuch is eagerly seized upon and greatly embellished,

and all these woven together into one single romance. This

explains why, in the same complete MS., the history begins

with the exploits of Joshua when sent with the other ten

men to find out everything about the land of Canaan. It was

a dangerous adventure and it is, therefore, one of the motifs

of the first- chapter. This contains a detailed account of these

adventures, of the places which they reached, of the kings

with whom they came in contact, of the manner in which

they escaped, and many other incidents which happened

to them on that errand. Then follows the story of Joshua’s

military expedition against Bileam, and the role which

he played, then the tale of his campaign against the

Midianites, then his election and the role which he played

after the death of Moses, and this leads up naturally to the

history of the conquest of Canaan.

In the first place, the question must be answered : Is

this an absolutely independent work ? Secondly, were the

sources used by the author Arabic or Samaritan ? In point

of fact, this second question is practically answered, for in

the prologue to the Arabic chronicle, published by Juynboll,

the author says distinctly that this is translated from the

Hebrew language. There can be no doubt that this work is

not original. Therefore he himself owns, not only that the

book is not original—which, of course, it cannot be since it

follows in the main the Biblical record—but that he has

translated it into Arabic from Hebrew sources. Thus neither

is the work an original composition nor has it been taken

from older Arabic sources.

But there is another somewhat weighty piece of evidence
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to be adduced which shows that the Samaritans themselves

knew that the Arabic was merely a translation of an older

Hebrew Samaritan text. It is found in a MS. which I have

obtained from the Samaritans, after the death of Ab Sakhua,

whose name has been mentioned frequently as the “author
”

of the Samaritan Hebrew book of Joshua. The mystery can

now be fully explained. I was able to acquire, through the

intermediary of the Priest Abisha, the largest part of Ab
Sakhua ’s library

;
practically all the MSS. he left behind

with the exception of a collection of prayer books. I was

anxious to find out whether, among his MSS., there was really

a copy of that Hebrew Samaritan book, for if he had anything

to do with it, if he were the real author, surely he would

have kept a copy. This is the general practice among the

Samaritans, and he made no exception. To my surprise no

such copy was found, but something else which bears on the

question before us and explains the misunderstanding which

had arisen at the time. Among these MSS. there was his

autographed copy of the Samaritan translation of the Arabic

book of Joshua, made by him in 1908. When, therefore,

questions were asked among the Samaritans as to whether

a book of Joshua had been translated from the Arabic, or

whether they had an independent book of Joshua, they took

them to refer to the present work and they therefore told

the truth when they asserted that Ab Sakhua had made

such a translation ! The confusion which has arisen is now

fully explained. When Professor Kahle showed my edition

of the Samaritan-Hebrew Joshua (ZDMG. 1908) to the High

Priest, Jacob, he correctly replied that this was not the book

which had been translated from the Arabic into Hebrew. In

a way I was quite innocently responsible for the confusion.

For when doubts were first cast on the original character of

the Samaritan Hebrew book I asked the Samaritans to

furnish me not only with a copy of the Arabic—of which

I had one—but also with an exact translation of the text

into Samaritan. I received three copies from three different
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writers, who alleged themselves to be the authors. Reference

will be made to this later on.

In the autographed MS. of Ab Sakhua, then, after giving

a short introduction, he writes as follows :
“ This book has

been compiled in olden times from the writings of our fore-

fathers. We do not know who has done it, and a certain

Ab’del ben Shalma surnamed the Zakki (i.e. the Meritorious

One) translated it into Arabic.’' The bestowal of such a

title is very significant. It will be seen that he was a man of

exceptional qualities, for this epithet is conferred by the

Samaritans only on the forefathers, the patriarchs, or on the

most worthy among the predecessors. Here we have a clear

statement concerning the translation of the Arabic from the

Hebrew. It is a definite statement from the man who has

been the most learned among the Samaritans in modern times,

one who had no reason to invent this fact that the book was

an ancient compilation, originally written in the Hebrew

language and then afterwards translated into Arabic.

The reference is always to Hebrew, not to Samaritan,

and this is a point of no small importance
;
the translator,

or he who made the Arabic paraphrase—for it is a

paraphrase in many parts—had not used any text written

in the real Samaritan or Aramaic language. He distinctly

says that he has used Hebrew sources, that the stories

which he translated into Arabic were written in the Hebrew

language. This is a clear indication as to what kind of material

Ab’del ben Shalma utilized for his work. It will be seen that

all the texts which have gone to make up this Arabic book of

Joshua were exclusively written in Hebrew. Of course the

Hebrew is that which was current among the Samaritans. It

has characteristic features of its own, as will be seen later

on. In these texts were introduced also Biblical phrases.

In that respect they have been extremely careful in preserving

the original form of the language, whether it was Samaritan,

Hebrew, or as in the quotations Biblical Hebrew. In every

case one can recognize at once the source of the Arabic
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version. Ab Sakhua then mites in the Colophon that he

has re-translated it into Hebrew— he uses the word
«

“ Tirgamti This is not to be taken literally. It is

necessary to stress this point, for it will throw light upon the

system of working, even of the most learned among them,

who claim to have “ translated ” a work from the Arabic

into Samaritan. In reality, however, he has done something

different. He has simply utilized all the original Hebrew

material which he recognized to be the direct sources

of the Arabic version, and this he has embodied literally

into his work, though he describes it as the translation,

without any serious alteration. The difference between the

old text and his copy is that he has modernized the words

from time to time. It is no less important to notice that of

the copies which came from three different men, who claim

to be each one an independent author of the translation,

two are nothing else but literal copies of this text foimd in

Ab Sakhua's handwriting. 'Whilst in a third one the same text

is used, but slightly altered. They are dated 1908 and early

1909. They were quite oblivious of the fact that I would be

able to compare the one with the other and find out that far

from being independent translations they were merely more or

less copies of the same original. Thus they have facilitated my
investigations into the original sources of the Samaritan text.

With the publication of the Asatir a new light has fallen

upon the history of the Arabic book of Joshua. If my
assumption is correct—and no one has been able yet even

to suggest the contrary, still less to prove it—then this work

belongs to the second or third century b.c.e. This is, there-

fore, at least about 1,500 years older than the Arabic

translation, and here we find our greatest surprise. It is one

of the sources of the book of Joshua. As the Asatir finishes

with the death of Moses only some of the incidents previous

to the real book of Joshua can be found in it. But they are

there, and they are now found in their entirety in the Arabic

book of Joshua, and, curiously enough, they are those

JRAS. JULY 1930. 37
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chapters in the Asatir which are more Hebrew than

Samaritan. I am referring now, in the first place, to the story

of Bileam. If we compare the text as found in the Asatir with

the version in the Arabic book of Joshua, and still more with

the above-mentioned retranslation of it by Ab Sakhua, we will

find that they agree even to such an extent that some of the

passages which were obscure in the old text are also obscure

here, although an attempt has been made to clear them up.

It is quite sufficient for our purpose to accept his translation

for the basis of this investigation, since he had access to these

sources, and, as mentioned before, he was the foremost

scholar among them. The description of the sending of the

messengers by the king of Moab, the behaviour of Bileam
;
the

acceptance of the invitation
;
the way in which he was not

allowed to curse but to bless
;
then his flight ; his advice to

the king of Moab about the daughters of Moab ; his encounter

with Joshua ; the words which he spoke and the manner in

which he (Bileam) was killed—in all these the Arabic text

and the Asatir agree absolutely, always bearing in mind that

the Arabic is a paraphrase.

There can, therefore, be no doubt that the author of the

Arabic book of Joshua had before him a compilation in which

the story of Bileam was embodied, precisely in the same

manner as it is found in the old book of the Asatir or,

possibly in some text like it, for the agreement is too close to

admit of any other solution than that he utiLized this book

directly for his purpose. There can be no question of any

independent source, nor any doubt as to the immediate

source
;
the texts agree in most points so completely that it

would be impossible to imagine the Arabic writer to have had

any other source than the Asatir from which to draw this

story. It is unnecessary here to translate the text, since it is

found in my edition of the Asatir and in the Latin version of

Juynboll, as well as in the English translation of Crane .

1

1 The Samaritan Chronicle of the Book of Joshua, the Son ofNun, translated

from the Arabic, with notes, by Oliver Crane. New York : John Alden. 1898.
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If we proceed further to the next chapter about the death

of Moses we find exactly the same to be the case. All the

details found in the Asatir are faithfully repeated in the

Arabic book of Joshua. I have referred to this dependence

of the Arabic book of Joshua in my edition of the Asatir,

page 179. See also pp. 303 ft, where I have been able to show

also the transmission of the story through the ages from the

third century down to the period of the Arabic translation

through those fragments which have been preserved in

the Samaritan literature. The story of the death of Moses

is found already in Markah’s work (second or third century

c.e.) and then, later on, in other compilations, until it

became part of one of the old Chronicles. This story has

been carefully printed by me, from the latter, in the Asatir,

pp. 303 ff. This section, which forms an integral part of a

complete history of Joshua, thus has its source in the Asatir,

with which it closely agrees. It has been utilized for the

larger work intended to cover all the incidents in the life of

Joshua.

The most important part, however, is the new intro-

ductory chapter, the story of Joshua’s exploits in the land

of Canaan, of which, hitherto, no old Samaritan text has

been available. By dint of further investigation and research

I have been able at last to obtain from the Samaritans in

the first place four leaves, written probably in the eighteenth

century, and then at last an ancient MS. of the whole of that

chapter, which, in many ways, is of decisive importance. It

consists of a quire of eight leaves and judging from a pakeo-

graphic point of view it may belong to the thirteenth or,

latest, the beginning of the fourteenth century, if it be not

older. The paper is already yellow with age, the margins

greatly frayed, the writing in many places somewhat obliter-

ated, especially on the first and last pages, where, through

being rubbed, in one or two places there are little holes in the

paper. As to the high antiquity of this document there

cannot be the slightest doubt, nor can its importance for
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the history of the Arabic book of Joshua, and for that of

the old Hebrew book of Joshua, be over-estimated.

Before attempting to fix the date of the Hebrew original

it is necessary to establish the fact that it is of a purely

Samaritan origin. Leaving the evidence of the language

aside for a while it is sufficient to point to vv. 138-43 where

wc find the reference to Mount Garizim as the Holy Mountain

fully set out. We find here already the stereotyped form

in which this dogma of the Samaritan faith was here

enunciated. It is not only the Holy Mountain, it is the

house of God, it is the seat of the angels, the gate of heaven,

exactly as we find Mount Garizim described in every prayer,

in every hymn, and in every composition of a religious

character of the Samaritans. It is the cardinal point of the

Samaritan faith, the fundamental difference between them

and the Jews. There can, therefore, be no question that this

composition is of Samaritan origin. Then the fact that Joshua

is here described as the leader of the expedition into Canaan.

It tallies with the Samaritan conception of Joshua. He is the

national hero who as mentioned before established the

sanctuary on that very mountain. In the Bible Joshua is

only one of the twelve, it is only afterwards that he and

Caleb stand out from the rest. They give a good report whilst

the others disturb the peace of the people by an evil report.

Then the evidence from the language. One must bear in

mind that Hebrew has never been the national language of

the Samaritans except at a very ancient period before Aramaic

became their language. Scarcely any ancient document has

come down to us written in that special language so

characteristic of that Hebrew used by the Samaritans. Even

the Ensira, the confession of faith of the Samaritans,

containing, as it were, the summary of the faith in its most

important details, is. only partly Hebrew. It is the language

found in the Samaritan Bible in all those passages in which

it differs from the Hebrew recensions. They are due to

Samaritan interpolations.
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Then we have portions in the Asatir and the additional

portions in the hook of Joshua, This old document agrees in

the main with this kind of Hebrew. In the grammatical forms

as well as in the syntax it differs from the Biblical Hebrew,

but in some details it seems to approximate to the language

of the Palmyrene and Nabatean inscriptions. With the

exception of the particle kad which occurs only once there

is not a single Aramaic word in the whole text. It is not yet

time to attempt a philological investigation of these remnants

of the ancient Hebrew Samaritan language. But there is a

certain uniformity in all of them. Closely connected, there-

fore, with this question is the date of that Hebrew composition.

It owes its origin to the same tendency of completing the

narrative of the Bible by stories and legends which seem to

find some slight support in the words of the Bible, or are due

to the invention of the author. The question which arose

in the mind of the readers of the Bible was : how could the

spies go through the land of Canaan unharmed and return

safely ? The author of the story, therefore, represents them

as people feigning flight from the Israelites, seeking refuge

somewhere in a safe place. At the same time they were pre-

paring the way for the conquest by frightening the inhabitants

and telling them wonderous tales of the power and might of

the Israelites. The author finds his justification for his romance

by the manner in which the story of the two spies going to

Jericho is told in Joshua. In Chap, ii, v. 2, we read first,

“ And it was told the king of Jericho, saying, Behold, there

came men in hither to-night of the children of Israel to seek

out the land/' Compare here v. 9, then vv. 9-11, when they

go to Hebron, what Rahab said :
“ And she said unto the

men, I know that the Lord has given you the land, and that

your terror is fallen upon us, and that all the inhabitants of

the land melt away before you. For we have heard how the

Lord dried up the water of the Red Sea before you, when ye

came out of Egypt. And as soon as we had heard it our hearts

did melt, neither did there remain any more spirit in any
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man, because of you : for the Lord your God, he is God in

heaven above, and on earth beneath.”

The situation is practically the same and the very words

used by Rahab are the words here put in the mouth of Joshua

in speaking to the various kings. Now Rahab says “ we have

heaid of it”. Where did they hear it from ? In this Samaritan

text we find then that Joshua had really spoken to the kings

in that way when he visited them in Canaan. Compare vv. 16,

27, and passim. ‘Intimate connection between these two

accounts is beyond doubt, since there are other references to

the book of Joshua in this first chapter and especially to the

story of Jericho. In v. 82, in describing the trumpets, Joshua

says that when they are blown they cause the walls of the town

to fall, just as it is told in the book of Joshua. A clear reference

to the Biblical book of Joshua. And in another place, v. 81,

Joshua is described as the man for whose sake the sun

stood still when fighting the Amalakites. The war referred

to here is the one in Ex., chap, xvii, vv. 8 ff. But there is no

trace of the sun standing still, on the contrary, the sun is

going its regular course, it was actually “ going down ”, ibid.,

v. 12. The Samaritan author has used these details and a

large number from the Bible itself, notably Ex. xv, for

embellishing the story of Joshua and his companions in Canaan

and in describing the power of the Israelites and the miracles

wrought for their sake. It is from the Book of Joshua that

the author had learned of the large number of Kings inhabiting

Canaan. No less than thirty-one are mentioned in Joshua,

ch. xii, v. 24. The text is Tather free from anachronisms.

Joshua is visiting King Og, whilst in the Biblical book of

Joshua Rahab mentions him as one who had been killed. The

route which the spies are taking coming to Damascus by the

route of Edom and then long afterwards going to Hamatah is

on a par with the other geographical details found in the story.

This entitles us to regard this composition as being of very

high antiquity. The internal evidence, the philological as

well as the legendary, all point to a time when the people
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indulged in the composition of such legends and when Hebrew
was still used by the Samaritans, being understood, at any

rate, by most of the people.

It is not of course easy to fix a definite date, but one would

not go far wrong in suggesting the Hellenistic period as the

time for this composition. It was just that period in which

this kind of literature flourished, and the few remnants found

in the Greek language are all more or less couched in the same

terms. Nor is Josephus free from such legends skilfully

interwoven in his narrative. We have the best parallel in

the story of Moses and there are many other legendary motives

found scattered throughout his Antiquities.

It is now necessary to indicate the relation in which this

old Hebrew text stands to the Arabic translation. It is

precisely this chapter which is missing in the Juynboll edition,

but it is found in the MS. now in New York, which is also

very old, and in my MS., which are comparatively modern

copies. The question as to whether it formed part of the

original text is, therefore, set at rest. There can, therefore,

be no shadow of a doubt that it belonged to the original

compilation
;
nay that it is the first chapter of the whole

work. So it is also assumed in the Samaritan translations

which have been sent to me from Nablus. In every one

of them this portion is found at the beginning of the story.

It is, therefore, not at all improbable that the copyist of the

Leyden MS. had an incomplete text before him and, whilst

he omitted it at the beginning or did not notice its omission,

he, on the other hand, added at the end some portions which

belonged to the later history of the Samaritans, thus using a

slightly different MS. Of these additions no trace is found in

the old MSS. and in the translations made of them.

It is remarkable that the Arabic text as well as the so-called

translations begin, as it were, almost with the very words

of this old document. It shows that, already at the time of

the old translations they did not possess more of the text

than we possess now, except a little more at the beginning
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and something at the end. Of course, so long as those old

fragments had remained hidden it was impossible to trace the

Samaritan origin, but now that it has comq to light one can

definitely establish the Hebrew source of the Arabic text.

No doubt from the quire which I received the first and last

leaves had been detached or lost. The Samaritans always

begin their writings, not on the first page but on the second

and if this had been tom off it would explain also the dis-

appearance of the last page to which the custos on the pre-

ceding page points. In the modern copies, however, there is a

short beginning and the story is carried on to the end. To

anyone ignorant of the existence of the Hebrew text the story

as found in the Arabic would have appeared as a hind of free

manipulation of the text of the Bible. Now, however, com-

paring it with this Hebrew text, we find that the Arabic

translator has done nothing but copy and embellish the story

just as he found it in the old Hebrew texts
;

just as he had

done with the other sections taken from the Asatir. It is,

therefore, perfectly clear that the Arabic version rests

exclusively on old Samaritan Hebrew texts, all the portions

of which have now come to light one after another, the

last, and certainly one of the most impoitant, being this one,

recently discovered and now published here for the first time

with an English translation and some notes. I have divided

the text into verses for easy reference.

As to the authorship of the Arabic book of Joshua we are

informed bv Ab Sakhua and by others that the author of

this translation or rather paraphrase was none other than

Abdullah ben Shalma. This man is a very well-known

personality. He occupied a responsible and high position

in the middle of the fourteenth century in Nablus. When
Eleazar, the High Priest, died he entrusted his nephew, the

boy Pinhas, the presumptive heir to the high priesthood, to

the care of Abdullah ben Shalma. It happened in the year

1387 when Abdullah was already a very old man. He is

surnamed the Zakkai or Zakki, the Meritorious One, an
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honorific title which is reserved by the Samaritans only for

the forefathers or for any of the most prominent and meri-

torious men of the past. He composed a large number of

religious poems which form part of the liturgy of the

Samaritans to this very day, and written more or less in

Samaritan.

I have now discovered that he is also the author of a famous

book, likewise full of Biblical legends, called the Molad

Mosheh. In this he describes not only the birth of Moses, but

he introduces also a large number of legends. He starts with

the Creation, he mentions then most of the patriarchs until

he comes to the story of the birth of Moses. This agrees,

down to the most minute details, with the same story found

in the Asatir, of course embellished with a few more tales

and legends, but every detail, down to the name of the wizard

—Plti—are found therein. The agreement is so close that

any independence of the Asatir is out of the question. It is

now plain that in writing our Arabic Joshua he continued, as

it were, the story where he had left it off and started with

Joshua, leaving out a few minor incidents which happened

in the lifetime of Moses, and then continued it down to the

end of Joshua, even carrying the story further down to the

time of Amram, probably as far as the old Hebrew sources

went which he had at his command. In the Molad Mosheh

the hero is Moses, the only prophet, and the law-giver of the

Samaritans
; in this second part of the “ chronicle ” it is

Joshua, the military hero, the great conqueror of Canaan.

This fact is, if necessary, another proof to show that the

author of these two works had drawn his information ex-

clusively from old Samaritan Hebrew sources. In the

prologue to the book of Joshua he distinctly describes his

activity in the following terms :
“ All of this is translated

from the Hebrew language into the Arabic language,

after the manner of a rapid translation by word of mouth.”

What he means thereby is, “ like a man who tells a tale

orally,” and this indeed is the character of his two works.
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From the above investigation it is now perfectly clear that

he took all his 'legends from Hebrew writings. This un-

questionably is also the case with the Book of Joshua, which

he translated from the Hebrew Samaritan text discovered

and published by me.

As for the date of the work it must belong to the early

part of the fourteenth century, since Abul Fath, in 1355,

refers already to it as one of the books from which he has

drawn his information, and in fact follows it as closely as

possible, using the very same Arabic text as the one before us.

I am now giving here a translation together with one

plate of the original, vs. 73-82a.

cnStoo oo'Sx ouw ly mopo hitS bbsm u)

or vjbSo oSr (3) r<?) bn: 'loo p "inx ion (2)

•nori oio noon nx morn pnon ixon wn
irniox no D'xxDDn nSeoDn nnr myo by

don -[on wok nx SSt pj p jnw Srm w
orrae nox hpx pi nSxn D'nann p -px'i (e>

to D'ri'o pxo m* dodo 'o onjrrn nox («)

p trxi omox nxS rnon nx nnS opr nprn

nonx nnn pnr oxS mom m Sin: toiono ixr
T,m opjr 'oxS norn o'Dtnn moo -jinr nx

p Dnrnx itoxo ooS oio pxn nayo pnr
nSxn DTonn nx non' jmnT noi w oo'nbx

D'oban '
3T Sx ixo D'twxi nSaoDn myo nnao

iox'1 (io) p:j) n'S' 'oSm nr'tr pnx cm 0)

o'noo (!) xnw ivy aw n:xS ixo noxS dtSx
oiio rn:oi Sod oid nrx onoi D'oid oniSaun

nx xip'i p'prx nSio'i (id onx'tr: xim Sod

iranm xo npoi m ^ id?x nnwxn nxi jrcniT





1
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•pnn 'that Atari (13) ttik obSi rxh *rojn

-<a by daw to d-adah nx b sj rnrrr

an aipx oipom appo on ao bjn btmr

prtx ibon an jranrr jjn (^) Dtm
13T0K1 W 00 ^ ipOtA D'blJ D’ADA AOX^>

rbx iotn (is) dao opum m a daoso d'dj

N1A AtAX AJOA A1XA
1

? AINA Tf8J AON*? fOTW
“pXl ID DAIA^A 'D AOX' AtAX obsb TOA
daja bob iaxa xia aiax pbay ax o>bn

AtAXD DAJfDtA XlSA p |D J?OA,T vSx ADXA («)

P]1D D'D ADP A01 VOnCl iVfil Ape *?X A1AJ?

ATAD'D 1D1AD IdS'1 *[AA DA1

? ATI lAJfpD "pXl

id ij?do rtnei iddai iPa Sdi Ajnei (W

Gib IpAOA D'AOA D'OA *D DAKOTA XlSA d8)

DA'Sy DOW p TT pA P DAKOTA X)Sa (w)

pXAl D'OIAA A1DJ ’D DAKOTA XI^A (20) DnS

ADA AOX^ I^OA Vbs AOXA 12D nsb AS 1ADA

jboA ax jkaia' pn (22) DAono moA by bn
Aprn ap ixr aoxa (23 ) dao ibnna d’adad

’D OJfOtAI (24) AfA DipoS 0"XD DA O’AIAX D'O'DI

adada’ Dpjn pirn daadx dai rrehv aidx daS

pjD pX AX 1ADJD DA'bx D'A J?pDDA <25) DAD

DAI (26) AAWA1

? A’AD DA*? DAD ATP 'D 1A0N

ax enr Aim avs'b DAn D'xtro rb D'ltpo

ax p:y od iaoja aiand vn (27) daobS ottn
JPCAA’ 1D*7A p AAX1 (28) 1D0J DA’DD*? AfA ADAA

CAApDO JADIAA p AtAXA DT 1DJ? A1AX DAA3XA1

.TPJfA
.
1XDA D1AX pX pA ptADA Ap AX

iob*? aoaa ywrb ryb aiax f^OA xApA (29)

*]SoA AX JfttAiT ]jn (31 ) AnAO" OD by (!) ibcri (30)
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dtikt bem : anoao o’oj rrax run noxb

b: ns nj oymin 7ban vbs noxn m u'aaba.

ana ibnac a'nan nano ytom jyo (33> anao
am isa ny nbru nynna amabn noxn (34>

ioty ntrx anx’a: noroa o’abn onmana amaano

mbbnnn jo liraor xbi (35) nibrn vby too
“
fSn pyn "nop <36) nnmbxb nb’bi dot rvrnrm

ntrxai (37) DiTT pa anotw BiTaox bai anoab

nxo amaab ion; nbxn amann nx iyoty

arrbx noxn '®n ara npbrn 7^0,1 myb lyao (38>

nbnn riDJO noxn oyo (39) n:x ny anxa nab

noxn i:yo m bxntp oa nxo na a’bc; orox

ammo ba bp : omby i:b x: nan ombx
oho ibnaa oman anocb nano ppm jyo (41 >

bm rya paaiao nbxn omoxn ombx hoxh <42)

ati’o t ioo’ onb xto:xh xm ipx jo B'yoty

jo xm lnx inner aba a'axbon («) t ennbx

nbtpi (45 ) -pann pbon Tyb iyao (44) ob oaio

jyo (46) bxTO' *;a aouea abxem 7bon amonx

bxntp oa 050 itux (:) o’ya: ~oxb ppm
jpi ( 48) nrn ayn by nyor no pbon noxo (47)

bina am nxo an nrn ayn : vbx noxn yarn'

paaiao am (49) o'oevi ’aaiai art near by ntrx

obem jon obaxo :aon ’yon jo am a’niaaa

ppm jot (5 i> mx nabm anxnpb xr jo <so>

aer joi (52) abo’ btobb air joi nax amonx

pbon n'yb ixao aero iyao (53) anam anosb

nr an abxtpi (54) y-iatrn jo ’y’ann era opann
ppm lb noxn <55) mar max a’aboa fbon

:naon amaya nnm omro pxo ixr nrn ayn
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rnrb bbenn lira (s«) opab anb -pi rrn am
02b aitsi (57) perm am anb anb1 nina : Drops

iyaa os) oamx ten" anpaa an ’a ana man
jp patr) (59) pp p jp xim wn pan npb

abxan <6i) anb xnpa rrban (6o> rryh ixa 'a

aa asa arax (Oapa; mx ajn <62) omjaa
anana nnan -px dtSx naxa (63 ) W
anne naxb rbx naxa ps p jnrm pa «h>

amrhn am anyn ba bjn aaxi ba by axnai

xin 'a on*? xnran nra naan Sabi - anayn Sab

a"ipa anayb anb a'ama anxi m nrrbx xao

nan ntrx xim aia nya onaja (66) orby ixa1

T-t*n pban npb pea (67 ) iay nxi pbay nx

bxntm aa by pban abxttn (68) arm era

nx nnianb pan pxa an anatr anb naxa

DiTbx yarn (69 ) nm 7a m t .Taw ba

anb anxi ai) nbra anb pxn nxn (70) cvtbx

nan ba by bia' nnnnbx mm : anayb

aa’ maun : renna bab yaa anxian (72)

naxa ov anatnn pban npb nnxn ora pan m
any,"! nai : cnxa pxai anx na pan a.Tbx

yta,T pan naxa w an-bx opbn anx nrx

a'nyn xbi aanna max anyn nx yno xb an:x

arax ram bxnen aa aea arbx nnao nrx

X2:a' na pan anb naxa (76 ) anana dppj
naxa ja p jm pa ov anaa ja aaay

maea ann nx na"
1 anx anaai xim 'a aya»

xr rsaoa pan nx nr (™> nra-
1 -pa vp

nx dt (so* bipa aoya rnbx aeb xnp (79) ana

nj?a aay an (si) raax nx tPra nbyab in'
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cm <82) pSay nx tax ny araan iS nna

onyn main m nna i^prr1 rmrstn w one

nSxn cron nx pSon yaty ntyxa w> oms
r;ca 1x2m <84 > mpS Sa^ xSi ; rap ana prn

(»> 'trSrn pSan ryb ixar DiSara inxa iaS'

by "b x; iTjn naxr pSan arrbs xmr (si

im N'wn rSx w: jwr jjn m btnsr a:

ynr ; nana (?) oSiyn pSn onifa nx am on 1

:

pom aim Sx dtiSx <88 > ma ied -1 xS Sxnar

0)rm otms omniaamaai oSaxa nnaan Sa

~ryb ixar na>a iyor <sg> Dcprnaay ina' naa^j

aa Tja Sy yanm nx Sxan m nmyn pSar

naa naa; orrSx yanm rSx lax'' (»») Sxnar

ypa (92) d.T33 nera nSn; imSa' : onarx Sa nx

Sxnar nawa omjta Sa naxr omaya on nx

na?y nnx pSan myS ixar laSr (93) (?) Smd or:

i;n:x omaia "[San nr Sx snsnrr pSan naxr (94)

oSa* oaarc;S larpai Sxnar aa aaa ioa Da 1

;

nx omxn onxi oa'Sy D'xa on ayoa 'a os:

ora iyor m oaasS narx D'aSaS ixyj? narx

yanm naxr (97) nary orar "[San ryS ixav

iaa»r praam Sa nx iarm oamxS ixm ayaa

myS ixar laSr m aamaa Sa nxi oam; nx

naan nx macn 'cmm ora nary narSar pSan

na*a : amSx nax’ p; p yannr (99) oar man
aan Sya xn Sxnar ay Sa par1 re by narx

px (io°) rarx Sa nx naer imSana narx Srun

ixar laSr (i«i) amp canaxa dt nnaa oia oaS

yarn
1

' nmSx narr (m ivy nyanx pSan myS

mrr Sin; psSara D-aaiaa Sxnar aa ; naxS
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d.t:dS pxn mSo dhtx nx nmeS man dirya

px orrma mxmn mmsD (103) Sru xm: diSi

: nry mron pSon myS ixai mSi ao*) aamm
iayo ioxS ytnrr omSx ian aos) ityn aim

mSx Sd nx 1x201 nnS xm nayin D'Syan

onS anbin xm t ooy nonSoa iujn : 132,1

myS ix3i mSi doe) nrro'x bo nx nm xim
: Dir iox 1 yirvr Snx (107) nry mrir pSon

may (
108

) DiT’DD' pyn on Dim Sa Sy DirSy

(0 anax onxi poa pix 'Sya cm t ootr xipi mm
pSon myS 1X31 mSi 00&) nnS nayn D3"Sy

nx pSon Sxini aw) piain Dim niry y3tr

mrx SxmS nSu m33 ioxi jyi yinm
onS nno an) o'Su omsioa am pxo xm
may iiSjd 13 no nyia nnuei Dm nx niro

myS ix3i 13*71 (ns) imirS TicS pSn pyn

loxi ytrim uyi Sxiri aw itry moir pSon

onim noy Din Sya aw on*? ms" oprin *33

nm am (ns) lmScn p miry pxi intya SSem

yirn pSon myS ixai iaSi aw (!) D3mpo nx

Dtr T3in rain nx main 'trim Dim : nry

pixi Dim tm tripon : omSx idt yirmi (m)

D'ODp DDpI f]lT30 <n« Dim ITIipi DITII D'XmiH

oyoirai moon miry1
? omotr am did xho' xS

ddS px (no) D-yirni S3 i;ini nun S3 nx m'

omiryn pSon myS ixai 13S1 (120) nma noipn

oSx'tr Sa Sy anx jjr ytrm (121) mxn Dim

133 omyi xoo11 nrrSx 10x1 (122) nSxn omai3

D'pm nonSoS D'lrn (123) neooa om xS Sxm
pm Daop Dim Sao D'Sni Dm t xtsn Sao
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» * "*. *' ?
(
*-Ar

non laSn ('2<> oar-x iSnm' np »rr- »S js^
p prim Sx nnon pSo noxn nnbn mp

jjn (126) monSo ,{
?a Sxi 'xai: man Sx nxn p

Sxnr1 :a nx nxnpb nSxa Sannn t pw
noxr p by Saix xiSn nnon nbo iS noxn (12-

ion
1

?' px 'b xj rrrri “[Son noxr uas) n !

wa aiopa nrSr lppm ipnrr iS noxn ass

pm (iso) anoao dhtx by ion npnnn mmntr

coins pr xm “pna crm anma'SD anxSor

anoan amrpo U3D oma'xa anS anSin xm
an (132) inscr nb nS'Si cor ia' nonSo:

mar’ xSi annSxS iSSm ran cnanSa:

nx jfwr p amPon Sai cnm pair nrxai 0335

nbs:i ijoj an npn lornxn ion nSxn onann

me p aSai p p jrm <131) nnai nrx amSp
nmSp nSci nrx no'xm |*nxn mm nnao amor
iarn pi amona rn xo amoxn nnrp px ass)

nnon p pan (130 anra iar pin m :pn prn
:aSn amor am (m naan nrns yam ora

*r
-onn narn or nx mam isSn am '

1 nrSr
nmnjin ixa np anr nron “pin laSn uss) -pna

narn or nx mam (139) ~rrn ora Sx ma
anmSxS or mmrn p lann <i«» rSp 'rrn

nnpn oipon nr SSjs rnanb prim noxn (in)

pnxo pS pS :an*iax iraxS xm pna arn nox

prar r;a op or nna lop nna mapai pnnSiooi

nx pr apnrS "a nnS par: nrx man appn

Sx urrn m irnrx (142) rSp napS nrn oipon

Sao rmp aipo xmi : mrr nna nrx oipon

xmi mm *axSo pool :mm rra aipo :pxn
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i&h&n ' or; oTtni jo 13*71 am awn ryv

jrnnm am xvn nb'ba 33* u'*7i pran ry ix3i

ip3 ny nb'bn hi vnax ix ¥?n p p
'33 ixrri *?i33*x *713 ns raj? p inxi am
arts' ixi is*x3 m am ixa ry 133 bana p:y

iopi am D'D3n onwxi nbs' naxi ryn w
nvia bn i3*?i pixi neo inpi 3*731 jranrr

33*7 3iBi 3-i n»t”3 am pie i3io bn jnxi

in d49) 13 H3J7 i3*x pixi by nc*o D*?x3*'i am
H3 i:i3j;w pixi i»x*7 i*7 iaxi it*»*7 jwit
•p (iso) ixi: pixi n3r3 a*3ii 3*7i 13

r
pix

*7X13*' ay p3 131 13*J3 D'3*3X1 113*J*

1313*73 1311 piB 131130 *7X131 '33 1J?D1 (151)

ti*’x nr 1131 *733 13*0 vn (152). mx1 ai'3

*73I3'1 S]D1' p'13k1 11*733* IN 1DX1 3*3' DJ*1 JO

13*0 D'X'33,1 J11X '3C*7 X3' J3 HX1 D'03

iTi (i53) lam' 0*73*1 i'*7j* 13*01 nn*7 1113*1

X3'1 11'31 JO 1'*731 1X1 1'T IX pH'1 31J*3

131231 IX ,W 111J11 J11X '30*7 D'31131
J'3*7

nor a'oei3*n o'x'3*3xn D'osnn i',i'i ( 154)

* * * 1113**7

Translation

(page 1) (1) Pray to God for our sakes, so that we may
Teturn unto you in peace. (2) They wept after that with a

loud weeping (3) and they went away from him on the sixth

day (Friday), and they came to Hebron, and they kept the

Sabbath there, and they stopped at the cave of the field

Makhphelah, where our forefathers are. (4) And Joshua the

son, of Nun began to praise his forefathers, and he wept with

them, (5) and he continued at great length in these things,

and in what he spoke before them he said. (6)
“ Do you

jras. JULY 1930. 38
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know that your children have come out of Egypt with a

mighty hand and He fulfilled unto them the word which He
spoke to my fathei 1 Abraham, “ And afterwards they will

go out with great wealth.” (7) And His words to my father

Isaac, “ I will surely multiply thy seeds like the stars of

heaven.” And His words to my father Jacob, “ And thy seed

shall be like the dust of the earth.” Happy are ye that your

possession is fxom God.” (8) And whilst Joshua was

speaking these words at the gate of the cave of Makhphelah,

men came from the two 2 kings (9) and these were Ahiman,

Sheshai, and Talmai, (page 2) the children of Anak. (10)

And they said to them, 3 “ Twelve princes have come hither ;

honourable, and they are beautifully dressed, and among them
one more goodly than the others. His clothes are superior

to those of the others, and he is their leader.” (11) Then

Ahiman sent and he called Joshua and the men that were

with him, (12) and when Joshua came, he stood before him

and his brothers : (13) and Ahiman said unto him, “ Tell

us of the things you have heard about the Children of Israel,,

and what they are seeking, and of the place which they desire

to obtain ? ” (14) And Joshua answered the king Ahiman,

saying “ We have heard of great things about the Children

of Israel, and we are fleeing from before them, for we are

afraid of them.” (15) Ahiman said unto him, “My soul

wishes to see the lad who is the ruler over them all, of whom
it is said that their success depends on him

;
and how he

weakened Amalek who is the head of all the nations.” (16)

(page 3) And Joshua the son of Nun said unto him, “ Have

you not heard what he has done to Pharaoh and his army
and his riders, and what he did at the Sea of Reeds, and how
he cleft it ; and he made unto them a road and they walked

through it on dry land, (17) and Pharaoh and his army and

1 Probably “ our father,” but abbreviated, without a sign of abbreviation,,

but no other word is abbreviated in this document. And so the next two.

* Text is corrupt, read three.

8 In the text " he said to them Scribe's mistake.
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his riders and his chariots all were sunk therein ? (18) Have

you not heard that the bitter waters were made sweet for

them 1 (19) Have you not heard that the manna came down

from heaven for them ? (20) Have you not heard that the

Mighty One of the heaven and the earth spake with

him mouth to mouth ? ” (21) And the king said unto him,

“ Tell me about the form of their camps.” (22) And Joshua

answered the king with words which confounded them

(amazed them). (23) He said, “ They went forth with a

mighty hand, and within a few days they will reach this

place. (24) And we have heard that they have three fore-

fathers, these are Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and they are

blessed by them. (25) And the sea was cleft for them, and

they will pass over to the land of Canaan, for they say that

the Lord has made a covenant with them to cause them to

inherit it. (26) And they are seeking it (page 4) and they carry

double-edged swords, and the Lord will drive their enemies

before them.” (27) And when the children of Anak heard

these words their hearts melted away, (28) and after that

Joshua and his men went away, on the first day of the week

(Sunday) going towards the town of Daneshek, by way of the

land of Edom, and they came to that town
; (29) and the king

of the town called for Joshua, and he stood before him.

(30) And he asked him concerning the Children of Israel.

(31) And Joshua answered the king, saying, “ Behold, we are

fleeing from before them : and the fear of them has fallen into

our hearts. ” (32) And the king said to him, “ Tell me all their

manners (conduct).” (33) And Joshua answered and spoke

words which confounded (amazed) them. (34) And he said,

“ They walk with great triumphant shouts, and they speak

very proudly. They go according to the command of their

prophet Moses, upon whom be peace. 1
(35) And they never

cease praising and singing hymns day and night to their

1 Rather a quaint remark by the Scribe, who evidently had forgotten

that Moses was alive then* and he being accustomed to always use this

phrase, put it in.
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God. (36) And tin* pillar (page 5) of cloud goes before

them, and all their enemies are destroyed by their hand.”

(37) And when they heard these words their hearts greatly

trembled. (38) And then they went on to the town of the

third king on the third day. And they said unto them, “
"Why

did you come hither ? ” (39) And they answered and said

** We have fallen into a great plague (great slaughter) through

the Children of Israel.” (40) And they said unto them
“ Speak unto us about them, of all their ways (conduct)

how they are carrying on.” (41) And Joshua answered and

spoke unto them words at which they were confounded

(amazed). (42) And he said unto them, “ These people carry

. themselves with great might
; they hearken to a man who is

their prince (ruler). His name is (Moses) of the name of God

(43) and all the angels 1 minister unto him
;
and he is of the

tribe of Levi.” (44) And they journeyed to the town of the

fourth king. (45) And the king sent for them and asked them

as to what they could tell concerning the Children of Israel.

(46) And Joshua answered and said, “We are fleeing from the

Children of Israel.” (page 6) (47) And the king said, “ What
have you heard concerning this people.” (48) And Joshua

answered and said to him, “ This people is very numerous,

and they are like as the sand of the shores of the sea and the

stars of heaven. (49) And they carry themselves with honour.

And they are the most perfect essence among the nations.

Their food is the manna and the quails. (50) And whoever

goes out against them, they weaken him (vanquish). And
whoever pursues them is destroyed, but whoever flees from

them is saved. (52) And whoever sits (quietly) before them,

is shown pity.” (53) And they went from there and came

to the town of the fifth king on the fourth day of the

week. (54) And this king asked them in the same manner as

t]je kings whom we have mentioned. (55) And Joshua said

1 This passage is evidently corrupt. For mishera elohim read perhaps
Mosheh (iah-ba) elohim, “Moses, the man of God." The corruption obtains

also in MS. Ab-Sakhua.
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unto him,
“
This people has come out of Egypt, and many

things have happened for their sake, and the sea was a road

unto them, (56) and Moses prayed unto God for them. And
God fights for them, and they keep quiet. (57) It is better

for you that you should flee from them, for they are seeking

to possess your land.” (58) And they went to the town of the

sixth king and he was Og (page 7) the son of Anak (i.e. giant).

(59) When Og heard that they had come to his town, (60)

he sent for them and called them, (61) and he asked them

what they had to tell. (62) And they answered him “ We are

fleeing from the Children of Israel.” (63) And he asked them,
“ What is the form of their camp ? ” (64) And Joshua the son

of Nun answered and said unto him, “ The fear of them and

the trembling before them is upon all the nations and all the

cities, and they weaken (defeat) all the nations and all the

people. Moses is their prince, for he is their prophet, (65) and

you are already written down as slaves for them. They will

soon come upon you. (66) And with them is a goodly youth,

and he it was who smote Amalek and his people.” (67) And

they went on to the town of the seventh king on the sixth day.

(68) And the king asked them concerning the Children of

Israel, and he (Joshua) said unto them (unto him) “ They

rejoice in the land of Canaan and in the prospect of their

smiting all its inhabitants. (69) They pray (ask of) the Lord,

and God hearkens unto them. (70) And this land is an

inheritance unto them, (71) and ye will be slaves unto them.

And the Lord their God is all-powerful (lit. He has the power

over everything). (72) And as for their prophet, God fulfills

all his wishes.” And then they kept (page 8) the Sabbath

there. (73)
1 And on the first day they went to the town of

the eighth king. (74) And the king said unto them, ” Who are

you and whence do you come, and which are the towns to

which you are going ?
” And the king Joshua 2 said, “ We

1 Photograph from here to v. 82a Jos., ch. 6.

2 This is the way in which Joshua is aiways spoken of in the Samaritan

Book of Joshua, and so in the Arabic text.
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do not know the towns which we are seeking, nor the towns

whither we are fleeing from before the Children of Israel, and

we are rather confused in our words (or, we have lost our

aim).” (76) And the king said “ What is there found among

you which you could tell us about them.” (77) And Joshua

the son of Nun replied, “ We have heard that there was a

man to be found among them who strikes the sea with his

rod, and it becomes a dry path. (78) He strikes the rock with

his rod, and water comes out. (79) He calls unto his God and

He answers him with a loud voice. (80) He lifts up his hands

on high, and he weakens (defeats) his enemies. (81) And there

is among them a youth, and the sun stood still for him until

he destroyed Amalek. 1
(82) And they have two (page 9)

trumpets, and when they blow (83) them they overthrow the

walls of the cities in front of them.” 2
(84) When the king heard

these words he was stricken in the loins where he stood, and

(85) he could not rise. Then they went away from him m peace

and came to the town of the ninth king (in the MS., by mistake,

“ the third ”). The king called them and said to them,
“ Tell me about the Children of Israel.” (86) And Joshua

answered and said unto him, “ Their prince destroyed

Egypt. (87) The world 3 goes on by his word. The seed of

Israel cannot be counted for its multitude. (88) God is a God

of mercy and loving-kindness. The dew of heaven is their

food. It is their thought to kill you ”(or to grind your bones

down). 4
(89) And they went away thence and came to the

town of the tenth king. (90) And he asked Joshua to

report to him about the Children of Israel. (91) And Joshua

1 Transference of the well-known incident in Joshua to the war against

Amalek, where, on the contrary, the sun is described as veering towards

the south.

1 Evidently referring to Jericho.

3 This may be a corruption from " haam ", the " people ", for the word
J

01am, with the meaning of the *' world ", is not found in the Pentateuch. In

the Arabic it is also Olom " world Evident proof that the translation has

been made from a text like this, if not the very same.

A very extraordinary passage, which reminds one of Ezekiel the poet.
4 The unintelligible yithawu (!) should be read yithanu (grind).
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said unto him, “ They consider it an honour to smite all their

enemies. Their power (page 10) is great. (92) Moses their

prophet cleft the sea for their sakes, and the whole of Egypt

was lost therein, and Israel got the name of ‘ The selected 1

(93) And they left and came to the town of the eleventh

king. (94) And the king Joshua said unto this king, “ We
warn you, flee before the Children of Israel, and seek peace

unto yourselves (95) for within a short time they will come

upon you, and you see what they have done to the kings

before you/’ (96) And they left and came to the town of the

twelfth king. 2
(97) And Joshua said, “ They are coming

soon to your country, and they will dispossess all its

inhabitants, and they will take prisoners your women and

your daughters.’’ (98) And they went away and came to the

town of the thirteenth king on the sixth day, and they kept

the third Sabbath there. (99) And Joshua the son of Nun
said unto them, “ Moses by whom is fed the whole people

of Israel (page 11) is the master of the great name,3 who by

his prayer breaks to pieces all his enemies. (100) Nothing

else is left for you but to flee away. The day of your destruction

is nigh.” (101) And they went away and came to the town

of the fourteenth king. (102) And Joshua spoke unto them

saying, “ The Children of Israel carry themselves with great

rule (power). God is their help. He annihilates before

them their enemies, even the kings of the nations before

them. And they have a great prophet, (103) and they have

in their hands the atonement of sins, which are not in your

hands.” (104) And they went away and came to the town of

the fifteenth king on the second day. (105) And Joshua

spoke unto them as follows,
“ The worship of idols is an

abomination unto them. They hate all the strange gods.

The mighty in "War is with them, and He it is fights for them

1 Corrupt. Perhaps a word like mkra’ has dropped out.

2 Anachronys tic

.

3 A very remarkable statement. Moses is here the master of the great

mysterious, the wonder-working Name of God.
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and He it is kills all their foemen. (106) And they went and

came to the town of the sixteenth king. (107) And Joshua

began (page 12) and he said there, “ High above all the other

nations are they. The cloud covers them. (108) Their name

is called, * The servants of the Lord.’ They are the masters

of the land of Canaan and as far as you are concerned it is

written down against you that you be slaves to them.” (109)

And they went away and came to the town of the seventeenth

king on the fourth day. (110) And the king asked Joshua

and he answered and said, “ Israel has great honour, for he

came out of Egypt with great wonders. (Ill) Moses opened

unto them the sea, and he closed it, Pharaoh died therein ;

.in the wave thereof the pillar of cloud goes before him (i.e.

Israel) to serve him.” (112) And they went and came to the

town of the eighteenth king, (113) and he asked, and Joshua

answered him and said, “ All the righteous men have gathered

themselves unto (114) them, the ‘ master of the fast V
stands among them, prays for them. There is no richer prayer

than his. (115) And they will remove your foundations.” 2

(116) And they went away and came to the town of the

nineteenth king on the sixth day (page 13). And they kept

there the fourth Sabbath. (117) And Joshua spoke to them,
“ The sanctuary is among them, and the master of the

prophets, and the Holy Name is among them. (118)

A wizard and a sorcerer is not to be found among them,

and they observe the Ten Commandments, 3 and by their

report alone they smite all the nations and kill all the wicked

ones. (119) Ye shall have no upstanding against them.”

(120) And they went away and came to the town of the

twentieth king on the first day. (121) And Joshua answered

them to all their questions, with words like these, (122) And
he said unto them, “ There are among the Children of Israel

«
1 Moses who fasted 40 days on Mount Sinai.
3 The reading of this word is doubtful. Perhaps for mekoi^chem read

mekomechem in the sense “ youx high-plaees
3 A very remarkable passage. It is here for the first time one finds

instead of the “ 10 words " the " 10 commandments
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youths without number, (123) who go to war pure of all sin,

and they are mightier than all the nations. Their wrath is

against you. They will not rest until they inherit your land.

(124) And they went away and came to the town Hamatah.

(125) And the king of Hamatah said to Joshua the son of

Nun, “ Behold the form of my army, and my weapons of

war.” (126) And Joshua answered, “ Wilt thou be capable

with (weapons like) these to go against the Children of

Israel ? ” (127) And the king of Hamatah said to him,

“ Shall I not (page 14) be able to succeed in this manner ?
”

And he said unto him (probably a mistake of the scribe,

instead of which means “ No ”).1 (128) And the king

said, “Tell me, I pray, how do they wage xVar ? ” (129)

Joshua said unto him,
“ They blow three times with the two

trumpets of loud sounding and their enemies all flee from

before them. (130) And know that the angels are surrounding

them, and the Name (God), blessed be He, dwells in their

midst, and He it is who fights for them against their enemies.

(131) Their manner in war is that they smite day and night,

and never cease. (132) And even during their fights they are

continually praising God, and never cease.”

(133) And when all the nations and kings heard from Joshua

these things then they quaked and trembling seized hold on

them, and also they melted away. And there fell upon them

fear and terror. (134) And Joshua the son of Nun and Kaleb

the son of Jefuneh were rejoicing at the terror of the inhabitants

of the lands, and at the fear that had fallen upon them.

(135) But the ten men were not like unto them. They thought

evil, for evil dwelt in their nature. (136) And they went away

from Hamatah on the fourth day at daybreak. (137) And they

were joyful of heart (page 15). They walked on for three days,

and they rested on the fifth Sabbath on the way. (138) And

then they went another five days’ journey, until they came to

Mount Garizim Beth-El on the sixth day, (139) and they kept

1 Or a few words have dropped oufc here and so in the Arabic.
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the sixth Sabbath thereon, (140) and they sung many hymns

there to their God. (141) And Joshua said to his companions,

“ Because of this holy place, the Name (God), blessed he He,

said unto otir father Abraham, ‘ Get thee away from thy

land and from thy birth-place ’ and for its sake He made

with him a Covenant, and also with his sons Isaac and Jacob,

even that covenant which he swore unto them, that He would

give to their seed this place to worship (serve) Him there.

(142) Blessed are we that we have reached the place which

the Lord hath chosen, the most holy place of the whole earth,

the place of the house of God, and the seat of the angels of

God, It is the gate of heaven.” (143) And on the third day

they went from the Mount of Gamim, and came to the town

of Hebron, and they spent that night there. (144) And Joshua

son of Nun sang the praises of his forefathers the whole night

until the morning. (145) And after that they forded the river

Eshkol, and they found the children of Anak in great

mourning (page 16). (146) And when the inhabitants of the

town saw them they said, “ These are the men who fled

away.” (147) And Joshua and Kaleb rose up and took of the

fruit of the land, and they went to Moses and Aaron in the

desert of Paran. And they were in great rejoicing and with a

happy heart. (148) And Moses asked them concerning the

land through which they had gone. (149) And Joshua reported

to Moses, and he said to him as follows :
“ The land through

which we passed is a land flowing with milk and honey, (150)

the land is exceeding good, but the ten men spread an evil

report among the people of Israel. (151) And the Children of

Israel went from the desert of Paran, and camped in Libnah

on the first day. (152) And whenever they came to encamp

then Moses would command a man from the people to go

and tie up the wagons of Joseph the pious
;
and he washed

himself in water, and he would come before the master of

the prophets, Moses, and he would prostrate himself before

God, and Moses, upon whom he peace (!), would bless him

(153) And in the evening he would wash his.hands and feet
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from the basin, and he would come to the cherubim before the

Ark of the Testimony, [to pray that] God may show him His

favour and the pages, the princes, and the judges would stand

there to serve him, until . . .

Thus far the MS.

In the Arabic text and in Ab Sakhua's the story finishes as

follows :

—

<J And the sages and the judges stood there ready to minister

to him until he came out from the Sanctuary, then they kissed

his hands and feet. In the same way also acted the priests

and the Levites. And his entry into the Sanctuary was from

the East, whilst Aaron and his sons, and the wagon of

Joseph, the righteous one, was in the West. And the wagon

upon which was lying the coffin of the righteous Joseph

used to go before the Ark of Testimony. And know that he

whom God wishes to honour no one can contemn. Joseph

was great in his lifetime and great also after his death.”

Thus the story ends.





Excavations at Kish, 1928-9

(Lecture before the Royal Asiatic Society
,
12th December

, 1929)

By S. LANGDON

(PLATES VII-XI)

T AST winter was the seventh consecutive season of the

Herbert Weld (for Oxford) and Field Museum Expedition

at Kish, when Mr.Watelin, in charge of the excavations, reached

virgin soil 28 feet below plain level, and 61 feet below mound
level. At the end of the sixth season (1927-8), Watelin,

Mr. Henry Field, and Mr. Eric Schroeder found the series of

vaulted brick tombs and four-wheeled chariots, described in

Art and Archceology, 1928, November, pp. 155-68. The Neo-

Babylonian reconstruction of the temple Ehursagkalamma

by Nebuchadnezzar and Nabunidus,1 whose pavement lies

20 feet below mound level, may be seen in the back ground

on the photograph in Illustrated London News, 1930, 8th

February, p. 206. Where the deep wide excavations now

appear, stood a large mound, when Mr. Mackay and I first

attacked this great tal in 1925. This mound marked Z on

my plan of Kish, 2 contained above the red stratum or temenos

platform (see below) a ruined building from the periods of

Sargon of Agade and the first Babylonian dynasty. Outside

the wall near the ziggurat we found that year a marble

statuette after the style of the one published in Art and

Archceology
, 1928, November, p. 160, with the cartouche

on the right shoulder as figured on p. 602.

Lines 1-2 are defaced, but line 3 has Kish clearly. The

name of the temple Hursagkalamma had not yet given its

name to Eastern Kish, known as Hursagkalamma on the

contracts of a late period excavated in 1927-8. 3 Lines 4-7

1 Art and Archceology
,
October, 1927, pp. 103-11. This temple is now

fully described in Excavations at Kish, vol. iii, by Mr. Watelin.
2 Excavations at Kish, vol. i, pi. xxxiii.
8 Excavations at Kish, vol. m.
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read A-lu44um mar Sar-gln-na isruk. I first read the name

of Alu-ilum’s father, Sar-rin-na, but it is entirely possible

that the sign NIGIN had also the value gin, and that this is

Sargon of Agade. The two sons of Sargon who came to the

throne were Rimush and Manistissu. 1 In line 7, SAG-TVK-

DU has certainly the same sense as the late ideogram PA-
KAB-DU written in the early period PA-TVK-DV. See

also CT. 5, 2, No. 3, ii, 3 ;
OBI. 109, 4.

Plate VII shows a plan of Watelin’s stratifications at the

end of the seventh season, made by Mr. T. K. Penniman,

-,0 -

anthropologist to the Expedition, who took charge of the

human remains excavated in the tombs last year. The figures

indicate metres
,
and opposite each important stratum he has

given the pottery types and in the great tomb area he has

added types of stone and copper vessels, and a few copper

implements. All our reckonings are taken above or below

modern plain level. The thick red stratum is the temenos

platfofm, and in it are found pre-Sargonic tablets of the same

script as those found at Lagash in the time of Entemena and

Lugalanda, that is of the period circa 2800-2700. In and

just above this temenos platform, on which the two stage

towers probably stand, the same pottery types occur as in

1 Oxford Editions of Cuneiform Texts, ii, 17.
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the cemetery of the old palace. See E. Mackay,
<c
Report on

the Excavation of the
e A ’ Cemetery at Kish,” vol. i, No. 1,

of Field Museum Anthropology, Memoirs (1925), and vol. i,

No. 2, A Sumerian Palace and ike “A ” Cemetery (1929).

It is probable that the complete reconstruction of the temple

area after the Flood was carried out during the second or

third dynasties of Kish, about 3000 b.c. ; for the red stratum is

surely earlier than the graves found in it.
1 Below the red

stratum, running right through the mound and out into

the plain, lies a stratum of fine sand precipitated by a great

deluge which covered the entire area, and long enough to

precipitate a layer uniformly 1J feet thick. In this Flood

stratum rows of small fresh-water fish, embedded evenly and

horizontally in the sand, are found in various places, pottery

sherds and fresh-water mussels are also found, settled in

undisturbed position with the precipitated sediment of the

waters which lay over the city. The photograph in Illustrated

Lofidon News, ibid., p. 207, shows some rooms of a building

at water level, and the Flood stratum crossing the excavation,

evenly and clearly separated from the debris above and

below it. The camera reveals this stratum only in the portion

directly in focus. Its position is marked by the letter X.

Plate VIII, taken from another part of the wide excavation,

shows the same stratum, and it is found continuously at this

level wherever the excavation was extended at this depth

again this winter (1929-30).

The Flood stratum is invariably unpierced. Whatever is

found below it belongs to the pre-diluvian period. It is

impossible to say whether the inhabitants returned

immediately to their destroyed capital and carried out the

great plan of restoration, marked by the thick temenos

platform laid right over it, or whether some time elapsed.

One view is that the cities of the Euphrates valley were

inundated during the reign of a powerful dynasty, and that

1 I am here using my reduced date for the second dynasty, as published

in Langdon-Fotheringham, Venus Tablets of Ammimduga, 85.
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Kish was immediately rebuilt. This does not explain the

fact that
,
in the greatest period of Sumerian culture found

at Kish, the thick stratum of the brick tombs extending

without interruption to water level, through 18 feet of debris

contains pottery types almost totally different from those

above the Flood stratum. Here the spouted pot is prolific,

both in clay and copper, whereas above the Flood stratum

it disappears, but persists sporadically in the palace

cemetery, contemporaneous with the graves in the red

stratum. The great jar with wide false handle, on which is

depicted the bust of the mother goddess Ninhursag is never

found below the Flood.

Watelin has excavated over 200 tombs and graves below

the Flood, and consequently the material is ample for making

a categorical statement. The same thing is true of the

champagne cup type of vase, which I take to be plates for

eating. They are not found at all below the Flood, whereas

they are numerous and characteristic above it and in the

palace. On the contrary, the whole period of the great tombs

to water level is characterized by the extraordinary object,

Plate IX, 4, and in Mr. Penniman’s drawing. These are

invariably large objects and moulded from a single piece of

clay. The average height is 2J feet, diameter at the base

1 to 1J feet. They recede in a slight curve toward the top

where they again spread slightly, leaving a diameter at the

open top about two-thirds that of the base. They are hollow

from top to bottom, and the bottom is also open. Ridges

run round the object in bands of various distances from each

other, and there are rows -of triangular holes, usually not

piercing the texture entirely. So far as I can see, these

triangular holes are made to lighten the weight, but enough of

them do penetrate the texture to suggest that they are censers.

If they are the niknakku of Babylonian rituals, it is curious

that none have been found from the later periods
;

for they

were in common use, according to the texts, right down to

the Persian period.
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JRAS. 1930. Plate IX.

Figs. 1 and 2.—Early Sumerian Seal. Fig. 3.— Tablet 3 metres below

Flood Stratum. Fig. 4—Censer (?) from below Flood Stratum

Fig. 5.- -Painted Sumerian Head. Fig. 6 . -Early Sumerian Seal.
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2

Fig. 1— Pottery from lowest Sumerian ievels.

Fig. 2.—Seals and Beads from lowest Sumerian levels
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Plate X shows a one- and a two-spouted pot. The latter is

confined to tombs very deep in this stratum. The one shown

here was recovered at the palace by a shaft sunk by Watelin

to a depth of two metres below plain level. In the centre of

this group is seen a new type of vase, always crudely made,

found in great quantities in a thin stratum just above water

level. This marks a period between the great age of poly-

chrome ware below water level and the long period of fine

copper work known as the “ tomb stratum ” which is under

discussion. The only painted ware found above water level

is plain red, found also in the stratum marked by the prolific

conical cups with small feet.

Plate XI, 4, shows the only copper vanity case, among many
found in the red stratum and in graves of the palace, whose

implements could be extracted. These are identical in type

with those found in the tombs at Ur, and never occur below

the Flood. Totally different also are the designs on the roll

seals found above and below the Flood stratum. Plate XI, 2,

is a seal from the red stratum, a so-called scene of Gilgamish

and Enkidu in combat with a lion, Gilgamish protecting a

stag and a bull, while Enkidu attacks the lion. It bears an

Accadian name, I-lum-7nagir[ir)
y
if that be the correct reading.

The text is unusual :

—

The third sign is unlike anything known in Sumerian

epigraphy and is certainly meant to be read directly from

the seal. If so, the text is :

—

D>

Here the last sign lum is reversed, and the reading is

Gamir(ir)-i-lum. The first sign seems to he a curiously

written KA. The second alternative makes an impossible

Accadian name and Ilumagir is apparently the only choice.

But KA does not have the value magdru. On the other hand
JBAS. JULY 1930. 39
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a sign KA + SU 4- &A-mil has the meaning gimil.1 A sign

KA -f KAR,

2 has the value puzru
“
secret ”, and so has also

the simple form KA. Z The seal, Plate XI, 1, was also found in

the red stratum and in the so-called “ gold burial ”, because

of the gold band on the head of the woman, whose burial

accoutrements were particularly costly. Plate IX, 6, shows a

seal typical of the tomb stratum, found three metres below

plain level. The animal file motif is common to the glyptique

of the early Sumerian period. Plate X shows two primitive

stone seals with their impressions, right and left of the

photograph. These are really press seals and carry, as usual

with specimens of this type, conventional and meaningless

groups of dots and figures, designed solely to give individuality

to the design. These were found at water level. In the centre

is a roll seal made of bitumen, and covered with a thin sheath

of copper. It carries a meaningless rectangle divided into

three compartments. The two at the right and left ends

contain parallel slanted lines, and the central compartment

has two serpents in perpendicular position.

Plate IX, 1, 2, has a roll seal with curious geometrical

design, which although effective in its individuality, has no

apparent motif at all. It was found five metres below plain

level. The tablet, Plate IX, 3, is the only one found below

the Flood stratum last season, but Watelin has found more

fragments in the stratum this year. The tablet seen here was

found 5.50 metres below plain level, and is clearly not picto-

graphic nor so old as those from Jemdet Nasr, published in

Oxford Editions of Cuneiform Texts
,
vol. vii. Since epigraphy

is the most certain guide in fixing the chronology of the

stratifications and the tablet was found in situ not far above

the period of painted ware, it is of immense importance, and

1 So in Gimil(mil)-d Dagan
; see Babyloniaca, vii, 70, n. 1. So in the

year dates of Dungi, date formula 48, e-Gimil-Dagan{ ki) is the full form.
2 CT. xi, 25, A 5.
8 Meissner, SAI. 406 ; cf. pu-uz-rai hade, CT. xx, 29 B 8, "with KA kad£,

Sm. 67, 8 (Babyloniaca

,

vi, 113).
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I give here a copy. It comes from the oval face of a tablet

which carried at least two columns.

The photograph made at Kish has been taken upside down.

Here the linear signs of the pictographic script have become

slightly cuneiform and of the same period as the Para tablets

published by Professor Anton Deimel.

This season (1929-30) a good many tablets have been found

in the central part of the tomb stratum about 3 metres below

plain level, and 2 metres below the Flood stratum. I have

not seen the originals, but the script is clearly later than the

tablet above. For example, the sign ^ is made mk
The sign is made

The ligature for napharu, total AN-SU-GUN appears in

precisely the same form as on the Fara tablets.
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Other signs on these pre-diluvian fragments retain extremely

primitive forms.

The former is apparently identical with. TSBA. vi, 454,

A. iv, 3, there identified with gunu of Thureau-Dangin,

REC. 330 ? All the tablets found below the Flood stratum

are not later than the Fara texts, but so far as the meagre

material permits me to form an opinion there is not much

evolution in the script during the age from water level to

the Flood stratum. This I should date from about 3800 to

3300 B.c. The inundation of the city occurred at the end of

this period, which contains the great chariots and best

copper work at Kish.

In the seventh season Watelin sank a shaft in the far comer

of the excavation, at the deep area on Plate VII. At a

depth of 3 metres from water level, or nine from plain level,

he reached virgin soil. This work had to be carried out by the

primitive method of keeping the water back by dipping with

buckets, but this year we have installed a pump driven by a

gasoline engine, and a large space is now being excavated to

virgin soil. This is extremely important, for in 1928-9

Watelin found not only quantities of neolithic flint imple-

ments in this shaft,1 but he found a definitely defined stratum

of polychrome painted ware precisely like that of Jemdet

Nasr. This year, by means of the efficient hydraulic method

mentioned above, the stratum containing polychrome pottery

has yielded a large number of fragments sufficient perhaps

in some cases to be repaired into whole pots. Plate XI, 3,

shows the bottom of a large vessel in red and brown on a

yellow slip. It is here turned upside down and placed over a

plain pot to support it. This ware is found two metres below

1 See " Note sur l'industne lithique de Kish/' par L. Ch. Watelin,

L*Anthropologic, 1929, pp. 65-76.
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water level, and does not go down to virgin soil. Since

pictographic tablets were found at Jemdet Nasr with the

same pottery, and the same pictographic tablets have been

found at Kish strayed to upper levels, and above the red

stratum, it is certain that tablets of this kind will he found

if they survived in this water-logged stratum. Judging by

the depth and the evolution of the script on the series of

tablets from 8 metres below plain level upward to the tablets

in the red stratum, which may be safely dated at 2900 b.c., it

is a low estimate when we date the painted ware of Kish and

Jemdet Nasr at 4000 b.c.

For seven years the Expedition has sent to Oxford and the

Field Museum skulls and skeletons that our anthropologists

might study the racial character of the peoples who lived at

various periods in Kish. In 1924, Mr. Buxton, Reader in

Physical Anthropology at Oxford, proved that the skulls from

the cemetery in the palace are predominantly dolichocephalic.

A few brachycephalic skulls were found there. The same is

true of the skulls found in or just above the red stratum,

which is contemporary with the palace cemetery. I took

this to mean that the Semite represents the long-headed

race and the round heads are the Sumerians. Mr. Buxton

refused to go further than to conclude that there were two

races or a mixed race. Now we have a very large number of

skulls from every stage of the great tomb stratum, right

down to water level, or from the period 4000-3300 b.c. They

have been studied by Mr. Penniman, and found to be pre-

ponderantly brachycephalic. Still the long-headed type

persists here, and Mr. Buxton declares that right back to the

deepest tombs at water level the population was already

mixed. What the result will be if skulls are found in the

still deeper trenches below water level remains to be seen.

But both of these anthropologists agree on one vital point.

The deeper the excavations, the more emphatic is the excess

of round over long heads. This is clearly what we expect if

the Sumerian is the round-headed type.
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Plate IX, 5, shows a painted head found above the red

stratum. It clearly belongs to the period of painted ware.

Pictographic tablets of the Jemdet Nasr type also lay in the

same level, and it is obvious that the inhabitants of Kish

had an antiquarian interest in the monuments of their remote

ancestors. These remains from a stratum 30 feet below that

in which they were found had been preserved through

successive generations. The head is a typical armenoid, and

probably the best evidence now at our disposal for studying

a real Sumerian or proto-Sumerian of the period 4000 n.c.

It is the only model moulded to life which has the colour

of the hair and skin indicated in colours. The torso of the

statue has not been recovered. A deep round hole remains

at the bottom of the neck of the head to receive the pro-

jection which attached it to the body. I described it fully

in the Daily Telegraph, 13th December, 1929. and again in

the Illustrated London News, 8th February, 1930, where a

drawing in colours by Miss Legge is reproduced. The hair

left on the crown by the tonsure of the period and the full

beard without moustaches are black. The skin is a pale

yellow. The reproduction in the Illustrated London News

has too much red in it. Mr. Buxton takes the colouring of

the skin to indicate an olive coloured skin. The irises,

eyebrows, and eye lashes are black. In no case is this a

Mongolian, despite the skin. That is definitely excluded by

the shape of the face and head according to Mr. Buxton.



A Fragment from the Pratitya-samutpada-

vyakhya of Vasubandhu

By GIUSEPPE TUCCI

“\TERY little, as it is known, remains in Sanskrit of the

literary activity of VasubancLhu. If we except some

karikas of the Abhidharma-kosa, we have nothing else than

the Vimsikd and the Trimsika ,
recently edited by Sylvain

Levi. I may add that the Trisvabhdva-karikd has also been

found in Nepal, and copies axe with the French Sanskritist and

with me. I shall also mention the fragments of the vrtti upon

the Madhydnta-vibhanga (or vibhaga) by Maitreya, incorporated

in the tikd of Sthiramati, which is being edited byme andVidhu-

sekhara Sastrl from the Nepalese manuscript. It will, there-

fore, be of interest to Buddhist scholars and to Indologists

in general to see here published another short, but not

insignificant, fragment from the pen of the same acdrya,

viz. the Pratitya-samutpdda-vyakhyd, a commentary upon

the Pratitya-samutpada-sutra referred to in the discussion

of this same subject in the Abhidharma-kosa (Bkahagyur,

Mdo, xviii, 11).

The work was already known to us through its Tibetan

translation (Cordier, Catalogue
,

iii, p. 365, Mdo. 66) ;
but,

as it is a very difficult and abstruse treatise, the value of the

few leaves that I edit here cannot be sufficiently emphasized.

Moreover, our text deals with one of the fundamental points,

I should rather say, the very kernel of Buddhist dogmatics,

viz. the law of the causal connection (12 nidanas) ; it supple-

ments and explains the Abhidharma-kosa. 1 Unfortunately,

1 Chap, i, vijnana and sa4-ayaiana ; chap, iii, i, sarpskara and bhava ;

chap, v, tr?nd and upaddna

;

general discussion on the pratitya and the

remaining members in chap. iii.
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the fragment is not very large. In fact the extant Tibetan

translation covers 69 folios; but the pages corresponding

to our text axe approximately only 8£. We may therefore

infer that the six leaves here edited represent about one-eighth

of the entire work. 1

Of the twelve vibkahgas into which it was divided we have :

1 leaf of the first

1 leaf of the

1\ leaves of the

1 leaf of the _

1^ leaves of the

avidya-vibhanga.

vedand-vibhaiiga .

trsna-vibhanga (complete).

upadana-vibhanga

.

bhava-vibhanga.

The palm-leaf manuscript from which my copy has been taken

belongs to His Holiness Sri Hemaraja Sarma, spiritual

preceptor to His Highness the Maharaja of Nepal. It is

written in old Newari characters of the twelfth or thirteenth

century and it is generally correct. It contains six lines per

page. I have carefully compared my text with the Tibetan

translation and noted down all the passages in which a

varia lectio between the Sanskrit original and the Tibetan

rendering is traceable. 2

I cannot conclude these short introductory remarks without

expressing my deepest gratitude to His Holiness &ri Hemaraja

Sarma. He has not only been so kind as to show me the

most precious gems of his private collection of MSS., but

also has graciously allowed me to take copies of some of them ;

while in the frequent meetings that we had at the Durbar

Library I had the rare opportunity of learning very much
from his unparalleled knowledge of Sanskrit literature and

1 From the colophons of the various chapters we deduce that the title

of the treatise was not PralUya-samuipada-iibha^iga-Tiirdesa, as restored,

in Tibetan, but Pratitya-samulpada'iycrkhya (Tib. Had. pa.). Vibhanga is-

the name of the various chapters, each corresponding to a particular

nidana.
2 The Tibetan xylograph used by me belongs to the Calcutta University,

and was kindly put at my disposal by the authorities. It is a good copy
of the Narthang edition.
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things Indian. Nor should any Indologist forget the noble

work in which, with the enlightened help of His Highness

the Maharaja of Nepal, he is engaged, I mean, the rescue

from inevitable destruction of these old remains of ancient

Indian culture which can still be found in the fortunate

country of Nepal.

I

Avidya-vibhanga

(Tit. foi. 4a, I. i) ... . i

i i ^

f3T^nnip®ff^T!T*rr Hf’gwtsswrcfa: i wrffffnrm^
srRTTfll i

“ ^ wtfawr

^ nfw*wrfi^T*pa*rr*rre ” 1
1

^iTf^lpfr 1%sf*n?r <r?q;4^^TtT. i tr *rcn-

i f^n: i i

jfwnwmnr

2

1 tr ff ^rngrnff i wrarft arrew-

jgrrsrnr
3

i ^nfasmftanf? far»r^rar*ft^»pra>:
4 iR«bi

TrfiwrfUi i viTi^Tr vn jrgfaraigftmi i ^ ^
fTC’i’n' i *fr5i srwurtfTT i ^ ^

^^n^IrOH^nJiW I rTt\(5^ t*PlT?ft =TT<fsfTWr% TRTT^tf

^ I ’TTWnfrT I W^TRVpf Wt^Rfa I ^ $IJ?

1 We have another fragment of this disciple of Nagarjuna, concerning

whom see TJi, Studies in Indian Philosophy (in Japanese), vol. ii, p. 341,

and ZII. t toI. vi, p. 224.
2 Tib. : $grel

.
pa . dan . mdo . Ita . bu . yin . pai . p’yir.

3 This passage is quoted by Hanbhadra in Abkisamaydlahlcdraloka

(p. 19 of my forthcoming edition). Satnasanirdisfasya vyasaiai cdkhydndi

BvakhydteUvam, But perhaps the common source is the Vydkhyd-ynkti of

Vasubandhu.
* Viz. samasatafy and vydsatah (

uddesa).



If t*r*rrsn: m why. \ f^ng^i;
Tn^mfr^r i*raoror?PWfTii; t inn^ *r

i^ofTimt. i ^wfcerf^m;

1

1

fPOTVTWTfl. t [retro]

ts«nrci:
i

1
^^taarpprwoni- i ^ftrRrpftw^BT mf*ra

ffa jsr: fasj?«S*^ HTfa§ 3
1 %fft i

w *rrv ^50 ^ vnfTsi i *rrf«pa -?prr-

fng nfirtiwr ^tssnfanja i wn^Tf “ ^ert-

fH^^d^*rraTnTT^sn^Hi: ” Tfa i ntftT*m*jrt?T^rrf^:

*3*i ri^^T nmfMs^Y-
^fTITTWY t *tTT%^r wjimtpaTugixtrpw i

sr?r%<WT ar^^RiTTjwif^Ta; I i ^i^afa-

fsniTagtarmr^TsiTTWii^nsTTvfjT i ^fiun *nft? »reai^fr-

Tfa i aiH^r 'HalmgFRT^rrf? i-nqrfa i

“
’sf^snuarat: «^rtxt: ” ?fa ii^n-

^T*rt ^Phfrrm I flrrtfa fasonsr ?;?

i inn f? %f?a5jx i tpqT §% w$f?t *rw

«T^ra i fffl nata *1^ ^atfa i tr gfg: ’asaraifafa-

^T*ra i fgaaTa: i irauf^ia

^iraY {*nrrf4ra^f s«p[«m i ai^ran'^Tf^fa ur^m^Tcr i

. , . . (Tib. fol. 5b, 1. 4).

1 svasti is Subhe
;
but arista is subhasubhe according to Amara (iii, 5 =;

2406), and in Jyotisa is synonym of misfortune, or unlucky omen.
2 This example is fully illustrated by Haribhadra, op. cit., p. 124. If

a pot is upside down, unclean, or with holes, it cannot be used for collecting
rain water : in the first case there is apravesa

, in the second vaikftya, in the
third anavasthana.

8 mam „ par . dbye . ba . bstan
. gyis . 2es . gsuns . nas . yah . yid . la .

zun . fig . dan . bS&d . do . 2es
.
gsuns

. pa . cii
.
p'yir . 2e . na.

So also Salistamba ap. de la Vallee Poussin. Theorie des douze causes,
p. 71 ; Makavastu, ii, 286 ; Prasanna-pada, p. 9 (and note 7 by the editor)

;

Abkidharma-kosa .
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II

Vedana-vibhanga

(Tib. fol. 39b, 1. 6) ... . [f irfriTW K gr^rj-

wrmm toh; i

SR^BTH I [farsr]'«1 3f^%BT *paf«j %rTfa ararr srrarTforas

^^Twrfsr’frR i arsum i *rcf*Tg

f^TRT rfT?*i sf ^^Tr^f.'^TgfrT I

f^?<j*snsTOTfa ; ®tt fa*nr =Tr^*rr«T3^t^rr *TTf’m^«snnT<

TrtKi »r Tnf’T 4 ms T*^Tf^?rr$-

T^rlgfr^ ?STnr: i ^:^t1^s?tiTT* sfrj

T}ttf^3fa I 7PT *<3 Hf I *T i

asrcrr ^mnT^rT^^Tf^rqiTisrTSTTT:^: i ^i«raT ^-raT-

sTTwrft wTtrrn i ^tNjt
»r nftf^sra I rT^f ^rsrfasfmm^ smT^ift H^fir,

^ i *wfr<Tt* *f 5?s*trr,nsr

*rwt *r^sr wrsfoTT i sr sfr^sjj^nsr^rrfg^t^.**?TWTfa

:^f sffq^JFTfrT I ^ ^rffrmT^TTtfa^l T^T^HSJ-

f^r^TSriT'RTt <T I f^ST^W, STT
5

^ifTSTsg ^^TSfTT^ft’JT*!!^ I [retro] 'ETTiIJTT(sr <rr
6 TT

gsi: *^4*1*1f^-TNi fTwrrw ^[^t^ttst^t

ir^nrr ^:^Ts?rrrrTT7nfT; g^r^srr^fsr: ftrarffi i sr ^tN
^^SrTTt^fl I fT*nST*Trft sfq TjfTRlfr ifi? f+T"!5 1 f»«^ft

1 adug . banal . g2an , 2ig. For all the discussion see Abhidhai ma-kosa,

vi, 3 ff. (Trans, by de la Vallee Poussin, iii, 127 ff.)

2 des . g,di . dag . ma . rtogs . nas . bde . bai . rgyu . de . dag . rnam . par .

gnas . pa . yin . par . rtog - par . byed . do . 2e . na
|

yul . gyi . bye . brag

.

$ba‘ . £ig . ;
the Locava read therefore tasya vyavaslhi.

3 Tib. na . — malsya.
4 Tib, adds avasthdntaram : de . adra . bai

.
gnas . skabs . gi an . rned . na.

5 Tib. dei . ts'e . (
tadd) . sdug . banal

.
g2an . 2i . ba . gan . 2ig . yin.

• Doubtful ;
according to Tib. it should be : ghranena punah sna . boa .

kyaji
. yid . dn . ‘on . ba . snan . pa . sna . ts’ogs . pai . sgra . mams . la . nan

.

par . byed . pai .
p'yir . ro. Cf. Abhidh. i., iii, p. 135.



q^rr :

1
i

“ gjjiggT 5^rr” ifn t nwmnsfa-

mrfamrrf*i*msf*TmT xi3f %n^ i fa qrrnpr i qantfsnm

ff q^*rrm:, fgmrwrTmmnnmrr q *ppb

1

“ ^iffafatmrRT tf^<TW?*T3rS *rW nnrfifar

smnfta 1 fsfi Trcffa 1 w’f TTHtai fa?T5fi qatar inffar
”

1 <m “qffafasrmsrf f.^wrcr^iW *rq^qfvfasjTSTJf
’ 2

sfrr 1 usrfafaqq wsff srRftrif^saJTiT^: 1

mrofaq* qsffa^Yfq^: 1 wr^-f%*m uf mng 1 *t ^
z*Tirr4?ri$h 1 rrvrTtnmv^frrrt 1 ^rn«i wr^nrara^

f 1 am ff a^ar^T

q*j narm a a waww
[mfa?r]

3

[TratarHgm^mmm t^fan^: hath:] 4

Trsnd-vtbhanga

a?aT[Trai]m a^fa
1

g^rr ^aaT 1 fra awit *fa

frar :

5
1 aimfa naaaT m*r^vT^taa%a awrm: tth^;-

[aarr a g ^wrfm 1 faaafa%fTaaafa aaaa: 1 aa m]
6

ill

jrra[a]-fr awT mugmr maqgqftmg 1 ^afaaram-

Traaraa 1 aa ^qr^ajam mfuftJJT affair 1 %ai

%mg*ft aajfraiT >rafa 1 m ga: arra^Tr^arraVaTTaniit

am^a m farm irmar afafTraa :
7

t a m
1 sukha, duhkha , asukhaduhkha.
8 Suttanipdta, 728.

8 reg
.
pa . m . nes . par . de . dag . la . bltos . pa . ma . yin . no.

* Colophon, not in the MS., rten . cin . abrel . bar . $byun . bSad
.
pa

las . ts'or . ba . rnam .
par . dbye . ba . rdsogs . so.

6 Abhidhorma-kosa, lii and v. Thiorte, etc., p. 26.
8 t’a . dad . pas . sred .

pai . rab . tu . dbye . ba . gsuhs . kyi . ho . bo .

nid . ni . ma . ym . te .
[

gdul . b*yai . bye . brag . la . bltos . nas . te . sha .

ma . b&in . no
. j

de . la . adod . pa . na . spyod
.
pai . Bred . pa . ni.

7 ts’ol . ba . dan . c'ags . pa . dan . 2en . pa.
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gwr«rr: i ^rqt
K^rr ^r^r?r g^fa i ^tfa g nwxfr-

xifaxffagTirrxrr: wxr i ^:»rr (i^srxfr*Tfaxfm|rwrxrr:
-1

1

^^TfgxaT fT^rersfHTfTrg'JjT^T: i ?roxfrxiTfa*ffatp!n-

xrrar *wrf9w*rrcTft' 2
1 xr f :^xe(t

fg:
”
3

Tf<r i ^:*rrfa ir^T g^TpunxiT:

snai^: i ^ifa g xag faf%v^*iT aR^WTVf ^fi^raxfim-

xtt ^tiawT^gxJin ^armgfs^fxicrc TPraa , *rr

i^xiTg%*t i rnsrt: xrxfrxft ^*rrcrarfaTfvtifflTOrxr: i

xt

-

sms gfTt^T^qgT^ •• xm^ %^xtt xrrfa %?grr

\ TTft g xrxn^ftfa 5
x?rrf^frf xfr

” 6
1 mwrit^-

JT^TTTflT3WT^gWt TTrftoET x?fT^f^m*IT<Jr?fajn*n^XIx§fa I

mg ^pxnxffa >)iRm i “^fasmfarnai faxfai :

iT.ftflftrtmT gwr i <Tff%
” T

i *n xrr<wxrr^faT^*T

xxprfaim i
[retro] JTjxigTsrerrijicn^tm^-TXT grxirniaixi

fa^sr i xrf^; <rff fafav^^Titftrxrr gwi, “gxsrrxrr

%^MTXrf TPftsg^Xl” 8
T'S’®^ I rtxJSxfrfJIc^TfT ,

x=tt ^rrsaTfxfaf g»at i xrf? st gwr
xfHrxmfat i^rfa, ^fcfrsfx? gwriwi7

: i %^«rrf^i^-

i gfafagpm, fa ^
ssrarg^xj ffsofafa i tfa xnirrflfa ^gxrrxn gwr
vxtfri i fa gxj: cpT^xj xi i Hfaq^fa^-xftxnri; i 4fa-

^t[^tt ^]f<i
9 vr^w7Br?rr^’T?fi *tt, "*ra sraifa irar%

faxffaT xftrq^r^, 'grifrl^faT 3T I ggT XTKlfa ^xflgxsT-

3'x Missing in Tib.
8 Tib. adds pratyaya : sred . pai . rkyen .

yin . no.

8 Majjhima, iii, 285, so sukhdya vedanaya puttho samano abhinandati

abhivadati ajjhosdya titthali. Cf. Abhidharma-k., v, la-2a (iii, p. 7).

4 Tib. adds dharma : rgyun . e’en . poi . c’os . kyi . mam .
grans.

* ‘on . kyan . de . la . bdag . go . sham . byed . dam.
6 bhadanta not in Tib. For the passage cl. Jjlgha., ii, p. 67.

7 Sarpyulta , iii, 96.
8 Cf. Abhidharma-k., v, 18, 2a (vol. iii, p. 7).

• $,dii . sa . bon . nid . gnas . nas . bton . pa . ‘m . mnan
.
pa . yin . te.
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Tt i ftnftt

»H!^<TT I
“ %f%* -RKturtfiraT fHffT

” 1

Tft 1 tot i

TTn^rrg’rot TOartt^Tm^f^sT :
2

li rfa

I rHST^Hf^SJTrTT jpTJrTVT: TTTTOt *T *n?T I Tinf1!

aft tot I^r a ft^ftTO i vfrovT t^rn^Tm^nfiTO^-

mt^tt^t [w^rjama; 3
i ififti'TOaT <mT*rr ^ft%ttsi:

Tnro:,i “ HuitpEn frott sfror tjrfWr Trartt s ftsn

ft^TTO;” rfa i

IV

[verse] TT^T I
“ f*rTO> TOfHSmrr ’MTSTT: I

TfrT «T^^fflfH ’ 4
TJTfhs: I “HZ f^IT^rPHT

jpsn ” *fn f%7?n; ;
| WVT I

“
*t:

^wus^r: 5
TOT*t TTfftfH ” ^ff I gat

tax>n*i?NYa fir i to a ^afattv: i ^faafciG^Ta: i aifaaT

ft fasnar: HTHT'HHtirsr a^arma i anra i t^n a
ftTOaaaa i frorTt ft arag aasai a^ffaan afn
•T^fH^gWT^tV^TTTcI I TjaiaiTaft WfV aarraTflfastTaT

a?aTa^<TOTqTOfTOaT!T rJWTfa^aa^TaTTTcl I aajrm-

a^raiTW sfn a»ta^afaif^a lat ataTftaafqaantat

arfai ftTfv: i “jtggjggj tanr Trarafaro

TOtwttTO*rr: i ^ a WaanaarTTOaTaparraT a i

iraifafaaa a^ara^t aaTarr t aaRaarTTaTgaTTaar a
^ra i aag' fta^a i

“ g;:arrat afnvr Rfaat saaa ” 6

rfa ftarr: i
“ afaaar fari arnfaat i afttaar wrt

1 Sarfiyutta, iii, 96.
2 nes . par . mi . abyun . bar . agyur . ro. Samyutta, iv, p. 205.
3 dei . don . bstan . zin

.
pai

. p'yir . ro.
4 Aiigutlara, v, 1X6.
5 Not in Tib.
6 SaijiyuMa, iv, 208.
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•gfggq irfV’ wqmfsr i gqfqgH fgvT^Poraf : i gifagg^
gq%*T: i gig f*ig*r i *t IN *r«r gqf*i: i H ug im fggng-

arsnrt^^T^R: i TtgYqf^N. qqqg. i q^rr

*jgnf^N^TWt [retro] gtqnqr. TTO^T^TJirm «,

TnfVr?i«w?7T^=m^i iqi g-5rrf%*rr: g*rr?r: n

Upadana-vibhaiiga

“ g®nqjqgyn^nrfirN ”
i gtrr^Nf grref^fg Ngtr: i

^ “ sRm>®rr^TST ^rT^f?T3i^T^rtn?T^iT ’’ ?f?r i flura:

f® I ^TfYfPTf.q'raH^fT I ftim??: I

qrmi^t^nwin^TstfflfTT, ^qif^j«?^rqT-

^r*rgj tjq Nrf^rr M^ffT, q n gorra: i fig ^ qrmT-

spq: i NmqTgqT^Tsrfaffi Nr^s^w i ^tnqr^rq%rr, qrrqxqr

qqYqrrr^rfqfn i gqT^r*n?r tjnrnrg NffhY *iqfft, gii^g i

qi g qrrw^g: qrogtqi^iqfaffi fVfagjq i ^q^qgq^q
50j?t«: i g isnrtqgqt ^wa arragi tth* i ng qrr*rr:

qgqrmgioT ^Tf*rw: i ggr gtw “ qsnitqiTm

1

?N
qgT^t qiTggjrRTWft^fvqgg*i;

” 2
?1fi i ngr i

qgi^ qrmgTsr^i f^gifigi i

q cBTwrT g gggjfqi ’rqifqg gg 3
n

gfq ffsgqTqn: i wgffgfqgqTffeg' i nqT^ggigntg jfw
mfq i <rfqqtfg

4 ’fYgg qqg gNrgfm i cigTqrrqlfggffT-

ggi^iq *f\gg i qqqTqgYggqnqqisggTf^lqnqggT^Tq

gftg i ®i®ffi itsTTatqT^qtgTarnnf 5
.

1 Tib. $dod . can .
$dod . pa.

2 MSS. °nanam mekadadhi 0
. Txb. adod . pai

.
yon . tan . Ina .po.de.

dag . gi . ts’ig . bla „ dags . yin . no
|

3 Tib.
: gal . te . g,dod . pa . ts’ol . byed . cm

|

&dod . skyes . bai .

lus . can . te || adod . pa . de . dag . ma . abyor . na
|

zug . tu . zug . bzin .

gnod
. par . agyur )| Abhidkarma-kosa, i, p. 24. Sullanipala-

A tthakavagga, i, 2.

4 de . dan . $brel . bai . ts'ul . k'rims.
5 Here there is a gap. ( = from Tib. 43a, 3. 1, to Tib. 466, 1.2.)
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V

Infufor i * ?fi *rr Wtotra ^nsnrr? prrjr-
‘

i g 'affT€%*r^f% *r?ft

WTT^T^W H»raaT I ^^TTTfilT I “^tTT^ft^T vmT :
2

Sffifl | ^Tf^PTlf)- ” tff f%*r1T: | '3TTT^T*f ^?T*T?T I ^TUT
igw^t*iTgT*ffiTfg i ^n anrrg1

,

mgT*w^T*if»s i -snawtt

*fr w^TT*r i gwtrarawgrefwgr? w*rfa
sr«%fT, f^wtqT?T«f^r Ti<ar®rr *trt rrzrSi Imm^T-r^-
snrarax ^ *g:, ^ i

“ ^fa^rt ig:

*tri *rra ggtrro *i*frTm” a Tfn i trai “% %1%gSNifTOr.

mU^iT ’MHT W^f*rT « if^3TTHSrS(iT m*fg1%3n-

ra?n ” Tfft i <rm“ *r: Hfftar”

T^ra’nfg i UBifafsrofl^tt, ^mgrsr#^ gwt nar*fr

«r«nt vm*rr g'cnr tg^fl^Tr^^Tfaijfrnrawt *r 1

iifTfT^H 1
“ sRwnfr fjrsr^wxmT igwwr

PWtiMUSM ^fgT5l”tflmWTfg I -3^f^«“Jfi,

I I [retro] ffqiTWTfoT fsHTift

*f %<rrf*rcm g^rsrrtw jmTTOWw? 1

mr If g^s^T (Kfbftfff'sftjrm,

Hffir 1 muff*rrg*fr fgfTgwr*TmsifT 1
*1 g

ST flffSTT^f**; | ^fg«arJreTfff%f*r^i gmfTffJflgrrfffl-

ir?ftsRrgmg5n^rRTgmgT’if%»T :

r: wth:

Bhava-vibhanga

^mfTsnmttrr Wf Tfrf i Hf : frew 1 ^ft mtt: I fiTWft

Tig 1 fnrrff *r*rre rrft treTf: gg^Tuffigj! 1

3*WT?Tfi*m^ Tfa I fiTHfffif-gaft VftfiT*Wf
1 non . moris .

pa
. yona . su . rdsogs . pai.

* But Tib. ne . bar . len . pa . med . gyur . pai . c’os.

3 Itivuttaka, 40.
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TW^^[t wfa *rHR^PpTr<t 1 i

»re: i
“ «raf!'n^i«i]

I Jai*n' ” *r*rem i h
On

’tmrsrre

2

wttjj i tr ?rfif wrffrfrfa i

^rrerr ^rfnaiT H^irarm [?} ^ ^<rr 3 ^wt:

^rrer^ sreTTprea I

“ *rc:w*r: i f7r?TT»re: 1 rtvr: 1 §cPr: 1

arj'Riaw I timbre : l w*tmw ” Tfa l ^ »rrT*a

ttfrretm 1 Srefa ^«r i<rt ^ 1 ^nr

H<rfare a§% ^marnarifYfn^afr vnrr ^f^rrerr: 1 ^ m
1
“ aj^-rarm^; ^mfaart v*rfoTfHf^bR>f*r^*T^

*t*rer” jffj 4 brenc: l ire^^Nlwjire; 1 “Birre»re: <*fw: 1

*irea Timrirfa^j*mtn«[T*rq «j *t m*iwr»rf»rf^ffaasmn 1

tret ^ asarrft afr f*rere: 1w: 1 ^xnrfTt^ja!-

fafrr 05^ 1 wrennre: w?re: 1

VI

^n^r*?r>^tmfaaT^raaT
’ ’ 5

*;fa 35*^ 1 ’snrrft

art aw«*Rrr ^Tta^faa^TiT *r 3 af^masararaT 1

<j arr: 1 <r®T^r«fare tr %vr<Ri: wreif^reYCdHlfo: 6
1

arearearp«x: Tfa *re: 1 *r?rr arrets : 1 apt ?rfs

areitTTTtot are^t ^ Wt f^R'. l ^atajar^a^maaT HHa 1

twrenrea *rrcerprera 1 sfa t% Rrtre-
On

aare '*n[*prr]'fa^re:
7 aiflT^rr gara 1 atar xarat^a xTfsrmfa

1 Suppl. according to Tib. : de . bzin . du . lhag . ma . rnams . kyan .

ts’ig . bar . ma . mnon . pai . p'yir . sbran . rtsn . c’u . Jta . tu . dan . bu .

ram . 'o . ma . bzin . no .
[

arid . pa .
yan . gan . ze . na . |

fie . bar . len . pai

.

p’un . po . ln» . 'o.

* Here MS. has bhava f which is not in Tib. and seems to be misplaced.
8 arid . pa .

gaum . po . de . dag . fiid . mdo . sde .
gzan . las . and

.
pa

.

bdnn . tu . gsuns . te.

4 Cf. Abhidharma-Jc., iii, p. 87. For this and the following passage cf,

P? ftfc *S J§f jfe J£. & Ife.
Taisllo edition, vol. xxvi, p. 512, 2, 3.

8 I have failed to identify this passage in the Jnanapra&tJiGna.

• Tib. la . sogs . pai . srid . pa . yin . par . dgons . pa . ste.

5 eems . kyi . rgyun . la . bag . c'ags . kyi . bye . brag ., de . las . skyes . pa.

JBA8. JULY 1930. 40



a rcuoMEirr from msm
tf* n&ftsfir mlTxrfTWTufo^MJ Twnnrmt

i nx amTMffv fxwTxfirwxiTr, afT ^*xtx«b

<** frmrr^i sw* *rfiRfxiTXfft faw*refmx: i ?n*rw-

^r^Tff i xyr^T*nrar£fr xx r<9xm xrsxnRr

hxt«s i «t <Ts;mxT sra^f^-

iRfJT I XffiT^T XXRTTT^fR XW71 t XXY»
fxxq I

X W^On XiX7f% Xlftl XRR^Tfa I

jfnntff wm xrtxR xxfxr xix ?ffXR J

11 xflr 11

Tt^TTfil X yg-^ntxsfXR Sfrri WT[ retro]f^p|fxX-

WWmfxr^TWpj*RT?l I xY
<J
HXH3R I XXTtifq W^XIT-

ttbtxt: xximn: x5?Tfx?g*nH xifirfxSxxfxi i rrsnsn

^xx;TXTWT«'Kft*r*ft i xj^xxixwm’SrwxY i igxwxt-

xmxg XTrTRTXTJrgtnxiirairri %v7jjxi i xxrra

xxrrfY xx i x x xwtt;?-h xxtxwt xxefx

^rrefftwurr^ mji wx txrxia i xxt xsiwfxsinrair

xwtt xx [^]Vtxxt^T(xx[ipi4x]3xnxfwY x xxfx i

•i xx xxxxl s fxfxxx^ i fxwx xxjx i ®XJXXRXftxrnfflfx
qXXXTfTfXTXXTXT: XfTXITXfX'XXTXXTXsT

XT«Tjrxf%XTxYf?r i xxr i xxrrxx xxt figmfx i xxit xxt] 4

^TTXx^fxirs xxhxxj'hjxxY Mxtx, xxrtxx xtxi-

^njjxr^TxxsrxY xx iiipzri i x^Yxvrxt s
,xtixt 5

xmjxxxft, rrxTVTxfxxt xrx gxtfxxrrxxxft

XXfa I XIXXTXTX^nXT X3[TXXTXT: XXXfXXTXTX. I

1 Cf. Divyavadana, 54 and passim. (

b

different).
2 Tib. adun . pa . dan . adod . c’ags.
3 Ex. cj. MS. alcsiptasadhanaia tasya. Tib. des. ap'afis . pai . yan . erid .

dan . Tjes . sn . mt'un . pa . ma . yin . na.
4 Tib. etoba . ji . lta . ba . bzin . du . p'yie . $bras . bu . sbyin , par , bya

.

bai . p'yir . iie . bar . gnas . pa . yin . pa . de . Itar . cii . p'yir . mi . adod .

ce . na .
J

bden . te . stobs . ji . lta . ba . bzin , du , gnas . pa . yin . no.
5 Tib. ‘og . ma.
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m <n*ig sausft fan ^

*Tfa I H’tffT ^nrfTff^ W^TT1^
i ^ vpaip?n^ i wt ^tt-

qrf i *j*rR*r »r^Y *rT^r^rct i i

tnfotifs'fa ^rfa^ra ^ffa^nsT i *rf^

Jta^t Ha^T^STSflt g*nfa[fa] (Tib. fol. 48b, 1. 6).





MISCELLANEOUS COMMUNICATIONS

LYDIAN NOTES ON THE SECOND SINGULAR

IMPERATIVE AND ON HIPPONAX

The only verbal forms thus far definitely known in the

Lydian inscriptions 1 are in the third present indicative or

optative : fensXlifid, fensXlibid
“
he destroys ”, d(e)tdid “ he

buries (?) ”, varbtokid “may he take vengeance”, 2 Jcatsar-

lokid (?), vq(?)bapent
“ may he (they two) destroy Of

these, katsarlokid is twice preceded by two deity-names

(23
4 ' 10

), once by one (24
13

) }
and once (17

3
)
the text is too

mutilated to give any information. Similarly vq^bapent

is twice preceded by two deitv-names (1
8 [Aramaic version

46 5
)
and twice by only one (3

5, 5 5
). The similarity

of the verbal endings -id and -ent to the Indo-European

system is obvious, but Littmaim very wisely observes 3

that “ perhaps Lydian had a verbal inflexion built on principles

totally different from those of other languages

Three Hesychian passages among the Lydian glosses

collected by Buckler (pp. 85-7) seem to give evidence for

another verb-form : ftacr/ce TUKpoXea' irXrjataZe dauoov (cod.

irX-qaiov efe0oa£c). AvhiarL\
j
8<wm£a KpoAea‘ Saooov

€p\ov. AvbiarL ;
and taint' Sevpo. AvSot. The first is

1 E. Littmann, Sardis, vi, i, 69-70, Leyden, 1916 ; the revised

transcriptions and inscription-numbers given by W. H. Buckler, Sardis,

vi, ii, Leyden, 1924, are here followed.

2 Once varbtok, " the final letters of which may by mistake never have

been engraved. Such omissions on the engraver s part were not un-

common " (Buckler, p. 23).

8
p. 79 ; on Lydian generally, of. J. Fraser, " The Lydian Language,

in Anatolian Studies Presented to Sir William Ramsey
, pp. 139-50,

Manchester, 1923 ; E. H. Sturtevant, " Remarks on the Lydian

Inscriptions,” in Language, i (1925), 69-79; J. Friedrich, in M. Ebert,

ReaUexikon der Vorgescfnchte, i, 141, Berlin, 1924 ;
Deeters, Lydia

(Sprache),” in Pauly-Wissowa, Realencyclopddie der classischen Alter-

tumswiseenschaft, xni, 2153-61, Stuttgart, 1927 ; A. Nehring, in

0. Schrader, Reallexikon der indogermanischen Altertumskunde,
2 ii, 21-2,

Berlin, 1929.
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evident!/ to be written paojccm KpoXea parallel with fiacm£a

KpoXea, and the third seems to find a semantic parallel in

“ viens ”, etc. Both components apparently occur elsewhere

in Hesychius : fiaa- in fiacrayiKopos' 6 daooov ovvovcria^iov.

7Tapa 'In ndivaKTi (frag. 107 Bergk) for *fia(rafiKopos, 1 and

KpoXLa&’nXrjcriaie darrov, apparently a Hellenized inflexion

of a Lydian word.

The parallelism of pa<y/<€m and uDm (/3acrrt£a remains

thus far quite obscure) seems to imply that the Lydian second

singular imperative ended in -pi, although no words with

this termination have so far been found in Lydian texts.

If the suggestion here advanced be correct, it would appear

to give additional evidence that the language is not Indo-

European.

In connection with Hipponax, a few observations may be

offered. The inscriptions associate pXdans and artimus

(46 4"5 ’ 23 3"

4

’ x0
). The former is, very probably, the

Lydian representative of the Asianic word-group from which

was borrowed the Greek deity-name 'AnoXXatv- 2
; and it

may well be that an actual Lydian curse underlies Hipponax’s

fragment 31 :

'an 6 a
’ 9

oXi(J€L€v Aprepig, ok &k KcanoXXcDv.

The Hipponactian naXpcvs (1
x

> 15 4
,
30 A, B, 42 3

)
is certainly

the paXmXuX of the Lydianinscriptions (2
2

. 16 3
, 41 2

, 42 2
, 50 3

)
6

;

and some other words peculiar to him possibly belong to the

same language. To this category one may tentatively assign

aKanapSeCoai (1
3

;
cf. Hesychius KanapSevoat'fiavrevoaodai)

,

1 For y = / in Hesychius cf. G. N. Hatzidakis, Einleitung in die

neugriechische Grammatik, pp. 117-18, Leipzig, 1892; Bergk, ad loc.,

reads fiaoaviKopos, which seems less probable.
* Sturtevant, pp. 76-7

;
for various attempts to derive Apollo's name

from Greek see O. Gruppe, Griechische Mythologie und Religionageechichte,

p. 1225 l
, Munich, 1906 ; E. Boisacq, Dietionnaire elymologique de la langue

grecque
, pp. 70-1, 1096-7, Paris, 1916.

* Cf. Tzetzes, Chihades, v, 455-6 :

—

Toly Se Au&ot? *<u “Iioai rot? iv 'Etjtiaou roirois

irpiv -n6.Xp.vs fiaoi\cv$ 6 avprras cKdAetro.
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viKvpra (49 5—form !—cf. Hesychius vu<vpras' BovX4kSovXos)>

kovlok€ (64 1
;
glossed in one MS. by ^aipe), 1

Trt,(r<j€vTacT(\vTT)s

(94 ;

4 4

Pisas Lydi lingua Bua singularem [al. lunarem] portum

significare dixerunt ”, Servius, ad Aen x, 179), d/38779
*fidcmg

Trap*
<
l7T7TcovaKTL (Hesycbius), and p,avXL<TTTjpiov' Trap

1

'

ImrcovaKTi AvSiov v6puap,a [MS. Xepiapa] X£7ttov rt

(Hesychius).
2

Louis H. Gray.

THE SHADOW-PLAY IN CEYLON

Positive references to the existence of a shadow-play in

India are very rare. Jacob, Geschichte des Schattentheaters,

1925, p. 28, remarks of Ceylon
44 Auch aus Ceylon liegen keine

gesicherten Nachrichten vor Under these circumstances,

it seems worth while to call attention to Mahavamsa (
Cula

-

varhsa), lxvi, 133,
44 Amongst the many Tamils and others

(employed as spies) he (Gajabahu II, r. 1137-53 a.d.) made

such as were practised in dance and song, to appear as showmen

of leather puppets
(
camma-rupa

)
and the like.” Here camma-

rupa
,
leather figures, seems to afford positive evidence for the

shadow-play in Southern India and Ceylon in the twelfth

century.

Ananda Coomaraswamy.

1 O. Hoffmann, Griechische Dialekte, iii, 150, Gottingen, 1898 ; see also

Bergk, ad loc.

2 A. H. Sayce, in Classical Review, xxxix (1925), 159, suggests that the

Kcpvas and fiaxeXas of Anthologia Palalina, vii, 709, as well as the

Hesychian KeppijXos’ a.
<f>*

ov xa

X

kos ylvcrai, are Lydian (cf. also G. A.

Gerhard, in Pauly-Wissowa, viii, 1898-9 (1913). For Hipponax’s

Kav&avXav (1
2
),

“ Kwayxa > okvXXottvikttjv see G. M. Bolling, in

Language
, iii (1927), 15-18. Hipponax also uses the Phrygian words

fieitos (82 ; cf. Herodotus, ii, 2) and vTjvtarov (129, cited by Pollux, iv,

79 ; cf. vtv-qaros' vopos naLSapicoSTjs fcai <Ppvytov fieXos [Hesychius] ; cf.

likewise frag. 135). Despite Johannes Lydus, de Afensibus, iii, 20 . tint Se

ol tf>aot rrj AvSutv apxoiliS. <f>iovT} t£v eviairrov KaXtlodai aapSiv, the word

aapZiv is not Lydian in origin, hut was borrowed from Iranian (Avesta

aarvd-, Old Persian Bard- ; cf. L. H. Gray, in JAOS. xxviii [1907], 334).



THE LEGEND OF
ROUMANIAN CAROLS

In the last number of the Journal of the Royal Asiatic

Society
,
Professor Sayce has published the legend of Telibinus.

As far as one is able to gather from the fragment it is clear

that we have here a kind of passion play or, as Professor

Sayce says, a parallel to the legend of Attys and Adonis.

On page 309 the following description is given of the plight

in which the world finds itself during the time of the death

or disappearance of Telibinus, and the change which takes

place on his recovery or resuscitation to life.

20. Telibinus comes back to the court (parnassa)
;

his land

he surveyed ;

21. the frame of the door (?) remained : the roof of the

house remained

;

22. the temple of the gods was standing ; the fuel of the

hearth remained
;

23. in the gold the sheep remained there
;

in the ox-stall the

oxen

24. remained there. So the mother carried her child; the

sheep carried its lamb
;

25. the ox carried its calf, and Telibinus (restored) the king:

and queen
;
them

26. to life and strength (and) future days he appointed.

Among the Roumanian legends of Lady Mary which are

sometimes used as Christmas Carols, which in reality are

merely versified charms, there are a large number in which

these essential features appear. I have published some of

them in an English translation in my Studies and Texts
,

p. 1120 ff. and I am giving here a portion of two of them.

The parallelism is absolutely strikin g. I do not venture to-

suggest any direct connection between the legend published

by Professor Sayce and these Roumanian, separated as they

are by so many thousands of years. But the coincidence*

is very curious, and it can only be explained if the legend had
become a charm or incantation, as it may have been, and then
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transmitted the same as many other charms through Greek

or Byzantine sources probably by the Manicheans and also

by the Bogomils, oral or written, until they became part of

the popular literature of the peoples of the Balkans in S.E.

Europe. The line of demarcation between a carol and a charm

is very difficult to draw, especially when it is recommended

so as to bring salvation to the people.

I am giving here only the

p. 1123, lines 7-120.

(7) ... a perfect cathedral,

And wonderfully beautifully.

Who can be seen in it ?

Who sits therein ?

Lady Mary sits

In the midst of the altar

On a golden stool,

(14) With her face towards

the east.

She looked into the books.

She looked to different parts,

To all the saints

And all the just.

She looked for them

And found them,

(21) But only her Son,

The Lord of Heaven

And of the earth,

However much she searched,

She could not find Him.

Then she took

A white book,

In her right hand,

The holy book

In her left hand,

essential parts of the carol,

Then she looked

And she searched

Down the waters of the

Jordan,

And she saw no one
;

She heard no one.

Then she took off

The white dress of the angels,

And she put on

The black robes of a nun,

And the white staff

In her right hand,

The holy staff

In the left hand.

And she looked,

And she searched.

Up the waters of the Jordan,

And she saw no one

And she heard no one,

Only John

St. John,

The godfather of the Lord.

And as soon as she laid her

eyes

On him, she said to him :

—

“ Listen, John,
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St. John

!

Hast thou seen

Or hast thou heard

Of my Son,

Of thy Godson,

The Lord of Heaven

And of earth,

And of all the Christians ?
”

" Holy Mother,

With the sight of my eyes

I have not seen Him,

(67) With the hearing of my
ears

I have heard of Him ;

That he is inthehands ofJews

And of unbelieving heathens,

For they have come together

And captured Him,

On the
f

Great Thursday
9

With great fury

And great hatred,

On the field of Pilate

They have pursued Him,

And on a cross of pine wood

They have fastened Him ;

A crown of thorns

They have put on His head ;

They have girded Him
With a girdle of thistles

;

With ash they have fed Him
And they have put on Him
A shirt of nettles.

With bitter wine they have

quenched Him
;

And they have passed nails

Through his hands and feet.

They threw at Him three

hatchets

And three rivers flowed.

And if thou wilt see Him,

Haste thither.

To the fountain of Pilate,

Where the birds are standing,

Taking a mouthful of the

water

And giving praise to God.

And when thou readiest there

Wash thy face,

Wash thy arms,

Look towards the east,

Thou art sure to see Him,

Like a luminous morning

star.”

The holy mother listened to

him

And then she took to her

journey,

Weeping

And crying,

With a loud voice up to

Heaven,

With rears rolling to the

ground,

Where the tears fell.

Golden apples grew,

The angels gathered them up

And took them up to heaven.

And wherever her foot tiod,

(117) A red ear of com grew

up,

The ear of the corn

Like the ointment of baptism,

The gift of the Lord. , . .
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and p. 1125, 11. 170-244.

(170) ... . And she looked

And she saw,

Her beloved Son,

Like a luminous morning star,

Coming towards her in holi-

ness.

When she saw Him,

She said to him :

“ O, yon flower of basilic,

O, my Son, just come hither,

And tell me in sooth

Why Thou hast given Thy-

self over,

Why hast Thou allowed Thy-

self

To fall into the hands of

strangers,

In the land of the heathen ?
”

Why hast Thou not sought

(to escape)

Why didst Thou not fly (i.e.

hide)

On heaven and upon earth,

And under the earth,

Under the roofs of houses.

Through the bunch of flowers

of the maidens.

Through the bunch of flowers

of the youths,

Through the mangers of the

oxen.

Through the folds of the

sheep ?
”

“ 0, holy mother,

My beloved mother,

I have not given myself up,

Nor have I left myself (in

their hands)

For My sake,

Nor for thy sake,

But for the sake of the whole

world ;

For until I give Myself up,

Until I have left Myself in

the hands of others,

One neither saw

Nor heard,

(218) The voices of birds,

The song of the ploughman.

Nor a sheep with a lamb,

Nor a cow with a calf,

Neither mothers loved their

children,

Nor were the fields,

Green with grass,

Nor did the fountains run

cold water
;

And whoever died,

Went straight to Hades (lad).

But from this time forth

Torches will be lit in heaven,

And they will never be

extinguished.

And they will gather together

And draw near

The birds to their nestlings,

The sheep to their lambs.

The cows to their calfs,

And mothers to their children.

Then will be seen,
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Tie fields green with grass. And whoever dies will belong

And the fountains with cold to God.”

water,

In another variant, p. 1120, lines 201-165, the search for

Jesus is described in the following manner. It agrees much

more with the council of the gods and there is no parallel

for it in the New Testament apocryphal literature. The odd

thing about the council of the gods in the Telibinus legend

is that the saints are already there before the Crucifixion,

an evident proof of its pagan origin. There are also other

parallels in the Roumanian popular literature, such as

the stealing of the sun and other incidents found in these

old-world legends.

(120) . . . There stands a

white church,

With an altar of pearls

With beads of wax.

With gates of citron wood.

With thresholds of incense.

In the midst of the church

Stands a golden stool,

With legs of silver

Fastened to the ground

But who sits on the stool ?

Sits the holy Nikita

With a short doublet,

With a drawn sword,

In his right hand,

And a white book

In his left hand.

And by the lighted torch

He sits and reads.

And reading he says,

—“ Ye holy ones,

Ye Fathers,

Stand still, stand

And listen !

Holy Nicolai,

Holy Archangel Michael,

Holy Grigore

And holy Yasile !

(147) Have you not seen,

Have you not heard

of the Son of Mary

the Pure Mother.

The Lord of Heaven

And earth 1
”

“We have not seen Him,

But we have heard

That He has been caught

And put in a barrel of

nails,

They dressed Him in a shirt

of nettles.

And put on His feet red-hot

iron shoes,
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They girt Him with a girdle

of hawthorn/’ etc.

(Here follow details of the

Passion.)

When the captain of the

church

Heard this,

He went down from heaven

Down into Hades

Upon the Cross

Until he reached the Lord

Christ.

And when he came to Hades

(lad)

He broke the bolts,

He shattered the iron gates.

And he took

Jesus out of Hades.

And after he had saved

Him,

He took His soul,

And carried it up to heaven,

To sit at the right hand of

His Father,

Which was most pleasing to

him.

M. Gaster.

XVIIIth INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF ORIENTALISTS

Secretariat: Musee Ethnographique, Rapenburg 67/69, Leiden,

Holland.

First Notice

In accordance with the decision of 1st September, 1928,

at the last meeting of the XVIIth Congress at Oxford, the

XVIIIth Congress will be held in Holland. A Committee

has been formed in the university town of Leiden to make

preparations for the coming Congress. This Committee has

provisionally decided that the XVIIIth Congress will meet

at Leiden (the meeting-place of the Vlth Congress in 1883)

in the week 7th to 12th September, 1931.

The Committee address this first notice to orientalists

and oriental societies begging for their collaboration so

that the complete success of the Congress may be assured.

The Committee will issue a second notice in a few months

time, accompanied by a definite invitation to the Congress.

J. H. Kramers,

Secretary.

Leiden.
May, 1930.





NOTICES OF BOOKS
Caste in India. By Emile Senart. Translated from the

French by Sir E. Denison Ross, C.I.E. 9x6,
pp. xxiii + 220. London : Methuen & Co. 1930.

Price 8s. 6d. net.

More than thirty years have passed since Emile Senart’s

scholarly monograph on Caste 1 was first published, and it is

a signal tribute to the authoritative nature of the work that

a new edition of it in the original language, should have

been called for so recently as 1927—a short time before the

author’s death. Its claim to be regarded as authoritative

remains, indeed, unchallenged, and it is doubtful if anything

that has been discovered since the book was originally published

has added materially to our knowledge of the subject.

And if the book is less well known to English readers than it

deserves to be, the reason is not far to seek. Emile Senart in

spite of—or perhaps because of—his scholarship, wrote in a

style that baffled the Englishman equipped with nothing more

than an average knowledge of the French language. Happily

this obstacle in the way of a wider circulation of the book has

at last been removed
; for Sir E. Denison Ross, taking advan-

tage of the recent reprint of the original volume, has now
given the English reader an admirable version of it in his

own tongue. For that service a wide circle of readers should

be duly grateful.

Not the least of the merits of the book is that upon a subject

which invites discursive writing, the author should have

found it possible to compress not only an illuminating picture

of the Caste system in operation at the present day, but a

closely reasoned examination of its origins, within the compass

of a volume of 220 pages of moderate size and excellent print.

He gives an interesting account of the working of the Caste

system at the present day
;
but it is in the chain of critical

1 Les Caries dans Vlnde, J 896.
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reasoning by which he arrives at his conclusions as to the

origin of Caste that his genius is most conspicuously displayed.

At the time when the book was first published there was a

dominant school of thought composed of Hindus—and

of Europeans “ who followed in their erring footsteps with

regrettable docility ”—which, basing itself upon the Brahmanic

scriptures, saw in the numerous compartments of the Caste

system nothing more than sub-divisions of the four great

classes—the varnas—of the ancient Aryan race. In these

days when an origin independent of the four classes is generally

assigned to caste, his insistence on the folly of confusing caste

with class may seem to be a little laboured. But at the

time when Senart wrote there was need for such insistence
;

and if opinion has now crystallized in favour of the view

which he then urged, his is the credit for having led the way.

What, then, was the origin of a social system which is to be

found in no other country in the world ? The author considers,

only to dismiss, the theory of common occupation put forward

by Nesfield and less dogmatically by Ibbetson, and that of

race advanced by Bisley. His own investigations led to a

different conclusion. Briefly he finds the origin of caste in

the ancient family constitution which was common to all

Aryan peoples, but which in India evolved on lines which

differed widely from those which it followed in other lands.

With considerable ingenuity he traces back to a common
origin the Hindu castes and the Boman city. Even in Borne

it was a long time before the restrictions on the freedom of

marriage were broken down and the jus conubii won by those

outside the patrician families. The difference in India was

that the restrictions were never broken down, and the jus

conubii, consequently, never won. Why ? Mainly, in the

author’s view, because the civil and political ideas which led

to a slow fusion of the classes in Rome were altogether lacking

in India. “ In India the theocratic power blocks all evolution

in this direction, and India has never attained to the idea

either of the State or of the fatherland. The sphere of interest
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contracts rather than expands. In the republics of antiquity

the class-conception tended to develop into the wider idea of

the city
;
in India it grows more sharply defined and inclines

to confine itself within the narrow limits of the caste ” (p. 198).

But for the full argument recourse must be had to the book

itself. In the opening section of the book in which the author

deals with ca6te as it exists to-day, he speaks of the power of

the caste Panchayat for dealing with offences, and while he

observes that under the strong hand of British administration

these tribunals are losing their hold, he also asserts that in its

domain it is supreme. A notable example of a caste Panchayat

asserting its authority came under my own notice in Calcutta

in 1917. Certain merchants had been proved guilty of selling

adulterated ghi. The case created unusual excitement among

the orthodox Hindus. Brahmans to the number of 5,000

assembled on the banks of the Hughli river and through a

long, hot August day and far into the night performed the

ceremony of purification known as Prayaschita Homa. The

castes to whom the guilty persons belonged assembled and

appointed representatives to form a Panchayat to take charge

of the matter. This court sat from 11 a.m. until 8.30 p.m.

before issuing its verdict. In the case of the Agarwallas

heavy fines, amounting in one case to Rs. 100,000, were

imposed, and a number of persons excommunicated for a year,

and in the case of the Maheswaris certain members were

excommunicated for life. It provided an admirable example

of a practice referred to on page 64 of M. Senart’s book,

namely, that of appointing a special Panchayat to deal with a

specific issue, and it showed that caste is still a power in the

land.

In conclusion, a word of praise must be accorded to Sir E.

Denison Ross and his collaborators for the success with which

they have overcome the special difficulties in the way of

giving a satisfactory English rendering of M. Senart’s book.

Zetland.

JB.AS. JULY 1930. 41
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LTnpe Mystique au Moyen Age ;
Hindoos et Musulmans.

By Yusuf Husain. 10 x 6£, pp. xv + 211. Paris :

Adrien Maisonneuve. 1929.

The author carefully disclaims exhaustiveness or a critical

treatment of the texts cited and translated
;

the former

would, of course, have been impossible within the limits of

some 200 pages, which nevertheless contain a great amount

of very interesting history presented in the only convincing

way, that of copious and well-selected quotations through

which a central thesis is developed
;

as to the latter, the

present reviewer is not in a position to criticize the text and

translation of the citations and can only say that the author’s

recognizable merits give confidence that in this respect too

his work is adequate. It is unfortunate that the book is written

in a language which will prevent many educated Indians from

reading it.

The writer’s central thought is that Islamic mysticism,

tasaimuf,
found its spiritual home in India from a very

early time, and that on the other hand Islam was a powerful

formative influence in Hindu religious movements from the

first contact of the two civilizations. Baldly stated, this

perhaps seems obvious ; but it is in the concrete exposition

of the idea that the value of this study consists. Everyone

knows that Kabir has at least a Muslim name, and that

Sikhism stands in close relations with Kabfr
(Kabirpanth

ah bhayo Khalsd)
;

that Akbar’s Din i Ilahi was a symptom
of what the author of this book more than once calls “ the

progressive indianization of Islam ”, and that this tendency

often manifested itself in forms which were a scandal to the

orthodox. But the present reviewer at any rate knows these

astonishing facts much better after reading this book. It may
seem sometimes that very little has come of it all : the facts

remain, but they remain astonishing
;
and, for those who look

for even a modus vivendi (not to speak of a rapprochement),

hanoz Dilll dur ast. The author’s final words are :
“ Le

jour ou le mouvement vers le rapprochement des deux
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religions s’affirmera de nouveau, ce ne sera plus eur des bases

mystiques.” It is not clear what this means ; but the rest

of the book is an admirable statement of the facts, and will

put most readers in a better position to draw whatever (if any)

inference is to be drawn from them.

H. N. Randle.

The Vision of Kwannon Sama. By B. L. Broughton.

7£ X 5, pp. 154. London : Luzac & Co. 1929.

Mr. Broughton says that the story which he tells is extremely

popular among Chinese Buddhists and was related to him

by Chinese friends. Is it he or the Chinese narrators who are

responsible for the introduction of airships and wireless masts

(p. 49) and of “ optic glasses ” (p. 52) ? Not that they matter

much so far as the telling of the tale goes : if he had not

apologized for them in his Introduction by suggesting that

such things “ seem to confirm the hypothesis that our universe

is curved in a higher space, and that all arts and sciences are

re-discoveTed again in the perpetual recurrence of evolution

and involution ”, they need not have troubled any reader.

And, for those readers who are not attracted by this example

of Mr. Broughton’s standpoint, it would be better to skip the

Introduction and get on with the tale. For the tale is a good

one, and was worth telling in English. It is the myth of the

feminine avatdra of Avalokitesvara (Kwannon) a Bodhisattva

who embodies the Buddhist ideal of saintly womanhood.

She was a Princess who lived once upon a time in a mysterious

land (which Mr. Broughton is “ irresistibly tempted to identify

with the sunken land of Lemuria ”) and after suffering cruel

wrongs from a tyrant father gave her hand and eye to cure him

of the ills that his wickedness had brought upon him, thereby

attaining not her herself alone but for her father and other

relatives the status of Bodhisattva, so that they all lived

happily ever after. The tale belongs to the Sukhavati cycle

of ideas, and a great part of its interest is that it is a reflection
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of the perfervid imaginings of the joys of Paradise by which

the Buddhists of the Greater Vehicle compensated (with what

degree of consistency can of course be doubted) for an other-

wise complete condemnation of life. How much of the

imagining is Mr. Broughton's and how much comes from

his Chinese sources it is difficult to say. That is the drawback

of a book of this kind.

H. N. Randle.

Fallacies and their Classification according to the

Early Hindu Logic. By Stefan Stasiak. Rocznik

Orjentalistyczny Tom. vi. pp. 191-8. Lwow. 1929.

The principal interest of M. Stasiak’s paper is in the account

which he gives of the passage in the Nyaya-varttika (on

Nydya-sutra I, ii,4) in which TJddyotakara develops elaborately

the formal syllogistic set out by Dinnaga in his Iietu-cakra

or “ wheel of reasons This “ wheel ” is a mere application

of the trairupya or three canons of syllogism which were first

explicitly formulated in Vaisesika-Bauddha logic manuals,

although they can be read into (e.g.) Nydya-sutra V, i, 34

and Vatsyayana’s bhasya thereon.

The phrase uhhayathd bhdvdt in that passage easily formalizes

itself into the sapakse bhavo vipakse ’bhavdh of the trairupya.

And Sugiura says that in fact the trairupya doctrine was

attributed to “ Sockmock ”, that is Aksapada the author of

the Nydya-sutra, by Buddhist logicians. But the truth seems

to be that the genuine Naiyayika sampradaya, which Uddyo-

takara set out to defend against kutarkikdh (Buddhist inter-

lopers into the sastra such as Dinnaga), never fell a victim to

formalism. TJddyotakara never tires of attacking the

trairupya

;

and, although his criticisms are invariably

directed against the inconsistency in the formulation, the

inference from the fact that he does not attempt to formulate

his own “ Canons ” is surely that he rejects the whole spirit

of formalism in which such formulae originate. Why then
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does he devote a. long section to the elaboration of a scheme of

syllogistic “ moods ” which M. Stasiak can compare to “an
abacus or a logical machine ”

? If it is true that the genuine

Naiyayika is not a formalist, what is the point of tabulating

forty-eight possible forms of the syllogism, when even the

Bauddha was content with only nine ? The solution of this

difficulty is, I believe, that the whole passage is in the nature

of an argumentum ad hominem meant to show that the

Bauddha has failed even to exploit his own position satis-

factorily. Uddyotakara argues that Dinnaga’s application of

the trairupya in his hetu-cakra is at once inconsistent and

inadequate
;

inconsistent, because he does not see that the

example (sound is non-eternal because a product) which he

gives of one of his two types of valid syllogism is on Buddhist

principles Jcevaldnvayin (everything being non-eternal for the

Buddhist, so that a vipaksa, a case of an eternal thing, cannot

be adduced) ; and inadequate because, in addition to the

failure to note the various forms of kevalanvayin and kern-

lavyatirekin, the inclusion of which would increase the number

of possible moods from nine to sixteen, he has ignored the

threefold possibility in the relation of hetu to paksa (All S is

M, Some S is M, No S is M) which multiplies the sixteen moods

by three.

It follows that I disagree with M. Stasiak’ s view that

Uddyotakara’s teaching is opposed to that of Gautama, as

also with his statement (so far as it applies to Uddyotakara)

that the Naiyayikas “ not only fought their opponents, but

plundered their armoury If Uddyotakara borrowed

Dinnaga’s weapon for the moment, it was, I conceive, for no

other purpose than to demolish Dinnaga with it. Nor do I

agree that “ In India, one of its greatest, if not its very greatest

philosopher Dignaga was the first to unmask logical fallacy ”.

It seems to me that Uddyotakara (incidentally, M. Stasiak’s

denomination of him as “ the author of the Uddyota ” must

be questioned) as a great exponent of Nyaya is teaching a

profounder logical doctrine than the formalism which Buddhist
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These are matters in which (especially in view of Uddyo-

teiara’s constant habit of wrapping up his positive teaching

in polemic) difference of opinion is inevitable, and disagree-

ment does not mean failure to appreciate. M. Stasiak has

done a useful service in being the first to draw attention to

this section of the Nydya-vdrttika, and his able paper is a

contribution of value to the study of the Nyaya. His adapta-

tion of the A E I of western logical symbolism to the expression

of vydpahatva, ekadesa-vrttitva and avrttitva (of hetu in paksa ,

sapaksa and vipaksa), with the addition of a dash to express

absence of sapaksa or vipaksa, is an ingenious device for the

notation of Indian syllogistic. Thus he uses A A A to symbolize

an argument in which the hetu is paksavyapdka
,
sapaksavyd-

paka and vipaksavyapaka. This is convenient, and worthy

of general adoption.

H. N. Randle.

1. La Peinture Indienne a l’epoque des Grands Moghols.

Par Ivan Stchoukine, Docteur es Lettres. 13 x 10,

pp. 214 4- 100 plates, 31 figures in text. Paris :

Librairie Ernest Leroux, 1929. Frs. 350.

2. Les Miniatures Indiennes de I’epoque des Grands

Moghols au Musee du Louvre. Par Ivan Stchoukine,

Docteur es Lettres. 10 x 8, pp. 106 -f- ii, 20 plates.

Paris : Librairie Ernest Leroux, 1929. Frs. 100.

These two books will be of great service to all students of

Indian painting. In La Peinture Indienne—which deserves

a larger notice than can be given here—M. Stchoukine treats

his subject comprehensively, except that he deliberately

omits questions of iconography, and also hardly touches on

the difficult matter of attributions.

The book is arranged in three parts. In the first is an

admirably documented history of the development of Indian
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painting, with an estimation of its place in the national

culture through the ages. In the second the author analyses

its qualities under the three headings of “ La Nature ”,

“ Les Animaux ”, and “ L’Homme ”, giving separate con-

sideration, within each heading, to the conventions of ancient

and medieval Indian, Persian, Mughal, and provincial Indian

art. The third part consists of a synthetic account of “ Les

lois des ensembles dans la peinture indienne ”, and here also

the comparison is carried on between European, Persian,

and Indian practice, in composition, colour, and technique.

The main conclusions of the book are : First, that the

influence of Persia on Mughal painting was not, in essentials,

a profound one
; secondly, that, on the contrary, European

influence was much greater than is usually admitted
;
thirdly,

that, nevertheless, the essential character of Mughal painting

derived from indigenous sources. M. Stchoukine holds that

the later history of Mughal and provincial painting shows

a regular reciprocal approach, the two combining in the

eighteenth century in one mam style, which subsequently

shows a steady return to ancient forms, local schools being

merely variations on the main style. The hard and fast

distinction between Mughal and Rajput painting, he thinks,

cannot be sustained, depending as it does on “ subject ”,

not on artistic form.

The book is highly original, both in method and in some

of its conclusions, and is clearly the result of long research and

independent thought. M. Stchoukine has an interesting

and lucid style, and a highly logical mind. One sometimes

suspects, indeed, that he is led too far by his logical

scheme, as, for instance, when he tends to depreciate the

compositional qualities of Persian drawing, and to accuse it,

comprehensively, of a dislike of symmetry, which is not by

any means, at all periods, one of its characteristics. But he

has given us an admirable book. Perhaps the greatest of its

many merits is the careful analysis—the fullest which we have

seen—of technical features, finely illustrated by diagrams.
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There is a good bibliography, and the reproductions reach

a high standard.

The Louvre Collection of Indian drawings consists of 160

examples, of which those of the Mughal school form the

majority. By no means all of these are of the first quality,

but the collection, taken as a whole, is an extremely fine one ;

it is also representative, except for sixteenth century work.

M. Stchoukine’s catalogue is a model of conciseness, the

descriptions, colour notes, and references being all that

could be desired, acute, scholarly, and to the point.

Among the most interesting of the illustrations are the

portraits of Mir Musavvir, of Ttibar Khan (by Bichitr), of

the Emperor Jahangir holding the portrait of his father

Akbar (by Abu’l-Hasan), and of Shaikh Husain Jam! and

an attendant (by Gorardhan ) ;
with a remarkable page of

calligraphy, containing in the margin, among other curious

features, a copy of a Diirer etching.

M. Stchoukine, in his introduction, gives a description of

the origin of the collection, of which the nucleus came out of

the spoils of Napoleon’s victorious campaign in 1806, and of

its subsequent enrichment, in modern times, by important

additions, especially by the splendid bequest, in 1916, of

M. Marteau. A summary of the various works and schools

embodies several valuable critical appreciations.

J. V. S. Wilkinson.

The White Mutiny. By Sir Alexander Cardew, K.C.S.I.

9x6, pp. 264. Constable. 125. 6d. net.

The author’s main object in recalling an almost forgotten

episode in the history of the British in India appears to have

been to obtain tardy justice for Sir George Barlow, temporary

Governor-General of India, and Governor of Madras, against

whom, as he observes, the judgment of history has gone. This

unfavourable verdict is based on two counts : his policy as

Governor-General, and his handling of the serious misconduct
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of the Officers of the Madras Army. As regards the first point,

the author claims that Sir George Barlow rightly considered

that he was bound to follow the instructions which

Lord Cornwallis had brought out from home. This perhaps

rather ignores the point that Barlow himself had been a

strong supporter of Lord Wellesley’s forward policy. Taking

the most favourable view of Barlow’s conduct, it would

justify the somewhat cynical view of Wellesley’s latest

biographer, Mr. P. E. Roberts, that Barlow “ had the civil

servant’s characteristic virtue of being able to adapt himself

to any policy dictated by his chief The least friendly opinion

of his policy is that, in the words of Thornton, “ he manifested

a degree of moral hardihood commanding admiration, if

from no other cause, at least from its extreme rarity.” The

abandonment by Barlow of the Rajputana States to the cruel

mercies of the Marathas and Pindaris was obviously open to

the reproach, not unknown even at the present day, that

temporary peace in India is purchased by the sacrifice and

desertion of our friends. It is, however, with Barlow’s conduct

in Madras that Sir Alexander Cardew is principally concerned.

It is easily shown that the Coast Army was in a thoroughly

bad state when Sir George Barlow came to Madras. He was

in no way responsible for the creation of this unsatisfactory

condition, but the real criterion of his actions is the manner

in which he dealt with it, and we do not think that

Sir Alexander Cardew is likely to obtain a reversal of the

verdict of the historians, which in this respect also has gone

heavily against Barlow. The author admits that the action

taken by Barlow’s Government against the officers who had

signed in a ministerial capacity the improper General Order

of the Commander-in-Chief was entirely unjustified. As the

Governor-General, Lord Minto, said in a private letter it was

a “ most unfortunate and impolitic measure It greatly

increiased the simmering discontent of the Company’s Army

officers
:

yet it is doubtful whether that discontent would

have burst into flame but for the Governor’s further action.
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the assertion of Wilson, the historian of the Madras Army
that the intention to forward the memorial had been
abandoned, before the action of Government was taken.

In any case, no effort was made to allow the officers, several

of whom protested their innocence
,
to make any defence

,

and the orders of Government were inconsistent with Barlow's

assurances to the Governor-General that matters were settling

down. There can be little doubt that the order of 1st May

was the final spark applied to the conflagration, the materials

for which had been long accumulating. There can, of course,

be only one opinion of the mad and criminal folly of the

officers themselves. Sir Alexander Cardew might well have

quoted the considered view of it which Wellington found time

to write from Badajoz to Sir John Malcolm
;

box was the

latter backward in his description of the insanity of the officers.

Sir Alexander is very severe on Malcolm’s conduct, and

practically ascuses him of disloyalty towards Barlow. It

may be admitted that Malcolm relied too much on his personal

influence and on his powers of diplomacy, and that the terms

which he proposed should be offered were dangerously near

to surrender. But it is fair to him to point out that he under-

took the mission to Masulipatam, where the disaffected

Company’s European regiment lay, with great reluctance,

and that Barlow must have been aware what line Malcolm

intended to take with the mutineers. Malcolm, moreover,

went to the point of greatest danger
;
he kept the European

Regiment, the rank and file of which were as disaffected as

the officers, quiet, and his letters to Hyderabad admittedly

had a great effect in inducing the officers at that station to

submit, and thereby causing the whole movement to collapse.

Nor was Sir George Barlow guiltless of other errors
; he sent

an obviously unsuitable officer to command the European
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Regiment, and he delayed the coming of Lord Minto, a delay

to which Wilson attributes much of the insurrection. The

test which Barlow caused to be administered to the officers

was doubtless a legitimate measure
;

yet it must have been

a cruel necessity which compelled so good an officer as

Colonel James Welsh, along with 1,300 of the 1,450 officers

of the Army, to refuse to sign it. We may allow Sir George

Barlow bis full measure of praise for the firm courage with

which he met the mutiny
;
but the manner in which matters

were tranquillized after the arrival of Lord Minto would

suggest that more judicious action might have prevented the

outbreak, just as the equally mutinous combination of the

Bengal officers in 1796, to which curiously enough

Sir Alexander Cardew does not refer, was successfully met.

The author attributes the recall of Sir George Barlow to the

influence of the discharged officers and to the system of a

shifting body of merchants in Leadenhall Street. There

must, however, have been other reasons which lost Barlow

the favour of the directors whose policy he had been so careful

to follow. There were the numerous disputes with the non-

official Europeans, in most of which Barlow was doubtless

in the right. There may also have been the ill-success of his

efforts to introduce the Bengal Revenue System into another

Presidency. But, above all, there was Barlow’s personal

unpopularity. Lord Minto observed that he was “
hated,

indeed, execrated, though unjustly The Duke of Wellington

once observed, of the appointment of a nobleman to the

Governorship of Bombay, that, though his ability was

doubtful,
e

‘ his good manners will keep people in good

humour and in order.” There was no doubt about Barlow’s

ability
; but unfortunately equally little of the effect of his

manners. Although we do not think that the author will

upset the verdict of history as recorded by Kaye and others,

he has produced a very interesting book.

P. R. C.
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The Dutch in Ceylon. By R. G. Anthonisz, I.S.O. Vol. X,

8J X 6, pp. 198. Colombo : C.A.C. Press, 1929.

This volume of 189 pages represents an attempt to supply

for the general reader
“
a connected and complete, yet concise,

account of the Dutch occupation of Ceylon, which extended

from a.d. 1640 to 1796—a period of 156 years ’\ For this

task the late Mr. Anthonisz, once Archivist to the Ceylon

Government, was peculiarly fitted by his intimate knowledge

of the records and by his careful and painstaking scholar-

ship. It is satisfactory to learn that vol. ii is to be published

shortly, as the period following the fall of Jaffna in 1658 to

the collapse of the Dutch rule in 1796 has never been treated

as a whole in a really complete manner.

The volume under review begins with an account of the

formation of the Dutch East India Company, and then

proceeds with the history of the Dutch in Ceylon from their

first appearance in 1602 until the fall of the last Portuguese

stronghold in 1658. The last two chapters deal with the Dutch

Colonization in the Island and their Civil Establishments.

The work is marred by the reproduction of the Dutch

spelling of local names, sometimes almost impossible of

recognition by the general reader
;
and it would have been

better had the Portuguese personal and other names been

given in their correct form. In spite of this defect, however,

the book with its maps and illustrations cannot fail to be of

use to the public. The list of authorities, given at the head

of each chapter, enables the student to go to the original

documents without undue research.

H. W. CODKINGTON.

XJber die Semitischen und nicht Indischen Grundlagen
der Malaiisch-Polynesischen Kultur. Von Engel-
bertus E. W. Gs. Schroder. Buch II : Das Verhaltnis

der Austronesischen zu den Semitischen Sprachen.

11i X 9, pp. 93-210 +ii. Gottingen, Medan printed, 1928.

The thesis of Heer Schroder’s book is that the Austronesian

languages, which extend from Madagascar on the west to
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Easter Island on the east, have been at a very early period

of history profoundly influenced by a primitive form of

Semitic speech, an “ Ausgangssprache ” which “ united in

itself the different characters
55

of the tongues known to us

as Arabic, Hebrew, Aramaic, etc., and which had impressed

strongly marked Semitic features on the vocabulary,

morphology, and syntax of the Austronesian languages.

In itself, this hypothesis is conceivable (with some reserves,

to which we shall refer)
; the question is whether Heer Schroder

has demonstrated it.

The philologer who seeks to trace the derivation of words

needs, if his results are to attain any certainty, ample documen-

tation by which he can trace phonetic and other changes

step by step. In the absence of such evidence his theories

are apt to become mere speculations. Even the speech of

highly civilised peoples, fixed by cultural conventions and

literature, undergoes in course of time extraordinary altera-

tions. Without previous data, who could imagine for instance

that the modern Persian gul is from the same original as our

rose ? Fortunately, in dealing with the Indo-European and

Semitic groups we have abundance of records, so that within

each of them philology stands on fairly safe ground. But

with Austronesian languages the case is different. No very

ancient documents of any of them exist, and most of them

are only known in modem forms. The difficulty of comparison

is further complicated by the fact that these tongues are

peculiarly liable to sporadic modifications such as metathesis,

insertion and omission of consonants, reduplication, etc.,

which in the absence of stabilising traditions such as are

furnished by civilisation have often changed their words

beyond recognition. Hence the inquirer who is so daring

as to essay a comparison of Semitic with Austronesian tongues

should first seek (as a few scholars have done) for some lines

of historical development within the latter which will enable

him to distinguish old from new, and supply some relatively

early forms and types which with due reserve may be compared
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with Semitic. Judged from this standpoint Heer Schroder’s

work is very unsatisfactory, and his results wholly uncon-

vincing.

It is per se very improbable that Semitic could have seriously

modified the morphological and syntactical structure of

Austronesian. Experience suggests the contrary : for example,

we see that Malay, after being for centuries in close touch

with Arabic and absorbing from it a large number of words,

has been quite unaffected by it in regard to structure. Our

initial doubts on this head are not set at rest by Heer Schroder’s

treatment. Many of the parallels on which he insists with a

certainty emphasised by copious use of capital letters are

probably only fortuitous coincidences, while many other

equations advanced by him seem to us arbitrary and forced.

A typical example of the latter is his derivation of Fiji

dukadukal from Heb. qadhar, “ via *qadal, *daqal
57

;
if such

statements are to be accepted on an ipse dixit
,

philology

ceases to be a science. That there are in some cases striking

similarities between the two groups of speech may be granted
;

but it remains to be proved that these features as they appear

in Austronesian are (a) essentially unchanged since the time

of the alleged contact, and (b) not mere coincidences. Likeness

of forms does not always prove identity of origins. The

resources of human speech are limited, so that coincidences

often occur between unrelated languages. Thus interrogatives

are used as relatives in a good many languages, Indo-European

as well as Semitic
;

the Austronesian pers. pron. 3 sing, iya
,

etc., might be compared with IE. i- as well as with Semitic

hiya
,
and the Fiji interrogative cei reminds one of IE. qi-,

neither parallel proving anything.

If we did not know their antecedents, we might make out

a beautiful case to prove that the Keltic languages have been

as profoundly modified by Semitic as Heer Schroder believes

Austronesian to have been. For example, in Welsh we have

the pronouns hwn “ this ” (masc.) = Arab, huwa and hi “ she
”

= Arab, hiya
;
we have plurals in -on and -i, and a prefix
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ym- giving to active verbs a middle or passive sense
;
most

wonderful of all, we have the genitive denoted simply by

position after the leading substantive, while in such construc-

tions the definite article is not allowed before the first member,

e.g. meibion Israel — Arab, bam Isrd’il “ children of Israel
9f

or “ the children of Israel Such resemblances may be left

to the supporters of the British-Israel doctrine and their

congeners
;

but they are useful as awful examples of the

dangers which beset philologers who stray into uncharted

paths.

Another feature of the work that invites criticism is the

imperfect knowledge of Semitic which it displays and the

unscientific manner in which this side of the subject is handled.

There are many mistakes in transliteration of words (e.g.

the monstrous “ mi-debbar ” on p. 154 and “ machapjns ”

on p. 159). Still more serious is the assumption running

throughout the book that the proto-Semitic which is supposed

to have influenced Austronesian contained all the specific

forms of the classical languages quoted, which is as if one

should assert that Greek Aeyeiv, Lat. dicere, and Sanskrit

kathayitum already existed full-fledged in Indo-European.

Very possibly a certain number of Semitic words may have

been absorbed by Austronesian and subjected to its peculiar

processes of phonetic and morphological change
;

but that

this borrowing was of immense antiquity and that it profoundly

altered the character of Austronesian is a thesis which, in

my opinion, Heer Schroder has failed to prove, in spite of the

great learning and industry which he has applied to it.

L. D. Barnett.
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Reviews on Indonesian and other Subjects by

C. O, Blagden

1. The Effect of Western Influence on Native Civilisa-

tions in the Malay Archipelago. Edited by Dr. B.

Schrieke. 10-| x 7, pp. vii -f 247. Batavia : G.

Kolff&Co. 1929.

This is a collection of eleven articles, preceded by a brief

Introduction from the general editor, that have been published

in pursuance of a resolution of the Third Pan-Pacific Science

Congress (Tokyo, 1926). They appear under the imprimatur

of the Royal Batavia Society of Arts and Sciences, and deal

jrith a variety of subjects such as administration, hygiene

and ethnography, economics, language, law, etc., with

reference to several different portions of the Dutch East

Indies. Needless to say, they embody some very valuable

and interesting information, primarily concerning the Dutch

colonial empire but also of importance to other nations that

have colonies. It is to be regretted that the English version

of these articles, though for the most part quite good, is

sometimes not as clear as could have been desired. But

most English readers will readily overlook such minor

deficiencies in consideration of being able to read the work

in their mother tongue.

2. Otjdheden van Bali. I. Het oude rijk van Pedjeng.

Text. Door Dr. W. F. Stutterheim. 10 x 6|, pp. 216.

Singaradja, Bali : Kirtya Liefrinck-van der Tuuk. 1929.

Though the island of Bali became a place of refuge for

Javanese Hinduism when Islam finally prevailed in Java,

it had been Hindu for many centuries before that time. This

point is illustrated in the present work, the first of the

publications of the Kirtya Liefrinck-van der Tuuk founda-

tion, which gives the results of the author’s investigations

in an important centre of southern Bali. After an intro-

ductory chapter on the historical and legendary data and the
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topography of the district from the archaeological point of

view, the work proceeds to deal with the inscriptions and

monuments found. Of the former some are in Sanskrit, others

in Old Balinese or Old Javanese, but unfortunately they

are for the most part fragmentary. The chapter on the

monuments goes into details and runs to 96 pages
; but it

will be easier to appreciate it when the promised volume

of illustrations has appeared. A final chapter contains the

author’s provisional conclusions under the heads of history,

palaeography, topography, religion, and art, with special

reference to the period between the end of the ninth century

and the middle of the fourteenth.

3. The Races of Java. By Dr. D. J. H. Ny'essen. 10£ x 7,

pp. viii -j- 122 + vii. 25 sketches and 9 maps. Welte-

vreden : G. Kolff & Co. 1929.

This is No. IV of the publications of the Indisch Comite

voor Wetenschappelijke Onderzoekingen, and it was prepared

with a view to the Fourth Pan-Pacific Science Congress

held last year. The sub-title modestly calls it “ a few remarks

towards the acquisition of some preliminary knowledge

concerning the influence of geographic environment on the

physical structure of the Javanese ”. But it is much more than
that, for a good part of it is based on the careful examination

of a large number of individuals in selected areas
;
and in

connection with some of these a number of statistics are

given. The sub-title applies mainly to the earlier chapters.

Chapter ii discusses the position of the Malay Archipelago

from the point of view of its geographical relations with

other countries, and stress is laid on the effect of seasonal

winds and ocean currents in facilitating movements by sea

in those regions, which on Map II are shown as extending

from east Africa to central Polynesia. Chapter iii deals

more specifically with Java, and Chapter iv with the general

principles of the investigations conducted there.

JRA.S. JULY 1930. 42
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Tie conclusions provisionally arrived at are that in Java

one can discern three racial strains, which may be termed

Eastern (or South Mongolian), Western (or Dravido-

Australian), and Meridional (which seems to have certain

African characteristics)
;

and that the first-named strain

probably reached Java after the other two.

A bibliographical list and an index add to the value of the

work ; and the sketches, which are mostly line drawings of

heads, help to illustrate the text.

4. De Remonstrantie van W. Geleynssen de Jongh.

Uitgegeven door Professor Dr. W. Caland. 9^ x 6J,

pp. xv -f- 127, 1 plate, 1 map. VGravenhage : Martinus

NijhofL 1929.

This work constitutes No. XXXI of the publications of the

Linschoten-Vereeniging, which brought out its first number

in 1909. Most of its issues are accounts of voyages in the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
;

but the one under

review is of a different type. It is a description of things

in general in India about 1625, with special reference to

Gujeiat. Besides a good deal of information about matters

political, topographical, and economic (e.g. textiles, and the

trade of western India with the Malay Archipelago, the

Persian Gulf, Arabia, Europe, etc.), the work contains detailed

accounts of various Indian communities, such as Muslims,

Hindus (particularly Jains), and Parsis. Considering the time

when it was written, this may fairly be called a very good piece

of work, the writer having been a servant of the Dutch East

India Company, who went to the Spice Islands before he

was twenty, and to western India some ten years later. The
work has been well edited and produced.
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5. Le Japonais et les Langues Austroasiatiques : Etude

de vocabulaire compare. Par Nobuhiro Matsumoto.

(= Austro-Asiatica, documents et travaux publics sous

la direction de Jean Przyluski, tome I.) 9J X 7£,

pp. x -j- 117. Paris : Paul Geuthner. 1928.

As the title indicates, this is the first volume of a series in

which it is proposed to study matters connected with certain

peoples and languages of South-Eastern Asia. In the preface

M. J. Przyluski explains that “ austroasiatique ” without the

hyphen refers to a certain group of languages, while with the

hyphen the word is to be taken in its etymological sense.

Personally I think it would have been better to follow the

lead of Father W. Schmidt, who invented the term, and use

Austroasiatic for the linguistic group that includes Mon,

Khmer, Munda, etc., Austronesian for the other group that

up to his time had been termed Malayo-Polynesian, and Austric

to include both groups. I agree with M. Przyluski that the

idea of the relation between them is a purely linguistic

hypothesis. It is one which I accept in the same way that one

accepts the theory of evolution, in one or other of its forms,

because, as at present advised, it seems to be the best explana-

tion of the observed facts.

But that does not imply a very close connection between

the two linguistic groups, whose mutual relation was compared

years ago by the late Professor H. Kern to that which is

generally believed to exist between Hamitic and Semitic.

The use of the word Austroasiatic to cover both of them

strikes me, therefore, as being misplaced and unfortunate,

because it tends to cover up very considerable differences.

The relation between these two groups is in fact a very

complex matter. Probably of remotely common origin,

they must have been separated for a very long time to have

evolved on such divergent lines. But some members of each

group in much more recent times came again into contact

with some of the other group, so that there has been mutual

borrowing.
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Out of the 113 sets of words which Dr. Matsumoto has com-

pared with Japanese ones, rather more than half appear to

be Austroasiatic, rather more than a fifth Austronesian,

and rather less than a quarter common to both groups. This

is in itself a somewhat remarkable proportion. It has long

been surmised that a certain strain in the cdmposition of

the Japanese people came from the Malay Archipelago,

and Dr. Matsumoto points out that physical and cultural

anthropology, as well as comparative mythology, give some

support to the idea. Moreover it is well known that the

aborigines of Formosa are Austronesian, and from that

island to the Lu-Chu (or Ryu-Kyu) archipelago is but a step.

A 'priori , therefore, Austronesian linguistic influence is probable

enough. But the case is quite different with Austroasiatic,

properly so called. Except in the Nicobar islands, the

populations speaking Austroasiatic languages are confined to

the mainland, and nowhere do they approach at all closely

to Japan. It is all the more curious that this linguistic

comparison should attribute to them a preponderant influence.

The author in his Introduction makes it quite clear that he

does not claim for Japanese a common origin with the two

southern language groups concerned, and is at some pains to

reject the thesis of Heer Van Hinloopen Labberton that

Japanese is an Austronesian form of speech. His task, there-

fore, is reduced to the identification of loan-words, and that

raises some difficult questions. What degree of apparent

agreement in form and meaning, and how many cases of such

agreement, suffice to support the conclusion that all or any

of the words in question are genuine loan-words and not mere

examples of fortuitous coincidence ? No responsible scholar

in these days would identify the Malay mati “ dead ” with the

Arabic maul ot the Sanskrit mrtyu. Japanese admits no final

consonant, except n
,
and consequently part of the evidence

is often inevitably missing. One cannot reject offhand the

possibility of such proposed equations as wata “
entrails ” =

ivdtan
“
belly ”, kimo “ intestines, liver ” — komat “ gall-
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bladder ”, pozo (a hypothetical form inferred from an actual

hozo)
“
navel ” = puscU “ navel ”, kami “ deity ” = kamoit

“ demon But possibility is not certainty.

It must be admitted that in some cases the agreement is

very close, e.g. to, te = tax
,

ti
“
hand ”, ame — armh “ rain

”

sawa “ swamp ” = sawah “
paddy-field ”, nomu = inum,

“ drink ”, tomona-fu “ accompany ” = teman “ companion

But these are hardly typical of the whole. In many instances

there is really little or no resemblance, e.g. nuJca — Jcenin
“
forehead ”, mi (mu) ~ tuboh

“ body ”, kokoro = gres,
“
heart The attempt to equate the Japanese muki

“
direc-

tion, front ”, both with the Mon-Khmer muh “
nose ” and

the Malay muka “ face ” seems to me hopeless. The latter is

certainly a loan-word from Sanskrit, and the case is not helped

by the suggestion, borrowed from M. J. Bloch, that mukha
may be of Dravidian origin. That would not make it Austro-

asiatic or Austronesian. It may be noted that Old Javanese,

though it has no native aspirates, preserves the spelling

mukha
;
and Mon has the word in the form muk “

face ”,

side by side with its native muh “ nose

The author is too fond of combining in one group words

which are obviously unconnected with one another. For

example he compares a hypothetical Japanese word kapo

(inferred from an actual kaho) “ face ” with such forms as

kapo “
face ”, kapo “ cheek ”, found in certain aboriginal

dialects of the Malay Peninsula and rather doubtfully supported

by some Austroasiatic parallels. He then throws in the entirely

unconnected word pipi, which in a number of Austronesian

languages means “ cheek Another example is mi “ fruit
”

= Mon me “ seed, numeral auxiliary for fruits ”, followed by

a string of Austronesian forms such as huh, boh, buah “
fruit ”,

which can have no hearing on the matter. It is also doubtful

whether the Japanese word can be fairly compared with the

Mon one, for the latter, though it may be pronounced me,

is spelt ma. But in these comparisons vowel quality does not

count for much.
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Dr. Matsumoto has produced an arguable case ; but as to

whether he had proved it, opinions will differ, and I confess

that I am not yet entirely convinced. After all, when the

necessary deductions, on the lines indicated above, have been

made from his evidence, the remainder will not amount to a

very large percentage of the Japanese vocabulary. Will it

be enough to exclude the possibility of fortuitous coincidence ?

That seems to be a point for a mathematician to consider.

One thing is quite clear. If there has been genuine borrowing,

it cannot have been from Austroasiatic alone, for some of the

Austronesian parallels are equally plausible.

From the point of view of scholars who may desire to verify

the author’s materials, and who may not themselves be

familiar with the literature, it is unfortunate that he gives

no bibliographical list of his obviously numerous sources for

the Austroasiatic and Austronesian words he cites. There

are, however, two useful indexes
;
and it should be added that

in his Introduction he has given a good deal of interesting

information on the various attempts that have been made in

the past to link up Japanese with other forms of speech.

*

6. Four Faces op Siva. By Robert J. Casey. 8J x 5},

pp. 270, 32 plates, 4 plans in the text, 2 maps in the

covers. London : George C. Harrap & Co., Ltd. 1929.

12s. 6d. net.

Books about Angkor and its environment threaten to become

embarrassingly numerous. The work under review is pleasantly

illustrated with a number of good photographs and it is

on the whole readable enough, though the author indulges

in too much “ fine writing ” and mystery making. For
example. Chapter i is a lurid account of a European explorer

in the Cambojan forests, who scouts the tales of hidden

cities and records his scepticism in his notebook. Three

days later he finds himself at Angkor. “ And this,” says Mr.

Casey, “ for all that it is a hearsay story, reconstructed on the
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dusty foundations of a tradition so often repeated that it

partakes of the character of a myth, must be very nearly an

historical recital of the manner in which Mouhot, the French

naturalist, came to Angkor and brought back to the world

the amazing puzzle of the Khmer civilization,”

This conclusion is not confirmed by Mouhot’s own words in a

letter written on 20th December, 1859, at Pinhalu, a place

not many miles above Phnom Penh, between the latter and the

great lake :
“ I arrived last evening at Pinhalu, in perfect

health, and am now about to go northward to visit the

famous ruins of Ongcor and then return to Bangkok ”

(:Travels in Indo-China, Cambodia and Laos (1864), vol. ii,

p. 248). How, after that, could Mouhot have doubted the

existence of the ruins ?

The author, having studied Angkor under French tuition,

gives us French transcriptions, such as Fou Nan, Djambou-

dvipa, Tcheou-Ta-Quan, and Groudas (but on another page

Garonda, probably a printer’s error). This habit results in

spellings like Paramacevera and Arya Deca, which conform

to no system. Other misprints are Pellot (for Pelliot), Saint

Chapelle, and Phimeneakas (for Phimeanakas). “ Rice-

paddies,” for paddy-fields, is not English
;
and I wonder who

nowadays supposes that the Ramayana was written some time

before 2000 b.c. Chapter xxviii deals, rather sketchily,

with Javanese temples.

7. Outlines of the Anthropology of the Timor-Archi-

pelago. By Dr. H. J. T. Bijlmer. With an Appendix

by Dr. phil. et med. K. Sailer. Photographs taken by

Mrs. C. Bijlmer-Wepster. 10J x 7, pp. 234, xci_x plates,

3 illustrations in the text, 2 maps (1 in the covers).

Weltevreden : G. Kolff & Co. 1929.

This work is No. Ill of the “ Publicaties van het Indisck

Comite voor Wetenschappelijke Onderzoekingen, Batavia ”,

the preceding numbers having been devoted to expeditions to
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Sumba and east-centra] Borneo respectively: The area

represented in the present volume is the one where the brown

race of western Indonesia meets tie mucli darker Negroid

types allied to the Papuans, and gives rise to a variety of blends

which have been carefully measured and photographed. They

are well described in this book, which embodies all the

evidence, statistical and pictorial, furnished hy the examina-

tion of a large number of individuals. The information,

inevitably somewhat technical, is conveyed in an intelligible

and interesting maimer, and the photographic illustrations

are extremely good. Appendix II gives the full details of the

measurements made. Appendix I, by Dr. Sailer, is in German,

and is concerned with specimens of hair from the same region.

8. Tantri, de Middel-Javaansche Pancatantra-be-

werking. Door C. Hooykaas. 7J x 10J. pp. 135, 2

folding tables, 9 tail-piece illustrations. Leiden : A. Vros.

1929.

This Leyden Ph.D. thesis is a valuable contribution to the

literature of a big subject, namely the extension and distribu-

tion of versions of the Pancatantra in various countries. It is

mainly concerned with three medieval Javanese recensions,

which the author has summarized in considerable detail and

compared in parallel columns with Siamese and Laotian

versions. All these have a great deal in common and may he

said to constitute a distinct group
;

curiously enough, they

begin with a frame-story resembling to some extent the

frame-story of the Arabian Nights. It appears also that this

group has special points of agreement with a Canarese version

of the Pancatantra by Durgasimha.

The author also refers to the relations between the Pahca-

tantra and the “ Stories of a Parrot ”, which have likewise

enjoyed a widespread popularity
;
and in his first chapter he

has collected a large number of references to Pancatantra

literature.
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9. Festbundel uitgegeven door het Koninklijk
Bataviaasch Genootschap van Kunsten en Weten-
SCHAPPEN BIJ GELEGENHEID VAN ZIJN 150 JARIG BESTAAN,

1778-1928. Deel I. 10£ X 7, pp. ii + 429, 41 plates.

Weltevreden : G. KolfE & Co. 1929.

In April, 1928, the oldest of the existing Asiatic Societies

celebrated at Batavia its 150th anniversary and in that

connection it has issued this first volume of a commemorative

work, to which twenty-seven scholars have contributed

articles in four different languages. Dutch, as is natural,

predominates with 19, German has 4, and French and English

each have 2. For the most part the articles deal with matters

closely concerning the Dutch East Indies, and include such

subjects as linguistics, literature, archaeology and art, history,

law, music, folk-lore, etc. Among articles not particularly

connected with the Dutch East Indies may be mentioned

one by Professor Shuzo Kure on Yon Siebold and his influence

on modern Japanese civilization and another by Mr. A. K.

Coomaraswamy on certain Indian sculptural motifs.

M. Gabriel Ferrand’s article on the Malagasy language, which

in spite of its geographical position rightly belongs to the

Indonesian group, and an important article by Herr Otto

Dempwolff on the Austronesian words and formatives in

Polynesian have also something more than a purely local

interest
; and the same may be said of Heer J. C. van Eerde’s

article on the kind of barter (mentioned in the Periplus, etc.)

where the parties do not meet, and Professor J. P. Kleiweg

de Zwaan’s contribution on the sanctity of feet and foot-

prints (and of artificial representations of them), and likewise

of other things connected with the body, particularly of

eminent persons. The discussion on these subjects starts

with a special reference to the island of Nias, but a number of

parallels from elsewhere are introduced. Mr. J. Kunst’s

article on Sundanese vocal music will be of interest to such

musicians as study their subject on broad comparative lines ;

and Indian archaeologists will find congenial matter in M. G.
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Coedes account of a Buddhist statuette, ffeer Th. van Erp’s

article on the encasing of the base of Barabudur, and Heer

de B. Haan’s account of one of the temples of the group

.known as Chandi Sewu.

10. Johannes Rach en zijn week. Boor J. de Loos-Haax-

man_ Be topografische beschrijving der teekeningen met

medewerking van W. Fruin-Mees door Mr. P. C. Bloys

van Treslong Prins. 12 X 9J, pp. 27 -f 141* (of which

60 are illustrations), Batavia : G. KolfE & Co., n.d.

The first part of this work contains a brief preface and an

equally short biographical note on Johannes Rach, followed

by about twenty pages on his artistic career, his methods and

subjects, the development of his style and the dating of his

productions, his collaborators and pupils, and the various

collections that contain specimens of his work. The second

part, in which the pages are marked with an asterisk, com-

prises illustrations of some of his sepia drawings with

descriptions of them on the opposite pages, lists of his works

in several collections, and finally an index of proper names of

persons and places.

The pictures are of strictly local interest. They are

landscapes, with buildings and figures, or seascapes with

ships, etc., all dealing with Batavia or places not very far

away from it
;
but they are of historical value, having been

done just about 150 years ago. Rach arrived at Batavia in

1764 as a gunner on 14 florins a month, rose from the ranks,

eventually becoming major, and died in 1783. The book is

published under the auspices of the Royal Society of Arts

and Sciences, Batavia, in connection with its 150th anniversary

in 1928.
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11. Borobudur: Six Original Etchings. By JanPoortenaar.
Explanatory Introduction by Dr. N. J. Krom. 15|- x 11J,

pp. 4, 6 plates. London : Luzac & Co. 1930.

Dr. Krom has furnished in his introduction a brief account

of Borobudur and of its religious meaning as a monument

of Mahayana Buddhism. A short foreword by Mr. Laurence

Binyon introduces Mr. Poortenaar to the reader as “ an etcher

whose art is known and esteemed not only in his native Holland

but also in this country ”. Of the six etchings, two represent

aspects of the monument as a whole, two are devoted to groups

of the stupas which crown it, one to a stairway, and one to a

Buddhist statue in its niche. The long series of reliefs are

not represented, though, as Dr. Krom points out, they are a

vital part of the religious message of the monument. It may
be presumed that they were not considered to be suitable

subjects for the etcher’s art. Without any pretensions

whatever to judge his work from the technical point of view

of an art critic, I may be permitted to express the purely

personal feeling that etching is a medium far less suitable for

the representation of this monument than photography. No
doubt this is the view of a Philistine who is more interested

in the details of the building than in any impressionist

effect. The first plate, giving a distant view of Borobudur

as a whole, is the one that to my mind is the most satisfactory,

and next to it I should rank the Buddhist statue. But I am
quite prepared to believe that from the technical point of

view they are all good work.

12.
cAdat Itadja Radja Melajoe. Door Dr. Ph. S. van

Ronkel. x 5^, pp. vii 113. Leiden : E. J. Brill.

1929.

This is the first edition of a small treatise written in

a.h. 1193 by a Malay at Malacca, at the request of the Dutch

Governor, about the customs and ceremonies in use among

Malay princely families on such occasions as births, marriages



ttd death*. The teit (of wju'ci A amll portion had already
in G» K. Niemann’s Bloemlezing uit Mokiscke

geschriften )
has been collated from three London MSS., the

principal one having been lent for the purpose by our Society,

and the variants are shown in the footnotes. The eleventh

chapter of the Sejarah Melayu, which also deals with royal

ceremonial, has been reprinted as an appendix to the newer

work. Not much more need be said about the latter, except

that its contents are of considerable interest
; the collation

seems to have been done with care, a brief preface explains

the origin of the work, and the Arabic type and printing

are good.

13. Indian Influences in the Lands of the Pacific. By
Dr. W. F. Stutterheim. 10^ X 7, pp. 9. Weltevreden :

G. Kolff & Co., n.d.

This article contains a brief sketch of the penetration of

Buddhism and Hinduism into the Far East, more especially

with reference to Indonesia. In this latter region Hinduism

ultimately had the deeper influence, though throughout the

greater part of the area it was afterwards supplanted by
Islam as the official religion. Dr. Stutterheim raises two points,

which in liis view create difficulties, viz. that to be a Hindu

one must be bom a Hindu, and that to a Hindu travelling

overseas is forbidden. These things may be so in theory,

but surely the problem solvitur ambulando. In India itself

families, tribes, and individuals have even in recent times

been received into the Hindu fold
;
and we know from history

that Hindus did in fact travel and trade overseas a good deal

in the early centuries of our era. I doubt whether the use of

the so-called Saka era in Indonesia and Indo-China (which

is common in Southern India also) can reasonably be

attributed to the compulsory emigration of “ Saka rulers
”

to the former regions.
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Introduction to the JawAmi‘u’l-Hikayat wa Lawami'u’r-
*

RiwIyat of SadIdu’d-Din Muhammad al-‘AwiL By
Muhammad NiziMu’D-DfN, Ph.D. (Cantab.). E. J. W.
Gibb Memorial, N.S., Yol. VIII. 12 X 9, pp. 316.

London : Luzac and Co. 1929. 42s.

The Jawami ul-flikaydt wa Lawdmi‘u’r-Riwayat (“Com-

pendium of Anecdotes and Flashes of Traditions ”) of al-‘Awfi,

of which the present volume treats, is a huge collection of

anecdotes on a large variety of subjects, drawn from many
sources, and written down between a.h. 625 and 630. It is

divided into four parts, each of which consists of twenty-five

chapters
;

the total number of anecdotes is 2113, which are

taken from about ninety-three acknowledged sources, and

probably from as many more which are unmentioned
;

the

whole forms one of the most voluminous works in Persian,

and occupies 397 folios (12 in. by 9J in., quarto size) of 29 lines

per page, in the manuscript B.M. Or. 6855, which is not quite

complete. Of the other works of its author, the earliest,

the Lubabu’l-Albab, an anthology of the poets, is well known

to scholars through the edition of the late Professor Browne ;

the second, a Persian translation of at-Tanukhi’s Al-Faraj

ba'da'sh-Shidda, is little known ; a third (“ probably a collec-

tion of all the Panegyrics composed by al^Awfi on various

occasions in praise of Iltutmish and his patron-wazir ”) has

apparently not been preserved.

The present volume forms an introduction to the study of the

Jawami , the text of which exists at present only in MS.
;
the

author also has in hand an edition of the text, but this cannot

appear for a few more years. Chapter i consists of observations

on the life and works of al-‘Awff, and establishes his laqab

as Sadidu’d-Dm (not Nuru’d-Dfn). The more probable dates

for his birth and death are a.h. 572-635 (=a.t>. 1176/7—1232/3).

His life is divided into three periods
;

(a) birth, child-

hood and early education, a.h. 572-97, mostly passed in

Bukhara
; (6) itinerary period, a.h. 597-617, comprising

visits to (among other places) Samarqand, Khwarazm,
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TShahr-i-naw, Nishapur, Sijistan, and a return to Bukhara,

with a journey to India, where he finally settled, becoming

Chief Judge of Grujrat under Nasiru’d-Dfn Qabacha, ruler

of Sind
;

here (c) the third period of his life was passed in

literary productivity. The author gives some notes on

al-'Awfi’s translation of at-Tanukhi’s Al-Faraj ba'da'sh-

Shidda.

Chapter ii treats of the position of the Jawami 1

in Persian

prose, and its value as a mine of historical and biographical

anecdotes. The author then passes on to consider the use

made of the Jawami ‘ by subsequent writers—the borrowings

and abridgements to which it was subjected, and the trans-

lations which have been made from it. The investigation

of the borrowings must have required much laborious research ;

to the author’s statement that “ at least ten direct quotations

are traceable in the geographical part of the Nuzhatu’l-Qultib

of Hamdullah al-Mustawfi we may now add that thirteen

such occur in the zoological part, and that al-Mustawfi ’s

indebtedness is probably even greater, since he states that “ in

this section everything that I have not transcribed from other

books is taken from the account given in the ‘Ajd'ibu’l-

Makhluqat and the Jdmiul-Hikdydt Doubtless many
more quotations remain as yet undiscovered in the botanical

and mineralogical sections of the Nuzhatu’l-Qulub .

In Chapter iii a conspectus of the sources of the Jawami‘

is given, with notes on many of them, and indications of the

anecdotes borrowed from each. Chapter iv describes all

the known MSS. of the Jawami\ thirty-seven in number, of

which twenty-three were examined by the author
;

those

which were not examined are many of them late and unreliable ;

their value is assessed, and it is found that the order of merit

of the MSS. almost corresponds with the chronological

arrangement
;
about ten old and reliable MSS. are indicated,

from which a standard and complete text can be safely

established. In Chapter v the titles of the four parts of the

work, and of its hundred chapters, are given
; in the first
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part are chapters treating of such, subjects as the Miracles

of the Prophets, Witty Sayings of Kings, Efficient Wazixs

and their Diplomacy, Musicians and the Influence of Music
;

in the second the virtues are considered—Culture and Good
Manners, Secrecy and Keeping Counsel, Grace and Nobility

of Character, etc.
;
in the third the vices, under such headings

as Strange Anecdotes about Robbers, Mean and Wretched

Creatures, Chaste and Virtuous Women (but why such a

chapter in such associations ?) ;
in the fourth, strange

occurrences of all kinds—the Efficacy of Prayer, People

who succumbed through Love, Peculiarities of Strange

Animals, the Facetiousness of Eminent Persons, etc.

Chapter vi gives a “ suitable descriptive and synoptical

title ” to each of the 2113 anecdotes, and occupies pp. 140-

261, more than one-third of the volume
;

it is here that we
best see the matter and manner of the book ; a few titles

taken quite at random read as follows :
“ al-Mansur detects

a miser who concealed his wealth and posed as a beggar ”
;

“ Ishaq b. Ibrahim al-Mawsilf liberates a slave on account of a

witty remark ”
;

“ al-Ma’mun and al-Mu‘tasim test the

hospitality of ‘All b. Hisham and find him an ideal host ”
;

“ the anguish of a youth of Baghdad at the loss of his favourite

girl-musician, and the generosity of the Hashinu who restored

her to him.” Finally Chapter vii reclassifies the contents

of the Jaicdmi*
,
since “ the original scheme of the author is

very unsatisfactory ”
;
in the reclassification a number of the

anecdotes are arranged under chronological headings, from

“ legendary and semi-historical ” through the periods of

Muslim history and the various dynasties ; others are grouped

as stories about religious persons, stories about secular persons

(secretaries, poets, astrologers, artful persons, witty and

humorous persons and many other classes), ethical stories,

stories of encounters and exciting occurrences, geographical

anecdotes, accounts of the physical properties of objects,

natural history, etc. An excellent index completes the work.

The extreme interest and importance of the Jawdmi (

, and
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of Dr. Nix&mn’d-Dfn’a Introduction, will fee abundantly
evident from what has been, written above. And yet it seems

to me that Dt. Nizamu’d-Dfn, while not, perhaps, over-

estimating this importance, nevertheless bases it on the wrong

grounds. Thus he speaks of the authenticity of the material

(p. 35) ; of the remarkable range of sources that gives the

Jaivamt the historical value it enjoys (p. 24)

;

he laments

that al*‘Awff has abstained from giving contemporary

history, and that there is practically nothing of first-hand

material, which would have been of immense value to us

(p. 25) ;
he complains of the lack of dates in the historical

anecdotes, of the arbitrary arrangement of anecdotes about a

particular individual in different chapters and undei different

headings, and of the absence of chronological sequence or

systematic design, as being great hindrances to the utility

of the work (p. 25). That is, he conceives that the value of the

Jawami s

lies in its being primarily a storehouse of authentic

historical facts.

But surely this is to misconceive matters. The work was

written to be a source of delight and amusement
;
and who

can doubt that it has amply fulfilled this function in the

past, and that it will continue to fulfil it, even for us occidentals

of to-day, as soon as an edition of the text can be provided ?

Historical value it has, but Dot as an accumulation of authentic

facts ; its value lies in the provision of a background. Works

which do not pretend to be “ histories ” will often prove,

within their limits, truer sources of history than the chronicles.

It is scarcely too much to say that practically every “ his-

torical ” writer distorts his “ facts ” in the interest of this

or that faction or clique
;
but the background—-the mode of

life of upper and lower classes, the dress, the food, the customs,

the speech, the salutations, the general conditions of the time

—

no author thinks of distorting these
;

all these things are part

of his very mind, and of the minds of contemporary readers ;

there is no object in attempting a falsification here, nor

possibility of success if it were attempted. The value of
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the Jawami1
is of the same kind as that of The Table Talk

of a Mesopotamian Judge, which has been given to us by

Professor Margoliouth
;

or, in its own degree (to compare it

with one of the great books of the world—and Professor

Nizamu’d-Dm will then hardly complain of my want of

appreciation of its merits) as that of Sa'di’s Gulistdn, that

charming picture of the thirteenth century, a joy and a delight

to peruse, but not a source of historical information about

Luqman, or Anushirwan, or Bahram Gur, or anyone else.

All Persian students will be grateful to Dr. Nizamu’d-Dm

for this beginning of his work on the Jawami ‘

;
the labour

has been great, but he will be repaid by knowing that not only

is its value great to-day, but it will be greater still when, in a

few years, the present volume can be used along with the

text which he is editing. The work is scholarly and thorough
;

the author’s critical ability and range of erudition are evident

throughout. We wish him all success in his further progress

towards his goal.

Most of the Gibb Memorial volumes have been in octavo
;

this one makes its appearance as a handsome quarto, pre-

sumably in order to accommodate the tables on the pages. The

Trustees and the publishers are to be congratulated on the style

and general get-up of the volume.

J. Stephenson.

A Baghdad Chronicle. By Reuben Levy, M.A., Lecturer

in Persian in the University of Cambridge. 9x6,
pp. x + 279, 4 plates. Cambridge : At the University

Press. 1929.

As appears from the introduction to this pleasing chronicle,

the author has been impelled by the fascination of contem-

porary Baghdad into attempting a reconstruction of its past.

The result is a rapid survey of the Abbasid caliphate (in its

narrower sense), since the period dealt with is that of the

jbas. jul-y 1930. 43
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five centuries during wiich the Abbamd Home endured wit]
Baghdad as its capital for all but forty years.

Ml. Levy has used a large number of works, Arabic, Persian

and European, manuscript and printed. His matter is

generally familiar, and yet it is so arranged as to suggest

fresh thoughts. Most histories of the caliphate are concerned

almost exclusively with politics, whereas this is concerned

mainly with culture and manners ; they are apt to deal also

either (as Muir’s) too cursorily with the Abbasids, or (as

Weil’s) almost too fully, to provide such a view as Mr. Levy’s.

The point of liis book for the Orientalist is, accordingly, the

provision of this view.

All the caliphate (m its larger sense) looked to Baghdad

throughout the Abbasid period as the centre of Islam—as did

even the anti-caliphate of Egypt after its foundation, in

matters of culture. We have here depicted, therefore, the

development of the Moslem polity at what is perhaps its most

important stage. Above all, Mr. Levy makes clear why it

was that Moslem society was retrogressive in essence, and

decayed in fact—namely, that its civilization was not developed

from its beliefs, having been acquired as it were ready-made.

For the mixture of sophisticated Greek-Persian culture with

comparatively barbaric Arab religion was, in fact, unfortunate.

In thought religion, won, and speculation was practically

suppressed, to the promotion of bigotry. In manners (con-

sequently) luxury, untempered by good sense, tended to oust

the simplicity that had originally accompanied a simple creed.

Mr. Levy does not, it is true, dissertate on these considera-

tions. But the picture he draws seems to me chiefly to suggest

them. His method is to recount all the major events that

befell the capital, and to portray typical characters, generally

by anecdote. He eschews the mention of politics as far as

possible
;

but, perhaps for this very reason, provides an

uncommonly clear view of the caliphs’ situation from one age

to another. He naturally refers frequently to the topography

of the city, but has not embarked on a fresh investigation of
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this vexed question—doubtless it is for this reason that he

provides no map. In another vexed question, that of the

transliteration of Arabic names, Mr. Levy is notably incon-

sistent—perhaps intentionally so. For instance, on p. 41

we get in one line Mu‘azzam and Kadhimain. There are also

a number of minor historical points on which he has slipped

—

as that (p. 86) it was the Khuld palace that came to be called

the Hasanf, or that (p. 150) al-Radi was murdered by the

general Mu’nis
;

that (p. 164) the Adud al-Dawlah was

actually the founder of the ‘Adudi hospital
;

that (p. 186)

al-Malik al-Rahim was put to death by Sultan Tughrul-beg
;

that (p. 204) the Nizam al-Mulk was dismissed from office

before his assassination
;
or that (p. 212) the Mazyadite line

was founded by Sadaqah. The practice of kissing the threshold

of the B&b al-Nawbi, again, originated much earlier than

Mr. Levy suggests—it was certainly m vogue during the

reign of al-Qa’im (fifth century), if not before, and so cannot

be connected with the burial of the “ True-Cross ” (p. 238).

These are details, however, that do not compromise at all the

value of Mr. Levy’s work. Four excellent photographs of the

city in its present state lend actuality to the narrative.

Harold Bowen.

The Diwan oe Hakim Na$ir-i-Khusra\v, together wTith

the RawshanaT’nama, Sa‘adatnama, and a prose Risala.

Printed and published by the Tehran Library.

The closely printed volume of nearly 800 pages contains

the Diwan of Nasir-i-Khusraw and other works as stated.

The text of the Diwan has been prepared by Agha Haji

Sayyid Nasrullah Taqawi, Agha Parwiz, and Agha Minawi

from the Tehran printed edition of a.h. 1314 compared with,

and supplemented from, a number of MSS. It is preceded

by a Foreword written by Agha Sayyid Hasan Taqizadeh

and a separate introduction by Mirza Mujtabi Minawi

;

it has an index of names, and an appendix by Agha Mirza Ali
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Akbar Khan Dihkhuda. The binding is attractive (except

that haves seem rather apt to become unstitched) ; the

printing is excellent; the general appearance is most

creditable. That is not to say that there are no misprints

;

the list of errata extends to seven and a half closely printed

pages, and there are a good many minor errors unnoticed.

But the misprints are not generally serious, and it is fair to

remember what a mass of print is involved.

The notes to the Diwan contain various readings and*’ the

explanation of a certain number of rare words. But the

explanatory notes might have been greatly increased ; they

are very little more than are to be found already in litho-

graphed editions, and, as the writers observe, the text is full

of difficulties. The metre of each poem is given, but there

are many inaccuracies and slips. The first poem is stated to

be ry*—the proof reader might

have got this right
;
on p. 15, 1. 4, the metre should be

not simpJy anc*

fort is and not
; p. 21, 1. 20, the metre is -ry*

not simply ^y>-\ zy*>
;

the metres are not

fully and correctly given in many other cases, e.g. p. 28, 1. 14 ;

p. 33, 1. 5
;

p. 393, 1. 16 (where I first opened the book at

random).

The Foreword written by Mirza Taqizadeh is a

valuable and interesting article. The writer admits his

indebtedness to European scholars. He gives a general

account of the poet’s life and works and beliefs, basing it

upon passages in his writings, and discarding the tales of

Dawlatshah and the famous Pseudo-Autobiography. (Vide

Browne’s article, JRAS., 1905, pp. 313-52, and Literary

History
,
vol. ii, p. 218.) It is, of course, impossible to repeat

here what the writer says, but the following salient points

may be noted. Nasir was born in Qubadiyan under Balkh

a.h. 394, of good Persian family and no ‘Alawi—nor a native
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of Isfahan. He set out on his seven years’ journey to Egypt

and the West in a.h. 438, and in Egypt he became a follower

of the Fatimid Khalifas, and, passing through the lower
c-

grades of the lama'll iya faith

—

w*j*1«*, j y5L, and —
Si

became a Hujjat {c^y “ Proof ”) and was appointed

to the Khurasan Circle (o —Khurasan having the

extended meaning of that time. He returned to Balkh,

and a few years later—at all events before a.h. 453

—

opposition to his propaganda forced him to fly, first to

Mazandaran, thence perhaps to Nishapur, and finally to

Yamkan, which is a valley to the south of Jirm, a town

6 or 7 leagues south of Fayzabad, the present capital of

Badakhshan. There he died, probably in a.h. 456, and there

he was buried. The writer adopts the spelling Yamkan,

but Mirza Muhammad Khan Qazwini in his introduction to

‘Attar’s Tadhkiratu’l-awliya writes Yumgan. Nasir’s extant

writings all date from the latter part of his life, but none

of them can be accurately fixed, except the Zadu’l-Musafixm,

which was written in a.h. 453. The writer discusses at

length the date of the Rawshana’i’nama, for which

astronomical data are available, and considers that a.h. 460

fits in with more of these data than any other year.

Taqizadeh’s Foreword is followed by a subsidiary intro-

duction (J^o) by Agha Mirza Mujtabi Minawi, who gives

certain information about the sources from which the text

has been taken. This information is not as full as it might be.

He refers to the prose Risala—a treatise written at the

request of the Amir of Badakhshan in answer to the philo-

sophical and religious questions proposed by an earlier poet

in a qasida of eighty couplets. The text given is from a MS.

recopied for Agha Mirza Taqawi and another MS. belonging

to Agha Haji Husayn Maliku’t-tujjar. Mirza Mujtabi

mentions the alleged descent of Nasir from ‘All. This was

the general belief of the time of ‘Attar, who writes :

—
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Nasir was an ‘Alawi, but only in the sense of a follower of
e

Ali.

Considerations of space will only allow a few words as to

the Appendix by Dihkhuda. It was originally intended that

this should contain critical notes and emendations by

Qazwini, but that scholar was unable to undertake the work.

Dihkhuda’s notes are chiefly conjectural emendations. They

are interesting, but sometimes hardly convincing. A certain

number of notes are, however, of a more useful type, e.g.

that on “ Ghumdan ” on p. 619, and that on “ Adhar burzin
”

on p. 657. Dihkhuda states that he has since been shown

three prose works on the Isma/iliyas, which offer further

useful information, with which he hopes to deal in some later

article.

From these remarks it may be gathered that the

work now reviewed can be criticized and is not free from

defects and imperfections. Notwithstanding this it is a

valuable piece of work, for which Orientalists can be grateful,

and the fact that it has been done in Tehran by native Persian

scholars is of good augury for the future.

C. N. S.

A Literary History of the Arabs. By Reynold A.

Nicholson. 8x6, pp. xxxii + 506. Cambridge *

University Press 1930.

Professor Nicholson’s Literary History has held for so long

a foremost place in the esteem and affection not only of

Arabic students, but of all who are interested in Eastern

poetry and the civilization of Islam, that a new edition is

assured of a warm welcome. The passage of nearly a quarter

of a century has not affected the sureness and quality of his
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judgments, and the almost verbatim reprint of the text gives

little cause for regret. For the rest, a few pages of supple-

mentary notes summarize the results of more recent research,

and the bibliographies have been revised and brought up

to date.

H. A. R. G.

Turkey and Syria Reborn. A Record of two years of

Travel. By Harold Armstrong. 9x 6, pp. x + 270.

London : John Lane, The Bodley Head, Ltd., 1930.

This work is a record of the author’s experiences during two

years of travel in Syria and Turkey, as one of the Delegates

of the Commission for Assessment of War Damage. Perusal

is rendered easy by the division into short chapters, averaging

about five pages in length, and it should be decidedly agreeable

to those who, like the ancient Athenians, enjoy listening to

vituperation, which the author lavishes in full measure on

persons, places, and communities. Some specimens may be

quoted :
“ From Alexandretta to Alexandria, whether they

be Arabs, Syrians, Jews, Levantines, or Egyptians, these

tradesmen of the coast towns have not one virtue, not one

lovable characteristic, mental, moral, or physical
55

(p. 46).

“ Wherever the missionaries have influenced the Syrian,

they have taken from him any stability and virtues which his

own traditions and beliefs could give him, and they have

offered him nothing to fill the gap. They have vulgarized

him in the clothes he wears, in his outlook on life, in his

speech, and his manners and his aims ” (p. 42). “ With the

old Gods the Hebrew drove away joy in the beauty of the

body and of living, the purity of sex, and replaced laughter

with the weak wan smile of spiritual superiority
99

(p. 82).

“ Beyrouth (inside) was a town without a soul, with the

hard, blatant, vulgar character of a "Marseilles dancing-girl
”

(p. 1). “ Adana was an unhappy town. It was ugly,

unpleasant and unhealthy ” (p. 135). Aleppo was an evil
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place. It was only late May, but already the sun was banking

its beat down into the narrow streets as in an oven—heat

so thick and heavy that I could take great handfuls of it and

squeeze it out like putty between my perspiring fingers
”

(p. 94 : surely he ought to have preserved some of it for the

use of physicists). “ I would not have advised my worst

enemy even to visit it (Antioch), much less to build a house and

live here ” (p. 113). “ It is recorded that St. Paul was born

here (in Tarsus), but having once left Taisus, after his eyes

were opened, he neveT T^turned. After a short enforced stay

I appreciated his good judgment ” (p. 129 : the record of the

Acts is different). The author states that on a certain occasion

he “ woke foul-mouthed ” (p. 159). Probably this happened

several other days.

His descriptions of places rarely visited by Europeans

will have some value as contemporary records, and some

interest attaches to his statements about the effects of the

present regime on their inhabitants, and his forecasts of the

future, which are apt to resemble those of Horace’s Tiresias,

0 Laertiade
,
quicquid dicam aut erit

, out non. But most of

these matters are outside the scope of this Journal, as are his

judgments of his contemporaries, such as T. E. Lawrence and

Mustafa Kemal. I may close with the epilogue of his con-

troversy with the former :

—

“ Finally our arguments slid down on to a lower plane, as

to the respective values of the Arabs and the Turks, and we

parted, having arranged that if the choice should come our

way—and in those days it was possible—we would pit a

hundred Turks against a hundred Arabs and back our shirts

on our fancies. It would have been a poor bet, for I must have

won, as ten Turks would have chased a hundred of the best

Arabs as wolves chase sheep ” (p. 90).

The history of Yemen makes it uncertain whether

Mr. Armstrong would have retained his shirt.

D. S. M.
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Die Staatenbildungen in den arabischen Teilen der
Turkei seit dem Weltkriege nach Entstehung,

Bedeutung und Lebensfahigkeit. Von Erich Topf.

(Hamburgische Universitat : Abhandlungen aus dem
Gebiet der Auslandskunde, Band 31, Reihe A, Band 3.)

12 X 8j, pp. x -j- 260. Hamburg, 1929.

This well-written, well-arranged, and well-documented

work belongs to a region from which our Journal is excluded

—

contemporary politics. It furnishes a clear and intelligible

account of the mode wherein the Arabic speaking countries

which before the Great War formed parts of the Ottoman

Empire have acquired their existing political status and the

vicissitudes through which they have passed. The author’s

anti-British and anti-French bias is very marked
;
yet perhaps

his condemnation of British policy is not more severe than

the judgments to be found in the works of English writers

such as Lawrence, Philby, Harold Jacob, and Richard Coke.

Study of the notes and references will help the reader to

appreciate the historical importance of the magazines The

Near East and India and Oriente Modemo, of Mt. A. J.

Toynbee’s Islamic World since the Peace Settlement
,
and of

the Letters of Gertrude Bell, which last have won their

popularity more by their personal and domestic touches than

by their contributions to the history of Irak.

The book should have permanent value as a succinct

record of highly complicated series of events, and as a collec-

tion of official agreements and treaties. It would be scarcely

possible to discuss any of the writer’s judgments or con-

clusions without trespassing on forbidden ground. Yet even

here we may protest against the description of Greece and

Portugal as “ English vassal states ” (p. 105).

D. S. M.
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J «aj ^jlr ^*.a> ^ (3

jM Jc jjt- 3 Jl^a-lj 33Vl. Ibrahim

Pasha in Syria : History of the commencement of the

new movement in the Near East, the condition of Syria

in the time of Muhammad Ali, etc. By Sulaiman

Abu Izz al-Din. Beyrut, 1929.

This work is a historical monograph written in the European

style, and based on authoritative printed books in various

languages, and to a smaller extent on MS. materials. The

author is no mean stylist, since it is not easy to leave the book

unfinished if one has once started reading it. To the Egyptians

both Muhammad Ali and Ibrahim Pasha are heroes of the first

order
;

but that is not the view which this Syrian writer

takes of them, though he admits the military ability of the

latter. The reasons which he enumerates for Muhammad
Alps invasion of Syria are similar to those which dictated

Napoleon’s aggressions ; chiefly the need of sources of revenue

which would enable him to carry out his plans in Egypt

and for himself without rendering the burdens imposed on

the Egyptians intolerable. The Syrian communities either

told the invader that they regarded themselves as the

conqueror’s property, whether the Ottoman Sultan or

Muhammad Ali, or being allured by his promises welcomed

him in the hope of an improvement in their condition. That

hope was speedily found to be delusive. The system of

extortion devised by Muhammad Ali surpassed all the efforts

of the Ottomans. Disarmament and enforced enlistments

aroused universal indignation. When, after barely ten years

of this occupation the European powers intervened, Ibrahim

Pasha’s fabric collapsed like a house of cards.

It is not clear that the Syrian writer has added anything

of importance to what is to be found in the narrative of

A. A. Paton, who had some share in the events. Since the

former criticizes the French government of the time some-

what severely, it would appear that the press in Syria enjoys
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more liberty under the present than under the Turkish

regime.

D. S. M.

The Smell of Lebanon. Twenty-four Syrian Folk-songs

collected by S. H. Stephan and with English Versions

made by E. Powys Mathers. 9| x 7J, pp. 50. Francis

Walterson, Talybont DyfEryn, Merioneth, 1928. 215.

This little work resembles G. Dalman’s Palastinischer

Diwan, but is on a very much smaller scale. - The odes axe

in vulgar Arabic, and mostly erotic in character
;
they are

accompanied with verse translations, of which the following

may serve as a specimen :

—

0 sea, I will not fare you

For my love made a quest on you,

0 rose, I will not wear you,

His crimson is confessed on you,

0 kohl, I will not grind you,

His darkness is to find on you,

0 bed, I will not near you,

Since my love showed his breast on you.

Without pronouncing on the beauty of these verses, which

must be a matter of individual taste, it may be observed

that they are obscure where the original is clear. For “ his

crimson ” the original has
44
the red of his cheeks ”

; for
44
his darkness ” it has “ the blackness of his eyes Further,

since nuhud in the last line is correctly rendered in the Lexica

as sororiantes mammas habuit puella, it is clear that her should

throughout be substituted for his. The need of rhyme has

made the translator substitute I will not wear you for I will

not pick you
y

seriously altering the sense. On the whole

this " smell of Lebanon ”
is of doubtful fragrance.

D. S. M.
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Wisdom of the Prophets (in the Light of Tasawwhf).

Being a synoptical translation into English of Shayk

Muhiyuddin ibni-i-Ali ul Arabi’s famous standard book
on Tasawwuf Fusus-ul-Hikam (Bezels of Wisdom) with

Analytical Notes on each Fas and a Life of the Shayk.

By Khan Sahib Khaja Khan, B.A. 9x 6. Printed at

the Hogarth Press, Mount Road, Madras, 1928 (?).

The “ Adage-gems ” of the famous mystic Ibn'Arabi
,

revealed to him, he asserts, at Damascus in the last decade of

Muharram, 627 (llth-20th December, 1229), deserves

translation, into European languages as much as any Arabic

treatise. Some of its ideas seem to anticipate human progress

by half a millennium
; such as that mercy to the creature

takesprecedence over piety to the Creator : that no worshipper

has ever worshipped any but the Divine Being
;

that we
should not think evil of God. And it is not surprising that

the book should at times have been publicly burned.

Translation is indeed a difficult undertaking, partly because

the philosophical and theological terms employed rarely

coincide with English terms, and partly because the work is

usually accompanied with a “ mixed commentary ”, apt to

be inextricably mixed. Since Professor Nicholson is unusually

well qualified for this task it was disappointing to find the

rendering of only a few extracts from the work in his Studies

in Islamic Mysticism. And though Mr. Khaja Khan’s work is

sponsored by M. Massignon, whose contributions to the study

of Islamic mysticism have earned just eulogy, it is disappoint-

ing, if only on the ground that instead of offering a faithful

rendering, following the guidance of the best commentaries,

it furnishes a paraphrase of excerpts. Thus whereas the

Gem which is found in a saying of Isaac (chapter vi) starts

with twelve verses, Mr. Khaja Khan gives a paraphrase of

two, and says nothing about the rest. His opinion of Ibn

Arabi as a writer is certainly not very high :

“ The Shayk is in the habit of running off the line ; some-

times he runs off at a tangent in explanation of a mere word
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that occurs in his theme, and does n6t finally revert to the

point from which he digressed. He is carried away by his

thoughts and is not under the control of sequence. Such

treatment will be objected to by modern writers. The

Shayk’s trend of thought is more or less Carlylean. Portions

like these have been omitted as well as portions that did

not seem quite germane to the subject.”

Certainly the dress in which Ibn ‘Arabi clothes his ideas is

at least as fantastic as that which Carlyle gave to Sartor

Resartus . But it would be a hold venture in the latter case

to omit digressions and portions that did not seem quite

germane to the subject, and the same may be said in reference

to the Adage-gems. Let us hope then that we may regard

this work of Mr. Khaja Khan as a Vorarbeit, to be followed

by a complete and faithful rendering, which will enable those

who have not access to Ibn ‘Arabi’s original to appreciate the

boldness of his innovations, the ingenuity with which he

introduces new wine into old bottles, and (at times) the

brilliancy of his wit.

D. S. M.

The Jews in the Christian Era : From the First to the

Eighteenth Century, and their Contribution to

its Civilization. By Laurie Magnus. 9 x 6, pp. 426.

London : Ernest Benn, Ltd., 1929. 15s.

Mr. Laurie Magnus has been able to condense within

426 pages a spirited survey of the history of the Jews from the

beginning of the Christian era to the eighteenth century.

The book is divided into ten chapters, each one with a

picturesque title and graphic sub-titles. There are at the

end a number of explanatory notes in which some of the points

touched upon in the course of the description are more fully

developed, but it was not an easy task. The history of the

Jews who are scattered over all the continents is quite unique,

and it is very difficult to do full justice to each of the phases
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through which the Jews have passed in their manifold and

checkered caxeeT, and yet Mr. Magnus has been able to draw

a lively picture in which the interest is sustained from

beginning to end. This book differs to a large extent from the

many histories which have appeared notably during the

recent years. People’s attention seems to have been turned

more and more towards the elucidation of the problem of

Jewish life and activity in many lands and over such a long

period. Without losing himself in details, Mr. Magnus keeps

steadily in view the great current of internal development and

the part which the Jews have played in furthering the

civilization of the nations among whom they lived. He shows

convincingly how closely the Jews have been able to adjust

themselves to their environment and to conditions under

which they were placed and how many of the phenomena

which strike the superficial observer in the activity of the

Jews in various parts of the world and their treatment,

especially during the middle ages, are due to those political

and economic conditions under wThich they were forced to

live from time to time.

Taking the middle ages as an example, Mr. Magnus plumps

for the reformation, and he gives a very vivid picture of the

medieval society divested of its romanticism and presented

in its true aspect such as it emerges now from unbiased

historical research. He strips the medieval knight of his

armour, he shows that the consequence of the feudal system

was the concentration of Jews in the towns since it was for-

bidden to them to own landed property. He furthermore

shows that they were made to be the tools of kings and the

mighty ones or, rather, the screens behind which the rulers

drained the wealth of the country. There is another and very

important feature in this book, viz. the constant parallelism

which the author draws between the literary activity of

the Jews and that of scholars and poets of other nations in

ancient and modern times. He lays especial stress on the

influence which this Jewish thought and work had upon the
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development of the European civilization and he thus

illuminated his description of the history of the Jews by this

constant reference to the historical background. Although

he himself owns that no historian can be quite objective on

the whole he endeavours to keep free from too much sympathy

with one party or another, and he succeeds in remaining

unbiased in his judgment, often brilliantly expressed, on

men and events. It is a valuable and stimulating con-

tribution to the history of the Jews.

M. Gaster.

La Prehistoire Orientale. By Jacques de Morgan.

Ouvrage posthume publie par Louis Germain. Tome iii,

L’Asie Anterieure. 11-J- X 8^, pp. 458. Paris: Paul

Geuthner, 1927. Price for the 3 vols., 300 frs.

In this posthumous work de Morgan completes his descrip-

tion of the prehistoric civilization of mankind. The book

is divided into ten chapters, this is the third volume, and here

the author starts with the beginnings of arts and crafts in

Syria and Mesopotamia : he proceeds then to describe the

obsidian in Western Asia, and the formation of Chaldea

and the plain of Susa. Then the various stages of the develop-

ment of the arts and crafts in Chaldea and in Elam, the

development of the stone implements in Eastern Asia, the

settlements of the colonization of Chaldea and Elam, Hellas

and the islands, the first appearance of metals in the north-

west of Asia, copper, bronze, weapons, dress, and trinkets
;

this is followed by the first appearance of iron, ceramics,

and so on up to the final chapter, which is devoted to the

origin of the pictorial writings. The conclusion at which

the author arrives after a careful investigation of all the

monuments and after paying special attention to the objects

found in the various tombs is briefly as follows : Leaving

aside the glacial periods treated in the previous volumes the



author comes to the conclusion that the first spark of human
civilization was seen when the first furnace was Jit in

western Asia for smelting ore. This could only hare been

done in the neighbourhood of copper mines, thence that

civilization spread in the first place over the whole plain of

Syria and Mesopotamia , Palestine, Arabia, and Egypt

;

Europe was then still covered with ice down to the Pyrenees,

and Siberia enjoyed a much warmer climate than it had

since, but the tremendous mountain barriers in the south

and east prevented the population that had grown up in

that part from spreading. The west was closed by the ice

barrier.

According to the author the Semitic element coming from

Arabia chiefly by way of the Persian Gulf, filtered in slowly,

and it was able entirely to subjugate and to absorb the

Sumerian element
;
this Accadian-Semitic element was long-

headed and it further developed the primitive elements of

culture which are found in that region until it brought it to

a very high state of perfection. The author then claims

priority of this civilization over the Egyptian and he contends

that although a Libyan element may have been settling in

small numbers on the banks of the Nile it was this Chaldean

or Accadian element which worked its way from the punt

and along the shores of the Mediterranean which conquered

Egypt. They brought the Chaldean civilization to Egypt,

and thus the problem is being solved why no primitive

beginnings can be found in Egypt. In Siberia the Indo-

European or Arian nation developed and after a long period

was able to penetrate into the south, occupying Persia and

India and driving some primitive races before them or

annihilating them. The glacier had meanwhile disappeared

from Europe, the Dorian element came down from the same

quarter occupying Hellas, but the most important element

in the history of civilization was the Celtic nation, to which

the author devotes long chapters. The time is that of the

Halsted monument, the Celts were the carriers of the ancient
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civilization and found their way, probably by the Caucasus,

into Europe, bringing first copper and bronze and the art

of smelting, and about 1,000 b.c.e. also iron
;

with their

arrival the prehistoric period practically comes to an end.

Of the Mongolian element the author does not speak at all,

although he hints at a possible second population living in

Siberia and then journeying south and east. He speaks

with scorn and indignation of the rapacity of the Spaniards

and the fanaticism of the priests who ruthlessly destroyed

the ancient civilizations of Central America, and he points

with indignation also to the same processes being carried

out in our times by missioners and priests who help to destroy

the primitive races whenever they come in contact with them.

The author also traces the beginnings of the pictorial writings

to ancient Chaldea and he pays special attention to the old

ceramics, which he divides into two distinct classes, the one

coloured, chiefly the Elamite and Chaldean, and the crude

one, chiefly European with the exception of some Greek

ceramics.

Many will probably dissent from his theory of the priority

of the Chaldean over the Egyptian civilization or finding the

homes of the Arian or Indo-European nations in Siberia,

but the author brings very weighty arguments in favour of

his theory and he is convinced that further researches among

the ancient monuments and burial places scattered over that

part of the world will fully justify his views.

The book contains no less than 380 illustrations, the last

of which is a map showing the route taken by the nations

that invaded Europe in the course of the ages, and there are

three beautiful coloured plates of two vases from Susa and

also the index of all the three volumes.

M. Gaster.

JBAiJ. JULY 1930. 44



Latin authorities
; the bibliography (pp. 254-61)

shows, however, that he is aware of Arabic, Slavonic and

Armenian and
“
Caucasian ” (Georgian) material published

on the subject, though through no fault of his, the information,

derived from the last group (p. 257 D) might have been much
fuller, for during the last quarter of a century a great deal of

epigraphic and paleographic wort has been done in the

Caucasus bearing directly or indirectly on Byzantine history

;

it is unfortunately not yet easily accessible for Western

students. The chapter (viii, pp. 151-77) on Armenia and the

Caucasus might have been the better for revision in the light

of publications of more recent date than, those of fifty or sixty

years ago. As to the Somekhis (note 5, p. 172), who are

described as “ probably of no significance ”, this is the name

by which the Armenians to this day are called by their

neighbours the Georgians. To make the history of Byzantium

fascinating to the general reader needs a gift of style far out

of the common, and we cannot demand that the subject

should be the monopoly of writers like Gibbon, Bury, Diehl,

and Iorga, but Mr. Runciman has done a vast amount of

research well worth doing, and his next volume will, we think,

have more vivacity and grace of language
;
the present book

is promising. 0. W.

Hannes Skold : Zur Verwandtschaftslehre : Die

Kaukasische Mode (reprint from “ Beitrage zur

allgemeinen und vergleichenden Sprachwissenschaft ”).

10 X 7, pp. 80-130. Lund, 1929.

During the last seven years Hr. Skold has contributed

several works to the publications of the University of Lund, on
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subjects chiefly Indian, but including Hungarian and Osset.

His present essay is of a decidedly polemical character, and

condemns in strong terms the recent works of Professor N. Y.

Marr, of the Russian Academy, and Hr. Ferdinand Bork.

It is curious to note that Hr. Skold could not find a collection

of Marr’s work in Lund, but had to go to Russia, and even as

far as Tashkent, to gather materials for his criticism, which is,

to say the least, tinged with disapproval of the political

regime under which Mr. Marr has lived for the last twelve

years. Hr. Skold is probably right in some of the things

he says about the monstrous length to which the Japhetic

theory has been extended, but it would have been better

perhaps to limit his deprecations to the field of linguistics
;

to go outside this in a scientific journal reminds some of us

rather of the now long past period when in heated con-

troversy irrelevant matters were brought into discussions

between Orientalists.

0. W.

Explorations in Central Anatolia, Season of 1926. By
H. H. von der Osten. 12 x 9, pp. 167, with xxiv

plates, 242 figures, and map. Chicago : University

Press, 1929. 18s. net.

This is volume i of Researches in Anatolia, and vol. v of the

Oriental Institute publications of the University of Chicago.

It contains eleven brief monographs summarizing what

Mr. von der Osten saw during his survey in 1926, especially

in the bend of the river Halys, and is a useful contribution

to Hittite studies. The photographic illustrations are

generally clear. Two more volumes dealing with the Alishar

Hiiyiik Season of Exploration in 1927 are announced to

follow shortly. Such a record of work, in a region where

the continued existence of antiquities is imperilled by any

attention drawn to them, is of great importance to archaeolo-

gists as a guide for their labours
;

itinerant students
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The Emperor Romanus Lecapenus and his Reign. A
study of Tenth-Century Byzantium, by Steven Runci-

man. 9x6, pp. 275, with map. Cambridge University

Press, 1929. Price 16s. net.

The author is a fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, and

in dealing with a Byzantine subject naturally depends chiefly

on Greek and Latin authorities
; the bibliography (pp. 254^61)

shows, however, that he is aware of Arabic, Slavonic and

Armenian and “ Caucasian ” (Georgian) material published

on the subject, though through no fault of his, the information

derived from the last group (p. 257 D) might have been much
fuller, for during the last quarter of a century a great deal of

epigraphic and palseographie work has been done in the

Caucasus bearing directly or indirectly on Byzantine history ;

it is unfortunately not yet easily accessible for Western

students. The chapter (viii, pp. 151-77) on Armenia and the

Caucasus might have been the better for revision in the light

of publications of more recent date than those of fifty or sixty

years ago. As to the Somekhis (note 5, p. 172), who are

described as “ probably of no significance ”, this is the name

by which the Armenians to this day are called by their

neighbours the Georgians. To make the history of Byzantium

fascinating to the general reader needs a gift of style far out

of the common, and we cannot demand that the subject

should be the monopoly of writers like Gibbon, Bury, Diehl,

and Iorga, but Mr. Runciman has done a vast amount of

research well worth doing, and his next volume will, we think,

have more vivacity and grace of language ; the present book

is promising. 0. W.

Hannes Skold : Zur Verwandtschaftslehre : Die

Kaukasische Mode (reprint from “ Beitrage zur

allgemeinen und vergleichenden Sprachwissenschaft ”).

10 X 7, pp. 80-130. Lund, 1929.

During the last seven years Hr. Skold has contributed

several works to the publications of the University of Lund, on
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subjects chiefly Indian, but including Hungarian and Osset.

His present essay is of a decidedly polemical character, and

condemns in strong terms the recent works of Professor N. Y.

Marr, of the Russian Academy, and Hr. Ferdinand Bork.

It is curious to note that Hr. Skold could not find a collection

of Marr’s work in Lund, but had to go to Russia, and even as

far as Tashkent, to gather materials for his criticism, which is,

to say the least, tinged with disapproval of the political

regime under which Mr. Marr has lived for the last twelve

years. Hr. Skold is probably right in some of the things

he says about the monstrous length to which the Japhetic

theory has been extended, but it would have been better

perhaps to limit his deprecations to the field of linguistics
;

to go outside this in a scientific journal reminds some of us

rather of the now long past period when in heated con-

troversy irrelevant matters were brought into discussions

between Orientalists.

0. W.

Explorations in Central Anatolia, Season of 1926. By

H. H. von der Osten. 12 x 9, pp. 167, with xxiv

plates, 242 figures, and map. Chicago : University

Press, 1929. 18s. net.

This is volume i of Researches in Anatolia
,
and vol. v of the

Oriental Institute publications of the University of Chicago.

It contains eleven brief monographs summarizing what

Mr. von der Osten saw during his survey in 1926, especially

in the bend of the river Halys, and is a useful contribution

to Hittite studies. The photographic illustrations are

generally clear. Two more volumes dealing with the Alishar

Huyiik Season of Exploration in 1927 are announced to

follow shortly. Such a record of work, in a region where

the continued existence of antiquities is imperilled by any

attention drawn to them, is of great importance to archaeolo-

gists as a guide for their labours
;

itinerant students
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necessarily desire to limit their luggage, and it seems a pity

that the book could not have been issued in a more easily

portable form. Mr. von der Osten’s journey in Asia Minor

lasted nearly three months, and the distances covered were

4,428 kilometres by automobile, and 179 kilometres on foot

ot horseback. In the introduction (p. 4) a ' description of

the three “ Hittite ” types of pottery will be found. On

pp. 66-7 Mr. T. G. Allen describes the black granite statuette

(PL vi) seen at Kirik Kaleh as “A Middle Kingdom
Egyptian Contact with Asia Minor ” and compares it with

figures in Chicago and Berlin.

0. W.

Histoire des Grands Pr&tres d’Amon de Karnak. Par

Gustave Lefebvre. 10J- x 6J, pp. 603. Paris :

Geuthner, 1929. Frs. 150.

M. Gustave Lefebvre, of the Egyptian Service des Antiquites,

has written a very readable, as well as useful, history of the

high priests of Amon at Karnak, from the time of the XIIth

Dynasty to that of the XXIst, a period of a thousand years

(c. 2000-1000 b.c.). He has collected all that is known on

the subject, combined with a critical examination of former

work on it, notably that of Dr. Wreszinski. He confines

himself rigidly to the high priests of Amon at Karnak :

there were high priests of Amon elsewhere, even at Thebes
;

but the real pontiffs of Thebes under the Empire were the

high priests of Karnak, and these only M. Lefebvre admits

to his history, whereas Dr. Wreszinski seems to have included

some of the others. He gives all the evidence known to him,

followed by a summing-up and a precise documentation of the

authorities.

The summing-up is very good. In it M. Lefebvre sketches

succinctly the story of the rise of the simple chief priest,

the kem-neier-tejn, of the chief temple in Thebes of the

god Amon, whom the kings of the Xllth Dynasty chose
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to make, instead of Mentu, the original deity of the Theba'id

as well as of Hermonthis, their chief god. Only one or two of

the chief priests of Nesut-taui {“ The Thrones of the Two
Lands ” = Karnak) at this period are known. It is with the

beginning of the XVIIIth Dynasty, when Thebes developed

suddenly into the capital of a gTeat empire, that they rise

into prominence. Under Hatshepsut the high priest Hapu-

senb is not only high-priest, but also vizier. Thutmase III

separated the two offices : making Rekhmira* vizier and

Menkheperra‘senb high priest. But Menkheperrafsenb had

many civil offices as well : he was minister of finance, for

one thing, and many other things also. And loth Hapusenb

and he were in reality the Popes of Egypt, for they were

given the dignity of “ Chief of the Prophets of Upper and

Lower Egypt ”
: the primacy of Amon and his great high-

priest was undoubted. A later pontiff, under the XVIIIth

Dynasty, Bakenkhonsu I, and his successor, Meriptah, bear

the even more definite title of “ Chief of the Prophets of

all the gods ”, and Ptahmase, who officiated under Amen-

hotep III, uses this as well as that of “ Chief of the Prophets

of Upper and Lower Egypt ”. Ptahmase is also vizier, whereas

the intervening high priests since the time of Thutmase III

had not been permitted to become the highest minister of

the land like Hapusenb. Then came the religious revolution

of Akhenaten, and when the high priest of Amon reappears it

is with shorn dignity. He is, it is true, “ Chief of the Prophets

of all the gods,” but only of those of Thebes : the other

temples had been able to assert their independence. Under

Seti I, however, Nebentiru reasserts the claim to primacy

as “ Chief of the Prophets of Upper and Lower Egypt

The next great pontiff is Bakenkhonsu II, under Rameses II,

who rivals the grandeur of Menkheperra‘senb in ecclesiastical

matters, but only at Thebes : he is not primate, nor does he

hold any civil office
;
the king saw to that. His successor,

Roma-Rei, who flourished c. 1240-1210 R.C., also had no

civil charge, but is primate again. And he is the first to place
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his own figure on the walls of Kamak, under the weaker rule

of the successor of Rameses. Bakenkhonsu III, under

Rameses III, still has no civil dignities : none of these high-

priests were also ministers until Rameses-nekht (under

Rameses IV), and, above all, his ambitious and powerful son

Amenhotep, who treated with Rameses IX ‘as an equal,

fashioned his image with that of the king at Kamak on the

same scale as that of his master, and seems to have seized

temporarily the financial power of the crown until by a coup

d’itat, accompanied by violence, the king overthrew this too

orgulous priest, who perhaps perished, another Becket, at

the hands of the royal knights. Rejoicing filled the court,

and, a thing unprecedented, a new era was begun (nineteenth

year of Rameses IX, c. 1138 B.c.), and the king now counted

his years of reign from “ The Renewing of Births ”, marked

by the fall of his misproud subject. Never before had the

high-priests tried to form a dynasty : royal policy demanded

that this should not form a precedent. But the long was

successful only for a moment. He fell out of the frying-pan

of ecclesiastical into the fire of military domination. Not

long after, a general, Hrihor, perhaps he who had overthrown

Amenhotep, was made high priest, no doubt in order to check

the ecclesiastics by putting the power of the high-priesthood

into military hands. Hrihor became a dictator
;
and it was

not long before when the last Ramesside passed away he

ascended the throne as the first of the “ Priest-Kings ” and

founder of the XXIst Dynasty. The history of the dynasty

of priests as kings is not traced by M. Lefebvre
; it belongs

to the story of the kings. But he shows that the idea that

Hrihor was a legitimate high priest, allied by marriage to the

Ramesside family and inheriting the throne by marriage, is

erroneous. He was a soldier, made high-priest for reasons of

policy, and soon turning into a dictator and eventually king

himself.

It is interesting history, and M. Lefebvre tells it well. His

analysis of the documents and critical examination of the
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previous texts and elimination of several supposed high priests

from them is well done. We may add a small contribution to

his list of sources : in the British Museum we possess, beside in-

scriptions mentioned by him, four scarabs of XVIIIth Dynasty

high priests : Thuti (No. 28291), Hapusenb (Nos. 21568,

29435), and Menkheperra'senb (No. 17773). Each bears the

title of the high-priest as hem-neter iepi n Amon, and

Hapusenb has on No. 21568 in addition his civil dignities

as Chancellor and Sole Friend, and the title ma (
at hraw, which

shows that the scarab was funerary. Hapusenb died many
years before his mistress. Queen Hatshepsut, and was buried

in great state, and Thutmase III could wreak no vengeance

on him beyond the hammering out of the names of his detested

consort in the high-priest’s tomb-inscriptions.

In this connection it is rather surprising to find that

M. Lefebvre seems still to accept in its entirety the Sethe-

Breasted theory of the Thronwirren of Thutmase III and

Hatshepsut (p. 72). Naville’s criticisms were, of course, often

very wide of the mark, hut some of his points told, as also did

von Bissing’s
;
and I do not think that the theory is generally

accepted now as it originally was formulated : a great deal of

unnecessary complication as to the exits and reappearances

of Thutmase I, Thutmase II, Thutmase III, and Hatshepsut

has been discarded (see my Ancient History of the Near

East (1927), p. 286 ff.). But M. Lefebvre continues to regard

Thutmase III as a son of Thutmase I, and so brother, not

nephew, of Hatshepsut.

The high priest Sarabina, or, rather, Sa-rabi-rabi-na

J ^ lj J)

l

® ^ )
sumamed Abaye

or
(j ^ included by Wreszinski in his catalogue,

is, of course, to be rejected from the list, as M. Lefebvre says.

He was “ high priest of Amon and the Ennead of gods in

She-nefer ”, not at Karnak, and was also prophet of Baal

and Astarte
;
that is to say, he was, as his name indicates,

a Semite, a priest of foreign gods as well as of the local Amon
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near Memphis : his tomb was found at Saqqarah. But it is

quite impossible to date him, as M. Lefebvre does (p. Ill), to

“ an epoch later than the XXVth Dynasty The documents

as to Sarabina and his tomb are published in the text of

Lepsius’s Denkmaeler
,
ed. NaviLle and Sethe, p. 16. His name

and priesthoods point decisively to the end of the XVIIIth

or beginning of the XIXth Dynasty, as also does the style of

the inscriptions on the objects said to have been found in

his tomb (at Berlin). And among them was a gold ring

with the name of Aihenaten. Further, among objects

presumed but not certainly known to come from the tomb,

was the well-known carved wooden “ Roundel of Sarabina ”,

a Minoan Cretan, or possibly Mycenaean Cyprian work

of art, which can only date between the sixteenth and

fourteenth centuries B.c., and most probably belongs to the

‘Araama period (latest photographic illustration, Bossert,

Altkreta, 350). Now, the probability that this loundel was

actually found in Sarabina 's tomb is heightened by the fact

that Lepsius, of course, knew nothing of what we know as to

the date of the roundel quite apart from Egyptian evidence
;

Lepsius knew nothing of Mycense, of Knossos, and of Enkomi.

Yet he assigns to this tomb of a man with a name typical of

the foreign immigrants of the XIXth Dynasty, in which a

signet-ring of Akhenaten was found, an object of Minoan-

Mycensean art. It looks as if he were right. But M. Lefebvre

says :
“ Quant a la bague dor au nom d’Amenophis IV, elle

ne prouve en aucune fa^on que le tombeau est du temps de

ce roi. J'attribuerais plutot les objets decouverts dans

le tombeau et le tombeau lui-meme a une epoque posterieure

a la XX

V

e dynastie.” Is a ring of an XVIIIth Dynasty king

or person likely to be found in a tomb of the XXVth Dynasty

or later ? Who would treasure a ring of the heretic under the

Saites 2
. If there is anything more clear than another it is

that objects of Akhenaten date only from Akhenaten’ s time,

and that the idea that the name of Akhenaten could be

reverenced in Saite days, as those of Thutmase III and
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Amenhotep III were, is rather absurd. Neithernew “ editions
”

of his scarabs and rings or heirlooming of contemporary ones

is possible. The only possible means of getting the ring of

Akhenaten into the tomb of Sarabina, if the latter were of the

XXVth Dynasty, would be to suppose that the dealer who
dug the tomb purposely salted it with a ring from Amarna.

This is probably what M. Lefebvre thinks likely. Against it

is the evidence of the roundel, and above all the name, titles,

and inscriptions of Sarabina, which are not of the XXVth
Dynasty or later, but of the XVIIIth-XIXth Dynasty.

It is then natural to suppose that the ring really belonged to

the burial, and that Sarabina lived in the time of Akhenaten.

On p. 107 M. Lefebvre still retains the erroneous reading of

the name of Akhenaten’s ephemeral successor as “ Saakare

There is no doubt whatever from the fayence rings with his

name that it was Smenkhkara‘. M. Lefebvre approves of

Mr. Battiscombe Gunn’s new meaning for the name of

Tut‘ankhaton, “ The life of Aton is pleasing
99

(J.E.A.

1926, p. 252) ; but personally I still pTefer the old inter-

pretation as “ Living Image of Aton ” (later, Amon), to

which I cannot see the objection that Mr. Gunn finds : after

all, the Aton itself iccis imaged as the sun with rays ending in

hands holding the symbol of life, and Tut'ankhaton might

well aspire to he “ made in the image of ” the one god believed

the Aton, I think that the use of tut, meaning “ pleasing ”,

in his Horus-name Tut-masut
,
was a holy pun. On pp. 124,

151, “ Pahenneter ” should be Pahemneter (Phemnuter).

By the way, even if the first volume of The Xlth Dynasty

Temple at Deir el-bahari (Egypt Exploration Fund, 1907)

is quoted as by Naville alone (which, of course, it was not

:

see the title-page), the third volume is distinctly stated on

the title-page to be by us both, and this volume, at any rate,

should therefore be quoted always as “ by Naville and Hall ”,

not as “ by Naville ” alone, as it is on p. 238, a propos of the

inscription of the high-priest Amenemhet, found during our

excavations. H. R. Hall.
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The Elements of Japanese Writing. By Commander
N. E. Isemonger, R.N. (Retd.). 11 X 9, pp. 253.

Royal Asiatic Society (James G. Forlong Fund Publica-

tions, Vol. VIII). £1 5s.

This book would have been better entitled, “ How to read

Japanese,” for its main purpose is to show how the Chinese

characters, and their abbreviations the Kana, as used in printed

Japanese, may be read, and translated into English.

The book is divided into two Sections, prefaced by an

Introduction. Section II will be useful to students. The 400

Chinese characters it contains are presented, with their common
pronunciations and their meanings in English, twenty at a

“time. After each twenty characters there are explanatory

notes showing how the characters are used by the Japanese

not only singly but in combinations of two or more characters,

how these combinations of characters are pronounced by

the Japanese, and what the pronunciations mean in English.

There are additional notes in which the structure of the

characters is examined and the student’s attention drawn to

similarities and differences between characters. When 100

characters have been, examined, useful phrases and sentences

in printed Japanese are introduced in which the 100 characters

reappear. The Japanese reading of the phrases and sentences

is given by a transliteration in Roman script and the sentences

are translated into English. When 200 characters have been

examined the sentences given embody the 200 characters,

and when 300 and 400 characters have been examined they

are revised in the same way. Throughout the Section the

katakana and hiragana appear in their places in the Japanese

sentences. This is a good method of introducing the student

to simple printed Japanese. It is not tedious, and incidentally

it provides the student with a useful vocabulary. But in order

to understand all that he reads in Section II, the student

must, as Commander Isemonger says in the Introduction

to his book, have a knowledge of the grammar and syntax

of Japanese, which he must obtain from other sources.
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Section I of the book, to which Commander Isemonger

has given the difficult title “ Theoretical and practical

Considerations of the Basis of Study ”, has four Chapters.

In Chapter i Commander Isemonger describes how the

Japanese borrowed the Chinese system of writing and modified

it to suit the needs of their own language. In the Introduction,

he recommends the beginner first to read Chapter i so as to

get a broad view of the whole subject. But he has made
Chapter i unnecessarily difficult for the beginner. He intro-

duces the Chinese characters by saying that they are simply

words. This will mislead the beginner to whom a word is

something composed of the letters of an alphabet, and much
of Chapter i will puzzle the beginner because he has not been

shown, at the outset, that the Chinese characters are

essentially pictures and not word s.

Chapter ii explains the uses of the katakana, the hiragana,

and romaji. Commander Isemonger gives much space to

examples of the uses of these symbols, and the student who

has mastered the contents of Chapter ii will have a good

knowledge of how they are employed. The Chapter, however,

contains many grammatical terms, such as
cc
negative

gerund ”, “ second bases (indefinite forms) of verbs ”, “ first

(negative) bases of verbs,” “ post position,”
e£ teniwoha,”

the meaning of which the student will have to look for in

other text books.

In Chapter iii Commander Isemonger explains how it has

come about that a single Chinese character may, in Japanese,

be pronounced in four or more different ways and have several

different meanings ;
and in Chapter iv he deals with the

origin of the Chinese characters and their growth from simple

picture writing to complicated ideographs. There is useful

material in Chapters iii and iv
;
but it would be more easily

assimilable if Chapter iv were in its logical placeatthe beginning

of the book, and if the student began by learning that the

Chinese characters were originally pictures drawn with a

brush. There are difficulties for the beginner in Chapters
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iii and iv because Commander Isemonger, as in Chapter i,

refers to the Chinese characters as “ words ” and at the same

time uses “ words ” to mean spoken sounds. The general

impression given by Section I of the book is that Commander

Isemonger has made his subject more difficult for the beginner

than it need be.

The format of the book as a whole is good, and convenient

for study. There are a few blemishes in the text, e.g. :

—

Page 20, section 34 :
“ it ” is omitted after “ employed

Page 52, section 136 : “in the event of any serious effort

being made 5>
should be “in case any serious effort should be

made
Page 58, section 144 :

“ when working on the characters
”

is a solecism out of place in a text book on language.

Page 58, section 146 : The paragraph begins “ Now the

Chinese Language ”, and the phrase is repeated a little further

on, at the beginning of paragraph 150. The repetition grates

on the ear.

Page 60, section 150 :
“ differ ” should be “ differs

Page 63, section 163 :
“ between ” should be “ among

Page 66, section 169 : NAMASHIMA should be NAMA-
SHINA, and the characters preceding the word should be in

the order NAN SHIN and not SHIN NAN.
Page 69, section 181 :

“ Japanese and ” is omitted before

“ foreigners

Page 73, section 202 : DANJO is incorrectly given the

abstract meaning “ sex

Page 75, section 211 :
“ compound ” should be “ com-

pounds ”,

H. A. M.
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Hobogirxn. Dictionnaire Encyclop6dique de Bouddhisme

d’apres les sources chinoises et japonaises. By Sylvaen

Levi, J. Takakusu, Paul Demieville. Premier

fascicule : A-Bombai. 11 x 8
, pp. iv + 96. Tokyo :

Maison Franco-Japonaise. 1929.

The Asiatic Societies which met in London in 1919, Paris

in 1920, Brussels in 1921, expressed by unanimous vote a

desire for a Dictionary of Buddhism founded on Chinese and

Japanese texts. By the liberality of M. Otani, of Kyoto,

and M. Wada, of Osaka, it is now found possible to respond

to that request in the production of this valuable work, of

which the first fascicule has recently been published. All

those who are interested in Far Eastern Buddhism will

welcome the appearance of this first number and look forward

with pleasure to further issues.

The compilers are limiting themselves at present “ aux

termes techniques et aux noms propres d’ordre surnaturel ”.

In a later book they hope to deal with historic persons, names

of places, and canonical and literary works. Only Chinese

and Japanese sources are represented, though Sanskrit,

Pali, Tibetan, and the works of European orientalists are

consulted for clearing up difficulties in the two principal

sources. The work is admirably illustrated with reproduc-

tions, all from Japanese originals. The Japanese dictionaries

of Buddhism of 1716, 1911, 1914-22, and 1927-28 “ ont 6te

depouilles de fa9on methodique ”
;

the compilers have not

necessarily accepted the interpretation of those works, but

have made careful and original research in the canonical

scriptures. Thus they have produced “ une oeuvre veritable-

ment nouvelle, ou la parole de la Bonne Loi et les interpreta-

tions des docteurs hindous, chinois et japonais de tous les

ages, fussent mises a la portee de Tesprit occidental

' The Chinese characters are transcribed according to the

Japanese pronunciation and the entries are arranged

accordingly. This was no doubt necessary, but it somewhat
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limits the use of the dictionary to readers with a knowledge

of that language, until such time as the work is completed

—

as is promised—with an index of the characters themselves,

either according to their radicals, or the number of strokes.

Take, for instance, the difficulty of finding such a word as

pataka, under Ban. Of course, it would be equally difficult

for a Japanese to find it under its Chinese equivalent Fan.

A list of abbreviations is wisely supplied in a Supplement to

the present fascicule. Its necessity will be observed from the

following brief entry :
“ Abishido ppf H: $t sk. abhijit

;

Mvy„ 3207 tib. byi bzin, ch. nyo Nom d’une maison

lunaire. T 1300 II Quand on nait au temps oil la lune quitte

la maison nyo, on a beaucoup d’honneurs. La tc. n’est donnee

que par Sgsk. II. Cf.* Shuku.” It would not have been

difficult to add that the nyo mansion is the 10th of the 28

zodiacal signs. Under Ahadana
,

<l
faire sortir la lumiere

”

seems somewhat laboured for dJ M- It is perhaps

unfortunate that the usual small character type, so dear to

the Japanese, has been used throughout. For its size it is

remarkably clear, but an exception might have been made
for the opening characters of each entry.

There are entries of length and value, such as those on the

Sanskrit a, which occupies ten closely printed columns

;

Amida has 12 columns, Ashura 6, Baramon (brahmana) 7,

Bishamon (Vaisravana) 10, Bodai (bodhi) 15, and Bombai
(chant) unfinished 8. Other shorter entries are of equal value

to these, an instance of which is the one on Axaya (Sk, alaya),

in which the hmayana and mahayana views are contrasted.

The Supplement gives ten pages of a provisional list of “ termes

techniques ” French-Chinese-Sanskrit.

To give a cordial welcome to this first instalment of so

valuable a work is as easy as it is difficult sufficiently to con-

gratulate all who have, with such industry and learning,

conferred this favour on us. The dictionary, when finished,

should add to the number of occidental students of Mahayana

Buddhism who are at present deterred from venturing on
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page after page of text, peppered beyond the power of

absorption with Sanskrit transliterations and terms used in

an abnormal sense.

W. E. SOOTHILL.

Sir Edmund Hornby : An Autobiography. With an

Introduction by D. L. Murray. x 5J, pp. xiv -f

396. London : Constable & Co., Ltd., 1928.

Edmund Grimani Hornby, after learning German and

French so that he spoke both languages as well as he did

English, left England in 1841 for Lisbon, where his Uncle

Southern was Secretary of Legation and married to a Spanish

lady. After a year and a half in Lisbon, Hornby accompanied

his aunt to Madrid, where he seems to have become a sort

of Don Juan malgre lui
,
and to have acquired Spanish

unusually well. Later, again he accompanied his invalid

aunt to England, where having entered his father’s Law Office

he was called to the Bar in 1848. Some two years after,

he rescued a young Italian lady from drowning, and married

her in 1850. After some four years of difficult finances

chance befriended him and planted his feet in the direction

that led to his future very useful and successful career.

This chance turned on the true meaning of a Spanish word

in a certain contract in which Hornby, when consulted,

contested the accuracy of an official translation. Hornby

was sent for by Lord Clarendon, then Foreign Secretary, who,

himself a fine Spanish scholar, approved Hornby’s view.

From that date, he writes, “ I got bundles of papers shied

at my head from the F.O.” And in due course he was sent

out to Constantinople to manage with a French colleague

a loan granted by France and England to the Turks to carry

on the Crimean War. This naturally brought him into contact

with Lord Stratford de Bedcliffe, the British ambassador.

And Hornby records that this first contact was sharp and

unpleasant, indeed it deserves to be described as a violent
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bump. However, thanks to the Ambassadress, it ended well,

and Hornby became the Great Elchee’s hard-working and

trusted adviser in connection with the Consular Courts of the

Levant. Indeed, it was high time. At Lord Stratford’s

suggestion, Hornby drew up a regular judicial scheme for

these Consular Courts which was adopted to 'the very great

advantage of all concerned. After serving for some twelve

years in Turkey, Hornby was asked by the Foreign Office

if he would undertake to go out to China, and organize the

British judicial service in that country and Japan, with the

status of Chief Judge. He accepted the position, and having,

while in London, drawn an Order in Council defining the

jurisdiction of the new Court, proceeded in 1865 to Shanghai,

where he established the Supreme Court, and incidentally

issued extremely valuable Instructions to Consular Officers

in their judicial capacity. He remained as Chief Judge

in China till 1876, when his official career terminated.

Such is the skeletal outline of Sir Edmund Hornby’s public

life.

The book is an autobiography, and as such appears to be

the self-expression of an honest, frank, energetic, and very

able man of the world. It is the record of one who had seen

men and cities, and who weighed both with a cool and keen

judgment, but was not without sympathy in most cases.

There are few dull pages, for Hornby had a strong sense of

humour. Indeed his account of an interview he and his

brother, then mere boys, had with the then head of the

Rothschild firm at Frankfort, is really entertaining. The

brothers had a Bill of Exchange for £33, for travelling expenses.

Not being satisfied with their reception in the bank’s outer

office, they formed the impression that probably the bank

could not find “ so large an amount at a moment’s notice

Rothschild, who was evidently enjoying the situation, on

seeing the Bill seemed “ struck with the amount ”, and

appeared to be “ intensely relieved ” at Hornby’s suggestion

of ten pounds down and the balance later ! The sequel and
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the kindness shown to these two raw youths is delightfully

told.

Hornby held very decided opinions, and often expresses

them trenchantly, and certain passages, pages, and even

chapters, are likely to meet with disagreement, suggest

doubts, or excite exasperation in various quarters.

What will probably prove the most interesting part of the

whole narrative to a majority of readers is the account of

Hornby’s service in Turkey as the special adviser in judicial

matters of Lord Stratford de Redcliffe, whose trusted friend

he soon became, and always remained, until the Ambassador

left Constantinople. Yet the first interview between these

two was a sort of official hurricane, and that the same evening

saw peace with honour restored on each side was a tribute

to the high character of Lord Stratford, the right feeling and

good sense of Hornby, and, above all, to the signal illustration

afforded by the Ambassadress of the pregnant words quid

femina possit.

L. C. Hopkins.

In Geheimem Auftrag. By S. R. Minzloff. Mit 31 Abbil-

dungen und drei Karten. 7£ X 5J, pp. 226. Leipzig :

F. A. Brockhaus, 1929. Translated from Russian into

German by R. Frhr. v. Campenhausen.

This book gives considerable information about a little

known part of Central Asia formerly called Uryankhai and

forming since the War the Soviet Republic of Tana Tuva.

A kind of No Man’s Land in pre-War days, the Russian

Government had serious thoughts of annexing it by that

quiet process of imperceptible advance so characteristic of

Russain colonization in the past. To have done so would

have been a breach of the treaty by which Russia had parted

with this territory to China in exchange for that of Usuxi

(the strip of Pacific coastal territory stretching from Korea to

the Arctic Ocean, and including the peninsula of Kamchatka,

together with Sakhalin and other islands along the coast).

JRAS. JULY 1930. 45
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Chinese indifference to its possession had stimulated Russian

interest in it. The first step towards annexation was taken

when the Government took the inhabitants under its “ protec-

tion ”, a measure against which Sasonov strongly protested

on the ground that the Powers would regard it as a first

attempt at the partition of China.

Early in 1914 Minzlofi was sent by the Russian Foreign

Office on a secret mission to explore the country. Travelling

ostensibly as archaeologist, he was at the same time to gather

information as to its soil, population, mineral wealth, and

general fitness for colonial settlement.

Owing to the outbreak of the War, fourteen years were to

J pass before it was possible to publish the material obtained.

His book is a pleasant and readable account of his travels,

of the country and its inhabitants. The last chapter is

devoted to the results of his researches. The soil of Uryankhai

teems with vestiges of the past. Graves and implements of

the Bronze Age abound, and the information Minzlofi gives

about such specimens of these as he found and examined is

valuable material for the study of comparative archaeology.

Minzlofi makes no claim to have studied the country

exhaustively. At the same time, his book probably contains

the most general information about it, other travellers,

amongst these the English explorer Douglas Carruthers, being

more interested in particular aspects of it.

C. Mabel Rickmers.



NOTES OF THE QUARTER
(April-June, 1930)

GENERAL MEETINGS OF THE SOCIETY

10th April, 1930

The Marquess of Zetland,. President, in the Chair.

The following were elected members of the Society :

—

Mr. Kutbudin Sultan, Sahib Professor Choeth Ram.
Bahadur. Mr. Md. Abul Hasan Siddiqi.

Mr. Jogendianath Dutta.

Six nominations were approved for election at the next

General Meeting.

Lieut. -Colonel Stephenson, I.M.S. (ret.), read a paper on
“ The Natural History of Mediaeval Islamic Authors

Dr. Gaster spoke and the President offered the thanks of

the meeting to the lecturer for his interesting paper.

An abstract of the paper follows :

—

Colonel Stephenson said :

—

In the Islamic East writers on zoology were in the past

not, as in the West, physicians, but literary men. The earliest

zoological writings consisted of collections of the names

and epithets given by the Arabs to the animals of the desert,

illustrated by quotations from the ancient Arabic poets ;

there were also a number of works devoted each to a special

animal, e.g. the horse, enumerating its names, the names of

the parts of its body, its desirable and undesirable qualities,

describing its colours, etc.

Passing on to Jahiz (d. a.d. 869) we find zoology still a

branch of literature
;

his K%tdb al-Hayawdn gives the

grammatical structure and meanings of the names of animals,

with anecdotes, reflections, and literary recollections, rather

than their descriptions.

The Jawami 1
al-Hikaydt (

iC
Collections of Stories ”) of
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Muhammad ‘Awff (fl. thirteenth century A.D.) is a huge

gathering of anecdotes, on all kinds of subjects, which contains

four short chapters on animals. There is no logical division

of the subject, and the whole zoological portion is hardly

more than a collection of stories, with some account of the

supposed useful properties of the animals. A number of

fabulous beasts are also described.

The ‘Aja’ib al-Makhluqdt (“ Wonders of Creation ”) of

Zakariya al-Qazwini was written in Arabic in a.d. 1263,

and subsequently translated into Persian. This is a cosmo-

graphy, and hence somewhat more seriously scientific in

purpose than the Jawami c

;
the zoological section, however,

does not form a large part of the work One hundred and

thirty animals are described, among them again a number

which are entirely mythical.

The Nuzhat al-Qulub (“ Hearts’ Delight ”) of Hamdullah

al-Mustawfi al-Qazwini, completed a.d. 1340, was apparently

meant to be a popular educator in science, from astronomy

to psychology and ethics. Its author, as usual, was a literary

man, a poet and historian, and had no practical acquaintance

with science. The zoological part follows the method of

previous writers
;
228 animals are briefly described (thirty-

seven kinds of fish, however, being counted as only one

animal). Mythical animals again appear, and there are a

number of crude mistakes, such as that the elephant has no

joints in its legs (this is found in many ancient and mediaeval

works, western as well as eastern), and that the porcupine

shoots out its quills. As in previous works, but more system-

atically, the medical, and also what may be called the magical,

uses of the various parts of the animals are given.

The last mediaeval zoological work is the Haydt al-

iiayawan of Damlrl, a lawyer, which was completed in

a.d. 1371. It is a large work, of 1,383 Arabic pages
;

but

though it is so bulky, the amount of zoological information is

scarcely more than that contained in the zoological part of

the Nuzhat
,
perhaps one-twentieth of its size. It is really,
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like the earlier works, philological and literary in its objects,

and is composed mainly of anecdotes, grammatical

disquisitions, citations of proverbs, traditions, legal decisions,

the interpretations of dreams of animals, etc.

Compared with Aristotle, all these works show a great

decline
;
none of the authors were observers, but only com-

pilers without critical faculty. The condition of zoological

science was, however, much the same in the west also
;

the

period was one in which independent investigation was at a

low ebb.

ANNIVERSARY MEETING

15th May, 1930

The Marquess of Zetland, President, in the Chair.

The following weie elected members of the Society :

—

Mr. Bibhu Pada Banerjee. Mr. Kailash Nath Bhatnagar.

Mr. Md. Adbul Hamid Khan. Dr. A. L. Dutta.

Mr. Md. Azizulla Khan. Mr. Md. Jamaluddin Koomi,

Nine nominations were approved for election at the next

General Meeting.

The President : I have to ask you to pass a vote of sympathy

with the relatives of two very distinguished Orientalists who

recently died, and who were honorary members of this

Society. I refer to Dr. von Le Coq, who was elected an

honorary member in 1923, in recognition of his services

to Oriental research both as an archaeologist and explorer

;

and by a somewhat pathetic coincidence the death took place

within a few days of another distinguished honorary member

of our Society, who was a colleague of Dr. von Le Coq, worked

in the same field and in the same museum, Professor E. W. K.

Muller.

May I remind the members of this Society of the great debt

that we as English people owe to Dr. von Le Coq not only

for his great scholarship, but for an act of great gallantry
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by which, a good many years ago now, he saved the life of

an English traveller. When he and Captain Shearer, as he

was then, were travelling from Kashgar to Ladak, Captain

Shearer fell ill and was unable to proceed further on the

journey. Professor von Le Coq, who was only a travelling

acquaintance of Captain Shearer, left with him all the valuable

stores, taking the lightest possible equipment himself, and

although he had himself been suffering quite recently from

debility and dysentery, be made a journey involving the

crossing of some of the highest passes in the Himalayan

mountains on no less than three occasions in fourteen days,

in order that he might secure succour for his sick fellow

traveller. He was successful in his mission, and succeeded

in getting Captain Shearer to safety. For that distinguished

service he was awarded by the Order of St. John of Jerusalem

the medal for saving life on land under circumstances of great

personal danger, and for the first time in the history of that

medal it was ordered to be struck in gold.

Report of the Council for 1929-1930

The Society has lost by death a distinguished Honorary

Member, Sir Ernest Satow,

members :

—

Mr. A. R. Duraswami

Aiyengar.

Mr. George Bell.

Mr. Tara Chand (Delhi).

Mr. A. S. Cochran.

Mr. W. Coldstream.

Dr. Raghabar Dayal

Rev. Dr. 0. Hanson.

Dr. C. A. Hewavitarne.

and the following ordinary

H.H. The Maharaja of

Jhalawar.

Khan Bahadur T. Malak.

Mr. B. Prokash Del Mitter.

Rai Bahadur Sardar Hotu

Singh.

Sir Ramesvara Singh, Mahara-

jadhiraja of Darbhanga.

Rev. John Tuckwell.

The following members have resigned :

—

Mr. C. E. Bail. Dr. Karanjaksha Bonnerjee.

Mr. J. T. 0. Barnard. Mr. Charanjiva.

Professor C. Raymond Beazley. Mr. B. A. Fernandez.
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Mr. M. Jinavijaya.

Sir George Maxwell.

Miss Murray.

Rai Bahadur Sheo Narain.

Mr. E. J. Pilcher.

Munshi Mahesh Prasad.

Mr. Hera Chandra Rai.

Pandit B. Nath Sharma.

Rev. W. Sharrett.

Mr. T. I. Tambyah.

Rev. E. J. Thompson.

Sir Lionel Tomkins.

Under Rule 25c? the following have ceased to be members of

the Society :

—

Mr. N. S. Adhikari. Mr. N. X. Majumdar.

Mr. Syed Azhar Ali. Mr. A. K. M. Mohideen

Mr. C. D. H. Ball. Maricair.

Mr. Sasadhar Banerji. Pandit S. Nath Misra.

Professor L. Ganga Bishen. Mr. W. R. Samiappa Mudaliar.

Mr. H. S. Bonsor. Mr. Rai Bahadur C. Naidu

Mr. Pierre CardeiUac. Mr. Nar Narain Prasad.

Professor Tara Chand. Mr. R. Prosad.

Babu Nutbihari Chatarji. Professor M. Md. Rahimuddin.

Mr. Sanat K. Chatterjie. Mr. Syed Mobinur Rahman.
Mr. Rai Bahadur Munshi B. Mr. Lala Sant Ram.

Sen Darbari. Mr. Bagalakanta Roy.

Maulvi A. R. Dard. Mr. BrajendraDath Sarkar.

Mr. Nibaranchandra Das- Professor S. C. Sarkar.

Gupta. Mr. Lalit Kumar Shah

Mr. J. Mohan Datta. Mr. Nand Lai Shah.

The Rev. Thos. Pish. Mr. Samuel Singh.

Mr. Maung Maung Gyi. Sirdar Harbans Singh.

Mr. Majid-ul Hasan. Mr. Har Swarup Singh al.

Sir Lionel B. H. Hawarth. Mr. V. N. Singh.

Mr. Md. Latifuddin Idrisi Mr. P. I. D. Sinha.

Mr. Chandra Bhal Johri. Mr. Kumar Gangananda

Mr. Shima Chandra Kapoor. Sinha.

Mr. M. P. Kharey. Mr. Akshay Kumar Sircar.

Mr. Har Pratap Singh Kunwar. Mr. Nirunjun Sircar.

Mr. Riaz Ahmad Kureishy. Mr. J. G. Thompson.

To fill the vacancy caused by the death of Sir Ernest Satow,

the Council selected the eminent scholar of Chinese, Dr.

Bernhard Karlgren, of Goteborg, Sweden.
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The following have taken up their election as Resident

Members :

—

Mr. D. T). Dickson. Mr. H. W. Sheppard.

Lieut.-Col. E. R. Rost. Col. J. Stephenson.

Mrs. W. Sedgwick.

The following as Non-Resident Members :

—

Mr. A. E. Affifi.

Mr. S. Mohiuddin Ahmad.

Mr. S. Sivarama Krishna Aiyar.

Mr. Sajunlal Kasim Ali.

Mr. Asa Ram Kanshic Asar.

Pandit Shri Vishvambhar.

Nath Bajpai.

Mr. Surendra Nath Banerjea.

Mr. Waman Sheodas Barlingay.

Mr. Puma Gopal Basa.

Mr. Balkishen Batra.

Mr. Bishen Das Batra.

Munshi Md. Ansaruddin Sahib

Bekhud, “ Afsar-ush-

Shuara.”

Miss Elsie Benkard.

Mr. Nand Lai Singh Bhalla.

Dr. Mathumal Kallaty

Bhaskaran.

Mr. F. C. Bugga.

Mr. D. A. J. Cardozo.

Mr. Hakam Chand.

Mr. Veerasimha C. V. Chetty.

Miss Susan Lowell Clarke.

Mr. Lalbhai Dholakeva.

Mr. Radharaman Ganguli.

Mr. C. H. Abdul Ghani.

Mr. Hazari Lall Gupta.

Mr. Ramchhodlal Gyani.

Pandit Viyoji Hari.

Mr. Jagunnath Hoare.

Mr. Syed Sabir Husain.

Miss Hameed Husain.

Mr. Sheo Charan Lai Jain.

Mr. K. P. Jha.

Mr. Kishore Chand Joshi.

Babu Sitaram Kanaujia.

Mr. Gopi Krishna.

Mr. Kumariah Gopal

Krishnan.

Rai Sahib Asharfi Lai.

Syed Abdul Majid.

Mr. Lai Chhanganlal K.

Mathur.

Rev. Father C. Mattam.

Mr. Seth G. M. Modi.

Mr. Fazl Abdul Moheet.

Mr. Ashutosh Mukkerjee.

Munshi Rashid Ahmed.

Dr. S. Mangapatti Naidu.

Mr. Chand Narain.

Mr. 0. J. Sundaram Nayadu.

Mr. K. Palanniappan.

Mr. Amarnath Pargal.

Pandit T. A. K. Pathy.

Mr. H. C. V. Philpot.

Rao Sahib C. Y. Doraswami

Pillai.

Mr. Parashu Ram.
Mr. P. K. Ramaswami.

Mr. V. L. Narayana Rao.

Mr. L. Latta Prasad Rathore.

Saiyed Masum Ali Rizwi.

Major G. Rooke.
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Mr. F. B. Rosenthal.

Mr. Kunwar Chand Karan

Sarda.

Mr. T. E. V. Sarnia.

Mr. Mata Prasad Saxena.

Mr. Amar Sen.

Mr. Gr. M. Sewell.

Mr. K. Shanmukham.

Mr. S. N. Slieliabuddin.

Mr. Kunwar Prem P. Singh.

Thakur Rama Palat Singh.

Mrs. de Beauvoir Stocks.

Mr. M. L. Varma.

Professor Khwaja Abdul

Wajid.

Mr. M. Zainulabidin.

The following as Non-resident Compounders :

—

Mr. F. H. Beswick. Mr. Tribhuvandas L. Shah.

The Raja of Kalsia. Khan Ahmad Sahib Ali Soofee.

Lectures .—The following lectures have been delivered :

—

“ My Central Asian Expedition/’ by Dr. W. Filchner

(in conjunction with the Central Asian Society).

“ Travels in the Alai-Pamirs,” by Mr. W. Rickmer

Rickmers (in conjunction with the Central Asian Society).

“ The Arabians,” by Mr. Eldon Rutter.

“ The Dynasty of the A1 Bu Said in Arabia and East Africa,”

by Mr. Rudolph Said-Ruete (in conjunction with the Central

Asian Society).

“ The Aqsa Mosque and the Church of Justinian,” by

Mr. K. A. C. Creswell.

“ Alexander’s Campaigns on the North-west Frontier of

India,” by Sir Aurel Stein (in conjunction with the Central

Asian Society).

“ Results of the Excavations at Kish, Season 1928-9,

by the Herbert Weld (for Oxford) and Field Museum

Expedition,” by Professor S. Langdon.

“ The Chittagong Hill Tracts,” by Mr. J. P. Mills.

“ The Origins of Arabic Poetry,” by Mr. H. A. R. Gibb.

“ The Drama in Ancient Egypt,” by Dr. A. M. Blackman.

“The People of Sinkiang,” by Mr. R. F. A. Schomberg.
f< The Natural History of Mediaeval Islamic Authors,” by

Lt.-Colonel J. Stephenson.
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The Finance report for 1929 shows again an unusually

heavy expenditure on the house, as a report from the builders

showed the necessity of many sanitary improvements. Even
with this the sum of £75 is still shown as a receipt over

expenditure and £125 representing compounders’ subscriptions

has been treated as Capital and invested according to the

Rules.

The Oriental Translation Fund has just undertaken the

publication of the text and translation of a Newaxi MS. in

the Cambridge University Library. The MS contains the

Newari translation of the shorter form of the Vicitrakaxni-

kavadana, and the work of editing and translating it is being

done by Dr. Hans Jorgensen, a Danish scholar.

During the year a much needed reprint of the Harsa-Carita ,

vol. viii, of the Oriental Translation Fund by the late

Professor Cowell and Professor F. W. Thomas, was

brought out.

The Prize Publication Fund has published, as promised last

year, the volume by Sir George Grierson entitled Torwali
,

and in addition an important work, The Outlines of Tibeto-

Burman Linguistic Morphology , by Mr. Stuart N. Wolfenden.

The expenses of this latter volume are entirely borne by

Mr. Wolfenden.

The Forlong Fund has published the volumes announced

last year : Phonetic Observations of Indian Grammarians

,

by Professor Siddheshwar Varma ; The Elements of

Japanese Writing, by Commander Isemonger ; and two

volumes by Mr. Hadi Hasan, Falaki-i-Shirwani, His

Life and Time , and Falaki-i-Shirwani
,

His Diwan.

The Dictionary of the Nepali Language, with Etymological

Notes
, edited by Professor R. L. Turner, to which the Fund

has contributed £200, is now in the press, and is expected to

be published this year.

The Public School Gold Medal has been won by Mr. C. L.

Rosenheim, of Bromsgrove School, Worcestershire, for his

essay on “ The Relations between Great Britain and

Afghanistan The Medal is being presented to-day.
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The task of revising the entries in the Catalogue is

proceeding, but owing to the pressure of other work on both

Dr. Barnett and Mr. Ellis, the Council fears that the printing

will not be started this year.

The catalogue of the Chinese Library has been revised, and

should later on be reprinted.

The Chinese books have been put in order and placed in a

room by themselves. No additions have been made to the

Chinese Library for many years, and your Council have in

view the desirability of steps being taken to bring it up to

date.

The Carnegie grant of £400 a year for three years is now in

its third year. Owing to the liberality of the Trustees, much
very necessary binding has been done, and valuable additions

have been made to the Library.

The recommendation of the Council for filling vacancies

on the Council for the ensuing year 1930-31 are as follows :

—

Under Rules 29, 30, 32, Professor Margoliouth retires

from the office of Director, Dr. Barnett from the office of

Vice-President, and Mr. Driver, Sir Denison Ross, and

Mr. Yetts from the Council.

The Council recommend that Sir Edward Maclagan be

elected Director, Professor Margoliouth and Sir Denison Ross

Vice-Presidents, and Dr. Barnett, Mr. Clauson, and Professor

Turner ordinary members of the Council.

Under Rule 31, Sir J. H. Stewart Lockhart, Mr. Perowne,

and Mr. Ellis retire from the office of Honorary Secretary,

Honorary Treasurer, and Honorary Librarian respectively.

The Council recommend their re-election.

Under Rule 81 the Council recommend Mr. Hopkins and

Sir Richard Burn as Honorary Auditors and Messrs. Price,

Waterhouse & Co. as Auditors for the ensuing year.

It is with very real regret that the Council have to record

the impending retirement of their Secretary from the office

which she has filled with so much advantage to the Society



ABSTRACT OF RECEIPTS AND

RECEIPTS
£ a . d. £ a. d

Subscriptions

—

Resident Members . 287 5 0

Non-Resident Members . 1,010 19 3

Student Members .... 10 6

Non-Resident Compounders 57 0 0— 1,355 14 9
Rents Received ..... 645 0 0
Grants from India and Coloniai. Offices

—

Government of India .... . 315 0 0

„ Hong-Kong . 25 0 0

„ Straits Settlements 20 0 0

„ Federated Malay States. 40 0 0—— 400 0 0
Sundry Donations . 67 5 0
Grant for Library from Carnegie Trust 400 0 0
Journal Account

—

Subscriptions 484 8 4
Additional Copies sold . 232 16 0
Pamphlets sold .... 2 16 6— 720 0 10

Dividends ...... 76 0 11

Centenary Volume Sales 2 6 0
Centenary Supplement Saies 1 2 10
Commission on Sale of Books . 2 18 3
Interest on Deposit Account 21 13 9
Publication Fee . 20 0 0
Sale of Library Books 45 17 0
Balance in Hand 31st December, 1928—

Current Account. .... 162 14 0
Deposit Account. .... 300 0 0— 462 14 0

£4,220 13 4

Investments.

£350 5 per cent War Loan, 1929-47.

£1,426 1 .8 . lOd. Local Loans 3 per cent Stock.

£132 16s. 3d. 4£ per cent Treasury Bonds, 1932-34.

£777 la. Id. 4 per cent Funding Stock 1960-90.



PAYMENTS FOR THE YEAR 1929

PAYMENTS
- £ 5 , d. £ 8 . d.

House Account—
Rent and Land Tax . 503 4 6
Rates, less contributed by Tenants 27 3 7
Gas and Light, do. 81 7 9
Coal and Coke, do. 30 4 11
Telephone ..... 16 8 10
Cleaning .... 18 4 4
Insurance ....... 28 12 6
Repairs, Renewals, etc. .... 136 15 1——— 842 J 6

Leasehold Redemption Fund.... 20 10 6

Salaries and Wages . . 765 12 6
Printing and Stationery .... 58 3 in
Journal Account—

Printing ....... 1,018 16 5
Postage . ... 80 0 0——— 1,098 16 5

Library Expenditure ..... 588 1 4
Of which the following is allocated to the Grant

from the Carnegie Trust—
Cataloguing ..... 68 9 3
Books ...... 174 7 8

Binding Books 96 13 1

Binding MSS. ... 110 10 0

*450 0 0

General Postage ...... 61 6 n
Audit Fees . 9 9 0

Sundry Expenses

—

Teas ....... 17 12 1

Lectures ....... 33 18 4

National Health and Unemployment Insurance 12 3 5

Other General Expenditure .... 52 8 6——

—

— 116 2 4

Purchase of £141 18s. 6d. 4% Inscribed
Funding Stock ...... 125 10 0

Balance in Hand, 31st December, 1929

—

Current Account ..... 234 19 8

Deposit Account ..... 300 0 0——— 534 19 8

* Note * Of this sum £50 is covered by the un-

expended balance of the Grant of £400 for 1928.

£4,220 13 4

I have examined the above Abstract of Receipts and Payments with the

books and vouchers of the Society, and have verified the investments
therein described, and hereby certify the said Abstract to be true

and correct.

N. E. WATERHOUSE, Professional Auditor.

. (L. C. HOPKINS, Auditor for the Council,
ountersign

BURN, Auditor for the Society.
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for so long. For a period of thirteen years Mrs. Frazer served

the Society as Assistant Secretary under the late Professor

Rhys Davids, and from 1904 with a break of ten years between

1917 and 1927, up to the present time, she has placed her

wide knowledge and experience at the Society’s disposal.

The Council desire to take this opportunity of placing on

record an expression of their gratitude to Mrs. Frazer for her

services and a sense of the loss which the Society is sustaining

by her retirement.

The Hon. Treasurer : I am glad to tell you that our

financial position this year has decidedly improved and is

considerabty better than it was this time last year. Our

membership has increased, and it is membership that really

counts. The donations include the £25 from the Duke of

Westminster to which reference was made last year, but

which only came into this year’s accounts. The Journal

account is the one which is perhaps the most satisfactory as

regards its increase. It is about £130 more than last year,

and includes £232 for additional copies sold, a rather large

amount, but we hope to have a surprise of the same sort

this year. For the rest, dividends are slightly increased, and

we hope this will continue, because it means an addition

to our invested capital funds. The Journal is maintained at

a high level, not only in quality but also in quantity, and this

gets reflected in the receipts. We wind up the year with an

increase in our credit balance of £72 over last year. The sum

of £300 appearing on the accounts as on deposit at the end

of last year includes £200 earmarked to assist in the printing

of the catalogue when ready. Of special funds there is nothing

particular to say. They speak for themselves, and you see

what we have expended there. I will conclude by saying

once more how grateful I am to the Assistant Secretary,

Mrs. Davis, for all her help and assistance and the work she

has given to the accounts during the year.

Sir Edward Gait : The Society has to deplore the loss of

one of its most distinguished honorary members, Sir Ernest
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Satow, who was famous both as a great diplomatist and as

a scholar, possessing quite an exceptional knowledge of the

language, literature, and history of Japan. The Society has

also to deplore the loss of a distinguished Indian ordinary

member, Maharajadhiraja Sir Rameslrwara Singh, of

Darbhanga. He was held in the highest esteem by orthodox

Hindus throughout India, and did a great deal to promote the

study of Sanskrit in Bihar.

The Society has had a successful year. The Journal has

maintained its usual high standard. Seven \Tolumes have

been published, including a much-needed reprint of the

Harsa-Carita, by the late Professor Cowell and Professor

F. W. Thomas. Thanks to the generous Carnegie grant,

great improvements have been made in the library
;

over

100 new volumes have been purchased
;

300 books and

manuscripts have been bound, and a great number of

pamphlets have been arranged according to subjects, and

placed in 300 pamphlet cases. Twelve lectures have been

delivered under the auspices of the Society, four of them in

conjunction with the Central Asian Society. The number

of libraries subscribing to the Journal has risen from 195 to

234 in the last five years. When we come to the question of

membership the position is not so satisfactory. The Society

seems no longer to be attracting members from the great

Indian Services who formed such a large proportion of the

active workers of the Society in the past. In the last three

years we have only had two new recruits from the Indian

Civil Service and not a single one from the Indian Educational

Service. The articles in the Journal cover such a wide range

that only a comparatively small proportion of them can

appeal to any ordinary individual, but the Journal also

contains reviews by experts on all-important Oriental publica-

tions which are most useful to any one wishing to keep

himself abreast of the progress of knowledge in this sphere.

The lectures also deal with subjects of general interest. Then

there is the library. Apart from these personal considerations,
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the mere fact that our Society is the mainstay of Oriental

research in this country should be sufficient to attract a con-

siderable number of members of the Indian Services. Possibly

a special effort might be made in order to bring the advantages

of membership to the notice of members of the Services in

India, and also to those who have retired.

Since the conclusion of the year, Mrs. Frazer, our Secretary,

has tendered her resignation. Mrs. Frazer has only been

Secretary for three years on the present occasion, but she

was Secretary previously for thirteen years, and before that

served for thirteen years as Assistant Secretary. She possesses

a wonderful experience of the work of the Society in all its

branches, and it will be very difficult to find an equally

competent successor. The Council, in the paragraph in the

Report which Mrs. Frazer did not read, have placed on record

an expression of their gratitude to Mrs. Frazer for her services

and the sense of the loss which the Society is sustaining by

her retirement.

In conclusion, the Society is very greatly indebted to its

President for his wise guidance on their work, and for the

constant supervision which he exercises over all branches

of the Society’s activities.

Dr. Grahame Bailey : In seconding the adoption of the

Report, my mind is led to think of the advantages of a society

such as ours, and one that I should specially like to mention

now is that of fellowship with distinguished scholars. Those

who can attend the monthly meetings have the opportunity

—

a very valuable opportunity—of getting to know men whose

names are known all over the world. I think that is a matter

of considerable importance. A second direction in which this

fellowship may be experienced is in our list of honorary

members. It is a very important thing that men who are

distinguished in other countries feel that they have a special

bond with us, and naturally if they meet any of our members

abroad or have an opportunity of visiting this country, those

bonds are strengthened, and that means the strengthening
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of the bonds between the countries. The third attraction

that occurs to me is the encouragement of young scholars.

I think that is part of the fellowship of our Society. As regards

the work that we do in publication, we ought to take note

of the authors we are enabled to assist. Several works of

importance are being published, and perhaps without being

invidious, one might say the most important of all just now

is that on which Professor Turner is engaged. The Forlong

Fund has contributed £200 towards its publication. Though it

has the title of a dictionary its range is very much wider than

that word suggests. It is really a comparative dictionary of

many of the languages of India, and will be of the very greatest

value. It is unique in its own sphere, and nearly unique in

other spheres, and will be invaluable to many.

The President : Before putting the motion which has been

moved and seconded, may I just in a few words express my
gratitude to Sir Edward Gait for the very kind remarks which

he made with regard to myself as President of this Society,

and may I also associate myself with him most heartily in

all that he said with regard to our Secretary, Mrs. Frazer.

During the past two years as your President, I have had

ample opportunity of gauging the value of the services which

are being rendered, and for many years past have been

rendered, to this Society by Mrs. Frazer, and I can state it

as my deliberate opinion that in her retirement the Society is

sustaining a loss which it will indeed be very difficult to make

good. And now may I just say one word about the Journal

of the Society, which under the capable editorship of Mrs.

Frazer has attained a very high standard of scholarship.

Indeed, the very fact that the Journal has become such a

mine of erudition has given rise to some criticisms. It has

been said that it is far too heavy reading for the ordinary

reader, or for anybody who is not a specialist. It has been

said that many of the articles are so technical that they are

intelligible only to specialists in that particular branch of

learning and research with which they deal. I do admit that
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the articles which find a place in our Journal are often of a

standard which is above the taste of the general reader, and

I go further than that and I say that if they were not, the

Journal would not be fulfilling the purpose for which it

exists. After all, our Journal does not exist to provide light

literature for the general reader. It exists in order that it

may make accessible to those who require it the latest result

of the research work of scholars in tneir different branches of

learning. Let me mention as a proof of the value which

scholars place upon our Journal that only a short time ago

two Oriental Universities applied to this Society for complete

sets of it. We found some little difficulty in bringing together

complete sets
;

indeed, we were not wholly successful in

doing so, but in spite of that, each of those two Universities

has paid a large sum for the volumes we are able to supply.

And then our Library—that serves a somewhat similar

purpose. We have a valuable collection of something like

40,000 volumes which are at the disposal of students in

Oriental subjects. And we are engaged at the present time

on a heavy task—that of providing an adequate catalogue of the

many valuable books our library contains. In this connection

may I take the opportunity of placing on record the debt of

gratitude which this Society owes to the Carnegie Trust ?

Without their aid the completion of such a catalogue would

have been altogether beyond our powers.

May I put the motion to the meeting that this Report,

which has been proposed and seconded, be adopted.

The Report was adopted, and the recommendations for

the re-election of officers, the filling of vacancies on the

Council, and the appointment of auditors were accepted.

Public School Gold Medal Presentation

After an interval for tea, the meeting reassembled, and the

President presented the Public School Gold Medal for 1929

to Mr. C. L. Rosenheim, of Bromsgrove School.
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The President : It falls to my lot as President of the Royal

Asiatic Society, to present this afternoon the prizes and the

gold medal which have been won by the successful writers

of essays upon “ The Relations between Great Britain and

Afghanistan But since we have reached something in the

nature of a crisis in the history of this gold medal, may I just

remind you very briefly of the original intentions of those

patriotic Indian gentlemen who founded it. It was founded

nearly a quarter of a century ago to encourage amongst the

boys of our public schools in this country interest in the

affairs of India. The Royal Asiatic Society was invited by

these gentlemen to administer the fund which they had

created, and to see that their wishes were given effect to.

Under the rules which were drawn up under the terms of the

original trust in 1907, some seven schools weie listed as being

eligible to take part in competitions for the prizes and the

gold medal. The intention of the founders was that in each

of those seven schools a separate competition should take

place between scholars of the schools
;

that these examina-

tions should be held by, and under the management and

control of, the school authorities, and that the winning

essays should be determined by those authorities in each

case. When that had been done, the winner in each of the

different school competitions was eligible for one of the

prizes, and it was laid down that those who had won prizes

should then have their essays submitted to the Council of

the Royal Asiatic Society in order that they might determine

which amongst all the prize-winners was the most meritorious,

and so award to him the gold medal. It was also laid down

as a condition of any school becoming eligible for this competi-

tion that they should undertake to give a course of instruction

to the boys in their school on Indian history and geography.

But I am sorry to say that experience has shown that it has

not been possible to carry out exactly the intentions of the

founders. The pressure upon the curriculum of the public

schools of the present day is so great that it is practically
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impossible for them to arrange for separate courses for their

boys on Indian history and geography ; and then again as

a result no doubt of this pressure, it was found by degrees

that the seven schools originally listed as eligible for taking

part in the competition were quite incapable of providing

enough candidates to make a really satisfactory competition.

The Eoyal Asiatic Society therefore added very largely to

the number of schools which were eligible, and I think this

year that no less than eighty schools could, if they had wished,

have arranged for boys to enter for the competition. Out of

those eighty schools four competitors only have been produced.

I have mentioned these facts this afternoon because the

Council of the Royal Asiatic Society have now been driven

to the conclusion that some alteration will probably have to

be made in the conditions of the Trust, and it is possible that

during the coming year, therefore, no competition will be

arranged for, since we are in negotiation at the present time

with the Board of Education with regard to making certain

rather important changes.

Having disposed of the history of the Trust, let me come

to the particular essay which we have been asked to consider

this afternoon The winning prize, which carries with it the

gold medal, has been awarded to Mr. Charles Leslie Rosenheim,

of Bromsgrove School, Worcestershire. The second prize

winner is Mr. Arthur Harold Bowman, of Nottingham High
School

;
the third prize-winner is Sir Archibald Philip Hope,

of Eton, and the fourth candidate to whom a prize has been

awarded is Mr. Dennis Alan Routh, of Winchester College. I

am told by the examiners that these prizes have been well and

worthily won. Let us just consider for a moment what are the

essentials of a good essay on a sub
j
ect of this kind. They are, of

course, in the first place a picture of events of unchallengeable

historical accuracy
; but a mere recital of events in their

correct chronological order is not in itself history. History

is something more than that. The mere events recited in their

chronological order are of importance as constituting the
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dry bones of history, but before it becomes a living thing,

those dry bones must be clothed with flesh and blood. That

is to say the causes of the different events which are strung

together must be examined and so far as possible explained

by the essayist, and that in its turn involves a consideration

of the personalities of, and the motives actuating, the chief

figures in the drama which is being described
;
and then

there must be an adequate description of the stage on which,

so to speak, the drama takes place. The winning essay shows

that its author has realized the influence which geographical

conditions so often have upon the evolution, of human history.

He has pointed out very rightly that the physical character

of Afghanistan has been very largely responsible for the history

of that country. He has pointed out that it is a rugged land

of mountains difficult to be traversed, inhabited by a congeries

of wild tribes, possessed with the love of freedom and

independence, which one so often finds associated with

mountain peoples ; and I think it is probably true to say that

if Afghanistan, instead of being a land of rugged mountains

such as the author of this essay has described, had been a

fertile plain, then the frontiers of Great Britain and Russia

in Asia would long before now have been coterminous.

Then the writer of the winning essay has realized the

importance of considering the personalities of the chief figures

engaged in the story of the relations between Afghanistan

and Great Britain. It must be quite obvious to everybody,

I think, that the exuberant personality of a Viceroy like

Lord Lytton, the dominating personality of a Viceroy like

Lord Curzon, the reserved and restrained personality of a

Viceroy like Lord Northbrook, the personality of a Viceroy

with the liberal sympathies and traditions of a man like Lord

Ripon—all these personalities will react very differently

when they are brought into contact with difficult and delicate

problems such as those which have arisen in the course of the

relations between Great Britain and Afghanistan. I am
interested, for example, in his description of the policy of
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Lord Auckland when he was Viceroy. He rather naturally,

perhaps, condemns it somewhat severely, but he goes on to

sav of Lord Auckland :
“ yet the Governor-General was an

honest man. He had done excellent work in the past, and

was a man of peace.” And he explains that Lord Auckland’s

policy could not be attributed solely to Lord Auckland,

but that it was largely influenced by the fear amongst the

Directors in this country, of the ambitious policy of the

Russian Empire.

Ladies and gentlemen, I must not weary you longer with

observations of this kind, but I will conclude by offering the

prize-winners my warm congratulations on their industry and

their success. I have very much pleasure in handing to

Mr. Rosenheim both the prize to which he is entitled—the

specially bound copy of Lord Roberts’ Forty-one Years in

India—and also the gold medal to which he is entitled as

the winner among the competitors. And I now have the

pleasure of handing to the other prize-winner who has been

able to come here this afternoon, Sit Archibald Hope, the

prize which has been awarded to him.

Dr. Routh, Headmaster of Bromsgrove School : I am sure

that almost every headmaster places this competition of the

Royal Asiatic Society on a totally different footing from any

other. It is not that merely it is the oldest. That is a small

thing, but it is that it most wisely requires that every school

competing shall have as part of its normal teaching Indian

history. In other words that there shall be in every

school competing a proper contribution made to the

teaching of almost the most important subject in our

curriculum. But there is something else. There is

one thing of which the public schools of England have, I

believe, a rare right to be proud, and it is the contribution

they have made through a long period of years to the govern-

ment of India. I am not referring simply to whose who have

attained a very high place in that magnificent service, but to

those who very often in remote districts and under difficult
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circumstances, bear the burden and heat of the day and do

in their time a very great work. It is notorious that it is

not so easy at the present day to find men of the same calibre

to fill their places. A competition of this kind by stimulating

knowledge and interest in a public school may very easily

awaken here and there an enthusiasm amongst some upon

whom this burden in the future should properly fall. I desire

to thank the Society for this competition.

19th June
,
1930

The Marquess of Zetland, President, in the Chair.

The following were elected members of the Society :

—

Mr. Mumtaz Hasan Ahsan.

Mr. William Edward David

Allen.

Syed Iltifat Husain.

Mr. Mohammad Mir Khan.

Lt. Dewan Rameshwar Nath

Puri.

Mr. Chimanlal J. Shah.

Madame B. P. Wadia.

Major Arthur Deane Molony.

Mr. S. S. Basawanal, M.A.

Five nominations were approved for election at the next

General Meeting.

Professor D. S. Margoliouth read a paper entitled “ Side-

lights on Islamic History and Customs in the Fourth

Century a.h.

An abstract of the lecture follows :

—

When the Royal Asiatic Society published the first volume

of Muhassin Tanukhi’s Table-talk of a Mesopotamian Judge
,

no other of the eleven volumes was known to be in existence
;

since then a copy of the eighth volume has been identified in

an anonymous MS. of the British Museum, and is being

published in the Revue de VAcademie Arabe of Damascus, with

English translation in Islamic Culture. Of another volume,

the- second, a copy has been obtained by Ahmad Pasha Timur

of Cairo, who has generously permitted the lecturer to have

rotographs made of it. In this paper selected anecdotes are
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translated, illustrating the contributions which this volume

furnishes to our knowledge of the history and customs of

the Caliphate during or near tie author’s time.

The first anecdote gives a complete account of a political

intrigue connected with Mu ‘tad id’s vizier al-Qasim b.

‘Ubaidallah, of which Tabari’s Chronicle contains little more

than a hint ; the second puts MiTtadid’s character in a

favourable light. The third illustrate? the espionage exercised

by the Caliph on his vizier, and the mode whereby it was

frustrated. The fourth is a case wherein a master claims

the right to put a slave to death on a frivolous ground, and

the fifth one wherein a father claims the same right with

regard to his daughters. The sixth explains the modes

whereby intelligence was obtained, and illustrates the com-

mercial morality of the time. The seventh is an account

given by the celebrated Saif al-daulah of the incident which

led to his becoming an independent ruler. The eighth

elucidates the relations between the first Buwaihid sovereign

in Baghdad and the Caliph whose rights he had usurped.

A cordial vote of thanks was passed to the lecturer.

21st May , 1930

At a joint meeting of the Society and the Central Asian

Society, held at the rooms of the Royal Society, Burlington

House, Sir Percy Cox in the Chair, Mr. C. Leonard Woolley

gave a lecture on “ The Excavations at Ur, 1929-30 ”, with

lantern illustrations. A precis of the lecture will appear

in the October Journal.

Will any member give or sell to the Society Bengal Past and
Present

,
vol. 2, pts. 1 and 2, 1908, complete with the coloured

plate to pt. 1, also title pages to both parts and the index

which were issued in a supplement.

The Librarian would be grateful for the presentation of

any of the following works of which the Library is in need.
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Information as to the existence of copies for sale would also

be welcomed :

—

Bibliotheca Indica, Sanskrit, etc. : No. 4 : Niti-Sara,

fasc. 1, 1849. No. 9 : Sakitya-darpana, text and transl.,

1850-75. No. 11 : Paittiriya, etc., Upanisads, 1851-5.

No. 27 : Sarnkhya-pravacana-bhasya, 1854-6. No. 32 :

Surya-siddhanta, etc., 1860-2. No. 41 : Samkhya-

pravacana-sutra, 1862-5. No. 59 : Kaccayana’s Prakarana,

1867-8. No. 75 : Paittiriya-pratisakhya, 1871-2. No. 102 :

Narada-smrti, 1885-6.

China Branch R.A.S., Transactions

,

pts, v-vii, 1855-9.

Giornale Societa Asiatica Italiana. Nuova Serie , vol. 1,

fasc. 1, 1926.

Journal of the Indian Archipelago
,
vol. i, vol. ix, Nos. 1, 2, 3.

K . Bataviaasch Genootschap Tijdschrift voor Indische

Taal- en Volkenkwnde, Deel 59, afl. 1,2.

Le Museon, Nouvelle serie, vols. iv, v, vi, and from vol. x

to the end of the series, about 1915.

Numismatic Chronicle, vol. ii, No. 5 ;
vol. iii, Nos. 11,

12 ;
New Ser., Nos. 9, 10, 1863

;
Proceedings from the

beginning.

Perrot and Chipiez, History of Ancient Egyptian Art

,

vol. i,

1883.

Phoenix, The
,
vol. iii, No. 27, Sept, 1872.

Sudan Notes and Records
,
vol. i, No. 2 ;

vol. ii, No. 1.

Toyo-Gakuho
,
vol. xiii, No. 1.

Vienna Oriental Journal, vol. xxix, pts. iii, iv.

Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenlandischen Gesellschaft
,

vol. viii.
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Adams, F. D., The Geology of Ceylon. Canadian Journal of

Research, 1, 1929. 10J X 7. From the Author.

Allen, W. E. D., The March-lands of Georgia. Geographical

Journal, vol. 74, 1929. 10 x 6J. From the Author .

Annual Bibliography of Indian Archaeology 1928. Kern
Institute. 13 X 10. Leyden

,
1930.

From the Kern Institute .

Archaeologia, published by the Society of Antiquaries, vol.

78. 12x10. Oxford, 1928. From the Society of Antiquaries.

Archaeological Survey, Ceylon, Memoirs, vol. 1, 2. Plates and
plans. 12J X 10. Colombo, 1924, 1926.

From the Archaeological Commissioner.

Armstrong, H., Turkey and Syria Reborn. Map. 9x6.
London [1930]. From Messrs. John Lane

.

Ball, Upendra Nath, 1. The Reign of Aurangzeb. 2. Medieval

India. 7J X 5J-. Lahore, Calcutta

,

n.d. From the Author.

BaltruSaitis, J., Etudes sur l’art medieval en Georgie et en
Armenie. 13J X 10J. Paris

,
1929. From Messrs. Leroux.

Benvemste, E., The Persian Religion. 8 x b\. Paris
,

1929.

From Messrs. Geuthner.

Bhandarkar, D. R., Some Aspects of Ancient Hindu Polity.

9 X 5£. Benares, 1929. From the Hindu University.

Bhudeb Mookerp, Indian Civilization and its Antiquity.

Rasa-jala-nidhi, compiled in Sanskrit and tr. 9 X 5£.

From the Author.

Bihar and Orissa Dist. Gazetteers. Puri by L. S, S. O’Malley,

revised by P. P. Mansfield. 10 X 7. Patna ,
1929.

From the Government of India.

Boyer, G., Contribution a l’histoire juridique de la l re dynastie

babylonienne. 12£ X 8J. Paris
,

1928.

From Messrs. Geuthner.

Buchanan, F., An Account of the District of Purnea in 1809-10,

ed. by V. H. Jackson. 10 X 7. Patna, 1928.

From the B. and 0. Research Society.

Burma Gazetteer, Shwebo Dist., vol. A, compiled by A.

Williamson. 9x6. Rangoon, 1929.

From the Government of Burma.
Burnay, J., Note sur le nom du Cap Lianfc. Siam Society Journal,

vol. 23, 1929. 10 x 74. From the Author.

Carterel, G., The Barbary Voyage of 1638. 9 X 6J. Philadelphia,

1929. From Mr. Botes Penrose.
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Challenge of Central Asia, The, ed. by A. McLeish. Maps.
10 X 6. London , 1929. From, World Dominion Press.

Coomaraswamy, A. K., Catalogue of the Indian Collections,

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, pt. 6. 12 x 9. Cambridge,
U.S.A. From the Trustees.

Coulbeaux, J. B., Histoire Politique et Religieuse d’Abyssinie,

3 vols. Pans
,
n.d. From M. Geutkner.

Cuq, E., fitudes sur le droit babylonien. 10 X 8. Paris
,
1929.

From Messrs. Geuthner.

Delafosse, M., La langue mandingue et ses dialectes. 1. Intro-

duction, etc. 8J X 5J. Pans
,
1929.

From Ecole des Langues Or. Vmantes.
Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit MSS. in the Maharaja Serfoji’s

Library, Tanjore, vol. 4-6. 9J X 6J. Snraiigam, 1929.

From the Hon. Secretary.

Dumbell, P., Loyal India, 1858-1928. 9 x 6. London, 1930.

From Messrs. Constable.

Dumezil, G., Le probleme des centaures. Bibl. d'fitudes, t. 41.

10J x 7. Paris , 1929. Exchange.

£eole Fra^aise d’Extreme-Orient. Inventaire du fonds chinois

de la bibliotheque, t. 1, fasc. 1. 11J X 8. Hanoi, 1929.

Exchange.

Finn, Mrs., Palestine Peasantry. 7J x 5£.

Reminiscences of Mrs. Finn. 9x6. London, n.d.

From Miss Finn ,

Fraser, H., Memoir of Gen. J. S. Fraser. 9| X 6J. London
,

1885. From Mrs. R. W. Frazer.

Furlani, G., Religione babilonese-assira, vol. 2, I miti e la vita

religiosa. 8 X 5|. Bologna. From Messrs. Zanichelli.

Garden’s Bulletin, Straits Settlements. Vol. 6. On Chinese

Medicines by D. Hooper. Malay Village Medicine by
I. H. Burkill and Mohamed Haniff, 1930. 10 x 6£.

From the Authors.

Gathas von Zarathushtra, Die, iibersetzt von H. Kazemzadeh-
Iranschahr. 9i X 6£. Berlin-Steghtz, 1930.

From the Translator.

Ghosh, J., Samkhya and Modern Thought. 8J X 5J. Calcutta
,

n.d. From the Author.

Ghoshal, TJ. N. s
Contributions to the History of the Hindu

Revenue System. 9J x 6£. Calcutta, 1929.

From the University of Calcutta.

Goddard, D., The Buddha J

s Golden Path. X 5. London,

1930. From Messrs. Luzac.

Hakluyt Society, 2nd Ser., vol. 63, 64. The Desert Route to

India, edit. D. Carmthers. New Light on the Discovery

of Australia, edit. H. N. Stevens. 9x6. London, 1929,

1930. Subscription.
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Hargreaves, H., Handbook to the Sculptures in the Pesha

Museum. 9 X 5£. Calcutta , 1930.

From the Government of In

*

Heads of Administrations in India and of the India Of
corrected to 1st October, 1928. 9| X 6£. Calcutta

,
II

From the High Commissi#.

Heimann, B., Studien zur Eigenart indischen Denkens. 10 >

Tubingen, 1930. From Messrs. M
Hitti, P. K., Origins of the Druze People and Religion. Colun

Univ. Or. Studies, 28. 9£ x 6J. London
, New York

,
11

From Oxford University Pi

Hittite Studies, 1. Manual for Beginners, etc., by G. A. Bari

10 X 7. Paris, 1928. From M. Geuth

India, Revenue Dept. Proceedings, Index, 1819, 1821, 11

13\ x 8J. Ootacamund
,
Madras

,
1929,

From the High Commissio
Indian Historical Records Commission, Proceedings, vol.

Meeting at Nagpur, 1928. 10J x 7. Calcutta, 1929.

From the High Commissio :

Karlgren (13.), The Authenticity of Ancient Chinese Te
Bull. Museum of Far Eastern Antiquities. 11 >

Stockholm, 1929. From the Aut
Laoust, E., Cours de Berbfere marocain. 2me ed. Bib].

lTnst. des Hautes-fitudes Marocaines, t. 2. 8£ X
Paris, 1928. From M. Geuth

La Vallee Poussin, L. de, LTnde aux temps des Mauryas. Hist
du Monde, t. 6, i. 7J x 6. Paris, 1930.

From Messrs . de Boca
Macler, F., Trois conferences sur l’Armenie. Bibl. de Vulgar

tion, t. 49. 8 X 5J-. Paris, 1929. Exclm
Madras Govt. Museum, Bulletin, new ser. vol. i, pt. 1. BuddJ

Sculptures from near Goli Village, T. N. Ramachandi
11 £ X 9. Madras, 1929. From the Government Musei

Mahabharata. Bhagavad-glta. Verses in the form of hyi

by Krsnalala Maharaja. 10 X 7. Baroda, 1928.

From B. Narahan
Manindra Mohan Bose, The Post-Caitanya Sahajia Cult of Beni

9| x 6£. Calcutta, 1930. From the University of Calcu

Masoreten des Ostens die altesten Handschriften des A1
Testaments, herausg. von P. Kahle. 9x6. Leipzig

,
IS

From Dr. A. E. Cow
Meanil du Buisson, M. le Comte du, L’ancienne Qatna, campai

de fouilles 1927. 11J X 9£. Paris, 1928.

From M, Geuth
Nanjundayya, H. V., and Ananthakrishna Iyer, L. K., Mys

Tribes and Castes, vol. 2. 9x6. Mysore
, 1928.
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Teel, A. David-, Initiations lamaiques. 8J x 6. Paris, 1930.

From the Author.

fjha, Gaurisankara Hiracand, Madhyakalln bharatiya samskrti.

9i X 6J. Allahabad

,

1928. jFrom the Hindustani Academy.
ali Text Society, Transl. Ser. 16. The Book of the Kindred

Sayings, pt. 5, tr. by F. L. Woodward. 9x6. London,

1930. Subscription

.

atrologia Orientalis, t. 21. Le synaxaire de Ter Israel, trad.

par G. Bayan. 11£ X 8. Pans, 1930. Bought,

avry , B., The Heroines of Ancient Persia, Stories from the

Shahnama. Plates. 9 X 6J, Cambridge, 1930.

From the University Press.

’unjab Civil Secretariat, Press List of Records, vol. 22, 1862-8.

13J X 8|, Lahore, 1929. From the High Commissioner .

•uatrains of ‘Omar-i Khayyam, text with English prose version

by F. Rosen. 5| X 4J. London, n.d. From Messrs. Luzac.

lappaport, S., Agada u. Exegese bei Flavius Josephus. 10 X 6J.
Wien, 1930. From the Author.

lise of the Sokoto Fulani, being a paraphrase of the Infaku’l

Maisuri of Moh. Bello by E. T. Arnett. 10 x 7.

From the Lt. Governor N. Provinces , Nigeria.

Roberts, Field-Marshal Lord, Forty-one Years m India, 2 vols.

9x6. London, 1897. Bought.

lost, E. R., The Nature of Consciousness. 9x6. London,
1930. From Messrs. Williams and Norgate.

abry, M., L’Empire egyptien sous Mohamed-Ali 1811-49.

10J X 7. Pans, 1930. From M. P. Geuthner.

arighadasa, Vasudevahindi, ed. by Caturavijaya and Punya-
vijaya. Prakrit. 11\ x 8. Bharnagar, 1930.

From the Editors.

chjoth, F., The Currency of the. Far East. 13J X 9. London,

Oslo, 1929. From Messrs. Luzac.

ohrader, F. 0., The Kashmir Recension of the Bhagavadglta.

Pamphlet. Stuttgart, 1930. From Messrs. Kohlhammer.

iddhanta Bindu, tr. by Prataprai M. Modi. 8J X 5J.
Bharnagar, 1929. From the Translator.

imon, W., Tibetisch-chinesische Wortgleichungen. 10J X 7.

Berlin, 1930. From Messrs, de Gruyter.

iren, O,, A History of Early Chinese Art, vol. 3. 13x9£.
London, 1930. From Messrs Benn.

ketch. Book of the Lady Sei Shonagon transl. by Nobuko
Kobayashi. Wisdom of the East Series. 7x5. London,

1930. From Mr. J. Murray.

tchoukine, I.
,
Miniatures indiennes du Musee du Louvre. 11 X 8J.— La peinture indienne a 1’epoque des grands Moghols.

13J X 10J. Paris, 1929. From Messrs. Leroux.
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Sundara-rama, L. L., 1. Cow-Protection in India. 9x6.
2 Mughal Land Revenue System. 7J X 5J. Madras, 1927,

Woking, 1929. From the Author,

Thomas, P. J., Was the Apostle Thomas in South India ?

Pamphlet.

Thumb, A., Handbuch des Sanskrit. 1. Teil. 9J X 5J. Heidel-

berg, 1930. From Messrs. C. Winter.

Titus, M. T., Indian Islam. Religious Quest of India. 9x6.
London

,
1930. From Oxford University Press.

Tohnachoff, I. P., The Carcasses of the Mammoth found in Siberia.

Trans. American Philosophical Society, vol. 23. 12\ x 9J.
Philadelphia

,
1929. From the Philosophical Society.

University of Calcutta, Journal of the Department of Letters,

vol. 19. 10 X G£. Calcutta, 1929. From the Registrar.

Vaidya, Cintamani Vinayaka, Hindu-bharatka utkars. 7J x 5.

Benaies, 1929. From the Publishers.

Vedanta-syamantaka, ed. by Umesh Chandra Bhattacharjee.

9 X 5J. Lahore
,
1930. From Messrs. Moti Lai Banarsi Dass.

Venkata Ramanayya, N., Kampili and Vijayanagara. 10 X 7|.

Madras
,
1929. From the Author.

Warmington, E. H., The Commerce between the Roman Empire
and India. 8 X 5J. Cambridge , 1928.

Bought from Carnegie Grant.

Wegener, G., China eine Landes- u. Volkskunde. Illus. 9x6.
Leipzig

,
1930. From Messrs . Teubner.

Weill, R., Bases et resultats de la chronologie egyptienne, com-
plements. 10J X 7. Paris

,

1928. From M. Geuthner.

Wilson, Sir A. T., The Melville Papers, Journal Central Asian

Society, vol. 16, 17. The Road to Isfahan, Asiatic Review,

1930, From the Author.

Wolfenden, S. H., On Ok Myit and She Pok. Burma Research

Society Journal, vol. 19. 12 X 9|. Rangoon
,
1929.

From the Author.

Outlines of Tibeto-Burman Linguistic Morphology. Prize

Publication Fund, 12. 9x6. London ,
1929.

Wolfson, H. A., Cresca’s Critique of Aristotle. 10 X 7. Cambridge
,

U.S.A., 1929. From Harvard University Press.

Young, C. W., The International Relations of Manchuria. 9^ x 7.

Chicago
,
n.d. From Cambridge University Press.

Yusuf Husain, LTnde mystique au moyen age. 10J x 7. Paris
,

1929. From Messrs. Maisonneuve.



PRINCIPAL CONTENTS OF ORIENTAL
JOURNALS

Zeitschrift der deutschen morgenlandischen Gesellschaft.

NX Bd. viii. Heft 3-4, 1929.

Zimmer, H. Der “ Konig der dunklen Kammer ”.

Begrich, J. Der Syrisch-Ephraimitische Krieg und seine welt-

politischen Zusammenhange.
Ruben, W. tjber die Debatten in den aiten Upanisad’s.

Printz, W. Eine sonderbare Bhagavadgita-Ausgabe.
Rosen, Fr. Max v. Thielmann.

Bd. ix, Heft 1, 1930.

Leibovitch, J. Die Petrie’schen Sinai'Schriftdenkmaler.

Ahrens, K. Christliches lm Qoran.

Steinbriicker, Dr. Charlotte. Islamische Bucheinbande,

Balcke, C. Neues iiber H. F. v. Diez.

Hempel, J. Rudolf Kittel.

Zeitschnft fur Indologie und Iranistik. Bd. vii, Heft 2.

Char, D. Srinivasa. Brief Sketch of the Dvaita Vedanta Literature.

Venkatasubbiah, A. Vadiraja’s Ya^odacarita.

Edgerton, F. On Methods of Reconstructing the Pancatantra.

Wesendonk, 0. G. v. Zu altper6isch Auramazda.
Meyer, J. J. Bemerkungen zu Bernhard Breloer’s Kautallya

Studien II.

Breloer, B. Zum Kautallya Problem.
Gaal, L. t)ber eine Stelle des Zoroastrischen Gathas.

Dikshitar, V. R. R. The Religious Data in Kautalya’s

ArthaSastra.

Geiger, W. Die Quellen des Mahavamsa.

Zeitschrift fur Semitistik und verwandte Gebiete. Bd. vii, Heft 3.

Graf, G. Verzeichnis arabischer kirchlicher Termini.

Euringer, S. Zum Stammbaum der arabischen Bibelhand-

schriften Vat. ar. 468 und 467.

Spoer, H. H. and E. N. Haddad. Poems by Nimr ibn ‘Adwan.
Moss, C. Isaac of Antioch.

Brockelmann, C. Superglossen zur Schleifer’s Randglossen
zum Lexicon Syriacum.

Archceoloqiscke Mittheilunqen aus Iran. Bd. i. Heft 3. Bd. ii,

Heft 1, 1930.

Herzfeld, Ernst. Zarathustia. Teil ii, Die Heroogonie ; Teil iii,

Der awestische ViStaspa ; Teil iv, Zarathustra und seine

Gemeinde.
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Revue des Etudes Islamiques, 1929, Cahier ill.

Abstracts Ishmica.

Sekaly, A. Le probteme des Wakfs en Egypte (suite).

Journal of the American Oriental Society . Vol. xlix, No. 4, 1929.

Gofctheil, R. J. H. A Further Fragment on Astrology from the

Genizah.

Poplicha, J. The Biblical Nimrod and the Kingdom of Eanna.
Leon, H. J. The Synagogue of the Hercdians.

Ostasiatische Zeitschrift. N.F. v, Heft 6, 1929.

Reidemeister, L. Ein Meisterwerk der Sung-Keramik.
Pottner, E. Zur Sungkeramik.

Le Coq, A. von. Steine mit Menschen- und Tier-Darstellungen

aus der Mongolei.

Wegner, Max. Ikonographie des chinesischen Maitreya.

Acta Orientaha. Yol. viii, Pt. 3, 1930.

Blok, H. P. Drei Stelen aus der Spatzeit im Haagner Museum.
Przeworski, S. Zwei Reliefs von einer unbekannten Kunststatte

Nordsyxiens.

Ruben, W. Schwiengkeiten der Textkritik des Mahabharata.

Journal of the Burma Research Society. Vol. xix, Pt. 3, 1929.

Wolfenden, Stuart N. On Ok Myit and She Pok with a proposed
Revision of the Terminology of Burmese “ Tones

Dictionary Jottings.

Furnivall, J. S. The Early Revenue History of Tenasserim.

Temple, Sir R. C. Currency and Coinage among the Burmese.

Journal and Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

Vol. xxiv, No. 1, 1928.

Shaw, W. Notes on the Thadou Kukis.

No. 3, 1928. Numismatic Number.

Dayal, Prayag. Sitarami Gold Coins or Medals.
Treasure Trove Find of 16,448 Electron Coins in Banda

District, U.P.

Rupees of Shah ‘Alam II.

Singhal, C. R. Coins of the Post-Mughal Period from Ahmadabad.
Bibliography of Indian Coins.

Hodivala, S. H. The Chronology of the Zodiacal Coins,
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No. 4, 1928.

Coyajee, Sir J. C. Some Shahnameh Legends and their Chinese
Parallels.

Bahrain Yasht : Analogues and Origins.

Astronomy and Astrology in the Bahrain Yasht.
Ivanow, W. Persian as spoken in Birjand.

A Biography of Ruzbihan al-Baqli.

Hosain, M. H. Tadhkirat at-Talib al-Mu'allam of Sibt Ibn al-

‘Ajmai.

Bogdanov, L. The Afghan Weights and Measures.
Das, S. R. Lunar and Solar Eclipses in Hindu Astronomy.
Gurner, C. W. Two Notes on Bhavabhuti.
Chakravarti, C. Date of the niti section of the Garuda-Purana.

Sanskrit Works pertaining solely to Vernacular and Exotic
Culture.

Journal of the Ceylon Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.

Vol. xxxi, No. 81, Pts. 1-4, 1928.

Reimers, E. Feudalism in Ceylon.

De Silva, W. A. Economic Organization in Ceylon in Early
Times.

Ferguson, Donald. The Earliest Dutch Visits to Ceylon (cont.).

Bell, H. C. P. Excerpta Maldiviana.

Journal of Indian History. Vol. viii, Pt. 3, 1929.

Sinha, H. N. The Rise of the Peshwas, 1727-31.

Suryanarayana Sastri, S. S. The Manimekalai Account of the

Samkhya.
Datt, KalikinkaL Relations between the Hindus and Muham-

madans of Bengal in the Eighteenth Century, 1740-65.

Panikkar, K. M. The “ Ring Fence System ” and the Marathas.

Sharma, D. Gleanings from Sanskrit Mahakavyas.
Srinivasaraghava Aiyangar, R. Varahas of Sri Krishna Raya of

Vijayanagara.

Toyd Gakuho. Vol. xviii. No. 2, 1929.

Explanation of the Mongol Words in the Kao-li-shih.

Shiratori, K. Annals of the Kao-li Dynasty.

Ostasiatische Zeitschrift. N.F. vi, Heft 1, 1930.

Cohn, W. Ein Buddhakopf der Fujiwarazeit.

Waldschmidt, E. Wunderstatige Monche in der Osttuikistani-

schen Hinayana-Kunst.
Bachhofer, L. Zur Ara Kanishkas.

Rmnpf, F. Beitrage zur Geschichte der drei Holzschnittzeichner-

schulen Toni, Okumura und Nisbimura.

Kuhn, F. Das mysteriose Portrat.
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Syria. Tome x, Fasc. 2, 1999.

Procope-Walter, A. Le prototype local des animator: galopaats

dans 1’art de 1 ’Asie anterieure.

Parrot, A. Les fouilles de Ba’albek.

Mouterde, Le R. P. Rapport sur une mission epigrapKique en

Haute Syrie (1928).

Jtfigeon, G. Le decor lustre dans la Ceramique musulmane.

Sauvaget, J. Une inscription de Badr Al-Jamali.

Dussaud, R. Les releves du capitaine Rees dans le desert de

Syne.

Tome x, Fasc. 3, 1929.

Thureau-Dangin, Fr. Tell Ahmar.

Dunand, M. La septieme campagne des Fouilles de Byblos.

Cumont, Fr. Un Sarcophage d'enfant trouve a Beyrouth.

Mouterde, Le R. P. Sarcophages de plomb trouves en Syrie.

Chabot, J. B. Inscriptions syriaques de Bennaoui'.

Gabriel, A. Les Antiquites turques d’Anatolic.

Tome x, Fasc. 1, 1929.

Schaeffer, F. A. Les Fouilles de Minet-el-Beida et de Ras
Shamra.

Virolleaud, C. Les Tablettes de Ras Shamra.
Olmstead, A. T. Two Stone Idols from Asia Minor^at the

University of Illinois.

Seyrig, H. La triade heliopolitaine et les temples de Baalbek.

The Jewish Quarterly Review. Yol. xx, No. 4, 1930.

Leon, H. J. New Material about the Jews of Ancient Rome.
Marmorstein, A. A Misunderstood Question in the Yerushalmi.

Sudan Notes and Records. Yol. xii, Pt. 2, 1929.

Watson, the late Sir C. M. The Campaign of Gordon’s Steamers.
Reisner, G. A. Excavations at Semna and Uronarti.
Evans-Pritchard, E. Zande Witchcraft.
Gann, Capt. G. P. A Day in the Life of an Idle Shilluk.

Journal of the Manchester Egyptian and Oriental Society,

No. xv, 1930.

Naish, J. P. The Connection of Oriental Studies with Commerce,
Art and Literature during the Eighteenth-Nineteenth
Centuries.

Fish, T. Two Sumerian Records in the Manchester Museum.
Canney, M. A. The Life-giving Pearl.





ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY PUBLICATIONS

ASIATIC SOCIETY MONOGRAPHS. Vol XX.

A Study in the Economic Condition of Ancient Indie.

By Dr. Pran Nath. 1929. Price 12s. 6d.

*

PRIZE PUBLICATION FUND.
Vols. XI-XH.

Torwali. An account of a Dardic Language of the
Swat Kohistan. By G. A. Grierson. 1929.

12s. 6d.

Outlines of Tibeto - Burman Linguistic Morphology,
By S. N. Wolfenden. 1930. 1 5s.

ORIENTAL TRANSLATION FUND.
Vol. XXXI.

Vicitrakarnikavadanoddhrta. Nevari Text and Trans-

lation. Edited by Dr. Hans Jorgensen. (In

the Press.)

JAMES G. FORLONG FUND.

Vol. VL

Falaki-i-Shlrwani. His Life and Times. By Hadi
Hasan. 1929. 12s. 6J.

Vol. VII.

Critical Studies in the Phonetic Observations of
Indian Grammarians. By S. Varma. 1929.

12s. 6d.

Vol. VIII.

Hie Elements of Japanese Writing. By Commander
N. E. ISEMONGER. 1929. £! 5s.

'

t.
.

. VoL IX.
'

--
/= ,

;<*'

Falaki-i-ShirwanL His Dtw&n. By Hadi Hasan.
1929. 10s.
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SPECIAL NOTICE

The JOURNAL of the ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY
is published quarterly. It is frequently illustrated and it

contains Original Articles on the Languages, the Archaeology,

the History, the Beliefs, and the Customs of the East.
{I

Each quarter the principal book* published on Oriental

subjects are reviewed. I

The Annual Subscription to the Society is THREE GUINEAS
for Resident Members, TWO GUINEAS for Non-resident Members

residing tn the British Istes$ and THIRTY SHILLINGS for Non-
resident Members residing abroad.

Each Member, whose Subscripts (of the current year has beta paid*

receive* the Journal post free, has the toe of the library at the Society*

rooms, and admission to the meeting* of the Society. Three-guinea

Subscribers may aba borrow books.

libraries and persons who are not Members may obtain

the Journal post free by paying a Subscription of Two Pounds

Eight Shillings a year in advance direct to the Secretary. The
price of each part separately is Fifteen Shillings,
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TOR THE YEARS 18*7-1W8*

Trice Four BhiUxnft and Sixpence,

FOR THE YEARS M889-49(&

Price Four ShilUngt and Sixpence.

Centenary Volume of the Royal Asiatic Society,

1823-1923. Compiled and edited by £.

Pargiter. Price 7s. 6J.
1,0

j

The Centenary Supplement, containing Indexes of

authors and their contributions to the journal, and

of the regions and countries dealt with, 182741922.
1924. Price 7s. 6<f. v

Members are asked to sell or present the fofiowmg

numbers of the R.A.S. journal:

—

OLD SERIES.

1842, VoL mil 1848. Pt II. 1881. Pt HL

NEW SERIES

1870, VoL IV, Pt It 1882. V«t XIV, PU. Ill, IV.

1873. VoL VI, Pt 1L 1883, VoL XV, Pu, I, IL

1879. VoL XI, Pt lit 1888, VoL XVU, Pt IV.

1881. VoLXiH,Ptt

PRESENT SERIES.

1903. Pis. t, 11L 1928. Pt*. E IV.

1904, Pu.LH.HL 1921. Pt L

Also Vols. 1 to IV, inclusive, of the Proceedings of

The Society of Biblical Archaeology

LONDON

:

THE BOYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY,

74 GKOBVENOB STREET, W.I,



RULES KELATING TO MEMBERSHIP
AND STTDSnTnPTTONS

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION
OF PERSIAN ART

ROYAL ACADEMY, LONDON, 1931

chairman : SirArnold Wilson
,
K.C.I.E., D.S 0.

SECRETARIES-GENERAL t

E. H. Keeling
, M.C. y

Major A. A. Longden
y
D.S.O . ,

O.B.E.

Following upon the great winter exhibitions of Flemish.

Dutch and Italian Art, an International Exhibition of

Persian Art from the earliest times to the present day is to

be held at the Royal Academy for about two months from
January 7th next, under the patronage of His Majesty
the King and His Majesty Riza Shah Pahlavi,

The art of Persia is important not only for its intrinsic

beauty but because during the course of many centuries ii

has influenced and stimulated the arts of design in many
other countries, both Asiatic and European. That Persia

has been a great creative centre in the history of art is

constantly confirmed by fresh discoveries.

Yet the importance of Persian art has never been realised

by the world at large. This is chiefly because its treasures are

so widely scattered that no just or comprehensive picture ot

its rich achievement has hitherto been obtainable. To
assemble and co-ordinate these treasures is the object oi the

forthcoming Exhibition.

The art of Persia extends over a period of time and com-
prises a variety of styles and materials not generally appre-

ciated. Persia has produced the most brilliant architectural

ornament in stucco and faience
;
splendid sculpture in stone

and metals
;
ceramics that are rivalled only by those of

Greece and China
;
silver, gold, glass and enamel that have

set a world standard
;
exquisite miniatures and other paint-

ings
;
rich brocades, velvets, tapestry and carpets

;
beautiful

book-bindings, woodwork, arms and armour. All these will

be represented by the finest examples, selected from the

libraries and royal and private collections of twenty coun-

tries. His Majesty the Shah is sending many treasures from
the Palace collection, the National Museum, and the



jealously guarded mosques. By the desire of His Majesty
King Fuad the Egyptian Government is lending works
from the Cairo Museum and Khedivial Library. From
Russia will come a valuable contribution including famous
silver, gold and bronze Sasanian vessels ; France, Italy,

Germany, Austria, Poland, Scandinavia, Spain, Belgium,
Holland, Czechoslovakia, America and other countries are
sending examples of Persian art ofvarious descriptions. The
British contribution will include extensive loans from His
Majesty, the Victoria and Albert Museum, museums and
libraries at Oxford, Cambridge, Edinburgh, Dublin,
Manchester, Sheffield and Canterbury, and the Royal
Asiatic Society. Many of the exhibits, including some
recently discovered, will be shovm publicly for the first

time.

The Committee have decided to offer season tickets, if

appliedfor before the opening of the Exhibition on 7 tk January
,

at the reduced price of 10s. 6d. each, or in books of three

for thirty shillings. After this date the price of season
tickets will be £ 1 is

Headmasters of Schools of Art can obtain tickets for

bona fide students at a further reduction.

The Second International Congress on Persian Art, to

be attended by scholars from all parts of the world, will be
held in Burlington House during the first week of the
Exhibition. Season tickets for the Conference, to include
also admission to the Exhibition at all times, can be
purchased for £2 2S.

A comprehensive series of lectures on various aspects of
Persian Art by eminent authorities will be given in adjacent
premises concurrently with the Exhibition. An announce-
ment regarding the terms of admission will be made during
December.

October 1930
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RULES RELATING TO MEMBERSHIP
AND SUBSCRIPTIONS

3. (a) Members shall be divided into three classes:

—

(1) Resident Members; those who usually reside ot have

a place of business within the London Postal Area

(2) Non-resident Members
;

those who usually reside out-

side, and have not a place of business within, the above-stated

Area.

(3) Honorary Members and Foreign Extraordinary Members
admitted as hereinafter provided.

(b) Members in the first two classes are hereinafter

designated Ordinary Members.

4. Any person desirous of becoming an Ordinary Member
must be nominated by one Member and seconded by another, of

whom one must act on a personal knowledge that the candidate

is likely to be a suitable and useful Member
; and the nominating

Member shall address the Secretary in writing and give the

candidate’s name, address, and occupation, or status, and shall

state to which of the aforesaid classes the candidate desires to be

admitted.

17. The annual subscriptions of Ordinary Members shall be as

follows :

—

£ d.

Resident Members . * . . . .330
Non-resident Members residing in the British Isles 2 2 0

Non-resident Members residing abroad . , 1 10 0

19. An Ordinary Member may compound for all future annual

subscriptions by paying in lieu thereof one sum calculated

according to the Member’s age and category as follows :

—

Under 40 years of age : Eleven times the annual sub-

scription as laid down in Rule 17.

Between 40 and 60 years of age : Nine times the annual

subscription as laid down in Rule 17.

Over 60 years of age : Seven times the annual sub-

scription as laid down in Rule 17.

23. The first payment of subscription is due on election, but if

a Member be elected in November or December of any year, the

first annual subscription paid by him shall cover the year

beginning on the 1st January next after his election.

24. Annual subscriptions shall be due on the first day of

January of each year.

Every member of the Society whose subscription is paid is

entitled to receive the quarterly Journal post free.

p.T.o.



When proposing a candidate for election, this form may-

be -tilled in and sent to the Secretary, Royal Asiatic Society,

74 Grosvenor Street, London, W. 1.

ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY

CERTIFICATE OF RECOMMENDATION

being desirous of becoming a Member

of the Royal Asiatic Society, we, whose names are

hereunto subscribed
, do hereby recommend

to the Society as a Candidate.

Proposer

Seconder



TRANSLATIONS OF ANCIENT
ARABIAN POETRY

CHIEFLY PRE'ISLAMIC, WITH AN INTRODUCTION AND NOTES

By CHARLES JAMES LYALL, M.A., C.I.E.

Sir Charles Lyall was recognised as the leading British authority

on the Arabian literature and language. The version of the

poems here given is admitted to be the most faithful translation

that has ever been made from the Arabic, and one which,

moreover, loses nothing of the beauty contained in the original

verse. Sir Charles provides, as well, an' introductory chapter

which gives a most enlightening epitome of Arab philosophy

and life, and a historic survey of Arab literature.

Second Impression. Fcap 4to. I Os. 6d. net

" Brings together fifty scholarly versions into graceful and sweetly Lowing English

verse which renders the Arabic originals ‘ line by line and measure for measure
1

.

The present volume, beautifully pnnted as it is, is sure of a wide and cordial welcome
both among expert Orientalists and among lovers of poetry "—Yorkshire Post

“ Few books have been more priced by the student of early Arabic literature . the

Notes and Introduction . . indispensable to the student. The reprint is m the same
form as the earlier edition, and has been beautifully and accurately pnnted

”

—Egyptian Gazette

Order Form

Messrs.
Hook'dleu

Please send me copy(tes) of TRANSLATIONS OF

ANCIENT ARABIAN POETRY by Charles James Lyall, M.A.,

C.I.E., price l Is. post free. I enclose
pborder ^

0T ^ s - d '

7\[ame

Address

WILLIAMS NORGATE LTD, 38 GREAT ORMOND STREET, WC.I





Revised Price List.

ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY’S PUBLICATIONS
ON SALE AT THE EOOM8 OF THE SOCIETY

74 GROSVENOR STREET, LONDON, W. 1

ORIENTAL TRANSLATION FUND
NEW SERIES

(1-5) Rehatsek (E.). Mir Khwand’s “ Rauzat-us-Safa
9>

ox “ Garden of Purity 1891 to 1894. 12s. 6d. a volume.

(6) Tawney (C. H.). The Katha Kosa. 1895. 12s. 6d.

(7) Ridding (Miss C. M.). Rana’s Kadambari. 1896. 12s. 6d.

(8) Cowell (E. B.) and Thomas (F. W.). Bana’s Harsa
Carita. 1897. Reprinted. 1929. 12s. 6d.

(9) Cheneky (T.). The first twenty-four Makamata of

al Hariri. 1898. Reprinted. 1926. 12$. 6d.

(10) Steingass (F.). The last twenty-four Makam&ta
of al Hariri. 1898. 12s. 6d.

(11) Gaster (M.). The Chronicles of Jerahmeel, being

' a collection of the most ancient Biblical legends translated

for the first time from the unique Hebrew MS., in the

Bodleian, with, an introduction, full of literary parallels,

copious index and five facsimile reproductions of the Hebrew
MS. 1899. 12s. 6d.

(12) Davids (Mrs. Rhys). The Dhamma Sangani. 1900.

Reprinted. 1923. 12s. 6dL

(13) Beveridge (Mrs, H.). Life and Memoirs of Gulbadan
Begum. 1902. 12*. 6d.

(14, 15) Watters (T.). On Yuan Chwang’s Travels. Edited

by T. W. Rhys Davids and S. W. Bushel] . 1904-S. 12*. 6d.

a volume.

(16) Whlnfield (E. H.) and Mirza Muhammad Kazwini.
The Lawa’ih of Jaml. Facsimile of an old MS., with a trans-

lation and a preface on the influence of Greek philosophy

upon Sufism. Reprinted, 1928. 7s. 6d.

(17) Barnett (L. D.). Antagada-dasao and Anuttarova-

vaiya-dasao. From the Prakrit. 1907, 6s. 6d.

(18) Keith (A. Berriedale). The Sankhayana Aranyaka.

1908. 6s. 6d.

(19, 22). Rogers (A.). Memoirs of Jahangir. Edited by
H. Beveridge. Vol. I, 1909. Yol. II, 1914. 12*. 6d. a volume.

(20) Nicholson (R. A.). The Tarjuman al-Ashwaq of Ibn

al-‘ArabI. Text and Translation. 1911. 7*. 6d.



IV

(21) Wardrop (Miss M.). The Man in the Panther's Shin.

By Shot ’ha Rust'haveli. 1912. 12s. 6d.

(23) Wardrop (0.). Visramiani. The Story of the Loves

of Vis and Ramin. A romance of Ancient Persia. Translated

from the Georgian Version. 12$. 6d.

(24) Ui (Professor). Vaisesika Philosophy, according to

the Dasapadartha Sastra. Chinese Text and Translation.

Edited by F. W. Thomas. 1918. 7s. 6d.

(25) Salmon (W. H.). The Ottoman Conquest of Egypt
from the Arabic Chronicle of Ibn Iyas. 1921. 5s.

(26) Gaster (M.). El-Asatir, or The Samaritan Apocalypse

of Moses. 1927. 12s. fid.

(27) Margoliouth (D. S.). The Table-talk of a
Mesopotamian Judge, being the first part of the Nishwar

al-Muha(Jarah or Jami‘ al-Tawarikh of Abu 'All al-Muhassin

al-Tanukhl {text). Edited from the Paris MS. 1922. 12s. 6d.

(28) Margoliouth (D. S.). Translation of the above.

1923. 12s.6d.

(29) Miller (Rev. W. M.). Al-Babu ’L-Hadi ‘Ashar. A
Treatise on the Principles of Shi'ite Theology by Hasan B.

Yusuf B. ‘Ali Ibnu T-Mutahhar Al-Hilli. Translation.

1928. 10s.

(30) Stephenson (Lieut.-Col. J.). The Zoological Section

of the Nuzhatu-1-Qulub of Hamdullah al-Mustaufi ah
Qazwint. Edited, translated, and annotated. 1929. 15s.

(31) Jorgensen (Dr. Hans.) Vicitrakarnikavada-

noddhrta. Nevarl Text and Translation. (In the Press.)

ASIATIC SOCIETY MONOGRAPHS
(1) Gerini (G. E.). Researches on Ptolemy’s Geography

(Further India and the Indo-Malay Peninsula). 8vo. 1909.

15s.

(2) Winternitz (M.). Catalogue of Sanskrit MSS. in the

R.A.S., with an Appendix by F. W. Thomas. 8vo. 1902. 5s.

(3) Hirschfeld (H.). New Researches into the Composition

and Exegesis of the Qoran. 4to. 1902. Out of 'print.

(4) Dames (M. Longworth). The Baloch Race. 8vo.

1904. is.

(5) Le Strange (G.). Mesopotamia and Persia in the

Fourteenth Century a.d., from the Nuzhat-al-Kulub of

Hamd -Allah Mustawfl. 8vo. 1903. Out of print .

(6) Browne (E, G.). Chahar Maqala of Nidhami-i-‘Arudf-i-

Samarqandi. 8vo. 1899. Out of print.



V

(7) Codrington (0.). A Manual of Musalman
Numismatics. 8vo. 1906. 7*. 6d.

(8) Grierson (G. A.). The Pisaca Languages of North-

West India. 8vo. 1906. Out of print.

(9, 10) Dames (M. Longworth). Popular Poetry of the

Baloches. Text and translation. Two vols. 8vo. 1907. 15s.

(11) Sayce (A. H.) and Pinches (T. G.). The Tablet from
Yuzgat in the Liverpool Institute of Archaeology. 8vo.

1907. 4s.

(12) Bailey (T. Grahame). The Languages of the Northern

Himalayas, being studies in the Grammar of Twenty-six

Himalayan Dialects. 8vo. 1908. Out of print.

(13) Bailey (T. Grahame). Kanauri Vocabulary. 8vo.

1911. 2s.6d.

(14) Le Strange (Guy). Description of the Province

of Fars, in Persia, from the MS. of Ibn-al-BalkhL 8vo.

1912. 45.

(15) Brandstetter (R.). An Introduction to Indonesian

Linguistics, translated by C. 0. Blagden. 8vo. 1916. 7s. 6d.

(16) Pinches (T. G.). Tablets from Lagas and other

Babylonian Sites in the possession of R. Berens. 8vo. 1915. 45.

(17) Grierson (G. A.) and Barnett (L. D.). Lalla-

Vakyani. 1920. 105.

(18) Bailey (T. Grahame). Linguistic Studies from the

Himalayas. 1920. IO5 .

(19) Gairdner (W. H. T.). Al-Ghazzali’s Mishkat al-

Anwar. A Translation with an Introduction. 1924. 5$.

(20) Pran Nath (Dr.). A Study in the Economic Condition

of Ancient India. 1929. 125. 6d.

ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY

PRIZE PUBLICATIONS FUND
(1) Hultzsch (E.). Prakritarupavatara of Similaraja

The Text in Nagarl characters, with Notes, Introduction and
Index. 8vo. 1909. 55.

(2) Bode (Mrs. M. H.). The Pali Literature of Burma. 8vo.

1909. 55 .

(3) Hultzsch (E.). The Meghaduta with Vallabha’s

Commentary. 8vo. 1911. 55 .

(4) Bray (D. de S.). The Life-history of a Brahiu. 8vo.

1913. 5p.



VI

(5) Grierson (G. A.). Ishkashmi, Zebaki and YazghulamI,

1921. 7s.' 6d.

(6) Lokimer (D, L. R,), The Phonology of the Bakhtiari,

Badakhshani and Madaglashti Dialects of Modern Persian.

1922. 5s.

(7) Stcherbatsky (Th.). The Central Conception of

Buddhism and the meaning of the word Dharma. 1923.

125. 6d.

(8) Bailey (T. Grahame). Grammar of the Shina (Suja)

Language. 1925. 7s. 6d.

(9) Randle (H. N.). Fragments from Dinnaga. 1926. 6#.

(10) Malalaseeara (G. P.). The Pali Literature of Ceylon.

1928. 105.

(11) Grierson (G. A.). Torwali. An account of a Dardic

Language of the Swat Kohistan. 1929. 125. 6d.
J

(12) Wolfenden (S. N.). Outlines of Tibeto - Burman
Linguistic Morphology. 1930. 15s.

JAMES G. FORLONG FUND
(1) Hodson (T. C.). The Primitive Culture of India.

1922. 65.

(2) Gibb (H. A. R.). The Arab Conquests of Central Asia.

1923. 55.

(3) Richmond (E. T.). Moslem Architecture. 1926. 12s. 6i.

(4) Ross (Sir E. Denison). Ta c

rikh-i Fakhru’d-dm

Mubarakshah. Edited from a unique manuscript. 1927,

7s. 6d.

(5) Trenckner (V.). The Milindapanho : the Pali Text.

New edition with General Index by C. J. Rylands and Index

of Gathas by Mrs. Rhys Davids. 1928. 12s. 6d.

(6) Hasan (Hadi). Falakl-i-Shlrwani. His Life and
Times. 1929. 12s. 6d.

(7) Varma (S.). Critical Studies in the Phonetic

Observations of Indian Grammarians. 1929. 12s. 6d.

(8) Isemonger (Commander N. E.). The Elements of

Japanese Writing. 1929. £1 5s.

(9) Hasan (Hadi). Falakl-i-Shirwani. His Diwan.

1929. 10s.

Members are entitled to buy these publications at 25 per cent discount .

2d. in the shilling allowed to the trade.

3d. in the shilling allowed to the trade if paid on purchase or in advance .

4d. *ti the shilling allowed to the trade for purchase of any one publication

to the amount of £10 and upwards and paid on purchase or in advance.



Oriental Books, Indian and Persian Art, MSS., Bronzes, &c.

All the books prescribed for Students at the School of
Oriental Studies and the Universities are kept in Stock.

SOME RECENT PUBLICATIONS.

BLOCH (JULES) Some problems of Indo-Aryan Philology (Forlong
Lectures for 1929). I The Literary Languages (Reprint from
Bull. School of Oriental Studies, London Instit., Vol. v, Pt. IV.)

8vo, sewn, pp. 38. Price Is. 6i.

WADDELL (L. A.). Egyptian Civilization, its Sumerian origin and
real chronology: and Sumerian origin of Egyptian Hieroglyphs.
With 21 plates, 97 text illustrations, and 2 maps.
8vo, cloth, pp. xx, 223. Price 12s. Qd.

KATRAK (SORAB K. H.). Through Amanullah's Afghanistan. A
Book of Travel, with 36 illustrations and a Map.
8vo, cloth, pp xxxiv, 145. Price 10s.

GEORGE OF LYDDA. The Patron Saint of England. A study of

the cultus of St. George in Ethiopia The Ethiopic texts in

facsimile edited for the first time from the manuscripts from
Makdala now in the British Museum, with translations and an
introduction by Sift E A Wallis Budge, Kt Illustrated with 13
plates and 5 illustrations in the text

(Luzac's Semitic Text and Translation Senes xx.)
8vo, cloth, pp xvm, 284 Price £1 15s.

The same, being translations of the Ethiopic texts as found in

the manuscripts from Makdala now in the British Museum and an
introduction. By Sir E. A. Wallis Budge, Kt. With 13 plates

and 5 illustrations in the text.

8vo, cloth, pp, xvin, 284. Price 12s.

Latest Catalogue Issued BIBLIOTHECA ORIENTALIS XXXII.

New and second-hand books and manuscripts in and on the Persian
language including books on Persia and Afghanistan. Gratis on

application.

LUZAC & CO.,
©dental & Jorefgn ^Booksellers,

Agents to the Indian Office
;
Royal Asiatic Society

,
School of Oriental Studies,

London; Asiatic Society of Bengal, Calcutta; Bihar and Orissa Research Society,

India
j Society of Oriental Research, Chicago

;
Siam Society, Bangkok, etc., etc.

46 GREAT RUSSELL STREET, LONDON, W.C.t
(Opposite the British Museum.)

Telegrams

.

Obfirmate, Westcent, London. Telephone : MUSEUM 1462.



ARTHUR PROBSTHAIN
Oriental Bookseller & Publisher,

41 GREAT RUSSELL STREET, LONDON, W.C. 1.

PROBSTHAIN’S ORIENTAL CATALOGUE.
No. 40 : The World of Islam (except Egypt). Part I : Travelst History

,

Politics. 1673 Numbers. Just ready. To be had on application.

Just Published.

MOTSE (or Meh-Ti). The Ethical and Political Works. Translated from the

Original Chinese Text by Y. P. Mex. Cr. 8vo, pp. xiv, 275. 1929. 16s.

Probckhain’t Oriental Series. Vol. XIX.
In the Press.

MOTSE : HIS LIFE AND TIMES. By Y. P. Mei.

VOGEL, J. Ph. INDIAN SERPENT-LORE, or the NAGAS IN HINDU
LEGEND AND ART. Cr. 4to, pp. 318, with 30 Plates. 1927. £2 2s.

The Nagaa in the Great Epic, Nagas and Buddha, Nagas in Fables and
Fairy Tales, etc. Besides the numerous and carefully chosen photographs,

to nearly every story is appended a detailed description of its representations

in plastic art, with reference to the chief works in which these are produced.

YASKA. NIGHANTU and NIRUKTA : The oldest Indian Treatise on

Etymology, Philology, and Semantics. Critically edited and translated, with

notes by Lakshman Sarup. Sanskrit Text. Roy. 8vo, pp. 292, 1927. 10s. 6d.

YASKA. NIRUKTA: Fragments of the Commentaries of Skandasvamin and
Mahesvara on the Nirukta, Sanskrit Text. Edited for the first time, with

Introduction and Critical Notes, by Lakshman Sarup. Roy. 8vo, pp. xv, 139.

1928. 9s.

YASKA, NIRUKTA : Indices and Appendices, with an Introduction by
Lakshman Sarup. Roy. 8vo

, pp. vni, 76, 393. 1929. 12s.

DRIVER, G. R. A GRAMMAR OF COLLOQUIAL ARABIC OF SYRIA
AND PALESTINE. Roy. 8vo, pp. xxi, 257. 1925. 12s. 6d.

“ This grammar is exactly what a work on colloquial Arabic ought to be.

We can Bafely 6ay we have never seen a better grammar of a modern dialect

of Arabic anywhere. What Willmore did for Egypt, Driver has done for

Syria and Palestine.”—Times Literary Supplement.

HODOUS, L. FOLKWAYS IN CHINA. Cr. 8vo, pp. via, 248, with 18

illustrations. 1929. 12a. 6d.

Probsthain'a Oriental Seriei, Vol. XVIII.

*** Church Times : “ There is no other book which describes folkways in

China so comprehensively in so small a compass.”

THE BOOK OF LORD SHANG : a Classic of the Chinese School of Law,
translated from the Chinese, with Introduction and Notes by Dr. J. J. L.

Duyvendak. Cr. 8vo, pp. xiv, 346. 1928, 24s.

Probvlhain** Oriental Series Vol. XVII.

HSUNTZE, THE MOULDER OF ANCIENT CONFUCIANISM. By Homes
H. Dubs, Ph.D. Cr. 8vo, pp. x, 304. 1927. 24«.

Probsthain’i Oriental Series. Vol. XV.

HSUNTZE : WORKS. Translated from the Chinese by Homer H. Dubs, Ph.D.
Cr. 8vo, pp. 336. 1927. 24*.



ARABIC
Second Edition

ELEMENTARY ARABIC
SECOND READING-BOOK

By Reynold A. Nicholson, Litt.D.

Crown 8vo. 7 s. 6ii. net.
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The Decipherment of the Moscho-Hittite

Inscriptions.

By A. H. SAYCE

FT1HE number of Hittite hieroglyphic inscriptions known

to ns has increased considerably of late years.

Unfortunately a large proportion of the texts is either broken

or illegible, not infrequently just where a complete text is

most needed. Thanks, however, to our increased knowledge,

it is now possible to correct former copies and supply in many

cases missing characters or words. The result is that I can

now improve to a large extent upon my old attempts at

translation as well as correct mistakes and misreadings.

Another result is to show that the fundamental elements in

my decipherment are correct
;

it is true that I have made

many mistakes, as is inevitable in pioneering work of the kind,

but on the whole it was based on sound principles and a con-

siderable proportion of the phonetic values or ideographic

meanings I have attached to the characters turn out to be

right. Those who wish to see the evidence for these will

find it given in detail in my articles in the Proceedings of the

Society of Biblical Archceology. In my present notes I shall

give it only where the identifications are either new or

corrections of those I formerly proposed.

At the outset it is now clear that the hieroglyphic script

must be classified under several different types. First (I) we

have the script as it is found at Boghaz Keui
;
only a few
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740 DECIPHERMENT OF THE MOSCHO-HlTTETE INSCRIPTIONS

specimens of it are known and these offer neither grammatical

suffixes nor examples of a phonetic use of the characters,

except in the case of proper names. (2) Secondly we find the

Hamathite or rather North Syrian groiip. Here the

grammatical suffixes appear as well as phonetic characters

;

the characters themselves have become more conventionalized,

and some of those which are found in the later inscriptions are

not employed. Moreover, the “ word-divider ” is only just

coming into use ; indeed, in the earlier texts it does not appear

at all except for phonetic purposes. (3) Thirdly comes the

Carchemish or North Syrian group. Here the texts are usually

- well and correctly written—C i. A 1. b, being an exception

to the general rule—the “ word-divider ”
has come into use,

the employment of ideographs is restricted and in many

instances their phonetic reading is attached to them. (4)

Fourthly we have the Mer ash group, which includes Aleppo

and the province called Tarkhundas 1 in the Boghaz Keui

tablets. Here, again, the “ word-divider ” is prominent, but

the forms of the characters vary from those of the Carchemish

group. (5) Attached to (4) is (5), where, however, the script

is of a much more archaic character and the “ word-divider
”

is rarely employed. (6) Sixthly there is the Early Asianic

group, represented at Emir Ghazi, Karabel, etc. Here, again,

the “ word-divider
n

is absent, and characters are still distinct

which are confused together in the later texts. (7) Lastly we

find the Tyanian group in which the script is tending to become

alphabetic. The words in the later texts are carefully divided

1 It is worth notice that the Lycians called themselves Trkhmidi, Greek

Termilae, where -li is the ethnic suffix, as in Hittite, corresponding to the

Moscho-Hittite -m . Trkhmi-Zi would thus be the exact equivalent of the

Moscbian Tarqami-a-ms of the Hamath texts and Tarqami-kamissia

" (people) of the Tarqarnos-city,” of the Mer'ash texts. We know that the

Lycians (or Luqqa as they are called in the Hittite texts) came from south-

eastern Asia Minor
;
were they originally the inhabitants of the district of

Tarkbundaa of which Kuruntas was king ? Kamis, Greek Kazmsa, " forti-

fied city," appears under the Hellemzed form of -KUifnj in local names in the

Greek inscriptions of Asia Minor. The Tell Ahmar inscription shows that

it waB represented in the hieroglyphic texts by the bowl -vnr.
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from one another and the ideographic use of the characters

is the exception rather than the rule.

In all these forms of script by the side of the monumental

writing we have a cursive script, distinguished by incised

lines of little depth and frequently presenting reduced forms

of the characters. It is difficult to read, the slightly incised

lines being frequently illegible.

The Tyanian is the latest form of Moscho-Hittite writing,

and belongs to a period when the Phrygian alphabet was in

use, and Mita or Midas, the opponent of Sargon, had already

created his empire. In fact, I believe that the use of the

“ word-divider ” in the later texts was modelled on its use in

the Phrygian inscriptions, though the Asianic alphabets

themselves, like the Aramaic and Phoenician, had probably

derived the idea of separating words from one another

from the Cappadocian cuneiform texts, where a wedge

was commonly employed for this purpose. In the Ivaraburna

inscription which belongs to the Tyanian group the “ word-

divider ” is still unknown.

The characters were employed to represent more than one

language. At Boghaz Keui, the language would have been

either Official Hittite or Pioto-Hittite, and the fact that on

the Tarkondemos seal the goat’s head represents Tarku

(Greek rpayos) instead of the Moscho-Hittite is while the

Indo-European dime(s )
takes the place of the Moscho-

Hittite kuana-mi indicates that in Cilicia it was employed to

express a language allied to Greek. In the case of the Moscho-

Hittite language itself there were local and temporal

differences. The vocalization differed, for example, at

Carchemish and at Mer‘ash, and the fact that the same

character could denote ya and i
,
yi and wa

,
wi, while another

(as in cuneiform) is at once w, and 6, points to the existence

of local varieties. But the determination of the vowels is

still in an initial stage, and it is only in a few instances that

we can indicate with certainty the precise vowel that accom-

panies a particular consonant. The Assyrians, however, in
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their transcription of Hittite and Moschian names experienced

the same difficulty. All that we can say at present is that

roughly denote a, i, u, and e. R , again,

was pronounced as in English, and consequently could be

represented by a vowel, while final s, at all events in the later

texts and more especially before a consonant (as was first

pointed out by Professor Jensen), tended to be dropped.

The numeral
|

was u, or perhaps ua in its full form, and is

accordingly used to represent the vowel u. But at an early date

it was confused with the oblique line\
,
which denoted that

the character to which it was attached had a phonetic value

that was not its ordinary one. On the Tarkondemos seal,

for example, it represents the Assyrian e, the suffixed -we-e

“am I ” being represented by li!K that is mi pronounced

me. In C i. A 6. 6 ,
the bull's head, mi

,
is given as the phonetic

equivalent of
1 1 1

1

. On the other hand, the vocalic r after

a vowel could be represented by the oblique line as in the name

of Carchemish, where the first syllable is sometimes written

ka 4* oblique line, though it is possible that the quiver

(ka) was really in its full phonetic form kar and not ka, and

all that is intended is to draw attention to the fact that here

the character is used with its rarer phonetic value. In

contrast with this, the numeral 3, kas (or, rather, kes according

to C i. A 6. 6, where its pronunciation is given as ke-is)

with the oblique line attached is ku (Greek ko) and more

rarely he.

Excluding the authors of the inscriptions of Western Asia

MinoT as well as those of Hamath and perhaps Mer'ash, the

common title of those who inscribed them was “ Moschian ”

or “ Miskian ” (Meshech). In the earliest of the Carchemish

inscriptions, that of Yakhas or Yakhans (C i. A 1. I), it is

written Mi-is-KAN-ka-a-ni(-n)-D^iT,1 and again (in 1, 6)

1 The photograph as well as my own copy of the text have mi and not

ki as in the published text. If hi were correct we should have the name
of the Kaskians.
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Mi-is-KA'N-ka-a-ni (?)-DET. MISNAS “the Moschian Sun-

god In a text of Kanas (C i. A 11. b 3) we have MIS-Mt-i-

$(i)-ka-a-ya-?i-DET. “ land of the Moschians ”, while one of

Imeis (C ii. A 15. d 4) gives us Mis-i-kan-n(a)~Ml-mi-DEiT.

A monument now at Kaisariyeh 1 has on side d (1. 5) Tua-na-

mis-JyET. D. 2 Me-is-han-is a-mi-is “ swordsman of Tyana

(and) Meshech ”, and again (in 1. 6) Mi-is-qa-KA'N-ni-is.

In the Bulgarmaden inscription (M. xxxii, 3, 4) we read

a-\tu\-is is-s-uana-s-mi(a) a-m ya-na-is Mis-KErka-s-

n-is
“

(I) the king of the realm, master of the territory, the

Moschian, (have poured out wine, wi-ni-n, have set up (?)

an inscribed stone) ”, corresponding to the Tyana text on

the leaden rolls found at Kalah Shergat (ASS. f. Rev. 2)

u-mis is-uana-mi a-tu-is Mis-Kfb-kas-n-s hu-ye “ (I) sole

king of the realm, the Moschian, have built (the fortress, etc.).”

At the end of the Karaburna inscription (M. xlvi, 3) a re-

examination of the squeeze shows that the reading is

:

NAWIS Tua-uana-n-is DET. MISNA-ai-[s] Wan(a)-na4u~

ni-is^Ll atu-s S ('i)-mi a-tu-wis Mi-is-kan-a~mi(a) kuan-nd

“ Tyanian king, son of the Sun-god, king of the Venetians

I, king of the Moschians, have erected the sanctuary ”, It,

is probable that Mazaka the name of Kaisariyeh in classical

times signified “ the Moschian city ”. 3

From the name “ Moschian ” we have to distinguish the

title amiskas and amiskus
,
which interchanges with the

ideographic V ** Chief dirkman ” or “ swordsman ”

(see, for example, C i. A 7. b 2 ;
C ii. A 15. d 3, 4 : a-mi-s-

kd-a-s, a-mis-ku~s .

4 The discovery that (ffi), cursive ©.
represents Jed is due to Dr. Cowley, and has cleared up many

1 Lewy in A rch.iv fur Orienlforschung, ui, I, p. 8.

2 *' Word- divider."
3 fhie name of the Moschians penetrated as fax as Lydia and in the

Graeco-Lydian inscriptions, accordingly, we find the proper names
Moskhianos, Moskhion, Moskhios, and Moskhos.

4 So on the Nigdeh column (M. Im) yi-is-a AGU-w es Ka-a-w(a)-« i-is-i-ta

a-mi-s-ku-s
“
This stone Kanas has erected in the temple

(
literally high

place) (being) chief swordsman ", i.e. high priest.
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difficulties.) Since amis means “ swordsman ” (more strictly

dirk-man ”), the suffix skats or -skus will have a superlative

sense ;
cf. the Hittite mili-sJcus “ an eunuch *\ A-mis is

literally “ man of the dirk Whether its initial vowel,

however, is really a word signifying " man ” is questionable.

At all events, the simple vowel a frequently takes the place of

^ the determinative of “ man The latter in the earlier

texts is usually depicted with a “ word ” issuing from the

mouth, and there seems to have been a verb aye which meant
“ to speak ” (see M. 1, 5. AGU-r es-mi a-n x-MAA mi

d-i-wi “ The stone I have erected, this gate-way I have

dedicated
99

; on the leaden plates of Assur the verb is the

Hittite memi and appears in the variant forms d-mi-mi(a)-

ye-mi (e 1), (/ 1), d-mi~mi(a)-ye-mi (c 1),

d-mi(a)-ye-mi-i, that is mimiye-mi, the initial ideograph being

merely a determinative).

Polyphony was naturally a characteristic of the script,

which was employed to represent more than one language and

the characters of which were pictographic. Efforts were made

to counteract the ambiguity which arose from this by coupling

characters which happened to have the same phonetic values,

and sometimes by adding ideographs which denoted the word

intended to be expressed. But in some instances the

polyphony was due to the confusion of two characters

originally distinct. Thus the two pictures of the boot and

leg
,
were originally separate as in the Emir Ghazi texts

;

the first (MI) represented “ the earth ” or “ land ”, and

accordingly had the phonetic values of aya, mi, wi, and

probably others as well, while the second was wi, j)i ,
bi.

In all the later texts MI has the values of both signs. The

cursive forms of the characters representing the arm and

hand have caused extraordinary confusion. The upright arm,

for example, was atta, ((a), “ father,” “ lord,” but it came to

be confused with another character which had a wholly

different origin. This depicted the double-edged axe

ka, ga
,
which assumed various forms in the cursive script,
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and finally became indistinguishable from atta. We find it,

for example, in the name of “ the River-land ” of Ti-mi(a)-

u-s-Jca-si-ya-mi-a, i.e. Timuskas, which I believe must represent

Damascus (C ii. A 12. c 3). At Palanga (M. xx, 2) in the

name of Ga-me-i-ir (Gimirri) it has become and it is

possible that the same character is meant in ASS. e Rev. i, 27.

It can be written not only horizontally, but also vertically

and semi-vertically, like the hand holding a dirk ^
(NA + MI “ king ”

(
namis or nawis), generally alternating

with ana and atu, but also used in the Carchemish texts with

the phonetic value of mi). The dirk had the phonetic value of

mis and consequently came to be superseded by the knife,

the determinative of “ cutting ”, which accordingly assumed

the value of mi, mis being reserved for the picture of the dirk.1

The original value of the knife was ii, possibly also miti ;

hence it interchanges with ii in M. lii, 1 and 4. There were

two forms of the knife, one with a straight and the other with

a curved handle
;

in the later texts the latter was confused

with the scimetar, which also had a curved handle, but the

phonetic value of it is unknown to me. The determination

of the value of the double axe, which interchanges with ),

is due to Dr. Cowley’s disoovery of the value of the latter.

The dirk is frequently used to express the first syllable of

Misnas “the Sun-god” (Greek Masnes, Manes, written

Masanes on a Lydian coin). But the name is written in various

fashions, sometimes with and sometimes without the picture

of the Sun. Thus we have Mismi-s me-i-is
“ my Sun-god ”,

as in the Hittite texts (C i. A 6. 1), Mis-n-is Kas-i-is

“ Kasian Sun-god ” (C i. A 2. 1), MISN-w-i-s (C i. A 1. 1),

Mis~n(a)-kuana-si~in Mis-n(a)-si-i-in AME “ city of the

sons of the solar priests (and) sons of the Sun-god ” (C ii.

A 15.d 4), MIS(NA)-s-ni-MI-i “ in the land of the Sun-god ”

(M. ii, 6). At Emir Ghazi (M. 1, 4) under the wings of

the solar disk is on either side the ideograph of “ king
”

1 See, for example, M. xxxiii, 1, d-MIS-mt-t-s (AME-wiia) compared

with M. vi, 2, d-MLS-me-mn.
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surmounted by o—o isi “ high ”, “ heaven Isi also appears

under the centre of the disk and above the solar column in

the middle of which is a picture of the sun, .the column itself

standing upon MI “ the earth Between the ideographs

of “ king ” and the column we have MIS-m, the first syllable

being represented by the dirk standing upon a quiver or

cut stone (m). The whole reads “ of (or to) the Sun of heaven

and earth, even the Sun(god) the supreme king The same

“ edicule ” is found at Yasili Kaya near Boghaz Keui,

where it is sculptured behind the head of the god Attys.

Another similar “ edicule ” at Yasili Kaya is put in the hand

- of the priest-king, but here the place of the central column

with solar orb is taken by the figure of the priest-king himself

who grasps the handle of the dirk in one hand while the place

of isi “ heaven ” above his head is taken by the ringlets of

hair of the Sun-goddess. (Fox the picture of the latter, which

is used in writing the latter part of the name of Milid or

Malatia, and which therefore seems to be the borrowed

Assyrian ilitti “ goddess ”, see M. xxxii, 1. The character

also appears in an unpublished fragment from Carchemish

which reads : . . . mis-s[a-~\nd [Mi ?-] ILITTI-s . . . ,
perhaps

“ king of Milid ”.)

Polyphony was assisted not only by the confusion of

different characters with one another, but also by the use of

parts of a picture in order to express the whole. The head of

an animal, for example, takes the place of the animal itself.

The first syllable in the name of Tyana is sometimes denoted

by a chariot, or rather two-wheeled car (e.g. C ii. A 12. b 2),

sometimes by the body of the car, sometimes by a wheel,

sometimes by the driving board (e.g. M. xxxii, 1). The head

of the heifer (nd) is generally carefully distinguished from that

of the ox (ami, mi), but in carelessly written inscriptions we

find it occasionally confused with the latter.

Nd occurs from time to time in a common title of the

Moscho-Hittite kings. This is “ great “ lord ”, which in
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C ii. A 15 b * * 3 is accompanied by its phonetic equivalent,

d-ku-ni-ya

,

the exact reading, by the way, which I had assigned

to the ideograph in the Proc. SBA. long before the discovery

of the inscription in question. Sometimes the title is written

AKUNI-n-nd-a-yi-s (M. xxxiii, 2), where I formerly supposed

the nd to mark merely what I have called the agglomerative

usage of the Moschian scribes who endeavoured to avoid the

ambiguities of polyphony by doubling or even trebling

characters which happened to have the same pronunciation.

But in view of the fact that the Moschian word corresponds

so closely to the Phrygian akenano-lavos
,
which has the same

signification, I am inclined to think that nd here has the

value of l, the compound possibly meaning “ lord of the

people ” (Greek Aao?). In M. xxi, 3, however, we have

AKUN-waw(a)-o-(a)w(a)n-a-s, i.e. akunananas.

Separate from alcuna- is agu(s) “ a stone ”, more especially
<c
a sacred stone It is always employed in the inscriptions in

the sense of a bcetylos. The name Agusis (C i. A 11. b 1, etc.,

Cii. A 14. 1 ;
cf. Annals of Archaeology, ii, 4, p. 173) would

signify “ son of the bastyl ”. The Assyro-Babylonian epic

of Agusaya, the North Syrian Istar, discovered and translated

bv Professor Scheil. would have been that of “ the child of the

sacred stone ”} Her consort was Agusimis (Agusi-wis), whose

image seated on a throne, borne by two lions and an eagle-

headed man, was discovered by Hogarth at Carchemish

(C ii. B 25). The inscription on the skirt, of the deity reads

:

“ This god’s place (
uana-mia

)
of the divine A-gu-AGAJ8l-mi

I (y-a-mis-s) have made fox the people of Nina (Ninus vetus)

. . . May Agusimis bless the land ” (MI-a-na) (C i. A 4. d).

In C i. A 11. b 3 and elsewhere mention is made of “ the

sacred ox-horned column ” or mazzebah “ of (.^w-GUS-fs-st-

mi) Agusimis ”, which was made of
£C hewn stone ” (KAT-&a-

ti-TA-yas-mi(a)), and the name of the god occurs again in

M. xi, 4 (Agu-si-MI). In the Tell Ahmar inscription (tytials of

1 The name of " the goddess Agusea ” is also found ihf*' inscription

of Esarhaddon (K 2801). o
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Archceology ,
ii, 4, pL xxxviii, 2) Agusimis is called “ the Tyanian

(god) (Tu-uan-a-ni-is-mia-DET.), and is associated with

Tarkus, “ king of the gods ” (XJAN-i-is-s NAWIS-wi-i-k) and

the deities KUANNA-A'Aa/-KUAN-/:a??*KUANIS, as well as

with Kam-mi-ti-s, who is depicted at Yasili Raya (No. 16),

while “the Moschian god” (Mis-[kaS'wi-'\s) who is also depicted

at Yasili Kaya (No. 14), follows next. The name of Agusimis

is represented by a serpent Lat. anguis), followed by

the baetyl (agus) and mis. At Kizil Dagh the full name is

expressed by the figure of a serpent with FD ma or mi
attached to it (Ramsay and Bell, Thousand and One Churches

,

p. 515, 1. 1). Since the deity here forms part of a triad, the

two other members of which are Attys and Tarkus (Sandes-

Hadad), Agusimis must have been regarded as a goddess

corresponding to Mama at Emir Ghazi. Elsewhere, however,

as at Fraktin, the name is applied to a god whose name is

written Agu-u-mi for Agu(s)mi. The baetyl, it must be

remembered, denoted both the male and the female deity.

In C ii. 2 the initial vowel is written after, instead of

before gu in accordance with a practice, first noted by
Professor Jensen, of sometimes affixing a prefixed vowel,

more especially if it is a, to the character which represents the

syllable of which it is actually the prefix. In C i. A 11. a 5,

we have DET. A-£u-AGUSI-wn-an as on the statue, but a few
lines further (6 3) the name is written

A common phrase m the inscriptions is a-kuan-yi a-gu-kuan-yi

(C ii. A 14. 6, C i. A 6. 9, etc.) “ I am priest, I am priest

of the baetyl Cf. the name of the North Syrian city Bit-

Akukania (Luckenbill, Ancient Records of Assyria, ii, 24).

It was in the neighbourhood of the Tabala.

The king was also usually the high-priest, the city being a
Hierapolis or Holy City, and consequently could have the

determinative of “ god ” as well as of “ city ” or “ district
”

attached to it. Thus we have (U)ANA KarJcamis “ the divine

Carehemish ”, as well as MIA or NA <c
the city ” or

“
district

of Carehemish ” “ The Holy City ” was denoted by the
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compound a compound of kuanis “ priest ” (repre-

sented by tbe priestly robe) and miya “ city ” (C ii. A 15.

d 2, A 14. a 3 : KUANIMIYA-^wan(a)-mi(a), M. v, 2,

vi, 5, 6, where the reading seems to be miya-kua-ni-s, cf.

mi(a) kuanis ka-a+id, M. 1, 5, and ASS. g. Rev. 2, faz-KAMI-a-

KUANIMIYA-£wara-MIA. At Fraktin, M. xxx, we find

Ku-ana-uana-DTLT .
“ Holy Country ”).

In the Tyanian group of texts Jcamis takes the place of

MIYA “
city Thus we have ka-KAMI-a-kuan-MIYA

(a. Rev. 2), KAMl-ka-me-a-M.IYA-kuan (b. 2), U-ta-ka-

“ city of Hyde ” (g. 1). Kamis is related to kamissa(s)
“
fortress ” (M. xxxi, C 2, ka-KASlI-mi-is-s-a, whence the

name of the classical Kamisa), and denoted a
“

fortress-

town ”, It corresponds to the Greek K(Lpy in Asianic

names like Hermokome, Esouakome, Laptokome, Rekokome
(Ramsay, Historical Geography of Asia Minor, pp 412-13).

In the Mer’ash texts the priest-king of Tarkhundassa is

described as Tarku-ka(mi)-mi-ka-mi-i-s
,
Tarkanxi-kamis “ of

the city of Tarkamos ”, who must have been the ancestor of

the royal line. In one of the Hamath inscriptions (M. iii,

B 3) the country is termed “ the land of Tarkamos ”

{Tarku-ka(mi)-mi-a-na-yis) for which the name of Name-

kamis “ Namian ” is substituted in another text (M. iv, A).

According to Tiglath-pileser I Name was the name of a river

near Serissa on the western side of the northern Tigris.

The Moscho-Hittite empire succeeded the older Hittite

empire and is that referred to by Solinus (xlix) :
“ Cilicia

intea ad Pelusium JEgypti pertinebat, Lydiis, Medis,

Armeniis, Pamphylia, Cappadocia sub imperio Cilicum

sonstitutis.” The Moschians seem to have been one of the

riiief of those
kS
peoples of the north ” who, about 1200 b.c.

iestroyed the older Hittite empire and occupied eastern

Asia Minor and Northern Syria
;

in fact, if we may trust

Solinus they made their wav to the south of Palestine. At

my rate, they attacked the Egyptian territory, where

Rameses III succeeded in defeating them and so saving
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Egypt from the northern barbarians. Tiglath-pilesex found

the Moschi in occupation of what had once been Assyrian

territory in the upper regions of the Euphrates, and, as will have

been seen above, their name appears in most of the Hittite

hieroglyphic texts. Their chief centre and capital appears to

have been Tyana. At one time their power extended to

Malatia, and so comprised the old kingdom of Khani-galbat.

Kanas of Caxchemish, for example, calls himself lord of

Melid ” (C i. A 11). Another priest-king of Carchemish was
“ a Tyanian of the land of the Cilicians, chief swordsman of

Tyana ” and “ lord of Melid ” (Khal-kan-e-s-mia Tuana-a-ni-i-s

AMlS-a-mi-yi-s-Jcd'd Tua-uan-ni-NI^-s-mia . . . aJcunas

Me-lid(i)-si ; C i. A 4. a 2). Similarly in M. xi, 3,
“ the

Carchemishian high-priest ” is entitled “ the Kesian king

of Tyana” (Tuana l-a-yis-mia Kes-yis). On the rocks of

Gurun Naiyas Khattu-kuanis (“ Priest of Khattu ”) is " lord

of Melid, swordsman of Carchemish ”, “ Moschian king in

the land of the Veneti ”
(Mis-kas a-na-miya Wana-ti-i-Ml-

DET., Olmstead, Travels in the Nearer East
t p. 33). The

Gurun texts must be a record of conquest. The Tyana group

of texts belongs to a much later period ; the earliest of them

(M. xlvi) on the rocks at Karaburna seems to imply a conquest

of the district by the
<f
king of Tyana ” (11. 2, 3), as it begins

with the words :
“ This place I have occupied (ya-a me n{a)~

NA-id) being king of the city of the fortress-town of

Kamisa ” (kam-mi-yis kam(ia)-MIA-mis-a MIYA-a), Sinas,

king of Sinasmia ” (cf. Sinis near Kaisariyeh, Ramsay,

p. 272).

The Yeneti, or *Everoi of Greek writers, who left their name
in that of the city of Ovrjvara or Venasa, play a prominent

part in the Carchemish and Tyana inscriptions. Thus in the

inscription from Carchemish, now in the Ashmolean Museum,

* Here the name of Tyana is expressed by an ideograph denoting " the

Double City ”. as is sometimes the case in the Tyanian texts (e g.

M. xxxi, C 2). Tua signified " 2 ”
(M. In, 2), the suffix -na being “ district

"

as in mia-na “ city-district ", so that the whole name could be written in

rebuB-fashion "
double-district
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we have Wa-uana-WANAatta-a-is (Wanattais), which is

written Wa-n(ct)-WANA-tu-e-mi$-yi, Wanatue-misye, in a

Tyanian text (M.’xxxiii, 3). At Oarchemish we find expressions

like a-me Wane-ti-is “ A Venetan by race
*’

(M. xi, 4 ;
cf.

C i. A 11. a 6); Tuana~a~n(a) Ml-i-DET. WANA-ti-is-

Ml-i MIYA-MIS-M-a-wawa-MI-i Mis-i-kan-n(a)-Ml-mi(a)-i

WANA-ti-is-Ml-mHaya “ A Venetan of Tyana, a Venetan of

Hierapolis (Konia ?), a Venetan of the Moschians ” (C ii.

A 15. d 4). So, too, at Ivriz (M. xxxiv, A 3) Thias, son

of Uwinias,1 is called Wana-ta(a)-ta atta “ lord in the country

of the Veneti ” and at Izgin (M. xix, 1, 5)
“ lord of the country

of the Veneti ” (imia Wanci4a-a-DET. at-ta). One of the

leaden rolls of Assur has “ king of the Midas-city, of the city

of the Veneti of the Venetan land here ... of the Veneti
”

(ana (or atu) Mi-tua-ME MIYA-a WANA-uana-ati-yas

WANA-ne-(a)ti~ye-is-yas-mia . . . WANA-a/i-mw-a). It

follows that in the eighth century b.c. the district of Tyana,

the city of Mita or Midas, the opponent of Sargon, was that of

the Veneti. At an earlier date their territory would probably

have extended to Mazaka.

It will have been noticed that in the Carchemish text

(M. xi) the same of Tyana is coupled with that of the Kesians

or Kasians, the Kasai or Kases of the Byzantine writers,

also termed Kasin. According to C i. A 6. 6. 7, the Moscho-

Hittite word for “ three ”, has
,
was pronounced kuis or kes.

Hence in M. xxxii, 2, we find it written Ke-yis-mia mi-a^NA-na
“
the land of Kes At Carchemish the more usual form was

Kasinna(s) “ country of Kes ” (e.g. C i. A 6. 3, Kes-in-na

aku(ni)-ni “ for the Kasian lord ”, but we also find Kasis

(misna Kesis, C i. All. 6 I). In the early Asia Minor inscriptions

the form is Ku-is-i-(?nia), Ku-is-i-(mi) (M. 1, 4, 3) “land of

Keisi ” or “ Kuisi *\ I found the same name on the original

stone of the longer Hamath inscription in the Constantinople

Museum (1. 1) ;
here the reading is : akuni-n(a) -[nd]-a-yi-s

1 Or Ewinias ; the corresponding Greek is Olvlas.
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i

Ya-khan-7ia'DET. NAWIS MIYA-a Ami-ti-mi-*-s

mia a-na
“
master of Yakhan, king of the city of Hamath,

king of the land of Kuis The King of Hamath, to whom
the monuments belong would, therefore, have come from Asia

Minor. I see the same title imder the form Kusana “ Kasian
”

in the Biblical Chushan Rish'athaim, king of the River-land

(Judges hi, 8). The Hamathite king is called Ar-ati-mi-in-(s)

and since the first character may possibly be used

ideographically for the full word aris instead of phonetically

for the syllable ar, he may be the Biblical (Semitized)

RisKathaim,1 He was “ king of the Murrians ” or Amorites

“ in the city of Nanas ”, the water-goddess, where he was

also priest of “the high-place of the bsetyl by the river in

this land of the river of the Murrians ” (M. vi, 3, 4).

Nana, also written Nina, is represented ideographically by

the picture of a well or spring (M. vi, 2, 5. NANA-n? ku-uan-

UAN-KUAN-ni-mis-ya-mia-a “ The Hierapolis of Nana ”
;

cf. M. xxi, 4, where it has the determinative of a water-basin).

In 1914 I pointed out that in C i. A 11. b 6, the name of the

goddess is represented by the head of a horse, the water-

horse of the Highlands and the Greek hippocampus. Here

we read : NANA (or NINA)-ne-ti-s DET. Kar-ka-mi(a)-is
\

Na-awa-sNANA (horse-head)-s-wmt DET. Khal-KHAlMI-mi
|

tni-ana-s
|

NANA-cma-a-s-mta DET. KU(AN)-KHAL-

NANA-a-5 “the Ninatian god of Carchemish : i.e. Nanas

(or Ninas) of Ninas, in the land of the Khalmisians : in the

land of Nanas Nanas is (termed) KUAN-KHAL ”. 2 We learn

from Ammianus Marcellinus and the Life of Apollonius

of Tyana
,
that in the classical age Carchemish (Jerablus)

was called Ninus, or, as Ammianus terms it by way cf

1 In M. xxx 'Ati is the name of the goddess who is further symbolized

by -a* bird (like Khalmis), and corresponds to the 1T1V of the North Syrian

Aramaic inscriptions. According to Steph. Byzant. s v. AaoSUeia t ada
'signified " god ” m North Syria. On the other hand, the knife has

the value of ti as well as mi, so that the royal name could be read Ar'attm.
2 In C l. A 11. a 4, the horse’s head, with the wing of Pegasos (the symbol

of^divimty), is explained by NINA.
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distinction from Nineveh, “ the old Ninus ” (Ninus vetus). 1

Ninas, Nanas, the “ Water-city ”, will have been its sacred

name. Hence the inhabitants of Carchemish are frequently

entitled “ the Ninatians ”
; e.g. C i. A 4. d : Kayi NANA-

ne-in uana-n “ I have made the Ninatian god ” (Agusimis)

;

C i. A 11. 6, “king of the Ninatians” (NANA -ne-ti-in).

In C i. A 7. j 1, Neisis is stated to be “ priest of Nina In

the Hamath inscriptions (M. vi, 2, 5) the city “ of Nana ”

must be Hamath, and Nanessos was a city of Tyanitis. So,

too, in ASS. d 2, Tyanitis is described as “ the land of the city

of Nina ” or the holy Spring, while in g. 1 we have Tu-uan-e-s

NINA-MISNA-£wa-w(a)-&a-me-s KAMI-ME Wana-ti-si-mis
“ Tyana the twofold city of Nina and the Sun-god, of the

Veneti ” (whence the alternative explanation of Tyana as

“ the Chariot-city ” and as Tua-na “ the twofold town ”, or

possibly “ town of the Twins ”, that is the Water-goddess

and the Sun-god). On a Hittite seal (M. xliii, 8) round the

figure of Pegasos, the winged horse—the symbol, it must

be remembered, of Nana—runs the name of the owner

Na-ana-si-is, Nana(s)sis, and on the other side of the seal we

have the winged “ king of the gods ” figured like Assur, with

thetwo divine names attached to him “
the goddess Kkalmis 9*

(identified in the Carchemish text with Nanas), and the god

Aramis, called “ king of the gods ” in the Carchemishian name

Aramis-sar-ilani published by Professor Pinches, and “ lord

of earth, supreme over the 9 gods ” at Carchemish (M. x, 2),

where he is coupled with Khalmis and the king states that he

has planted his sacred vine-tree (isis uan). Amobius tells us

(Contra Gentes, v, 6) that Nana was the daughter of the

Phrygian river Sangarius (the name of which is repeated -in

that of the Sagura, the modern Sajur near Carchemish) And

she became the mother of Attys through gathering the

pomegranate of Agdistis. -
* *

• Nis signified “ water ” in Moscho-Hittite and in the plural -

1 So, too, Philostratus in his Life of Apollonius of Tyana (xix)

:

i) ap^aia N ivoff.
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can be used in the sense of
44
river

”
(C i. A 11. c 3, ne-is

Khul-a-na-i-yis-mia “ the river of the land of Khulana ”,

probably the Khulaya or Pyramus of the Boghaz Keui

fexts). But we also find ni-mis (niwis) and ni-nas.

1

The special

word for “ river ”, however, was ti-e-ti-s

,

as results from a

comparison of C ii. A 15. 2, with line 4 ;
see- also C ii. A 12,

3.
2 The Greek Trj 6v$, which has no Indo-European

etymology, may perhaps be related : Tethys was a

goddess like Nana. The word explains the phonetic com-

plement of in the Hamath texts, where
44
the River-

land ” is written DET. TETI-^-nas (M. iv, A, B). Cf.

M. xxi, 4, TETI-fo*(?)-fom. A common title of the earlier

Moschian princes is that of king of “ the 9 Rivers ”, e.g.

M. x, 4, 5,
“ lord of the 9 Rivers, who loves the 9 sanctuaries

”

(KA-MES). The title comes down irom the period of the first

Hittite empire
;

in KUB. xv, p. 30, 58, 59, we are told that

9 birds and 9 loaves of unleavened bread were offered

“ to the 9 Rivers ”, and in a previous passage of the same

tablet (28, 8) mention is made of 3 birds being offered

“ to the 9 (sacred) springs In M. xlviii, 1, 2, we read of

“ the 9 (sacred) horses ” (yeamis or yeawis), corresponding to

“ the 9 lands of the Sun-god ” at Egri-Koi (I do not know the

reading of the name of the latter city).

The two characters ni
44
water ” and — tetis

44
river ” came to be confounded together

;
hence the use

of the second with the phonetic value of nis and ni as well

as the signification of
44
water The same misuse of

44
water

”

for
44
river ” is to be found in English geography. The

1 Nas tii and mes ll are constantly confounded together in the

later texts. They are both derived from the eame pictograph and the

second ought to be a separate character the clenched hand throwing

a speck off the thumb.
2 See C ii. A 12. 3, where *' the river(s) of the River-town of Nina "

aie mentioned. The same name appears to be inscribed on one of

Schlumberger’e seals (M. xl, 17); on another seal (xlv, 3) the place of Nma
is taken by that of the Sun-god. How the name was pronounced I do
not know. Could it have been the city of Ni which playa so large a part

in the Egyptian records ?
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ideograph of “ water-basin ”
<Q>, can take the place of

TETI, more especially where a “ well ” or “ spring ” is

meant. Hence its employment phonetically for ms (C i.

A 4. a 2). But a spring was more correctly represented by

NINA (g).
“ Water-basin ” was asmiyas in Moschian

(M. i, 3 ; xxxiv, Cl).

The water-bowl could be used in place of the water-

basin. But in this case the inscription on the bowl (M. i)

seems to indicate that its phonetic value was kami. At any

rate, where determinatives are attached to it, they are always

those of “ land ” and “ place ” (MI, MIA). And it is found

before the name of a god when elsewhere we should have a

word like Jcami
“
fortress

But the reading and consequent identification of many of

the countries mentioned in the Moschian texts still await

discovery. One of the countries, for example, frequently

named in the Carchemish and Mer'ash texts is denoted by

what appears to be a conventional representation of the sacred

tree. In one passage only is a clue given to its phonetic

equivalent. In C ii. A 15, b I, a text otherwise distinguished by

the numerous instances in which ideographs are accompanied

by their phonetic equivalents, we find the phonetic

complement ta or ti attached to it, and in the middle of it

what is apparently intended for qa, ka. If so, we may conclude

that the name was Kata-wimi(a). This would certainly

be the Kataonia of classical geography, the Qode of the

Egyptian monuments.1

Imeis or Yameis 2 (C i. A 6) writes : “I am Priest of

Khalmis, my Sun-god (Misnis-mis) . . . chief of the people

of Wan(?)-i-mi (Wan ?-i-mi-kan-MI-i) and the people of

. . . kamis })
(*-ami-KAMl-mis-kan-MI-i). The same two

names recur in the Tell Ahmai inscription (Annals

>

ii, 4, 3, 4)

and we learn from the Bogcha inscription (M. Ii, 1) that

1 According to Strabo (xii, I) its chief city was Komana, so that it would

correspond to the Kizzuwadna of the Boghaz Keui inscriptions.

* Cf. the Cilician names "///.as and "/ptjv.

JRAS. OCTOBER 1930. 49
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both countries bordered on the Halys, north of Tyana and

a little to the west of Kaisariyeh and Mount Argaeus
; there

was a time, consequently, when this part of the world was

under the same ruler as Carchemish. In C ii. A 15. b,

Imeis is “ Priest in the land of the Tarkians, in Carchemish

of the Khalmissians ”, the Khalbaba of the Aramaic inscription

of Panammu, of Yadi (1. 3), and Yadi is named in the inscription

of the Merc
ash king (M. Iii), who describes himself as

“ belonging to the city of Taikamos, priest of the Mer'ash

region, son of Mamistis, high-priest of Yate ” (7-a-aZt-e-DET.).

In the second line of the text the name is written l-a-ti-(si-

w-DET.), and at the end of 1. 3 ya-ti. . . . Yati is the Yaeti of

the Assyrian texts.

The name of Kataonia may perhaps be the equivalent of

the Greek rpa^la (in /GAt/cia a)
; at all events,

kata
, kati , signified “to cut stone”; C i. A 11. 6 2, 3,

kuana-mis QTJ-TA-ka-ti-na-yis “ temples of hewn stone ”,

GXJ-TA-mis-Ml-mia “ cut stone building ”, GU-DET.-a-

Ml-ti-ti-yi “ I cut stone ”, KA-ka-ti-M.I-yis-mia “ the hewn

stone buildings (of Agusimis) ”
;
M. xxxi, G 2, GlJ-DET.-a-

TI “ I have cut stone

In one instance we can trace the line of Moscho-Hittite

conquest. The earliest of the Carchemish texts is that of

Ya-khan-s “ the Hittite (Khat{tu)-tu-mis), supreme «ver the

land, the Sun-god -who is the divinity on earth (lit. here,

yameyis) of the Tarkian Moschians in the kingdom of

Carchemish ” (Kar-ka-KA(S)-mi-is na-mi-a-DET.).1 Yakhans

1 ME, MIYA, may be used ideographically so that instead of yameyis

we should read ya MIYA-?/ 15 " belonging to this city ". The divinity

claimed by the king is reflected in the first word of the inscription where

amei " I am ” is expressed by the winged man with the eagle's head, the

symbol of the Sun-god. Similarly in C 11 . A 15. b 1, the name of Imeis

is written with the same symbol, and in C 1 . A 6. 8, we have an a-AME
Wanait huts

“
This for the Venetan swordsman he has made ", where

AME is the eagle-headed man. Elsewhere in the same phrase instead of

the latter we have the usual ami(s) ;
e.g. C i. A 11. a 6, an ami-i afo’-MIYA

Wanati kui8 ; M. xi, 4, amt-i kuwi an ami Wanatis kuis, "For the swordsman.
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gave his name to the kingdom of Ya-khan-na “ land of

Yakhan ”, north of Hamath, over which the Hamathite

king Ax'atimin claimed rule (M. iii-vi). We first hear of the

name in the Assyrian inscriptions of the ninth century B.c.,

when the capital of the country was Bit-Agusi. In earlier

times it seems to have formed part of the territory of Aleppo.

Yakhans, therefore, must have lived before the age of

ShalmaneseT III, and have conquered the country to which he

gave his name. Possibly the Agusis of C ii. A 14., C i. A 11.

and the Kellekli text (Annals ii, 4, p. 173) was his son.

The Kirsh-oglu Inscription (M. vii) :—-This is the only

Moscho-Hittite text yet discovered in the territory of the

Khattina, who adjoined Yakhan on the north. It reads :

(1) A(MEI)-a-me-i akun-n-a-yi-s MIYA-a ya-me-s (1)

Un-qa-nas DET. Mis-n(a)-s Un-qa-EA^A-i . . (2) KAMIS
MI-is-mi-mia a-kan-s ASMIA-mt(a)-mt6* Ajw-KUA-s-mia i-i$-

i-ti mis-ME-i isi(l)-i yi-mi-a-mi akun-ni-yi

;

“I am . . . the

mighty one of this city, the Sun-god of the land of Unqi,

the foundations (?) of the fortress of Unqi (and) the priest’

s

lustration-basin (in ? )
the temple-court of the high-place

I have built (and) erected
;

this place I have made great.”

The character after ya-me is doubtful and may be isis ;

in this case we should have to read a-ME-t/a-DET. isis, and

translate :
“ Mighty one of the city, supreme over the land

of Unqi, the Sun-god.” Unqi is well known from the

inscriptions of Tiglath-pileser III. It is the modern Umq,
the valley plain of Antioch, the Amiqu of Thothmes III,

which Tomkins identifies with the classical Amyces CampuB

I have made, making it, (being) a Venetan by origin." " Swordsman "

is here represented by the racing legs which elsewhere interchange with

amis. At Yasili Kaya the twelve racing “ Corybants " follow the liigh-

priest (M. xxvii, A.) and the weapon they carry is the Egyptian khopesh.

In the Ashmolean Carchemiah text, on the other hand, the symbol of the

armed defenders of the fortress is a dagger and the name of the armed
priest, a-mis, is literally " dirk-man ", In Samotkrace it may be noted

the Corybantes were nine in number only.—In my copy of the original

the character which follows Khattu is tu, not mia.
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and the modern Ameuk Keui near Antioch. In an un-

published Carehemish inscription we find (I. 3)

Ami-KAN'ka-is-mn-Ml-i
“
in the land of the Amikasians ”

ox “ Lowlands The name would have been borrowed from

the Semites.

For Ml-ismi-?nia see M. lii, 5, where the word is written

MI -mi-Ml-yis
,
and is followed by KAMIS nas Mis-Jce-DET.-

mia
“
foundations (?) of the fortress of the Moschian city

The determinative of asmia is here represented with water

flowing into it. The ku (or gu) of huasmia
“
place of the

priest ” is also represented by the numeral for 100, as in many
other passages, e.g. C i. A 11. c 2, ^w-awa-KUANA-MI-i
“ Hierapolis

”

The Bowl Inscriptions :—M. i, 3, yi-is-a KU-ka-mi-in GXl-git~

me-is ya Jcamin DWH.-Tarhu-MI-i i-yis-i-ti a-tu-is a-i ku-yi

Is-Khattu a-na a-mi-mis a-na-mi-a-tu DET.-a-s-mi-i-yis

khale-i-mes ka-KJZ-s-mia i-yis-i-mia DET. Khal-KHAIMl-
mi-mi-s DET. Kar-ka-mi-is

;

“ This work having cut in

stone (even) this bowl, for the high-place of Tarkus I the king

have made (even) Is-Khattu the king, the sword-bearer,

king of this land, providing water-basins for (?) the high-

place of the god of Khalmissian Carehemish.”

Gurries has the determinative of a stone-cutter’s “ squarer ”*

Is-Khattu is the Us-Khitti of the Assyrian texts. In the time

of Tiglath-pileser III there was an Us-Khitti, king of Tuna,

usually identified with Tyana, but more probably written

for Atu-na “ Royal land ”. The name signifies “ Supreme is

Khattu ”. Kesmia seems to mean “ for ”, but it may be “ of

the land of the Kases ”
;

cf. M. xxxii, 2. For mia-tu “ this

land ”, see M. xxi, 3. With khale-mes “ providing ”, cf.

1 In M. xlviii, 3, my copy of the original shows that we should read
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M. xxxiii, C. “ I the king, furnishing a throne, have made a

royal seat, being king of the Tyanians ” (Tu-uan-in att(a)-is-

mis), where Jcantumes must signify “ furnishing ” or something

similar. It is many years since I pointed out that the name of

the country governed by the Mer
£

ash kings must be read

Khale-Khalka (adjectival Khalka-mis), “ Cilicia of the

Halvs,” i.e. the northern Cilicia of classical geography.

ASS. Tafel 8:

—

Yi-is-a MIYA KU-ka-mi-in Kar-mi-is-s

Tarka-kami-mi-n(a) DET. Tar(ka)-qa-ml~in a ... ^ Here is

the work which Karmis [made] belonging to Tarkamos of

the land of Tarkus [the king ?] Owing to the loss of the

end of the inscription it is impossible to determine what the

exact sense of it may have been.

The priestly epigraphs at Carchemish :—C i. A 7, i, j

;

B 7, 8.

(i) : Is-ka-wi-s-mi-s
[
yi-is-s-a yi-s-a

|

Tarka-KAMl-mi-u-s
" The attendant of Iskamis (is) this one

;
this (is) Tarkamius ”

The ka of Iskawis-mis is written ni by mistake as is shown

by the epigraphs g and h, which read I-isi-ke-vri-s-mi-s and

Isi-ka-me-s.

(j)

:
yi-is-mi-a-MIYA Na-e-is-i-s KUAN-m-?"-s Nine-ye yi-

me-s is-s-mi DET.-KUANIS yi-me-i-s ISI(?)-ww-s “ Here is

Nesis (or Nuisis) priest of Nina (or Nana)
;

I am priest,

I (am) the chief (priest) Is-mi “ I am ” is found again in

C i. A 6. 7 :
“ Swordsman in the land of Tarkus, in the land

of Kata, in the Khalmissian country, the place of my Sun-god,

the city of the god, am I.” Elsewhere we have is-mi and

i-is-mi. Cf. the Hittite es-mi, Greek ia-fu. The word goes

to prove that the boot had the phonetic value of mi, as well

as wi and hi (pi), and also, probably, aya or ayi “ land

Is-mi must be distinguished from es-mi “ I made ”, which

is usually written
5

s-mi .

1

1 C i- denotes Hogarth, Carchemish, pt. i (1914) ; C ii. Woolley and
Lawrence, Carchemish, pt. 11 (1921) ;

M. = Messerschmidt, Corpus

Inscnptionum Hettiticarum (1900-06) ;
ASS. = Andrae, Hethtische

Inschriflen auf Bleistreifen aus Assur (1924).
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Further Arabic Inscriptions on Textiles (III)

By A R GUEST

(PLATE XII)

rjIHE preceding article of this series is in the Journal for

1923, p. 406. Mr. H. A Elsberg of New York has

kindly supplied photographs and descriptions of the following

Fatimid pieces in his collection and authorized their publica-

tion, and Mr. S. Flury has been so good as to give assistance

in the decipherment of the inscriptions ;

—

No. 1. Collection No. 1356.

Description.—Fragment of a garment of rather fine linen,

counting 56-7 warp threads to the inch, with a band of tapestry

woven in dyed and undyed linen thread on the warp threads

of the linen, the weft threads having been withdrawn. From

the excavations at Fustat. 4\ X 13 inches,

The tapestry band containing the inscription is T
7

T of an

inch wide, the height of the letters being the width of the band

and the colour of the letters dark green or black linen thread,

the ground being of undyed linen thread.

Inscription. <|JI vilUl Jl <1)1 .. .

•
• y) Jf *-)Jj

Translation .— . . . God, the Merciful, the Merciful. Power

comes by favour of God and his friend
4

All. Abu el Hasan,

on his people be favour, Ez Zahir . . .

Date.—a.h. 411-427 = a.d. 1021-1036.

Remark.—Abu el Hasan ‘All Ez Zahir, Fatimid Khalif,

reigned between the years mentioned. The inscription

clearly refers to him. The formula is an unusual one. The

repetition of er Rahman where er Rahim would be expected

may be a mistake on the part of the weaver. The character

of the script and the style of the inscription are peculiar.
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No. 2. Collection No. 1383.

Description—Fragment of a garment of fine linen, which

appears to have been glazed, counting 64-5 warp threads

to the inch, with bands of tapestry woven in coloured silks

and undyed linen thread on the warp threads of the linen,

the weft threads having been withdrawn. From the excava-

tions at Fustat. 10 X 194- inches.

The upper band of running dogs or jackal-like animals

is T
‘

T of an inch wide. On a dark brown ground the animals

are alternately in black or very dark blue silk outlined in

tan ;
and tan outlined in black. The central band of animals

between the inscriptions is the same as the upper. The

letters of the inscription are black or very dark blue on a tan

ground, about of an inch wide, the height of the letters

on the ground is from T%- to T
7

C of an inch.

Inscription. 4)1 a_-£- 4 Jj[^ . .]

f
U] VI <jl AJ jj aPI 4)1 4)1

A^Xc- 4)1 \ 4)1 v/^Uall

(_J^-VI jJ^l 4~« ^jVI brj tjf ^^liaJI 4.(line 2)C VI Aj ll

1^ A* (?) 4^1^ •A^’l Cj ^>1

. . Jl [j]l^ <j

Translation.— . . .
[has no] partner. Muhammad is the

Prophet of God, ‘All is the friend of God, God’s blessing be

upon them both. Victory from God and His friend be to

Abu el Hasan tbe imam ez Zahir li i‘zaz Dinallah, commander

of the faithful, blessing of God be on his pure ancestor(line 2)s.

Ordered to be made by the most glorious vizier, the sincere

and special friend of the commander of the faithful, Abu

el Qasim,
!

Ali ibn Ahmad, may He make him (the Khalif)

glorious through him and strengthen him and support him,

in the factory of El [Q (?) . . .].

Date .

—

a.h. 418-427 = a.d. 1027-1036.

Remark .—It will be noticed that the reading of line 1 is
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continued in line 2 without interruption, so that only the

right-hand portion of the inscribed band is wanting. To

judge from formulae on other examples, eight or nine words

are missing from the beginning of the inscription and about

the same number from the corresponding part at the end.

The missing words at the beginning were probably

—

•^ V . . JCul ^ j*-?

(see JRAS., 1906, pp. 396, 397, Nos. 10 and 11), and those

missing at the end, besides supplying the name of the place

of manufacture, would doubtless have stated that the work was

carried out by a particular subordinate official and have given

the date (see the copies of similar inscriptions given in

Maqrizi’s Khitat
,
ed. Wiet, vol. iii, pp. 213, 214). It appears

thus that between a third and a quarter of the inscribed

band is wanting, and its original length when complete may
be estimated as between 29 and 26 inches. The reading

<*•

“ make him glorious ” (4H) *s very doubtful, but nothing

better suggests itself. The title of the Rhalif cannot be

made out completely, but there is no doubt as to his identity,

for his name is plain. That of his vizier, who is better

known by his appellative El Jarjara’i, fixes the date within

the limits given. This inscription, when compared with the

Abbasid ones recorded in the part of Maqrizi’s Khitat referred

to, shows that in certain respects the Fatimids did not depart

markedly from the formulae used by their predecessors.

The word tirdz, which has been translated “ factory ”, has

this meaning as a secondary one : a tirdz was a place in

which tirdz was made, and tirdz in the primary sense was

a particular description of woven material, usually one

displaying the sovereign’s mark or device in the form of an

inscription, like the fabric under consideration. For the

various meanings of the word and for the tirdz as a government

institution and in general, reference may be made to a full

and excellent article on tirdz by A. Grohman in a recent

number of the Encydopcedia of Islam
,
and also to Professor
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Wiet’s edition of Maqrizi’s Khifaf (vol. iii, p. 214, n. 5
;
p. 328

and index), which seems to have escaped the attention of

Professor Grohman and would have supplied some additions.

With the aid of these authorities, it can be shown positively

that tiraz was produced at the following places- in Egypt :

—

1. In the Delta : Alexandria, Dabik, Damietta, Nasha

(apparently thus and not Bansha), Shata, Tinnis, and Tuna.

2. In Upper Egypt : Ansina
,
Ushmunain, Bahnasa, and

El Qais.

3. Probably at Fustat also, under the designation of

Misr, though this depends upon whether Misr is to be taken

for the town or for Egypt.

Of the word following tiraz in the inscription, all that is

left is the initial letter, preceded by the definite article and

unpointed. This word was probably the name of the place

where the stuff was woven. Its initial letter, as can be seen

by comparison with examples in the body of the inscription,

may be either ^ or ^ or J or El Qais is the only name

in the list given above that begins with one of these letters.

But tiraz stuff may well have been made at places besides

those with which the sources referred to enable its manu-

facture to be associated, and one of these may have been

a second El Qais which was situated to the east of the

Delta near the coast and is known to have produced

garments. Another may have been El Farama, though it

dose not seem to have been a very important centre of

weaving. The name of this town, also, would fit in with

the inscription.

If the word following tiraz in the inscription was not a place-

name, it seems pretty sure that it must have been as

having the required initial and actually occurring on an

inscription similar but a good deal earlier.

Shortly, there is ground for supposing that the stuff was

made at El Qais in Upper Egypt, but the fact cannot

be proved.
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No. 3. Collection No. 1382.

Description .—Fragment of a garment of fine linen gauze,

with bands of tapestry woven in coloured silks on the warp

threads of the linen gauze, the weft threads having been

withdrawn. From the excavations at Fustat. 11^ X
16 inches.

The upper band is
-J-J

of an inch wide, the centre containing

birds and palmettes with geometrical scrolls, all in tan on

dark purple and green ground. The inscriptions are in black,

the height of the letters being from to T
4
^- of an inch.

The lower band repeats the design of the upper somewhat

enlarged, as its width is 1A|. inches. The purple ground

besides the letters contains some scrolls.

Inscription .

—

Line A. -tfJI a)Jl

. «^lJI -AoJ

Line B. dr. "Jc. cf dr dr - .

. . . Jl a)JI . . . jlx.

Line C. . . . -AoJ

. .
. [dA-L* Jll] 1 4$\i fL ^Ylj

- [jK>
Line D. A^

. . Yl a> L» \j dr^^^iz^ a 1 1 aAc- 4JI

Translation .—Line A : ... God, blessing . . .
[Aid from]

God and victory soon for the servant of God . . .

Line B : . . . ibn Muhammad ibn El Hasan ibn ‘All ibn

‘Abd . . . allah el . . .

Line C : . . . and victory soon for the servant of God . . .

Ma^add ... el imam El Mustansix billah Commander of the

faithful [blessing] of God be on him and on . . .

Line D : ... El Mustansir billah Commander of the
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faithful, blessing of God be on him and on his pure ancestors

and his most noble sons. Part of that which . . .

Date.—a.h. 427-487 = a.d. 1036-1095.

Remark.—El Mustansir, Fatimid Khalif, reigned between

the years mentioned. There are in the South Kensington

Museum three other fragments inscribed with his name,

and a piece of the same sort without name but bearing a date

in his reign is known also. (See JRAS> for 1906, p. 393,

and for 1923, p. 407.) The present inscription calls for

blessing on El Mnstansir’s actual sons and one of the other

inscriptions calls for them on his expected sons. The limits

of date could, therefore, be narrowed, if the dates of the birth

of El Mustansir’s elder sons could be ascertained. One may
wonder what the series of names in Line B of the inscription

can represent. Allowance being made for spaces, it would seem

that eight names must have been, included, and as the line

is defective at the beginning and end the series may have

been much longer. It seems, prima facie, unlikely that so

long a genealogy as eight names on such an object can have

related to any one but the Khalif himself
; and even though

the vexed question of the descent of the Fatrmids might now

be regarded as having been settled, there would be considerable

historical value in such first-rate evidence of the lineage

they claimed for themselves as an inscription on one of the

royal garments would give. Among the various genealogies

assigned to the Fatimids, there is one that includes a sequence

Muhammad ibn El Hasan ibn ‘All as in the inscription

(see Wustenfeld, Geschichte der Fatimiden Chalifen
, p. 13).

In the genealogy, the ancestor before ‘Ali is Muhammad, and

in the place of this name the inscription reads ‘Abd . „ . This,

however, is not conclusive proof that the inscription differed

from the genealogy, for ‘Abd may be the beginning of

‘Abdallah, used in its literal sense of servant of God and

followed by the name.



The Origin of the Arabian Lute and Rebec

By HENRY GEORGE FARMER, Ph.D.

“ It is mainly in respect of musical instruments that mediaeval Europe
was indebted to the Arabs, as I have pointed out many times in

The Precursors of the Violin Family, 1 and in various articles in the

Encyclopaedia Britannica .

2 The chief of these instruments were the lute

and the rebab, which, however, were only introduced by the Arabs,

not invented by them. ; they themselves indeed acknowledge their

indebtedness to Persia m this respect.'*-—Miss Kathleen Schlesinger,

Is European Musical Theory Indebted to the Arabs ? Reply to the Arabian

Influence on Musical Theory by H. G. Farmer. 3

\ MONG the instruments of Mediaeval Europe that con-

tributed most to the progress of the art of music the lute

and rebec stand pre-eminent. That they were introduced

into Western Europe by the Arabs is generally admitted, and

for that reason the question of their original adoption by the

Arabs themselves is of some importance, especially in view

of the statements of Miss Schlesinger
;
not only in the above

extract, but in the works to which she refers us.

The Lute

I did not suggest in my monograph that the Arabs were

the “ inventors ” of the lute and rebec. What I said was

this :
“ That we owe the lute (Arab, al-iid) . . . and rebec

(Arab, rabab) to the Arabs, is generally admitted, and,

indeed, their names and construction tell of their origin.” 4

By this I meant, as was fairly obvious from what had preceded
t

that the Arabs were responsible for the introduction of these

instruments in Western Europe. The antiquity of the pear-

shaped lute-like instrument is generally accepted nowadays,

mainly owing to Miss Schlesinger’ s own researches. Indeed,

the Arabs themselves acknowledged the antiquity of the lute,

seeing that according to Ibn Khurdadhbih they refer its

1 1910.
2 11th edition, 1900-11.

3 1925.
4 See JRAS. 1925, p. 62.
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“invention ” to Lam&k
,

1 who is the Lamech of Genesis

where we read of his son Jubal as “ the father of all such as

handle the harp (hinnor) and organ
(

£

ugab) The same

authority also points out that the majority of writers attribute

the lute to the Greeks. 2 It is clear, therefore, that the Arabs

do not altogether “ acknowledge their indebtedness to Persia

in this respect
”

as Miss Schlesinger says. One writer, Abu’l-

Fida’ (d. 1381), does certainly suggest that the Jute was

“invented” in the time of the Persian monarch

Shapur I (241-72), 3 but it is more likely that the word
“ introduced ” would be preferable in this case, since

it is not improbable that the instrument that Shapur
“ introduced ” was a wooden-bellied lute {‘ud = ££ wood ”),

known to the Persians as the barbat
,

4 which was an improve-

ment on their skin-bellied lute of the rubdb type. Sasanian

art of the fourth-seventh century which is still preserved,

shows us this barbat .

5

The general statement made in the Encyclopaedia Britannica

that the lute
££
was adopted by the Arabs from Persia ” is

also not strictly correct. What was adopted from Persia

was a particular type of lute as we shall see later. In pre-

Islamic days the Arabs throughout the peninsula possessed

the lute or lutes, undeT the names mizhar
, kirdn, and

muwattar. 6 That the mizhar and the
(ud were distinct types

of lute we know from several authorities. 7 The other names

may have been merely regional variations.

1 Al-Mas'udI, Prairies d
y

or
t

viii, 88-9.

2 Ibid., p. 99.
3 Fleischer’s translation runs :

" Sapor magno . . . ejusdem aetate

instramentum musicum quod el-'ud (barbytos) appellatur, inventum ease

dicitur.” Abulfedae Historia Anteislamica, 82-3.
4 See my History of Arabian Music , 16. Barbat is the older form of the

word. (See Mafatib al-'ulum.) Barbutis a later word. Miss Schlesinger 's

barbud ( Precursors
, p. 488) has no existence so far as the present writer is

aware.
5 Dalton, Treasures of the Oxus (2nd ed.), 211.
6 Hist, of Arabian Music, 15.

7 Madrid MS., 603, fol. 13, v.
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In her Precursors of the Violin Family

,

Miss Schlesinger

tells us that the Arabs borrowed the lute from the Persians

in this wise 1
:

—

“ The Arabs learned to know the lute . . . from the

Persians at the end of the sixth century, when one of their

musicians named Al-Nadr ibn al-Harith ibn Kalada was

sent to Khusrau Parwlz to learn to sing and play the lute
;

through him the lute was brought to Mecca.”
%

My critic does not give her authority for this statement,

although we know it in spite of that. It was derived from

Carl Engel,2 who borrowed it from Kiesewetter. 3 The proper

version of the story is to be found in Ibn Khurdadhbih, and

it reads as follows 4 :—

•

“ In the song (ghina) the Quraish. only knew the nasb

until Al-Nadr ibn al-Harith ibn Kalada returned from a

deputation to Al-Traq to the Persian king
(
Jcisrd

)
in Al-Hira,

where he had learned to play the ‘ud (lute) and the song

(ghina') that accompanied it. When he returned to Mecca

he taught the people [these accomplishments] and they were

adopted by the singing-girls (qainat).”

It will be observed that Ibn Khurdadhbih does not refer to

the Arabs in general, but merely to the Quraish of Mecca

adopting this ‘ud which AI-Na(lr had introduced from Al-Hira.

Further, the account does not say that it was a Persian lute

that was brought to Mecca, nor that Al-Nadr had learned to

play it from the Persians. Al-Hira was the capital of the

Arab Lakhmid dynasty, which acknowledged the Persian

king as suzerain. One famous Persian king, Bahrain Ohur

(430-8), was actually sent to Al-Hira to be educated by the

Arabs, and was taught music also by them. 5

* p. 491.
2 A Descriptive Catalogue of the Musical Instruments in the South

Kensington Museum (1874), p. 60.

5 Musik der Araber, p. 9.

4 Al-Mas'udI, op. cit., viii, 93-4.
6 Al-Tabari, i, 185.
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Khusrau Parwiz is not mentioned in Ibn Khurdadhbih’s

account, although it is probable that the visit was made during

his reign (590-628). Further, the account does not say that

he was “ sent ” to this monarch so as to learn “ to sing and

play the lute He went on a political deputation. 1 Al-Naqlr

was executed by the order of the Prophet Muhammad in 624,

and it would seem that the deputation to Al-Hira took place

prior to the delivery of Sura, xxxi (5-6), which is one of the

Mecca ‘surdt dating from 610-22. 2 Probably Al-Kadr’s

visit ought to be placed earlier than 602, i e. prior to the

extinction of the Lakhmid dynasty in Al-Hira, when the

relations between the latter city and the Persian court at

Ctesiphon were cordial. 3 At this period the fame of the

Persian minstrel Barbad or Barbud was commanding

attention. 4

The Persian lute was adopted much later according to the

chronicles. Ibn al-Kalbl (d. 763) tells us that the first to make

a lute (‘ud) in Al-Medlna was a musician named Sa’ib Khathir

(d. 683 ).
5 At Mecca, about the year 684, another musician,

Ibn Suraij, was playing on an (ud made after the fashion of

Persian lutes ('Man al-furs), and it was said that he was the

first in Mecca to play Arabian music on it.

6

This lute, copied

from the Persian instrument, was clearly of recent adoption,

and would appear to have been introduced by the Persian

workmen imported by ‘Abdallah ibn al-Zubair for his building

reforms in 684. If the Persian lute of Ibn Suraij was a novelty

1 Cf. Ibn Hisham (d. 843), Sirat al-rasul (Wustenfeld edit.), 191-2,

and Ibn al-Athir (d. 1234), Chron. (Tornberg edit.), it, 55.

2 Al-Nadr learned other things besides music at Al-Hira. It was the

Persian stones of Rustam and Isfandiyar, and similar legends, that he

brought back, that Muhammad condemned as “idle tales".
3 AbAqha.nl. xx, 134.
4 Known in Arabic as Faludh. For other forms of the name see Professor

E. G. Browne’s History of Persia
, i, 14, and JRAS. 1899, p. 54. The

vocalization with damma as above is given in the Mafatih al-'ulum,

p. 238.
8 AbAgha.nl, vii, 188.

* A l-Agha.nl. i, 98.
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in Mecca, which it seems to have been, then the lute,

introduced by Al-Nadr eighty years before, was simply an

‘Iraqian instrument.

We are distinctly told by the author of the Kitdb al-aghani

(d. 967) that the Persian lute continued to be favoured by the

Arabs until the time of the famous Baghdad lutanist Zalzal

(d. 791), although the old Arabian lute called the mizhar,

and probably the ‘Iraqian lute, also had some vogue. It

was Zalzal who introduced a new type of instrument, a
“ wonderful lute ” called the ‘ud al-shabbut. 1 A little later,

another musician of Baghdad named Ziryab contributed

some improvements whilst at the court of Harun (786-809)

and again at the court of the Andalusian sultan ‘Abd-

al-Rahman II (822-52). 2 Since it is highly probable that these

improvements found their way into Western Europe, it seems

advisable that we should inquire what these improvements

were.

The name of the Persian lute, barbat
,
is said by Muhammad

ibn Ahmad al-Khuwarizml (fl. 976-97) to have been given

to the instrument because it resembled “ the breast of the

duck ”, 3 or, as Majd al-Drn Ibn al-Athlr (d. 1210) says,
ct because the player upon it places it against his breast.” 4

The pre-Islamic poet
kAbId ibn al-Abras (sixth century), who

spent much of his time at Al-Hlra, speaks of an instrument

with “ strings stretched over a hollow curved sound-chest ”. 5

This would appear to refer to either the Persian or Traqian

lute. Yazld II (720-4) having asked one day for a description

of the barbat was told that “it is hunchbacked ” and “ lean

of belly ” (i e. flat-bellied).6 From these descriptions we can

recognize the familiar vaulted back of the lute, but evidently

the instrument at this period had no separate neck, because

1 Al-Aahani. v, 24.
2 Al-Maqqar3, Moh. Dy-n , 411 ; n, 118-19. Analectzs, ii, 84, 86-7.

9 Mafatlh al-'ulum, 238.
4 Lane, Lex., s.v.

6 The Dlwdns of 'Abid b. al-Abras and 'Amir b. at-Tufail. Edit . Sir

Chas Lyall t ix, 5.

* ‘Iqd al-farid, iii, 186.

JRAS. OCTOBER 1930. 50
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the whole thing, from the nut downwards, appears to have

been made in one graduated piece, probably hollow

throughout, similar to the Meccan and Hadrami qabus which

I have described elsewhere. 1 The Persian lute shown in the

Sasanian art work (fourth-seventh centuries), preserved in

the British Museum, has an outline which stfongly suggests

this. 2

Zalzal’s “ invention ” in the ‘ud al-shabbut was probably

the substitution of a separate and parallel neck, solid

throughout, and a separate sound-chest, just as we have

them in the modern instrument. There are fairly good reasons

for this assumption. The Arabic lexicographers tell us that

there was “ a species of fish ” called the skabbut . This fish

was “ slender in the tail, wide in the middle part, small in the

head, resembling a barbat ”, as we are told by Al-Laith ibn

Nasr (eighth century)- 3 Further, we read in the Taj al-arus
,

that “the barbat
,
when long, not broad, is likened to this

fish, and this fish to the barbat ”. This “ slender tail ” of the

fish called the skabbut is evidently the parallel and separate

“ neck ” of the shabbiit lute ('ud al-shabbut). A The lute

delineated m the eleventh century (?) silver bowl from

Mesopotamia in the Kaiser Friedrich-Museum, Berlin, shows

a parallel neck. 5 Later Saracenic art also bears this out.

The Persian lute of the time of Barbad or Barbud (sixth-

seventh century) was strung with four strings, as we are

informed by Khalid ibn al-Fayyad (d. ca. 718). 6 With the

Arabs, the lute had four strings in the time of Bishr ibn

Marwan (d. 694) and Yazld II (d. 724). 7 Al-Kmdl (d. ca. 874) 8

1 JRAS. 1929, p. 492.
2 Dalton, Treasures of the Oxus (2nd edit ), 211.

3 Lane. Lex., s.v.

4 Cf. Land, Trans, of the Ninth Congress of Orientalists, 1892, ii, 161.

See the Portuguese machete in Engel’s Catalogue of Musical Instruments,

p. 254, and pi. facing p. 248, which is made in the form of a fish.

5 See Lachmann, R., Musik des Orients, 136.
8 JRAS . 1899, 59.
7 'Iqd al-farid , m, 186.

8 Bnt. Mus. MS., Or. 2361, fol. 166.
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and Al-Farabi (d. 950) 1 both speak of a fifth string, which is

said to have been introduced by Ziryab (eighth-ninth

centuiy).

2

The Arabs certainly adopted the woid for
‘ e

frets
”

(dasatm, sing, dastdn) from the Persians, and apparently

altered the old accordatura of their lute, which was C-D-G-a,

to the Persian one of fourths, A-D-G-c.s This latter remained

the tuning of the lute up to modern times, save in the Maghrib

where the old system is stdl retained in one form or another. 4

Ziryab’s “ improvements 55
to the lute date from the late

eighth and early ninth century. Whilst at the court of Harun

(786-809) he had made a heavier lute than the one in general

use, and introduced gut for the lower strings instead of the

customary silk. At the court of the Andalusian sultan
fAbd al-Rahman II (822-52) he imported the practice of

using a quill plectrum instead of the wooden implement

hitherto used. 5

Al-Kindl (d. ca. 874) tells us that both the belly and back of

the lute wrere made of thin wood, which was to be of uniform

thinness throughout. The dimensions of the instrument appear

to have been as follows. 6 The depth of the sound-chest was

half of the width, and the widest part was at the beating-

place of the plectrum or fingers, which was 6 75 cm.

(= 3 asabi
1

)
from the bridge-tailpiece

(
musht ). We also get

a rough idea of the size of the lute because this beating-place

was at the tenth part of the strings. This means that the

distance from the nut (anf) to the bridge-tailpiece (musht)

was 75*25 cm. In the four-stringed lute of Al-Kindl, the two

lower strings, the bamm (A) and mathjath (D), were made of

1 Leyden MS., Cod. 561, Warn., fol. 59, v.

2 Al-Maqqari, op. cit.. n, 118-19. The fifth string appears to have been

adopted in the East just prior to the year 850, as would appear from a

story in the Kitab al-aghani (v, 53). See also my Historical Facts for the

Arabian Musical Influence, p. 252.
3 See my History of Arabian Music

,

p. 70.

4 See my Historical Facts, p. 240 et seq.
5 Al-Maqqari, Moh . Dyn , n, 118-19. Cf Analectes, ii, 86~7.
6 Berlin MS., No. 5530 (Ahlwardt), fol. 25. There is a hiatus in. the

MS., which mates the sense doubtful.
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gut, and were of four and three strands (tabaqdt) respectively,

whilst the higher strings, the imthna (G) and zlr (c), were

made of silk, and were of two strands and one strand

respectively .
1 It was realized, says Al-Kindl, that for the

higher strings, which required a greater tension, silk stood

the strain better, and also gave a better tone.

The Ikhwan aJ-Safa' (tenth century) say that the length of

the lute should be half as much again as its width, whilst its

depth should be half of its width, and the neck one-quarter

of the length. Its boards (
ahvah)

2 should be made of thin

and light wood only, whilst the belly (imjh) should also be of

'thin, hard
,
light wood. The “

Brethren ” say that the four-

stringed lute should have all its strings made of silk, and that

they should be made of sixty-four, forty-eight, thirty-six,

and twenty-seven threads (taqa) respectively, from the bamm
to the zir.

Such was the instrument that became the parent of the

European lute, an instrument with a separate neck, which

was “ invented ” at the Baghdad court of the ‘Abbasids.

Amongst Persian authors, however, we still find the term

barbat used for the new lute, and even among Arabic authors

of Persian training, such as Ibn Sina, but that was due to the

fact that the word barbat like the word ‘ud was generic for

all types of the lute.

The old pear-shaped barbat type of lute, without a definite

neck, still continued to be used, and we see it side by side

with the ‘iid in the Cantigas de Santa Maria ,

3 Whether it

was still known in Spain by the name barbat we do not know.

Miss Schlesinger says that the name barbat was used by the

Moors of Spain for one of their instruments in the fourteenth

century, hut the authority that she quotes (at second or

1 See JRAS. 1928, 515.
2 The narrow strips of board that compose the back of the lute are

referred to here.

8 Cf. Riafio, Notes on Early Spanish Music, p. 114, for the 'ud, and p. 115

for the barbat or mizhar.
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third hand) is the Kitab al-imta
(

wa'l-intifa ,
and the author

is not dealing only with contemporary musical instruments. 1

The Rebec

“ The Arabs declare,” says Miss Schlesinger, “ that it was

from the Persians they obtained the rabab, and probably

the fiddle-bow at the same time, but this is not stated, yet

the Arab name for the bow is derived from the Persian.” 2

This statement is repeated in her article “ Rebab ” in the

Encyclopaedia Bntannica, where we are further informed that

the word used by the Arabs for “ bow ” is kamdn ,

3 The

authority for these statements is not given in' either of these

cases, but, again, it would seem that Engel has been the

source. 4

I am not aware that the Arabs declare that they obtained

the rabab and bow from the Persians. The earliest authority

to mention the instrument in connection with Persia is

Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-Khuwarizmi (fl. 976-97), who says :

“ The rabab is well-known to the people of Persia and

Khurasan.” 5 He was writing in the land of the Samanids.

His contemporaries Al-FarabI (d. 950) 8 and the Ikhwan

al-Safa’ (tenth century), 7 also show us that the instrument

was “ well-known 99
in Syria and Mesopotamia.

Legend among Islamic peoples says that the rabab was

played before Solomon, whilst tradition has it that the

instrument was known to the Arabs in pre-Islamic times. 8

1 In point of fact, her authority is given as a book entitled.

Enumeration of Arab Musical Instruments, xiv, c, which so far as the

present writer is aware, has no existence under this title. See my
Historical Facts foi the Arabian Musical Influence, pp. 336-7.

2 Precursors of the Violin Family, 398.
3 xxii, 948.
4 Engel, op. cifc., 63. Researches into the Early History of the Violin

Family, 13.

6 Mafatih al-'ulum , 237. Cf. Clement Huart's article in. Lavignac's

Ency. de la Musique, p. 3071. Ribera, op cit., 51.
8 Leyden MS., Or. 651, fol. 80.
7 Bombay edit., i, 92, 97.

* Evliya Chelebi, Travels

,

i, ii, 226, 234.
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This is borne out by another authority which cites Al-

Khalil (cL 791) as saying that “ the ancient Arabs sang their

poems to its [the rabdb’

s

] voice ”. 1 The way in which the

instrument is mentioned in the Risala fl fadl
l

ilm al-musiqi

by Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-Kanji (?) would seem to show

that the rabdb was looked upon as an Arabian instrument. 2

The tradition in the Maghrib is that it was invented by an

Arab during his captivity among the Christians. 3

Some writers favour a Persian origin of the rabdb on the

ground that the name itself is derived from the Persian word

rawdwa .

4 What the Persian lexicographers say is that the

word rawdwa is another form of ntbab, a Persian lute. 5

Rawaiva is said to be made up of two Persian words, but this

etymology looks quite factitious, and is probably quite

modern. The term rawaiva as the name of a lute does

not appear to be used in any Persian work on music. At any

rate, a writer like Al-Jawallqi, who specialized in words of

foreign extraction, does not notice rabdb as an Arabicized

word.

It would seem, however, that the ordinary Arabic root

rabba (^), which means “to collect, arrange, assemble

together ”, is just as likely to be the parent word, because it

was the application of the bow to a stringed instrument that
“

collected, arranged, assembled together ” a number of

short notes into one long note, a point -which accords with

the terminology of the Arab theorists. The rabdb was not,

therefore, strictly speaking, an instrument of a particular

shape or construction, but was essentially an “instrument

played with a bow ”, in much the same way as the Persian

kamdncha was, except that the latter bore this fact more

clearly stamped in its name. It was the application of the bow

1 Hath MS. The author's.
2 Berlin MS. (Ahlwardt), 5527, fol. 47, v.

a Delphin et Gain, Notes sur la poesie et la musique ardbe, 59.
4 Engel, Researches, etc., 12. Curt Sachs, Reallexikon, s.v.

6 Bahar-i'ajam and Burhan-i qhh'

.
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that caused the flat-chested guitar, the boat-shaped lute,

and the pear-shaped lute to be named the rabab

.

The bow evidently came from the East, but the Arabs do

not acknowledge that they borrowed it from the Persians,

and Miss Schlesinger’s reason for making the suggestion

(adopted from Engel or his copyists) is of little value because

the Persian word for bow which is kaman, is not used by the

Arabs. The Arabic word qaus has always sufficed for their

needs in reference to the fiddle-bow. On the other hand,

the Persians borrowed from the Arabs their terms zdkkma

and midrdb for the plectrum, and have even used them for

the fiddle-bow.

Since the Byzantines had a bowed instrument in the eighth-

ninth century,1 we may conclude that the Arabs had it also,

and perhaps even earlier. Fetis informs us in his Antoine

Stradivari (1856) that a bow with a fixed nut may be seen

among the ornaments decorating a collection of poems in an

Arabic MS. at Vienna dating from the time of the first

khalifs. Since Al-FarabI mentions the rabab it might be

argued that the Arabs possessed the bow in the tenth century, 2

but the late Dr. Land pointed out, this would be a false

assumption, because, he said, we have no contemporary

evidence of the bow. 3 Miss Schlesinger also says that Al-

Earabi does not mention the bow. 4

It is quite true that A1-Farabi does not mention the bow

in the chapter on the rabab 5 in bis Kitdb al-muslqt. That

is probably due to the fact that he was more concerned with

what notes w^ere produced on the instrument than with how

they were produced. For the same reason wTe are not told

about the plectrum among the plucked stringed instruments

1 L’Arte (1895), l, 21. Miss Schlesinger 's earlier example from the

paintings at Baouit, is doubtful.
2 Fetis, Hist. Gen. de la Musique, li, 144.

3 Lajid, Recherches
, 55.

4 Enc. Brit., xxii, 948. See also E. Heron-Alien's Violin-Making (1885),

p. 41, and Grove's Dictionary of Music (2nd ed.), v, 289.
5 A1-Farabi does not write rabdba as Miss Schlesinger says.
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or the reed in the wood-wind. Yet, in spite of this we ha^
“ contemporary evidence of the bow ”, and it is to be founc

in AI-Farabf, although the passage appeals to have escaped

notice.

Mta dealing with instruments of the harp (jank) family
,

which, sap ,41-FarabI, were furnished with strings “set

apart for "every note ”, as well as those instruments of the

Jute ( ud) and pandore (tunbur) group possessing one string

or more which gave other notes (by fingering) than those

given by the open strings, he then refers to those

instruments “ upon whose strings are drawn other strings
”

(> \j
1

''
£ -}

~J\ dXj\S]):’ j v j • '— —

7

Here the bow is clearly implied, since there can be no doubt

about the verb jarra .

2

The testimony of the Ikhwan al-Safa
5

(tenth century) also

appears to be worthy of attention. They do not actually

mention the bow, but its use is implied nevertheless. In

fasl 2 of their risdla on music these savants deal with the

theory of sound. 3 On the quantitative side, sounds are

described under two headings—disjunct (munfasil) and

conjunct
(muttasil ). In musical instruments it is shown that

disjunct sounds are to be found in the short notes produced

by stringed instruments, such as the ‘ud, and by percussion

instruments such as the qadib (wand). “ As for conjunct

sounds ” say the Brethren, they are like the sounds of

mizrnar, nay, rabab, duldb, and nd‘ur.” 4 Needless to say, it

1 Kosegarten, Lib . Cant., 77.
2 This may also be the parent of the English word " jar ” (a tremulous

vibration).

3 See my Arabic Musical MSS. in the Bodleian Library
, p. 5.

* Bombay ed., i, 91-2. All these instruments are wntten in the plural

except the rabab. The Cairo (a.h. 1306) text, and that of Dieterici {Die

Abhand. dcr Ichwan es-Safa) as well as the latter's Propaedeutik deraraber

,

give dabdub in the place of rabab. The dabddb was a drum, and is clearly

a copyist’s error. Rabab is given in the Bombay text, and in the two
Bodleian MSS.
The terms duldb and nd’ur are given to a “ water wheel ", but it is not

improbable that they were also the names of musical instruments. The
duldb of Ibn Ghaibi was a " hurdy-gurdy ".
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was the bow on the strings of the rabab that produced this

conjunct sound.

Ibn Sina (d. 1037) is even more definite on this question.

In his great work the Shifd after dealing with instruments

of the lute type such as the barbat, of the psaltery type(?)

such as the skahrudh, and of the harp type such as the

sanj {= jank), he then proceeds to deal with instruments

“ possessed of strings and frets which are not beaten upon,

but are drawn upon like the rabab ”. 1 Again, the verb jarra

unmistakably implies the bow.

Ibn Zaila (d. 1048) describes two kinds of sound-producing

musical instruments. (1)
“ Those that are sounded by a

beating
(
qar‘ ) . . . and whose notes are cut off with the

cessation of the [vibration caused by the] beating like the
iud and the sanj and what resembles them.” (2)

“ Those from

which the sound ... is prolonged
(
mumtadd

)

and is conjunct

(muttasil), like the nay, surndy
,
and rabab” 2 That it was the

bow that effected this “prolonged sound” m the rabab we
know from a statement of his elsewhere where he says that

the rabab is played by being drawn upon?

These quotations prove the existence of the bow with the

Arabs in the tenth and eleventh centuries, although they must

have had it much earlier, and they dispose of Hugo Riemann’s

contention that the Orientals make no mention of bowed

instruments prior to the fourteenth century.

The late Dr. J. P. N. Land regretted that the Leyden copy

of the Persian treatise on music entitled the Kanz al-tuhaf

did not contain a design of the rabab, although the instrument

was fully described. 4 Yet other copies of this work contain

a design, and no bow is shown with the instrument, although

in the design of the ghishak , a kind of kamancha, the bow

is delineated side by side with the instrument. 5 The reason

1 India Office MS., 1811, fol. 173.

2 Brit. Mus. MS., Or. 2361, fol. 235, v.

3 Ibid., fol. 235.

4 Land, Rechvrches . . . , 55.

6 Brit. Mus. MS., Or. 2361, fol. 262.
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for the omission is that the instrument described is tin

rubdb, a species of lute, and not the rabab .

1 It was a lute ir

the thirteenth century, and such it still remains. Indeed
, its

structure has scarcely altered during the centuries .
2

Concerning the history of the rabcib in Spain Miss Schlesinger

says : The Arab scholar Al-Shaqundi, who' flourished in

Spain about a.d. 1200, states that the rabab had been known
for centuries in Spain, but was not mentioned on account of

its want of artistic merit.” 3 No source for this statement

is given, but again it would seem to have been derived from

Engel, or his copyists, who is misquoted. 4 All that we possess

of the writings of Al-Shaqundl (d. 1231) is contained in the

Nafh al-tib of Al-Maqqarl (d 1632) and here only the word

rabab is mentioned in a list of musical instruments.

5

Whilst Miss Schlesinger acknowledges the antiquity of both

the boat-shaped and the pear-shaped rabab * she says that

we have no proof of the antiquity of the flat-chested

instrument, known nowadays as the rabab al-sha'irj “ No
evidence,” she says,

£
‘ has yet been brought forward that the

rabab al-shd
(

ir was in use among the Arabs who conquered

Spain in the eighth century
;

if the instrument was indeed

ever introduced into Spain, it has left no trace.” 8

The evidence of the frescoes of Qusair ‘Amra (eighth century)

1 Ibid., fol. 262, V.

2 Adviclle, La Musique chez les Persons en 1885. p 13 and plate.

Uspensky, Klassicheskaya Muzyka Vzbekov ('• Sovietsky Uzbekistan”,

Tashkent, 1927), p. 306 Fitrat, UzbTk qdassiq mhsiqdsi (Tashkent,

1927), p 42
3 Ency . Brit., xxii, 948.
4 Desrr. Cat. . . . South Kensington Museum , 62. Engel says :

" Al-

Shaqundl, who lived in Spam about a.d. 1200, mentions the rabab, which
may have been in use for centuries without having been thought worthy
of notice, on account of its rudeness ” For other misquotations see E. Heron-

Alien's Violin-Making (1885), p. 41, and Grove's Dictionary of Music
(2nd ed.), v, 289.

5 Al-Maqqarl, Moh. Dyn , i, 365-6.
6 Ency. Brit . loe. cit

7 Precursors of the Violin Family, 396.
8 Ency. Brit., loc. cit.
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is sufficient proof that the Arabs of Umayyad days knew of

a fiat-chested instrument, although it was not bowed in

this instance. 1 E. W. Lane was of opinion 2 that the ancient

rabdb was “ probably similar ” to the modern rabdb al-shd
c

ir

depicted in his Modern Egyptians, which is a flat-chested

instrument. 3 Wallaschek also took the view that the original

shape of the rabdb was that of a guitar. 4 We know from Ibn

Ghaibi (d. 1435) that the badawl Arabs used this rectangular

flat-chested instrument. It had a sound-chest (qasa), he says,

like the “ mould of a brick ”, with a skin belly and back, and

one horse-hair string. 5 This murahba* (= e(
square ”) was

still known to the Arabs in the eighteenth century by this

very name, and it was a bowed instrument identical with

the rabdb al-shd‘ir* The rabdb with some of the badaivi Arabs,

as well as with some of the townsmen, was still played guitar-

wise, i.e. without a bow, in the nineteenth century. 7 Lastly,

the original name for the guitar in Arabic is said to be murabba

\

and the latter was claimed to be a national instrument. This

is stated by M. Soriano-Fuertes in his Musica Arabe-Espanola

on the authority of Al-Shalahi (date, 1301). 8

Miss Schlesinger says that “ Al-FarabI . . . distinctly states

that the rabdb was also known as the lyra ”. 9 I cannot recall

that the great Arabic theorist has anywhere used the words

1 Kusejr ‘Antra, Vienna, 1907. pi. xxxiv. (Published by Kais. Akad

.

der Wiss»)

2 Lane, Lex
, s.v. *L» j.

3 Lane, Modern Egyptians (5th ed.), 364.
4 Primitive Music (1893), 130.

5 Bodleian MS., No. 1842, fol. 78, v.

6 Niebuhr, Voyage en Arable (1776). Laborde, op. cit,, 1 , 381.

7 Onchton, History ofArabia, n, 380. Burckhardt, Bedouins and Wahabys,

and Travels in Arabia, i, 398. Burton, Personal Narrative . . . , iii, 76.

Cf. Doughty, Arabia Deserta, l, 41, 98, 263, 264.
8 Barcelona (1853), p. 54. The MS. of Al-Shalahi (= Kitab al-imta

iva'l-intifd' , Madrid MS., No. 603), does not appear to wholly confirm this,

or at legist not fol. 15, which deals with the kaifhdr. I might also mention

that Al-Shalahi does not give any of the forms rabel, arrabel, or arrabil,

as Miss Schlesinger says.
(
Ency . Brit., xxn, 947.)

9 Ency. Brit., xxii, 950.
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lyra. Kosegarfcen, in translating passages from Al-Farabi's

Kitab al-musiqi, has certainly translated the word rabab by’

lyra.

1

Curiously enough, an interesting passage occurs in

AJ-Mas‘udI (d. m. 956), taken from Ibn Khurdadhbih (d. 912),

Vthch throws a side-light on the point. Speaking of the

musical instruments of the Byzantines, he says : “ And to

them is the lurd [= Xupa], and it is the rabab, and to it are

five strings 2 Having the Carrand casket before us, it might

be reasonably assumed that the favoured type of rabab at

the time of Ibn Khurdadhbih was the pear-shaped instrument.

3

On the other hand, Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-Khuwarazml

(fl. 976-97) says that in Greek the word for sanj (harp)

is lur. x

That the rabab was f£ mentioned ” by writers in Spain before

the time of Al-Shaqundl (d. 1231), and that it had “ artistic

merit ”, is evident from the poets Abu Bakr Yahya ibn

Hudhail (d. 995),

5

Ibn Hazm (d, 1064), 6 and others.

That the flat-chested rabab left its trace in Spain, we have

the testimony of the altar piece from the Cistercian monastery

of Nuestra St. de Piedra in Aragon (fourteenth century). 7

Indeed, the vzhuela de arco of Juan Ruiz (fourteenth century) 8

was probably the oval flat-chested instrument depicted in the

Canligas de Santa Maria (thirteenth century).

9

In the

thirteenth century Vocabulista m Arabico we have the word

rabab equated with viella, 10 which leads one to suspect that the

author must surely have had the flat-chested instrument in

1 Kosegarten, Lib. Cant., 45, 105.

4 Al-Mas'udI, op. cit., vm.
3 See my Historical Facts . . .,20 The modem Greeks still call their

pear-shaped rebec a lyra.

4 Or lura . Mafatih al-'ulum , 236.
6 Madrid MS., No. 603, fol. 15.

6 Muhammad ibn Isma‘11, Safinal al-mulk, 473.
7 Riano, op. cit., 128. Ribera, La JIusica de las Cantigas, pL, Angel

No. 2.

& Juan Ruiz, Libro de Buen amor (Edit. Ducamin), verse, 1254.
9 Riano, op, cit., 114. Ribera, op. cit., fig. ii.

10 Edited by Schiaparelli.
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mind. In the earlier Gbssarium Latino Arabicum (eleventh

century), the rabab is called the lyra dicta 1

From the foregoing evidence that has been adduced, it

would appear that we have good reasons for acknowledging

the antiquity of the flat-chested instrument with the Arabs,

and its existence with them in Spain, which would give it a

place in the ancestry of the modern guitar and violin.

1 Edited by Seybold. What was the Mediaeval baldosa, baudosa,

baudoise, baudoire ? Several conjectures have been made. Could it have

been a rectangular flat-chested instrument ? In Spanish, " a square brick

or tile ” is called a baldosa. The murabba

‘

(rectangular flat-chested instru-

ment of the Arabs) described by I bn <ihaibi, had a sound-chest like the
" mould of a brick”.





The Kumzari Dialect of the Shihuh Tribe,

Arabia, and a Vocabulary

By BERTRAM THOMAS

T7” UMZARI is a dialect spoken exclusively by certain coastal

elements of the Shihuh tribe, the Kumazara section,

who occupy Kumzar at the head of the Musandam Peninsula

of Oman, and are found at Dibah, Khasab, the coastal villages

of Elphinstone and Malcolm Inlets and at Larek Island.

This strange tongue, inadvisedly suggested by S. Zwemer

as likely to possess affinities with the Himyaritic languages,

has also given rise to the pardonable, though I think erroneous,

belief that those who use it are pre-Semitic and aboriginal

to this part of Arabia.

Kumzari is largely a compound of Arabic and Persian, but

is distinct from them both. As spoken it is comprehensible

neither to the Arab nor to the Persian visitor of usual illiteracy,

though to a student of the two languages, many of

its obscurities vanish before a word list reduced to paper.

Structurally it is non-Semitic. The claim by a section of the

people whose mother tongue it is, all fishermen incidentally,

to be descendants of Malik bin Fakam the Yemeni conqueror

of Oman, probably in the second century a.d., while a claim

lacking in proof or probability, seems to argue for it a con-

siderable antiquity. Some of its Persian words, indeed, derive,

according to a local Mutawwa, from the old classical “ Farsi
”

of remoter Persia rather than the familiar “Ajmi” or

colloquial Persian of the Persian Gulf seaboard.

Kumzari is not a written language,1 and the grammatical

rules and vocabulary which follow I have collected, with the

help of Ali Muhammad my Arab secretary, from the lips

of its illiterate exponents. These all speak Arabic as well

;

1 Kumzari has not before been written up, though Lieut. -Col. Javakar

has left a slight note as an appendix to a paper '

' The Shihee Dialect of

Arabic", Bombay Journal R.A.S., April, 1902.
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not the unique and perplexing Arabic of their fellow Shi

tribesmen ol the mountains (they have one feature in cornu

namely the stressing of the r as in an Irish brogue,

—

Urdu 3) hut the Omani dialect, a dialect of Arabic that

to say, which, judged by local standards, is free from foreij

accent or contamination.

My word list of Kumzari admits of the following summary

Words, c

(u) Words related to Persian roots 246 = 4

(6) Words related to Arabic roots .
II(£>00

1—

H

(c) Words untraced .... . 121 = S

Total 553 words

A point of interest is that while Kumzari is non-Arab

in grammatical structure, and its words akin, to Persia

roots are one-third more numerous than those akin to Arab

ones, the pronunciation of the oft-recurring long alif “
I

”

a flat a sound, that accords with the Arabic value of thf

character, and not its Persian value. 1

Kumzari has no p sound. In words of Arabic derivation
'w-

is generally substituted or sometimes o, e.g. (Ar.) (K

1 The Interior mountain Shihuh use an Arabic dialect which in tb

connection is anomalous, for their " alif ” has a Persian value (as aw),

often becomes r, and there are other sound values foreign to local or Badaw
standards (see Appendix A). And this despite the facts

—

(l) Arabic is their only language (see Appendix A). They know n<

Kumzari or Persian and being mountain Badus are less exposed than tl

Kumazara to external influences

(u) They are in racial appearance distinct from the Kumazara, who a:

probably of South Persian origin. (The generic name Shihuh locall

applied to the two elements would thus appear to be ethnologically unsati

factory.)

(in) They have a tradition of Sabian origin from the Yemen ; and the

physiognomy is Semitic. Customs of both elements, some of them umqii

in the Arabian peninsula, and a description of the habitat are the subjec

of my communication to the Journal of the Central Asian Society, vol. x'

1928, “ The Musandam Peninsula and its people, the Shihuh.”
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(At.) r/l (K.) dTjl, (Ar.) U» (K.)
4'if

“
difficult ”,

**
crooked ”, “ fort The sound values of

and i are rare
: ^ comparatively rare. ^ has occasionally

the sound value of the Urdu 3, e.g. durdz j\ “ long j

is sometimes a lisped i as in dh j
“ woman j has the

Urdu value j, e.g. j Arabic derived words

sometimes changes to iJ, e.g. (K.) (Ar.) ^ may

become a or e.g. (Ar.) ® (K.) ojXl, (Ar.) ^ (K.)

^jL5^ ec
caravan ”, “ tree ”,

<b

locust ”.

Grammatical Rules of Kumzari

The Personal Pronoun

I may'am
* S'

Thou t&wi

He or she yiheh V.

We mahim
•

i

-

You (male or female) skuma’eh

They (male or female) yeliin utl

More commonly

:

—

I meh O (e as in
££
met

Thou to / (° „ “ toll

He or she
s’

yeh or /iyeh (e 3> “ yet

JRAS. OCTOBER 1930. 51
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We mah (a „ “malt")

You (male or female) skutnah' <1^ (a
i

„
“
path ”)

They (male or female) shen (e » “pent”)

As suffixes for possessive pronouns, the latter are employed,

e.g. kafileh caravan

kdfile'rtieh my caravan A.Jls Lj

sogh dog (sing.) (p*-)

My dog (dogs) sugh'meh
• / , ^

A_-*a_.w saghameh A,«l—a—**

Thy dog ,, sugh'id
/. >

_
saghfi to

His or her dog „ sugh'yeh

• j }

A *-co saghayeh At l—A -.CP

Our dog ,, sugh'mah oo saghdmah A^L-A—**»

Your dog

o

,, sugh!shumah! A saghdshwmh
1

Their dog ,,
sugh'shen i» saghashen

The Article

The article agrees with the noun in number. It is formed

by a suffix as follows :

—

Indefinite (sing.) eh or te fc or ^ where noun has

vowel or s ending.

Definite (sing.) o or to ji or y
Indefinite (pi.)

Definite (pi.) jl in or en jl
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Man murdk a ;
woman zank ciil j ;

tree shid'reh >7^
birds tayren.

The man murd’ko
}

A man murd'keh *

A tree shid'reteh

S' s' »

*

The tree shid'retd

Birds tayren 0

The birds tayren'in U* JT*
s-

The Noun

Nouns have no gender.

There is no diminutive form.
t

The plural is formed by adding en or an jl

e -g’

Father bap a
V

*
Fathers bapan &

Dog sogh Ls~ Dogs saghan

Bird tayr > Birds tayren &
Caravan Jcafileh &ir Caravans kajile’en

The final n of a plural noun form is elided, when the noun

has a prenominal suffix, and the link vowel is usually then

stressed, but not invariably so, e.g. :

—

Caravans Jcajileen
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,

THE KUUZ&XUt D1AI-KCT OS' THK

My caravans Bfilawd tzuif'
» /

S’

Dogs saalien

Our dogs saghameh A_,4 UW*<

Women zanken

•

Their women zankeshen

Summary :

—

An animal hahcaneh

The animal haiwano y

Animals haiwanin
*.*'*''

<y y^

The animals haiwan'enin

•

c ,

a1
; y^r

Your animal haiwan'shumah'

*
p ®

°'> ^ ^
A*.

—» ••

Your animals haiwan'enshumah'

> ^ .
e - _ o • ^ V

There is no dual form.

All numbers from two upwards take the plural, e.g. :

—

One sheep yek gilds

Two sheep doh ghosen

s'

Three sheep soh ghosen

s
c * « ^

Eleven sheep yaz'data ghosen

One hundred sheep hazaratta ghosen
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No distinction would appear to be made between ordinal

and cardinal numbers.

A modified set of numbers is in peculiar use for human
beings. (For the most part the vowel of the ordinary numbers

is then modified and the suffix
c

‘ individual ” added ;

JTiand from 7 upwards suffix is substituted for suffix

Thus :

—

1 yek dLj 1 person yelckay JZ.

2 doh 2 persons duJcJcas JT’>

3 soh © 3 persons sukkas

4 char 4 persons char’kas ’J’

5 panj & 5 persons pan'jiJcas u-Zfk

6 shish
° * *

6 persons skish'kas
° A

7 haf'ta

s’ O s'

1—7aa 7 persons haf'kas
. w

60 shas'ta

s- « y

L 60 persons shas'kas

Numbers have no gender, e.g. :

—

Two bull camels doh jamilen

Two cow camels doh ndga’en
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The Adjective

The adjective like the noun has no gender. It agrees with

the noun and pronoun in number. The forms are as follows :

—

Indefinite (sing.) eh a

Definite (sing.) o ,\

Indefinite (pi.)
)

Definite (pi.)
}

an or e"

a c £

j! j!

A big man murd'heh gay'peh <0 ;>

v “

The big man murd'ko go'po

The big men murd'ken gapan
o ^ p ^ e

oy C?

The following forms oc

Note that 1st person si:

person sing, and pi.

I am big

Thou art big

He or she is big

We are big

You (male and female) are big

They (male and female) are big

;ur with pronouns.

ig and pi. are the same, also 2nd

meh gaypa’im
\

" Y~

to gaypa i

iyeh gaypeh
p^-

i

A.) I

f •• "t

math gaypa’im p;-p 4 -‘

skumah ' gaypa'i
;

shen gaypen
o Q e /'

There is no diminutive.

There is a comparative but no superlative.
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The comparative has two numbers and is formed by

suffixes, thus :

—

Singular te'rah

Plural te'rin

e

jj
e.g.

He is big yeh gaypeh
e e^-

A.
r •• •*

He is bigger yeh gup'lera

}^
d ~ J

She is small yeh chik'eh
••

She is smaller yeh child'erah X

This is black iyeh siy’eh
O'O

1

4L- 4»l

This is blacker iyeh siyet'erah
0 ^

|

d jZ.— A 1^ >

I am fat meh sakhtiim

e

0 X

He is fatter yeh sakhterah

The tall ship jehd'zd dura'zo ijb5

These are tall aishin'ena durd'zin ,j J\ 1

5

Those are taller askin'ena duraz'terin

e ^ 9 ' ^
^ %

jyj'j3 v-i

The Verb

There are no gender distinctions.

There is no infinitive form.

Such a phrase as “ I wished to go ” is expressed
‘ c

I wish

I go ”, as it would be in colloquial Arabic. Similarly, " He
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agrees to buy ” by “ He agrees he buys Taking the 3rd

person singular past tense (as in Arabic) as a basis, four

different verb forms are then represented in the following

examples :

—

(I) He asked suwal'gid'ish or

suwalgur'dish

(II) He struck buzur'disk

(III) He sold foshnid'ish

(IV) He ran burwad

P •>>

It would appear that the terminations gidisk
,
dish, and d are

all parts of the auxiliary verb gid'ish or gur dish

• .Vs*

(he took, be made), hence their elimination in

certain conjugations. What remains after this process is

applied to 3rd person singular past tense may be taken

as the root. It is generally triliteral, e.g. bgr

/ sh n j lJ, brw } j

Smvdlgid'ish would appear to be the most regular verb

form. The vocabulary shows the verbs for begun, cut,

spoke, played, obeyed, rode, swam, walked, wrote, worked

to be all of this form.

The imperative is formed by adding to the root the suffix

kin (sing.)

mejemekin

cf
'

kai (p1 -) e.g. suwalkin \j^,

rukubkai shnaukai
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The past participle is formed by the suffix gurseh

(smg.)
,
gursin (pi.) y ,

e g. suwdl'gur'sin

e e <^H >
, • c^ 0 •-

(j^^r mejemegur’sin y ,
rukubgur’sin

e o )

The present and past tenses are as follows :

—

Past Tense. Present Tense.

meh suwalgudum

.^ «•
,

^

suwdltikum' X;jV-
0 suwal'gi’di <£•&J 1j—

< y suwaltiki' J lj-“>

'feh suwdl'gi'dish JiA.fjljL.4T suwaltikeh' aS^JIJL-

nah suwdlgu'dim
^ S'

.

•/jijL;. suu'dltikum' f55JV~

ihuma sutvalgi’di 1^-*" 4.^ai suwaltiki
'

••

then suwalgi'din suwaltikin' <j5Cr J !>-- c

A comparison of this regular form (I) and the irregular

forms (II), (HI), and (IV) is as follows :

—

3rd Person
porm. Sing. Past.

(I) suwdlgi'dish

,afj!
*

(II) buzurdish

P o}>

3rd Person
Sing. Present.

suicdltikeh'

ZZjij-

bizaina

41

Imperative.

suudlkin

bizen (s.)

o

dy

bizainah (pi.)

t o ^
41)y

Past
Participle.

suwalgur'seh

^ w >

4>^y I

bizur'seh (s.)

OS 0 }

<^jy

bizur'sen (pi.)

0 S' O }

cr-jy.
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3rd Person 3rd Person
Imperative.

Past

Form. Sing. Past. Sing. Present. Participle,

(Ill) burwad tunedeh burwd (s.) burwaseh (s.)

e }
%

1

> *y y >

J 'U
burwanah (pl.) bunvasen (pl.)

> e y y }

* VJ.

(IV) foskni'dish
s'

tafoskna
s ,

foshin (s.) foshniseh (s.)

J*

oo H
yb \ * ;

J*
S’

•' .* .

A— x^j

foskinak (pl.) foshnisin (pl.)

y

In (II) the present tense and imperative would appear to
o

belong to another verb bazan'dish
;

or alternatively

the j of the past tense becomes j in the present tense or

vice versa.

In (III) initial cj 6 of root becomes O t in present tense.

In (IV) an initialO is prefixed in the present tense. The

three forms are identical in their mode of forming (a) the past

!/ c y o

participle by the suffix (sing.) and or
y

(pl ), seh (sing.), sen
,
sin (pi.)

; (6) the imperative plural

by the suffix Aj nah.

The past tense conjugations of the forms (II), (III), and

(IV) are as follows :

—

(ii) (in) (IV)

meh buzur'dum buncadwn foshnidum
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(if) (HI) (TV)

to buzur'di
s'

burwddi
y

foshnidi
, y

• » // „ •
|

« • 4
*A * H

yeh burzur'dish
y

burned foshnidish
y y

e } y o * y } e

*3y \
mah buzur'dim burwadim foshnidim

•
•'

*•*

^ s’

» i «y * • • . *

^-Xy. A.

A

shuma buzur'deh bunvadeh fdshnideh

>>> >y> • \ } *
dA

shen buzur'din burwadm foshnidin

e, » ) } o y
• f

•> •

3y. jJ-A-^^.5

The present tense of the same forms :

—

meh bizaimm
V y^ y

f+*U,
l

“
turwaum tafosknum

to bizairii
crLJf! -7
••

tunedi <sfc) tafoshni
«

B
* * -

yeh bizaina
^ 0 S Os'

turn'da

>

OJ tafoskna
00 ft

A*J3

mah bizainim
1**3/ ^ turudim

\
S-.v iajoshnim

yy
° •** I"

shuma bizainek

s'

0 ^ 0-- *

tumaeh y tafoskneh mJZ)

shen bizainin
a e

crL/ Cx* turudin

* >

'cXij tajoshnin

yy

\ • * i**

cr-"-*
4 ’

In (III) an aspirate a is sometimes substituted for the

hamza «.

.

Verbs of form (II) e g.
“ he understood

Verbs of form (IV) e.g.
“ he ate ”, “ he arrived

The negative both for verb and adjective is formed by the

suffix na l\
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There are no verba “to be” and "to have”, e.g.

,

I shall not ask mek suwdUihm! na

I » S / /

He has not struck yeh buzur'dish na u ^

This is heavy an sangiya

This is not heavy an sangiya na

As in Arabic the equivalent of the verb “ to have
”
takes the

form of “ with ” followed by the prenominal suffix. Thus :

—

I have = with me tcd'meh

Thou hast = with you iva'to

He has = with him or her wayeh

We have = with us uamah ^3

You have = with you wd'skumak'

They have = with them ivashej

i

s'

t l S'

* JlU

The following are a few simple sentences in Kumzari :

—

‘ The big ship arrived before morning.”

jaha'zd
|

gojpo
\

gubail
|

sabah
|

hamed
\

The ship
|

the big
|

before
|

morning
|

arrived
|

X.L* ^s. "/
‘ The small man left yesterday.”

murl'Jcd
\

chi'lid
\

dusjim
|

reft
\

The man
|

the small
|

yesterday
|

left
|
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u A small man is not fat.”

murt'keh
\

chi'keh
|

sakhte
)

na
|

A man
|

a small
|

fat
|

not
|

\J <sO
•>

J*

“ The big woman left yesterday.”

zan'ko
\

gopo
[

dushfin
|

reft
j

The woman
|

the big
|

yesterday
|

left
|

6

O ,

“ The big women left yesterday.”

zan'ken
|

ga'pan
\

dilsh'm
|

reftin
\

The women
|

the big
|

yesterday
|

left
|

“A big woman died yesterday.”

zan'keh
|

gay'peh
|

dush'in
\

murd
\

A woman
[

a big
|

yesterday
|

died
|

Z AX i J

“ A handsome man fell from the house.”

murt'keh
|

juwaneh
|

kuft
|

peh
|

khan'ogo
|

A man
|

a handsome
|

fell
|

from
|

the house
|

“ A beautiful woman fell from a house.”

zan’keh
|

juwan'eh
|

kuft
|

peh
|

Jchdn'ugeh
|

A woman
|

a beautiful
|

fell
|

from
|

a house
j
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The handsome man fell from my house.”

murt'ko
\

juwa'no
|

kuft
\

peh
\

Jchan'meh

The man I the handsome
[

fell
[

from
[

my house

* ^ .1 ^
Li ^-) j' j*:

“ The beautiful woman fell from her house.”

zan'ko
|

juwdno
|

kuft
|

peh
|

khaniyeh'
|

The woman
|

the beautiful
|

fell
|

from
|

her house
|

“ If you do not eat you will die.”

kd
|

to
|

itko'ri
|

nd
|

tim'iri
|

If
|

you
[

eat
|

not
|

you will die
|

(SjSs\ y ^
- ^ - ~ ^

“ The Wazir is strong.”

wazl'ro
|

quwet
|

in'di
|

The Wazir
|

strength
]

in
|

.
* >

. i „*'-' • .
^

(S^> I jjj $

“Falsehood or truth.”

durogh
\

wa'ld
|

rds'ti
|

Falsehood

“ I asked you.”

meh
|

suwal

I I ask

“ I and he together.”

meh
|

wa
\

yeh
|

wa’un'gar
|

I
|

and
|

he
|

together
|

|

or
]

truth
|

|

to
|

gi'dum
\

|

you
|

made to
|
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I want to strike.”

tatum
|

bazainum

I want
|

I strike

“ He struck me.”

yeh
|

buzur'dish meh

He I struck me

piy. uft*

> >

\.A A|_

u
I sold firewood yesterday.”

meh
|

dush'in
\

hay'magh
|

fosk'nidum

I
|

yesterday
|

firewood
|

sold

•>>

Ckfa

“ I will buy firewood to-morrow morning.”

meh
|

nuwaz sdbah
|

hay'magh
\

takhairum
|

I
|

to-morrow morning
|

firewood
|

will buy
|

“ Good morning.”

chabetna
|

sdbah
|

bun
|

How are you (?)
|

morning
|

good
|

“ Good evening.”

chabetna
|

mes'iya
\

buri
|

How are you (?)
|

evening
|

good
|
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KUMZARI VOCABULARY

1.

The system of transliteration employed has been that

of the Royal Asiatic Society with the following modifications :

I have used dh not d, as the local sound value would

thus seem best represented.

•i I have used dh not z for the same reason.

s' when final has been transliterated “ ah ” or “ eh
”

according to the sound value of the vowel and because

there is a suspicion that the s is not silent.

j\ I have used o when it represented the English value,

and au when it had the diphthong sound ow.

— ay as in hay ” or ai as in “ Kaiser ” according to

sound value.

The fatha has been transliterated a or e in accordance with

its sound value.

2. Here and there the definite article o has been left

appended to the noun. The reason in such cases is that

the word is scarcely ever met with except in this form, e.g.

(the) moon, (the) heavens, (the) sun.

3. As regards the words themselves, it may be observed

that war terms, e.g. castle, dagger, tower, flight, spear,

are of Arabic derivation. The wmrd for spear would

appear to be derived from the word U, no longer in use in

local colloquial Arabic. Oddments of neighbouring Omani

tribes still carry the spear, but invariably call it

rumh. The Kumzari word for sword is an exception

to the above rule.

4. In the remarks column K. = Kumzari.

Ar. = Arabic.

P. = Persian.

P.G.D. = Persian (Persian

Gulf Dialect),

(coll.) = colloquial.
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Kumzari Dialect of the Shihuh Tribe

Oman-Arabia

Kumzari in Latin Kumzari m Arabic
English. Character. Character. Remarks, whence derived.

"A” 8 »

abandoned he wesktish
0

* k P.G.D.

able he was raidish

above baleh aSl, P. VIA
•

abuse dishmal IP* P.

afrit afrit o>i Ar. O Jif

after paiyeh
»£o
“ t

P. A
“

afternoon pishtu
A

i

air kol

always dom Ar. ft

anchor lungail

possibly Arabo-

Portuguese.

anchored he sodish
0 0 /

animal haiwan

9

» / ^
J Ar.

and wa 3 Ar.

anger zur

r
c ,

JRAS. OCTOBER 1930. 52
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English .

Kwmzari in Latin

Character.

Kumzari in Arabic

Character. Bemarks, •whence derived.

angry he was zur gudisk
• r • '.

Jr? jJj

arms slah

**

C^ Ar. &
arrived he raisid

o ex
)x

P.

as inchek

0 » £

-ck; l P. (?) 4^‘Jr

ask (imp

)

suwaVkin (s.) P. and Ar. Jp

suwaVkai (pi.) (,;>/)

asked he suwal gi'disk^ P. and Ar.

ate he khor
O O X

ly P.

autumn
.

sher'imah

axe yurz -u
P.G.D. palm-

frond, P. mace Xjr

“ B ”

back kamar >iT P. 'X
bad banjeh

kdy

o x e x

badu kt
P. moun-

taineer c
**

baisari baysari Ar.

barber lnssayn
9 *

erf

barley jah
» X
o- P. yr
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English.

Kumzari in Latin Kumzari in Arabic

Character . Character. Remarks, whence derived.

basket zuwbil
o

1
O .

At.

bastard wet hdrameh

ex'

/I 1 e ^
<ujL>. co Ar.

bat fair

harmain

P 1 1 P 1
^

beach ehaf
V

beard risk

e #

cPJ P.
cP.)

because biseb'

p
^

^ Ar.

before tay’ghur
0 A® „

began he bidi'yah

gi'dish

9 •/

J-JO
/

belly shukum
r-~

0

P.

f
below zlrin OjJ P. JiJ

big gayp Lf P.G.D. if

bird tayr Ar.

bit he kka’adish

black siy eh

/
P.

blanket kafays
p o'.

Ar.

(swaddling clothes)

blind kor S' P. >f
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English.

Kumzari in Latin,

Character.

blood khuwaym

blue ziraq

bone Mar

book kitah

born zdseh

bought he Jchayridish

boy rok

brackish sorin

branch shaghat or

ruk'in

brass shi'beh

brave mard

brazier kuwar

breakfast nashta

breast sind

Kumzari in Arabic

Character. Remarks, whence derived

o e

p. J

P.G.D.

•- ^ .

s
Ar.

P. jli

#

Ar.

u/j P. (?) j

» 0^

U-^9- P. JL>>

% P.G.D.

P.G.D.
>

P. 4>-L^

t>i j

•

s’

Ar.

c © ^V P, manly ?

Ar.

liilj P. Lst
S'

0 o

P. <1—
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English.

Kumzari in Latin

Character.

Kumzari in Arabic

Character. Remarks, whence derived.

bring (imp.) biyaiy
"1

’

-»*

p. jjLi

P.G.D.

brought he wadish job

but lakin \<A
Ar.

butter zib’deh
t / t ,

6 A) J Ar-.

byM nakhd

“C”

camel (bull) jamel Ar.

camel (cow) ndgah (fli Ar. Ail*

caravan kafileh &iT Ar. 4ili

castle kaleh yjT Ar. aJli

cat gurbagh wjj P. *./

cave gaud

.s i p

cheap ur'zen jjji P.G.D.

P.

cheek Brisk >
chicken murau P.

* >

&
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Kumzari in Latin Kumzari in Arabic

English. Character, Character. Remarks, whence derived.

child rok (m.) P.GD.

ditk (f.)

e '

dlo P. cJ->

Christian nasrd'nl Ar.

clean pah
*

P.
V

closed hab'niseh

0/- Os'

cloth Jchaylaq oAr* Ar.

cloud nitn

0

r’

Ar. (?)

“ Divine favour,”

“ blessing.”

P. dew
f

P.G.D.
club (axe) yurz or

palm-frond

gurz P. mace if

coffin naish Ar.
lr**

cold sard
D 0 ^

•>
P.

colour rang d-5^Jj P.

P.G.D.

come (imp.) biyo
*

P. u
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Kumzari in Latin Kumzari in Arabic

English. Character. Character, Remarks, whence derived.

• Jiol

came homed JuLa P.

Jt#l

confusion rab'skeh
* ^ _ 6 ^

j

copper sifr

B .

Ar. Jua

corpse miyit
0

**

Ar.
••

N

crooked aug if) 1 Ar.

B 'f

crops zer'en jl jj Ar. 6”
cultivator 0 1 1

(gardener)
bidar jlJu

f'

Ai.

cup finjdn or

e ^ e

jUild Ar.

finjal

C 0 >

curds raybin Ar.

cut (imp.) qasai'ldn (s.)

B 1

**

Ar. u*s

qasajcai (pi.)

*'<*' -

cut he qasai'gu'disk
. 1

Ar. O*5

“D”

dagger kharijar
«/ # .

At.
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Enghsh.

Eumzari in Latin

Character.

Kumzari in Arabic

Character. Remarks
, whence derived

.

e

date palm mugh
. /

cr
P. t

dates hur'mek P.
1

’ *>.

daughter ditk dta
s'

P.
p >

CoO

daylight nur

}
e e ,

Ar.

days of week

:

Saturday sebt

p ps

L Ar. c~JI

Sunday had \>- Ar. juYI

Monday du&ham'bur
e _ r

P.

Tuesday shusham'bur P.

Wednesday charskam'bur P. 4*L£i jl>*

Thursday panshshambur P. "7C-J

• (:.*

Friday jumdt Ar.

daywi (spirit, a) daywi
0 t s

<Sy? P.

deaf isali
’ U^ s

dear gran P.

deep ghizir
« .

->J£
S’

Ar. yj

dhow dddro
0 s' 0
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Kumzari in Latin Kumzari in Arabic

English. Charader. Character. J?eiwarJb, whence derived.

died lie murd
» »>V P. V

difficult sa’beh

D

Ar.

dirt gil ir P.

disease Umar
o^e

P. isM

doctor tay'bib or °.y Ar.

.> f

dokh'lur

dog sogh P.

donkey Ichor

its
P.

S’>
door dor

6 0S
P.

0 X
-p

drank he khordish
t 0 • s'

P.G.D. >)r-

0 9 s' >,
drink (imp.) Jchor P.G.D. j-9*

drought mdhal Ar.

p » j

dry hishk dCi* P.

dug he tikayrn \2sj
H

dwelt he nisht

e * *

P.
° A

|

“E”

S'

ear gosh P.
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English.

Kumzari in Latin

Character.

Kumzari in Arabic

Character. Remarks, whence derived.

early zdmeh AJ.IJ

earring tambul
e o „

uy?

earth (the) zamiyo
9 D

¥

P.

east iqil
a*!

east wind kosju
c

Ar. (coll.)

• •f'
u-y

easy seheleh

y
•

i

•v* Ar. Jr"

eat (imp.) khor

egg khaig P.G D. A
empty rayzagh

•
* */<

enemy Jchaysim
9 0^-

Ar.

evil sharr
*

'a
Ar.

A

eye chom
1 > ^

p. (?)
A

eyebrow hayjib
© D ^

Ar.

“ ”

face ran
e

P.

falsehood durugh
• > j

P.

family roren
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Kumzdri in Latin Kumzari in Arabic

English. Character. Character. Remarks, whence derived.

far dur
.

P.

father bap
• x

o'
*

*
P. a

fear turns

>}
* ..

lTJ P.

S'

D ® ^

cTa*

feared he tursidish

y
• » ,

• -

•jr~J P.

feather parr
J,

P.
•

J*

fell he keft olT

kuft aT
female (a.) zankeh aCJj P. woman jj

fever tau

o /

y
P.

P.G.D.

X
£> „

fight (imp.) jung'kin (s.)

jungkai (pi.)

P.

finger

finished he

lin'kit aG
kkdas'bur

z' /•

e f c ix.

At.P.

fire hatish

P.

P.G.D.

u»l

firewood haymagh

•

#

P.G.D.
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Kumzari in Latin Kumzan in Arabic

English. Character. Character. Remarks, whence derived.

fish ml ur? P. j\a

fished he ml wadisk J“^ s <s*

fishing hook go’el

fishing line nish bit or

barbar
c c/

j.j.

fishing net lay y Ar. (?)

C?

fish spawn sdgah

fled he hajabnr
o ,

4
S’ ^

J.Tr*
\L~

At. cW
flower ward

» •

Ar.

food Jchordin

t O'

P.

foot jpa L'
V

P. L
*

forehead sandoh

0

ox- Jf

fort kaleh sir Ar. iJL5

fought he jung gid'ish P.

fox rayu
e

yj

friend sahib Ar.

frog chifraq 3l>
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Kumzari in Latin Kumzari in Arabic

English. Character. Character. Remarks, whence derived.

from peh
9

»

“G”

garment kisweh :;S Ar. O

gazelle ghdzel

o

J3U At.

get up (imp.) sahho (s.)

x*

sayikko (pi.)

s'

s'

girdle mihmm
1/9

Ar.

s

glass galas l/M

go (imp.) bard P. V.

goat gos'nah

God Allah

\

«U)I Ar. 41

e » t
K. uhhclieh

—
gold ukhcheh A

/
'

\ “ money ”,

»

.
°

'

P. surkh = red
;

sarkh C

^

possibly “ red metal

good khan
o e

Ar.

gradually lyeh indo igeh A,\)X,\Z\
“5 i “5

grass giya if P. .i/

grave gayr •f P.
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Kumzari in Latin Kumzari m Arabic

English. Character. Character. Remarks, whence derived.

e

, o /
P. St***

green sauz Jy*
P.G.D. JS*

“H”

hair
> r

mu S' P. S'

hammer mat'raqeh

9

Jb.A At.

hand dist

0

P.

happened bur
}

J.

happiness farak
c / i

C-J
Ar.

zj
happy farahah w Ar.

harbour ban'dar Ar.

he yek or lyeh

9 9

4_l 1

head sor
© /*

P.

-*

-t*

headache sardar
^ (/

P.

heart dil P.

heat gurm
e T P. u/

f P.

heavens (the) asmayno
» ^ j

jylP.G.D.
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Kumzari in Latin Kumzari in Arabic

English. Character. Character. Remarks, whence derived.

heavy san'gl \C-. ^ P. . f.

heel wagzet

hell hatcho

J

here aywo ot aiyo

hole Jchabq or

gambil

Ar. (coll.)

honey asal Ar. J^c-

horn qarn 'Sj Ar. OJ

hot gurm P.

f
/

hour sa'at

e *

cXL. Ar.

house Managh

6 ' ^

u. P.

hunger gushnaqh P.

hurry zamih

0 S’

J

hut (palm)

“ j
»

sirJck

I meh

0

4*
S'

idle ajeza 1 Ar. £
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English.

Kumzari in Latin

Character

.

Kumzari in Arabic

Character. Remarks, whence derived.

if led Y
impossible tobil'na or by

to’it'm

in indi

»

iS^\

infant roki chile (m.) P.G.D. dUSl]j=-

or ditki chile (f.)
r ^ ..V

infidel kafir X Ar. X
ink darman

0
^

kilobit

inside indor X] P. jAj !

instead of jdga, sf\L

intelligent aqil Ar. jA

iron hain
o /•

P. .*7

island jayziru Ar. *a>r

“J”

Jew Yahudi <Pj*L Ar.

jinn jin or daywi
0

At. cr*^
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English.

Kumzari in Latin

Character.

Kumzari in Arabic

Character. i?emar&s, whence derived.

journey safar Ar.
ft

judge qddhl
c

Ar.
CS^1»

“K”

key Jcalil jyf
P.

P.G.D.

US'*

kind kayrim
r<c(yr Ar.

r-^

kindness karam fjV Ar.

kiss buz jy. P.

khasab khasab

knife hard or ar P.

bay'skak

“L”

lamb roraghosin
d / # e /

lame lang dC_:! P. X
last night dush/in sho

}
'*> 0

* .

s

P.G.D.

P.

late akhar gi’seh or

t - $

<S'j\ *> fr

akhar buseh

Ar. >1

JBAS. OCTOBER 1930. 53
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Kumzari in Latin Kumzari in Arabic

English. Character. Character. Remarks, whence derived.

laughed he khariidish
* i • •

P. •Aj

laughter JchayTiaghen P. d Al>»

lead risas
/"

Ar.

leg pa u
V

P. L
*

letter khat Li- Ar. Li-

light (weight) suwolc i)3 P. dL,
•

lightning bar'qin
O "Os"

(J*J.
Ar. dj.

like incheh vrJi
v C

P.

lip Id 'j P.

little (adj.) chile dU
dlr/

*

0 } • P.

little (adv.) hariduk iU:.i

lizard abrarah 4,;i

lobster shangau
# <T

locust garid ’of

f

Ar. 5l/r

loin cloth jdmagh

e

—>- P. 4„LL
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Kumzdn in Latin Kumzari in Arabic

English. Character. Character. Remarks, whence derived.

made gi'dish
-f

cf-S. P. >r
(
gur'disk

) • -r
Av P.G.D.

magic sahir jy> Ar.

male murt'Jcek vC-j. P.G.D.

man murih dlr^ P.

mankind bin ddam Ar.

many Maykeh
t »y

a\—*>
••

P.
L7*»

married rafkhana A) )

mast dol

mat haysir
e

Ar.

Word not used in

match ddrakatsh P.G.D.

:

but made up

of “ wood ” and " fire

meat goshl
’* T P. y

medicine daman

merchant taiyir Ar. jd*

milk sayrah
e • ^

Ar. t

^

minute diqiqah AdAi >
/ «<•

Ar. 4lii
M
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Kvmza ri in Latin Kumzari inArabtc

English. Character. Character. Remarks, whence derived.

miserly baykkil'eh 4jUe-.> Ar.

money ukh chah or

ghaz

9 S’ 9 1

1

Persian \

imaginary coin.

100 = 1 kran.

month mai P.

moon (the) mmjtawo P.

oU

more khayktar

morning sabah Ar.

mosque misgid Ar.

mother mam
r
u Ar.

r
1

mouse muMi chik dU di'y
P. di5Cj£

P.G.D.
*

mountain Jed r P.

moustache shayrib
• tsS

A
Ar.

ujU«

mouth kar

mud gil P.
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Kumzari in Latin Kumzdri in Arabic

English

.

Character. Character. Remarks, whence derived.

“N”

nail mismar
* 1 ®

y
Ai. jlc-4

nail (finger) nikhin oH P.

y oy
- o e n

P. tan = “ body
naked tanjndanti

P. K = “ without

Presumably dariti =
“ clothes

5)

near nayzik P.G.D.

dliy

necessary lazim
f/
v Ar.

neck gurdin V? P.

needle suzin

e

. . /

P.

new no

y^

• *

P. y

news Jchabiren

0 X"
/

y
Ar. jUI

*

night sho P.

*

y U
no a’a or nd PI! a a Ar. (coll.), na P.

noise saut
i ^

Ar. Cj

none ichineh
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Kumzari in Latin Kumzdri in Arabic

English. Character . Character. Remarks , whence derived .

noon 'pishin

e *

crt-i/

north ga’o jllT

north star (the) ga'o ilLT

north wind gahiyeh or

yahi

nose noJcharet Ar. &j>^A o

nostril Jchabq Ar. (noli.)
H 1

not nd u P. <1

nothing ichnah

^ «

now sa’teh

/ 0

krld Ar. Ac-LJl

nut goz Yf
Ar. Jj^r

Numbers :

—

1 yeh dir P. dl

2 doh P.

3 soh P. <u

4 char A- P. jW
5 panj

fl e

£i P.
Sri
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Kumzari in Latin Kumzari in Arabic

English. Character . Character. Remarks, whence derived.

6 shish P. a *

lT~

7 haf'ta uri* P.

8 hash!ta l-ii* P.

9 7%a'hata P. 4i

10 da'hala

p
L P._

11 yaz'data

•

u-iji; P. «ijl

12 duwaz’data P.

13 siz'data P.

14 char'data P.

15 pandkdata LTaJszj Li P.

16 shandhdata LtaIs j P.

17 afdata LTAit P. o-U/>

18 aidata

*

L-jJ! P.
ft

M

19 nozdata P. •3jj*

20 bista LLai P. ^ 7 • "• 1|

30 slta
s'

P. cr

40 ckel'ta
*

P. J«r
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English.

Kumzari in Latin

Character.

Kumzari in Arabic

Character. Remarks, iwhence derived.

50 pan’jata
* V

P. ©UeJj
v «

60 skis'ta P.
•• *

l

—

70 kaf'lata

^ so

U’ljjLi P. :>ki*

80 hash'tata P.

90 nodata l_> ^y P.

100 su'iaia P.

200 duivais'ta
1 s e >

P.

300 saisaita
K *'

\ -*.***. ***** P.

1000 hdzamtta

z'

Ojjli P. j'jr*

“0”

obeyed be tayu gu'dish (JT Ar. <pii?

offspring ror
O X

JSJ

often bdrabara xo\

old man Jcorkhudd Kfc-f
P. leader

or chief
\j^S'

onion fimah
e

“ »

open wdkiseh

or wala % At. (coll.) Vj
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Kvmzan in Latin Kumzari in Arabic

English. Character. Character. i?eraar£s, whence derived,

orphan hytimah

^ c'”'

<._rJ Ar,

r-

oyster mahar Ar. M
a p ”

pain dur
y

j3 P.

paper kaghurd S>15 Ar.

pardon ofu Ar.

pass (mountain) aqabah cf Ar. ‘UiiP

peace sulh Uh Ar.

pearl jo’r Ar. jP?

r

pen qdlem ;hj
1

Ar. jJa

penis Icayr il P.

people ad'enii

c-

jSA^)
A

Ar.
cs'*

3 !

perfume urf Ar. A/
place jdgci ift P. U

• Ar. coll.

plain bih G
i

(Shihuh) G
plaster nura

/

Ar. (coll.) 6)?
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English.

Kumzari %n Latin

Character.

Kumzari in Arabic

Character. Remarks, whence derived.

played he bdz gu'disk %rv
o'. > .

P.

plenty kkayleh

/

iiu. P.

M

plough hays

s
€ 0

P.

pool burJcah ITS Ar.

poor man bvza b: P.G.D.
•S’.

pot cooking qizan

e

Turkish jlj5

pottery jahlah ykk Ar. (coll.)

prawn rubiyan Ar. (coll.) jkj

pray nuwaz

* y

P. iU’

present aywum

£

•'•i
(*>j

present (gift) lih dl!

pretty shirin

•

jA* P. j.sr

price qimet
o > o „

Ar.

prison Jiabas

o

Ar. lT^

prophet nebi

s'

o
9

LSI
1

•* x*

Ar. ij

purse Ms Ar. <jr*f
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Knmzari in Latin Kumzari in Arabic

English. Character. Character. Remarks, whence derived.

“Q”

quarrelled he zuwandds

quickly zameh <J.lj

“ R ”

P.G.D.

rain baram
e /

\
*

r
jL;

P.

rainbow qindhaha,

o/t/
ran lie burwad or

burwadish

rat mishk P.

raw tazagh

x*
P. “fresh

”

razor setaragh
• / ^

P. d

reaped he gedeh gi'dish

red sirlch

•

ex*
o

P.
\ >

LT
rest rayahah

z' 0/

j Ar. A>-lj

rest (imp.) huni (s.)

°

- ^

hunlyeh (pi.)

B e

,c;

ring (jewellery) gister it P. jjrfj 1
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English,

K umzari in Latin

Character.

Kumzdri in Arabic

Character, Remarks, 141
ripe baligh 6^ At. &
river (valley) waidi

O 9 s'

c
**

Ar. <_pb

road tayra

t S

Ar.
• c3:.A

rock (sea) ayr
'JJ

rock (land) burd
# s y

P.G D. “ stone ” j.

rode he rukubu

gi'dish dfjr. Ar.

room ghulafah or UU
ghurafah

• " }

4-J^
At.

root irq

*

—\

O

^ Ar. dj®

rope barjn
9 9^

uz\ P.

rowing boat mashuwah a j 1—4 P.G.D.

rug na’t

t

ol; Ar.

d“'

“S”

saddle shidad Ar. aljLi

sail ozar

^ 5-

salt Khuwah
p

•>-

sand din
e

<Sj?
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Kumzdri in Latin Kumzari in Arabic

English. Character. Character. Remarks, whence derived.

sat he nishta \2i; P. <dj

Satan Shaytan At. jIki

savage ko’i

P.
“ moun-

taineer
” c/jT

scarce han'duk

t ex

sea (the) denyo
e/ e /

y
P. b5

seaweed khaVen

yy&
seal mahr

» */•

J** Ar.
ox

seed baidar
o x ox

Ar. A
sell (imp.) foshin (s.)

o e .

foshimli (pi.)

e o ^

*$
y

servant bishhdr' jl3di»
y

P.

shaikh shaikh
o oy

£r
Ar.

« *

Cr

shallow riqq Ar.

shark hull jf
y

shaved he san’dish
ft ft * 1

she yell or 7yeh o I o
••

sheep ghosan

ft x"

* 1

Cr“JP p. (?)

..
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Kumzari in Latin Kumzari in Arabic

English,. Character. Character. Remarks
,
whence derived.

ship jekdz % P.G.D. iW

shirt Jchati

#
-I'-

*•

shoulder Jcitf Ar. .JcjT

shrine (a) ziydrek
**

Ar.

sickle das P.

sickness Ichush nd P. not well

silver ukhchah
0 \

s'* s
1 P. white with

sipireh ukhcheh money.

Possibly white

sit down hunt (s.)

S'

metal money.

huniye

h

(pi.)

s', }

4-j

skin post
0 * S’

P. c—y.

i P. jCJ
Bky (the) asmay'no

.

P.G.D.

slave zangair
s'

Ar.

(Zanzibar) LF^

sleep (imp.)
o >. P. (not j

khuwow (s.)
imperative)

c-jly>-

Jchuwowai (pi.)
* K

P.G.D. iZs>-

slept he kkuwas'tah
m ' ^ •

p. (?)
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Kumzari in Latin Kumzari in Arabic

English.

slowly

Character.

han'duk

han'duk

Character.

c e } d

ilil* iUii

Remarks, whence derived

small chik dU
V

P. dU/
smallpox gid'irt isX Ar.

smoke dur
1 0^

P. (?) >}>

smoked lie kayshidish i/rrr P.

snake mar % P. A
sold lie foshm'dish or

L

foshnir'dish

soldier asker Ar.

solid jemed \+->~ Ar. JLiti-

son pas P.(?)

sorrow hazen Ar.

south sayil
« I/V'

Jr4*

Ar., possibly .

from star suhail

south wind say'll r Ditto

sowed he kash'idish P.

sparrow safsuf Ar. ?
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Kumzan in Latin Kumz&ri in Arabic

English, Character. Character. Memarks. whence derived.

spoke he mejeme gi'dish

c

g f f

spoon qufshek <106 Ar. (coll.) <06

spring (season) jov'eh

spring (water) Mm
t 9 S

P.(?) <+o~
V

stand up qawumah or

Ar.

bakho

star siarg P. d

steamer jihaz or jekaz

e

P.G.D.

stick bdkur

stone utytjh

e

.
c

C:'
J P. (?)“ Band” dCj

storm sharlugh

s'

0
,,

8 /
• A

Ar. (coll.) <;^
f’ s

straight aydil Ar. Jap

strength quwah

>

Ar.

strike (imp.) bi'zen (s.)

c /

oj-j P. j-X

bizainah (pi.)

struck he buzurdish
c e y

&yj.

sugar cane qab shdkir ;fu Li P.
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English.

Kumzari in Latin

Character.

Kumzari in Arabic

Character. Remarks, whence derived.

Sultan (the) sultano A Ar. jlU-

summer hamm yi
sun (the) intafo

' >bl P. (?) i ,bil

sunrise intafek

taybala
VLbJli;!

sunset bungo & P.

Muadhdhin’s call to prayer.

swam he shimu gi'dish P.G.D.

sweat araq

• (

£>• Ai.
M

sword shamshhr •j /» P.

c<
IJI »

teeth dinun jbi P. jU'i

that an jl P.

them shen

/*

e
*

a"*

there anso

%

i

P. UT
*

P.G.D. (nasal ?i) 1

these ya’an jh

they shan or shen cr jli P. jbl

JRAS. OCTOBEB 1930. 54
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Kumzdri in Latin Kumzari in Atabic

English. Character. Character. Remarks, whence derived.

thigh fakhat

y y
• i •

Ar.

thing ckiz
e

Jcr P.
y

thirst chaynagh

y
0

6^
this lyah

thorn hhdr A*- P. j\i~

those ananah

X

4i<;l P. i^i

thou to / P. j

thunder ra'ad

c.

Ar.

thus inched CjI
* £

to halta y Ar.
••y

to-day rozo jjh P.

together wa’ungur ’’f'rjkjlj P.G.D.

to-morrow nuwdz sabah
0

. i \
P.G.D.

“ Morning ” used 1 ^
for “ to-morrow”

tongue zuivdn j'/j P.

took he gi'dish

tower burj
« O }

Gy-
Ar,
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English ,

Kumzari in Latin

Character.

Kumzari in Arabic

Character. Remarks, whence derived.

town wilaiydk \:y3
s'

At. <i v>

tree shidreh

ft

i *
At.

*

tribe qay'bileh

i/- ^

s'

At.

truth rdsti
1",

P. <i-b

“U”

ugly bunj

•

ft 't

umm sabiyan umm saby'ak
A i

4-—*.±*2 A 1

- r
Ar.

umm zar mam zar jU ^ Ar. j'j ^

understand

u y »

danadish

vessel (craft) dddar J>\>

Venus za'harah

s'

ft ^ 0 ,

Ar.

village walaiyah chih

B S S

dU<,Vj
s'

A.P.

virgin bi’kreh Ai. X
"W”

walked he maysh gid'ish 'o&'J* Ar.
«

<s~*

wall ham Ar.

wanted he watidish
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English.

Kumzari in Laiin

Character,

Kumzari in Arabic

Character. Remarks, whence derived.

war jung

ne'debeh

?
P.

war cry A Jj Ar. AJd

wash (imp.) dwr (s.)

• ^
P.

chdrai (pi.)

washed he chistish
**

P.
u *

s'
P. Ji

water hau f

P.G.D. 31

waves barm &
we mah \a P. \a

weakness ta'if

y

y
Ar.

wealth pacha
* »

well a (water) did
y

s: P. *l>
V

went reft

y
e .

P. cij

west gkuMen

c

v
ar**

Ar. ? possibly asso-

west wind oferen 'Sj)\ dated with >
“dust”.

whale shauhat £.
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English.

Kumzari in Latin

Character.

Kumzari in Arabic

Character. Remarks, IJ

wheat gaynum •T
P.

P.G.D. ff
when kayl 7 P.G.D. $
where gdyd uf

which karam

whisper nej'weh
s *

.

Ar. *j4

white spir

0

~Vs

P. (t) A-jLm*

whole hamu
} V
J+* P. 4/>

why chambo
f

widow tarikeh iCj Ar. c
wife zank dUj

P.

P.G.D.

jj

d\;j

window, small rozen P. biij

window, large dansh

S
e >

P.

winter dimestdn P.
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Kummri in Latin Kumzdri in Arabic

English. Character. Character. Remarks, whence derived.

P.G.D. b
with teak

P. l
4*

without bdgha Ul Ar. ?

c o y P. jj
woman zank

P.G.D. a-j

wood dar > P.G.D.

work hdr X P. X
work (imp.) karkin (a.)

Jcarkai (pi.) •jr#r
P. ditto

worked he kargi’dish P. ditto

wound aivaqak

^ f

4? jl

Ar.

hindrance?
4»ld

write (imp.) hztabu'ldn (a.)

Ar. A. Iz5^

Icatabulcai (pi.)
Lr —

H

wrote Icatabagi’dish Ar.

“ Y ”

year sal JL. P. JU

yellow zurd

•

P.
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English,

Kumzari in Latin

Character.

Kumzari in Arabic

Character. Remarks, whence derived.

yes hay or m’am
r

1 ^
. &

Ar.

fjtfj

yesterday dushln P.G.D.

you (sing.) to

y

S P. y

you (pi.) shumd
1 [U P. \S

youth korlc S>f
“Z”

zar zar 7j At. P.G.D. A
zatu$ ziti (zutin) Ar. P.G.D.

Appendix A

Brief note on peculiarities of the Arabic used by the

interior mountain Shihuh of Musandam Peninsula (not the

Arabic of the Kumazara which is the Omani dialect) :

—

alif. The long a is pronounced as in Persian word jt, e.g.

JU- is pronounced gabawl, not jibal.

jlC# is pronounced makawn
,
not makan.

i dhal, ^ dhad have a hard d sound (a), e.g. I-Aft is pro-

nounced haw'da, not hadha. (The Shihuh value of this

character is the same as the corrupt Egyptian or Palestinian

value, not as the uncontaminated Badu value which

resembles more the English th in “that”.)

o tha has a hard t sound (O), e.g. is pronounced tlaw'ta
t

not thala'tha, again resembling the Egyptian value and not

the Oman or Najdian value which is th as in the English

word “thanks”.
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j waw has a slight suspicion of a v sound, e.g. is pro-

nounced vallah rather than wallah.

aw is pronounced o as in the Omani dialect, e.g. fdq

(not as the English diphthong ow).

j ray is pronounced or as the Urdu
( j), thus Jia sounds

more like sor than sar.

£ jim is pronounced g if the initial radical and generally

y if the medial, as is common in other Badawin dialects.

To denote the future tense a h «_> is introduced instead

of an s jr before the verb, as in Oman and Palestine dialects.

e.g. baruh

bamsJii

I shall go.

There are many unusual words or variations of the

common word in use, e.g. :

—

water on ghah j\ (seldom *U)

sun shamsh (j- becomes J)

plain bih becomes

sheep ghalam
(^j

becomes J)

kneebone zimmah (Oman colloquial

Lack haqu (Oman colloquial j^)

hand idat (Oman colloquial

In answering a question negatively the Shihi Badu does not

merely say la but has a curious trick of repeating the verb

interrogatively, and adding la. Thus :

—

Question.

Has the man come

Has the man gone

Will you go to

Muscat

Answer.

JfJ\ Has he come. No. Y

Jo- tip- Has lie gone. No. Y

.LU. rjJ J* Wil1 I go- Ho. V^
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Ibn Batuta recorded a similar if somewhat modified

observance of this at Kilhat, a port more than 200 miles

south of Musandam, and one never at any time in Shihuh

occupation, but my recent visits would indicate that it is

not found there any more. (See Voyages of Ibn Batuta

,

ii, 226.)

Other peculiarities of the Shihuh Badawi Arabic are set

forth in “ The Shahee Dialect of Arabic ”, by Lieut.-Col.

Jayakar, Journal Bombay B.A.S., April, 1902, which work

would appear to require some revision.

Note, for which in substance I am indebted to

Mr. C. J. Edmonds.—B. T.

1. The grammar and vocabulary show Kumzari to be

a quite characteristic Iranian dialect : which leads one to

suppose that the people are immigrants from the Persian

side of the Gulf. Geographical considerations would lead one

to look for their place of origin in south-central or south-

eastern Persia, and the philological material seems quite

consistent with this.

2. Most Iranian dialects now have an appreciable proportion

of Arabic borrowings : the rather high proportion in Kumzari

is natural for a people settled on the Arabian shore. As will

appear many of my unidentified words are Iranian, increasing

the proportion.

3. In the notes that follow the following abbreviations are

employed :

—

MP. Modem Persian (Cl. = classical, Cq. = colloquial when

a distinction is made).

SK. Soran Kurdish (i.e. of Sulaimani, Kirkuk, etc.).

BK. Bahdinan Kurdish (i.e. Zakho, Amadia, etc.).

BI. Bushiri.

LK. Lakki.



tt&rnapQifsysj&zv-

« • - - °-~(hbri dialect of
Zonmtnans and KN.

«

JEZ. ftmuari.

4. Modem Persian
,

it would seem
, representing as it

probably does the development of the mitten language of tie

state xecords of Persia from a remote antiquity
,
is in many

Trays tie least typical of all the Iranian dialects . Tie other

unwritten dialects iave developed along certain established

but varying lines of phonetic change. Thus it happens that

these dialects frequently resemble each other far more than

they resemble MR, though out of contact for centuries.

My vocabulary illustrates many of these phonetic rules.

5. The Kumzari verb as recorded by me Mr. Edmonds

states does not tally entirely with the Iranian verb, and

perhaps some future traveller to Musandam may be curious

to look into it. He adds :

—

(a) The only auxiliary is the verb “to be ”
: the present

tense is in some cases only found in the enclytic form ;
e.g. :

MP. BI. SK.

i

1st -m -m -m

Sing. 2nd -T -T -i, -t

I[3rd -st -e -e

fist -Tm -in

PlurJ. 2nd -id -in -n

[3rd -nd -n -n

(Short vowels are to be inserted before the enclytic after

consonants.)

(ib

)

The pronominal suffixes of the conjugated verb are

similar, but do not exactly correspond, e.g.

MP. BI. SK.

-m -m -m

-i -i -i, h
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MP. BI. SK. X*K.

-ad (or none) e, -sh -a, -e, -i *e, -u, -i

-Im -im -In, man -im
,
-imu

-Id -in -n, -tan -In, -inu

-nd -n -n, -idn -n, -un, -u, etc.

(c) The enclytic possessive adjectives are again slightly

different, e.g.

MP. SK.

1. -m -m

2. 4 -y,t

3. -sh -i

4. -man -man, -in

5. -tan -tan, -n

6. -ishan -tan, n, etc.

(c?) There exist also the independent forms of the
pronouns :

—

MP. SK. LK
1 . man myn me
2. to to tu

3. u, vai ew 0

4. md erne ime

5. shuma ewe hume
6. ishan ewan wen, wene, etc.

(e) The Iranian verb has two stems, the past stem (which
is also that of the infinitive) and the present stem, the latter

being generally a phonetic modification of the former
; thus

the transitive verb kerdan (MP.) or kyrdyn (SK.), to make,
to do :

—

MP. SK. LK.
Infinitive Kerdan Kyrdyn Kyrdyn
Past-stem Kerd- Kyrd- Kyrd-
Pres.-stem Kun- Ke- K-
Past tense Kerd-am Kyrd-ym Kyrd-yme

Kerd-i Kyrd-y(t) Kyrd-it

Kerd Kyrd-i Kyrd-i
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MP. SK. LK.
Past tense Kerdim Kyrd-man Kyrd-imu

Kerdid Kyrd-tan Kyrd-mu
Kerdand Kyrd-ian Kyrd-une

Note.—In Bushiri the 3rd singular is Kerdisk and the 2nd

plural Kerd-m.

Pres, tense Mi-kun-am De-ke-m Mek-em

Mi-hm-i Derlce-i Me-k-i

Mi-kun-ad De-k-a Me-k-e

Mi-kun-im De-ke-in Me-k-im

Ml-kun-id De-ke-n Me-k-inu

Mi-kun-and De-ke-n Me-k-en

(/) There is generally no prefix for the past tense.

MP. (C1.)j however, has in the indicative bi—which has a

slight emphatic meaning or none at all, e.g. bi-raft = “ he

went ”. SK. has a past subjunctive, e.g. eger b-kyrd-dye “ if

he has done ”.

(g) Nearly all dialects have a prefix in the present tense

of the indicative : MP. mi -
; SK. e?e-, e-

;
LK. me-

;
G. et- y

t d-
; KN. et-j at-

;
LI. has none. Bi is sometimes found

with the indicative with no meaning, or with future meaning,

but it is generally the prefix of the subjunctive. In CD. it is

sometimes found in front of the other prefixes.

(h) The termination -Jc with various vowels is common to

most dialects and denotes the definite article (SK.), diminutive,

contempt, familiarity (SK., MP.), ot, by frequent use, has

come to lose these particular implications and is virtually

meaningless.

(i) The final -h in Persian words in -eh frequently repre-

sents an earlier k or g, cf. bandeh (MP.) “ servant ”, plur.

bandegan.

(j) One of the commonest phonetic rules is for the complete

dropping of consonants in various circumstances.

(k) Kurdish preserves vocalic r and n. This may perhaps

account for the 2nd plural of my conjugation and the
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apparent presence of the parallel forms, with and without r,

in the past tense of the verb “ to make

6. Comments on the foregoing paper.

Page 786.

8K. has a
“ heavy ”

r, which is transliterated rh

,

distinct from the “ light ” r.

My percentage of Iranian roots will have to be increased

in the light of the following at the expense of “ untraced

The absence of the broad MP. value of alif, it would seem,

has no special significance as that value is not characteristic.

In SK., for instance, the alif is quite flat.

All Iranian dialects (like Turkish) soften the hard Arabic

consonants. SK. also, although it has borrowed the
9
ain

sound with some Arabic words, frequently substitutes h for

it, e.g. Hewwas = ’Abbas, Homer = ’Umar.

Pages 787 and 788.

The first table, Mr. Edmonds considers, seems to be con-

jugation of the present of the verb “ to be ” (see para. 5,

rule (a)), being the independent personal pronouns followed

by the enclvtics. For the second table compare rule (d).

From the third table it would seem that KZ. tends to use as

possessive enclytics without the intervention of the izafet
tC

-i
99

the forms usually independent. The plural in long -a evidently

corresponds to -ha of MP., where, for instance, “ your dogs
”

is sag-ha-y skuma.

8K. has indefinite article in -e
,
and sometimes inserts a

phonetic - 1

-

between a vowel ending and a following vowel,

but not in front of -e of the article.

Page 789. For the k in murdk
,
zank, see para 5, rule (ft).

Page 790.

In MP. it is usual to add ta to numeral adjectives

qualifying things from one upwards. This appears in many
dialects, e.g. G. has te and KN. has to. The start at seven

seems peculiar. In MP. numerical adjectives qualifying names
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of persons (also camels and palm-trees) require to be followed

by nafar ,
the Arabic equivalent of has.

Pages 792 and 793.

In the table starting
**

I am big
55

is another example of the

enclytic present of the auxiliary verb “ to be ”, which would

appear, Mr. Edmonds believes, to make erroneous my state-

ment on page 798. In the light of the other Iranian

dialects the statement that the forms of the 1st and 2nd

persons are the same in the singular and plural is odd.

See para. 5, rule (a)
; the i in the plural should, it would

seem, in each case be long. The absence of final n in the 2nd

person plural is perhaps explained by rule (&).

The final -ah for the singular and -in for the plural of the

comparative are again enclytics of the verb “to be ” (3rd

person), as, indeed, is borne out by the examples on the

next page.

Mr. Edmonds has met gep in LI.
—

“ old

Pages 794 foil.

Mr. Edmonds considers that there should be an infinitive

form, and adds that there is no question of triliteral roots in

these purely Iranian v^ords.

Perusal of rules e,f, g, para. 5, will make the conjugations

quite clear. My verb gurdish is thus probably, in fact, simply

the MP. kerdan, SK. hjrdyn = “ to make ”, “ do ” (perhaps

originally making two distinct verbs corresponding to SK.

gyrtyn — “ to take ” and kyrdyn = “ to make ”). This verb

kerdan can be used with almost any noun or adjective to form

a single verbal idea, e.g. in MP. sual herd’ = pursid — “ he

asked”. Sual is a separate word, and my first conjugation

would appeaT to be the verb kerdan ,
which in KZ. seems to

have become gurdan. The past root gurd—with the

pronominal suffixes given in rule (6)—gives my conjugation

of the past tense. The present root in KZ. is not kun- as in

MP., but k- like the LK., and the ti- in KZ. is the present

prefix given in rule (g). The conjugation thus almost exactly
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corresponds with the SK. (see rule (e)). The KZ. imperative,

however, corresponds with the MP. and not the LK. root,

and must be a late borrowing from MP. For the form of the

2nd plural see rule (l).

My second conjugation corresponds to the verb zadan

:

past stem zad-, present stem zan- in MP. (The presence of an

r in the past is unexpected, but r has strange tricks which

it would be laborious to explain, see rule (/).) The past tense

as given, therefore, consists of the emphatic prefix bu-, the

past stem zu(r)d, and the pronominal suffixes. The present is

the prefix bi-
9
the present stem zain-, and the pronominal

suffixes.

The third conjugation corresponds to the MP. raften,

past stem raft-, present stem rav-, and the SK. rhuwishtyn ,

past stem rhu-, present stem rho = “ to go The KZ. past

tense thus consists of prefix bu past stem ricad-, and the

pronominal suffixes. The absence of the 3rd person suffix

-ish is more normal than its presence (Mr. Edmonds

encountered it only at Bushixe). It is not impossible that

transitive verbs take it and intransitive do not. The rearest

parallel that occurs to Mr. Edmonds is the LI., which makes

rat-em “ I went The present consists of the normal particle

tu-, the present stem rwa-, and the pronominal suffixes.

It is very close to the SK.
,
which goes :

—

De-rho-m, De-rho-i, De-rhw-d
,
Derlio-in, De-rho-n, De-rho-n .

The fourth conjugation corresponds to MP. firukht-an,

finish

-

and SK. frosht-yn, frosk- = “ to sell ”. Here the KZ.

seems to bv fosknid-an, foshn-, There is no prefix in the past,

but the normal prefix ta- in the present.

The past participle in -seh might be interesting. None of the

Western dialects Mr. Edmonds encountered has it.

Page 798.

Mr. Edmonds considers my statement that there is

no auxiliary verb “to be ” needs verification. The third

and fourth examples of the first table have the 3rd person
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present enclytic of the verb “ to be The na at the end is

quaint. In SK. the negative goes with the enclytic auxiliary,

in BK. it precedes the predicative adjective, e.g. SK. eme

bask niye

,

et this is not good,” but in BK. ewe nabashe.

SK. also has properly no verb “ to have ”, and similar

periphrasis is used.

Pages 798-801.

The sentences might belong almost to any Iranian dialect.

Hanned “ he came ” = MP. amad. SK. also has aspirates

where MP. has none (but has not this word).

Reft “he went” is identical with MP., but it does not

correspond with my conjugation given on page 796 of burwad.

Pages 798 to 800.

Mr. Edmonds observes that none of the verbs on these pages

have the emphatic prefix hi-
;
nor have they the suffix -ish,

but they are all intransitive.

Juwdn for “ pretty ”,
“ handsome,” is also the SK.

Page 801.

Tatum “ I want ” might be interesting. In SK. the verb

for “ to want ”, “ wish,” is anomalous.

7. Remarks on the Vocabulary.

Page. English. Kumzan. Remarks.

803. Abandoned wesht-ish SK. has hishtm= “to leave”.

In many dialects w and h

correspond.

Afternoon fishtu SK. has pysht = “ behind ”,

“ after ”.

And wa The word is equally Iranian.

Anger zur MP. has zur = “ violence ”.

804. Barley jah BK. has ja.

805. Bit khaadish Khaidan is MP. for “ bite ”,

“ gnaw,” etc.

806. Bom zaseh Very interesting, see remarks

on pages 792 foil.

Boy rok Cf. SK. kurhy kurJieke.

807 Brought, he wadish Seems to be awurd-isk.
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Page. JSnghsh. Kumzaii.

807. Cave gaud

Child, fern. ditk

Closed habniseh

808. Come biyo

811. Dry JiisJik

Dwelt nisht

Dug tikayna

812. Egg khaig

813. Eye chom

Father bap

814. Fell keft

816. Fox rayu

817. He yeh

Here aywo

818. Ink darman

Instead of jag*

819. Key kalil

last night dusJiin sho

820. Laughed khanidish

Light suwok

JRAS. OCTOBER 1930.

Bernards.

Gaud in MP. = “ hollow ”,

“ depressed ” (place).

Jht usual in CD. (kk having

disappeared, see rule (k)).

For final k, see rule A.

Peculiar and interesting.

Identical in LI.

SK. has wushk
, see “ aban-

doned ”,

SK. has nishtin “to sit”.

Must be the present cf. SK.

rle-ken-e “ he digs ”,

MP. khdffeh = “ egg ”, gen.

“testicle”.

The disappearance of sh is

typical.

Common in all Iranian

dialects with long a.

SK. has kewt, BK. kejt.

SK. has rewi “ fox ” = MP.

rubd.

See remarks above on pro-

nouns.

SK. ewe = “ there ”,

MP., SK. (Herman — “ drug ”,

“ medicine.”

SK. hnsjega = “ place ”, “ in

place of.”

SK. has kelil — “ key ”.

MP. dush = “ last night ”
;

SK. has sho — “ night.”

SK. has kani = “ he laughed ”

(i.e. without the first d of

the MP. root).

SK. has suk “ light
”

55
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Page. English. Kumzdri.

820. Lip lo

Little (adv.) handuk

821. Medicine dayman

Milk sayrah

00 Mouse musk

823. Near naysik

None ichineh

Noon pishvn

824. Nothing

Hundred sutata

826. Often barabara

Open wdkiseh

827. Place jaga

Pray nuwdz

829. Quarrelled zuwandas

Ran burwad
,

etc.

830. Raw tazagh

Rock bard

831. Salt khuwah

Scarce

Sell

handuk

832. She

Silver spireh

833. Slowly

835. Summer hdmin

Sunrise taybala

Remarks.

SK. lias lew.

MP. has andak.

Identical in MP. and SK.

with second a long.

? = MP. shir, dialect sir.

SK. mishJc = “ mouse.”

SK. nezik.

? hick niye.

? pish “ in front ” (opp. to

pyshl, see “ afternoon ”).

See “ none

SK. sat.

MP., SK. bdra = “ a time ”
;

barabara “ again and

again ”.

Apparently = wa Jcurseh (see

conjugation) = wd kerdeh

of MP. = “ opened ”.

SK. has jega = “ place

SK. — nozh.

? zuwan dd-ish ~ “ he gave

tongue,” zwan, zabdn =
“ tongue.”

= “ he went ”, see above.

For this and KZ. words in

gh see rule (j).

SK., LI. herd.

SK. Mo.

MP. andak.

See above, on pages 794-7.

See above, on pronouns.

SK., LI., etc., spi = “ white ”.

See “ little ”, above.

Cf. SK. hamn.

? te (SK.) = “ comes ”, bald

(MP.) - “ up
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Page. English. Kumzari. Remarks.

835. Them
j

These [ Iranian
;

see above.

They )

836. Thirst chaynagh Cf. MP. lishnagi (tiskneh =
“ thirsty ”).

Tongue zuwdn Also Kvrdish.

Took gidish Prob. girUish. SK. has gyrt—
“ he took ” = MP. girtft.

Not to be confused with

herd (MP.), hyrd (SK.) =
“ he made

To-morrow nuwaz Prob. “ at morning prayer ”,

sabah i.e. to-morrow morning (see

“ pray ”, above).

837. Ugly bunj See bad : unknown in

Western dialects : might be

interesting.

Understand danadish — MP. danad = “ he knows

838. Wanted watidisk See remark on p. 801 of article

above. Perhaps wa is the

root of the verb “ to want

SK. has em -ewe = ”1

want

Water haw “ Aw” is almost universal in

dialect.

Wheat gaynum SK. genym.

839. Where gdyd SK. ho ;
“ where is ?

” hd-ye.

Which fcarami Cf. MP. hitddm
;
SK. ham.

White sjdr SK., LI. sjn.

Whole hamu SK. hemu.

While chambo SK. bo chi.

Window rozen Cf. MP. roshan = “ light.”

Winter dimestan Very interesting
;

all Western

dialects, including MP. have

a zemistdn
,

zwistdn ,
etc. ;
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Remarks.

dime$lan is, I believe, pure

Pehlevi, but might well be

preserved in eastern

dialects ;
cf. SK. zdnystan,

MP. ddnistan
,

“ to know.”

SK. dar .

See “boy”.

8. To recapitulate. Kumzari is a quite typical Iranian

dialect. Both geographical and linguistic considerations point

to immigration from the opposite shore of the Persian Gulf.

The principal characteristics of Kumzari not shared with the

western dialects known to Mr. Edmonds, and which might,

therefore, help to identify the affinities of the people, seem

to be :

—

() The past participle in -seh.

() The preservation of -egh for MP. -eh (e.g. tazegh =
tazeh

,
chaynegh — tishneh

,
gushnegh

;
MP. gurusneh

,
MP.

(Cq.) gusneh ;
khaig = khaijek, etc.).

(c) The position of the negative.

The most interesting single word seems to be dimestdn =
“ winter.”

The author is greatly indebted to Mr. C. J. Edmonds of

Baghdad for his contributions to this article.

Page. English. Kumzari.

840. Wood ddr

841 . Youth



Some Samkhya and Yoga Conceptions of the

£vetasvatara Upanisad 1

By E. H. JOHNSTON

rpHAT the religious ideas of any epoch tend to flow in the

channels dug by the philosophy then prevailing is a

commonplace, and it is not surprising, therefore, that in the

period between the composition of the Katha Upamsad and

that of the SK. the various religions which are described

in more or less detail in the Upanisads and the MBh. are for

the most part strongly impregnated with Samkhya doctrines.

Not that they accepted the Samkhya scheme wholesale

;

they accept only so much as is necessary for their purposes

and have no hesitation in making modifications or discordant

additions of their own. Nevertheless we can discern through

the confused welter of systems that the general outlines of the

scheme, set out by Isvarakrsna with its summing up of

existence under twenty-five heads were accepted as the

standard throughout the period. But how disturbing it would

be to all our convictions of historical development if, as has

been held, not merely was the outer facade of the Samkhya

philosophy maintained intact for all that time, but also there

was no change inside. In a lapse of many centuries, during

which philosophical speculation was so active and new schools

with new ideas and methods were developing, we should

expect some change in nomenclature and a great deal of

change in the conceptions underlying the apparently

imchanging scheme
;
but there is no general agreement yet

about the nature and extent of such changes, if any. Partly,

1
I use the following abbreviations : MBh., Mahabharata (Calcutta

edition); BhQ., Bhagavadgita
;
SK., Samkhyakarikd; TS ,

Tattvasamasa.

References to modern literature will be found in Hauschild’s edition of

the Svetdsvatara Upanisad ,
Leipzig, 1927, and in Keith’s Sarhkhya System,

2nd edition, 1924 ;
since then there has appeared H. Jacobi’s important

article, " Ueber das ursprungliche Yogasystem ” (Siizvngsberichten of

the Prussian Academy, 1929, p. 581).
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the quality of the evidence is to blame; for we have no

exposition of Samkhya teaching which is both certainly

authoritative and certainly older than the SK., so that a way

is always left open to the retort, when a view other than that

contained in the SK. is found to have prevailed earlier, that,

just because it is different, therefore it is not genuine Samkhya.

Partly also, I venture to think, the method employed has been

inadequate
;
attention has been concentrated too exclusively

on a few famous passages in order to see what can be deduced

from them instead of collecting all the evidence on any given

point and then seeing where it leads us, while sight has also

been lost of the fact that the borrowings relate mostly to the

analysis of prakrti and its derivatives and far less to the

conception of purusa and its relation to prakrti. Definite

results are more likely in the former than the latter direction .

1

With these considerations in mind I propose, as the

Svetdsvatara Upanisad is the oldest document we have giving

an adequate account of Samkhya views, to examine in detail

the numerical riddle contained in it in the light of such

evidence as is available. The text of this Upanisad is so

notoriously corrupt as to require careful scrutiny before

it is safe to draw deductions from it and in doing so I shall

make use mainly of literature later than it up to about the

time of the SK. Por it is the one defect o* Hauschild’s

otherwise excellent edition that, while exploiting admirably

Yedic texts and late commentaries, it neglects the intervening

literature which is near enough to the Upanisad in date

to be capable of throwing light on the text and meaning of

difficult passages. The passage I refer to is contained in

1 0. Strauss, VOJ. xxvii, p. 257, gave a lead in this direction but did

not follow up the implications latent m the points he made and no one

else has pursued the line further. The references I give were collected

and my views worked out in complete independence of his. I would
argue on these lines against Edgerton’s thesis, AJP. xlv, p. 32 ff., that

the term Sarhkhya has no definite philosophical significance in the

Upanisads and the epics. I use purusa for soul without prejudice to the

question whether there was a radical difference between the doctrines of

early and classical Samkhya on this subject.
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verses 4 and 5 of the first adhyaya and runs as follows in the

traditional text :

—

Tam efaanemim trivrtam sodasdntam

satardharam vimsatipratyarabhik
|

Astakaih sadbhir 1 visvarupaikapasam

trimargahhedam dmnimittaikamoham
||

Pancasrotomburh pancayonyugravakram

pahcaprdnormim panmbuddhyddimuldm
|

Pancavartam pancaduhJchaughavegam

partcasadbhedam pancaparvdm adKlmah
||

That we should look to the Sariikhya system for the explana-

tion of these two verses is sufficiently indicated by the word

satardharam
;
for the only known set of fifty is that comprising

the various subdivisions of viparyaya, asakti
,
tusti and siddhi,

given in SK. 46 ff. Keith (op. cit., pp. 96-7), it is true, suggests

that these verses may be an interpolation because this group

covers, as is explicitly stated in the£A. as well as by Gaudapada

and Vacaspati Misra, the same ground as the group dharma,

jhana, vairdgya, aisvarya and their opposites dealt with in

the two preceding verses. But some constituents, at least,

of the former group can be shown to be much older than

Isvarakrsna and the second has a much more modern and

sophisticated appearance. 2 The first group alone appears

in the TS a work which, as will be pointed out later, preserves

certain archaic features which Isvarakrsna modified or

declined to admit into his exposition. Instead of postulating

interpolation, it is more in accord with what we shall find later

of the methods employed in the SK. in dealing with older

material to explain the juxtaposition as due to the impossibility

of omitting an old and well-established category, even when

its presence was no longer theoretically necessary. There is

nothing in the suggestion which need make us hesitate in

1 So Roer and Hauschild
;

read sadbhir.

4 The eightfold buddhi of MBh. in, 64, a lateish passage, is presumably

a reference to the latter group ; but otherwise I know no reference which

does not seem to be certainly later than the SK.
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accepting the proposed identification of satdrdhdram
,
which

has also the advantage of being the one put forward by the

commentator.

The understood object of the first verse is evidently correctly

explained by the commentator as brahmacakram, since that

image is expressly used at i, G,‘ and vi, 1. Brahman is given by

Gaudapada on SK. 22 as a synonym of prakrti
;

its use in

passages with Samkhya leanings suggests that it often means

the whole universe excluding soul, that is, it covers both prakrti

and its derivatives. So we can safely accept ekanemim as

indicating prakrti ,
while trivrtam stands for the three gunas,

the verb vr, as in v, 7, being regularly associated with them.

Sodasantam refers to the vikdra set of sixteen, which I deal

with in detail under the second verse and satdrdhdram has

already been explained.

Vimsatipratyarabhih is uncertain. It might refer to the ten

organs and their objects (cf. Prasna iv, 8) or to the five elements

with the five objects of the senses and the ten organs (cf.

MBh xii, 11238-41) but these categories occur in the second

verse and should not be repeated here. Further one would

expect from the form of the word a closer connection with

satdrdhdram Now in the TS. just before the statement of the

four groups which make up the fifty there occur four groups

of five each, abhibuddhi, karmayoni, vayxi and karmatman

and it is just possible that this is the set of twenty referred to.

Vayu stands for the five breaths, so that acceptance of this

conjecture should exclude a reference to them in pah-

capranormim in the next verse
; as a matter of fact we shall

find another meaning more suitable and, as we might reason-

ably expect mention of the breaths, this is a slight corrobora-

tion of my surmise. There is unfortunately no certainty

about what the other names stand for ; the only published

commentary on this work is very late and its explanation

here too dubious to be worth repeating.

Astakaih sadbhih is also difficult and we have to be careful

to exclude late groups such as that of dharma
y
etc., already
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mentioned (see p. 857). We should probably include the

eight forms of prakrti discussed in detail below and perhaps

also of aisvarya
,
to which Hauschild sees a reference in the

word prdpti at iii, 12. That this was so understood at an early

date appears from the form in which the verse is reproduced

at MBk. xii, 11229, xiii, 1015, and xiv, 1088, where anima

laghimd prdptir isano is substituted foT svnirmalam imam

prdptim isano (a change which can be accounted for by either

oral or written tradition). Other possibilities are the categories

of tamas (SK. 48), moha (SK. 48), siddhi (SK

.

51 and TS. 17)

and deva (SK. 53). There are also enumerated at ii, 13, the

eight first results of Yoga which may be a primitive form of

the aisvarya group, but, as pointed out below, I regard this

chapter as a later addition to the Upanisad.

Viharupaikapasam is referred by the commentary to

kama, which misses the point For visvarupa is practically

a technical term for the soul in the toils of transmigration
;

cf. i, 9, and v, 7, Maitri ii, 5 (msvdkhya), v, 2 (visva), and vii, 7

(visvarupa), and MBh. xii, 11233 (tathaiva bahurupatvad

visvarupa iti srutah) and xiv, 1096. 1 Though appearing in

professedly Samkhya passages, the term is inconsistent with

classical Samkhya. Just as Agni is visvarupa because fire

appears simultaneously in many places (Prasna v, 7), so the

universal dtman is visvarupa because portions (bhdgo jivah,

Svet. v, 7) of it appear simultaneously in all the forms of

life. The reference can therefore hardly be to mrtyupdsa

of iv, 15, but Maitri iii, 2 (
jaleneva khacarah krtasydnu

-

phalair abhibhuyamdnah) suggests Jcarman as a possibility.

But it fits the application to dtman better to connect pdsa

with jdlavan of iii, 1, explaining the latter with the com-

mentary as referring to mdya (as mentioned at i, 10, and iv,

9 and 10).

For trimdrgabhedam various explanations have been proposed

which fail to take account of the technical meaning of mdrga

as “ the way of salvation ”, by which we are able to give

1 For iurther references see Jacob’s Concordance.
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bkeda the second meaning of breaking the wheel of brahman.

TS. 23 gives trividho molcsah, the explanation of which is

uncertain, but there is adequate evidence in the Upanisad

itself One way is certainljjndna, as knowledge is so frequently

insisted on in this work as a necessity for salvation, and the

second is Yoga. For, even omitting consideration of the

second chapter, we have dhyanayoga at i, 3, dhyana at i, 14,

and tasydbhidhyanat (which seems to foreshadow the prani-

dhdna 1 of Yogasutra
,
i, 23) at i, 10-11, as well as the reference

to Yoga at vi, 13. For the third path we may safely reject

Vedic observance, as this is not prescribed in the Upanisad.

Tapas is mentioned at i, 16, and vi, 21, but I think this is

probably identical with Yoga. The two ideas were not

strictly distinguished originally and still appear together as

late as MBK. xiv, 548-9. The other alternative is bhalcti

mentioned at vi, 22, with which should be connected deva-

prasada at vi, 21, and dhdtuh prasdda at iii, 20 ;
bhalcti is a

natural development of the abkidhyana of the deity. A
similar word, tnvartman

,
at v, 7, has a different sense

;
for

there it is applied to the soul in transmigration and can only

refer to the three spheres of rebirth as god, man or beast

(cf. Maitri vi, 10, caturdasavidha mdrga).

In dvinimittaikamoham the commentary takes nimitta

to mean “ cause ” and explains it by punya and papa. These

two are certainly the recognized causes of rebirth (e.g. MBh.
xii, 9912 and 11261) but their connection with moha is not

clear and it is a little hazardous taking nimitta to mean so

definitely “ cause ” at this early date. Further when in the

Samkhya range of ideas moha is mentioned with the numbers

one and two, it is impossible not to suspect a reference to the

delusion of purusa
,
by which, when in contact with pralcrti

,

it imagines, though it is in reality a separate entity, that it is

identical with it. Nimitta occurs precisely in association with

this idea at vi, 5, in the phrase samyoganimittahetuh where it

would be tautology to take nimitta as the same as hetu . The

1 Cf. Jacobi, loc. eit., p. 605, on the original meaning of pranidhana.
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varied meanings of this elusive word axe inadequately dealt

with in Sanskrit and Pali dictionaries. The original sense

seems to be “ mark ”, “ sign,” “ token,” for instance, a mark

to aim at, a sign indicating success or disaster, or in Pali

a landmark, a boundary-mark or the mark of a face in a

looking-glass (i.e. reflection). So it comes to mean the mark

by which a thing is recognized, its general characteristic

or outward appearance, as in the well-known Buddhist

expression nimittagrahin (Pali nimittaggahin), and so technically

an object of a special outward aspect calculated to induce

meditation of a similar type and then the meditation itself
;

thus one employs an asubham nimittam by contemplating a

corpse. When at BhG. xi, 33, Krsna states that in reality the

killing will be done by him and Arjuna will be the mmitta-

mdtra, it is best to understand by nimitta , not “ means ” or

“ cause ”, but simply “ outward appearance ”
; Arjuna

merely appears to kill.
1 Without going into the further exten-

sions to “ cause ” and “ occasion ”, it appears from the

parallel phrase at MBh. xiii, 819, samyogalingodbhavam

trailohyam
,
that this series of meanings provides the clue to

the interpretation of samyoganimittahetuk, which we should

translate “ cause which brings about the outward appearance

of union ”. Accordingly I take dvin imittaikamoham to mean

that the wheel of brdhw/m has the general characteristic of

two, i.e. of matter and of the soul in the cycle of transmigration

and by delusion presents the two as one.

In the next verse to determine the nature of the river which

is the missing object of the sentence we must consider the last

epithet, pancaparvam
,
whose solution, though hitherto not

pointed out, is easy. For Yacaspati Misra on SK. 47 explains

pancaviparyayabhedah by quoting a saying he attributes to

Varsaganya, pahcaparvdvidya. This is actually the text of

1 The expression recurs at MBh. i, 6881, and vii, 4685 ; for my
interpretation, cf. the similar idea, detailed explicitly, at vii, 9499 ; should

nimitta not have the same meaning in the passage from Vacaspati trans-

lated by Jacobi, loc. cit., p. 600 ?
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TS. 14, and is quoted as an ancient saying at fiuddkocarita

xii
} 33, which is significant, as Asvaghosa appears to cite

gvet. /, 2, at Saundaramnda xvi, 1 7. Pancaparva is used in

the same connection by Vyasa on Yogasutrai, 8

,

and frequently

in the Puranas (e.g. Visnu i, 5, 4, Bhag. iii, 20, 18, Vayu

(A.S.S. edn.) vi, 37, and Mark. (ed. B. I.) xlvii, 16). It is

remarkable that a phrase so consecrated by antiquity should

not appear in the MBh.
;
and I have found only one mention

of all the constituents of the group, namely at xiv, 1019,

besides a partial one at xii, 1 1631 . The explanation is perhaps

to be sought in Buddhacarita xii, 34-6, where the five members

are equated to the dosa pentad which recurs in various forms

in the MBh. (cf Hopkins, Great Epic of India, p. 181). This

latter is replaced in later Yoga speculation by the klesa

group (Yogasutra ii, 3), which Vyasa on ib. i, 8, and Vacaspati

on SK. 47 equate with the fivefold ignorance. In view of this

identification of pancaparva it is natural to suppose that the

missing object of the sentence is avidyanadim. This is con-

firmed by v, 1, where vidya is identified with aksara and avidya

with ksara (cf MBh, xii, 8511 and 11419, and xiv, 1455-6) ;

for this verse only deals with what is ksara. We are further

reminded of avidyodadhau jagati magne in the opening verse

of Gaudapada’s hkdsya.

The solution of the first word of the verse, pancasrotombum

,

depends on the fact that in the often recurring simile of a river,

a few references to which are given below, water usually

represents a, single entity, so that the translation should

run “ having for its water that which has five streams

The St. Petersburg dictionary gives references (add MBh.

xiv, 477 and 1157) for srotas in the sense of indriya
;

the

precise shade of meaning seems to be the stream of perceptions

which each sense receives from the outer world. 1 These

1 As srotas is also used of the secretions of the body, the alternative

explanation is possible that the reference is to the idea that from each

organ of sense proceeds an imperceptible essence which effects contact with

the object of perception and transmits to its organ a corresponding sensa-

tion, but this would not affect the point under discussion.
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streams £ow from tlie senses to the common reservoir of the

mind, which therefore is here said to have five streams. This

suggestion agrees with the occurrence of pahcasrotas at MBh.

xii, 7890-1, where Nilakantha glosses it with mams. Mind is

symbolized by wateT in the parallel similes at MBh. xiv,

1163-4, and Saundarananda xvii, 45.

The next word, pahcayonyugravakram

,

is clearly corrupt

;

for the other four similar expressions in this verse consist of

the number five, a word to indicate a Samkhya category and

a word connected with river. The second of the two adjectives

should accordingly be a substantive. Now in river similes

it is an almost invariable rule that one of the elements of

comparison should be crocodiles and their absence here would

be remarkable. Out of the countless available instances I

need only refer to MBh. v, 1554, viii, 3900, ix, 441-2, xii,

8627, 9049 and 11161, Saundarananda xvii, 60, and Sarnyutta

Nik. iv, 157. While the usual word, grdha, is barred here by

metrical and palaeographical considerations, the rarer word,

nakra, fits admirably and is sound palaeographically, the

confusion between n and v offering no difficulty. In fact we

have another obvious instance of the same mistake in Mundaka

iii, 2, 4, where the received text runs na ca- pramadat tapaso

vapy aliiigat and sense and grammar alike require napy. As

the current interpretations of this passage are difficult to

accept, I would suggest that lihga here means <c
the outward

badges of an ascetic ”, his robe, shaven head, etc. The name

of the Upanisad and the reference to sirovrata at iii, 2, 10,

support this view, which is made certain by MBh. xii, 11898-9,

controverting the thesis :

—

Kasayadharanam maundyam trivistabdham kamandaluh
|

lihgdny utpaihabhutani na moksdyeti me matih
\ \

Yadi saty api tinge ’smm jhanam evdtra karanam
[

nirmoksdyeha duhkhasya lihgamatram mrarthakam
| |

The same use of lihga recurs at Saundarananda vii, 49, and

at Milinda-Pahha, p. 133-4 and p. 162. The sense is that there
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is no salvation in austerities except as practised by a regular

mendicant (i.e. probably, by a member of the order which

followed the teachings of this Upanisad) and &amkara in

glossing alinga by sanmydsarahila seems to have had this

meaning in mind.

The commentary explains the word as referring to the five

elements and this seems to me unquestionably correct. For

yoni cannot mean “
rphere of rebirth ”, all the authorities

being agreed in recognising only three such spheres in the

Samkhya system and there is no other group of five which

could be described as sources. But the use of the term is

inconsistent with the place at the bottom of the scale of

evolution allotted to the elements in classical Samkhya
and we must therefore enquire at some length into the earlier

history of the group. That this Upanisad treats them as

having more important functions may be inferred from the

lines at vi, 2 (in the form printed by Hauschild) :

—

tenesitam karma vivartate ha

'prthvyaptejoanilahhani cintyam
1

1

and at ii, 12 :

—

prlh vyaptejoanilakhasam utthite

pahcatmake yogagune prav-rtte
||

In the earlier Upanisads the elements are looked on as

having productive functions, and when we turn to the MBh.
we always find them mentioned high up in the numerical

formulas, usually after ahamkdra and, when their origin is

given, being said to develop from it (e.g. BhG. xiii, 5, and

MBh. xii, 6776-9, 11235-8, 11423, and xiv, 1084 ff.). Certain

passages divide prakrti and its twenty-three evolutes into two

groups, one of eight called prakrti or mulaprakrti and con-

sisting of prakrti, buddhi , ahamkdra and the five elements and

one of sixteen called vikara
,
consisting of mind, the ten organs

and the five objects of the senses
;
this is found at MBh. xii,

7670, 11394-6 and 11552 ff., and Biuldhacarita xii, 18-19

(reading budhyasva with the old MS. for buddhim tu of Cowell’s
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text in verse 19). BUG. vii, 4, diverges by dividing prakrti

into eight, buddki, ahamkara
, manas and the five elements

;

hut it is important to note for our purposes that two verses

later these constituents are described as yoni (so also MBk.

xiv, 623-4). The elements are clearly named in these passages

and it seems to me a thoroughly unsound method of inter-

pretation to try and twist their plain statements into references

to the subtile elements, instead of accepting them as they stand

and seeing if no reasonable explanation can be found
;
only

in the event of no such explanation being forthcoming are

we entitled to read into the texts something other than what

they say. Besides if the words, akdsa, etc
,
refer to the subtile

elements, the absurd corollary follows that the gross elements

in all texts before the SK. are called sabda, etc.

The word, sodasantam
,
in the preceding verse shows that

this division into eight and sixteen already prevailed at the

time the Upanisad was composed. It survives partially in

SK. 3 where the twenty-four are divided into one called prakrti
,

seven called prakrtivikrti and sixteen called mkrti. But the

place of the elements is taken by the subtile elements (tan-

matra), which, as I shall show, correspond to the objects of

the senses in earlier speculation. Accepting for the moment

the latter correspondence, the sodasaka gana of SK. 22 has

the same contents as the vikdra group
;
but that Isvarakrsna

did not accept the division into eight and sixteen is shown

clearly by bis theory of the antahharana which treats bnddhi,

ahamkara and manas as a unity, thus cutting across the

division.1 Gaudapada on SK. 45 and 48 however in

explaining prakrtilaya refers to the prakrti octet and in this

passage he is dealing with Yoga practices such as are mentioned

in the lines from Svet. ii, 12, already quoted, substituting the

subtile elements for the elements proper of the latter. Similarly

Yogasutra iv, 2 and 3, also uses prakrti in the plural which

Jacobi (loc. cit., p. 612) understands as referring to the subtile

1 The theory of the antakkarana was perhaps adopted by Idvarakr$na

from Yoga sources
;

of. Jacobi's discussion of citta, loc. cit., p. 587.
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elements. TS. 1 and 2 accepts the division into prakrti (8)

and vikdra (16), as does Garbha Up. 4 and Bhag. Pur .

vii, 7, 22.

The position can only be made clear by going into the

history of the subtile elements. The term tanmdtra
,
apart

from the SK first appears in two very late passages of the

MBh. (Hopkins, op. cit., p. 173) and Maitri iii, 2. The latter

work is a curious hotchpotch with a stronglv archaizing

tendency, material taken from older works being mixed up

with modern ideas and phraseology. Deussen and others

have drawn attention to its coincidences of language with

the SK. and Hopkins (op. cit., p. 33-46 and p. 471) has pointed

out parallelisms with certain passages of the epic. It is

certainly a very late work. The passage in question explains

that bhuta may mean either tanmdtra or mahabhuta and looks

like an insertion by the compiler into an extract from an older

work or a gloss that has found its way into the text. The

plural form, tanmdtra
,
may be a Yedic neuter plural or come

from an otherwise unknown feminine form, tanmdtra. For

the latter it may be noted that mdtrd is used for tanmdtra

at Ahirbudhnya-Samhitd (ed. F. 0. Schrader) xii, 23, in a

summary of the Sastitantra. 1 This might be held to confirm

the usual view that the term tamnatra is a reminiscence of the

use of mdtrd at Prasna iv, 8, and BhG. ii, 14 ; but at the

former passage the mdtrd of an element is related to its

element as draslavya to caksus or gantavya to pada
,
and at the

latter it perhaps has the meaning of visayasiddhi given by the

commentator to malra at Maitri vi, 6. The association with

the idea of a subtile element is far from cleaT and it is rather

passages like Manu i, 17 and 19, which show the origin of

the term.

1 The explanation of the Sastitantra as consisting of the group of fifty

already mentioned plus ten mauhkarthas {authorities discussed by Jacobi,

loc. cit., p. 586, n. 4) seems to me grossly improbable. The summary in

this Pahcaratra work is apparently older than any of the sources for the

other view and ia on the face of it quite possible, though proof of its

correctness is lacking. See Keith, op. cit., ch. v.
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In literature definitely earlier than the SK, all enumerations

of the Samkhya topics replace the tanmdtra group by sabda
,

rupa, sparsa> gandha and rasa. The varying names given to

this group axe illuminating, indriyagocara (BhG. xiii, 5, cf.

Katha iii, 4), indriydrtha (BhG. five times, MBh. xii, 8743, and

xiv, 1312), visaya (BhG. four times at least, MBh. xii, 7671,

9890, and 10493, xiv. 1401 and Buddkacarita xii, 19), murti

(in Pancasikha’s system, MBh. xii, 7942), visesa (MBh. xii,

11396, 11421-2 and 11580, xiv, 984, 1234, 1329 (reading

visesapratisakhinah) and 1401) and guna (MBh. xii, 8513 and

9888, xiv, 1401). Matin
,
true to its composite character,

has almost all these, guna ii, 4 (so commentary), visaya ii, 6,

and vi, 31, mdriydrtha vi, 8 and 10, tanmdtra iii, 2, and

apparently visesa vi, 10. The last passage is important and

runs prakrtam annam trigunabhedaparindmatvdn mahadddyam

visesantam Ungam, where Ungam means, as in SK. 10, and

several other passages of that work, “ derivative
u

or
* ( mergent ”. Makadddi visesantam recurs at MBh. xiv,

1242, and xiii, 1090 (cf. also avyaktadi visesantam at xiv, 1430)

and later in the Paranas ( Vdyu iv, 17 — Mark, xiv, 30)

,

while SK. 40 has mahadadisuksmaparyantam and 56,

inakadddivisesabhutaparyantah. These variations of name

indicate a certain vagueness or instability of ideas regarding

the group
;

the earlier passages use terms emphasizing the

purely material aspect, while the two later terms, visesa and

guna, imply a more abstract conception. The former, which

in the later MBh. passages has become the standard term,

is derived from each member of the group being the special

and sole object of one of the organs of sense (see MBh. xiv,

1400-7, and cf. the use of visesa and avisesa at xiv, 1116-7)

and may also include some idea of each being specially

associated with one of the elements. With guna we reach

a new conception which was bound to bring further con-

sequences in its train
;

for none of the twenty-three evolutes

of prahrti could properly be considered as a guna of one of

the others. Originally each member of the group was

JRAS. OCTOBER 1930. 56
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considered a guna of one of the elements only (e.g. MBh. xii,

7676 and 9090 ff.) 1 but the later theory (MBh. xii, 8517,

xiv, 1400-7, and iii, 13922 ff.) gives one element the

qualities of all five, the next of four, and so on to the last of

one only.

Turning now to the position of classical Samkhya, we find

that Isvarakrsna rejects entirely the group sabda, etc., from

among the twenty-three evolutes. They still appear, however,

in SK. 28 and 34 as the objects perceived by the

senses, and Gaudapada holds that they are indicated by the

epithet savayava of vyakta in SK. 10. The vacancy among

the evolutes is filled by the so-called subtile elements, sabda-

tanmatra, etc., which are given the place hitherto held by

the elements, and the latter, being said to derive from them,

are put at the bottom of the scale. It is relevant to the

use of guna as a name for the objects of the senses that

Gaudapada on SK. 22 and 38 derives each gross element

from a single tanmatra
,
while Vacaspati Misra on SK. 22

derives akdsa from sabdatanmatra with sabda as its guna,

vdyu from sabda- and sparsatanmdtra with sabda and sparsa

for its qualities, and so on up to earth from all five with all

five qualities. Further, the tanmatra group is described as

avisesa and the elements as visesa (SK. 38). Visesa

we have already met, hut avisesa as applied to either group

I can only find previously in the doubtful phrase at MBh. xii,

9084, avisesani bhuidni gundms ca jahato muneh, where the

correct reading may be savisesani 2
;
as it stands, the reference

is probably to the elements and the objects of the senses.

The terms have no organic connection with the rest of

Isvarakrsna’s scheme, and on the basis of the SK. alone

there is no obvious justification for them. The explanations

given by Gaudapada and Vacaspati Misra are decidedly

1 The wording of Nydyasutra, i, 15, suggests this, not the later, theory

as being laid down there.

2 See O. Strauss, loc. cit., p. 273, on this passage.
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lame, so much so in fact that Keith (op. cit. p. 93) suggests

an alternative but still unconvincing origin.1

Such are the facts which we must now set in their historical

perspective. The theory of the elements is foreshadowed

in the Brahmana literature at a period when no hard and

fast distinction in kind was felt to exist between animate

and inanimate, between material and spiritual, or between

substance and quality, though the group itself appears as

a definite entity under the name ?nahdbhuta first in

Ait. Up. iii, 3, a passage which shows no signs of Samkhya
influence and dates possibly from before the earliest formula-

tion of that scheme. The very name, mahdbhuta

,

is significant

and indicates a conception far other than what we understand

by element. To define this in language which does not

import later distinctions is difficult, but we shall not be

far out in looking on the elements as cosmic forces inhering

in the substances from which they took their name. At

this stage of thought it seemed natural that mental and

spiritual as well as physical functions should evolve from

what we should call matter
;

this point of view prevails in

Chandogya Up. vi, and has left definite traces in later Indian

philosophy, such as the Jain theory of karman ot the Yoga

practice of absorption into the elements, which is inculcated

in this Upanisad and which subsequently survives in the

prakrtilaya theory described by Gaudapada on SK. 45 and

48. 2 This was the atmosphere in -which the Samkhya

scheme was first worked out, with the consequence that the

elements could only be introduced as productive forces ;

1 Vyasa and Vacaspati Misra on Yogasutra, ii, 19, call the eleven senses

and the gross elements visesa as being only mkara, while ahamkara and the

subtile elements are classed as avisesa on the ground of their being a cause

of vtfcdra. Earlier literature does not support this use of the word.
2 For these views see Oldenberg, Die Weltanschauung der Brahmana-

texte, 1919, pp. 32-99, and in particular pp. 58-62, and for Chandogya Up.,

vi, Jacobi, Die Entunckelung der Gotiesidee bei den Indern, 1923, pp. 11 ff.

Cf. also Jacobi’s explanation of the origin of the Mimamsaka doctrine of the

eternity of the connection between sabda and arlka, Indian Studies in

Honour of C. B. Lanman, p. 158; similarly O. Strauss, ZDMG. 81, p. 150
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it is a grave anachronism to suppose that any thinker, however

original, could at that time have conceived them as gross

purely material products at the lower end of the scale of

evolution. Now the earliest Samkhya should be held, in

my opinion, on the strength of the evidence of the passage

under discussion to have divided its twenty-four constituents

on the material side into eight creative forces and sixteen

products with a symmetry which was pleasing to early thought,

and it is only to be expected in view of what has been said

that the elements should be found among the creative forces.

It seems to follow as a corollary from this division that

originally the elements were held to enter into the composition

of the eleven senses as well as of the five objects of the senses
;

there is little definite evidence on this point, but as late as

MBh. xii, 11423 vmnas is specifically stated to depend on

the elements, this being a passage which accepts the division

into eight and sixteen. When, therefore, the Uddyotakara

on Nyayosutra i, 29 remarks that the Yogas held the senses

to be bkautika and the Samkhyas held them to be abhautika ,

the explanation seems to be that the former still held the

old view, while the Samkhyas under the lead of Isvarakrsna’s

school had taken up a more modern view.1 Again, what I

have said above about the lack of distinction between sub-

stances and qualities accounts for the material objects of the

world being classed by their qualities, according to which

sense they were perceptible, namely, sabda, etc.

The next stage is dimly shadowed to us in the fluctuations

of idea and phraseology of the MBh.
;

for, while its popular

character unfitted it for serious philosophical discussion, yet

it does reflect to some extent the developments that were

taking place. The division into eight and sixteen seems

gradually to fall into disfavour and later passages declare

explicitly that mind and the ten organs proceed from

1 But otherwise Jacobi, Ueber das ursprilngliche Yogasysfem, p. 608 ff.,

who holds this to be one of the original points of distinction hetween the

two Bchools.
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ahamkdra alone, while attention has already been drawn to

the changes regarding the objects of the senses. In fact,

behind the scenes Indian philosophers were being trained

to accuracy of thought and the drawing of fine distinctions

by the grammarians and in due course this led to the rise of

the Vaisesika school with its closer analysis of the nature of

substances, qualities and relationships. Traces of Vaisesika

influence are clearly discernible in some of the later passages

from the epic cited above and it is not without significance

that Gaudapada on SK. 22 and 42 described the tanmdtra

group as paramdnu. On the one hand, the atomic theory

inevitably involved a purely material view of the elements

and its increasing acceptance necessitated some modification

of the Samkhya position to meet the change of ideas. On
the other, it was found that the realities underlying the terms

sabda, etc., could only be adequately expressed by explaining

them as qualities, not as material objects looked at from

special aspects. 1

The school of thought whose views are preserved for us in

the SK. solved these problems in a very ingenious way so as

to include the new ideas while making the break with the

old as little conspicuous as possible. The purely material

view of the elements was frankly accepted and, as they could,

therefore, no longer be supposed to have creative powers,

they were relegated to the bottom of the scale of evolution,

where room was made for them by excluding the sabda group

altogether from the category of products and treating them

as merely qualities of the elements. The number of evolutes

had, however, to be maintained in accordance with well-

established tradition and something was wanted to account

for the appearance of the elements. Hence, the invention

of the tanmdtra group, which not only met these needs but

made it possible to explain away the older texts by saying

that by niahdbhuta they meant tanmdtra and by sabda
, etc.,

the elements. The Samkhya school was always very anxious

1 Cf. Mnhabhasya, i, 246, 2=ii, 198, 5, and ii, 366, 14.
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to insist on its orthodoxy, and it still had to explain away

the use of the word visesa, especially in the consecrated

phrase mahadddi vi&esantam (see p. 867) for the twenty-three

evolutes. It therefore had to describe the elements as

visesa and find a meaning for the term as best it could, the

explanation being given a more plausible appearance by

calling the tanmatra group avisesa
;

Isvarakrsna could thus

hint at his orthodoxy by twice usmg a similar phrase.

Having thus explained the historical significance of this

term, I turn to the next line. While it is natural to take

pancaprdnormim as referring to the five breaths, closer

scrutiny reveals difficulties. Apart from the possibility

of their having been already referred to among the twenty

of the previous verse, it is alien to the spirit of these two

verses to name any category directly and it is hardly accurate

to signify the group by its first member. Prana is that one

of the breaths which is responsible for the general activities

of the body (e.g. Gaudapada on SK. 29) and it seems to me
decidedly preferable to accept the traditional interpretation

of the five organs of action. Pancabuddhyddimuldni probably

refers to the five organs of sense, as in MBh. xii, 7086 (= 10505)

they are called the adhisthdndni of buddhi, the ground given

in 10505 being that, when the senses cease to act, buddhi

ceases to act too.

In the next line pahcavartdm has no distinguishing word

and its significance, like that of pahcaparva, was probably

well understood. Paheadulikhaughavegam is explained in

the commentary by the state of existence as an embryo,

birth, disease, old age, and death
;
but, so far as I am aware,

there is no evidence for such a group and the texts agree

that to the Sarhkhyas duhkha is threefold. A solution is

preferable which treats dulikha as an enigmatic symbol of

some other category and a clue is provided by Gaudapada

on SK. 50, where fivefold tusti is obtained from turning away
from the five objects of the senses by seeing that they involve

arjana
,
raksaria, ksaya, sanga, and himsd

;
the two latter
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are described as dosa
,
but the three former as duhkha, because

the acquisition, retention, and loss of the objects lead to

suffering. The same triplet is referred to as duhkha with

respect to kama , which in Buddhist schemes is fivefold as

relating to the five objects of the senses, at Saundaranan&a xv,

7 and 9, in a way that shows the idea to be old. Again at

Maitri iii, 2 the individual is described as gunaughair

uhyamdnah, where gwm probably means only the objects

of the senses, though the commentary apparently includes

the body and organs in addition. I accordingly take

dukJchaugha to refer to the five objects of the senses, as the

evidence relates both terms of the compound to them

The last word for explanation, 'pancasadbheddm
,
is suspicious

as breaking tbe symmetry by introducing the number fifty.

Further it can only be explained by the pahcasad bheddh

oiSK. 46, which, as already pointed out above, are mentioned

in the previous verse. The commentary explains the com-

pound as referring to the ldesa pentad of Yogasutra ii, 3,

on the strength of which Hauschild accepts an earliei proposal

to read pancaklcsabhedam, But this is hopeless metrically,

as the line should consist of eleven or twelve syllables, not

of thirteen. I doubt too, if the use of ldesa as the name of

a category can be substantiated earlier than the passage just

mentioned.1 Its use at i, 11 of this Upanisad seems to be

entirely general and it does not occur in the Santiparvan

in the special sense, the substitute for it being the dosa group

with varying constituents (e.g. 8772, 9868, 11047, and 11152).

Several members of it have a decidedly modern appearance,

and finally Vacaspati Mi4ra on SK. 47 identifies it with

the fivefold avidyd already included in the verse. The

commentator, however, does not give the reading specifically

as pahcakhsabheddm and may conceivably have had

1 Cf. Jacobi, loe. cit., p. 593 ff., for the history of the klesa group and my
remarks above on pancaparvam. Similarly m the Pali canon no kileaa

group occurs till the tune of the Abhidhamma literature and the word is

practically unknown to the Nikayas.
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pancabhedam, which is metrically possible and which might

have been corrected by a copyist who knew SK. 46 into

the existing reading. In that case I can only explain

pancabhedam by reference to bkeddndm parimdndl of SK. 15,

glossed by Gaudapada with buddhi, ahamkdra, the tanmdtra

group of five (for which we should have here to substitute

the five objects of the senses), the indriya group of eleven,

and the element group of five
;

this division of the evolutes

into five groups occurs again in the bhdsya on SK. 59.

Remembering that avidyd is equated with lcsara in this

Upanisad, this solution giving all the divisions of lcsara would

fit in very well. A somewhat similar group of five, viz.

adkisthana, Jcartr, lcarana ,
cestd, and daiva

,
is expressly stated

at BhG. xviii, 14 to be Samkhya, but is not found elsewhere.

Though its exact interpretation seems to me far from certain,

it might be understood as making the same division. 1

Alternatively, if we look at it palaeographically, the correct

reading might be pa n casadbhedam or pahcdsadbhedam, but

I cannot suggest a probable solution for either.

Thus we have found fairly certain explanations for the

first four, the sixth, and the eighth compounds of this verse

and a possible one for the seventh. Also in the two verses we
have found all the twenty-four topics mentioned separately

except one, ahamkdra
;
yet this was known to the Upanisad

(v, 8) and the only possible term for it is the unsolved

pancdvartam. Was there then a fivefold ahamkdra ? Our
only evidence for it is the eommentarial explanation of

TS. 13, pahca karmdtmanah
,
said to be five forms of ahamkdra

;

but the evidence is late and untrustworthy, and the

explanation of the sutra highly doubtful. It may, however,

indicate the persistence to a late epoch of a tradition of a

1 Cf. W. D. P. Hill’s and R. Garbe’s translations. I incline to think that

adhisthdna stands for buddki, which is often described as the adhisthdna

of purusat
kartr for ahamkdra and karana for mind and the ten senses.

If this is correct, cestd would stand for the objects of the senses and daiva

for the elements. Otherwise Edgerton, AJP. xlv, 18.
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fivefold ahamkdra. The threefold division in the SK. according

to the gunas is more apparent than real, the division being in

substance into two only, vaikrta saltPika plus rajasa),

the origin of the eleven senses, and bhiUadi (= tdmasa plus

rajasa)
,
the origin of the material world

;
and this is probably

the older division on which the threefold one has been super-

imposed. 1 Though the importance of ahamkdra in the classical

scheme has been whittled away by restricting its function

to abhimana , originally it seems to have represented the

emotional components of the individual which make up his

personality. This comes out curiously by converting into

Samkhya phraseology the oldest Buddhist formula for the

individual, that of the five skandhas
; for rupa = the five

elements and the five objects of the senses, vedand = indriya
,

samjiid = manas and vijndna = buddhi (so buddhi at Kafha,

iii, 3 — vijddna ib. iii, 9), so that samskara seems to be

parallel to akamkara . It is possible that this aspect of ahamkdra

was expressed by a fivefold formula which is no longer extant.

But this is speculation, and we must leave the matter on a

note of interrogation.

The foregoing exegesis demonstrates that the author of the

Upanisad was fully acquainted with the Samkhya conceptions

of prakrti
,
its evolutes and the subordinate categories, but in

a form more primitive than that of the SK on whose position

in the evolution of Samkhya philosophy some light has been

thrown. The case stands differently with the TS.
;

its very

brief nature makes it hard to be certain of the exact meaning

of some of its terms and the commentary is late and of

doubtful authority. On the other hand, wherever we can com-

pare it with the Svet. Up the two agree exactly, in two cases

(the division into eight evolvents and sixteen evolutes and

the threefold moksa) against the SK. One of its sutras is known

1 Is the thoroughness with which Isvarakr§na applies the guna theory

throughoutthe range of evolution an originalfeature ofSamkhya philosophy ?

Did not the gunas at first play a more modest part ? The answer to these

questions lies outside the scope of the present paper.
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to Asvaghosa and attributed by Vacaspati Misra to

Varsaganva. I may note here another point in which it

contains older doctrines not admitted by the SK., namely

in sutras 8-10, adhyatmam
,
adhibhutatn, adhidaivam, which

are explained in detail in the Mbk. (xii, 11607 ff., and xiv,

1119 ff.) and which belong to a primitive order of thought

(cf. the use of adhydtma and adhidaiva in Chandogya and

Brh. Ar. Up.). These points had escaped Garbe’s notice (see

Samkhya-Philosophic, 2nd edn., 1917, pp. 94-6) and caused

him to underrate its value For the evidence shows that it is

either older than the SK. or, more probably perhaps, a

summary of a treatise older than the SK and belonging to a

different branch of the school from Isvarakrsna’s. It seems to

me probable that the closing verse of the SK
. ,
which is agreed

to be a later addition, means by the word paravadavivar-

jita not only that Isvarakrsna avoided polemics with other

schools of philosophy, which is the case, but also that his work

set out the purest Samkhya doctrine, purged of the con-

tamination of the theories of other schools, implying that the

Sastitantra, here named, was heterodox on certain points.

This inference is confirmed by the summary of that work

given in Akirbudhnya-Samhitd xii, which adds to the classical

Saiiikhya tenets certain conceptions unknown to them.

Saiiikhya has a history of centuries before Isvarakrsna.

Why should it not have split into a number of schools, all

calling themselves Samkhya and accepting the twenty-five

topics but differing in minor points % After all, this is what

we find in Buddhist Hlnayana philosophy
;

the same

fundamental formulas are accepted but differing interpre-

tations are given to them.

So far I have only touched incidentally on the Yoga

teaching of the Upanisad, and I do not propose to go into it

at length, but only to discuss the text of a certain passage in

the light of what we can learn from other sources. The detailed

teaching is to be found in the second adhydya
,
which is a

curious mixture, consisting of seven verses at the beginning
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and two at the end, lifted mainly from Vedie works because

of their supposed connection with Yoga, and a set of eight

verses in the middle dealing with Yoga practices, whose

versification and language show them to be later than the

rest of the Upanisad. The whole is surely a later addition and

a badly contrived one at that, and the Upanisad would not

suffer by its omission. Verse 10 describing the place to be

selected for Yoga runs thus :

—

Same sucau sarharavaknivalukd -

vivarjite sabdajaldsrayddibhih
|

Manonukiih na tu caksuptdane

gukanivatdsrayane prayojayet
1

1

The difficulty lies in sabdajalasrayadibhih
,
which Hauschild,

following Bohtlingk and Roth, amends to sabdajaldsayd0
.

Deussen and Oldenberg
(
Die Lehre de.r Upanishaden, p. 262)

construe it with the preceding °
vivarjite and Hauschild

ingeniously with the following manonuhule despite the harsh-

ness of carrying the sense over
;
the commentator takes it

by itself as an associative instrumental, a construction which

occurs at i, 4, and is found from time to time in Sanskrit

literature, even in the great kdvya writers, where Mallinatha

habitually explains it by supplying upalaJcsiia. 1 While this

last is the only possible construction, none of the translations

take account of the inherent contradiction in the expression

as it stands, for it is generally agreed that the presence of

water and the absence of sound is essential to Yoga. Thus

Kurma-Purmtaii

,

11 (ed. B. T, p. 505) gives jantuvyapta and

sasabda as unfitting a place for Yoga and a mountain cave

or river-bank as proper. So Mhh. xiv, 567, niryhose nirjane

vane
,
and xiii, 6473, nadlpulinasdyi naditlraratis ca, Ksurikd

Up., 2 (in Deussen’s translation) “ a noiseless spot ” and

Ahirbudhnya-Sarhhitd
,
xxxii, 60, vivikte sajale vane , Saundara-

'<mnda ,
xvii, 2-3, the ideal spot is a grove, having grass and

soundless running water. In the Pali canon, which is relevant

1 Cf. Panmi, 2, 3, 21.
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owing to the general similarity of Buddhist and Yoga ideas

on the subject of these practices, noise is the thorn of trance

and fitting places must be appasadda and appanigghosa .
1

While water is a necessity (cf. Visuddhirnagga, p. 342,

chayudakasampannan i tapomnani), it should preferably be

running and a tank is neither necessary nor to be avoided, so

that to amend to °jaldsayd° is pointless. It is a simple and

satisfactory alternative to accept the commentator’s meaning

of “ hut ” or “ place to live in ” fox dsraya
,
or else it could

have the meaning of “ requisite ” for Yoga. It follows that

iabda is the corrupt word, and I see two possible alternatives.

Either insert an avagraha, which can be corroborated by
’

sabdahhir . . . adbkir upasprsya at MBh. i, 3, 115 (new Poona

edn.
;
Calcutta edn., i, 772, has tiihsabdabkir), where the object

of the action is to become ritually pure, and by the authority

for the word given in Bohtlingk’s shorter dictionary ; cf

also nihsabdaya . . . nimnagayd
,
Saundarananda

,

xvii, 2.

It would then he an epithet of jala. Or, perhaps preferably,

read sada° or saspa° for sabda°
;

for grass is one of the chief

requisites of a Yogin, cf. MBh. xii, 7164, and BhG. vi, 11.

With either change the text is sound and in accordance with

what we learn elsewhere.

1 Note also the parallelism with these passages of Pali vijanavata,

which simply means " solitary and windless
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Abstract of Lecture by Mr. 0. Leonard Woolley

21st May, 1930

jy/j"
R. WOOLLEY said that the eighth season which they had

just finished at Ur had been the most interesting historic-

ally and in some ways the most exciting season they had yet

had : it was also undoubtedly the most varied. They were

able to get plans of buildings, antiquities, etc., illustrating

practically every phase in the history of the town of Ur from

the 6th century B.c. back to a period which we cannot date,

but which we call pictorially the Period of the Flood. Their

programme when, they started consisted of three principal

objects—the first to clear up the plan of the city, tracing out

its walls and fortifications which they knew to belong for

the most part to the period of 2000 uc., roughly speaking

the period of Abraham. Then they bad to go on with the

great cemetery which in previous seasons had paid them so

richly ; and thirdly, they had to enlarge upon the work done

in the season before when a trial pit brought to light material

evidence of the flood and of a civilization older than the

flood and following on after it. Dealing with the town defences

he said he could not yet show them a complete plan, but

could show a section of the wall and explain the character

of what had been found. The whole circuit of the wall is

nearly two and a half miles ; they followed it all along.

The defences consist for the most part of great ramparts of

mud brick, solidly built throughout, to a height of 26 ft.

and a width which varied from a minimum of 50 ft. to a

maximum of over 90 ft. On top of that was the burnt brick

wall
;

in most cases not a single wall but a line of houses,

public buildings and so on linked up and forming a proper

system of defence. The most striking discovery made in

connection with these defences was that the great rampart

which served primarily as a fortification also held up as a
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retaining wall the high terrace on which the. whole interior

of the town was built. And in the third place it was the

revetement of a canal. The ruins which to-day lie in the

absolutely dry and arid desert in the time of Abraham were

a city of waters with the river Euphrates running on the

west, with a canal following the W’alls on the east and on part

of the northern side, and with a branch canal cutting Tight

through the town and dividing it into two main parts.

One temple excavated on the canal bank was built by

Rim-Sin king of Larsa to the Water God En-ki, in the year

1990 b.c. Decorative briek-wrork was first found suggesting

the existence of a temple ;
against the wall-face inscribed

dedication cones were discovered, and then, only about six

inches from the surface, the foundation-box of burnt brick

wrhich contained a copper figure of the king bearing upon

his head a basket of mortar, and a stone tablet inscribed

with the dedication of the building. Some distance further

along the wall line another temple came to light built by

Nebuchadnezzar. Underneath it were found superimposed

remains of five other buildings, all temples, of different

dates, and in the lowest, the fifth level, there was discovered

a column of mud bricks shaped segmentally four and five

courses high. For the history of architecture that is of great

importance. There had been an extraordinary prejudice in

the minds of archaeologists, reflected in the history of

architecture in nearly every book, to the effect that the column

was not known in Mesopotamia. Any building that had a

suspicion of the column was put down to the Classical period.

At Tello a brick column had been found, dated to about

2400 b.c., but even so its character was disputed. Then

Dr. Hall, and the lecturer at a later date, found at alTJbaid

undoubted columns of wood overlaid either with sheets of

copper or mosaic of lapis lazuli and shell, belonging to 3100 B.c.

But here we have for the first time an undoubted example

of a brick column properly built in the great age of Sumerian

architecture ;
it must date to about 2300 b.c., the time of
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the third dynasty of Ur when the Ziggurat and most important

temples were built. It definitely proves that the Sumerian

builders at Ur did use the column in their temples. This

one stands between two walls and corresponding to it against

the wall-faces are square attached pillars or jambs, showing

that we have something in the nature of a temple “ in antis ”,

as it would have been called in Greek architecture.

Just at the very end of the season another discovery of a

temple was made. Towards the north of the city there lay

within the fortifications a great harbour W'hich had been

traced out and which ran back into the sacred area and

must have been connected with the service of the temples.

A small mound on the harbour bank was found to conceal

a large temple, built by Nebuchadnezzar and restored by

Nabonidus. A passage from the entrance runs right through

the building and access to the temple itself is by side doors

from that passage. The whole structure is in mud brick

with a facing of burnt brick on the outside, and stands

no less than 20 feet in height. In the inner chamber was

found what is undoubtedly a square column, which probably

supported the roof
;

this gives a rather new idea of the later

architecture of the country. As the building, if left

unprotected, would have been entirely sanded up by the time

the working party returned at the end of October, it was

decided to put on a temporary roof ; it is now the only

religious building of the Babylonian age surviving in

Mesopotamia into which you can go and almost imagine

that the past has come back again.

Speaking of the cemetery, Mr. Woolley said that this year’s

work is the last that will be required. As in previous seasons,

it produced gold treasures, one particularly good tomb had

a gold dagger
;

another—a woman’s grave—had a headdress

of gold almost as rich as that of Queen Shubad herself, and

other tombs were also very rich. One produced a very

curious object, a sort of old Staffordshire milk jug in the

form of a cow on wheels with a string to pull it along by.
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That is the oldest toy they had got. But the real importance

of the cemetery was not in the gold things. In previous

seasons more than enough had heen found to illustrate the

wealth and art of a civilization which had been unsuspected

hitherto. What was wanted was to prove the date of that

civilization. The dates he had ventured to give had not been

universally accepted, and it was most important to get the

chronology really fixed. This year by a fortunate chance

they were able to do that with, he thought, complete

certainty. A photograph was shown of the vertical side

of the great pit dug down in the course of clearing graves.

About 15 feet down were seen on the smooth face of the wall

sloping lines of slightly different colours. All this was rubbish

thrown out from the ancient town before the royal tombs

were cut. These strata had been found to run practically

over the whole cemetery area but nowhere had they been

so clear and well-defined as here, and as they went down it

had been possible to draw out a section which was an actual

representation of what can still be seen to-day if one stands

in the pit and looks at the great earth wall. What was got

this year and what was quite new was dating material for

the different strata. Two white bands formed largely of

lime and which are practically contemporary, one being put

down not long after the other, contained some tablets and

a large number of jar sealings—that is, lumps of clay put on

the tops of clay jars and then stamped with a seal. Amongst

them were a number dating to the first dynasty of Ur. That

stratum runs over the whole cemetery. All the graves were

found between the white bands and a darker lower band

shown on the section, and as the white strata containing the

first dynasty rubbish ran unbroken over the whole area,

it could be said with certainty that the whole royal cemetery

is earlier than the first dynasty of Ur. In the lower band

an enormous number of tablets and jar sealings of a different

type and of a different date came to light. These were of a

much more primitive character. All are necessarily older
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than the royal cemetery and the writing on them agrees

exactly with the stratification. Below this seal-bearing

stratum the character of the pottery changes and there came

a series of graves different from those in the royal cemetery

and very much earlier
;

the pottery in them was of the

Jemdet Nasr type. Finally below those again was found a

single grave with what was called al 'Ubaid pottery, the oldest

type known in Mesopotamia. Digging was continued to

below the sea level and until the bottom was reached and

there was nothing more to be found Of the lower seal

impressions some were naturalistic, many had linear designs

showing a close parentage with seal impressions found at

Susa
;

in some the decoration is composed of signs about 50

per cent of which can be identified with the ordinary Sumerian

signs, about 50 per cent are non-Sumerian, so that presumably

we have to deal here with imports from a country where a

somewhat different script was employed
;

presumably that

was Persia.

In the later periods the Sumerian and after him the

Babylonian laid his dead on one side with the hands brought

up on the face, body straight and the legs slightly bent at

the knee In the graves of the Jemdet Nasr age for the first

time were found closely contracted burials
;

the arms were

brought up on the face, the knees went right up until they

were facing the chin and were so closely bent that the heels

came close to the pelvis. It was the first time in Mesopotamia

that bodies had been found in such a position, and so radical

a change meant either a very long lapse of time or a change

of religion or perhaps of race.

The work here takes us back far beyond the great royal

cemetery towards the Flood period. That actual period was

given much better in another excavation. The site chosen

was a part of the town area which had suffered very greatly

from denudation and it was known from previous excavation

that the present modern surface was practically speaking

the ground surface of about 3200 B.c. A section running

JRAS. OCTOBER 1930 . - 57
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right through the pit dug was shown on the screen indicating

the commencement at the 3200 b.c. level of building and

showing the various strata gone through. No less than eight

successive levels of building were reached, marked by very good

walls of mud brick and excellent floors of clay. In the top two,

any pottery found corresponded more or less to that of the

earliest graves of the royal cemetery. At the fourth level a

great deal of pottery was found decorated with a light creamy

slip spread over the dark clay before baking and then partially

wiped off ; the dark colour showing through the light formed

rough designs. This had not been found in the cemetery.

Immediately below this another new type of pottery came

up, light with red bands, and with it, and more commonly

in the next level, was found the three-coloured Jemdet Nasr

ware brilliantly painted in black, red and yellow. Then

below the buildings came something of a quite different

character -a lingo bed almost entirely consisting of grey

ashes and broken pottery, the debris from potters’ kilns,

amongst which were found the kilns themselves.

It was in the level of the potters’ kiln that a most important

change came in. The upper sherds were wheel-made, and

fragments of a large potter’s wheel had been found, but in

the lower levels the pottery was hand-made . In that stratum

the transition was made from the age of the hand-craftsman

to the mechanical age. In the kiln strata at a depth of 28
)

feet from the 3200 b.c surface the stone figure of a wild

boar was discovered, an amazing piece of work. Other

examples of sculpture similar to it in style, and presumably

therefore not far from it in date, have turned up in

Mesopotamian excavations, but this is the first one to which

can be assigned, not of course a definite date in years, but

a very distinct and clearly defined position in a historical

sequence.

After digging through the mass of broken pottery the

excavators suddenly passed to perfectly clean sand, water-

laid and about II feet deep. This water-laid sand was the
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work of the Flood
;

nothing was found in it, no remains

except graves dug into it from the upper surfaces. Below

the sand came an irregular stratum composed of household

rubbish, sherds of broken pottery and so on. This stratum

was divided very clearly into three sections by mud floors

showing the signs of continuous occupation. At one point

was a great tumbled mass of lumps of clay burnt red and

black. They all had one side smooth , flat or curved
,
and the

other side deeply grooved with parallel lines in which could

be traced the imprint of reeds. In other words, they were

the remains of a reed hut plastered with clay which had stood

and been burnt down before the Flood overwhelmed this

part of the country. Close to the reed hut remains there were

others of a different sort, real clay bricks showing that before

the Flood came the people lived in brick buildings, proof of

a much higher state of civilization than would have been

expected from the reed huts alone. After going through

this stratum showing human occupation, soil was reached

which was composed of decayed organic matter, clearly the

remains of plants growing in water Underneath it was

hard clay greenish in colour and pierced in every direction

by roots. This was the bottom of Mesopotamia, well below

sea-level, the bottom of the original marsh that existed before

the land dried up. As soon as the organic soil rose above

sea-level by inches, man had settled on it coming down from

higher land. He lived there for some period of time, then

came the great Flood, 11 feet of sand deposited over the top

of everything, and after that man's occupation coming once

more. But the occupation immediately after the Flood

showed a civilization the same as that immediately before,

though obviously weaker and feebler and degenerate, and

it died out very soon The graves of the survivors of the

Flood are closely akin to those of the people who lived before

the Flood came. This can be proved from the pottery. The

pre-Flood pots of white or greenish clay were richly decorated

with elaborate designs in black on a chocolate ground. In the
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older graves the design is still fairly rich, but when the second

strata of graves was reached they were found to contain each

of them only one painted vessel and that simply painted with

a single band of black running round, the other pots being

undccorated. Clearly there was kinship between the pre-Flood

and post'Flood people, but the Flood accounted for their

very rapid disappearance afterwards. The graves are quite

unlike those of the Jemdet Nasr age The bottom of the pit

was often paved with a sort of mosaic of fragments of coloured

pottery; the body, instead of being on its side and gently

curved as in historic cemeteries, and instead of being tightly

flexed as in the succeeding period, was laid on its back,

rigidly extended, the feet together, the hands crossed over

the pelvis The offerings were near the head or close to the

feet. In a certain number of the graves there were found,

with the painted pots, figures of green clay with black painted

markings Several of these were shown on the screen, one

of a female figure with a child in its arms, and Mr. Woolley

drew attention to the extraordinary shape of the child’s

head, a great flattened elongated drum, curiously modern.

Other figures of white clay were found with headdresses of

bitumen on their misshapen heads attached to the clay.

The bodies were slender, they might almost be called graceful,

and they were reasonably well modelled. The heads are

almost inhuman, unlike a woman’s head. One felt that the

person who modelled the body could have made a good head

if he had wanted to. Clearly he did not want to. The

figurines represent not human women, but some goddess

or demon. Mr. Woolley said that these, in his opinion, are

the most remarkable things yet discovered at Ur, because

they have an element in them that none of the other finds

have got. It has been very striking that in the royal cemetery

there have been practically no objects found to which any

religious significance could safely be attributed. Here, going

back many many centuries beyond the time of the royal

cemetery, are found in the graves of the earliest people to
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settle in Mesopotamia figures which must have a religious

significance.

“We have come back” Mr. Woolley concluded, “with

objects which I think will excite as much interest and attention

as any we have found there yet, but we have this year

succeeded as we have never succeeded before in straightening

out the tangled skeins of history. Now it will be possible

for ourselves or any other excavator to dig down into the

deeper strata of a site and simply by looking at pottery

fragments to assign to each a definite age. We have put

in order in one winter’s work the whole, I think we re ay say

the whole, history of early Sumeria, and that is an achieve-

ment which more than satisfies any demands that could he

made upon us.”
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MISCELLANEOUS COMMUNICATIONS
THE DATE OF OLD URDU COMPOSITION:

A CAVEAT

In attempting to assign a date to any given piece of Urdu

prose or verse we are in danger of being influenced to a great

extent by its likeness or unlikeness to the Urdu of to-day,

and assuming that if it does not differ much from modern

Urdu it cannot be old. But in this we prejudge a question of

prime importance, one which, so far as I know, has never

been discussed in books on Urdu literature, viz. whether the

author was writing more or less as he was in the habit of

speaking, or was aiming at literary style. It is not the case,

as one might be inclined to think, that all Urdu writers have

striven after literary effect, though it is unfortunately true

that affectation and artificiality very soon began to eat the

life out of their poetry. Over Persianization wTas perhaps due

in the first place to the fact that Muslim religious terms came

to India through a Persian medium, and that the oldest writers

were earnest propagandists who had to use many Persian

theological words, or Arabic wmrds which had reached them

through Persian. Further the only poetry the Urdu writers

knew was Persian. It was therefore natural that they should

fall at first under the sway of the foreign tongue, which had,

in fact, been the native tongue of the ancestors of some of

them. It was, on the other hand, quite unnatural afterwards

that men who spoke good racy Urdu in their homes, should

fill their poetry with exotic phrases and sentiments.

In the early days composition was more natural than in

later times, and Dakhani authors wrere readier to use the

Urdu of every day than those who lived in Delhi. The

difference between natural and artificial Urdu is almost

inconceivably great. A few examples will make this clear.

1. Examples of Urdu striving after literary effect.

(a) In 1732 Fazli wrote a translation of a Persian work,

Dak Majlis
,
imagining it to be the first translation from
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Persian into “ Hindi **. It is a striking comment on the

ignorance of Dakhani literature among the writers of North

India that such an idea should have been possible, or that

Azad should have regarded the preface to that translation

as the first work in Urdu prose. Actually prose had been

written in Urdu for centuries before this. The subjoined

quotation is punctuated as in Azad’s Ab i Hayat, 1917,

p. 23. FazlI says ;

phir dil me guzrd ki aise ten ko ‘aql cahiye kaniil aur

madad kisu taraf ki hoe shamil kyuki be tald i Samadi aur

be madad ijanab i Afamdi—yih mushkil surat pizir na hove—
aur gauhar i murad rishta e maidan me na ave—lihazd is

sartat ka nahi hud—mukhiari
<—aur ab tak tarjuma e Farsi

ba
(

ibdrat i Hindi naw nahi hud—mustamd—pas is andesha

e ‘amiq me gota khdya -aur bayaban i ta'ammid o tadbir me
sargashta hud —lekin rah mrtqsud ki na pal—ndgah nasim i

‘mdi/at i lldhi diJ i afgdr par ihtizdz me a—yih bat aina e

khaVir me muh dikhldi .

“ Then it came into my mind that for such work one needs

perfect intelligence and must get help from somewhere
;

because without Divine strength and the help of Muhammad
this difficulty will not take form (meaning, rather strangely,

* disappear’), and the jewel aimed at will not come into the

relation of expectation ; so no one has invented this art, and

a Persian translation in Hindi prose has not been heard of.

I was therefore plunged in deep anxiety and wandered in the

desert of hesitation and policy unable to find the way I

wanted ; suddenly the breath of the grace of God came

fluttering on my wounded heart, and this matter showed its

face in the mirror of my mind."

Sauda, 1713-80, who is often considered the greatest

master of words in Urdu, though not the greatest poet, wrote

a prose version of Mir s Shu‘la e ‘Ishq . The date is not known,

but it is some years later than Fazli’s preface just mentioned.

The following is an extract from the preface (say 1755)

quoted by Azad :—

•
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zamvr i vrnnir par ainadaran i mani ke mubarhan ho

hi mahz ‘indyat Haqq Ta'dla hi hai jo tuti e ndtiqa

shin sukhan ho—pas yih cand misre‘ ki az qabll i rekhta

dur i rekhta Tehama e do zaban aptu sc safh e kdgaz par tahrir

pde—Idzim hai ki tahidl i sukhan 1 sauna sanjan i rozgar

karu—ta zabdni in askkhas M ham nsha ?murid i tahsin o

afrm rahu—mazmun slna me besh az nutrg i asir nahl- -ki

hie gafs ke—jis vagi zaban par aya farydd i bulbul hai vdste

gosh i dadras he—garaz jis ahl i sukhan kd dur i mansif

zvaat i lab hai sarrishta e husn nvidni kd is kalam ke is se

insaf taiab hai—agar Haqq Ta‘dld ne subh kdgaz i safed ki

manind i sham syah harm ko gxh khaksar khalq kiya hai—to

har msdn ke fanus i dimdg me cirdg i hosh diyd hai—cdhiye

ki dekhkar nukta dm kare varna gazand i zahr dluda se be ajal

kahe ko mare.

“ Let it be demonstrated to the enlightened mmds of the

mirror holders of semantics that it is only through the gift

of Almighty God that the parrot of utterance attains sweet

speech ; so these few lines of poured out pearls m Rekhta

style from my bilingual pen have been written on paper.

It is fitting that I should commit them to the hearing of the

poets of to-day, so that at the mouth of those men I should

be the object of praise and commendation. A theme in one’s

heart is no better than a captive bird in a cage, but when it

gets utterance it is the plaint of the bulbul for the appreciative

ear. Therefore this composition m the beauty of its thoughts

appeals for justice to those whose lips are adorned by the

pearls of impartiality. If God Almighty has created this

unworthy one for the purpose of blackening white paper just

as evening darkens the day, He has also put intelligence in

everyone's brain like the candle under the shade
;

so people

should criticize, for why should one die before one's time from

envenomed grief ?
'*

Let us quote from Sayyid Insha, a passage written about

1780 :—

-

Mistake for sami‘a e sukhan.
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ibtida e sinn i siba id avail i rai'on—aur avail rai'an se ila’l

an ishtiyaq i ma Id yutaq i taqbil i
(

atba i ‘aliya na bahadde

iha—hi silk tahrir o taqrir me muntazam ho sake—lihazd be

vdsta o vasila hdzir hud hu.

“ From the dawn of childhood to my early youth, and from

early youth to now there have been no bounds to the incon-

trollable desire I have felt to kiss your honoured threshold

in order that my writing and speaking might be set in order

like a necklace of pearls. Accordingly without cause or inter-

mediary I have presented myself.”

2. Examples of natural, unartificial Urdu.

To make the contrast more vivid we take first a couple of

sentences from the same writer, Sayyid Insha. The following

words, though ostensibly quoted, are his own. See Darya e

Latdfat , p. 49. How different they are from the un-Urdu

nonsense just quoted :

—

ajl do Mir sahib turn to ‘Id ke cdnd ho gae. Dilli me ate

the do do pahr rat tak baithte the aur rekhte parhte the. Lakhnau

me tmnhe kya ho gayd ki kabM tumhara asar dsdr madum na

hud aisa ?ia kljiyo kohl dtho me bhl na calo, tamhc ‘All hi qasm

atho me muqarrar caliyo.

“ Well, my dear sir, you've become as hard to find (and as

welcome when found) as the new moon before the big feast.

There was a time when on your visits to Delhi you used to

come and sit in my house till midnight reciting your verses.

I don't know what's happened to you in Lucknow, that there’s

not a trace of you anywhere. Whatever you do don’t fail to

turn up for the Eighth. I adjure you by ‘ All come without

fail for the Eighth.*'

It is not easy to believe that one man wrote both these

extracts, but it is amusing to notice that in the last line of

the first quotation he forgets his literary pose and stumbles

into sense.

I quote now from Vajhi's Sab Ras, one hundred years older

than the earliest of the above quotations. Owing to its being

in the DakhanI dialect, it is not quite easy to translate, but it
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is perfectly straightforward
;

yet from its date it should

be unintelligibly archaic. Mr. G. M. Qadri, on p. 321 of his

Urdu Shahpare, from which the passage is taken, states that

the author is Shah Mira Ji. This religious writer died in 1496 ;

as I am not aware that he ever wrote anything called Sab Ras,

I venture to attribute the words to Vajhi, who wrote Sab Ras

in 1634.

‘askiq tu use bisar naku
,

is ki ydd so dil ku shad kar aur

dpas ku dpi ydd dildtd so dpas kd dikhldtd hai
,
fa yu d-ekho

yu men siirat hai munje dekh ka ku be dtl hold hai mal dta

tere nazdik Jid aur td to mujhe naM dekhtd.

“ 0 lover of God ! do not forget Him
; by the remembrance

of Him make thy heart glad. He reminds people of Himself

and reveals Himself, saying ‘ Look hither, this is My form,

look at Me ; why art thou dispirited, lam coming, I am near

thee and yet thou seest Me not/
”

In 1668 or a little later Mira Ya'qub translated Khvaja

Burhan ud Din’s Skamdil ul Alqid. A few words may be

quoted.

(After some Arabic) ya'rii ay momirnn sabr karo hot ustuvar

acho tamhiddt is dyat me tan hor dil hor ruh— yu Cmo sabr karo

kar hukni hud ya*m sabr karo tan so Khuda ki ta‘at par—
yam farmd barddri rako hor sabr Icaro apm dil so Kjiudd kl

bald par hor ustuvar acho apne ruh hor sir so, Khudd. ke dekhne

ke shauq hor muhabbat par.

(After the Arabic sentence) that means 0 believers, be

patient and firm. The premisses in this verse are body and

heart and spirit. To all three comes the command, Be patient

;

that is be patient in your body in subjection to God, that is

be obedient. And be patient from your heart in the

afflictions of God
;
and be firm in your spirit and intellect

in your desire and love for a sight of God.

The extracts which have been given enable us to see that

simple style and modern phraseology are not a proof of recent-

date
;
they are merely the signs of conversational Urdu. I

regard the fact as extremely important. It is very significant



that the passage from SobEm, though much simpler than the

first quotation from Sayyid Insha, is at least a century and

a laJf earlier
;
indeed, if Mr. Qadri is right in saying that Shah

Mira Ji is the author, it is three centuries earlier.

T. Grahame Bailey.

NAICA8AKHA

Professor Jarl Charpentier’s interpretation of this word, 1

occurring in Rv. iii, 53, 14, is of great interest and importance,

though he has been very modest in the expression of his views.

He seems to have made it very likely that it means a people

worshipping the banyan-tree. I would like to make a few

supplementary remarks in connection with what he says.

1 [Professor Charpentjer’s interpretation of the Vedie word naicasdkhd

in connection with the interesting extracts which he gives from, the PaU
J&taka book seems open to objection on several grounds

;
w e may call

attention to the following —
( 1) Hillebrandt s ingenious suggestion (the basis of Professor Charpentier’s

interpretation) that *nicdsdkka might be a name of the Xyagrodha - tree

was only a conjecture • nor is it, specially plausible, since down-pointing

branches arc seen on other growths.

(2) That the A’yagrodha, which "is found in the Sub-Himalayan forests

from Peshawar to Assam ” (Watts, ('ommercial Pioducls. p. /537), may have

been known to the authors of Vedie hymns is quite credible
,
but it is not

proved by the Rg-Veda verse i, 24, 7, which Professor Cliarpentier quotes

(after Geldner, Vedische Studien , 1 , 113, and the Vcdtc Index)*

(3) Considering the approving mention of the Xyagrodha m the two

Atkarva- Veda passages and the others cited in the Vedie Index, and the

use of its wood for making vessels used m religious ceremonies, it is not

likely that, "a Xyagrodha man" could by itself mean "a performer of

horrid rites in connection with a Nyagrodha-tree According to Hille-

brandt ’s citations (I 2
, p 246, Ailareya Brdhmana , vn, 31, 2, via, 16, 2),

the Xyagrndha was for the Ksatriyas a symbol of lordship

(4) if the meaning just stated attached to the word naicasdkhd as a

synonym for naiyngrodha, which latter occurs several times in the Vedie

literature (see B. and R.), we should expect to find the same in connection

with naiyagrodha itself, which is not the case. It is conceivable that

naicasakhd has some indirect connection with the term mca-vayas, which in

Re. l, 32, 9, is applied to the mother of Vrira, and may here denote vrtra

(without the capital letter).—F. W. T.]
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To Ri\ i, 24, 7, I would add ii, 35, 8, as making a very

probable reference to the banyan-tree. The verse is :

—

Y6 apsu & surina ddiviena

rtdv&jasra urviyd vibhati
)

vayd id anya bhuvanani asya

fra jdyantc mrudkas m prajdbkik
||

All creatures and plants are here described as shooting out

from Aparh Napat as his branches and multiplying in progeny,

and it is very likely that the poet thinks of the banyan whose

qitot rami are tot arbores. As regards the asvattha of Katho-

panisad vi, 1, and Bhaguvad-glta xv, 1, I believe there is no

confusion with, or substitution for, the nyagrodha. It is a

cosmic tree and, like cosmic trees in the mythologies of other

races, of wondrous nature ; its roots are above—in heaven

—

and the branches below—covering our world. This eternal

asvattha has a certain family connection with the evergreen

ash Yggdrasil of Scandinavian mythology, “ the tree of the

universe, of time, ot of life, which filled all the world, taking

root not only in the remotest depths of Nifl-heim, where

bubbled the spring Hvergelmir, but also in Midgard, near

Mimir’s well (the ocean), and in Asgard, near the Urdar

fountain ” (Guerber, Myths of the Norsemen
, pp. 12-13).

That the hymn in, 53 is rather obscure is quite true. But

much of the difficulty disappears when we recognize that wTe

have actually more than one hymn here. Verses 1-8 form

a distinct Indra hymn of the ordinary type and 9-24 an

itikasa hvmn about Visvamitra, the Bharatas, and Vasistha.

Professor Charpentier did not want to bother himself about

the details of the hymn, since he was concerned with only one

word in it, viz. Naicasakha. But, perhaps, its context may

tell us a tale about its exact connotation which differs from

the one the Jataka passages tell us. Some time after the

famous Dasarajna battle, in which Sudas, king of the Bharatas,

successfully fought with a league of ten kings on the Ravi,

with a Vasistha as his priest and adviser, he seems to have

turned to Visvamitra. This led to a quarrel between the
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Vasisthas and the Kusikas. A tradition recorded in the

BrJiad-devatu iv, 112-8, asserts that Vasistha tried to over-

whelm ViSvamitra by magic, but Jamadagni came to the

latter’s rescue. This seems to be plainly corroborated by

verses 15 and 16 of our hymn. It is possible that the jealousy

of the former priests, the Vasisthas, led Visvamitra to induce

Sudas to leave the land and march to the south or south-east

and settle in a new land. That the family priest (purohita)

of the Vedic age played a prominent part in the leading of

colonizing expeditions is made plain by passages like Safapathi

Brahmana i, 4, 1. The party of Visvamitra and the Bharatas

seems to have come to the Beas and the Sutlej in the course

of their wanderings, and iii, 33 refers to the fording of the

two rivers. This seems to be alluded to in iii, 53, 9. In

iii, 33, 11 and 12, the Bharatas are described as out on a cattle

raid (gai'yan and gavyavah), that is, out for conquest, because

the cow was the chief wealth in those days and the chief

object of attack ; cf. the attack on Virata’s cow-stall by the

Kauravas in the Mbh. Rv. iii, 53, 17 ff., make reference

to the chariots and waggons with their parts and the animals

of draught required for the expedition. 1

In the light of all this it seems plain that verse 14 means

that Visvamitra wanted to settle with his Bharatas in the

land of the Kikatas. Who the Kikatas were we do not know,

but they must certainly have been non-Aryans. It is possible

that they were the same people as the Magadhas, of course,

prior to their settlement in what was later the Magadha

country. Tribes migrated from place to place and gave

their own names to the lands in which they settled. It is

very likely that Naicasakha of line d , and Pramaganda of c
,

are identical with the Kikatas. Why Visvamitra wanted

to conquer the Kikatas was not because they were “ averse

1 For some of the views advanced above about Visvamitra and the

Bharatas see my “ Identification of the Rgvedic River Sarasvati and

some Connected Problems ”, pts. iii and iv (Journal of the Department of

Letters
, Calcutta University, vol xv).
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to the ritual use of milk ”, hut because he wanted to possess

their cows. The Kikatas did not follow the Aryan religion

and they could not, therefore, be expected to offer milk to

Indra in the Vedic ritual or even to know anything of this

ritual. That their cows served no purpose of Indra is cleverly

urged before him as a reason why he should transfer the

possession of their cows to the Aryan plunderers, who would

devoutly allow the god to share in their spoils. There is

thus no genuine righteous indignation in a and b against

the Kikatas for what they did or did not do. Similarly,

there seems to be no trace of religious abhorrence about the

naieasakhd creed in d.

The Aryans in that age could not, of course, follow or

appreciate worship of trees 1

;
hut what ground is there for

believing that the bloody sacrifices before banyan-trees

referred to in the Jatakas were practised by the Kikatas

of Rv. iii, 53, 14, or that they repelled Visvamitra ? The

Rgvedic Aryan was not made of the same stuff as the holy

Buddha, who could not even see an animal killed for sacrifice.

K. Chattopauhyaya.

ESA MUNJAM PARI HAKE

Considerable learning has been spent upon the interpreta-

tion of this simple expression in Sutta-nipata iii, 2, 1G, the

latest writer on the subject being Dr. Otto Schrader in

JRAS. 1930, pp. 107-9. Context should always be our

best help in text interpretation, and the context in the present

case shows that Gautama makes a grim determination to

light Mara till he wins or dies, as befits a Ksatriya. The

simple meaning of esa my njam parihare seems to be, Here I

gird up my loins.” It is true that the munja grass is very sacred

1 That various Indo-European tribes have been known to worship

trees or tree- spirits proves nothing for primitive I.-E. tunes or even for

the Indo-Aryans of the Rgvedic times. These cults seem to have been

borrowed from various non-Aryan peoples in the course of their later

wanderings. The Scandinavians even learnt the terrible sacrificing of

human beings on trees for Odin (see Chadwick, TAe Cult ofOthm , pp 14—20),

which Charpentier thinks repelled the author of Rv. iii, 53, 14.
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and is used in vratas. But Schrader's vratam badhnami will not

do here, because vrata has more to do with the restrictions

which a performer of some religious rites has to observe

than with any vow or oath he has to take. Consequently

“ I gird up my loins
”
seems more natural. As an ascetic,

Gautama had only the sacred .tnunja belt with him, and he

can naturally be expected to say that he would tie this tight

round his waist, meaning that he would use utmost vigour

in his spiritual fight. That belts were and are used by

ascetics in India to symbolize their spiritually strung-up

condition seems very likely. And rniinja was chosen as

the material on account of its sanctity. Hindus who do

their japa , etc., seated on kusa mattresses, or perform religious

ceremonies with him rings on their fingers know how the

material helps them to obtain mental concentration. I

would not attach to munjain in our passage the significance

of magical property, as Oldenberg does, and I would take

the whole expression as meaning simply eso ’ham parikararh

badhndwii, cf. Venl-samhdra, ed. K. N. Dravid, Act vi

:

Yudhisthira- . . . bdhuy)iddhcnmva duratmanam gddham

dhngya jvalanam abhipntayami (iti pariknram badhmti).

During npunayam the neophyte puts on the rnurija belt,

taking it thrice round his waist, and reads these two mantras,

according to the Gobhiln-Grhya-Sutra (ii, 10, 37) :

—

iyam dnruktdt paribadJiamdnd varnam pavilram punati ?na

dgdt
|

prandpdndbhydm balain dhurantz svasd dev'i subhagd

mekhaJnfam
1

1

rtasya goptrl lapasah parasui grhnaft raksali sahamana arafih
]

sd md samantam abhiparyehi bhadre dhartaras te mekhale md
risdma

||

[Mantra-Brahmana i, 6, 27-8)

which praise mekhald as such and make no particular reference

to the niunja. It should be noted that the second verse

speaks of the strength which the mekhald gives to its wearer.

K. Chattopadhyaya.
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THE ALL-INDIA ORIENTAL CONFERENCE

6th Session

Bulletin No. 1

In accordance with the decision arrived at the fifth session

of the All-India Oriental Conference held at Lahore in

November, 1928, the sixth session of the Conference will be

held at Patna, from the 17th to the 20th December, 1930.

A Reception Committee has been formed under the chair-

manship of Sir Sultan Ahmed, Vice-Chancellor of the Patna

University.

His Excellency Sir Hugh Lansdown Stephenson, K.C.S.L,

K.C.I.E., I.C.S., the Governor of Bihar and Orissa, has kindly

consented to be the Patron and to open the Conference on

the 17th December.

The objects of the Conference are :

—

() To bring together Orientalists in order to take stock of

various activities of Oriental Scholars in and outside India.

() To facilitate co-operation in Oriental Studies and

Research.

(c) To afford opportunities to scholars to give expression

to their views on their respective subjects and to point out

the difficulties experienced in the pursuit of their special

branches of study.

(d) To promote social and intellectual intercourse among

Oriental scholars.

(e) To encourage traditional learning.

The Conference will be divided into the following sections :

—

(1) Vedic
; (2) Classical

; (3) Philology
; (4) Arabic and

Persian
; (5) Anthropology, Mythology, and Religion

; (6)

History and Archaeology
; (7) Fine Arts

; (8) Hindi
; (9)

Urdu
; (10) Oriya.

Each section will have its own president and secretary.

The languages Tecognized for use at the meetings will

ordinarily be English, Sanskrit, Persian, Arabic, Hindi,

JRAS. OCTOBER 1930. 58
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Urdu, and Oriya. For the use of any other language permission

must be obtained from the President.

A provisional programme is being framed for the Conference.

Besides the reading and discussion of papers, there mil be a

Classical Indian Musical Soiree Mushaira, a performance of the

Mudraraksasa. Visits to the local Museum, Khudabux

Library, and Manuk Collection, and also excursions to

Nalanda and Rajgir vrill be organized.

The fee qualifying for membership is Rs. 5 . Members are

entitled to a copy of the published proceedings. The fee

should be sent to the Treasurer, Mr. D. N. Sen, M.A., Principal,

B.N. College, Patna.

The Reception Committee now desires by this Bulletin to

offer a cordial invitation to all interested in Oriental learning

to join the Conference and to give it their support, and also

invite members to contribute papers. It is requested that the

papers with short summaries be sent so as to reach the

Secretary not lateT than the 15th October, 1930.

All inquiries and correspondence should he addressed to

Professor Hari Chand Sastri, D.Litt., I.E.S., Secretary,

Reception Committee of All-India Oriental Conference,

Patna.



NOTICES OF BOOKS

The Epic of Gilgamish. By R. Campbell Thompson.

15 X 10, pp. 92, 59 plates. Oxford : Clarendon Press,

1930. 50s.

As the Gilgamish Epic (to use its modern name) is beyond

doubt the most important surviving work of Babylonian

literature, so is that version of it by far the most extensive

and complete which was written for the great Nineveh library,

and now exists as a large number of fragments in the British

Museum. Indeed, as a connected work, the Epic depends

entirely upon this, for all else put together would give but

a few obscure incidents and no notion of the story

whatever. The more strange is it that students of this poem
have been so long content to leave its text in a very unsatis-

factory condition, available at best m the accurate, but

confused, and confusing, copies of Haupt’s Babylonische

Nimrodepos. The fact is probably that the Epic has suffered

from the very excellencies of Jensen’s translation, which

seems to have created a general supposition that there was

nothing more to do, and this persuasion has been proof against

the subsequent discoveries of the remains of older and foreign,

versions of the story, which might have been expected to

redirect attention to the basic text.

The main purpose of the volume here under review is to

remove this reproach of many years, and to provide a complete

and continuous text of the Assyrian version of the Epic, so

far as it has been preserved. Thus it is at last possible to

read, in Dr. Campbell Thompson’s admirably copied plates,

straightforward in the poem without casting about over many

scattered fragments. The work of the editor has been severe,,

for "while presenting a composite text, he has quoted all

significant variants in footnotes, and has evidently collated

every fragment with great care. But even more valuable

than the establishment of a continuous and accurate text is-
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the result that a new examination of the tablets has led to

a considerable re-arrangement of the episodes ; in several

cases an order which has been hitherto received without

question is seen to be impossible. By these changes the

poem has undoubtedly gained much in point and logic, as

could be seen from the author’s translation which appeared

separately in 1928. Further, for the purpose of this edition

Dr. Thompson has examined all the fragments in the British

Museum which seemed to contain mythological texts, and

out of these he has been successful in making more than a

dozen joins ” and finding several new duplicates. It is

probably safe to assume that, until the appearance of fresh

evidence, the text is now as complete, accurate, and well-

ordered as it can be made.

The plates are preceded by a short introduction and full

transcription of the cuneiform ; the translation had already

appeared, as noted above, and is not repeated here, an

arrangement more convenient, indeed, to general readers

than to scholars, though there is no need to describe it as a

hardship. We can only so much the more admire the liberality

of the Clarendon Press which has produced a very handsome

and dignified volume without the one element which might

have ensured it a wider circulation. The transliteration does

not coincide in all respects with the cuneiform texts, since

it includes also the Old Babylonian fragments, which the

author has not re-edited, just as his translation took account

also of the Hittite and Hurrian fragments, which in their

turn do not figure in his transliteration. There is thus a

progressive diminution from the translation to the actual

text presented. So far as this is due to a feeling of inability

to deal with the non-Semitic languages the limitation is

logical, but it is rather unfortunate that the Old Babylonian

originals could not be collated, since their transliteration is

included, and particularly since earlier editors have flatly

contradicted each other over the readings of the Philadelphia

tablet. An independent collation is clearly a necessity here.
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la the introduction is given a short account of the discovery

of the Epic, the development of its text, a survey of the

actual tablets which constitute it, an enumeration of the

principal episodes, and some discussion of the figures of

Gilgamish and Enkidu. Here a few comments may be in

place. The author nowhere uses the extant Sumerian

fragments, but he omits to say that two more are published,

and others mentioned, by Chiera, Sumerian Religious Texts
,

Nos. 38, 39. Azag-Ai (p. 6) is, of course, incorrect, as is

KI.EL (p. 9), and such a transcription as DAN.GA really

ought not to appear now. It seems an excess of caution to

write EN.KI.DV throughout. The figure of the Babylonian

hero wrestling with lions has no authentic claim to be

Gilgamish
;

he is certainly one of the magical contenders

against demons, whatever his name.

The notes contain several valuable discussions, especially

p. 74 (on the goddess Ishara), p. 80 (elmesu), p. 87 (the baking

of provisions for Gilgamish). but Dr. Thompson still can make

little of the familiar puzzles of SU.UT.TAK.MES and

Icukha. His translation of the new fragment 34916, at

the beginning of the poem, is not altogether happy. The

passage is full of building terms, some of them familiar in

the literature
;

sametu is almost certainly not “ base of a

wall, it is rather to be sought near the top, the word being

associated with nibihu “frieze ”, and seeming to denote

some kind of projection, sabatma askuppati should probably

be “ repaired the dado ", and, if temennu hit cannot here have

its usual meaning of “ inspected the foundation-tablet ”,

at least there is no reason either in fact or grammar, for

making iddu in the last line (and in Tablet xi, 305) a noun,

“ bitumen ”, which would not in any case form the foundation

of a wall. It is much more probably a verb, “ they had not

laid (its foundation) ”, as indeed it has been understood

hitherto.

C. J. G.
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The Royal Inscriptions of Sumer and Akkad. By
George A. Barton. (Library of Ancient Semitic

Inscriptions, vol. i.) 8^ X 5J, pp. 400. New Haven:

Yale University Press. London : Milford, 1929. 28s.

The new projected Yale series of translations begins

fittingly, even if a little unsuitably to its general title, with

the earliest (and therefore mainly Sumerian) inscriptions of

Mesopotamian rulers. These are here collected, arranged

as far as possible in chronological order, transliterated on the

left-hand pages and translated on the right, the whole preceded

by a short introduction. There are also three appendixes, the

first presenting the Sumerian kingdom-lists, the second a

quantity of relevant material which first appeared while this

hook was in the press, the third miscellaneous items acci-

dentally omitted from the main text. Both in its subject

and in its arrangement, therefore, this work proclaims itself

a new, revised, and expanded version of Thureau-Dangin’s

invaluable Konigsinschriften, which has been the stand-by

of historians and Sumerian philologists for more than twenty

years. Nothing could be more welcome than such a bringing

up to date of a standard work, now slightly antiquated by

the advance of knowledge, but much more by the accumula-

tion of new material, and for many years a new edition has

been sorely needed. It would be a pleasure to report that

Professor Barton has supplied this need
;
and indeed, it is

certain that his book will be of use as a guide to many new

texts that have appeared in diverse publications. But it is

unfortunately marred by so many defects that it can never

be seriously adopted as a new Konigsinschriften, nor even be

used as an English version of the old.

To substantiate this unfavourable judgment fully wTould

far outpass the limits of a review, and therefore comment

must confine itself mostly to generalities. First, the most

obvious virtue of a collection like this is that it should be

complete, and this book is not. On the first page there are

two omissions, the seal of Mes-anni-padda’s wife and another
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inscription of A-anni-padda
; the former does not appear in

Appendix II, where at least it would have been found. That

Appendix also passes deliberately (one must suppose) over

the Naram-Sin texts in the volume to which it is devoted

;

yet they are of great interest. Similarly, some inscriptions

of early Lagash in the first part of Vorderasiatische Schrift-

denkmaler are neglected, so is the inscribed hammer-head of

the last king of Agade, certain Gudea and Ur-Ningirsu statues,

and the Akkadian cone of Lipit-Ishtar
; other texts which

have been restored by later discoveries still appear in their

mutilated form, and the date-formulae, which have now

considerably increased, are not here at all. Where such

obvious gaps exist, there is little doubt that a more careful

search would find others. Such deficiencies certainly suggest

an imperfect acquaintance with recent literature, and there are

other indications of this in such transcriptions as azag,

ur-sag hg-ga, giMug-pi-ni, and Sharganisharri ; indeed, the

author does not seem to have consulted either Beimels

Grammatik or any of Poebers recent work. In general, too,

he uses far too few question-marks, or other indications that

a name or a reading are conventional
;

the earliest inscrip-

tions, like that of Enhegal, are not fully intelligible, and it

seems useless to offer a formal translation of them. Too often

this desire to give the sense of everything betrays Professor

Barton into such oddities as “ the canal ‘ Meadow-(recognized-

as-holy)-from-the-great-dagger
*

”, and (p. 75)
“ c

(To)-

Ningirsu-by-Urukagina-like-the-divine-black - storm - bird - the-

wall-facing-built ’ is its name Inconsistencies are too

commonly found, e.g. pp. 48, 49, sub he-na-su-gdl, translated

“ prayer he offered up ”, and pp. 52, 55 (end of 7) sub he-na -

su-gal
,
translated “ may prayers ascend ”

;
also p. 35, vi, 17,

nim sahH “the exalted one, who Sakh etc.” contrasted

with p. 39 (first line) “ Elam and Shakh ”—this apart from

the fact that “ Shakh ” should be Subarfcu
;

p. 74 (beginning)

bur-sag e sa-dug-an-na
“
the lofty bowl, the house of approach

to heaven ”, but p. 78, Cones B and C ii bur-sag e sa-dug-ka-ni
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“ the great bowl their abiding dwelling ”
;

p. 51, No. 3 “ his

god is Dunmush ” (there is no warrant for -mash). Nos. 4

and 5 “ his goddess is D.”
; and among transcriptions one

must protest against p. 60, end of No. 15, LID-SAG for

LID + SAG, p. 71, vi, 13
dIM-Ml-UU

,

and the really absurd

alleged name “ Baniarlagan It must be repeated that

most of these criticisms are concerned with generalities ; as

for details it will suffice to say that almost every page of this

book would give rise to discussion of some half-a-dozen points,

in many of which difference from Professor Barton’s renderings

could not justly be called a difference of opinion only. Some-

times the author adopts uncritically the rendering which he

finds given by a first editor of the text, even when it has

been proved erroneous by later research, but still more often

he seems to depart deliberately from the version of Thureau-

Dangin, when it is not merely unnecessary, but when the

substitute provided is far from an improvement whether of

the grammar or the meaning. With genuine regret for a

lost opportunity it must be owned that this book does not

fulfil the hopes that its title inspires.

C. J. G.

Pentateuch with Targum Onkelos, Haphturoth and
Prayers for Sabbath and Rabbi’s Commentary,

translated into English and annotated by Rev. M.

Rosenbaum and Dr. A. M. Silbermann in collaboration

with A. Blashri and L. Joseph. Genesis. 8vo, pp.

281 +61. London : Shapiro, Vallentine & Co., 1929.

8s. 6d.

A new edition has just appeared of the first book of the

Pentateuch which deserves the special attention of all those

interested in biblical studies. It follows upon the heels of

another publication of a similar kind, but it differs from it

completely from beginning to end. It would serve no purpose,

however, to enter upon any comparisons, as there is not the
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slightest point of resemblance between them. The authors

of this new edition neither indulge in vague speculations

on critical problems nor present haphazard statements

culled from the most diverse sources. They do not pretend to

offer a book of a homiletic or exegetical character which can

only confuse the readers by a variety of notions and by

antiquated attacks on higher criticism. They leave all

polymics aside and they concentrate on the work which lies

before them, of which they speak with befitting modesty like

true scholars. What they offer us is thus far the most valuable

book which leads those who are using it into that atmosphere

of traditional interpretation of the Bible which is specifically

Jewish. There is no admixture of any influence from without.

We have here in a succinct form a text with a translation

and a commentary which are the best representatives of

Jewish tradition. In the first place they give us a Hebrew

text taken from plates of an edition of 1861, in which the

letters stand out boldly, all the vowels and accents are clearly

seen and all very symmetrically and beautifully set up.

The English translation which accompanies it is taken from

that prepared by Hr. Benisch in the middle of the last

century. A great Jewish scholar, he was able to render into

beautiful English the Hebrew text in such a manner as only

a Jewish scholar could do who was fully conversant with the

Hebrew language and with the spirit of the Bible. There is

here, furthermore, the Aramaic translation ascribed to

Onkelos, called the Targum. Onkelos had been brought

into some connection with Aquila, a pupil of Rabbi Akiba

;

fragments of his Greek translation are still found in the

Hexapla. He followed the text so slavishly as to translate

even the particles ignoring entirely the spirit of Greek

grammar. That Targum is the oldest translation of the

Hebrew text into the Aramaic language of the people and was

held in the highest repute by the scholars and sages.

The greatest merit of this edition lies in the commentary

of Rashi, which they have added to this publication. It is
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the most famous commentary which enjoyed the greatest

popularity among the Jews from the time it was first written

by Rashi, about 1070 or 1080, in Troyes. Of all the com-

mentaries of the Talmud and the Bible none has been held,

and it is held still, in such high esteem. Rashi—these being

the initial letters of his real name : Ra (hi), Sh (elnich),

I (tzkalci)—who lived in Troyes, in France, in the eleventh

century, most skilfully blended m his commentary the two

sides of the ancient Midrash, the legal and the legendary.

All the most important legendary elements which contributed

towards the elucidation of the Bible are here succinctly

introduced into his commentary and all the legal interpreta-

tions of the text evolved in the course of ages constituting the

Oral Law is faithfully connected with the passages and verses

in the text whenever it can be done skilfully and briefly.

Rashi also had not ignored the grammatical side, philological

difficultievS which the text offer are carefully treated and on

sundry occasions Rashi does not hesitate to translate some

of the difficult words into the French vernacular. His

glosses are perhaps the oldest monuments of the French

language of the eleventh century and over all is spread such

a spirit of homeliness which has made this commentary

indispensable to the Jews throughout the ages, No one dreamt

of studying the Law without the commentary of Rashi, and

to this very day that practice prevails.

In order to differentiate the commentary from the text it was

written and then printed in a special cursive type and without

vowels. In order to facilitate, however, the reading of it the

authors of this edition have wisely changed that type for the

square one, and, moreover, they have carefully punctuated

the text. No skilful preparation is now needed to be able to

read the commentary, but even then it might have remained

a closed book were it not for an excellent English translation

which has now been given here also for the first time. It was

not an easy task to translate a mediaeval writer with his

rabbinic vocabulary and syntax into a modern language
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and to make it easily understood by any reader who is not

familiar with the original Hebrew.

The authors have now succeeded in this task. They have

given us not only an excellent rendering but also a faithful

one, a merit which cannot be too highly appraised. Some of

the difficulties which the text present are then briefly explained

in an appendix at the end of the volume
,
which concludes with

the lessons from the Prophets and the prayers for the

Sabbath day.

The book will prove of invaluable service not only to those

who wish to use it in their religious service but to anyone

who wishes to have at last a clear-insight into the most famous

Jewish interpretation of the Bible which has been, and has

remained, a standard one to this day. One can only conclude

with the wish that the remaining four volumes should be

published as quickly as possible with the same accuracy

and care. One must also add that the book is beautifully

printed and a credit to all connected with it.

M. Gaster.

Recueil de textes inedits concernant l'Histoire de

LA MYSTIQUE EN PAYS D'lSLAM REUNIS, CLASSES, ANNOTES

et publies. Par Louis Massignon. 10
J-
x 7, pp.

vii 4- 259. Paris : Geuthner et Cie, 1929.

M. Massignon may safely be considered the foremost

European authority on Mohammedan mysticism. He not

only published in 1913, al Hallaj’s Kitdb al-Tciivasvn
,
but has

since steadily pursued his studies on Sufic literature. As the

latest fruit of his labours he is now offering a volume of

extracts from the works of a large number of authors directly

or indirectly connected with Sufism. The book is divided

into four sections, of which the first three are devoted to

writers in chronological order, while the last gives excerpts

from the writings of prominent theologians, philosophers, and

literateurs. It begins with a number of quotations from
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the writings of the famous Hasan of Basra, who flourished at

the beginning of the eighth century and exercised a powerful

influence on the development of Moslem theology. These are

followed by extracts from about seventy authors, among

whom are many renowned names, such as Dul Nun Misri,

MohasibI, whose fragments 'fill several pages, Tirmi i,

Tostari, Juneid and his disciple, Makki, whose writings are

unfortunately lost, ard Ibn Ata, the friend of Hallaj. To the

last-named, naturally, a goodly space is devoted, and it

should be noted that his fame was so great that he enjoyed

a certain amount of popularity even among Jews. We further

notice the learned Ibn Aqil and a list of Grhazali’s writings.

The third section opens with the famous philosopher and

mystic, Sohrawardi of Aleppo, a further publication of whose

works is justly recommended. The article on Shustari, who

died in 1269, is marked by a number of muwaskshahs, which

became very popular in mediaeval Hebrew poetry, especially

in Yemen. Persian Sufis are represented by Jalal Rumi

who died in 1273, and another. The reader also meets with

writers in Turkish and Urdu. The section ends with extracts

from Senusi, the founder of the militant sect that bears his

name, and whose savage revolts are within the memory of

the present generation. The fourth section gives a survey of

philosophers accompanied by quotations from their writings

as far as they touch mysticism. It naturally begins with A1

Kindi, “ the Philosopher of the Arabs,” and in some way

supplements the list of his writings given in Flu gel’s essay

published in Leipzig, 1857. This section ends with Raghih

Pasha, who died in 1763. This is followed b}' a list of

prominent theologians and Adah writers. The texts are

carefully edited. The book adds immensely to our present

knowledge of Arab literature in various branches, and is a

decided inducement to deal more fully with many authors

mentioned

.

H. Hirschfeld.
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Quelques influences Islamiques SUE LES ARTS DE

l’Europe. Par Madame B. Devonshire. 10 x 13,

pp. 16, 81 photographic illustrations, Cairo, 1929.

This book is based upon a communication made by the

author in 1928 to the Seventeenth Congress of Orientalists

at Oxford, which she has expanded and remodelled and turned

from English into French, Features which are so common

in Islamic art as to be regarded as characteristic appear not

infrequently in the art of the West, owing generally, if not

always, to borrowing from Islam. Such occurrences in

individual branches of art have often been noted separately

and commented on, but Mrs. Devonshire seems to be the

first to look at them in an all-round way. She brings forward

examples of European work bearing the stamp of the Islamic

style in each of the principal departments of decorative art

and in architecture, points out the Islamic connections, and

gives much useful information about Islamic art and its

relations with Europe.

Most of the examples are reproduced in the illustrations,

with Islamic parallels by their side, so that the association

with the East can be seen easily. Among them there are

textiles, pottery, metal work and glass made in Italy, churches

in the South of France, and in the part of Spain that was

never under Muhammadan domination, besides buildings

and other objects belonging to the rest of Spain and to

Sicily. The specimens of decorative art generally fall between

the fourteenth and sixteenth century, but Mrs. Devonshire

refers to the frequent adoption of Islamic designs by European

weavers as early as the twelfth century and to the manufacture

of carpets in the Oriental style begun first in France in the

seventeenth century. Some of the examples of buildings

are as old as the tenth century. It is shown that Islamic

art products, particularly textiles, pottery, and carpets, were

well known to Europe in general during the Middle Ages.

Accordingly it is easy to understand how it was that their

designs were imitated in European workshops, and sometimes
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the articles themselves were copied. Some of the things

were reproduced by Oriental workmen in European towns,

members of colonies, several of which are enumerated. In

Sicily and in Spain, moreover, Oriental workmen remained

when Islam receded, whence the Islamic features in Sicilian

art and architecture of the Norman period and the combina-

tion of Christian and Islamic elements in the forms of Spanish

art and architecture known as mudejar.

Architectural affinities with Islam in countries that were

never under Muhammadan domination offer a difficult

problem. Mrs. Devonshire does not attempt to determine

how they arose, but she observes that certain architectural

features that have become identified with Islam by frequent

use—the horseshoe arch, for instance—are not Islamic

inventions. The same remark applies to some typical traits

of other branches of Islamic art. Mrs. Devonshire, in pointing

them out, abstains deliberately from inquiring into their

origins.

The book is adapted to the general reader, and any one

who has no particular acquaintance with Islamic matters

will find in it much light on Muhammadan decorative art and

architecture in general, and on associations between Christian

countries on the Mediterranean and the East . The specialist

will find it useful, too, for it brings together a considerable

number of facts, some of which come from out of the way

sources where they are liable to escape notice. Mrs. Devon*

shire gives references, though some of the references are

general, as her treatise was not intended originally for

publication. One would like to see the book republished in

a form more worthy of its merits.

A. Rhuvon Guest.
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Les Faiences a reflets metalliques de la grande

mosquee de Kairouan. Par Georges Marcais.

13 x 9J, pp. 41, xxvi full page plates, two of them In

colour. Pans . Geuthner, 1928.

The lustre tiles dealt with here belong to the ninth century.

For a long time it has been believed that some of them had

been brought from Baghdad to Qairawan, and the rest

manufactured on the spot by a man from Baghdad. The fact

had been questioned, however, because it appeared to rest

on a late tradition. Monsieur Maryais now shows that the

text which is the authority is taken from an original dating

from within about 150 years of the work of setting up the

tiles to adorn the mihrdb.

With regard to the text, it should be noticed that it does

not say that the tiles were brought from Baghdad. The transla-

tion given is :

—

,{

[l’emir] fit le mihrab. On importa pour lui ces precieux

panneaux de faience pour une salle de reception qu’il voulait

construire, et [aussi] de Baghdad des poutres de bois de

teck afin qu’on en fabriquat pour lui des luths. II en fit le

mimbar destine a la Grandi Mosquee,”

but the literal translation of the first part of the second

sentence in the same -wording would be

“ On importa pour lui ces precieux panneaux de faience

pour une salle de reception qu'il voulait construire et on

importa pour lui de Baghdad des poutres. .

The verb is repeated in the Arabic, and there seems to be

nothing in the passage to justify the [aussi], indeed, as it

stands, the wording rather suggests that the tiles did not

come from Baghdad but from somewhere else. Teak, by the

way, seems to be a curious wTood to use for lutes, and possibly

the correct meaning of the last part of the passage may be
‘

‘ teak timber to be made for him into pieces, out of which he

made the mimbar of the Great Mosque ”,
l

lddn being used

for the more familiar a‘wad of the mimbar. The Arabic,

anyhow, is obscure and ungrammatical, and it is strange to
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find jIjUi written by an Arab writer to mean un homme

de Baghdad. This man of Baghdad “made for him (the

Amir) tiles which he added to the precious tiles first referred

to ”, nothing being said about the man except that he made

the tiles, so that their manufacture at Qairawan is merely a

probable conjecture.

There are 139 tiles and a few fragments. Excellent photo-

graphs of all or nearly all of them are given, together with

full particulars of their arrangement on the mihrdb
,
their

colour and tone, and a clear and able analysis of their

ornament, also two sketches comparing some of the ornamental

details with fragments of sculpture from Samarra, which must

be of about the same date. In an appendix there is a descrip-

tion of ceramic fragments found at the site of ‘Abbasiya, a

place about two and a half miles from Qairawan, which date

from the ninth and tenth centuries.

The tiles are of two distinct sorts : monochrome and poly-

chrome, and it is natural to imagine that the latter, which

are the more elegant, were the precious imported tiles, and

the monochromes were made at Qairawan by the man of

Baghdad. The beauty of the polychrome series is brought

out by the coloured illustrations showing two of the tiles.

In spite of the distinct difference in style between the mono-

chrome and polychrome tiles, there are resemblances showing

an evident connection between them. The ornament in both

cases is either geometrical or floral. Monsieur Marais calls

attention to similarities with ornament from pottery of

Samarra, Susa, and one or two other places, and to a certain

relationship with Samarra sculpture The ‘Abbasiya fragments

also are compared with Mesopotamian pottery, and shown

to have analogies with it.

Most people will probably be convinced that the tiles of

the Great Mosque of Qairawan are rightly attributed to

Mesopotamia, and the ‘Abbasiya fragments are an evidence

of the way in which the Islamic pottery of North Africa

started from Persian or Mesopotamian origins. Whatever
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conclusions they may come to on such questions, all will

appreciate the service done by Monsieur Margais in describing

the tiles so completely and discussing them so thoroughly.

A. Rhuvon Guest.

PENDENTIFS TROMPES ET STALACTITES DANS L
?

ARCHITECTURE

orientale. Par J. Rosintal. 9| x 1\, pp. 106, avec

10 planches hors texte. Paris : Geuthner, 1928.

Rather more than half the book is devoted to the pendentives

and the other devices for carrying a dome included under the

general designation of trompes, but they are studied chiefly

for the sake of the stalactites which are the principal subject.

The text is fully illustrated by means of plans, drawings,

and views of buildings and architectural details taken from

various other authors, and by explanatory diagrams, sketches,

and constructional drawings of stalactites produced by

Mr. Rosintal himself. It includes a brief historical sketch

and a full bibliography.

The author traces the development of the Byzantine

apse and pendentive in outline, but treats the Persian dome

niche and the contrivance which he calls the Turkish triangle

more fully, because he has not found any treatise with regard

to them that he considers satisfactory. This part of the

book contains numerous references to other works, and

provides a serviceable guide to the history of the dome,

although some of the drawings and sketches are rather slight

and structural details are not always shown as clearly as could

be wished.

Mr. Rosintal tells us that his geometrical drawings of

stalactites, both on pendentives and on dome niches, agree

exactly with some actual examples named by him. The

various methods of constructing stalactites which he indicates

look as if they were practicable and must have been the ones

employed. It would seem, therefore, that he has made good

his claim to have solved the problem of the construction and

execution of stalactites.

J&Afl. OCTOBEB 1930. 59
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In the course of the book a number of controversial

questions arise. Among them are the origin of the stalactites,

that of the Byzantine apse, and the Turkish triangle. While

Mr. Rosintal endorses the view that the stalactites are

derived from the dome niche, he disagrees entirely with those

who hold that they were' originally constructional. He
looks on the Byzantine apse as derived from the Persian

dome niche, and the Turkish triangle as an independent

invention. AVhere he differs from others whose opinions are

entitled at least to respect, it is a pity that he does not adopt

a somewhat more moderate and less dogmatic tone. His own

work does not seem to be beyond criticism. He states that

the earliest attempts at pendentives are to be found in

central Syria, but the details he gives certainly seem to

suggest that the beginnings may be looked for in Rome. He
tells us that “ dans les premiers temps les Byzantins ont

employe la pern de la trompe perse sans aucune modification ”,

but he does not give any example of their having done so.

His work throughout is based on architectural considerations

solely, and one feels that some regard should be had to the well-

known facts of history bearing on relations between Byzantine

and Sasanian architecture before pronouncing on such a

question as the connection between the Persian dome niche

and the Byzantine apse.

A. Rhuvon Guest.

Bihzad and his Paintings in the Zafar^namah MS. By
Sir Thomas W. Arnold, C.I.E., F.B.A., Litt.D.

pp. 20, 14 plates. Quaritch. £2 2s.

The Zafar-namah is a biography of Timur, and the particular

MS. with which this book is concerned is dated a.h. 872

(a.d. 1467). It contains six splendid miniatures, each

occupying two pages, illustrating scenes of war and peace.

It was formerly, as annotations by the Mughal Emperors

show, a greatly prized item in the Imperial Library of India.

Sir Thomas Arnold and Mr. Robert Garrett, the present
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owner of the manuscript, deserve the gratitude of ail lovers

of Persian painting for the publication of this important

and beautiful monograph. Its main importance consists

in the fact that, if we accept Sir Thomas Arnold’s cogent

reasoning, we have in the miniatures, heTe reproduced for

the first time in colour, genuine examples of the work of the

greatest and most elusive of all Islamic painters. The problem

of Bihzad is the central problem of Persian painting, not only

because of his undisputed pre-eminence, but because of the

lack of evidence as to what pictures he painted
; and its

difficulties are such that there is no single existing painting

which is universally admitted to be by his hand. The Zafar-

namah MS. contains the testimony of Jahangir—no con-

temptible witness—in an autograph note alleging that

Bihzad painted these miniatures, and there are reasons to

believe that Jahangir wras repeating the judgment of an earlier

generation, which was separated by only a few decades from

the life of the master-painter.

The manuscript has been known to scholars for a good many

years, but the case for the authenticity of the miniatures has

never previously been stated in full, and the chronological

data have never been so clearly presented as now, by Sir

Thomas Arnold. The chief argument against him is the date

of the MS. If the miniatures are as early as this, Bihzad

must either have painted them in his childhood or have

lived and worked for nearly as long as Titian. But there are,

as Sir Thomas Arnold shows, many precedents for miniatures

being much later m date than the manuscripts in which they

have been inserted, and in this case there are positive indica-

tions that they actually were later. It is hard, in fact, to

deny that “ these miniatures provide a reliable starting point

for the much-needed determination of the characteristics of

Bihzad’s style ”
;
though the caution is necessary that the

paintings have suffered some damage, and bear traces of

restoration, probably in India.

The page containing Jahangir’s note, and one by Shah
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Jahan, written on the date of his accession, together with an

example, attested by Jahangir, of the “ illiterate ” Akbar’s

writing, is reproduced, as is the colophon page, and an

illuminated page of the text. The coloured illustrations, by

Messrs. Waterlow, are admirable, and go a long way towards

duplicating the quality of their originals.

J. V. s. w.

The Splendour that was Tnd. A Survey of Indian Culture

and Civilization (from the earliest times to the death

of Emperor Aurangzeh). By K. T. Shah, B.A.,

B.Sc. (Lond.), Barrister-at-Law, Professor of Economics,

University of Bombay. Foreword by the Marquess of

Zetland, G.C.S.I., G.C.I.E. 4to, pp. xxxv -f 236.

Bombay : Taraporevala Sons & Co. 1930. Ks. 30/-.

Professor Shah has undertaken an ambitions task in

attempting, in a single volume, an account of India’s history

and culture through the ages. Lord Zetland gives him high

praise for the manner in which he has carried out his purpose,

and a perusal of his interestingly written chapters reveals him

as a painstaking scholar with a gift for the selection of relevant

details. He admits that it has not been his definite purpose

“ to lay bare the less agreeable aspects ” of his subject, and

one is sometimes conscious of the process of turning geese

into swans. There are a few debatable assertions on archaeo-

logical and other matters, and the spelling of “ Tnd ” is

paralleled by similar aberrations elsewhere. The book,

nevertheless, has manifold merits
;

it is by no means a mere

compendium of commonplaces, and it certainly succeeds in

displaying, in a very attractive manner, the infinite variety

of India’s wonderful story.

There are over 300 illustrations, in colour and monochrome,

not all of which are quite up to the book’s generally high level

of production. Asoka’s inscription (Fig. 102) is upside down.

j. y. s. w.
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Musulman Painting, XIIth-XVIIth Century. By. E.

Blochet. Translated by Cicely M. Binyon, with an

introduction by Sir Denison Ross. 7 x 10, pp. xii H-

124, plates. London : Methuen. 1929.

M. Blochet*s book consists essentially of two things. One
is a very fine collection of plates, two hundred in number,

representing all stages of Persian painting down to the

eighteenth century, taken chiefly from the Bibliotheque

Nationale. The other is a vigorous challenge to the accepted

views on the origins and influence of oriental art in general.

Rarely if ever can a scholar have ventured to publish a book

written in such a continuous strain of violent criticism, never

condescending to argument, qualification, and citation of

sources, but simply enunciating his views with dogmatic

finality. All art, except that of China and of ancient Egypt,

is derived through various intermediate stages from the art

of ancient Greece
;

the Persians, both Achaemenian and

Sassanian, were indebted for their monuments to Greek and

Byzantine craftsmen
;
Mesopotamian art is an awkward and

clumsy adaptation of the masterpieces of the late Empire ;

Scythian art is a myth :
“ there never was any Buddhist

art, there was no art at all in the provinces of Turkestan

The revival of Persian painting under the Mongols was due

to the modification of Mesopotamian technique under the

influence of the Italian primitives
;

Chinese art exercised

only at rare intervals a fleeting and evanescent influence on

Persian painting. “ The theory of the influence of the East

on Western art is a fancy born from the combination of

several errors, the essence of which is wilfully to attribute to

Oriental monuments dates much earlier than those to which

they really belong . . . with the intention of attributing to

Oriental lands an importance in the development of civilization

which is not theirs.”

These are M. Blochet ’s theses on the main subject of his

essay, and in order to strengthen them he formulates a number

of general laws, thus :
“ At a given time, in the same country.
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the arts, sciences, and literature arrive at the same stage,”

or again :
“ If a monument in any one civilization reproduces,

in inferior form, a type of monument which is found elsewhere,

much later, and in a superior form, this is due to both being

copies of a prototype, created by the second of these civiliza-

tions, and which in the course of years has disappeared.” At

the same time he has by no means confined himself to the

subject of Persian painting and architecture. One of the most

confusing features of the book, in fact, is the way in which

the reader is suddenly plunged into matters which appear to

have the remotest connection with these questions—Russian

iconography, for example, ot early Christian music, or the

origins of the Altaic races (who, it appears, are Indo-Europeans

on the maternal side), or the compilation of the Koran

(“ clearly not a single writer’s w’ork ”).

It would not be difficult to pick holes, and sometimes

very large ones, in all this mass of material. Such a statement,

for example, as :

“ The cruciform plan of the mosque of

Sultan Hasan at Cairo imitates the celebrated type of Byzan-

tine technique, that of the Holy Apostles, of St. Mark at

Venice before its restoration, of St. Front at Perigueux, of the

Pantheon at Paris,” made in wilful disregard (to adopt

M. Blochet’s own phraseology) of Captain Cresw^elTs pains-

taking researches into the origin of the cruciform plan in

Cairene madrasas, can only be explained as the outcome of a

peculiarly obstinate idee fixe. All kinds of questions suggest

themselves. Why is the marvellous technique of Persian

carpets, so intimately associated with Persian painting,

completely overlooked ? Are the oriental miniatures of the

fourteenth century Genoese manuscript now in the British

Museum no more than a casual freak ? But to prolong the

list would be, after all, to do a grave injustice to M. Blochet.

He has summed up with relentless sincerity the results of a

life study, and if his book resembles a bombshell, nothing

that is built on really solid foundations will suffer from the

explosion. His criticisms will have to be met, and even if they
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do no more than lead to a searching re-examination of the

material at the hands of those who are competent to do so,

and a restatement on convincing grounds of the views which

he attacks, he will have rendered by them a very great service

to the study of Islamic art. Meanwhile his exposition, in the

finished translation of Mrs. Binyon, stands as a monument

of an amazing range of scholarship, and the pictures are a

joy for ever.

H. A. R. Gibb.

Pour Apprendre L’Arabe, Manuel du Dialecte Vulgaire

d’Egypte. By G. Hug and G. Habachi. 7\ x 5,

pp. x + 136. Paris : Geuthner. 1928.

With a view to meeting the needs of French travellers and

residents in Egypt, the authors have compiled this small

and practical handbook. The arrangement is convenient

:

a summary of colloquial grammar is supplied, followed by

classified vocabularies and specimen dialogues, and a selection

of popular proverbs. Though the book contains few actual

errors (e.g. talachar for thirteen), it does not escape the usual

weaknesses of its kind, such as failure to discriminate d from

d3 t from /, r from gh
,
etc., and to indicate the main stresses

in words and sentences, A more peculiar feature is the

replacement of hamza by a long vowel even when representing

q ;
surely no Egyptian ever pronounces, for example, “ heart

”

and “ neck ” as alb and ra-dbah .

H. A. R. Gibb.

Some Observations on the Policy op the Mandatory

Government of Palestine. By J H Kann. pp. 60.

The Hague : Martinus Nijhoff, 1930. 2s. 6d.

An able exposition of the Jewish case by a former member

of the Zionist organization and ex-consul of Holland in

Jerusalem.

H. A. R. G.
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jPALAKi-r-SHiRWANi Diwan. Edited by Had! Hasan, Lh D
James G. Forlong Fund, Vol. IX. London

:

’

Royaj
isiafo’c Society. J929. 10s.

This volume, containing the Persian text (about 1,200

erses
)
of the Dimn of Falaki, with critical and explanatory

otes, forms the second and final part of Dr. HadI Hasan’s

lition
;
the first part, which comprises an excellent account

‘ the poet’s times, life, and works, the sources of the text,

c., appeared as vol. vi of the Forlong Fund Publications and

as reviewed by the present writer in the January issue of

le Journal
, p. 126 f. Falaki, as might be expected from a

upil of KhaqanI, employs an extremely artificial and allusive

yle, and the ingenious, far-fetched and elaborate conceits

ith which his panegyrics are crowded call for a corresponding

mount of brainwork on the part of the reader. Few would

ire to make the effort, even if they possessed the learning

d acumen necessary for solving puzzles of this sort. The

oet, however, has found an editor who fully appreciates

im and spares no pains to make him intelligible. Dr. Hasan

roves himself to be an accomplished critic. The text, based

[most entirely on the Munich MS., has been judiciously

mended, and the obscure verses are, as a rule, either trans-

ded or explained by means of notes and reference to passages

i other works. There is much to interest students of the

'ersian ars poetica as well as lexicographers, including a list

f rare or technical words which occur in the Diu'dn. Falaki

istifies his pen-name by showing a particular fondness for

stronomical and astrological terms.

Sir E. Denison Ross, who contributes a Foreword to the

olume and is responsible for its publication, is to be con-

ratulated on the attractive form in which it appears. His

escription of the editor’s manuscript as exceptionally

eautiful and accurate applies in almost equal measure to

be photographic reproduction. The writing is small and after

time puts some strain on the eye
;
here and there a letter

as dropped out or a word is indistinct
;
but these are draw-
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jacks that hardly count in the balance. I have noticed a

ew misspellings, e.g. Saggitarius for Sagittarius (v. 492)

ind ‘Amarali for ‘Umarah (v. 1075). In v. 333 the editor

etains the reading of all texts, explaining it as

brined by metathesis from ‘pji. This is objectionable

or more reasons than one. A passive participle seems to be

'equired, and I suggest as a likely emendation,

(v. 783) probably denotes the Caliph Mutawakkil.

K. A. N.

A. Treatise on the Canon of Medicine of Avicenna

INCORPORATING A TRANSLATION OF THE FIRST BOOK.

By 0. Cameron Oroner, M.D. (Lond.). x 6,

pp. 612. London : Luzac & Co., 1930. Price £2 2$.

Abu ‘All al-Husain ibn ‘Abdallah ibn Sin a, commonly

mown in the west as Avicenna, poet, philosopher, and

physician, was bom near Bukhara in a.d. 980 and died at

EEamadan or Isfahan in 1037. Of his medical works the

Janun is by far the largest and most famous
;
and as the

present author reminds us, the work is a precis

,

and not a sum-

:otal of Avicenna's knowledge—a series of notes or skeleton

jutlines of thought not too lengthy to be memorized by his

students, much as they would memorize the Quran. Its use,

n a Latin translation, spread through the west, where it was

idopted in the schools and remained the standard textbook

jf medicine even until about 1650. The first of the five books

jf this work, of such exceptional historical interest, has now

seen translated into English ; and orientalists, historians,

ind medical men must alike be grateful to Dr. Gruner for

ondertaking what cannot have been an easy task.

A u
Preliminary Thesis ” deals with the Qanun in relation

:o modern thought
; the opinion is expressed that ideas are

io be found therein which provide suggestions for useful

research in the future (p. 1) and that “ its possibilities for
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suggesting thoughts of real value to-day are more realized

the more one reads ‘ between the lines
’ ” (p. 7). The basic

differences between the Qanun and modern medicine are

tabulated (p. 8); Avicenna’s and all ancient medicine, is

intimately bound up with philosophy, to wit, that of human

xature ”—a philosophy which proves to be virtually identical

vith modern scholastic philosophy ;
while Modern Medicine

4

assuming the title and rank of a positive science, emphatically

liscards and excludes ” philosophy (p. 9). It is apparently

the author’s view that psychology, which seems to he con-

sidered as a part of philosophy, being
“
the science which

treats of the soul and its operations ”, must therefore clearly

3e the real foundation of medicine. Modern scholastic

philosophy, the queen of all the sciences, amply proves

positivist science (including Medicine) to be incomplete

knowledge when taken alone
;
but when Medicine has become

mnobled by being linked with philosophy it reaches its highest

legree of perfection (p 10).

Tn the translation itself four sub-sections of the text are

>mitted— those dealing with the anatomy of the bones,

nusoles, nerves, and blood-vessels, which are naturally

nadcquate in comparison with modern Anatomy ;
and

be Libellus on the Powers of the Heart (“ De viribus cordis ),

>f which the real authorship is disputed, which Arnold of

fillanova translated into Latin, and which is found in the

[595 Latin edition of the Qanun, is included. The translation

s given in large type, and in smaller type is an interspersed

lommentary with separate paragraphing, in which the author

rives parallels from the classics, from the Chinese, and from

>ther medieval authors, with references to modern practice
;

he commentary sometimes runs to a considerable excursus,

.s for example that on the Chinese system of sphygmology

pulse-science).

The first book of the Qanun (that which is here translated)

leals with general matters relative to the science of Medicine,

:omprising
: (1) The definition and scope of Medicine;

lealth. Here comes the consideration, among other topics,

if the temperaments and constitutions, the fluids of the body

,
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the members (bones, muscles, nerves, arteries, veins). (2) The
classification of diseases, their causes and symptoms. Under
the causes, such things as atmospheric and seasonal influences,

v inds, localities, food and drink, are discussed ; under
symptoms, the evidences of ill-health in the pulse, urine, and
faeces. (3) The preservation of health, and regiminal treat-

ment, comprising the regimen (exercise, bathing, dietetics,

etc.) appropriate to the several ages, to the various constitu-

tions and habits of body, and to the several seasons. (4) The

treatment of disease ; the classification of the modes of

treatment in general (general therapeutics), including such

topics as evacuant and derivative treatment, purgation,

emesis, cupping, venesection, leeches
; minor surgery ; the

relief of pain.

The contents of the other books, not here translated, may
be briefly indicated. In Book II, Materia Medica, Pharma-

cology and Therapeutics
; General Principles, and then the

properties of each drug (802 in number) taken seriatim.

In III, Special Pathology of the various systems
;
the diseases

to which each is liable are discussed, their etiology, symptoms,

diagnosis, prognosis and treatment (the section on the Eye

has been translated into German) In Book IV, Fever,

Minor Surgery, Poisoning, and Beauty Culture are treated ;

and in V the Formulary is given—recipes, and details of their

preparation (this book has been translated into German).

It is impossible to do justice to the interest of the volume

without giving one or two illustrative extracts :

—

“It is a bad practice to sleep on the back. It courts

the development of grave maladies like apoplexy, paralysis,

and nightmare, because the effete matters then tend to

accumulate in the tissues of the back, where they are held

and prevented from entering the natural channels—which

are in front, like the nostrils and palate. Persons who
are accustomed to sleep on their backs often become

debilitated, for their muscles and members become

weakened
;
also because one side cannot alternate with the

otheT, seeing that such persons quickly return to the supine

position, the back being more powerful than the sides. The

consequence is that such persons sleep with their mouths
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open, for the museles which keep the jaws closed are too

weak to maintain them in that position ” (p. 419).
“ When you do not know the nature of a malady, leave

it to Nature ; do not strive to hasten, matters. Tor either

Nature will bring about the cure or it will reveal itself

clearly what the malady really is ” (p. 468).

(Frofn the section on the Regimen suitable to Travellers.)
“ A person may have to fast so long that the appetite is

lost. To aid one in submitting to this, the following are

useful : cold foods prepared from roast livers and the like,

pills prepared with viscid or glutinous substances, strong

fluid fats, almonds, and olive oil. Certain fats like that

of beef will stave off the feeling of hunger for a long time.

There is a story of a man having swallowed a pound (12 oz.)

of oil of violets in which fat had been dissolved until the

oil was of the consistence of a plaster
;
he is said to have

been free of desire for food for ten days.”

Or one might instance the section on venesection (pp. 501

There are, however, a few criticisms which must be made,

le translation “ is based on the Latin versions published

Venice in 1598 and 1608, supported by a study of the

*abic edition printed at Rome in 1593 and the Bulaq edition.”

le author admits that, in Browne’s words, “ the Latin

mun swarms with barbarous words which are not merely

inscriptions but in many cases almost unrecognizable

istranscriptions of Arabic originals ”
;
the method of trans-

don appears to have been a slavish and literal adherence

the original, the obscurity being such as would result from

idering idiomatic French word for word into English ; as

•owne says, “ many passages in the Latin version of the

mun of Avicenna were misunderstood or not understood

all by the translator, and consequently can never have

nveyed a clear idea to the reader.” Whether or not, as

r. Grunei says, these criticisms are inapplicable to Vol. I

= Book I) of the original, it seems unfortunate that he did

it utilize the Arabic original instead of the Latin version

the basis of his translation
;

his knowledge of Arabic

apparently adequate, and he has studied the original text

;

art altogether from the grave possibility of error, it would
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seem to be mere waste of labour, in these circumstances, to

endeavour to get at the meaning of the Latin.

Again, the author seems in some degree to misunderstand the

value of his work—though this does not detract from its real

value in the least. From what has been said above concerning

his Preliminary Thesis, and from the fact that he has omitted

the anatomy of the bones, muscles, etc. (since these sections are

inadequate in the light of modern knowledge), it appears that

he views the Qanun as valuable to-day in the utilitarian sense.

But surely the importance—the primary importance, at least

—

of the work is historical
;

as the publishers say on the

“ jacket ”, the “ general reader is enabled for the first time

to become directly acquainted with the outlook of a thousand

years ago upon the nature of the human body, of health

and disease, as expounded by the world-renowned sage of

Persia.” The book gives a wonderful exposition of the best

medical science of a remarkable era
;

it helps us to understand

the course taken by human thought, to follow it in its develop-

ment through the ages, to work out a more adequate picture

of its evolution
;

it is a valuable contribution to the still

too much neglected history of science, a branch of knowledge

(a
<€
discipline ”) as interesting and as important as the

history of art, of philosophy, of religion.

The book is not free from signs of carelessness, e.g. “ apolo-

gium,” “
scotomia,”

tm
tassawuf,” the body is admittedly

95 per cent, water ” (we may interpret in another sense than

that intended by the author the mark of exclamation which

he appends to this statement)
;

long vowels are sometimes,

though seldom, marked, and diacritical points rarely used

;

the spellings “ Quran ” and
“ Koran ” occur on the same

page. The chapter headings are copied or adapted from

Arabic and Persian sources, and it gives an effect of incongruity

to' plant on them letters of the Latin alphabet.

One sentence it is hard to forgive :
“ The proper use of the

theory of evolution in comparative anatomy ... is that it

enables many discrete facts to be memorized ” (p. 103).

And the use of the facts, when they have been memorized,

or otherwise made available ? Surely such facts are nothing
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in themselves : their use is to help to establish generalizations

(of which the doctrine of evolution is one of the greatest)

which increase our knowledge of the scheme of the universe,

which allow us to contemplate it with greater understanding

and therefore greater delight, and which give us clues to

enable us to penetrate further the mysteries of nature. But

that a scientific training should have left the author with so

little comprehension of the meaning of science that he can

suppose the use of the theory of evolution to he to facilitate

the memorization of certain discrete facts !

I have spoken with some freedom of what I conceive to be

the defects of the work. Let me, however, say again in con-

clusion that Avicenna’s work as here reproduced is of extra-

ordinary interest and value, and that I>r. Gruner’s labours

will be appreciated alike by the historian of science, the

orientalist, and the philosophic physician. It is earnestly

to be hoped that he will obtain the renewed thanks of all these

by proceeding with the translation from the Arabic text of

the remaining books of the Qanun.

J. Stephenson.

A Critical Pali Dictionary, begun by V. Trenckner,

revised, continued, and edited by D. Andersen and

Helmer Smith. Yol. I, pt. i. 12 x 10, pp. xxii 42.

Published by the Royal Danish Academy. Copenhagen,

1924-6.

Culavamsa, being the more recent part of the Mahavamsa.

Part i. Translated by W. Geiger, and from the German

into English by Mrs. C. Mabel Rickmers. Pali Text

Society. Translation Series, No. 18. 9 X 6, pp. xlii -f-

362. London : H. Milford, 1929.

The Book of the Kindred Sayings (Saijyutta Nikaya).

Pt. v. Translated by F. L. Woodward, with an

Introduction by Mrs. Rhys Davids. Pali Text Society.

Translation Series, No. 16. 9x6, pp. xxiv -f 412.

London : The Oxford University Press, 1930.

When two Pali dictionaries begin to appear within three

pears of each other, comparison, however odious it may be,
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is inevitable. The Pali Text Society’s Dictionary claimed

to be essentially preliminary, so that the appearance of a

critical Pali dictionary, as this claims to be, was to be expected.

It will be sufficient to notice three points of difference. The

forty-two (rather smaller) pages of this fasciculus correspond

to ten in the P.T.S. dictionary, but it is in this section where

many of the negatives m a- occur, and here they are treated

more fully, so that the same difference in extent may not

continue all through. Anyone who remembers the criticism

in these pages of the etymological part of the P.T.S. dictionary

will be glad to see that there is no waste of space here. Little

is given beyond a reference to a corresponding Sanskrit

form and the analysis of compounds. Another special feature

ia that it includes proper names.

It is scarcely necessary to do more than give a hearty

welcome to the new instalment of Dr. Geiger’s translation

of the Mahavamsa. This later portion, which chiefly for

practical reasons he calls the Culavamsa, consists of five

additions, of varying literary quality. Not only has

Mrs. Rickmers carried out Dr. Geiger's principles and ideals,

but she has produced a masterly English version. The

introduction deals with several interesting questions and

explanations of technical terms, but for a general discussion

of this portion we have to refer to Dr. Geiger’s edition of

the text.

The translators of the Samyulta are to be congratulated

on the completion of their work. Mr. Woodward is no doubt

right in rejecting traditional modes of translating special

terms, but he is not likely to find general approval for many

of his own. He has already begun to disapprove of some of

them himself, for he tells us that he has not felt bound to

follow even those that he has generally used in other volumes.

Mrs. Rhys Davids’ introduction deals with the structure of

this Nikaya, with the question of substituting “ Way
for “ Path ”, and with points of historical interest.

E. J. Thomas.
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Indica

By L. D. BARNETT

1. Greater India Society Publication No. 2. Hindu Law
and Custom. By Julius Jolly. Authorised translation

by Batakrishna Ghosh. 10 x 7J, pp. xi -f 341 -f

vii + i. Calcutta, 1928.

2. Publication No. 3. Social Life in Ancient India :

Studies in Vatsyayana’s Kamasutra. By Haran
Chandra Chaxladar. 9| x 8J, pp. i + ii + 212.

Calcutta, 1929.

3. Greater India Society Bulletin No. 4. India and

Central Asia. By Dr. Niranjan Prasad Chakravarti.

8J x 5J, pp. 44. Calcutta, 1927.

4. Bulletin No. 5. Ancient Indian Culture in Afghani-

stan. By Dr. Upendra Nath Ghoshal. 8J x 5J,

pp. 38 -j- iv. Calcutta, 1928.

ProfessoT Jolly’s masterly Recht und Sitte, which saw the

light in Biihler’s Grundriss in 1896, is still and will long remain

the chief basis of the study of ancient Hindu law
; and there-

fore the Greater India Society and Mr. Ghosh deserve much

gratitude for the service which they have rendered to the

English-speaking world by producing this translation.

Mr. Ghosh has also added a number of footnotes of his own,

some of them of considerable value. For a young scholar,

he has on the whole acquitted himself of his heavy task very

well. It must, however, be confessed that the English of

his version is sometimes rather laboured, as might be expected

of one who is translating from a foreign tongue into a language

not quite his own. The punctuation, too, is far from satis-

factory, mainly in the matter of omissions of necessary commas,

and there are not a few minor inexactitudes in the rendering

of the German. 1 The usefulness of the book would also have

1 Examples are :
" overwhelming " for “ uberwiegend ", and " history

of customs ” for " Sittengeschichte " (p. 1) ;

" found " for " angefiihrt ",

and home " for " ansassig " (p. 4) ;

" codified " for " zu litterarischer

Fixirung gelangt ", and " elaborate " for " weitgehende " (p. 263) ; " penal
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been greatly increased if Mr. Ghosh had included in it a

bibliography brought up to date.

Of the value of Vatsyayana’s Kama-sutra there can be no

question. Not only does he mercilessly put on record every

phase of sexual relations, licit and illicit, which could be

discovered by a wide survey of mankind and books, but he

also gives us a lively picture of the social circumstances of his

age which is a first-class document of Sittengesckickte. He is

thus fully worthy of the scholarly study which is here dedicated

to his work. Mr. Chakladar in the first place attempts to

determine the date of the Kama-sutra
,
which he fixes as

about the middle of the third century a.d. on grounds which,

though not wholly convincing, seem to me to fit the facts

better than any other hypothesis yet advanced. He then

considers the geographical data of the book, which lead him

to conclude that Yatsyayana was a native of Western India ;

and the rest of the volume—more than half of it—is devoted to

a study of the social life depicted in the Kaim-sutra, under

the headings “ Castes and Occupations ”, “ Marriage and

Courtship,” " Life of the Nagaraka,”
tf The Position of

Women,” and te
Arts and Crafts In his treatment generally

Mr. Chakladar happily unites erudition with judgment and

has given us a really useful book. On some minor points, of

course, one may venture to differ from him. Not to mention

his perhaps excessive confidence in the Mauryan date of the

Kautiliya and the legend of Bkasa, I would suggest with due

diffidence that he may perhaps be mistaken in separating

&vetaketu, “ the mythical reformer of primitive society
”

mentioned in the Mahabhdrata from Svetaketu Aruneva of

the Upanisads (p. 38) : the two accounts indeed differ widely,

laws ” for " das weltliche Strafrecht ", and “ ingeniously " for “ wahr-

acheinlich " (p, 284 ) ;

" courtiers " for " Beisitzer ” (p. 286). I may add

that the translator's reference in his note on p. 225 to the ingenious

Mr. Jayasw&l's theory that" Hindu jurists and law-givers never considered

the king to be lord of the earth " is not very happy ; and his spelling

iulka repeatedly on p. 113 f. is a striking example of the deplorable tendency

apparently innate in all Bengalis to confuse short and long u.

JRAS. OCTOBER 1930. 60
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but that is merely because the Mbh. represents a popular

and less authentic tradition, and the facts stated on p, 7 ff,

indicate that they have something like a point of contact.

Perhaps, too, I may be allowed to dissent from his description

of the Kama-sutra as “ a beautifully vivid picture ” of society

and from his estimate of Vatsyayana’s ethos. Vivid the book

is, but beauty has no place in its vividness. In Vatsyayana’s

analysis of human passions and motives there is something'

of Jonathan Swift’s ruthless exactitude of cynical realism :

what, for instance, could be more like Swift than the biting

phrase that concludes the description of the girl dressed up

and paraded by her family to catch a suitor, “ for she is like

an article for sale,” panya-sadkarmatvat ? His smug self-

justification too smacks of irony ; with a wink in his eye he

assumes the attitude of an ancient rsi like Svetaketu, but

the pose need not deceive us.

The Bulletins are really good little summaries of their

subjects. Dr. Chakravarti gives us a very useful Uberblich

of the history of Central Asia, the modem explorations of it,

and the marvellous finds of manuscripts of literary works

and official documents through which those dreary regions

have become more precious to the scholar than the golden

sands of classical legend, while Dr. Ghoshal’s contribution

briefly surveys the historical relations of Afghanistan with

India, with passing references to such cultural documents

as e.g. Indo-Greek coinages, inscriptions, and Buddhist

stupas and monasteries, especially the grottos of Bamyan

with their beautiful frescos.

5. Trilochana Pallava and Karikala Chola. By N.

Venkata Ramanayya. 8|- x 5J, pp. i + i + 120.

Madras : Vavilla Press, 1929.

This monograph, though small in bulk and somewhat

defective in the matter of typographic exactitude, handles

an important problem with much ingenuity and considerable

success. In early Southern Indian records the student is

often confronted by the figure of Trilocana Pallava—in
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Telugu, Mukkanti Kaduvetti—a mysterious personage

whose date and doings are equally uncertain, and whose

very existence has been questioned. Mr. Venkataramanayya

has now set himself the task of examining the evidence bearing

upon him and his traditional rival Karikalan, in order to

extract thence whatever elements of historicity may be

underlying it, and to this end has drawn upon numerous

village-chronicles, inscriptions, and literary references, with

very interesting results, of which the most important may be

thus summarised. T. was an illegitimate Pallava usurper

who reigned about the end of the fifth century in Kanci,

which was wrested from him by the victorious Colas under

Karikalan. He then re-treated into Telingana, where he

established his capital at Dharanlkota
;
and here he still

suffered from the aggressions of K., who annexed large districts

of his realm, including Renadu (the modem Cuddapah and

Kamul districts). The well-known story of the poets that

he had a third eye which in some mysterious manner was

destroyed by K. as a punishment for his refusal to help in the

work of building an embankment to the Kaveri arose perhaps

from a blunder in engraving the formal phrase applied to K.

in the records of Telugu Colas, mrana-saroruha-vihita-vildcana

-

Trilocana, “ T. whose gaze was fixed upon K.’s lotus-feet ” :

vihita was wrongly written mhata
,
and to explain this the story

was concocted. The tradition that T. defeated and slew in

battle the Calukya Vijayaditya [I] is true, despite the silence

of the early Calukyan records, for the order of succession

given by the oldest Western Calukyan documents, viz.

Jayasimha -> Ranaraga -*• Pulakesi I, may be equated with

that set forth in the records of the Eastern Cajukyas, scil.

Visnuvardhana -+ Vijayaditya [II] —- Pulakesi I, so that

Vijayaditya [II] is to be identified with Ranaraga .

1 The war

1 The case is not fully developed by Mr. Venkataramanayya, and I take

the opportunity to state some of the evidence in more detail. What
Dr. Fleet rather sceptically calls the " legendary history ” of the early

C»lukyas(DKD.,p. 338 f.) is conveyed in two versions, that of the Eastern
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and that of the Western Caluky&s. The former (see El. vi, p. 348, and reff.

there) gives the sequence of kings thus : Vijayaditya I, who attacked

Trilocana Pallava and perished ; his son Visnuvardhana, who conquered

the Kadambas, Gangas, etc., and reigned in the Dekhan
;

his son Vijaya-

ditya II ; his son Pulakesi I. Of the Western records the majority (cf.

El. xii, p. 149 f. and reff. there) repeat a common tale; they begin by

describing the Cajukya race as Visnuvarddfiana- Vijayddityddi-visesa-ndT/indm

raja-ratnandm udbhava-kkumih

,

“ a mine m which arose gem-like kings

bearing the distinctive names Visnuvardhana. Vijaydditya and the like ",

and then they give the well known story that fifty-nine kings of this family

ruled in Ayodhya and sixteen in the Dekhan, after which its fortunes were

obscured for a few generations,
11 checked by evil men,” but were restored

by Jayasunha, who defeated the Rattas under their king Indra, and was

succeeded by his son, Ranaraga, etc. In the unpublished Handarke inscrip-

tion to which Dr. Fleet refers (p. 339), the relevant verses are as follows,

according to Elliot’s transcript : Bhuja-balada Visnuvardhana-Vijaya-

dityadi-viruddhan ( read vimdan) ene ripu-vanitambuja-vanamani koragisi-

dam nija-baha-damda-maindalagra-prabheyiin
|j
Jaya-laksmi-kamteyam

marcisi dhareyan Ayyodhvadhipam (read Ayo°) samda Sattyasrayan ajdam

tan-nrpa]agrapi modal enal ekdnasasti-pramam read (kramam) rudhiyol ird'

a simha-pFthamgalol arebar ilapalar amd’ ittam-ittal Javasimh6rvi4an

aldam balikav ijeyan a soHa46rvisar aldar, the sum of which is that the

poet, absurdly making Visnuvardhana and Vijayaditya into one person

and putting him at the head of the pedigree, places next fifty-nine kings

beginning with Satva4rava of Ayodhya, after whom came " a few ” others,

then Javasimha, then “ the sixteen monarchs This account is very

confused, but underlying it is the same story as that of the other Western

records : the " sixteen monarchs ” in either version have a suspicious look

(sixteen is a canonical number for kings) and are certainly out of order

in this record, while the ascription to Javasimha of a victory over the

Rattas in the other documents is no doubt an anachronism, as Dr. Fleet

thought. The essential points in the Western tradition are then: the

occurrence of the names Vim. and Vij.; fifty-nine kings of the race in

Ayodhya with Satyasraya at the top or near it, and sixteen in the Dekhan
;

an obscuration in their fortunes lasting a few generations
;
a restoration

by Jayasimha
;
and a continuance of prosperity under his son, Ranaraga

(a biruda, and not a proper name). Apparently tradition placed the names

of Vi$n. and Vij. at the head of the pedigree, but was doubtful as to their

proper place in it. It seems very reasonable to suppose that the Eastern

and Western accounts supplement one another, and that the disastrous

end of Vijayaditya I and temporary ruin of his realm was a chapter, perhaps

the last chapter, in the period of obscuration which the Western records

describe as having occurred shortly before the rise of Jayasimha. Hence

it is permissible as a conjecture to identify Jayasimha with Visnuvardhana

and Ranaraga with Vijayaditya II, especially as the Eastern version seems

to give a plausible explanation of the rise of Vi§n by successes over the

Kadambas and Gangas, for whom Western tradition m the tenth century

by a natural anachronism substituted the Rattas.
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against Vijayaditya "was probably an incident in the course

of the traditional policy of the Pallavas in regard to Kuntala,

which under the Kadamba Mayura and his immediate

successors was a fief of their empire : Yijayaditya was a

somewhat insignificant adventurer who threatened to raise

trouble for them on their western marches by his aggressions

upon the Kadambas, and was therefore suppressed.

In this conjectural restoration of the history of the period

some of the materials employed in the edifice are perhaps

not too solid
;

others however are really sound, and the

structure on the whole is not only skilfully built up, but in my
opinion can claim reasonable probability. As one of its main

conclusions, that Karikalan captured Kanci about A.r>. 500,

agrees with the result of Mr. K. G. Sankar’s recent study

on
f The Early Pallavas of Kanci where the subject is

approached from another point of view, the coincidence

distinctly tends to corroborate it.

6. The Vikramorvasiya of Kalidasa with Katayavema’s

Commentary, the Kumaragirirajiva for the first time

critically edited with a literal English translation, an

introduction, copious notes in Sanskrit and English

and a comprehensive vocabulary by Charu Deva
Shastbi, M.A., M.O.L. 8J x 5], pp. ii -f xxvi -f 122 -P

105 -f xxxii. Lahore : 1929.

The Sastri’s work is on the whole useful and meritorious.

But the words “ for the first time critically edited ” on the

title-page, which may mean that this is the first critical edition,

of both the play and the commentary, are somewhat mis-

leading. This is the first appearance in print of the whole of

Kataya-Vema’s commentary—a helpful and sensible one

—

and the Sastri has edited it as critically as the rather limited

materials at his disposal permit. The text of the play,

however, has been handled in a rather eclectic fashion. The

£astri has based it upon that of S. P. Pandit, but in a number

of passages he has adopted the variant readings given by
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K . -V. ’s commentary. Now if the recension used (or prepared ?)

by K.-V. is superior to that of Pandit, it should logically be

followed through thick and thin
;
for an editor to select some

variants that take his fancy, while rejecting others offered

by the same recension, is arbitrary. Nor is it clear to me that

all the variants adopted here from K.-V. are intrinsically

better than Pandit’s text. In i, 11, the Sastri reads with

K.-V. aiikuritamanobhaveneva instead of arikuritam manasi-

jeneva, but I see no force in his argument for the change.

In iii, 14, the old reading kartum (“ you have power to give

me away to another or to make me your slave ”) is as good as

the new hartum
; bhartum, the reading of one MS. of K.-V.

which the Sastri rejects, would also give a good sense. In

iii, 22, the new reading satagunitarn iva me gata seems to be

wrong, for grammar calls for satagunatdm, and anyhow there

is no great gain. The change of gaganam to gahanam in

iv, 34, is to the good
;

but the alteration of prahartur dvisad-

ayusam in v, 7, to samhartur dvi° is no improvement, as a

study of the P.W. will show. Apart from these critical

questions the book is to be commended as a capable piece of

work which will be distinctly useful for educational purposes.

7. Sarva-Siddhanta-Samgraha. Critically edited, translated

and annotated by Prem Sundar Bose. 2 vols. 7J X 5,

pp. 80 + ii -f 98. Calcutta : Navavidhan Press, 1929.

The Sarva-siddhanta-samgraha is a little work of some

importance, for it is, next to Haribhadra’s Sad-darsana-

samuccaya (ninth century), the oldest extant survey of the

various schools of philosophy, antedating by some centuries

Madhava’s more famous work, which is composed from a

far more scholastic standpoint. As it is silent anent the

church of Ramanuja, while eager to maintain the supremacy

of Visriu, 1 it cannot well he later than the eleventh century.

1 The author, a Vai?nava who combines bhakti with Vedanfcic monism,

has clumsily tacked references to these to his exposition of Saiva Nyaya

(40, 43), and calls the Supreme Being Govinda {Veddnla-p 0
, 51).
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On the other hand, it refers to ^ahkaracarya’s Sdriraka -

bhdsya in i, 22, where it speaks of a Vedantic “ bhdsya in

four adhyayas composed by the Bhagavat-pada ”, and it like-

wise mentions the Rhagavata Pnrana. Hence it cannot be

earlier than c. 950 a.d. An edition with commentary and

English translation was published in 1909 at Madras by the

late M. Rangacharya, a second with Telugu translation in the

series Veddnta-grantha-mdla published by Nagalinga Sastri,

at Madras in 1911-12, and a third with Bengali interpretation

by Pramathanatha Tarkabhusana and Aksayakumara Sastri

at Calcutta in 1913 ;
the chapters on Buddhism have been

edited and translated by Professor La Vallee Poussin in Le

Museon, iii (1902), p. 402 ff. Mr. Bose now gives us a new

edition with a translation and some brief notes, which is

handy and likely to be useful. The justice of his claim to

have edited it “ critically ” is not very clear : he does not

seem to have had at his disposal any MSS. or critical material

other than what is contained in Rangacharya’s book, and

he contributes a few misprints of his own (e.g. sd grhyeta

for sd ca grhyeta
, p. 11

,
prarndnas ca for pramdnam ca, p. 26).

The translation is on the whole fairly adequate, while the

notes are sound so far as they go, but do not go far enough

to satisfy even a moderate hunger for information as to the

history of Indian thought. Mr. Bose is likewise most unfortu-

nate in his argument on the authorship of the work (Transl.

and notes, p. 75). He admits that its reference to the

bhdsya in four adhyayas
,
composed by the Bhagavat-pada ”,

naturally points to Sankaracarva
?
s bhdsya

; and then by a

curious process of reasoning, in order to bolster up the futile

legend which attributes the present book to Sankaracarya,

he comes to the conclusion “ that the author of this work is

some Samkardcdrya other than the great advaita protagonist ”,

much as another sage decided that the poems of Homer

were “ written by another fellow of the same name But

these minor defects need not be scrutinised too closely.
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8. Survival of the Prehistoric Civilization of the

Indus Valley, By Ramaprasad Chanda
,
M.A .

,

F.A.S.B., Bai Bahadur. (Memoirs of the Archseological

Survey of India, No. 41.) 13 x 10, pp. i + i -f~ 40,

2 plates. Calcutta : Government of India Central

Publication Branch, 1929.

This is an able and arresting monograph, although it does

not carry conviction on all points. The author’s main

conclusions are that (1) the Rgveda reflects a comparatively

peaceful state of society, far advanced in the fusion of Aryas

and Sudras
; (2) the rigidity of caste-divisions in India is

due to the fundamental distinction between king and priest,

which is almost unparalleled in antiquity, and suggests that

the Vedic Rsis with their doctrines and rites were alien

in origin to the kings and peoples of North-Western India

who adopted them
; (3) there was a radical difference of

mentality between Brahman and Ksatriya, particularly

evidenced in their attitude towards human sacrifice and

.satl, rites which originally were peculiar to the Ksatriyas

and lower castes, while the Brahmans only practised symbolic

simulacra of them until comparatively late times
; (4) on

the eve of the Aryan immigration the Indus Valley was

inhabited by a civilised and warlike people
;

the Aryans,

mainly represented by the clans of Rsis, entered in small

numbers and chiefly as missionaries of the Vedic cults and

settled down peacefully under the protection of the native

kings, who adopted their religion ; the warrior-clans of the

Rgveda (Bharatas, Yadus, etc.) were the ruling classes in

the indigenous population of the Indus Valley
; (5) a link

between Vedic traditions and the chalcolithic civilisation

of the Indus Valley is suggested by the heads of the stone

statuettes found at Mohenjo-daro, which represent priests

or magicians in a pose of dhyana-yoga
;
the Yoga arose among

the non-Brahmanic or pre-Aryan peoples of the Indus Valley,

and was originally alien to Brahmans
; (6) the Yatis mentioned

in Vedic literature were the priests or magicians of the
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indigenous population, practising yoga and mortifications

(tapas ) ;
they were eclipsed by the Vedic Rsis and sank in

social status, emerging in later Vedic literature under the

name of Yraiyas
;

ultimately they made their way back

into popular favour and became the parents of the Brahmanic

sannydsls and non-Brahmanic sramanaf;
; (7) Mohenjo-daro

had the same cult of the pipal-tvee as classical India, and

its animal-standards survived on the Mauryan columns.

The fourth thesis in its present form seems untenable,

for it entails insuperable difficulties, on which space forbids

us to dwell. The explanation of the rigidity of caste is

ingenious, and possibly may contain some elements of truth

:

others also have suggested a difference of race between

Ksatriyas and Brahmans. But the supposed difficulty of

explaining this rigidity is perhaps a skittle which the author

has only set up to knock down. Senart's classical work really

disposes of it to a great extent. The first and third points,

though they need fuller discussion and some amendment,

are far sounder
;
and the author's views on the Yatis and

Vratyas are perhaps not very far from the truth, though

they also call for some reservations. Finally, we would

remark that the finds at Mohenjo-daro certainly do not

bear out the contention that the people of the Indus Valley

were warlike.

9. Udaipur-rajya-ka Itihas. [History of the Kingdom

of Udaipur.] By Rai Bahadur GaurIsankar

Hiracand Ojha. VoL i. 9J x 6J, pp. xxviii -j- 506,

31 plates. Ajmer: Vedic Press, 1985 [1928],

This massive work is indeed a labour of love. The Rajputs

are the accepted models of Hindu chivalry
;
and among them

the Rajputs of Udaipur are pre-eminent as lcsatrasya Jcsatra?n,

the quintessence of the knightly order. The lineage of their

Maharana, the “ Sun of India ”, is traced back to the year

568, and it is their proud boast never to have bowed the

head in the courts of alien conquerors. Such a history
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naturally inspires enthusiasm : an abundance of poems,

bardic legends, and above all Tod’s great work bear witness

to the abiding fascination of these icAea avhpu>v. And now,

warmed by the same fire, Rai Bahadur Ojha has devoted to

the same theme his vast knowledge of local literature,

antiquities, and legend, which has enabled him to give a really

full and adequate presentation of it.

The book, however, is not merely a history, although

historical narrative occupies by far the greater portion of it.

The opening chapter (pp. 1-64) is a useful and reliable

gazetteer of information regarding the geography, material,

and social conditions, populations, religions, dress, institutions,

and places of note in the State. Then follows the historical

portion, which, after dealing briefly with mythical and semi-

mythical ages, traces the course of events from the beginnings

of documented history in the sixth century, dividing itself

into three periods, of which the first extends from the reign

of Guhiladatta to that of Ratnasimha I, the second from

Hammira to Sahga (Sangramasimha), and the third from

Ratnasimha II to the death of Amarasimha in 1620
;
and

some interesting pictures of famous Maharanas and others are

reproduced. The next volume will deal with modern times.

It is the reviewer’s pleasant duty to felicitate the author

on having accomplished so much, and to express the hope

that an English translation will be forthcoming for the

benefit of those who cannot read Hindi.

10. Beginnings of Vijayanagara History. By the Rev.

H. Heras, S.J., M.A. (Studies in Indian History of

the Indian Historical Research Institute, St. Xavier’s

College, Bombay, No. 4.) 7| x 6, pp. viii + 144.

Bombay : Anand printed, 1929.

The writings of Father Heras are always replete with

interesting and original thought, and this little book, which

embodies two lectures delivered in the University of Mysore,

will amply repay study. In its first part the author examines
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the legendary traditions and the documentary eviden

relating to the foundation of Vijayanagara, whence he educ

as his main conclusions that (1) the tradition which mak
Vidyaranya concerned in the foundation of the city and ti

coronation of Harihara I is a fiction concocted in the Sring(

monastery early in the sixteenth century, probably in t

pontificate of Ramacandra Bharati, and that the origin

name of the city was Vijayanagara, not Vidyanagara, ai

that (2) it was built in or shortly after 1326 by the Hoysa

Ballala III, to protect his frontier against the aggTessio

of the Sultan of Delhi. The second part is concerned wi

the origin of the first rulers of Vijayanagara, their suppos

relationship to the family of Kesiraja, their connection wi

the Hoysatas, and their victories in Telingana.

Most critical readers, we believe, will approve the autho

spirited attack on the Vidyaranya-myth, and will adr

that his hypothesis of the foundation or re-establishm€

of the city by Ballala III has much in its favour. 1 On soi

minor points—e.g, the alleged kinship between Sangam,

family and that of Kesiraja 2—he is less convincing
;

ai

owing doubtless to haste in preparation and proof-correcth

some small errors of matter and spelling have crept ii

the text. The index also, which is the work of Mr. G.

Moraes, is not as good as it might be. Nevertheless, the bo

is certainly bonce frugis
,
and makes valuable contributic

to the history of Vijayanagara.

1 On the other hand there are some reasons for holding the oppo:

view, on which the reader may profitably consult Mr. Venkataramanay}

Kampih and Vijayanagar.
2 Another point—of no importance, it is true—arises from the na

of the first four kings given by Nuniz, viz. Dearao, Bucardo, Purei

Deordo, and Ajardo, whom Father Heras would equate respectively v

an unknown king, Harihara I, Bukka I, and Harihara II. It seem!

me that this is impossible, and that Nuniz simply blundered ;

“ Deorao” (i.e. Dev&raya) is Harihara II, his “ Pureoyre Deorao ” (i

Piriya Devaraya) iB Harihara I, his “ Bucarao ” is of course Bukki

and why he called Bukka II “ Ajarao ” is a mystery. If, as I supp

he inverted the order of the two Ha riharas, we can understand

statement that “ Pureoyre Deorao ” first struck coins in Vijayanagara
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11 . The Inscriptions of Nagai. [Edited and translated

etc., by C. R. Keishnamacharlu.] (Hyderabad Archfleo

logical Series, No. 8.) 12£ x 9f, pp. vi, -f 60 + 8 plates

Hyderabad, Calcutta : Baptist Mission Press printed.

1928.

The village of Nagai, anciently Nagavapi, contains some

traces of former importance, among them being some Kanarese

inscriptions of the later Calukya period, four of which are

edited and translated with notes and index in the present

monograph. They range in date from a.d. 1058 to 1148,

and are of considerable length. Their purpose is, as usual,

to register religious and charitable endowments ; and although

they do not add any very striking new facts to the pages

of Calukya history, they confirm previously known records

on several points and contribute some fresh data of real

value for the study of the language and culture of the time,

one of the most interesting being the record of the endowment

of a college for Sanskrit studies. Mr. Krishnamacharlu

has done his work in a very competent manner
;
and if the

reproductions of the inscriptions are not very legible, this

is perhaps due to the decayed condition of the stones.

12. South-Indian Inscriptions. Vol. Ill, Part IV. Copper-

plate grants from Sinnamanur, Tirukkalar, and Tiruch-

chengodu. . . . Edited and translated by Rao Bahadur

H. Krishna Sastri, B.A. 12£ x 10, pp. 441-80,

1-43, i-xvi, 1-22, 10 plates. Calcutta : Madras printed :

Government of India Central Publication Branch, 1929.

The reader will open these pages with deep regret, for since

they were penned the Rao Bahadur has passed away, at the

comparatively early age of fifty-seven and a half years.

A remarkably learned, laborious, and conscientious scholar,

he has rendered yeoman’s service to the study of South Indian

epigraphy and antiquities, and he leaves an honoured

memory.

The present part of the S.I.I. concludes the third volume
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by treating the two Pandya copper-plate grants (the larger

of Rajasiipha III and the smaller of an unknown king) from

Sinnamanur, five Cola grants (of Rajendra I, Rajadhiraja I,

Kulottunga I, Rajaraja II (?), and Rajaraja III) from

Tirukkalar, and two of the same dynasty (of Rajakesari-

varman, probably Rajaiaja I) from TiruccengocLu, together

with an index to the whole volume, a list of plates, addenda

and corrigenda, and an introduction mainly devoted to a

survey of Cola history as far as Rajendra I. The historical

value of the documents here published—especially the

larger Sinnamanur grant and the plate of Rajendra—ia

already well known, and students will rejoice to see them

edited and elucidated with the ripe scholarship which to

the last characterised the work of the lamented Rao Bahadur.

Recognition is due to the labours of Mr. K. Y. Subrahmanya

Ayyar, who completed the volume by editing the minor

Cola grants, verifying the index of parts i-iii, adding to it

the references to part iv and the introduction, preparing

the addenda and corrigenda, and revising the proofs.

13. Inscriptions of Bengal. Vol. III. Containing

Inscriptions of the Chandras, the Varmans, and the

Senas, and of Isvaraghosha and Damodara. Edited

with translation and notes by Nani Gopal Majumdar,

M.A. (Yarendra Research Society.) 9J X 7J, pp. x -j-

200, 15 plates, 1 map. Rajshahi : Calcutta printed,

1929.

The Yarendra Research Society, pursuing its laudable

policy of encouraging historical studies, has projected the

publication of three volumes of inscriptions of Bengal, of

which this, though third in order of numeration, and dealing

with the latest records, is the first to appear. The other two

parts, comprising the inscriptions of the Gupta and Pala

dynasties respectively, will be issued in due course.

The documents here published are seventeen in number,

viz.,the two of {§ricandra (late tenth or early eleventh century),
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Bhojavarman’s Belava plate (twelfth century), Bhava<Ws

Bhuvaneswar inscription (twelfth century*), eleven records
of the Senas, the Kamganj plate of lavamghdga (late tenth

century), and the Chittagong plate of Damodara (Sake 1165)

—all of them important, and several of them supremely so,

for the history of Bengal during this period. They are well

printed and translated, with adequate introductions and

appendices, which inter alia treat of six other cognate records,

and with satisfactory facsimiles. The Society and

Mr. Majumdar deserve well of Clio, and we hope soon to see

the other volumes of this collection.

The Pandyan Kingdom from the Earliest Times to the

Sixteenth Century. By K. A. Nilakanta Sastri.

9x6, pp. 277. London : Luzac & Co., 1929. Price

85. 6tL

The Pandyan Kingdom was courted by Asoka
;

the

Romans traded with it
;
over a thousand years later Marco

Polo found it still flourishing. Merged for a while in the

ChOla Empire, and again in that of Vijavanagar, the Pandyas

were treated with marked respect by their suzerains ; and

played no small part in the overthrow of each in turn
;

for

the Nayaka Kingdom of Madura was but a revival cf Pandyan

autonomy, and when, after its collapse in 1736, the British

took charge, they found the national spirit unbroken.

Yet few details survive of this long history. To thread

together the disjointed fragments of information that remains

into
u
a continuous sketch on scientific lines ” is no easy task.

Professor Nilakanta Sastri (who has recently been appointed

to the chair of Indian History in the University of Madras)

handles his material with judgment. Pandyan inscriptions

have been strangely neglected. Few only of those listed by

the official Epigraphists have ever been critically edited,

and the Professor has had to indent on an unpublished

collection of Pudukkottai epigraphs and vols. iv to vi of
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South Indian Inscriptions, bare texts the accuracy of which

even their editor does not guarantee, a sorry sequel to the

scholarly editing of the earlier volumes. The literary evidence

the Professor treats with caution, and is not misled by
“ assumptions quietly made For the “ popular and

confused chionicles ” of the “ Taylor MSS.” he has little use.

Pandyan history is marked by three periods of florescence,

the Sangam Age and the First and Second Empires *\

The Sangam Age, for which only literary evidence is

available, the Professor would place in the early centuries

of the Christian era. For this he considers a strong prima

facie case has been made out, though the evidence, he admits,

is not conclusive.

For the First Empire (c. a.d. 700-900) the evidence is

limited to four copper-plate grants and a few stone inscrip-

tions, only two of which are dated. There seems no reason

to suspect that these grants belong to different dynasties,

but they refer to the several rulers by so many different names

and titles that it is not easy to determine which is which.

Professor Nilakanta Sastri short circuits the pedigree accepted

by previous writers by equating the seventh and last ruler

of the Velvikucli grant with No. 4, Varaguna I Maharaja,

instead of No. 2, of the larger Sinnama nur plates, thereby

reducing the number of rulers of the First Empire ” from

thirteen to eleven. This, if correct, makes a very fine man
of Varaguna.

The Second Empire (c. 1190-1311) is represented by

numberless inscriptions which prove that throughout the

period several kings ruled concurrently, but give no bint as

to the relationship subsisting between any two of them.

Moreover, something seems to have gone wrong with the

Pandyan almanac, for details of dates given in many of these

inscriptions fail to fit the requirements of a properly con-

structed calendar. In the effort to solve these puzzles free

play has been made with the allusions of Marco Polo and

others to the
<c
Five Bxothers ” who ruled the Pandyan
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country, and “ many kings have been made and unmade

,

by hasty calculations and equally hasty corrections The

Professor wisely bases his account of this period on the dates

established some years ago by the late Professor Kielhom,

with a few additions that have since been attested by inde-

pendent evidence. With the Muhammadan invasions the

main interest of his narrative ends.

In discussing Pandyan administration, the author deprecates

the practice of piecing together a composite picture from
“
diverse sources separated widely in time and space ”, and

deals with the leading features of each period separately.

The book is well written and well printed. The author

never gets lost in the mazes of controversy, yet he marshalls

in full the evidence for both sides on every question, and

when he differs from other writers, he does so without venom.

A map would have been useful, and a numbered list of

relevant inscriptions would lighten the labour of tracking

down the unhandy references to forty odd annual epigraphic

reports which somewhat clog the text and notes. It is rather

strange that no mention is made (p. 176) of Pandyan relations

with the Sumatran Empire of Sri-Vijaya, and the Professor

is certainly not justified (p. 197) in questioning Maico Polo’s

account (which he does not quote in full) of the scantiness

of the King’s costume. He would also do well to avoid

the use of the vague word “ uncle ” (p. 148) of people whose

system of kinship is “ classificatory But these are minor

details. Professor Nilakanta Sastri is to be congratulated on

this most scholarly and scientific contribution, to South

Indian research.

F. J. Richards.

Hindu Exogamy. By S. V. Karandikar, M.A. x 5J,

pp. xv -f- 308 Taraporevala & Sons, Bombay, 1929.

Price Rs. 6.

Mr. Karandikar and the Senate of the Bombay University,

who have contributed a part of the cost of publication, are
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to be congratulated on the production of an interesting

monograph dealing with the social exogamous restrictions

on marriage among Hindus of all tribes and castes from

Vedic times to the present day. The completion during

recent years of numerous ethnographical works based on a

common scheme of research offers to the student ample

materials for a comparative study of marriage restrictions.

Of these materials Mr. Karandikar has not been slow to take

advantage. It is true that far the greater part of his book

is devoted to the limitations imposed on the twice-born

castes in accordance with Hindu scriptures. With these,

including the origin of gotra and pravara, he deals very

thoroughly
;
and the reader will learn how these restrictions

have developed from the Vedas down to contemporary caste

custom. Sajrinda and sogotra exogamy are exhaustively and

clearly described. The last 70 pages of the work are devoted

to exogamy among the tribes and castes which Mr. Karandikar

describes as of “ non-Aryan culture ”, Here the materials

available might have been more extensively drawn on with

advantage
;
and it is suggested that the sequence followed

should have been inverted, that is to say, that the practices

of the lower tribes and castes would more conveniently form

a suitable introduction to the study of Brahmanic practice.

The close connection between the twro forms of social culture is

clearly apprehended by the writer, who, on p. 172, remarks,

with reference to the Aryan invasion, that “ the new settler

adopted the general law of exogamy, as it was universally

practised by the vanquished tribes But, curiously enough,

he adds to this quite permissible assumption the opinion that

such a development was due to the desire of the invader

“ to flatter the taste of the non-Aryans, and to prove his

social purity ”. A much more obvious reason for the fusion

of two systems can be readily imagined.

Mr. Karandikar’s exposition of his subject when describing

the precise significance of gotra and pravara and the limits

set to marriage with agnates and cognates is of very great

JRAS. OCTOBER 1930. 61
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interest, and may be warmly recommended to all students

of this important social phenomenon. Many additional

restrictions and complications have been introduced since

Vedic times. A parallel might here have been drawn between

exogamy and endogamy, the latter having progressed from

less to greater complexity on very similar lines. It is clear

that in modern life the Hindu is less fettered by restrictions

on the groups within which he may not marry than those

now limiting the social area inside of which he must find

a bride.

Mr. Karandikar is not quite so happy in his short attempt

(chapter viii) to describe and criticize the various theories

of the origin of exogamy put forward by well-known scholars.

Herbert Spencer, Westermarck, McLennan, and Lord

Avebury are very summarily disposed of in a few lines

;

and the writer comes to the not very helpful conclusion that

Brahman exogamy was derived from the non-Aryan races.

This does not greatly advance the search for the origin of

exogamous restrictions. Students of Darwin’s Origin of

Species have been struck by the parallel between the conditions

therein described of a fertile union and the world-wide

prevalence of some form of exogamy and endogamy. Natural

instincts give rise to, and help to preserve, social institutions.

Herein lies much scope for speculation
;
but Mr. Karandikar

cannot be blamed for failing to solve a problem that has so

far defeated all the experts. Two small points of criticism

must bring this necessarily brief notice to an end. Mr.

Karandikar commits himself to the assertion that the term

Hindu popularly connotes a homogeneous race. The term

Hindu does not connote a race at all, either homogeneous or

otherwise. On p. 288 he suggests that the progressive

intensification of exogamous restrictions is a reason for the

Indo-Aryans not being able “ to hold their own against

foreign invadexs This facile deduction from an ordered

sequence leaves us wholly unconvinced of its probability.

R. E. E.
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The Mysore Tribes and Castes. Vol. II. By the late

H. V. Nanjundayya, M.A., and Rao Bahadur L. K.

AnantHxI Krishna Iyer, B.A. Published under the

auspices of the Mysore University. 8| X 5J, pp.

vii 4- 559. Mysore, 1928.

Nearly thirty years have elapsed since the late Sir Herbert

Risley launched his scheme for the Ethnographic Survey of

the major provinces and states of India at the conclusion of

the census of 1901. The scheme has produced most valuable

results, and we now have this first volume (vol. i has not yet

appeared in print) of the Mysore records to compare with

similar work in other parts of India. The late superintendent

of the Mysore survey, who unfortunately has not lived to see

the publication of his work in final form, followed the precedent

of Bombay in issuing provisional monographs for criticism

and correction. These now appear in their revised form. So

far as can be judged from the present volume, the work has

been carefully and skilfully done
;

and Mr. Nanjundayya’s

records will be welcomed by students of Indian ethnography.

The volume commences with the washerman caste known

as agasa or asaga, and ends, after some 560 pages, containing

numerous illustrations, with the wandering Budbudkis.

Nearly half the volume is devoted to Brahmans. The rest

deals with fourteen castes, of which the most important are

the Are, Banjara, Banajiga, Besta, Bili-Magga, and Billava.

Unfortunately, for some reason unexplained, the compiler

of the volume has failed to adopt the practice usually followed

in such works, of giving alphabetically, in addition to the

tribe and caste names which introduce each article, the

various synonyms by which each tribe or caste is known and

the names of caste divisions. In the absence of such entries,

a student searching for the Lamani or the Madiwal would be

unlikely to refeT to Banjara or Agasa, under which headings

they are to be found. If possible, this omission should be

remedied in future volumes. One of the most interesting

articles deals with the martial tribe well known in Mysore,
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Madras, Bombay, and Hyderabad as Bedar or Berad. The

writer identifies Bedars with the Ramoshis of the Deccan

and the Boyis of Telingana. So far as the Bombay Presidency

is concerned, the evidence available certainly seems to lend

strong support to the theory that Ramoshis are merely

Bedars who have pushed northwards and adopted the Marathi

language.1 Both profess to be descended from Valmiki,

styling themselves Yalmikas, and m addition have in common
the names of Naikmakkalu, Naikwadi, and Talwar. They

are said by Wilkes to be identical with Boyis. The writer

has adopted this view without giving the grounds on which

the statement is based.

Of special significance are the exogamous divisions of

these Mysore Bedars
;

as is the case with Bestas, Bili-Maggas,

and Billavas, the divisions axe totemistic. On p. 204 we find

some forty of such divisions as, for example, the sun, moon,

buffalo, dog, jasmine, gold, the oleander, and horse gram.

In some cases details which would be welcome are lacking
;

but the lists are sufficient to afford an interesting basis of

comparison with tribes of similar status in other parts of

India.

It is suggested that the article on Kanarese Banajigas

would more suitably be embodied in the description of the

Lingayat community, which we shall await with interest,

as they hold a very special position in Mysore.

The pages of this volume contain many misprints which

should have been avoided, as, for instance, prdsad for prasdd,

Pandannus and Pendanus for the well-known Pandanus

odoratissimus (screw pine), Russel for Russell, and many
different spellings of vaJckalu (Kan. cultivator). The picture

of the beautiful Gersoppa Falls does not add anything to the

subject matter of the volume. But we may congratulate

the joint authors very heartily on the addition of a most

valuable work to the fine series of ethnographical records

that are now available for the Indian student.

R. E. E.
1 Tribes and Castes of Bombay, vol. l, p. 78.
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Pour Months Camping in the Himalayas. By Dr. W. G. N.

Van der Sleen. Translated by M. W. Hoper. 10 X 7,

pp. xiii -f- 213, London : Philip Allan & Co, 1929.

21.5. net.

If recent literature on the Himalayas has fostered the idea

that these mountains are the monopoly of the big expedition,

here is a book to dispel the illusion.

Dr. Van der Sleen with his wife and their assistant, Mr. T.

Traanberg, spent a most delightful time exploring the Sutlej

valley, and no one with a taste for travel of this kind can read

this description of their wanderings without longing to go

and do likewise.

This was no mere pleasure trip, the author being specially

interested in the geology of the region. But nothing escaped

his observant eye. He has as much to tell of the birds, beasts,

and flowers of the district as of the native villages passed

on his way. His camera has caught excellent glimpses of the

human life in these remote valleys of the Sutlej and its

tributaries. We see the inhabitants at their religious festivals,

the temples reared to their gods with their quaint carving,

reminiscent at least in one place of Saracen art. It shows

us the funeral rites of a Maharani and here and there, though

less often than one could wish, it gives us a hint of the amazing

beauty of the landscape.

The book, with its happy blending of instructive and

entertaining matter, is well worth reading, the author having

an eye for the humour of a situation. It is beautifully got

up, too, and the type is excellent. The author intends

publishing at a future date the scientific results of his trip.

These will, no doubt, throw a good deal of light on some of

the more obscure problems of a region as yet but partially

explored.

C. Mabel Rickmers.
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The Structure of Asja. Edited by J. W. Gregory, LL.D.,

D.Sc., F.R.S. 7J x 5, pp. xi -f- 227, with 8 illustrations,

18 folding maps, and 18 diagrams in the text. London :

Methuen & Co, 1929.

Briefly the object of these collected papers read at the

meeting of the British Association in Glasgow in 1928 is to

examine in the light of the researches of the last thirty years

the conclusions of Professor Eduard Suess, of Vienna, on the

structure of Asia, as set forth in the third volume of his gxeat

work, The Face of the Barth
,
published in 1901. This book

was a landmark in the geological history of Asia, and so

fundamental are the problems discussed in it that later workers

in the same field cannot ignore it.

In the present volume to which Professor Gregory con-

tributes the Introduction, the European Altaids are dealt

with by Professor Franz Ed. Suess, a son of the great geologist,

who here modifies some of his father’s views. The third

chapter contains contributions by Dr. H. de Bockh, Dr. Lees

and Mr. Richardson of the Anglo-Persian Oil Company, on

the “ Stratigraphy and Tectonics of the Iranian Ranges *\

Professor Mushketov, of Leningrad, contributes a paper on

the “ Tectonic Features of the East Ferghani-Alai Range

Dr. W. D. West, of the Geological Survey of India, writes on

recent work of the Survey. George B. Barbour, Professor

of Geology at Yenching University, Peking, and Lecturer at

Columbia University, N.Y., writes on the “ Structural

Evolution of Eastern Asia “ The Orogenic Evolution in

the Gobi Region of Central Asia ” is treated by Professor

C. B. Berkey, of Columbia University, N.Y., while Professor

H. A. Brouwer, of Delft University, writes of “ Horizontal

Movements in the East Indian Islands ”,

In “La Tectonique de l’Asie ” Professor E. Argand has

developed views on the geological structure of Asia funda-

mentally opposed to those of Eduard Suess. In his Introduc-

tion Professor Gregory deals with these differences. On the

whole, he regards the conclusions of Suess published thirty
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years ago as fundamentally correct, but rejects his interpreta-

tion of the eastern border.

These highly technical papers are of great importance to

all concerned with the geological problems of Asia, views and

counter-views of the most modern writers on the subject being

given in great detail, while the structural features of the

continent are amply illustrated by tables, maps, and drawings.

C. Mabel Rickmers.

Chinese Art. By William Cohn. 8| x 6J, pp. 91 -h

90 pi. London : The Studio, Ltd., 1930. 10s. 6d.

During recent years many fresh finds have opened out new

vistas to students of Chinese art and archaeology, and there-

fore an up-to-date survey of our criteria is specially welcome.

Unfortunately, most of the lately excavated relics of early

Chinese civilization have reached us without information

concerning the circumstances of discovery. Th'? chaotic

state of China has encouraged indiscriminate digging in many

regions. There is nothing new, of course, in this rifling of

tombs. Often in the past there have been periods of turmoil

when the normal restraints of law and order have ceased to

function. But probably never before has the search for

buried treasure been so widespread. Owing to the various

calamities which have overtaken the country during the last

hundred years, many collections have been dispersed and

scattered abroad. This process of impoverishment has been

hastened by increasing demands from foreign museums and

private collectors. The demands are becoming more and

more insistent, and soaring prices naturally stimulate further

supply. Native archaeologists, such as Jung Keng and

Ma Heng, appreciate the need for systematic excavation,

and there can be little doubt that, so soon as peace is

established, the Chinese themselves will control the discovery

of buried antiquities and develop schools of scientific research.

We may hope for the day when national museums in China

will lead the way in the world study of her great civilization.
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Meanwhile, a book such as this performs the useful service

of taking a general view of our scanty knowledge and especially

of pointing out the numerous gaps which require to be filled.

The vast number of objects which were gathered together

for the exhibition, arranged last year in Berlin by the Geseil-

schaft fur Ostasiatische Kunst, gave Dr. Cohn an opportunity

of estimating the situation . He was one of the chief organizers

of this very successful enterprise, and most of his illustrations

are derived from the objects displayed. While the scope

of this work is that of a general survey, one wishes that

sometimes he had been more specific in his allusions.

On many points he is, perhaps purposely, provocative.

Though his denial of the genuineness of alleged ancient

paintings is a useful corrective to the common habit of

optimistic attribution, he is probably too sweeping in his

statements. Certain collectors in Japan, for instance, will

not agree with his conclusions. It is hard to reconcile with

fact his assertion that “ monumental sculpture is absolutely

unknown 55

. The oldest authenticated piece of sculpture,

the horse on the tomb of Ho Ch‘ii-ping, which may be dated

about 117 B.c., is surely monumental, and there are others

belonging to this category.

Exception must also be taken to Dr. Cohn's statement that

“ the Hall of the Annual Prayers (The Temple of Heaven)

was built in the eighteenth year of the period Yung-lo, i.e.

1420 In the first place, this translation of the name

Ch‘i nien tien is not entirely happy. Bushell (Chinese Art
,

i, 44) more correctly renders it, “ temple of prayer fox the

year/’ It was here in the first month that the emperor

prayed for a continuance of the celestial mandate, conferring

on him sovereign power, and for abundant harvests during

the ensuing year. Bushell is right, too, in his statement

that the building was founded as late as the ch l

ien lung period,

and that the present structure was rebuilt recently after its

destruction by fire. The actual date of the first Ch‘i nien tien

was 1755 ;
it was struck by lightning and burnt down in
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1889 ;
and it was rebuilt shortly afterwards. According to

tradition, the three roofs of the original structure were covered

respectively with blue, yellow, and green tiles. The present

impressive triple roof of blue-glazed tiles is a modem con-

ception. The date which Dr. Cohn mentions, 1420, is that

of the foundation on this site at the time when the city was

rebuilt as the capital of the Ming dynasty. Probably no

part of the Ming work survives in an unaltered state. During

1912 I spent much time in the Temple of Heaven and explored

all the buildings. I came to the conclusion that the only

relic of the Ming is the Shen lo shu, which stands in the south

part of the outer enclosure and due west of the Hall of

Abstinence. The earliest date which I could find there is that

of 1500, inscribed on a stone stele ; but that may be older

than the actual building.

Dr. Cohn suffers from inadequate translation—at least,

that is my surmise. The multitude of strange expressions

and ambiguous (and even ungrammatical) sentences leads

to the belief that someone has not dealt faithfully with the

original German. Here is evidence of the truth that

specialized writings can be translated successfully only by

those who are themselves familiar with the subjects treated.

A *' select bibliography adds much to the value of the book ;

but many will wish that an index had also been included.

One of the plates (No. 33) is, by the wav, printed sideways.

W. Perceval Yetts.

The George Eumoreopoulos Collection Catalogue of

the Chinese and Corean Bronzes, Sculpture, Jades,

Jewellery, and Miscellaneous Objects. By W.
Perceval Yetts. Vol. II : Bronzes : Bells, Drums,

Mirrors, etc. 18 x 12|, pp. viii -f 99, 44 figs, -j- 75 pis.

(25 in colour). London ; Ernest Benn, 1930. £12 12s.

With Vol. IT of the Catalogue of this division of the match-

less collection of Mr. Eumorfopoulos, and following the same

author as guide, philosopher, and friend who piloted us through
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the initial volume, we approach three new groups of objects

Beils, Drums, and Mirrors, and some miscellaneous articles.

Each of these groups is introduced to the reader in a special

essay by the author, who describes its general character, the

nature of its make and shape, the peculiarities of its decoration,

the quality of its functions,’ and, where these are present,

the object and meaning of the inscribed legends. These descrip-

tions and explanations occupy forty-two of the large pages of

the volume, and are elucidated by numerous illustrations.

They are followed by forty pages of the actual Catalogue.

This is by no means restricted to a numbered list of specimens

with particulars of dimensions, details of decoration and

design, and period of manufacture (on this last point the author

is very cautious :

44
perhaps Han and

44

Date doubtful
”

are very frequent entries). Far from that. This part of the

work abounds in the results of Mr. Yetts' specialized research,

as it serves to illustrate and explain the objects under

review. Thus, for instance, on p. 64, he devotes thirty- five

lines to
44
a short general note . . . concerning examples of

”

belt-hooks, illustrations of which occupy ten plates, and cites

passages ad rem from Chinese and other literature. Many of

these notes are very interesting, and many instructive. And
here I may mention to what especially this is due. In the first

place, the designs appearing on the mirrors in particular

have frequently reference to the
44

Otherworld ’ of Taoist

lore and legends. This is a field wherein the author and

Dr. Lionel Giles have delved long and deeply, and the fruits

of their tillage now enure to the benefit of the readers of the

Catalogue. And in the second place, Mr. Yetts, in carrying

out his task, has familiarized himself, as the very valuable

Bibliography (pp. 85 to 92) shows, not only with the Chinese

and Western literature on the subject, but with the recent work

of modern Japanese scholars (some sixteen are specified)

in the same line of research. That is a present-day desideratum

in all Oriental inquiry, but one much easier for Occidental

scholars to acknowledge than to achieve, and, let me add,
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both expensive to the purse and exacting to the brain of such

earnest seekers after knowledge.

The seventy-five plates that make up the rest of the volume

will excite general admiration. Twenty-five are colour plates,

and things of beauty they truly are. Each spectator will choose

his or her own fancy among them, but B 55 on PL xxvii,

a plain bronze mirror with engraved mother-of-pearl inlay,

and B 49 on PL xxvi, a mirror with a thin openwork plaque

in gold, delight me most of all.

Under the Introductory Essay on Drums Mr. Yetts discusses

(pp. 23-6) the association of bird decoration with Chinese

Bronze Drums, and in the course of a rather elaborate argu-

ment is inclined to regard the uppermost part of certain

ancient forms of the character chia, ‘•excellent” (Giles, first

edition, No. 1158), as figures of birds with outstretched wings.

I much doubt if this is so, and believe that here, as elsewhere,

these forms represent kuo, “ grain,” or shu, “ millet.” On the

other hand, however, I should like to call Mr. Yetts’ attention

to another character where the ton element in the character hu,

drum, also occurs. This is ch l
i, “ how,” and in a special sense,

read k‘ai< “ joyous,” particularly applied to “ triumphal

music ” (as Karlgren has well observed, Analytic Diet, of

Chinese
, p. 121), and reminding us of " See the conquering

hero comes, Sound the trumpets, beat the drums It differs

only from chou or chn in its slightly varied
‘ k

adjunct ” above.

On p. 50, Fig. 18, the identity of the old character read

cKHen , thousand, by Mr. Yetts, seems very insecure in that

disguise. On p. 56 the third character in the third column

of Fig. 28 is misprinted, and should be hsiuny , evil (Giles,

No. 4689).

P. 59 and PL xxiv. Though called “ a pair of phoenixes
”

these birds seem to resemble peacocks with tails displayed

.

P. 61 and PL xxx, B 60 and 61. Professor Pelliot’s idea

certainly seems the only possible one, that the names of the

two persons in the label, responding to the position of the

two figures in the mirror, and mutually balanced to the eye in
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the label, have perforce violated the syntactical order of the

inscription.

Among the Miscellaneous Objects shown in this volume

PI. lxii figures, and Mr. Yefcts on p. 75 describes, certain

“ knife-money ” current in early times. These “ coins ”,

so to call them, are obviously tokens of tools and implements

once used for barter, and as such had their value. But when

the edges were thickened and blunted, and they were no

longer
“
serviceable ”, what value, as currency, could they

have retained % Did the State that issued them accept them

again in payment of taxes ? Incidentally, Mr. Yetts does

not mention what, I presume, is the explanation of the

ring at the end of the handle, that it served to suspend the

prototypal knife from the owner’s girdle.

In Fig. 40 on p. 80, the character romanized as Hung
should, I think, be read Yu, and regarded as consisting of

mien, “ cover,” and yu, tc right, dexter” (Giles, No. 13,436),

according to Takata, a former variant of its homophone yu

,

“ to pardon.” And in Fig. 41 and B. 289, T6u should probably

be read Ch‘eng, a character formed by water by the side of

ch'ih ,
“red.”

The above are the occasional and unimportant cavillings

I have been prompted to make on the author’s admirable

and judicious commentary to the splendid Catalogue now in

course of publication by Messrs. Ernest Benn.

The only misprint I have noticed in the text is at the end

of line 3 of p. 35, where the h has been dropped from “ eighth

L. C. Hopkins.

John of Montecorvino, First Archbishop of Peking.

By the Very Rev. G. B. O'Toole. (Reprint from

Bulletin No. 6 of the Catholic University of Peking,

China.) 9x6, pp. 48. No date (1 1929).

The celebration of the sixth centenary of the death of

John of Montecorvino has given an impetus to the study
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of his life, and this must be at least the fifth little pamphlet

or article on the subject that has appeared in the last few

years. It is a well written if rather discursive lecture, and
presents what is known of the great Archbishop in an

attractive and sufficiently complete and accurate form. If

one must find some fault it will be that the author is not

always careful to give credit in the right quarter. Thus he

says (p. 34) “ Van den Wyngaert is right, therefore, in

identifying Cothay with the Kipchak Khan of that time,

namely, Toktu Khan. There is, indeed, no resemblance

between these names ”. Van den Wyngaert writes, in fact,

of “ Cothay capitale du Kiptschak *\ But ten years earlier

this Journal has printed the following note (1914, p. 550) :

Cothay “ probably stands (as M. Pelliot suggests) for Marco

Polo’s Toctai, the Chinese T’o-t’o, descended from Chingis’

eldest son Chu-ch’ih, Khan of Kipchak As C and T are

often confused, the likeness of Cotbay and Toctai is great.

In 1914, too, Professor Pelliot himself published in the

T’oung-pao (p. 635) his discovery of the funerary inscription

of “ King George ” by Yen Fu, which we are here (p. 30)

told was “ discovered ” by Professor Chang Hsing-lang.

Unless Professor Chang published his discovery before 1914,

credit for this important find should have been given to

Professor Pelliot, whose extraordinarily brilliant article,

“ Chretiens d’Asie centrale et d’Extreme-Orient,” Dr. O’Toole

appears to have seen. On p. 41 we read “ 1326, which was

also, as we shall see, the year in which Andrew of Perugia

died ”, and on p. 45 “ Andrew . . . died, as we have seen,

in the same year that his letter was written (a.d. 1326)

There is nothing about the date of Andrew’s death between

these two sentences ; nor is there any ancient evidence that

I know of to show that Andrew ever died at all. On p. 39

we read of “ Tup Timur There is a learned article in the

current number of the T'oung-pao to show that this form

of the name is wrong. This Dr. O’Toole could not, of course,

have seen
;
but it must be sixteen or seventeen years since
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the Journal of the China Branch of the Asiatic Society

published a table of the Mongol Emperors in which (with

Pelliot’s help) this name appears more correctly as Togh

temur. The author spends a good deal of space in scolding

Palladius for having said that “ King George ” married two

princesses at the same time. The fact is that in the many
cases when a prince married a second princess after ($§[ chi)

the first the documents sometimes (e.g. in the case of George’s

brother Shu-hu-nan) specify that the first was dead
;
some-

times (e.g. Yuan wen lei, c. 25, fol. 7 ro) specify that the

second was given as a reward for prowess in battle
;
and some-

times (as in the case of George) give no indication of the

reason or circumstances of the second marriage. The Yuan

wen lei states that both princesses were dead in 1305, the

Yuan shih implies that the second was still alive. As Dr.

O’Toole calls George’s son John “ Ch’u-an ”, it may be worth

while to state the various forms of this name and of that of

his uncle John, as follow's : Yuan wen lei ^ £ Chu-an,

^ M H Shu-hu-nan ; Yuan shih (Southern edition) §
Shu-an, yfc Jg| Shu-hu-nan ; Yuan shih (1908) yfc

Shu-an, fj| Mu-hu-nan ;
Yuan shih (1739, with

reformed transcription) Chuan, 0 ^[1 jf$j Mo-ho-na. It

may be that sku should here be read cku.

The article is illustrated with an interesting plan of
<c Khan-

balyk ”, the now familiar portraits of Kubilai and Temur,

and imaginary views of Montecorvino blessing the great

Khan and of Odoric preaching.

A. C. M.

Les Descriptions de le Chine par les Francais (1650-

1750). By Ting Tchao-ts’ing. 10 x 6J, pp. 111.

Paris : Paul Geuthner, 1928. Fr. 30.

Both the subject of this book and the author’s treatment

of it are full of interest. But the treatment hardly fulfils the

high hopes which are raised by Professor H. Maspero’s preface.
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for the author seems to be more concerned with the motives

which he supposes to have inspired the writers—and especially

the missionary writers—of the books on China, with which

France was flooded in the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries, than with the sources and the circumstances of the

composition of the books. While it is true that an educated

Chinese must understand China better than a European can

hope to do, and may occasionally understand even Europe

more truly than the Europeans do, little allowance seems*

to be made by Mr. Ting for the possibility that Europeans

may understand Europeans and occasionally even Chinese

more truly than he does. And the reversals of common

judgements which are found here, based as they sometimes are

on what seems to be religious or anti-religious prejudice, will

not always be Teadily accepted. It is not easy to believe, on

the mere evidence of a few bad mistranslations, that the great

missionary scholars had, wTith few exceptions, no knowledge

of the language of Chinese books. It is simply incredible that

Premare did not know the ordinary use of san tai for the
“
three dynasties ", Hsia, Shang, and Chou, though he chose

to translate it “ trois races ” (p. 66). We fear it is less easy

to discredit the author when he writes on p. 36 : Ces descrip-

tions des Chinois peu favorablement tracees par le Gentil ainsi

que par les autres voyageurs, bien qu’elles aient etes corrigees

par des ecrivains scrupuleux, n’en causerent par moins chez

les lecteurs une predisposition
;
meme jusqu’a present, le

peuple en a conserve encore l’habitude de ridiculiser les-

Chinois. It is unfortunately the same in England, even

among the educated.

The book is not too carefully printed. On p. 98 the eighth

line has dropped below the twelfth. The correction among the

Errata of a similar confusion on p. 13 gives the desired sense,

but does not seem to restore the original text.

A. C. M.
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Che International Relations of Manchuria. A Digest

and Analysis of Treaties, Agreements, and Negotiations

concerning the Three Eastern Provinces of China. By
C. Walter Young, Assistant Professor of Political

Science, George Washington University, Washington,

D.C. 9J X 6J, pp. xi + 307! Chicago, Illinois (U.S.A.) :

University of Chicago Press. 16s. net.

This volume, prepared in response to the request of the

Lmerican Council of the Institute of Pacific Relations for

Lse for purposes of reference at the Conference of the Institute

ribich took place in Kyoto last autumn, is, as the sub-title

xplains, a digest of the various treaties, agreements, and

egotiations relating to Manchuria which have been concluded

r have taken place between the Chinese Government in

‘eking or the Provincial Authorities in Manchuria on the one

ide and foreign Powers, mainly Japan and Russia, on the

ther between 1895 and 1929. The work is divided into four

arts covering the four periods of time into which the modern

iternational history of Manchuria naturally falls—1895

Treaty of Shimonoseki) to 1905 ; 1905 (Treaty of Ports-

louth) to 1915; 1915 (Sino-Japanese Treaty regarding

lanchuria) to 1921, and 1921 (Washington Conference) to

929. Each part is prefaced by a brief summary of events

uring the period under review, and the various treaties and

greements of that period are then dealt with in detail under

>ur headings : (a) Japan,
(
b
)
Russia, (c) other Powers, and

i) Treaties and Agreements of alliance, co-operation, and

uarantee. This arrangement necessitates a considerable

mount of repetition, which is at times a little irritating

;

ut the author explains that the book is meant “ purely for

Jerence purposes ” and that this repetition is due to his

esire to facilitate a quick grasp of isolated subjects. From

le point of view of completeness it seems rather a pity that

le first period was not thrown farther back to include the

irlier relations of Russia and China in Manchuria. There

an interesting introductory chapter describing the Russo-
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Chinese crisis in 1929 over the Chinese Eastern Bailway, and

at the end of the volume is a series of seven appendices

dealing in some detail with a number of secret treaties and

arrangements between Russia and China, China and Japan,

and Russia and Japan, with the Ishii-Lansing Agreement,

the Russo-Chinese Agreements of 1924, and independent

Chinese Railway Construction in Manchuria since 1925.

Professor Young’s authorities include such works as Rockh ill’s

Treaties, Conventions
,
and Agreements relating to China

,

the

official edition of the Treaties arid Conventions between Japan

and China, British and United States’ official publications,

Professor Willoughby’s Foreign Rights and Interests in China
,

etc., but it is from MacMurray’s monumental Treaties and

Agreements with and concerning China that he has drawn

most substantially. The last named work is the most

authoritative and accurate of its kind, and this in itself is

more than sufficient guarantee for the fullness and the

reliability of the information the author puts before his

readers. In the treatment of his subject, Professor Young

is almost completely objective, rarely offering an opinion,

save perhaps in the Appendices, but contenting himself with

simply marshalling the facts and leaving the reader to form

his own conclusions. For this reason the book may not

perhaps appeal greatly to the ordinary public
;
but to the

student of Manchurian problems who has not access to

MacMurray and- the other authorities Professor Young

quotes it should prove invaluable.

Harold Parlett.
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Albert von Le Coq

1860-1930

It was a melancholy coincidence which, registered almost

simultaneously the deaths of two of our most eminent

honorary members, Albert yon le Coq and F. W. K. Muller,

the latter dying on 18th April, and the former on 21st April of

this year. The labours of these two men had been in the same

field of research during a period of thirty years, and it was

nothing less than a blessed dispensation of Providence which

brought them together for so long under the roof of the

Museum fur Volkerkunde in Berlin.

With the death of A. von Le Coq has died out the last branch

of an old Berlin-Huguenot family. He received his early

education at the Franzosisches Gymnasium . His father had

been one of the first German merchants in China (Canton),

and his son’s youthful mind was always filled with dreams of

the China he longed to see
;
and it was no doubt in the hope

that he would be sent there that he willingly obeyed

his father’s wishes, and entered the firm. And thus he

lost 21 years of his life in a profession which in no war
responded to his personal inclinations. For one year in

London and six years in the United States he represented his

father’s firm, occupying, however, his leisure hours with the

study of medicine. This he did because the father of his

future wife had said he would never give his daughter to an

unlearned man
;
and it was to their utmost astonishment that

his parents and his fiancee suddenly received a cablegram from

New York announcing that he had taken his Doctorate in

Medicine. He then came back to Germany and married.

Twelve years passed ere his wife succeeded in persuading him

—in bis fortieth year—to become a “ student ”, and he never

repented having taken that resolution.

He did not wish to make money, being happy in his small

circumstances : nor did he wish to be in any position where

he could not be wholly his own master. This was not to
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be realized. Griinwedel and F. W. K. Muller soon discovered

that there was something quite unusual in this man, who
worked silently as a volunteer in the Museum, and as a student

in the Oriental Seminar. Nobody knew anything about him*

not even that he had been a merchant and that he was married.

Griinwedel one day introduced this little elderly student

to the Director of the Royal Armoury, saying : “I present to

you the only man in Berlin who can arrange for you the

beautiful collection of Oriental costumes made by the Prince

Friedrich Carl of Prussia.” Von Le Coq gasped in astonish-

ment : but took on the task, working only by night, and the

labels in the Royal Armoury in his beautiful handwriting

can still he seen to-day.

In 1901 he took part, as a volunteer, in the expedition

to Zenjirli, as a result of which he wrote two volumes of

“ Kurdische Texte ”, which were printed (at his own expense)

in the State Press on hand-made paper. It was this work

which afterwards brought him the title of Dr. Phil, from the

University of Kiel, to his greatest astonishment, and made the

way free for him to “ any appointment in the Prussian State

In March, 1914, when he returned for the last time from

Turkestan, he became Director of the Asiatic Department.

Without passing any examination, without even matriculating,

without going to the University—though he had been for a

short time in the Oriental Seminar—he reached the highest

post possible for him in Prussia.

He hated being a bread winner, and resented the loss of

time over routine and red tape which his position in the

Museum imposed on him. But here, in the Museum, that

strange community of work gradually developed which led to

such amazingly fruitful results
;
and here the plans were laid

for the four Prussian Turfan expeditions—inspired by the

wonderful finds made in the deserts of Turkestan by Sven

Hedin and Sir Aurel Stein. Von Le Coq took part in the last

three of these expeditions, and was himself the leader of the

second and fourth. He was really the life and soul of all

four. He seemed to come unscathed out of the third expedi-
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tion, in spite of the most strenuous journeys and the terrible

conditions under which the excavations were carried out. He
set out on the fourth expedition at the age of fifty-three, a

hale and healthy man—and returned from it bent and aged in

body but unbroken in spirit. Then came the war, and in 1917

his only child was killed on French soil. In spite of impaired

health, the privations caused by the war, and this culminating

blow from Fate, he pursued unceasingly and undeterred the

goal he had set before him of arranging his wonderful finds in

a setting worthy of their historical importance and their

artistic value, with what fine results all the world may now see.

Nor was this labour of love confined to the piecing together of

the frescoes, sorting and arranging in historical order the

specimens of plastic art : for lie had a long uphill struggle

to wage with the authorities, who were slow to give him the

financial support necessary for the achievement of his ideal

scheme. Such was his enthusiasm for the great new field of

research which had been opened out by his discoveries, that he

found time also to make himself an authority on the old

Turkish languages, and contributed much to the elucidation of

the Uighur texts which he had brought to Berlin, apart from

the many handsome volumes he published with reproductions

of the frescoes and statues. His main thesis was always the

Hellenistic influence apparent in the arts of Middle and

Eastern Asia. Fortunate were all of us who had the privilege

of being taken over the ground floor of the Museum fur

Volkerkunde by von Le Coq himself. With that ever merry

twinkle in his eye he would explain with a hundred passing

quips the wonders of this newly unburied civilization. Truly in

this Museum Albert von Le Coq has his worthy monument by

which his name will always be held in memory. As a friend

von Le Coq was without rival
;
even in the last year before his

death he was always ready to come and crack a joke over a

glass of beer, and no better company could be desired than his.

As a correspondent he was of an age that is almost past, and he

always delighted in telling his friends of the latest theories

that had been propounded in the Museum. I remember on one
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occasion receiving in Calcutta a post-card from him bearing

only the words “ Wix haben die Indo-Scythen ! ” What lay

behind those words all the learned world knows to-day. With

Albert von Le Coq such a light was extinguished as is rarely

lit in the world.

E. Denison Ross.

F. W. K. Muller
1863-1930

Few readers of The Times or even of the German news-

papers will have guessed what the death of F. W. K.

Muller will mean to Science. Mullers greatness was only

equalled by his modesty. He did not belong to those

Orientalists whose name is world-wide. He seldom made

a public appearance, either in lectures or in writing. In

books of reference we shall find only that he was Director

of the Berlin Museum for Ethnology, and a member

of the Prussian Academy of Sciences
;
and yet, in historical

researches connected with the Far^EasCand Central Asia, he

had no rival

.

Like von Le Coq, he was a pupil of the Franzdsisches

Gymnasium

.

In 1883 he entered the University of Berlin

and studied Theology and Orientalia. His Doctorate thesis

dealt with the Chronology of the Syrian Simeon Sanqlawaya.

On his appointment to the newly-founded Museum fur

Vblkerkunde (1887), he at once turned to good account his

combined knowledge of Languages and Religions, and was

able to put into practice his principle that linguistic know-

ledge should go hand in hand with cultural training (keine

Sprachkenntnis ohne Sachkenntnis
,

keine Sachkenntnis ohne

Sprachkenntnis)

.

In 1901 he was sent by the Prussian Ministry

of Culture on a mission to China, Japan, and Korea, in order

to collect objects for this Museum. His linguistic equipment

covered an astonishingly wide range—Semitic, Indo-

Germanian, Chinese, Japanese, Turkish, and Malay—hut it

was Chinese and Japanese which in later times engrossed hia

main attention : and his profound knowledge of the Chines^
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Jhhfyana Ckaon ms invaluable for tie identification of the

Buddhist documents in half-a-dozen, till then unknown
,

languages which formed so important an element of the

Turfan finds.

“ F. W. K.,” as he was always spoken of among his

colleagues, was by nature a recluse, and access to his sanctum

was by no means easily gained. But once received, the

fortunate visitor encountered nothing but kindly attention, and

however short the interview, would come away a wiser and

certainly a more modest man.
u
F. W, K,” was the only man I have ever met whose

knowledge was really encyclopaedic. Nothing was more

astonishing than the way in which he would consult his books

of reference in no matter what language they were written,

and find the authority he required with the same ease with

which the average man consults a dictionary. I had on one

occasion just come home from India and brought to him a

Uighur Buddhist text on which I had been working. I ha d

made a rough transcript in which many words were purely

tentative. I shall never forget the way in which he dealt with

these difficulties—-not indeed solving them all, but showing in

doubtful cases the various possibilities : but he was never

satisfied till he had called in aid all his wisdom and his books.

Muller was an universalist, and one German paper has

described him as a second Humboldt—a truly great man such

as appears once in a century in the realm of research. His

gifts were not those of a genius who arrives by inspiration

at the solution of problems
;
but rather those of a clear spirit

which embraced everything in its view and a portentous

memory which enabled him to arrive at faultless conclusions

whenever he was prepared to pronounce a judgment.

In short, he was a scholar of almost unique gifts. Fortunate

were those who were brought in contact with him, for all

that he said was inspiring. No problem was too trivial,

and if any question one put to him was worthy of considera-

tion, he would forthwith enter into the minutest details,

and often one had to wait long for his reply, for he
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was never satisfied until he had utilized all his resources

in wisdom and books.

In 1905 he was made Member of the Prussian Academy

of Sciences : and this was followed by the conferment of

many distinctions on him by foreign societies.

The great opportunity of his life arrived when the manu-

scripts began to reach his Museum from the Titrfan Expedi-

tions. As Professor Paul Kruger of Vienna has happily

said ;
“ It was as if these important testimonies to a religious

culture which had lain buried for more than a thousand

years under the sands of Central Asian oases had been dis-

turbed from their sleep at this juncture in order to be made

to speak by F. W. K. M.” For in this exceptional man all

the equipment necessary for the decipherment of these

documents seem to have been united : the knowledge of the

Semitic, the Iranian, the Turkish, and the Indo-Chinese

languages, theological training, more especially in the history

of religions, philological grounding, historical criticism,

perseverance, and unimpeachable scientific honesty.

In the tiny brochure entitled “ Handschriftenreste in

Estrangeloschrift aus Turfan ” he discovered the key which

unlocked the Manichaean literature in Soghdian and in Uighur

;

thereby rescuing a literature long regarded as for ever lost,

and recovering an Iranian literary language of which no

example had hitherto been found. It was he who proved from

a single passage in a Uighur fragment that one oi the languages

which had been deciphered and read by Sieg and Siegling was

Tokharian. The familiar yellow-covered Proceedings of the

Berlin Academy containing the succinct results of his arduous

labours form a priceless collection of secrets revealed to

students of such various subjects as the Buddhism,

Christianity, Manichacism, and the Cultural History of Central

Asia. His intimate acquaintance with the Buddhist and

Christian Scriptures enabled him to run to earth the original

source of a scrap of text on a torn sheet, whether Chinese,

Sanskrit, or Greek.

E. Denison Ross.
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GENERAL MEETING, UK July , 1930

Dr. Blagden, Vice-President, in the Chair.

The following were elected members of the Society :—

-

Mr. Paramanda Acharya. Mr. George C. 0. Haas.

Mr. Seymour G. Yesey- Mr. M. Mohammad Hamid.

Fitzgerald. Mr. Ernest Main.

M. Victor Goloubew gave a lecture on “ The Archaeological

Work of the Ecole Franfaise d’Extreme Orient in Indo-

China Mr. Yetts and Dr. Rushton Parker spoke. Dr.

Blagden then addressed the meeting, and a cordial vote of

thanks was passed to the lecturer.

From The Times,
Monday, 22nd September, 1930.

Father Boulos Sbath, an authority on Semitic writings,

has found in Homs, Syria, a manuscript of great historical

value. It is written on parchment in Syriac and is dated

958 after Alexander, equivalent to a.p. 647. Its author is

Yuhanna, Bishop of Bosra, in the Hauran, where stood the

hermitage of the monk Sergius Buhira, the teacher and

inspirer of the Prophet Mohamed. The manuscript treats

of the prophet and of the birth of Islam.

After having held office for sixteen years Mrs. Frazer

resigned her appointment as Secretary to the Society in

September.

The duties have been taken over by Colonel D. M. F.

Hoysted, C.B.E., D.S.O.

The Council presented Mrs. Frazer with a Japanese

lacquered “ Ermeto ” watch as a mark of their apprecia-

tion of her services.
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Journal Asiatique. Tome ccxiv, No. 2, 1929.

Nyberg, H. S. Questions de cosmogonie et de cosmologie
mazdeennes.

Przyluski, J. Un ancien peuple du Penjab : Les Salva.

Tome ccxv. No. 1, 1929.

Yamaguchi, Susumu. Traite de Nagarjuna. Pour ecarter les

vaines discussions.

Lalou, M. La Version Tibetaine des Prajfiaparamita.

Watelin, L. Ch. Rapport sur les Fouilles de Kish.

D’Oldenbourg, S. Les Etudes orientales dans l’Union der
Republiques Sovietiques.

Rathjens, C. Exploration au Yemen.
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Lefort, L. Tb. TJne etrange recension de VApocalypse.
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Lebon, *T. Textes inedits de Philoxene de Mabboug.
Nau. A propos d'un feuillet d’un manuscrit arabe.

Bulletin de VEcole Fmngaise d'Extreme-Orient. Tome xxviii,

JuiUet-Dec. 1928, Nos. 3-4, 1929.

Cordier, G. Folklore du Yunnan, Jeux d’enfans et chansons

diverses.

Aomi-no Mabito Genkai. Le Voyage de Kanshin en Orient

traduit par J. Takakusu.

Chronique dTEcole Frangaise en Indo Chine fran^aise, Tonkin,

Annam, Cochinchme, Cambodge, Inde Neerlandaise, Japon.

Revue de VHistoire des Religions. Tome xcviii, 4, 5, 6, 1928.

Contenau, G. Les tombes royales d'Our et l'histoire des religions.

Kxappe, A. H. La vision de Balthassar.

Seyrig, H. Statuette d'un dieu anatolien.

Giornale della Societd Asiatica Italiana . N.S. Vol. ii, Pasc. 1, 1930.

Castellani, A. L’importanza della Sinologia.

Gabrieli, Fr. La poesia di Al.-Mutanabbl.

Rocca, V. II giuoco e la seommessa nel diritto indiano e nel

diritto xomano.
Faggioli, P. La versione Malese del Pancatantra e le sue fonti.

Suali, L. Pubblicazioni della Pali Text Society.
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Studi e Materiali di Storia idle Ueligioni. Vol v
} Fasc. 3-4, J 939 ,

FurJani, G. Sul cosiddetto monoteismo di Babylonia e Aasiria.

Pagliaro, A. Agni, Mithra, Indra e i fuochi sacri del Zoro-

astrismo.

Ac(a Orientalia. Vol. viii, Pt. 4, 1930.

Mowinckel, S. Wann wurdq der Jahwakultus in Jerusalem
offiziel bildlos ?

Woitsch, L. Lexicographische Beitrage.

Fabri, C. L. A Graeco-Buddhist Sculpture representing the
Buddha's Descent from the Heaven of the Thirty-three Gods.

Morgenstierne, G. Notes on Torwali.

Konow, Sten. Note on Vajrapani Indra.

Archaeologische Mitteilungen aus Iran. Bd. ii. Heft 2-3, 1930.

Herzfeld, Ernst. Zarathustra, Teil v. Awestische Topographie.

Ariyaramna, Konig der Konige.

Die Sasanidischen Quadrigae Solis et Lunae Hettitica, Teil i.

Asia Major. Vol. vi, Fasc. 1, 1930.

Chanoch, A. Altj apanische Liebespoesie aus dem Kokinshu.

Zach, E. von. Zum Ausbau der Gabeientzschen Grammatik V.

(Schluss).

Weller, Fr. Ein indisches Fremdwort im China des vierten

vorchristlichen Jahrhunderts.

Fuchs, W. Zur technischen Organisation der Ubersetzungen
buddhistischer Schriften ins Chinesische.

Archiv fur Orientforschung. Bd. vi, Heft 1, 1930.

Bissing, Fr. W. Freiherr von. Probleme der agyptischen

Vorgeschichte.

Weidner, E. F. Eine Bauinschrift des Konigs A^Surnadinapli

von Assyrien.

Ostasiatiscke Zeitschrift. N.F. Bd. vi, Heft 2, 1930.

Lessing, F. Richard Wilhelm zum Gedachtnis.

Kummel, O. Ein Ostasiatisches Museum in London.

C. Zwei Kopfe aus Yiin-kung (2 Tafeln).

Fichtner, F. Chinesische Sung-Seladone in Agypten und ihre

Nachbildungen in Fustat (5 Tafeln).

Rumpf, F. Beitrage zur Geschichte der drei Holzschnitt-

zeichnerschulen Torii, Okumura und Nishimura (2 Tafeln).

Journal of the International School of Vedic and Allied Research.

Vol. i, No. 2, 1930.

Chatterji, J. C. The Vedic View of Life.

Hopkins, E. Washburn. The Epic View of the Earth.

Leidecker, Kurt F. Indian Goodwill in Philosophy.
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Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute. Vol. xi,

Pt. 2, 1930.

Dutt, N. The Place of the Aryasatyas and Pratityasamutpada
in Hinayana and Mahayana.

Bhandarkar, D. K. Slow Progress of Islam Power in Ancient
India.

Pathak, K. B. The Date of Samantabhadra.
Sa-ntaraksita’s Reference to Kumarila’s attacks on Samanta-

bhadra and Akalankadeva.

Sutharkar, V. S. Epic Studies : II, Further Text-Critical Notes.

Journal of the Bihar and Orissa Research Society . Vol. xv,

Pts. 3-4, 1929.

The Journal of Dr. Francis Buchanan (afterwards Hamilton)

when carrying out the Survey of Bhagalpur. Ed. with notes

and introduction by C. E. A. W. Oldham.
Roy, S. C. Report of Anthropological Work in 1928-29.

Jayaswal, K. P. On the rule of Pusyamitra Sunga.

Bose, P. A new Silpa Work.
Mitra, K. Deities of Jalkar.

Mitra, S. C. Notes on the Dog-Bride in Santali and Lepcha
Folk-lore.

On the Indian Folk-Tales of the “ Substituted Letter ” Type.

On an Ancient Indian Beast Apologue and its Punjabi

Parallel.

Bhattacharya, B. C. Kalinganagara and Excavations at its

present site.

Ramadas, G. Trikalinga Country.

Vol. xvi, Pt. 1, 1930.

Sastri, H. Notes on the Baghela Dynasty of Rewah.
Dhruva, K. H. Historical Contents of the Yugapurana.

Jayaswal, K. P. An important Brahmi Inscription (Barli Stone).

Misra, B. Hmdol Plate of Subhakara Deva.

Ramaswami Iyer, L. V. Prossemy and Ecsemy in Dravidian.

Sarkar, J. K. The Buddhist Conception of Moral Sublimation.

Indian Antiquary, Vol. lix, Pt. Dccxxxvi, Jan., 1930.

Misra, K. P. Dr. Keith on Apabhram&a.
Reu, B. N. False Statements about King Jayachandra and Rao

Siha.

Codrington, K. de B. Ancient Sites near Ellora.

De, S. K. On the Text of the MahavTra-canta.

Pt. dcc. xxxvii, February, 1930.

Haider, R. R. Nasun Inscription of Isanabhata of Vikrama
Samvat 887.
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Chakravarti, C. Bengal's Contribution to Philosophical Literature

in Sanskrit.

Koul, Anand. A Life of Nand Rishi.

Richards, F. J. Periods in Indian History.

Pt. Dccxxxviii, March, 1930.

Francke, A. H. Notes on Khotan and Ladakh.
Charpentier, J. Remarks on the Bhagavadgita.
Hill, the late S. C. Origin of the Caste System in India.

Supplement to all three numbers.

Temple, Sir R. C. Remarks on the Andaman Islanders and their

Country.

Indian Art and Letters. Vol. iii, No. 2, 1929.

Heath, L. Art Collections in Asia. The Central Museum in

Lahore.

Arnold, Sir T. Note on Oriental MSS. (especially those in the
Collection of Mr. A. Chester-Beatty)

.

Bosch, Dr. F. D. K. Aims and Methods of Archaeological

Research in Java.

Cuisinier, Jeanne. Indian Influence on the Danus in the Far
East.

Journal of the Palestine Oriental Society. Vol. ix, Nos. 3-4, 1929.

Neuville, R. Additions a la Liste des Stations prehistoriques

de la Palestine et Transjordanie.

Mader, A. E. Conical Sundial and Ikon Inscriptions from the

Kastellion Monastery on Khirbet el-Merd.

Canaan, T. Studies in the Topography and Folklore of Petra.

Mayer, A. L. Arabic Inscriptions of Gaza.

Journal of the Siam Society. Vol. xxii, Pts. 1-2, 1928.

English Correspondence of King Mongkut (continued).

H.R.H. Prince Damrong Rajanubhab. Wat Benchamabopit
and its Collection of Images of the Buddha.

Robbins, L. J. Hill Routes between Pitsanuloke and Lomsak.
Le May, R. Chinese Porcelain and its Collections.

Burnay, J. Texte de la loi Laksana Moradok et apres le Manuscrit

Vajiranana C.S. 1167.

Vol. xxiii, Pts. 1-2, 1929.

Xoester, Dr. H. The Indian Religion of the Goddess Shakti.

Lingat, R. Note sur la Revision des Lois Siamoises en 1805.

The late Sir Ernest Satow.

Phya Indra Montri Srichandrakumara. Adversaria of Elephant
Hunting.

Burnay, J. Note sur le nom du Cap Liant.

Kunst, J. De l’Origine des Echelles Musicales Javano-Balinaises.



PRESENTATIONS AND ADDITIONS TO
THE LIBRARY

‘Abd al-Nabl Fakhr al-Zamani, Qazwim. Mai-khanah. An
Anthology of Persian Poetry with notices of the Authors.

9J X 6J. Lahore
,
1926.

Abhand. fiir die Kunde des Morgenlandes. Bd. 18. No. 3.

Urgeschichte u. alteste Religion der Agypter von K. Sethe.

No. 4. Zum Worterbuch des Rgveda von W. Neisser, 2tea

Heft. 10 X 6^. Leipzig, 1930. Exchange.

Amar-sukti-sudhakarah or Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam rendered

into Sanskrit verse by Giridhar Shanna. 8 X 5J. 1929.

From the Translator.

Andrew of Greece, Prince, Towards Disaster, the Greek Army
in Asia Minor m 1921, transl. from the Greek. 9x6.
London

,
1930. From Mr. John Murray.

Arctos, acta historica fennica, vol. 1, fasc. 1-2. 10 X 7.

Helsingforsiae, 1930. From Professor G Suolahti.

Ara Asiatica 15, Sculpture de Mathura par J. P. Vogel. 14 x 11.

Paris

,

1930. From Messrs. Van Oest.

Barth, J., Kodan u. Rakugo. Mitteil. der Deut. Gesells. fiir

Volkerkunde Ostasiens, Bd. 20. 9 X 64. Tokyo, 1928.

From Asia Major.

Bhasa, Thirteen Trivandrum Plays attributed to Bhasa, tr. by
A. C. Woolner and Lakshman Sarup. Vol. 1. Panjab Univ.

Or. Publications, No. 13. 10 X 7. London, 1930.

From Oxford University Press.

Bibliotheca Indica, No. 253. The Kashmiri Ramayana comprising

the &rlramavataracarita, etc., ed. by Sir G. A. Grierson.

10^- X 6J. Calcutta, 1930. From the Editor.

Bimala Churn Law, A Study of the Mahavastu. 9x6. Calcutta,

1930. From the Author.

B. P. G., Dictionnaire Annenien-Frai^ais. 10 X 7^. Venise t

1926. Bought from Carnegie Grant.

Bratianu, G. I., Le commerce genois dans la Mer Noire au Xllle

Siecle. 10 X 7. Paris, 1929. From M. Geuthner.

Canaan, Taufik, Damonenglaube im Lande der Bibel. Morgen-
land, Heft 21. Leipzig, 1929. From Messrs. Hmrichs.

Chicago, Field Musenm, Anthropological Ser. Vol. 19, No. 1,

Melanesian Shell Money by A. B. Lewis. Anthropology,

Memoirs. Vol. 1, No. 2, A Sumerian Palace, etc., pt. 2, by
E. Mackay. Vol. 2, No. 1, Explorations in Peru by A. L.

Kroeber. 10 X 7, 13 X 10. Chicago, 1926-9. Exchange-

Cohn, W., Chinese Art. 9 X 6£. London ,
1930.

From The Studio, Ltd.
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Condliffe, J. B., Problems of the Pacific, 1929. 9£ X 7. Chicago

,

1930. From Cambridge XJniv. Press.

Darling, M. L., Rusticus loquitur. 9x6. London
, Bombay,

1930. From Oxford University Press.

Dasgupta, S. N., Yoga Philosophy. 9 X 5|. University of Calcutta,

1930. From the Registrar.

Deherain, H., La vie de Pierre Ruffin, 1742-1824, T. 1. 11J x 94.

Paris
,

1929. • From M. Geutkner.

Descriptive Catalogue of Assamese MSS. by Hemchandra
Goawami. Calcutta, 1930. From the Government of Assam.

Dhalla, M. N., Our Perfecting World, Zarathustra’s Way of Life.

9 X 6£. New York

,

1930. From Oxford University Press.

Dictionary of National Biography. The Concise Dictionary
1901-21. 9J X 7. London, 1930. Boughtfrom Carnegie Grant.

Dinkard, The, Text, Transl., etc., by Darab Dastur Peshotan
Sanjanas vol. 19. 10| X 7. Bombay

,
1928.

From the Parsee Punchayat.

Dumezil, G., Legendes sur les nartes. Bibl. de ITnstit. Franfais

de Leningrad, t. xi. 10J X 7., Paris
,
1930.

From Ecole des Langues Or. Vivantes.

Edwardes, S. M., and Garrett, H. L. 0., Mughal Rule in India.

8 X 5-J.
London

,
1930. From Oxford University Press.

Gathas, The, transl. by Khodabax Edalji Punegar. 9x6.
Bombay. From the Parsee Punckayat.

Gaudefroy-Demombynes, M., et Mercier, Louis, Manuel d'Arabe
marocain, nouvelle edition. 8x6- Pans, 1925. Bought.

Govind Tryambak Date, The Art of War in Ancient India.

9x6. London, 1929. From Oxford University Press.

Grey, C., European Adventurers of Northern India, 1785 to

1849, ed. by H. L. O. Garrett. Lahore ,
1929.

From the High Commissioner.

Guerreiro, F., Jahangir and the Jesuits. Broadway Travellers.

9x6. London, 1930. Bought from Carnegie Grant.

Handbook of Palestine and Trans-Jordan, The, ed. by H. C.

Luke and E. Keith-Roach, 2nd ed. 8 x 5J. London
,
1930.

From Messrs. Macmillan.

Hari Charan Ghosh, The Date of Kaniska. Pamphlet. 10 x 7.

Calcutta
,
1929. From the Author.

Hebrew Union College Annual, vol. 6. 9£ x 6J. Cincinnati,

1929. From Hebrew Union College.

Hiralal, Rai Bahadur, Mandla Mayukka Hindi. 1928.

From the Author.

Imperial Record Dept., Calendar of Persian Correspondence,

vol. 5, 1776-80. 10 X 7. Calcutta, 1930.

From the Government of India.

Ishwar Nath Topa, The Growth and Development of National

Thought in India. Hamburg, 1930.

From Messrs. Friedrichsen, de Gmyter.
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Jajneswar Ghosh, Samkhya and Modern Thought. 8| x 5J.
Calcutta-

,
London. From Messrs. Kegan Paul.

Kami, J. H., Some Observations on the Policy of the Mandatory
Government of Palestine. 10 X 6J. The Hague, 1930.

Bought.

Karst, J., Geachichte der armenischen Philologie. Schnften der
Elsass-Lothringischen Wissens. Gesells. 10 X 7. Heidelberg

,

1930. From Messrs. C. Winter.

Karsten, R., De Britsch-Indiers in Suriname. 10£ X 7.
’s-Gravenhage

,
1930. From M. A'ljhojf.

Laufer, B., Pamphlets. 1. The American Plant Migration. 2. A
Chinese-Hebrew MS. 3. The early History of Pelt.

4. Methods in the Study of Domestications. From American
Journals. 1927-30. 10J x 7£. From the Author.

Lyall, A., The Rise and Expansion of the British Dominion in

India, 3rd ed., maps. 9x6. London
,
1905.

From Sir William Foster

.

McGovern, W. M., An Introduction to Mahayana Buddhism.

9x6. London
,
1922. Bought from Carnegie Grant.

Mahabharata. Adiparvan, fasc. 4, ed. by Vishnu S. Sukthankar.

Poona
,

1930. Subscription.

Margulies, G., The artistic Possibilities of literary Chinese.

Pamphlet. 10 X 6|. From the China Society.

Materialien zur Kunde des Buddhismus, herausg. von M. Walleser.

14. Aksara-§atakam, tr. by V. Gokhale. 15. The Nya-
yamukha of Dignaga by G. Tucci. 16. The Man and the-

Word by C. A. F. R. Davids. 10^ X 7. Heidelberg
,
1930.

From Professor Walleser

.

Model English-Chinese Dictionary. 7x4. Shanghai, 1930.

Bought.

Modi, J. J., Asiatic Papers, pt. 4. 8J X 6. Bombay

,

1929.

From the Parsee Punchayat.

Muller, R. F. G., Uber Krankenhauser aus Indiens alteren

Zeiten. Archiv fin Geschichte der Medizin, Bd. 23. 1930.

From the Author.

Murasaki, Lady, The Tale of Genji, tr. by A. Waley, 4 vols.

9x6. London, 1926-8. Bought from Carnegie Grant.

Mysore, Oriental Library, Sanskrit Ser. 72, The Alankara-Mani-

hara, pt. 4, edit. D. Srinivasachar. 9x6. Mysore, 1929.

From the Government Oriental Library.

Nakhlah, R., 1. Anashld al-mahabbah. 2. Fi al-a‘ali. x 5J.
Beyrout, 1928, 1930. From the Author.

Oxford Editions of Cuneiform Texts, vol. 8, The Sayce and
H. Weld Collection, Sumerian Contracts, by G. R. Hunter.

12| x 10. London
,
1930. From Oxford University Press.

Pant, D., The Commerieal Policy of the Moguls. 10x7. Bombay„

1930. From Messrs. Taraporevala.
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Ramaswami Aiyar, M. S., The Apostle Thomas and India.

Pamphlet. 10 X 8. From the Author.

Recueil de textes inedits concernant l’histoire de la mystique

en pays d’lslam, reunis par L. Massignon, T. 1. 10J X 7.

Paris , 1929. From M. Geuthner.

Saksena, M. P., Prahalad Chharittra. Pamphlet. 7J- X 5.

From the Author.

Sharp, H., Delhi, its Story and Buildings, 2nd ed. 7£ x 5.

London
,
1928. Bought.

Siren, 0., A History of Early Chinese Art, vol. 4. 13 x 9J.
London

,

1930. From Messrs. Benn

.

Smith, V. A., A History of Fine Art in India and Ceylon, 2nd ed.,

revised by K. de B. Codrington. 12 x 9J. Oxford, 1930.

From Oxford University Press.

Soothill, W. E., The Lotus of the Wonderful Law. 9 x 6J.

Oxford,
1930. From Oxford University Press.

Surendra Nath Sen, Foreign Biographies of Shivaji. 9x6.
London. From Messrs. Kegan Paul.

Tchobanian, A., La roseraie d’Armeme, 3 vols. 11 J x 8.

Paris, 1918-29. Bought from Carnegie Grant.

Tenrikyo, published by Doyusha. Tamhaichi, Japan.
From Dr. C. G. Seligman .

Tritton, A. S., The Caliphs and their Non-Muslim Subjects,

9x6. London, 1930. From Oxford University Press.

Unvala, J. M., The Ancient Persian Inscriptions of the Achrn-

menides, an excerpt. Pamphlet. 10 x 6J. Paris, 1929.

From the Parsee Punchayat.

Valmiki’s Ramayana, Index to the Proper Names by Manmatha
Natha Ray, 3 pts., Sarasvati Bhavana Studies, vols. 5-7.

9 X 5J. From the Author.

Vishvanath P. Vaidva, The Mhers. Pamphlet. From the Author.

Weissbach, F. H., Beitrage zur Kunde des Irak-arabischen,

l te u. 2 te Halfte. Leipziger Semitische Studien 4. X 6^.

Leipzig
,
1908, 1930. Pt. 1 Bought. Pt. 2from Messrs. Hinrichs.

Wilson, A. T., Alefbaye No. Pamphlet. 9 X 6|. Tehran
,
1930.

From the Author.—— A Bibliography of Persia. 94 X 6J. Oxford, 1930.

From the University Press.

Yetts, W. P., The George Eumorfopoulos Collection. Catalogue

of the Chinese and Corean Bronzes, etc., vol. 2. 18J X 13.

London, 1930. From, Mr. G. Eumorfopoulos.

Zettersteen, K. V., Die arabischen, persischen u. turkischen

Handschriften der Universitatsbibliothek. Le Monde.
Oriental, 22. 11 X 7J. Uppsala, London. Exchange.
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INDEX

'Abbasids, 518 et seq.

'Abd-el-'Aziz ibn Marwan, Inscrip-

tion on bridge over Khalig>al-

Kabir, a.h. 69, 326

Abdullah ben Shalma, author of

Arabic Book of Joshua, 580.

author of the Molad Mosheh,

581.

‘Abd-el-Rahman ibnKhair, Arabic

Alphabet from tombstone, 322.

Abu el Hasan 'All Ez Zahir, Eatimid

Khalif, 761-2.

Adhbuta-sagara, 2, 7.

Afzal Bey, 397.

Al-Hira, 769.

‘Alids persecuted by Umayyads and

'Abbasid Caliphs, 510.

All-India Oriental Conference, 899.

Al-Nadr, 769 et seq.

Al-Niffari, his Mawaqif, 404-6.

Allat, Arabian Mother Goddess, 22.

Amoghavar&a I, copper grant of,

113.

Anniversary Meeting, 705-22.

Arab Weather Prognostics, 377-89.

Arabian Lute and Rebec (Origin of),

767-83.

Arabic Book of Joshua, Samaritan

Hebrew Sources, 567-99.

Arabic Inscriptions on Textiles

(III), 761-6.

Arberry, A. J., The Mawaqif of

Al-Niffari, 404-6.

Asar, 397.

Asatir, the, 573 et seq.

Ayacitahhattaj ataka, 340.

B

Bahram Ghur, Persian king, 769.

Bailey, H. W., Iranica, 11-19.

JRAS. OCTOBER 1930.

E0R 1930

Bailey, Rev. T. Grahame, Hate

of old Urdu Composition ; A
Caveat, 889-94.

Urdu : The name and the

Language, 391^00.

Bakhtiari, Prose Text, 347-64.

• Tribes, 347.

Language, 348.

Verse, 349.

Grammar, 350-5.

Ballala Sena Deva, date of, 2-7.

Banyan-tree superstitions, 335-45.

Barat, P. C., The Chronology of

the Sena Kings of Bengal, 1-9.

Barbat, name of Persian lute, 771.

Black&an, A. M., Drama in Ancient

Egypt, Abstract of Lecture, 494.

Boghaz Keui Inscriptions, 739

et seq.

Bowl Inscriptions, 758.

Burial of the dead at Ur, 883-7.

C

Candradeva the Gaharval, 116.

conquered Kanauj, 118.

Carchemish script, 740.

Charpertier, Jarl, Naica&ikha,

335^5.

Chattopadhyaya, K., Naicasakha,

894-7.

—— Esa munjam panhare, 897-8.

Chinese Turkestan, Tibetan Docu-

ments concerning Khotan, 47-94,

252-300.

Chronology of the Sena Kings of

Bengal, 1-9.

CoOMaraswamy, A., The Shadow-

Play in Ceylon, 627.

Copper Grant of Govinda-raja III,

113.

Creswell, A. C., Aq?a Mosque and

the Church of Justinian, Abstraot

of Lecture, 229.

63
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D

Dana-sagara, 2.

Date of Old Urdu Composition

:

A Caveat, 889—94.

Yoga-sutras, 365—75.

Decipherment of the Moscho-Hittite

Inscriptions, 739-59.

Dhonasakhajataka, 342.

Discussion of the Buddhist Doctrines

of Momentariness and Subjective

Idealism in the Nyaya-sutras,

31-45.

Dome of the Rook, Inscriptions on,

326.

Dummedhajataka, 341.

Durmitta, Hittite city, 110.

Dusares, the Nabataean Dionysus,

22 .

E

Edmonds, C. J., Contribution to

Mr. B. Thomas’s article on the

Kumzari Dialect, 843-854.

Emro’ Al-Kais, tombstone of, 323.

EsaMufrjam Parihare, 107-9, 897-8.

Eta, village m North Gujarat, 112.

Excavation at Ur, 1929-30, 879-87.

F

Farmer, H. G., Origin of the

Arabian Lute and Rebec, 767-83.

Fazli, 397.

Fondation de Goeje, 121.

Fortuna-Tyche, Semitic Goddess of

Fate, 21-9.

Fragment from the Pratitya-samut-

pada-vyakhya of Vasubandhu,

611-23.

G
Gaharvals and the Rastrakutas,

111-21 .

Gaster, M., Legend of Telebmus

and some Roumanian Carols,

628-33.

The Samaritan Hebrew Source

of the Arabic Book of Joshua,

567-99.

General Meetings, 229, 493, 703,

727, 971.

Go-ma river, 49.

Govinda-raja III, Rasbrakufa king,

113.

Gray, L., Lydian Notes on the

Second Singular Imperative and
on Hipponax, 625-7.

Guest, A. R., Further Arabio

Inscriptions on Textiles (III),

761-6.

Gyu-mo in Khotan, 90.

H

Haftlang and Chaharlang, Bakhtiari

tribes, 347.

Hamathite script. 740.

Han an, Inscription of a.d. 568,

323.

Hasan-i-Sabbab, IsmaTli propa-

gandist, 532-6.

El-Hawary, Hassan Md,, The
Most Ancient Islamic Monument
known, a.h. 31 (a.d. 652),

321-33.

Hikaat i Zan o Havu, Bakhtiari

prose text, 355-62.

Translation, 362-4.

Hipponax, Lydian Notes on, 625-7,

Hittite Geographical Names, 109-11.

Inscriptions, 739-59.

Hopkins, L. C., The Human Figure

in Archaic Chinese Writing, Pt. 2.

95-106.

Human Figure in Archaic Chinese

Writing, Pt. 2, 95-106.

sacrifices, 335-45.

Hymn to Shamash, restoration of

a, 41-2.

I

Ibn Khurdadhbih on musical instru-

ments, 768 et seq.

Inscription of first century a.h.

(18 Islamic), 324.

Moscho-Hittite, 739-59.

Kirsh-oglu, 757.

Bowl, 758.
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Inscription, Arabic, on Textiles,

761-6.

Iranian Diatects, Notes on, 11-19.

Iranica, 11-19.

Islamic Monument, The Most

Ancient Known, a.h. 31, 321-33.

Ishtar, Babylonian Mother Goddess,

26-9.

lama'll, founder of Isma'Ili sect, 519.

Isma'Ili doctrines in the Jami'al-

Tawarikh, 509-36.

J

Ja'far Zatalll, Hindi poet, 397.

Jami'al-Tawarikh, 509-36.

Jatakas, 340 et Beq.

Jemdet Nasr Age in Chaldaea,

883, 886.

Johnston, E. H., Some Samkhya

and Yoga Conceptions of the

6veta6vatara Upanigad, 855-78.

Joshua, the Arabic Book of, 567-99.

Juynboll’s Samaritan Chronicle, 567

et seq.

K
Kamru-sipas, Legendary Hittite

hero, 314.

Karlgren, Professor B., elected an

Hon. Member, 255.

KasrKharana, Inscriptions in, 328.

Katyayana, 402.

KhagmiB, Hittite city, 116.

Khakhkhimas, Master of the Winds,

301, 319.

Kharosthi, Le nom de l’ecnture,

43-5.

Rhotan Language, 297-8.

Khotan Region, Pt. iv of Tibetan

Documents concerning Chinese

Turkestan, 47-94, 252-300.

Khotan! People, Personal Names of,

292-6.

Khri-ma-lod, Khotan princess, 88.

Khurasan as place of l6mai‘li

propaganda, 523.

Khusrau Parwiz, 770.

Kikata’s, 339 et seq.

Kirsh-oglu Inscription, 757.

Kish, Excavations at, 1928-9,

601-10.

Kumzar in Oman, 785.

Kumzari Dialect of the Shihub
Tribe, Arabia, and a Vocabulary,

785-854.

Structure of, 785 et seq.

Grammatical Rules, 787, 801.

Vocabulary, 802-54.

L

Lakhana Ragtrakata king, 119.

Lakhanapala, king, 115, 117.

Lakgmana Sena Deva, 1, 6.

Samvat, 1.

- does not synchronize

with commencement of Lakg-

mana's reign, 7.

Langdon, S., Excavations at Kish,

1928-9, 601-10.

Mmitu, " Pate," a Correction,

402.

The Semitic Goddess of Fate,

Fortuna-Tyche, 21-9.

La -Sam began 1119-20 A.D., 1.

Legend of Teiibmus, 301-19.

Telibinus and some Rou-
manian Carols, 628-36.

Levy, R., Account of the Isma'Ili

doctrines in the Jami' al-Tawarikh

of Rashid al-DIn FadJallah,

509-36.

Lorimer, Lieut.-Col. D. L. R., A
Bakhtian Prose Text, 347-64.

Lurs, Persian tribe, 347.

Lute, Origin of Arabian, 767-83.

Lydian Notes on the Second

Singular Imperative and on.

Hipponax, 625-7.

Mahmud, Gazinavi, 391.

M

Margoiaouth, D. M., Abstract of

lecture “ Sidelights on Islamic

History and Customs in the

Fourth Century, a.h.," 727-9.

Mawaqif of Al-Niffari, 404.
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Mahasutasomajataka, 343.

Mdo-lo, Khot&n district, 70.

Mills, J. P., The Chittagong Hill

Tracts, Abstract of Lecture,

236-8 .

Minitu, “Fate," a Correction, 402.

Mir Amman, 394.

Hasan, 398.

Molad Mosheh, book of Biblical

Legends, 581.

Momentanness and Subjective

Idealism in the Nyaya-suiras,

31-45.

Moscho-Hitfcite Inscriptions, De-

cipherment, 739-59.

Most Ancient Islamic Monument
known, a.h. 31, 321-33.

Mullo-Weir, C. J., Restoration of

a Hymn to Shamash, 4L-2.

Musa the Shi'a, 521.

Mu^hafl, poet, 393.

Musical Instruments, Arabian Lute

and Rebec, 767-83.

©1-Mustan$ir, Fatamid Khalif, 765-6

Mutallis, Hittite king, 110.

N

Nabatean writing derived from

Arabic, 323.

Naicasakha, 335-45, 894—7.

Nanya Deva defeated by Vijaya

Sena Deba, 6.

Nasalization of Marathi, 537-65.

Nilometer, Arabic Inscription on
column of, 328.

Norn de I'^criture kharosthi, 43-5.

Notices op Books :

Advayavajrasamgraha, 443.

Alsdorf, L., Der Kumarapalaprati-

bodha, 448.

Alt- und neu-indische Studien, 448.

Angkor, Le Temple d’Angkor Vat

( ficole fran^aise d’Extreme Orient,

Memoires, Tome u, Pt. i), 178.

AnthoDiez, R. G., The Dutch in

Ceylon, 648.

Notices of Books :

Anujan Aohan, P., Cochin State

Archseological Report ( 1926-7),

452.

Armstrong, H., Turkey and Syria

Reborn, 675.

Arnold, Sir T. W., Bizhad and his

Paintings in the Zafar-namah
MS., 916.

Ayscough, F., Tu Fu the Auto-

biography of a Chinese Poet,

212 .

Bachhofer, L., Early Indian

Sculpture, 467.

al-Baghdadi, Khizanat al-Adab,

vol. i, 480.

Barton, G. A., Royal Inscriptions of

Sumer and Akkad, 904.

Batchelor, J,, Ainu Life and Lore,

488.

Berchem, Max Van, Materiaux pour

un Corpus Inscriptionum Arabi-

corum, 2® pte., Syne du Sad,

134-40.

Bhattacharya, S. N., A History of

Mughal North-East Frontier

Policy, 413.

Biljmer, H. J. T., Outlines of the

Anthropology of the Timor

-

Archipelago, 659.

Blochet, E., Musulman Paintings,

XIIth-XVTIth Century, trans. by
Cicely M. Binyon. 919.

Bose, P. Sundar, Sarva-Siddhanta-

Saihgraha, 936.

Broughton, B. L., The Vision of

Kwannon Sama, 639.

Budge, E. A. Wallis, The Monks
of Kublai Khan, 210.

Burnham, J. B., The Rim of

Mystery, 184.

Buxton, L. H. D., China : The
Land and the People, 485.

Caland, W., Das Srautasutra des

Apastamba, 446.

De Remonstrantie van W.
Geleynssen de Jongh, 654.

Vaikhanasasmartasutram, 432.
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Notices of Books :

Cambridge Ancient History : Vol.

v, Athens
; vol. vi, Macedon,

155;

Cambridge History of India . Vol.

v, British India, 417.

Cardew, Sir A., The White Mutiny,

644.

Casey, R. J., Fair Faces of Siva, 658.

Chanda, Ramaprasad, Survival of

the Prehistoric Civilization of the

Indus Valley, 938.

Chanoch, A., Die Alt Japaaische

JahreszeitenpocBie aus dem
Kokinshu, 488.

Charu Deva Sastri, Vikramorvasiya

of Kalidasa with. Kataya-Vema's
Commentary, 935.

Chakravarti, N. P., India and

Central Asia, 930.

Chakladar, Haran Ch., Social Life

in Ancient India, 930.

Cohn, W., Chinese Art, 953.

Deming, W., Ramdas and the

RamdaBls, 457.

De Morgan, Jacques, La pre*

histoire onentale, Tome iii, 683.

Devonshire, Mme R., Quelques

influences Islamiques sur les arts

de rEurope, 911.

Dodwell, H. H., Cambridge History

of India, vol. v, British India,

417.

Dougherty, R. P., Nabonidos and

Belshazzar, 472.

Eumorfopoulos (George), Catalogue

of Collection of Chinese Bronzes,

etc., vol. li, 955.

Festbundel uitgegeven door het

konmMijk Bataviaasch Genoot-

schap, 1778-1928, Deei i, 661.

Geiger, W., Culavamsa, trans. into

English by Mrs. C. M. Rickmers,

928.

Gopalan, R., History of the Pallavas

of Kanchi, 458.

Goshal, U. N., Ancient Indian

Culture in Afghanistan, 930.

Notices of Books :

Gregory, J. W., The Structure of

Asia, 952.

Grierson, Sir G. A., The Language
of the Maha-Naya-Prakaia, 463.

Graner, O. C., Treatise on Canon
of Medicine of Avicenna, 923.

Hasan, Hadi, Falakl-i-Shirwanl

Diwan, 922.

FalakLi-ShirwanI : His Times*

Life, and Works, 126.

Hasluok, F. W., Christianity and

Islam under the Sultans, 160.

Heras, Rev. H., Beginnings of

Vijayanagara History, 940.

.Hertel, J., Beitrage zur ErklArung

des Awestas und des Vedas, 441*

Herzfeld, E., A New Inscription of

Darius from Hamadan, 452.

Hibino, Yutaka, Nippon Shindo,

Ron, 488.

Hillebrandfc, A .VedischeMythologie,

465.

Hobogirin, Dictionnaire Encyclo-

pedique de Bouddhisme, 697.

Hooykaas, C., Tantri, de Middel-

Javaansche Pancatantra-bewerk-

ung, 660.

Hornby, Sir Edmund, An Auto-

biography, 699.

Howardy, G., Clavis Cuneorum,

pt. li, 476.

Hug, G., and Habachi, G,, Pour

Apprendre l’Arabe, 921.

Husam, Yusuf, L’lnde Mystique

au Moyen Age, 638.

Hutton, J. H., Diaries of two tours

in the Unadministered Area East

of the Naga Hills, 462.

Indian Studies in honour of C. R.
Lanman, 428.

Inscriptions of Bengal, vol. iii, 943.

Isemonger, N. E., Elements of

Japanese Writing, 694.

Jack, J. W., Samaria in Ahab’s

Time, 474.

al-Jabiz, ad-Dala'il wal I'tibar,

484.
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Notices of Books :

Jalalu'd-Din Rumi, The Mathnawi,

ed. and trans. by R. A. Nicholson,

127-31.

Jolly, J., Hindu Law and Custom,
930.

Kann, J. H., Some Observations on

the Policy of the Mandatory
Government of Palestine, 921.

Karandikar, S. V., Hindu Exogamy,
946.

Khaja Khan, Khan Sahib, Wisdom
of the Prophets, 680.

Kharosthi Inscriptions discovered

by Sir Aurel Stem, pts. i-in,

203.

ed. by Sten Konow, 186.

al-Khuwayyi, as-Safinal an-

Nukiyya, 483.

Konow, Sten, Corpus Inscrip-

tionum Indicarum, vol. ii, pt. 1,

Kharoshthi Inscriptions, 186-202.

Koschaker, P., Neue keilsohrift-

liche Rechtsurkunden aus der

el-Amarna Zeit, 174.

Krishna Sastri, H., South Indian

Inscriptions, vol. in, pt. iv, 942.

Krishnamacharlu, C. R., Inscrip-

tions of Nagai, 942.

Lammena, H., LTslam, 147.

Lamotte, E., Notes sur la Bhaga-

vadgita, 455.

Lanman, C. R., Indian Studies in

honour of, 428.

Lattimore, Owen, The Desert Road
to Turkestan, 182.

Lefebvre, G., Histoire des Grands

Pretres d'Amon de Karnak, C88.

Levi-Proven9aI, E., Documents in-

edits d'Histoire Almohade, 143-7.

Levy, R., A Baghdad Chronicle,

669.

Loos-Haaxman. J. de, Johannes

Rach en rijn Werk, 662.

Macdonald, D.
f
The Land of the

Lama, 180.

Magnus, Laurie, The Jews in the

Christian Era, 681.

Notices of Books :

Majumdar, N. G., Inscriptions of

Bengal, vol. iii, 943.

Mauavagrhyas utra of the Maitra-

yaniya Sakha, 443.

Maqrizi, El-Khitat. Arabic text

ed. Gaston Wiet, vol. v, fasc. 1,

140.

Marais, G., Les faiences k reflets

metallique de la grande mosquee

de Kairouan, 913.

Massignon, L., Recueil de Textes

medits concernant l'histoire de

la mystique en pays d'lslam, 903.

Matsumoto, N., Essai sur la Myfcho-

logie japonaise, 487.

Le Japonais et les langues

Ausfcro-Asiatiques, 655.

Mees, C. A., Hikajat Pelandoek

Djinaka, 179.

Mingana, A., Woodbrooke Studies,

149.

Minzloff, S. R., In Geheimem
Auftrag, 701.

Moreland, W. H., The Agrarian

System of Moslem India, 407.

Morse, H. B., Chronicles of the East

India Company trading to China,

vol. V, 1742-74, 426.

Muhammad Kurd 'All, Khitat esh

Sham 143.

Musee Arabe du Caire, Catalogue

general, 479.

Mysore Tribes and Castes, vol. ii,

949.

Nachod, O., Bibliography of the

Japanese Empire, 1906-26, 487.

Nanjundayya, H. V., and Iyer,

L. K. Anantha Krishna, Mysore

Tribes and Castes, vol. ii, 949.

Nansen, Fridtjof, L’Armenie et le

proche Orient, 175.

Na§ir-i-Khu9raw, The Diwan of

with the Rawshana'i’nama,

Sa'adafcnama and a prose Risala,

671.

Nicholson, R. A., Literary History

of the Arabs, 674.
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Notices of Books :

Nicholson, R. A., The Mathnawi of

Jalalu’d-Din Rural, ed. and trails,

by, 127-31.

Nilakanta, Sastri, K. A., The
Pandyan Kingdom from the Earli-

est Times to the sixteenth century,

944.

Nizamu’d Din, Md., Introduction to

the Jawami'u’l-Hikayat, 665.

Nyessen, D. J. H., The Races of

Java, 653.

•Ojha, G. H., Udaipur-rajya-ka,

Itjhas, vol. i, 939.

•Oaten, H. H. von der. Explorations

in Central Anatolia, 1926,

687.

•O’Toole, Rev. G. R., John of

Montecorvino, 958.

Ovington, J., A Voyage to Surat

in 1689, 423.

Padwick, C. E., Temple Gairdner of

Cairo, 152.

Papesso, V., Inni del Rig-Veda,
464.

Parlett, Sir H., Brief Account of

Diplomatic Events in Manchuria,
487.

Patwardhan, R. P., and Rawlmson,
H. G., Source Book of Maratha
History, vol. i, 437.

Poorfcenaar, Jan, Borobudur : Six

Original Etchings, 663.

Price, Ira M., The Great Cylinder

Inscriptions A and B of Gudea,
166-72.

Przyluski, Jean, Le Concile de
Rajagrha, 420.

Purcell, V. W. W. S., The Spirit of

Chinese Poetry, 491.

jffamduliah al-Mustaufi al-Qazwini,

Zoological Section of the Nuzhatu -

1-Qulub, ed. and trans. by Lieut.-

Col. J, Stephenson, 123-6.

Rahder, J., Glossary of the Sanskrit
>

Tibetan, Mongolian, and Chinese
Versions of the Da^abhumika-
sutra, 204.

Ramanayya, N. Venkata, Trild-

Notices of Books .•

ohana Pallava and Karikah

Chdla, 932.

Rawlinson, H. G., Napier’s Rifles

434.

ar-RazI, Abu Bakr, al-Firasa li

Filimun, 483.

Religionsgeschichtliches Lesebuoh,

i-xi, 454.

Revue d’Histoire des Missions

Dec., 1928, 214.

Riasonovsky, V. A., Customary Lav

of the Mongol Tribes, pts. i-iii

206.

Roberts, P. E., India undei

Wellesley, 439.

Rosenbaum, M
,
and Silbermann

A. M., Pentateuch with Targuir

Onkelos, etc., 906.

Rosintal, J., Pendentifs fcrompes el

stalactites dans rarchitecturt

orientate. 915.

Ross. Sir E. D.. An Arabic Hiatorj

of Gujarat by Ulughkhani, vol. lii

131-3.

Roussel, P., La Gr&ce et I’Orient

159.

Runciman., S., The Emperoi
Romanus Lecapenus and hii

Reign, 686.

Ruska, J., Tabula Smaragdina, 163

San Niccolo, M., and Ugnad, A.

Neubabylomsche Rechts- und Ver
waltungsurkunden, Bd. 1, Hefl

1-2, 173.

Sarkar, Jadunath, Shivaji and hif

Times, 437.

Sarkar, S. C., Some Aspects of the

Earliest Social History of India

460.

Schebesta, P., Among the Fores!

Dwarfs of Malaya, 176.

Schrieke, B., The Effect of Western
Influence on Native Civilizations

m the Malay Archipelago, 652.

Schroder, E. E. W. Gs., Uber die

Semitischen und nicht Indischer

Grundlagen der Malaiisch-Poly-

nesischen Kultur, 648.
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Notices or Books .*

Sell, Rev. Canon, Islam in Spain,

162.

Senart, E., Caste in India, trane.

by E, D. Ross, 635.

Shah, K. T., The Splendour that

was Ind, 91 S.

Shakespear, Col. L. W., History of

the Assam Rifles, 438.

Skold, Hannes, Zur Verwandls-

haftslehre : Die Yaukasische

Mode, 686.

Sobhy, G., Ed., Dakhira by Thabit

ibn Qurra, 141.

South-Indian Inscriptions, vol. in,

pt. iv, 942.

St&siak, Stefan, Fallacies and the

Classification according to the

Early Hindu Logic, 640.

Stchoukine, I., La Pemture Indienne

a I’epoque des Grands Moghols,

642.

Les Miniatures Indiennea,

642.

Stephan, S. H., and Mathers, E.

Powys, The Smell of Lebanon,

679.

Stephenson, Lieut. -Col. J., Zoo-

logical Section of the Nuzbatu-1-

Qulub, ed., etc., by, 123-6.

Stutterheim, W. F., Indian In-

fluences in the Lands of the

Pacific, 664.

—— Oudheden van Bali, I, 652.

Sulaiman, Abu Izz al-Dm, Ibrahim

Pasha in Syria, 678.

Swynnerton, Rev. C., Romantic
Tales from the Punjab, 420.

at-Tabbakh, Md. R., al-'Uqud ad-

Durriya, 481.

an-Nujum ash-Shanqat, 482.

Thabit ibn Qurra, Kitab ed Dakhira,

ed. G. Sobhy, 141.

Thompson, R. Campbell, The Epic

of Gilgamish, 901.

Ting Tchao-Ts’ing, Les Descrip-

tions de la Chme par les Fran9ais,

1650-1750, 960.

Notices or Books :

Topf, E., Die Staatenbildungen in
den arabischen Teilen der TUrkei
seit dem Weltkriege, 677.

Toyo Bunko, Memoirs of the

Researoh Dept., No. 2, 207.

Trenckner, V., Andersen, D., and

Smith, Helmer, Critical Pali

Dictionary, vol. i, pfc. i, 928.

Trivandrum Sanskrit Senes, Noa.

92-5, 445.

Vaikhanasasmartasutram, 432.

Van der Steen, W. G. N., Four

Months Camping in the
Himalayas, 951.

Van Ronkel, Ph. S., 'Adat Radja

Radja Melajoe, 663.

Venkata-subbayya, A., Rajaditya-

Durgasimhadi Kelavu Kannada-

kavigaja Jivanakala-vicara, 450.

Venkoba Rau, B., Maisuru-de6ada

Vastu-iilpa, 453.

Wiet, G., Catalogue General du

Musee Arabe du Caire, 479.

El-Khitat of Maqrizi, vol. v,

fasc. 1, 140.

Materiaux pour un Corpus

Inscriptionum Arabicorum, Pte. i,

Egypte, 477.

Woodward, F. L., The Book of

Kindred Sayings, 929.

Woolner, A. C., Introduction to

Prakrit, 450.

Wyngaert, P. Anastatius Van den,

Sinica Franciscana, vol. i, 209.

Yetts, W. P., The George Eumor-

fopoulos Collection, Catalogue of

Chinese and Corean Bronzes,

Sculptures, etc., vol. n, 955.

Young, C. W., International Rela-

tions of Manchuria, 962.

Zieseniss, A., Die Rama-sage bei

den Malaien, 448.

Nyaya-sutras and the doctrines of

Momentarineas and Subjective

Idealism, 31-45.
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Obituary Notices :

Beveridge, H., 224.

Kaye, G. R., 221.

Le Coq, A. von, 965.

Muller, P. W. K., 968.

Satow, Rt. Hon. Sir E., 217.

Oman, Kumzan Dialect of, 785-854.

Oriental Congress at Leiden, 1931,

first announcement, 634.

Origin of the Arabian Late and

Rebec, 767-83.

P

Padhana-Sutta, 107-109.

Pataftjali, 400-2.

Persian lute, 770.

musicians, 770.

Porige or Smga-Pon£e = P'ong-

houai, 48.

Prasad Jwala, The Date of the

Yoga-sutras, 365-75.

Discussion of the Buddhist

Doctrines of Momentariness and

Subjective Idealism in the Nyaya-

sutras, 31-45.

Pratitya - samutpada - vyakhya of

Vasubandhu, 611-23.

Tibetan translation, 611.

deals with Buddhist law

of causal connection, 611.

Problems in the Nasalization of

Marathi, 537—65.

Przyluski, J., Le nom de I’ecriture

kharosthi, 43-5.

Public School Gold Medal Presenta-

tion, 722-7.

Q

Qutb Mushtari, 399.

R

Rashid al-Din, Isma'ili doctrines in

the Jami*al-Tawarikh ,
509-36.

RaBtrakutas and the Gaharvals,

111-21 .

Rasfro^a-vaipj^-Mahakiivya, 114.

Ratta-vaip^fs, 111.

Reddi tribe. 111.

Rebec, Origin of Arabian, 775-83.

Restoration of a Hymn to Shamash,
41-2.

Reu, B. N., The Rastrakutas and

the Gaharvals, 111-21.

Robertson, Edward, Arab Weather
Prognostics, 377-89.

Roumanian Carols and the Legend
of Telibinus, 628-336.

Royal Anthropological Institute,

Pre-Dynastic Research, 403^4.

RY. lii, 53, Naicasakha, 335-45.

S

Saladuar, Hittite city. 111.

Samalia, Hittite country, 109-11.

Samaritan Chronicle, published by
Juynboll, 567-99.

Hebrew Sources of the Arabic

Book of Joshua, 567-99.

Sarhkhva and Yoga Conceptions of

the Svetasvatara Upani§ad, 855-

78.

Sardesai, V. N., Problems in the

Nasalization of Marathi, 537-65.

Sayce, A. H., The Decipherment of

the Mosoho-Hittite Inscriptions,

739-59.

The Legend of Telibinus,

301-19.

Notes on Hittite Geographical

Names, 109-11.

Schomberg, Col. R. C. F., The
People of Sinkiang, Abstract of

Lecture, 497.

Schrader, F. Otto, Esa Munjam
Parihare, 107-9.

Semitic Goddess of Fate, Fortuna-

Tyche, 21-9.

Sena Kings of Bengal ; their

chronology, 1-9.

Seveners Sect, 520.

Shadow-Play in Ceylon, 627.

Shah Hatlm, 397-9.

Malik, 400.
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Shamash, Restoration «of a hymn
to, 41-2.

Shi'as, 520.

Shibuh Tribe, their Kumzari
Dialect and Vocabulary, 785-854.

Sinjerli, 109.

6in-§an, Khotan town, 79.

Siva-sutras, the author, 400-2.

Special General Meeting, Change of

Meeting Day, 231-2.

Addition to Rule 4, 493.

Sripati, Rathor king of Kanauj,

112 .

Stein, Sir Aurel, Alexander's

Campaigns on the North-West

Frontier of India, Abstract of

Lecture, 232-4.

Stephenson, Col. J., Abstract of

lecture on the Natural History

of Mediaeval Islamic Authors,

703-4.

Sumerian History as shown at Ur,

879-87.

Sunassioras king of Kizzuwadna,

110 .

SvetaSvatara Upaiusad, Samkhya
and Yoga Conceptions of, 855-78.

T

Telibinus, the Legend of, 301-19.

the Legend of, and some

Roumanian Carols, 628-36.

Tessub, supreme Hittite god, 301.

Textiles Inscriptions (Arabic), 761-6.

Thomas, Bertram, Kumzari Dia-

lect of the Shihuh Tribe, Arabia,

and a Vocabulary, 785-854.

Thomas, F. W., Note to K. Chatto-

padhyaya’s Naicasakha, 894.

Tibetan Documents concerning

Chinese Turkestan : IV. The

Khotan Region, 47-94, 252-300.

Trilocanapala, copper grant of,

111-20 .

Tucci, G., Fragment from the

Pratitya-samutpada-vyakhya of
Vasubandhu, 611-23.

Tyanian script, 740 et seq.
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